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THE

HISTORY

OF THE

Athenian Socie T Y.

1

A M fenfible that the more ticks . (who, I have reaſon to

Judicious and Learned think, will not be ſo favoura

may, with a great deal of ble, as to forgive the Faults

Reaſon , condemn me, as of the Performance for the

guilty of an unpardona- Greatneſsof the Deſign) than
ble Raſhneſs, in attempt- loſe the Glory of having firſt

ing a Province ſo extreme- offer'd at it. I will agree with

ly above my Abilities, as them , that it is to be wiſhid ,

the Writing the Hiſtory of a that the Great SPRAT would

Society, whoſe Learning and oblige the Age with a Second

Wit have juſtly made ſo confi- BejlHiſtory of the Second Beſt

derable a Figure in the World ; inſtitution , for the promotion of

yet I muft, with Vanity enough, Learning, and removing that

own, that the Nobleneſs of the Epidemick Ignorance, which

Undertaking has born me up exerciſes ſo incredible a Ty

ſo far above any Apprehen- ranny over the more numerous

fions, that(like a Soldier who part of Mankind : From ſuch

reſolves on ſome brave Action ) à Pen the World might expect

I caſt off all thoughts of thoſe Satisfaction , and the Athenian

Obſtacles, which might frigh- Society Juſtice ; the Charms of

ten a cooler Conſiderer. And his Stile would engage all to

ſince 'tis confeſs’d, that to aim read , and his Witand Variety

at noble Ends is enough to me- of Learning give them propor

rit Applauſe, I had rather un. tionable Ideas of thoſe Excel

dergo the Severity of the Cri- lencies he would commend to
B them



2 The HISTORY of the

1

them . And indeed gone but number 1 my ſelf was at firſt )

he ( whoſe Thoughts are ſo who were ſtartled with the

true and fine, and whoſe Lan- ſeeming Impoſſibility of the

guage ſo clearly and fully ex- Project, that notwithſtanding

preſſes his Conceptions) or a it was ſo difficult, yet they have
whole SOCIETY learned fully come up to what they firſt

as themſelves, can be thought pretended to .

capable of acquitting ſo illuf- The Deſign, as well as Per.

trious a Task with that Strength formance, ſeems ſo extraordi
and PerfeElion it deſerves. nary, that when I reflect on it,

This Conſideration would I often admire that the gene

not a little diſcourage me, if I ral , nay univerſal Advantage

had not this to obviate the Dif- it brings, ſhould never have in

ficulties it brings ; That great ſpir'd any one to have thought

part of this Book ſhallbe drawn of it before now ; till I conſi

from the incomparable Works der , that the Good of Man

of this Society, who are indeed kind was not the Aim of the

theirown Hiſtorians, and moſt Grecian Philoſophers, ſo much
worthy to be ſo : for their as their own perſonal Glory

whole' Deſign is not only to and Pride, which they built on

improve Knowledg in Divinity their own knowing more than

and Philoſophy, in all their the reſt of the World, who had

parts, as well as Philology in not the Leiſure and Abilities to

all its latitude ; but alſo to ſpend their whole Life in Dif

commend this Improvement to quifitions or diſputable No

the Publick, in the beſt method tions : and to maintain this,

that can be found out for In- 'twas neceſſary for them not

ſtruction : which is, or ought to communicate Learning to 2 = *

to be the end of Every Writer, ny but their immediate Hea

unleſs he aim rather at Amuſe- rers , who by word of mouth
ment than Information . were to deliver it to their Suc

If the World would be ſo fa- ceſſors in the Schools . This

vourable, as to admit of what made all their Doctrines con

I have ſaid for an Excuſe, I find to their Gymnaſia, their .

hope the Gentlemen that com- Porches, and Gardens.

pole this Society will pardon my Some of them were ſo fear-,

Boldneſs in preſuming to give ful of having their Sentiments

an account of their Underta- known, that they wrapp'd all

king, who am not at all con- their Notions up in Myfteries,

cernd in it, and have not the as hard to be underſtood by a

Happineſs of being acquainted ny but their own Scholars, as

with one Member of it; ſince thoſe Chymical Tracts we have

what I ſhall here advance pro- now, which treat of the great

ceeds from an Efieem of their Hermetrick Work. This was the

Delign , and the great Value I cauſe of the different Repre

ſet upon their Performances, ſentations of the Philoſophy of

which are ſufficient to con- Pythagorasin particular ; and I

Pince thoſe (among which think ' tis not doubted by the

Learned,
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Learned, but that moſt (if not Value theſe Philoſophers, who

all of thoſe Abſurdities, which were ſent for to inſtruct the

are attributed to him , proceed Romans, ſet upon themſelves,

only from the uncertain Guef- fatisfies me, that I have no

ſes of his Oppoſers and Ene- great cauſe to wonder, that in

mies, who were never admitted Rome this Project was never

into his School, or had a true thought of ; ſince the Learned ,

knowledg of his Opinions : tho' whoſe Province this muſt have

perhaps the Pythagoreans them- been , would have loſt that E

ſelves did much contribute iteem they then poſſeſs’d, by

(notwithſtanding their great making what they knew com

Veneration for his Memory) mon to as many as were capa

by their Ignorance, to the lg- ble and willing to undertand

nominy of their Maſter ; for them : whereas their Singula

they learnt chiefly by Tradi- rity in Knowledge gave them

tion, to which we may reaſo- priviledge to the higheſt Info

nably ſuppoſe that every Suc- lence . For when the above

ceilor, in their School, (who mention’d Apollonius was ſent

was an arbitrary Diſpenſer of for by the Emperor Antoninus

theſe Myſteries ) added, at leaſt Pius, from Chalcedon to Rome,

by way of Comment; which, to read Philoſophy to his adop

in a Generation or two, incor- ted Son Marcus AureliusAntonio

porated with it, and all paſt nus ( ſirnam'd The Philoſopher)

for his. after his arrival at that City , he

If we paſs from Greece to never went to wait on the Em

Rome, tho' Politeneſs and Lear- peror ; and being ſent for by

ning diffus'd themſelves into a him , return'd this Anſwer,

larger compaſs there, yet their that it was not fit the Maſter
principal Studies were Oratory , mould attend the Scholar, but the

and the Art of War, on which Scholar the Maſter. This Pride

all the Preferments of that of his was ſo temperately born
Commonwealth turn'd ; for, by that generous Prince (in

as for Philoſophy, it was built that more a Philoſopher than

upon the Greek Bottom , and Ci- Apollonius ) that he only ſmild,

cero was the firſt that brought and ſaid to his Servants, Does

the Roman Language acquain- ha then think it farther from his

ted with it . Both before and Lodging to my Palace, than from

after him , they that were that Chalcedon to Rome ?
way inclin'd went to Athens, From hence is evident what

then the only Univerſity ( if ! Honour was paid them (by the

may callit fo ) of Europe, or had higheft Powers on Earth) for

Maſters from Greece į as Plu- the Opinion of their Know

iarch , and his Nephew Sextus, ledg , and alſo what Satisfaction

and Apolloniss,may witneſs,who and Pride they took in it : ſo

were all three Tutors to Em- that it is not ftrange, that they

perors, and all three Grecians, ſhould perſuade it as neceſſary

belides many others whom I to their Followers, and bycon

omit. The Vanity and great ſequence deprive them of all

B 2 Thoughts
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Thoughts of making Learning low'd both them and the Roman

more common. But that a Empire up together. After

Proje &t of this nature would an Age of univerſal Ignorance,

have been very grateful to the the Clergy again put them

Romans, I think, is manifeſt by felves upon Learning, at leaſt

the general Inclination of their aſſum'd the Name of it : but

Youth to Learning ; of whom it is not to be wonder'd , that

ſuch vaſt numbers flock'dto they who out of the ill-under

hear Carneades during his ſtay ſtood Work of Ariſtotle com

in that City(when he was ſent pos'd an abſurd Body of Philo

Ambaſſador from the Athenians) Jophy, kept up the unreaſonable
that Marcus Catomade a Speech Humour ofconfining the Scien

againſt him in the Senate (to ces within ſuch narrow bounds,

whom his Embaſſy was already that many an Age ſcarce pro

in ſome ſuſpicion) and told duc'd one Layman that knew

them, That conſidering the any thing of Letters ; becaule
whole Youth of Rome were ſuch as it had gain'd the Philoſo

Admirers of him , it were an phers Veneration, ſo it would

eaſy matter for him to perſuade add to that which the bigotted

them to any thing . This dif- World already paid to their

covers ſo great a Deſire of Character : fór by this means

Knowledg in them , that, I am the Clergy became undeniable
confident, whoever ſhould have Oracles, in both divine and

ſet ſuch a Deſign on foot there, profane Knowledg.

would have been exalted a- The Schoolmens Heads were

mong their Gods, and had di- too much taken up with Sub

vine and immortal Honour tilties , and Notions deduc'd
paid to his Memory, from theſe Principles (they too

It is leſs to be wonder'd that being all of the Clergy ) to de

the Churchmen , who at firſt viſe any means of making the

took up the Platonick Princi- reſt of Men wiſer than before.

ples, to engage in the Contro- But that which gave me

verſial War with the Hea- the greateſt cauſe of Wonder,

thens, did not promote any was, ſince the Benefit of Prin

thing like the Subject of my ting, Books, and conſequently

preſent Diſcourſe ; ſince they Learning, grew more general,

were too much employ'd in and with that an univerſal In

Diſputes on the old Founda. clination of moft Men to ſpread

tion, to think of any new Pro- it ſtill farther, that nothing of

greſs in Learning : and after this nature ſhould by any of

they had with ſucceſs manag'd the Great Men and Virtuoſo's,

this Philoſophy of Plato , tothe of our own or foreign Nations

Downfal of Idolatry, their be found out before about a

Tribe began to employ it a- year ſince .

gainſt one another, till their I am notignorant that there

Conteſts, as well as Learning, is a Book call'd Sphinx Theologico

found a period in that Inunda- Philoſophica, that bears ſome re

tion of Barbarity, which ſwal- ſemblance to the Athenian Ora

cle ;

ܕ
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cle ; but then it differs ſo much underſtood Writings of Ariſto

when you come to peruſe it, tle; who, if we may credit his

that if it had not been to ob- Letter to Alexander the Great,

viate ſome Mens unreaſonable never intended any one ſhould

Fancies,I would not have reap much Knowledg from
nam'd it : for there the Au- ' them , except his own ſelect,

thor propoſes his Difficulties, Scholars. For that great King

and ſolves them himſelf ; but being fir’d with a generous Am

with an endleſs number of vul- bition of excelling all Mankind

gar Errors, grounding all his in knowledg as well as Power,

Anſwers on ill Authorities, when he wasinform’d that Arii

School-Divinity, and thoſe an- kotle had publiſh'd his * Acroa

tiquated Syſtems of Philofo- matick Books, ſent him a + Let

phy, which were compos'd (aster of Reprimand, in which

I ſaid before) out of the miſ- were theſe words :

ΑΛΕΞΑΝΔΡΟΣ ΑΡΙΣΤΟ. Alexander to Ariſtotle,

ΤΕΛΕΙ, ευπράττειν. Health .

ΟΥΚ ορθώς εποίησας εκδούς της COU have not done well tá

'Ακροαματικές των λόγων: Τι- publiſh your Acroamatick

και γαρ έτι διοισομεν ημείς των άλλων Books ; fornow Iwould fain know

ει καθ' ες έπαιδούθημεν λόγες, ετοι in what we mall excel the reſt of

Trévtar corres xoivot ;, égaidi Borob Men, if that Learning in which

μηνάν ταϊς αεί τα άρισα εμπερί- you have educated us bemade com

αις ή ταις δυνάμεσι 2αφέρειν.읽 mon to all. And indeed I profeſs

I had rather excel in Knowledg

than Power .

Ypued

1

KIS

சம் .

To this Letter of Alexander, Ariſtotle returns this Anſwer.

'APISTOTE'AHE 'AAEE- Ariſtotle to Alexander,

ΑΝΔΡΩ, ευπράττειν. Health .

PErpapas policies are not on Y croamatick Books, which
U writ to me about

ту
A.

τικών λόγων, δείν αυ

şês Qurette óv de oppótos De šv, youjudg should bekept as a Seaτες φυλάττειν εν απορρήτοις ,

ávršs ixedkoopluss, wġ pun indledojelussa cret,andnot divulg'd: For yourεκδεδομέρες και μη έκδεδομένες

{verei go silos puívois tos sueño exs. Satisfaction therefore know, that

theyarepubliſh'd, and yet theyare

not;for they can be underſtood only

by ſuch who bave heard me deliver them .

* So call'd becauſe few only, and thoſe ſelect, were admitted to hear

that Philoſophy : from Axegaris, Auſcultatio, Hearing. Many learned

Authors agree, tbat theſe Bookswere bis Phyficks and Metaphyficks,

+ I am not ignorant that ſome conclude that theſe Letters arespu

rious, yet others are of a contrary Opinion , and prove as large thefe

veral Abſurdities in thoſeAcroamatick Books, whichfogreat a Man

As Ariſtotle could not be suppos'd to be guilty of.

B 3
From
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From hence we may ſuppoſe Senſe muſt acknowledge . Yet,
what Exactneſs and Reaſon to ſilence the Enemies of Rea

there was in Syſtems, com- ſon as well as of the Athenian

pos'd after this Model; and I Society , I ſhall Inſtance in ſome
alſure the Reader, the Author few particulars; as firſt , the

of the forenam'd Book falls Promotion of Printing . For as

yet lower, and dwindles into that Art contributed extreme
Old wives Tales and common ly to the ſpreading and progreſs

Sayings. In ſhort, if any Men of Learning, fo has this Pro

of Senſe fall happen to fee jeet made grateful Returns al

that Book , they will find that ready, to the encouragement

it bears no likeneſs to the A- at leaſt of the Maſters of that

thenian Oracle, but the Form of Art, witneſs the Controverſy

Queſtion and Anſwer; the Au. with the Anabaptiſts, the Qua

thors of which Method, the kers , and with Mr. Jones on the

Gentlemen of this Society Subject of Uſury ; which tho'it

are far from pretending to be, be ſtretch'd into too great a
and it was made choice of, as Latitude by the Practices of

the only way of ſatisfying eve- fome, yet is with no reaſon in

ry one's Curioſity and Doubts , the world abſolutely condemn'd

when each propos'd his own. by him ; as this Learned Society

I never yet (upon enquiry ) have already made evident to
could underſtand that anything any diſcerning Judgment. Nor

Jike this was ever advanc'd ei have the little Endeavours at

ther before this time, or in an Anſwer, by ſome nameleſs

any other Nation . Scribler, mov'd me at all to

England has the Glory of gi- think otherwiſe, he having not

ving riſe to two of the nobleſt anſwer'd any Proof the Society

Deligns that the Wit of Man brought ( nor indeed do I be

is capable of inventing ; and lieve he underſtood great part

they are the Royal Society , for of them ) but with a canting

the experimental Improvement inconfiftent Ramble haftens to

of Natural Knowledg ; and the the end of his mighty Vindi

Athenian Society, forcommuni- cation. I ſhall ſay no more of

cating not only that, but all this Controverſy now , becauſe

other Sciences to all Men , as it is not yet finiſh'd ; and the

well as to both Sexes : and the other I Thall have occaſion of

laſt will , I queſtion not be ſpeaking to in the Second Part,

imitated, as well as the firſt, of this Diſcourſe.

byother Nations . But the Bookſellers and Prime

This leads me into a Conſi- ters are not the only Gainers

deration of the Advantages in this Affair ; that Branch of

this Undertaking has afforded the Royal Revenue, the Poft

the World ; which are ſo ma- (I mean both the General and

py , and ſo evident, that I may Penny-Poſt) being not incon

ſeem to the Judicious to loſe ſiderably improv'dby it ; they

time in endeavouring to de- having in the firſt Year re

monttrate what every Man of ceivid fome Thouſands of Let
ters :

;
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ters : So that it ſeems to me Advantages they could ſo well

the Intereſt of the Govern- make uſe of. The French have

ment to eſpouſe the Quarrel of remov'd in ſome meaſure this

this Society , ſo far as to ſup- Obſtacle, and made all Au :

preſs any Interloper, the Re thors familiar to every one

fult of whoſe unjuſt Endeavors that can but read and under

muſt be the Ruin of ſuch an in- ſtand their own Mother

creaſing Advantage to their Tongue, by tranſlating all,

Majeſty's Intereſt . But I ſhall Books of any Value into their

ſay more of this in my laſt own Language. 'Tis true, we

Párt, and here ſhall leave the have imitated them a little in

Benefit, that ariſes from the that way, but under a diffe

Athenian Oracle, to the Purſes rent Capacity ; for here there

of both the Publick and Pri . are a ſort of little ignorant

vate, to conſider a little of Foreigners, who underſtand

that which the Mind , the no- neither our Tongue, nor that

bler part of Mankind, will from whence they tranſlate,

reap from it, that being its imploy'd by the Bookſellers on
chief Aim and Deſign , the o . this difficult Task, becauſe

thers but accidental . they murder a nobler Author

What an Improvement this cheaper than a Man of Partsa

will be to Learning , I pre- will do him Juſtice, and like a

ſume none, that will give them- Spaniard will live upon a Clove

ſelves leiſure to reflect, can be of Garlick , and work hard for

inſenſible of ; for a diffuſing what will but ſuffice to buy

Knowledg, among all that them a great Coat to keep

Heaven has made capable, them from the Cold : This is

muſt certainly be the occaſion the Cauſe we have few good

of more Diſcoveries in Tru :h Tranſlations. Whereas the

and Nature, becauſe thenum- French are more accurate, be

ber of the Learned will be in- cauſe they who give them

creas'd : Of the Learned, I ſelves to Undertakings of that

ſay, for I cannot ſee any rea- kind among them , are ſuch

ſon why Languages ſhould be whoſe Buſineſs is Learning , and

thought ſo neceſſary an In- who are otherwiſe provided

gredient for the compoſing a for, than to depend on theGe

Scholar, if it were not for neroſity of a Bookſeller for

the opening the Secrets that their Bread . And whilſt a

are lock'd up in them , which Buſineſs of that Conſequence

Priſon this Noble Socierry's Under- is carry'd on by ſuch Hands,

taking will in time free them we have no reaſon to expect a

from : for indeed 'tis very ny greater Performances

hard that thoſe , whoſe Poc- But had we the good For:

kets could nor arrive to better tune to have all the Arts and

Education , and yet are blett Sciences, and all the fine

with abler Brains than many Thoughts of all thoſe great

who ſpend their time in Books, Men who have writ, they

thould be hinder'd from thoſe would be ſo yoluminous, that

many
B4
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many a Man of Senſe would beginning of Learning to this

labour under as great a Diffi- time, have not contributed to

culty as before, both for Time the Increaſe of Knowledg, ſo

to peruſe, and Mony to pur- much as this inſtitution of the

chaſe them . But this Difficul- Athenian Society. What the An

ty is quite remov'd by the A- tients did I bave already, in a

thenian Society ; for one hourin few words, diſcuſs’d ; and tho '

a Week may be ſufficient to I will not deny , that the Ad

peruſe this Work, in which vance which has been made

every one may find the Mar- ſince the Reſtoration of Learn

row of what great Authors ing is very extraordinary, yet

have writ on any curious Sub- it muſt be granted that it falls

jed, with the Improvement of ſhort of this. ' Tis true, it was
inany ingenious and learned great to caſt off Authorities,

Menuponit. Nor is the Rea and to have recourſe alone to

der confin'd to that filly Ma- Reaſon and Experiment, the

giſterial Argument of ſome of only ſure Foundation of all

the old Ariftotelians, an ipfe Learning , without which we

dixit, but is only deſir'd to ſpend out our Years in painful

yield to the force of Reaſon it Study, to fill our Heads with
ſelf ; and what Authorities are falſe and empty Notions, fo

brought will eaſily be ſeen to reign enough from Truth,
be ſupernumerary Proof, un- which is the Aim of all Stu

leſs about Matter of fact, and dy; for without a pretty good

the Verity of any Paffage in Aſſurance of that, the Mind

Hiſtory : as that of Joſephus a- never be ſatisfied. But

bout our Saviour Jeſus Christ, tho ' the Treaſure of Knowledg
wbich can be decided by no- increas'd ſo vaſtly, yet the Por

thing but the Teſtimony of all feffors of this Treaſure did not

Ages up to the time when grow much more numerous

fuch Book was writ ; which is than of old ; ſo that the Be

a much more natural and ra- nefit of it reach'd only to ſuch

tional way to come to the as could go to the Expence of

Truth, than by the conjectı- Studying at the chargeable

ral Argument of ſome opini- Places calld Univerſities (few

onated Men of this preſent elle being the better for this

Age, who would needs prefer new Revolution in the Empire

a mere Gueſs to a Cloud of of Wiſdom ; ) moſt of the reit of

Witnefies , Method quite Mankind were an ignorant Ge

contrary to all the Juſtice and neration , that bore the Form ,

Proceedings in the World. the Shape, the Image of Men,

If the Reader will conſider and had the uſe of their

what I have ſaid, I am confi- Tongue to make known their

dent he can't but in Juſtice ac- Thoughts ; but it was only to

quit me of Flattery , when I diſcover, how very little dif

Thall ſay, that all the Endea- ference there was betwixt them

vors of the great Men of all and their younger Brothers

Nations and Ages from the the Brutes. The Learned

deale

can

a
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dealt with Mankind till now Reaſon by the Society, who

as ſome bigotted Clergy men are not only Men of Parts, but

do , in giving the greateſt part alſo bleft with a Temper that

to Ignorance here, as they do to is induftrious to the higheſt
the Devil hereafter . I confeſs degree, and by conſequence

thoſe few and imperfect Tran- muſt give a general Satisfac

flations we have, did a little tion in their Performances, to

refine the Converſation of a the beſt of Judges in every

greai many, who had not the Science .

good Fortune to he skill'd in But here methinks I ſee

Languages ; but thoſe Books ſome plodding grave Gentle

are (as I have hinted before ) man , that has been at the Ex

too large, too difficult, and pence of many a laborious.

too dear for ſeveral, that are Year to gain the Maſtery of

as willing and as fit to learn , Latin, Greek and Hebrew , with

tho' they have not ſo good a a ſupercilious Frown,

Purſe to ſpare, either their demning this Society, not for

Money, or their time on them , falling ſhort of their firſt

from their neceſſary Occaſions Pretence, but becauſe they

of get:ing their "Livelihood. keep up too cloſe to it : For,

But the Society have open'd an ſayshe, What honour will be due

eaſier way, and fet Learning to learned Men , that have ſpent

in ſo fair a Light, that won ſo many years in the Study of lan

with its Beauty, every one guages,and the Criticiſmsof them ,

muft with eagerneſs imbrace if the Kernel of that Nut they are

it , in a Form fo agreeable to ſolong a cracking be given to every

all Capacities ; and thoſe, who illiterate Fellow , whounderſtands

are ſo near a- kin to their Bo- not what's Latin for the Book he

dies , as not to care for the Em. reads ? This Deſire of Ho .

belliſhments of the Mind, will nour and Veneration, and to be

have a clearer Mark ſet upon eſtrem'd ſomething more thau

them of ſordid Ignorance.
Men , has been the Cauſe of

If theſe and many more are the ſmall Progreſs of Learn

the Advantages that will ac- ing in former Ages, as I have

crue to the Publick from this already ſhewn, and therefore

Undertaking, I belive the oughtto be caſt away with the

Learned will receive no leſs ; I other Fopperies of thoſe times,

mean thoſe who are not fo full which obitructed the Growth

of themſelves, that they can- of Knowledg ; and the Gen

not with Patience peruſe the tlemen of this Kidney may fa

Works of any one elſe i for all tisfy themſelves, that the num

the knotty Points of Philoſo- ber of illiterate Fellows will

phy, Divinity, Mathematicks, be much leſs, and yet the Skill

oc. which have imploy'd the in the Languages be in as much ,

curious part of the World thus Efteem as it deierves, as long

long , are form'd into Queries as the Study of antient Au
by the Inquiſitive, and an- thors, eſpecially the Poets

{werd with an abundance of (which can never be deliver'd
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in any other Language with Philoſophy of the Grecians ima

that Force and Beauty they to Latin , for fear it ſhould make

have in their own) fall be Learning, or at leait its Pro

valu'd by the Ingenious: Cri- feffors, too cheap. But as thar

ticiſms will ſtill be pleaſing, did not deter him from profe

tho ' a thouſand times repeated ; cuting his Undertaking, ſo

and to be a Critick , 'twill be this cannot be ſuppofed to

neceffary to underftand the weigh at all with the preſent

Original of thoſe Books which Athenian Society, who have un

teach themto be fo. Etymo- dertaken a Province of more

logies of Words, and Terms of general Good, and carry'd it

Art will require ſome Skill in on with no leſs Force and

Languages, r.Nay,etc. Nay, this wit .

Athenian Oracle will rather con- Here I muſt not forget that

tribute to that ; for the na- great and univerſal Good this

ture of many Men ( eſpecially Deſign affords to any Trou

thole who are curious) is , to bles of Mind, in removing

deſire to ſee the Author it ſelf thoſe Difficulties and Dilatil

from whence ſuch admirable factions, that Shame or Fear

things are drawn ; which will of appearing ridiculous by

oblige them to ftudy Langua- asking Queſtions, may cauſe

ges, to be able to underſtand ſeveral Perſons to labour un

them . So that that fort of der, who now have Opportu

Learning is in no fear of be- nities of being reſolv'd in any

ing loft , fince now, it may be, Queſtion , without knowing the

fome Hundreds may be exci- Informer.

ted to it, who otherwiſe had To inlarge upon this would

never thought on it. be fuperfluous, fince every

But I cannot imagine why Man, who is affected with any

a Man may not be Maſter of ſuch Trouble, will find how

as much Senſe, tho' he under- much Eaſe Advice will afford

flands never a word of Latin, hiin , eſpecially when he has it

as if he was perfect in the without diſcovering himſelf to

darkeſt places of Perfius; nor be griev'd . It muſt stop many

if his Senſe can be thus im- a deſperate Hand , which un

provid , can he come under naturally elſe might attempt

the Contempt of Illiterate. upon the Breaſt, fooliſhly ima

Bat to fatisfy theſe Sparks, gining, that an end of this

who are for the keeping the Life would put a Period to

World in Ignorance, let them their Sorrows, when it only

por be ſo uneaſy ; for 1 dare adds an infinite Increaſe to

engage there will ftill be Fools them . Methinks there is ſome

and Blockheads enough for thing divinely myfterious in

them , who will not make uſe this, that a Man can confult

of this Advantage. ſo many able Heads on his

Some of the Roman Pedants private Diſtractions, and yet

found the fame fault with Ci that theyſhould ſtill remain a

cero's Design, in tranflating the Secret. Nay, they who pro-.
pole
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poſe theſe Queſtions are not Verſes, as I ſhall obſerve when

the only who receive the Be- I come to ſpeak of the Rea

nefit of the Anſwer, ſince that fons why they call themſelves

may ſerve for many at the Athenians. His frequent Re

fame time , under the ſame flection on this Text concur

Exigencies ; and even Pofteri- ring in time with ſome great

ty , who has not yet a Being, Injury he had receiv'd , gave
will be indebted to it when in Birth to this happy Thought :

the like Caſes, which will hap: For being ſollicitous how he
pen again . With good reaſon ſhould be inſtructed in that

Therefore has the Deſigner of Evangelical Leſſon of forgiv

the Emblem of that Society ing Injuries, as it were by ſome
plac'd an Angel , directing fuch Divine Inſtinct this Method

unfortunate Deſperadoes to ap- came into his Head , by which

ply themſelves to them ; for if both himſelf and others might

any thing under a Divinity be fatisfy'd in that, and any o
can avert their Miſery, it muſt ther Doubt,

without being

be the force of their Reaſons. troubleſom to thoſe, who would

Having thus given a rough perhaps be not very well plea

Draught of ſome of thoſe Be- fed with reſolving Queries and

nefits which this Undertaking Doubts, unleſs they ſaw ſome

has , and will produce to Man Advantage beſides the Good

kind, ' tis fit that the World of theQueriſt.

know its Benefactor ; and in- The Thought ſeems to be

deed Juſtice requires, that he, accidental (as we are apt to ,

who firſt deſign'd and propos'd think all things for which we

it , ſhould have that Reputa- can give no poſitive Reaſon )
tion which is due to him , and like the Birth of a great many

have his Name known to Po- other great things; for all the

Aterity, who will not have a greateſt Events have had Riſe

little ſhare in the Obligation . from ſome Accident, without

He therefore who form'd the a premeditated Deſign. Were

firſt Idea of this great, this la Pythagorean, I ſhould ima

noble Project, was Mr. Dunton gine thatit was a Reminif

the Bookſeller, for whom all cence of ſomething like what

the Mercuries are printed : The had happen'd ſome Thouſands.

Tenth of March , 169. he of Years ago in ſomefar Coun

firſt brought the Embryo into try or other, which he had ob

form , and, as I am inform’d, ſerv'd in the Tranſmigration
there were two occaſions which of his soul thro' all parts of the

gave Lite to il ; the firſt up- World ; and that, as ſome

on reading that of Acts 17. Things or Words we obſerve,

21. For all the Athenians and when we fee or hear any re

Strangers that dwelt there gave markable thing, will bring the

themſelves to nothing elſe ,but to whole to one's Memory , ſo

tell or hear ſome News (or ra- theſe concurring Circumſtan

ther new 1hings:] This ces had the fame Effect upon

has relation to the foregoing him : but fince we cannot find

that
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that there ever has been any means had gain'd the Empire

fuch Deſign fet a foot in any ofConſtantinople) that he dream'd

Nation orAge, I muſt quit my an Eagle alighted at his Head ,

Pythagoric Fancy, tocome to a was baniſh'd immediately into

nearer Gueſs. a barren Ifland, and from

bave obſerv'd in Hiſtory , thence to the City Cherſona ;

that there are certain * criti- where he liv'd in great content,

ca ! Minutes in tirne, when without any follicitous thoughts

it ange and unforeſeen things about his Baniſhment ( ſo far

come to paſs ; and that a Dream , he was from thinking of Em

a random Word, an unforeſeen pire) but Juftinian's coming a

Action has begot mighty and gainſt him to take his Life ,

furpriziog Revolutions, as well made him aſſume a ſudden Re

as great and noble Arts, Thus ſolution of taking the Name

Martianus, who was afterward of Emperor ; and the ſucceff

Emperor of Conftantinople, tra- ful Event fhew'd it was morc

velling near Philipolis, finding than an Accident, that put

a Man dead, out of a Piety of that Thought into his Head.

thoſe Days, alighted from his To mention all the Revolu.

Horſe to bury him ; which tions in Hiftory, which were
whilft he was doing, ſome of begun by fuch Accidents,

that City coming by , took him would fwell to a Volume, tho'

for the Murderer, and being very little to my purpoſe.

brought to the Scaffold by this What was the Original of the

Strange Accident, deli. Noble Order of the Garter ,

ver'dby the Confeſſion of him but the accidental falling of the

who was really guilty : and this Counteſs of Salisbury's Garter

gave
rife to his low Condition . from her Leg in the King's

A more publick Turnwas that Preſence ? There is nothing

Philippicus, who telling his fo Divine as Mufick ( for, as

Friend Tiberius (who by his Cowly lays,

All that we know of the Bleft Above,

Is that they Sing , and that they Love .)

Yet this was firſt thought on The Art of Memory owes its

by the accidentalObſervation of Birth to a fatal Accident; and

the different Sounds a Hammer it was neceſſary that the Ban

made upon an Anvil. Gun- queting-houſe of Scopa ſhould

powder, fo wonderful in its falldown and kill all the Gueſts,

Effect and Power, and now of that simonides from thence

ſo univerſal Ufe in Martial Af- might obſerve the Order and

fairs, was found out by an Ac- Method of the Art of Mema

cident, which is ſo well known, ry . So it was neceſſary that

that I need not mention it . Mr. Dunton ſhould have receiv'd

was

Accidit in puncto quod non fperatur in anne ,
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an Injury , that the World ſeller; but that is ſo fooliſh a

might be oblig'd with a Deſign Flaw to find in it, that it dif

of as great a Value . All the cover'd their ignorance as well

Study of that great Maſter in as Partiality. For firſt, ſeveral

the Mathematicks, Archimedes, noble Inventions have had

could not reſolve that Curio . more unlikely Authors, to in.

fity which Hiero, King of Sy- Itance only in Printing, de

racuſa, propos'd to him : Nor fign'd by a Soldier ( tho' a cer

could he imagine how to find tain Writer has dubb’d him a

how much Gold the Goldſmith Knight from a Trooper, Eques

had ſtole, without deſtroying being an equivocal word) than
the Work , to know itby ocu- one that deals in Wit and

lar Demonſtration ; till going Learning, and may well be ſup

by chance into a full Bath, the pos’d to converſe with many of
Water ran over the Brim as thoſe Authors he fells. And

his Body enter'd . This Acci- next, the Learned know , that

dentbroughtthe Solution into Scaliger was a Bookſeller, and

his Head, full of which he ran Stephanus a Printer.
from thence, naked as he was, Having thus let the World

to put his Thought into exe- know towhom it is oblig'd for

cution, crying out aloud all this advantageous Projeã , 'tis

the way that he went, * Ihave but Juftice that it give him that

it, I have it. Encouragement the uſefulneſs

To omit the Mariner's Com- of his Deſign deſerves, and not

paſs, and a great manyother buoy up the ungenerous and

noble Inventions, the Diſco- unjuft Attempts of any Inter

very of the new World it ſelf lopers, who, wanting Wit to

was at firſt but a random invent any thing of equal

thought of Columbus, from the worth, meanly uſurp uponthe

Obſervation of the Setting -Sun Right of another, and aim to

with a quidf . Mr. Dunton has live upon that Crop which was

done more than Columbus, for manur'd by his Induſtry and

he has not only found out a Charge. Every conſidering

way to diſcover new Worlds Man muſt needs think, that

( for the Induſtry, and paſt Per- it coſt him not a little to efta

formances of the Athenian So- bliſh it, and bring it to the

ciery, promiſe not a few new Knowledg of the world , and

Diſcovereis in Nature) but al- therefore he ought in Reaſon

To how to people the thinly- to reap, the Profit of it. If

inhabited Kingdoms of Philo- the little Inventor of any ſmall

ſophy, with a more numerous Mechanick Inſtrument, for the

Generation . I have heard publick Uſe, has ſo far a Pro

ſome of the Wou'd-be-Wits ob- priety in it, as to deſerve the

ject againſt this Delign , mere Royal Security , a Patent, that

ly becauſe invented by a Book- none ſhall enjoy the Advantage

"Ευρηκα, Ευρηκα,
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of his Induſtry for above four- tering into this Society, which

teen Years, till his Labour be as themſelves well obſerve ,

in ſome meaſure rewarded ; ſeems calculated for Objection : for

with much higher reaſon ought it is no eaſy matter to give a

the Inventer , or Deſigner of good Anſwer to the curious

this Noble Inſtitution , which Enquiries into Nature ; expe

contributes, as I have made ap- rimental Knowledg, and nice

pear, to all manner of Know- Reaſon being the only Guides,

ledg , and the general Benefit as well as the only Satisfaction

of all Mankind,ſince none are in thoſe Affairs. Divinity

fo Great, or fo Inferior, but brings far greater Difficulties

may make uſe of his Diſcove with it , ſince in controverſial

ry.
' Twould be ingrateful Points (and there is no point

therefore, as well as unjust, in of Theology but what has been

every one , not to defend him controverted ) Variety of 0 .

in the Poſſeſſion of that, which pinions are endleſs, and Diſ

in Equity is his Due, by dif. putes may be drawn out into

countenancing thoſe who would Volumes : yet this could not

invade his proper Right. But dalh their Reſolutions of con

I ſhall ſay more of the Interlo- tributing to the Publick Satiſ

pers in the laſt part of this Dif- faction , what Reaſon and the

courſe. higheit Probabilities afforded ;

Having paſſedthro' the No- and a reaſonable Man can de

velty, and Uſefulneſs of the fire no more, ſince they have

Deſign of the Athenian Project, often aſſur’d the World, that

and given an Account who in- they pretend not to an infalli

vented it, and by what Acci• bility, and ſhall be willing to

dent it was firſtthought of, not acknowledg their Errors and

omitting the Charge the Un- publiſh any Sentiment that any

dertaker has been at to bring of the Ingenious ſhall ſend to .

it to that Eſtabliſhment it is them upon any. Subject, both

now in ; I hope it will not be in Natural Experiments, and

eſteem'd a Digreſſion , if I add Reaſon , in oppoſition to their

a word or two in conſideration
Nothing can be more

of the Difficulties which might candid and ingenious than

juſtly have frightned the ſe- their Letter to Mr. Traveſty,

veral Authors from complying part of which I must tranſcribe ,

with the Importunity of Mr. to fhew the Reader that I ſpeak
Dunton in the Performance ; not at random ; 'tis thus

for, 'tis evident from their

Works, that they foreſaw 'em . Mr. Traveſty.

They muſt be Men of more F at any time our Anſwers are

than ordinary Reſolution , as not ſo ſatisfactory as we could

well as Learning, as their Per- wiſh, if you will, as directed by

formances thew; elſethe great our Advertiſement, mention in

Pains that is requir’d to go what Particular, you mall have a

thro ' this Undertaking, would fuller Satisfaction in our next. If

bave hindred them from en- this won't fuffice , we furtheraf

furs

own.

1
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Jare you, whatever Queſtions you good Anſwer to every Perſon's

diſlike, shall be all anſwer'd anew Query, was not the only Diffi

by us (Common Equity to our culty ; fince, when they had

Queriſts obliging us to it) and in done that to the beft Standard,

new Anſwers tothe ſaid Queſtions, and beyondthe Exceptions of

our Readerſhall meet with all the the Learned, they could not

objections you ſend us, the beſt of expect (as indeed they once

your Thoughts, and our own expreft it) to pleaſe every Body,

Improvements thereon . that being an impoflible Task :

And ' tis plain, that they did

This Promiſe they have com- not think they ſhould appear in

ply'd with as often as any Ob- Print, and that in ſo nice a

jector has thought fit to give Deſign, without Oppoſers. For,

them his Reaſons for what he as the incomparableCowly ſays,

ſaid . in his Pindaric on the Royal

But the Pains and Induſtry Society :

that were requir’d to return a

Whoever wou'd depoſed Truth advance

Into the Throneuſurt'd from it,

Muſt feel at firſt the Blows of ignorance ,

And the ſharp points of envious Wit.

This, as they foreſaw , ſo how to avoid that Fate of the come

they have met with in abun- mnon Proverb, Poets are poor by

dance , both from their private Deſtiny. Nay, ſome of the

Querifts, and publick Enemies ; Querifts, are ſo full of their

tho' indeed moſt of the Efforts own dear ſelves, that they are

that have appear’d in Print, reſtleſs, till they ſee their im

have thewn more Gall than pertinent Niceties ſatisfied in

Brains, and taken a great deal Print, and think the World is

of Pains to convince the World oblig'd to give way to be enter

how little they were guilty of tain'd with their Follies. As

Wit. For this Reaſon they for example, one witty Gentle

may almoſt forgive their a- man, who had a mind to make

vow'd Oppoſers, becauſe they Love in Mood and Form , de

puniſh themſelves in the very fires to know ( for, adds he moſt

Act of Injury againſt them , by ſurprizingly and wittily, Lovers

the loſs of their Reputation are imparient)how he may attain

both as to Senſe and Morals, to an effectualform of Courtſhip.

tho' that perhaps they value Another ſomething angry, with
not very much . But there the haughty port of Indigna

are a ſort of very civil, dear, tion, tells them , He (even

careſing Animals , that with he) wants to know why thoſe

the Air of a Friend are more Queſtions he ſent above ſix Weeks

troubleſom than the moſt able fonce, are not yet anſwer'd . He

Adverſary . I am afraid, ſays adds very gravely,I think my

one, Ishall be a Poet, direct me Queſtionsdeſerve a Thoughtas well

a
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any Bodies elle. There is no- Streets to every one that pages
thing certainly more uneaſy to them .

a Man of Senſe than to be peſ- Tho' I have not run thro' half

ter'd with a Fool ; nor for a the Difficulties which pre

Man of Piety than to be ob- ſented themſelves to the Noble

lig'd to hear Blaſphemy, A- Authors of the Athenian Ora

theiſm , and other Profaneneſs: cle, upon a confideration of the

but this Society, being compos'd mighty Task they were going

both of Men of Senſe and Pie- to undertake, yet no private

ty ( tho' I am ſenſible fome of Inconveniences could deter them

the Town Wits and Beaux will from the Publick Good.

think the laſt but a canting Com- Having done the firſt Pro.

mendation) have had abundant jector of this Deſign fome Jur

cauſe to exerciſe their Patience. tice already, I think my ſelf

Horace had neverhalf the Fa- oblig'd not to forget thato:her

tigue with the Poetaſter, as young Man, Mr. Sault, who

they muſt have had with both firſt, like * fafon, dar'd ſo

Male and Female Impertinen : boldly to venture outinto the

ces . One would know, whe- Billows of the Criticks, and

ther any two Men have the lead the way to the reſt of the

fame number of Hairs ; ano Hero's that were to go in

ther is troubld with a ſquea- ſearch of the Golden Fleece
milh Conſcience, and would of Wiſdom and Learning

knowif it be lawful to eat Mr. Sault had ſo great and ge

black'Puddings; a third , aa nerous a Zeal for the general

great Enquirer into Myſteries, Benefit, that he would not let

and I believe very ftudious of thoſe Difficulties I have men

Cornelius Agrippa's occult Philo- tion'd, or any other Confide

ſophy, would know what the rations outweigh it : No , he

King of France is doing at that only kept the Nobleneſs of the

time. 'Twere endleſs to run End in his view , fixing his

thro' the Follies they have Eye on the farther Brink , that

been troubl'd with ; and I ſhall he might not ſee the Breadth

not meddle with the others that of the Stream he was going to

fall under Profaneneſs and A- leap ; or to expreſs thenoble

theiſm , abundance of which Thought in the beſt of our

they have receiv'd, which but Engliſh Poets own Words, Mr.

to repeat in the Queriſt's Words, Dryden , I mean, ln the Con ,

would be likeſellingofPoiſon in the queſt of Granada .

Almabide fays to Almanfor.

Alm . Great Souls diſcern not when the Leap's too wide,

Becauſe they only view thefarther ſide, &c.

* Valerius Flaccus in his Argonauts.

Thay
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That which follows is alſo applicable to the fame

Great young man.

Alm. There's a Neceſſity in Fats,

Why ſtill the Brave, Bold Man is fortunaté :

He keeps bis Object ever fullin fight,

And that Aſſurance holds him firm and right, sic,

' Tis no ſmall difficulty to de- that no Man can value his

termine which was the greateſt Acquaintance and Friendſhip

Wonder, the Boldneſs of the more, tho’ I have not yet the

Undertaking, or the Ability Honour to know him, having

he has ſhewn in ſuch unripe never had but once , and then

years in the Performance. only, a tranſient ſight of him .

Hercules his deſtroying the Ser- I am ſure, nothing but his

pents in the Cradle, has found Modelty, or the Envy of

Work for the Poets a great ſome impotent Aſpirers to the

many Ages. But he has done Names of Authors, will ſay,

more than all the Herculean La that what I have here advanc'd

bours, at an Age when the reſt about him, has any reliſh of

of Mankind are but ripening ; Flattery ; ſince I have the

for the mighty Senſe he Judgment of more than one

writes, will not let me doubt, of the greateſt Scholars of the

but that he foreſaw what infi- Age, to juſtify my Sentiments :

nite Hydra's he was to engage but I will not foreſtal what I

with : but he has purſu'd it to believe they themſelves may

a Miracle, ſhewing the Scho- ſome time or other communi

lar without the Pedant, the cate to the World .

Philoſopher without the litt I fhall conclude this firſt

and obſcure Expreſſions, and part of my Hiſtory with the

ſuperfluous Repetitions of the Reaſons why they affum'd the

School ; for every thing he Title of Athenian, for even that

writ in the firſt Mercury, had has fall’n undet the mercileſs

a pleaſing genteel Air , and Phangs of the Wou'd be-Cri

neat Turn through every Line, ticks. If they had taken the

and diſcover'd that profound Nameof Lacedemonian, indeed

Reaſon could be lodg’d in a it would have look'd ſomething

youthful Head, and that it met odd, and as if ’ were done in

there with a Softneſs that did ſpite of Learning , to borrow a

not obſcure its great and ſe- Title from that place, which

vere Ideas. This his Bold. ſcarce ever afforded a Philofo

neſs, Learning, and Ingenuity , pher, or any Man of Learn

ought to endear him to every ing ; but the Athenians were the

Man , that pretends to value inoit curious, and inquiſitive

Excellence . And tho' I confeſs People of Antiquity , as that

my ſelf the moft unworthy of Verle I have before quoted

his Converſation , yet I muſt out of the Atts, demonftrates,

aſſume the Vanity to boaſt, which I ſhall add here to the

VOL . IV .
C two
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two foregoing Verſes of the and ſcarce any (I might fåy

fame Chapter, v . 19. And they none) that were receiv'd into

took him , (viz . St. Paul) and the number of the Wiſe and

brought him into Mars ſtreet, fay- Learned, that were not behol

ing, May we not know what this den for their Education to A

New Doctrine,whereof thou ſpeak- thens : Thither Anacarſis came

eft, is ? Ver. 20. For thou bring- from Scythia , and was ſo taken
of certain ſtrange things to our with the Laws, as well as Wif

Ears ; we would know ,therefore, dom of the Athenians, that en.

what theſe things mean . Ver . 21. deavouring to introduce - both

For all the Athenians and Stran- into his own Country, he was

gers that dwelt there, gave them- kill'd by his brother, and

ſelves to nothing elſe, but either to King: There Demofthenes liv'd,

tell or to hear News. This, as it and flouriſh'd in Oratory; and
gave occaſion to the firſt riſeof Sophocles and Euripides, in Tra

the Defign ; ſo it is enough to ju- gedy: There liv'd Eupolis, Cu

ſtify the Title that was choſe, ratinus, Ariſtophanes, ( tho' the

becauſe the Buſineſs and End laſt was born in Rhodes, yet he

of it, is to anſwer the Niceties liv'd there , and excell'd in

and curious Enquiries into Arts their Dialect) and Menander ,
and Sciences. allComick Poets. Demoſthenes

All that know any thing of was ſo great an Orator, that

Hiſtory, or have read any of he exceil'd not only all the Grea

the old Authors, muſt be ſen- cians, but put in for the Palm

ſible, that Athens was in that or Fame with Tully himſelf ;

Veneration with Antiquity, and if he carries it not from

that it was the only place of him , yet he holds the Balance

Study in thoſe days ; and from in equilibrio. TheValue the Go

thence was all Europe civiliz’d , vernment of Athens put upon
and taught Arts , and Sciences the Learned in all Sciences,

Cicero, in the Introduction to afforded Encouragement to the

his Offices, writes to his Son , Ingenious, to improve them.

at that time hearing. Philo- Both Comedy and Tragedy
ſophy there, that he had the owe their Birth to Athens ; and

Advantage of not only ha- indeed, the Dramatick was

ving Cratippus for his Maſter, more in eſteem there than E

but even in Athens it ſelf, as if pick Poetry, being the more

the Place added to the Facility immediately uſeful for Man's

of his Learning ; and he adds Life, Comedy correcting the

the reaſon of it, becauſe the Vices of it, and Tragedy (by

Examples of ſo many wiſe Examples more powerful than

Men, that had flouriſh'd in Precepts) ftirring the Minds

that City, could not but ftir of Youth up to Heroick Ac

him up to Emulation : for, tions, and keeping Virtue in

trere Socrates, Plato, Ariſtotle, Efteem , by ſhewing its Re

and all the great Philoſophers, ward, and the Puniſhmentof,

learned, and taught ; there Vice : Tho' ' tis ſaid of Sopho

were the Schools of every Sect, cles, and Euripides, that one

repres
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repreſented the Accidents of monwealth , that wife State

Human Life, without regard thought them . When the

to that Poetick Juſtice, as they Death of * Euripides was known

too often happen ; the other, at Athens, (who fome ſay was

as they ought to have been kill'd by the Dogs of Achelaus)

The Eſteem theſe Dramatick there were ſeveral Emballies

Poetswere in , may appear by diſpatch'd to Macedon, to ob

two Inftances, one of Eupolis, tain leaveto convey his Body

the other of Euripides : Eupolis to his, and their own Country';

having writ ſeventeen Come- but Achelaus would not part

dies after the Old Method, with with the Treaſure of his Bones,

a great deal of Liberty, expo- notwithſtanding their repeated

fing the Vices of the People, Importunities. Nay, I may call

was flain in a Sea- fight betwixt the great Homer an Athenian,

the Athenians, and Lacedemoni- fince Athens was not the lealt

ins. Athens reſented his Loſs of thoſe Cities, that contended

ſo much, that it made a Law, for his Birth, wþich are enu

Thai no Poet ſhould after that ven- merated in a Greek Diftich to

ture himſelf in the War ; fuch ne- this Senſe.

ceſſary Members of the Com

Seven Cities ftrive for Mighty Homer's Birth ,

Athens, Smyrna, Rhodes, Colophon, Salamin, Chios, and Argos.

Επία πόλεις διερίζεσι οι ριζων ομερού ,

Σμύρνα , Ροδο-, Κολοφών, Σάλαμιν, Χια » , "Αργώ », Αθηναι .

Next to Poets, we muſt re- Tyranny, where the Muſes al.

member Painters, and Statua- ways found a ſecure Retreat ;

ries, which flouriſh'd in Athens ; and tho' he was not born

of the latter Phidias was the an Athenian, would die one .)

moft excellent : but conſult Thucydides was the beſt of the

Pliny's Natural Hiſtory, 36th Greek Hiſtorians, being ſo im

Book, and there you will find partial a writer, that in the

a full Account of both. The Peloponneſian War, which he
World was not more oblig'd to was going to write, he paid for

Athens, for Philoſophy, Orato- Intelligence of the Tranſac

ry , and Poetry (to omit Sta- tions on both ſides, that fo he

tuary , and Painting, juſt men- might perfectly find out the

tion'd ) than for Hiftory ; as Truth ; juftly ſuſpecting, that

Thucydides, and Xenophonmay e- as both Parties would palliare

vince (to omit Herodotus, who their own Lofles, ſo if he

only retir'd into the Athenian knew the Affairs of each only

Territories, from domeſtick from themſelves, he ſhould ne

* The worſt of Euripides was, that he hated Womenkind, so that

he was commonly call’d Mørozívns.
с 4. ver
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ver arrive at the Truth . And der ; for he was a Soldier, as well

it is to be willi'd , that none but as Philoſopher and Hiſtorian .

Men of * Quality and Eftate 'Twould be endleſs to mention

would meddle with compiling but the Names of all thoſe that

of Hiſtories, who are or ought have flouriſh'd in every Sci

to be above the Partiality and ence and Art in this famous

Weakneſs of being byafs'd by City. From what I have here

Affection , or Intereſt; it being produc'd, will ſufficiently ap
more below the Honour of a pear, that ſince all the Arts

Great Man , to falſify the and Learning of the old World

Truth to Pofterity, than to be ow'd their Beginning ( nay ,

guilty of a Lie in Converſa- and perhaps Perfection too,

tion . tho' afterward loft in the Inun

Xenophontoo wasan Athenian ; dation of Barbarity which from

he took up the Hiſtory of the the North over-run all Europe )

Peloponneſian War, where Thucy- to Athens, with juſt Reaſondid

dides left off, and was the firſt this Learned Society make choice

Philoſopher that writ an Hi- of that Appellation ; whoſe

ſtory : And 'tis the Opinion of Aim it is to advance all know
Cicero, in his Book De Oratore, ledge, and diffuſe a general

thatXenophon, in his Tlacodesav, Learning through the Many,
conſulted' not ſo much the and by that civilize more now,

Truth of the Story, as his De. in a few years, than Athens it

ſign of forming an Example of ſelf did of old during the Ages

aperfect Prince and Comman- it flouriſh'd .

(

* For ſuch was Thucidides, deriving himſelf from Miltiades, and

Cimon, two of the Athenian Commanders, and they from pacus,

and fo from Jove.

THE
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Τ Η Ε

SECOND PART

OF THE

HISTORY
OF THE

Athenian SOCIETY.

N the Firſt Part of this Tho' the whole Deſign of

Hiſtory I have given you this Inſtitution may be gather'd

an Account of the Novel- from what has been ſaid in the

ty, Advantage , Inventer, and Firſt Part, yet I think it ne

Occaſion of this Noble Under- ceſſarytopremiſe an intire

taking. I have touch'd upon Proſpect of it here ; fince that

the Difficulties that attend it ; will not a little contribute to

the Noble Daring of the firft the Satisfa &tion of the Reader,

Author ; and laſtly, I have ad- by avoiding Obſcurity and Con.

vanc'd ſome Reaſons, why this fufion, ſetting things in as clear

Society aſſum'd the Title of A. a light as poſſible, and in that

thenian. In That I brought you form which the Decency of

to its beginning ; in This I hall Order requires .

(with all the Brevity the Co- That which they firſt pro

piouſneſs of the Subject will pos'd to themſelves, was not

allow) proceed to its Infancy only to anſwer all Manner of

and Growth, and from thence • nice and curious Queſtions in

paſs to the Manly Performan . Divinity, Phyſick, Law , Philo

ces of the Society, when eſta- * ſophy, Hiſtory,Poetry,Mathema
blith'd . ticks, Trade, and all other

QueſtionsC 3
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<

Queſtions propos'd by either contribute to the Power and

Sex, or in any Language ;. Glory of our Empire of Wit,

• but alſo to give an account as the conqucr'd World did of

of the moſt confiderable old to the Grandure and Wealth

• Books, printed in England, or of Rome ; this a far more noble

• tranſmitted to them from fo . Tribute, and a far more exal

• reign Parts : and to accom- ted Glory. Every Man in jur

pliſh this effectually, the Un- tice therefore ought to honour

dertaker , reſolving to ſpare them with the Auguſt Name of

no Charges to gratify the In- Patriots, above moſt that ſtand
genious, ſettled a Correſpon- bluſtering Candidates for it.

• dence beyond Sea. And tho ! • Yet farther, to make their

• all this were enough to ex- · Endeavours the more fatiſ

pect from the extraordinary • factory to all Men, this so

« Parts and Induſtry of any So- ciety have all along invited

ciety of no greater extent ; every one that has any Ex

yet they reſolving to ſpare no periment or curious Inſtance,•

• labour, proceeded farther, by which they know to be truth

inſerting thethe Conferences, " and Matter of fact, circum:

• and Tranſactions of ſeveral • ftantiated with Time and

* Engliſh Virtuoſo's, and whate- Place, ' to ſend it to them.

ver the Genius of our Na- • Theſe Experiments and in

< tion would reliſh in the Alta ſtances they not only promis'd

Eruditorum Lipſia , the Paris • to inſert in their Mercuries,

Journal des Scavans, the Gior. • but alſo endeavour to find

• nali de Litterali printed at a Demonſtration for

Rome, the Univerſal Hiſtorical thoſe, which the Senders

• Bibliotheque ; and other lear- I could not. So greatis their

ned and ingenious Efrays of admirable Zeal for the good
s other Nations. That ſo as

• of the Publick , and the Sa

our Merchants ſupply'd us with 6 tisfaction of all curious En

the ManufaQures and Com- • quirers into natural Specula

modities of all Countries, we tions .

thould not want that Produc- Tho ' what I have mention'd

tion, ſo much more valuable already may ſeem the Labour

in it ſelf and in the eſteem of of Ages , yet they ſtill went

every Wiſe Man , their Wit farther; and we find very early

and Learning. Whatever the cu- their Reſolution of gratifying

rious and brisk Genius of the the world with a new Syſtem

French, the Floridneſs of the of Philoſophy, a thing as much

Italian, the Induſtry of the defir'd as wanted ; that of Ari

German, the Gravity of the ſtotle being ſo falſe, and that of

Spaniard, ſhould from time to Deſcartes To imperfect. I ſhall

ume " gratify their Countries ſay no more of this work here,

with , this Great Society have becauſe I ſhall have occaſioni

perouſly and ſucceſsfully im- to ſpeak of it again in the

ported into England ; and by Third Part.

that ineans inade all Nations

But

out

c
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But that the World might be by their faults, they have laid

fully acquainted with this whole down theſe excellent Rules .

Deſign, they have frequently

publith'd it : ſo that none can 1. To look over the Indexes of

plead Ignorance, that ſhall in their Volumes, to ſee if their Que

trench upon their Deſign and'ries are not already anſwer'd to

Method ; and none can be dif- their ſatisfaction .

ſatisfy'd that they have not a II. Thatnone fend obſcene Quel

full account of ſo many Ad- tions, as not fit to be anſwer'd by

vantages they may reap from any thatpretend not to asgreatDe

the ſeveral Endeavours of this bauchery as theSenders of them .

Society. Here it will not be III. N. Riddles or Equivoca

improper for me to give ſome tions, &c. becauſe they are of no

account of the Method they uſe to the Publick.

propos'd to themſelves for the IV. Nothing, the Anſwer of

proſecution of their Deſign ; which may bea Scandal to theGo

for that is indeed a neceſſary vernment, or an Abuſe to parti

part of it. That Order which cular Perfons.

Juſtice requir’d, they made V. Nothing that may be de

choice of ; that is , that thoſe ſtruktive to the Principles of Vire

Queries that came firſt ſhould tre andfound Knowledge.

be firſt anſwer'd, unleſs a grea VI. That no Queriſt Jendabove

ter Good interpos'd , as the an- one or two Queſtions, at the moſt,

fwering, any popular Query , at one time; for thenthey will be

that might beof lervice tothe Go- the ſooner at liberty to ſend again,

vernment; for the publick Good and perhapsſomething more curi

is grantedby all Men , I think , ous ihan what they ſent at firſt.

to be preferr'd to the private :

Or fome curious Accident, or re- If every one had obſerv'd

markable Providence, that's Mat. theſe neceſſary Rules, they

ter of fact, and wants a Demone would not have met with thoſe

Stration. Here too the general Diſappointments they com

Advantage comes in , and then plain of ; but if they will ob

' tis but fit that particulars of ſerve no Method or Reaſon

leſs conſequence ſhould expect but their own Fancy and whim ,

a little, and give way. Next, 'tis juſter to puniſh their Va

fome extraordinary Scruple of Cono nity with Neglect and Con

ſcience, which wants a ſpeedy An. tempt, than for the ſake of
Swer. And for the ſatisfaction ſuch unaccountable Gentle

of ſuch, I think, no reaſonable men to break all Order, which

Man but would willingly admit is the Life of all Performances.

his leſs weighty Query ſhould Let them act but regularly ,

be ſuperſeded a while ; ſince and the Society deſires they may

he is ſure after that to come be as Nice and Curious as they

in , in his turn. pleaſe.

Farther, that the Queriſts Nor can I omit a Method

ſhould not be diſappointed in propos'd to the Society by ſome

their Expectations of Anſwers ingenious Well-wiſher to their ,

Deſigns ,C 4
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Deſigns, for a farther Satiſ the critical part of the Town

faction of the Queriſts; this as great a Satisfaction in what

being the proper place to in- it contain'd, as it did Admira

ſert it . This Gentleman hav- tion at the Strangeneſs and

ing confider'd the Fatigue of ſeeming Impoflibility of the

the Society , in receiving ſo ma- Attempt . This Satisfaction

ny Letters on one Queſtion , was ſo general, that in the

ſent them a Project for their third Number, I find Queries

Eaſe , which they approv'd of, came in ſo faft, that publick

viz. That every Queriſt ſet notice was given to ſend in no

two Letters to every Queſtion he more, till thoſe were diſpatcha

Jends, and ſomeNumber confifting that were ſent already: An

of three Figures, thus ---- 1.B, evident Argument, that the

231. or A. C. 312. B. H. 132. number of thoſe that ſent had

H. 7.721 . R. N. 472 , &c . For ſome Belief, that the Society
it is not likely that any two were able to comply with their

ſhould light upon the fame Deſires, elfe it had been fooliſh

Letters and numbers too : So to have been at the Expence

that if they are publickly ac- of writing and ſending. In

knowledg’d in the Mercuries to the ſecond Number the Title

be receiv'd , by inſerting the is alter'd, from Gazette to Mer
Letters and Numbers, with

cury ; the reaſon of which they
thoſe Marks at the end of give in their Twelfth, in an :

each , the Querifts would ſoon ſwer to this Queſtion What

be fatisiy'd , viz . thoſe mark'd is the reaſon of your changing the

thus (*) will never be anſwer'd, Nameof your Athenian Gazette,
as coming under ſome of the into that of the Athenian Mer

above mention'd Exceptions. cury ? Gaza ( ſays the Author)

Thoſe markid thus ) have ſignifies a Treaſury, and therefore

been anſwer'd already, Vol. n . we reſerve it for the general Title

Thoſe mark'd thus ( + ) will be of our volumes, deſigning to intitle

anſwerd in their order. them the Athenian Gazette, or

Having thus given the Rea. Caluiftical Mercury : And Mer

der a view of the Delign of curius fignifying a Meſſenger, is

the Athenian Society, and the the more proper Title for theſingle

Method they propos’d to them . Papers, which run about to Coffee
ſelvesand others, I ſhall now Houſes and elſewhere, so ſeek out

proceed in that form I have Athenians.

let down in the beginning of But as this Undertaking was

this Second Part. too great for any two Men to

A Paper intitled the Athe- go thro' with , it was thought

nian Gazette , reſolving weekly all fit , both for Eaſe, Diſpatch,

the moſt nice and curiousQueſtions and the fuller Satisfaction of

propos'd by the Ingenious; dated all Men , to receive occaſional

Tueſday March 17. 1690. was ly . Ten other members , to the

the firſt Effay of this Noble compoſing a juſt Number, for

Undertaking that the World compleating the Undertaking,

was gratify'd with ; which gavę by having Men qualify'd with
all

1
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all ſorts of Learning : that ſo the Reaſon with which he con

all ſorts of Queſtionsmight re- firms the Wavering, and con

ceive juſt Anſwers. I preſume futes the Hereticks and Atheiſts of
it will not be ingrateful to any this profligate Age ! Then

Reader, if I bere give him an what can farther contribute to

account of the Qualifications the Progreſs of Piety and
of ſome of the Members ( ſuch Learning, than the manly

as were both conftant and oc- Sweetneſs of his Stile ; for

caGonal. ) They all deſerve whate'er he writes is ſoft with

an ample and juſt Theme of out Affectation and Satiety,

Praiſe ; yet Ignorance of nine and learned without Pedan

of them confines me much a- try. Yet if all theſe Virtues

gainft my will to the Divine, were wanting, the Affability

the Phyſician, and Mathematic and Agreeableneſs of his Tem .

cian ; tho' I ſhall have occaſion , per and Converſation, the ten

in the purſuit of this Diſcourſe, der Compaſſion hehas for the
to touch upon the Performan . Sufferings of his Fellow -Crea

ees of moff, if not of all the tures ( abovethe Conſideration

reft. of which all his ftupendious

As Divinity is the moſt ſub- Learning and Parts are not a

lime and facréd of Studies, ſo I ble to tranſport him) both in

think my ſelf oblig'd to begin ſpiritual and temporal Exigen

with the Divine ; and I am fa- cies, were enough to draw as

tisfy'd that the reſt of this great a Veneration from all,

Learned Society will ſubſcribe to as is lawful to pay to Man . Fi

this juft Preference I give him , nally, fince Actions are more

if not for the Veneration of valuable than Words, his Deeds

his Character, yet for his own give a nobler and truer Cha

proper Merits : ſo great is the racter of him , than I can pre

Reverence of his Perſon, the ſume, with the Inability and

Profoundneſs of his Knowledge, Weakneſs of my Pen, to draw .

not only in the Holy Scrip- All that I ſhall therefore add, is,

tares, Councils, Fathers, and that if it were poſſible that any

the reſt that compoſe that ſuch thing could be as an Uni

mighty Science of Theology ; but verſal Prieſt, certainly his Duty

alſo in every other Art that would be to take care of the ſpi

comes within the number of ritual Good of all Mankind ;

the Liberal ; the moſt barren and then , I am certain , that

Subject growing fertile and di- none would be more worthy,

vertive, to admiration, by the and more juſtly qualify'd than

Genial Warmth of his Wit. He, who hasbeforehand ſhewn

How great and apparent are in all his Writings and Actions,

his Zeal and Abilities in the lo univerſal a Concern and

Direction of Souls ! How ex- Zeal for all , that bear the glo

traordinary and how general is rious Imageof his Maker. So

the Satisfaction he gives the truly Apoſtolical are his Incli

Doubtful and Troubled in Mind ! nations, that all Pains, all La

How ftrong, how invincible is bour , all Watchings and Pray:
ers,
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ers, tho' for the moſt inconfide- bers of this Society any De

sable of Men, are far more viation or Digreſſion ; or if it

delightful to him than Glory were, yet I cannot ( and I am

and Honours to the ambitious, ſure all that love Learning and
Wealth to the Miſer, or Plea- Ingenuity will eaſily forgive,

ſure to the Voluptuous ; nay, if not commend it ) paſs over
than the Embraces of his Mif- the phyſician : tho, I confeſs, it

treſs to the faithful and long- would be more prudent and

fighing Lover . But all theſe pardonable to ſay nothing , than

fleeting Joys, which ſo dazzle not enough of an illuſtrious

and invite the World, are too Subje . But as, who was ever in

little, too inconſiderable, to Love , andWife ? is receiv'd as a

givea juft Idea of that of his, juſt Excuſe for the Failings of

which makes a nearapproach a Lover ; fo I hope the more

to thoſe, it has not enter'd into the moderate will grant me, that it

Heart of Man to imagine. It is equally hard to admire and

were to be wiſh'd, that agreat be filent, when the Obje & of

many of the Clergy wouldhave ones Admiration preſents it
him in view, as a ſure Direc- ſelf.

tion of their Behaviour ; ſince It was ſaid of a certain Great

an Imitation of his practical Man, that if all the Libra

Virtues would ſoon remove the ries in the World were loft ,

Odium too ' great a number of and not one Book remaining,
them lie under, and confute the general Knowledge he was

the profane Enemies of that Maſter of, was capable of

Sacred Body, by the moſt preva- teaching Mankind allthe Arts
lentof Arguments, Example. and Sciences in perfection ; the

All theſe Excellencies were fame I can with Truth and

very well known to Mr. Dunton , Juſtice ſay of the Phyſician,

ſo that he could not imagine who carries the whole Circle

any one more fit to propoſe this of the Sciences in his Head :

Defign firſt to than him , who but that which is moſt admira

being not a little ſenſible of ble and rare in one of his Pro

the Benefit the Generality feffion , Knowledge and Wit

would reap by it, gave him all make him not profane ; Piety
the Encouragement in the and Religion illuſtrate all his

world, that is, a Promiſe of Adions. Never was any Quel

his Afiftance , when he had tion propos'd by ingenious Ma

once ſet it on foot : for 'twas lice or Curiofity, however new

fit firſt to ſee , whether the and ſurprizing, but with all the

Town would reliſh the Bleſſing Readineſs and Facility in the

with that Juſtice and applauſe world he gave not only fair

it deſerv'd . and amufing Ideas of it, but

Tho' this Diſcourſe be not full and moſt evident Demon

defign’d as a Panegyrick , but ftrations. It is no ſatisfaction

Hiſtory , yet I cannot prevail at all to me to meet with Wit

with my ſelf to think this ſhort and Learning in a Man of a

Account of fome of the Mem- little low Soul and ill Princi

ples
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ple, beceufe I cannot under. Perſons that firſt put the De:

Hand how he, who has a juſt ſign in execution, whom I

Notion of things, ſhould not mention’d in the firſt Part 3

make a better choice for the and I ſhall only add here, that

Regulation of his Mind ; ſo I his Learning is as univerſal as

am wonderfully ravilh'd with his Senſe of things is fine and

delight, when I find the con- curious. So that this Society

trary, as here in this Great, ſeems to be compos’d by ſome

this Learned, this Good, and thing more than human Judg

this Ingenious Man : for he is ment, in ſelecting able Men ;

ſo generous (a very uncommon fince each of them is ſufficient

Virtue) that he could never be to perform this mighty Task

prevail'd with to admit of any alone.

other ' Conſideration for his By what has been ſaid of

Trouble in this Affair, than the theſe three Members, we may

Good of the Publick ; thinking reaſonably ſuppoſe that the

it ſo much below him tomingle reſt are not ill match'd. And

Intereſt with ſo noble a Deſign, as in the ſearch of the Secrets

that I am confident it would be of Nature we illuſtrate the

the only certain way to make more Obſcure by the more E

him forſake it, to preſs any vident, ſo here we may, by

Reward beſides what it con- thoſe I have been able to get

tains in itſelf : for Virtue is its ſome account of, gueſs at the

own Reward , in bis Opinion . Excellence of the reft, the

Yet he is far from condemning greateſt part of which will not

thoſe , “ whoſewhoſe Circumſtances accept of any pecuniary Gra

(too often the Fate of the In- tuity at all.

genious) will not allow them This Society being compos'd

to imitate him in this Genero- of ſuch pious and generous, as

fity ſince 'tis confeſs’d very well as learned Men, I wonder
lawful for any Man to live by what they could propoſe to

his Pen , as well as any other themſelves, who endeavour'd

way . . Beſides, many great Di- to tempt and perſuade them to

vines, who, we may juſtly ſup- forſake the firſt Undertaker,

poſe, hate the Good of many on a poor mercenary Conſide

in their eyes, do yet ſet nó ration. Could they imagine,

ſmall or inconſiderable value that ſuch Men would be guilty

on their Copies ; tho' it muſt of ſo much Baſeneſs, as to for

be granted, that he excels them get that Obligation they had

as much in this, as a free Agent enter'd into ( for I ain inform’d

does a mercenary one. I can they oblig'd themſelves never

ſay no more of him , than that to engage in the like Deſign

he is a worthy Companion of for any one elſe ) never to de
ſo great a Man as the Divine I ſert Mr. Dunton ? Could they

have ſpokeof juſt before him . have ſo weak an Opinion of

All that I have to inform that Worth they courted,

the World of the Mathematic to preſs an Action upon it,

cian, is, that he is one of the which muſt neceifarily fully all

its

as
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its Glories, and make it of no to find out the moſt difficult

Value ? But theſe Men had and leaſt underſtood things

nothing in their Thoughts but for the Society to reſolve, which

the ſupplanting their Neigh- could no other ways be effec

bour in his Right ; they would ted but by Queries and An
elſe have foreſeen the Anſwer [ wers.

they without doubt receiv'd , The Deſign being form'd in

That if it were an immorality, to theſe Methods I have de

nay Injuſtice for another , thi'ne- ſcrib’d, and the Society now e

ver concern'd with Mr. Dunton, ftabliſh'd, it was neceſſary that

to interfere with his Deſign, be- they ſhould have a certain

cauſe it was intirely his own Pro . Time and Place of meeting

ject ; how much more ungenerous together for their mutual Con
would it be for them, who have verſation , but chiefly for con

enter'd into a Friendſhip with bim, ſulting together on every An

to betray that Truſt hehad repose ſwer before it was permited

in them, when he might (had it to be publiſh'd. Smith's Coffee

not been for the Fifteem and Value Houſe, for the Convenience of

he had fortheir Juſtice and Parts ) its Situation , in the middle

have ingag'd thoſe who perhaps way of all their Abodes, was

would have prov'd more generous. the firſt place agreed on for

Having thus given the World this, and Friday the Day : but

an hafty Sketch of the Qualifi. finding that Houſe too publick,

cations of ihe Members, I by the great numbers who

Ihall return so their Under- flock'd thither, on purpoſe to

taking hear and ſee the Athenians,

It would , I believe, be ſu- that being appointed for the

perfluous to dwell upon the reception of all the Queries;

Antiquity and eaſy Method of the Society thought fit, for their

teaching by Queſtion and An- greater Privacy, to remove to

ſwer ; lince Cicero, in bis Tufcu- ſome other place, ſince their

lan Queftians, approves of it Modeſty never aim'd at their

as the moſt uſeful and ancient ; own perſonal Glory in their

and Plaro practis'd it : Nay, Performances, as is evident by

we find in the tenth Chaprer their Concealment of their

of the firſt Book of Kings, That Names all along , with ſo

the Queen of Sheba went toprove much Regret to all thoſe whoſe

Solomon with hard Quefiions. Admiration of what they had

I ſhall therefore ſay no more writ, would not let them think

for the Proof of its Antiquity, it ſufficient to converſe only

ſince every one that conſiders with their Papers.

it, muft ſoon obſerve how There is ſuch a Deſire of

much it will contribute to the being known, in moft Wri

Improvement of Knowledge, ters, that they all have that

when all the ſeveral Heads of beginning of the firſt Copy

the Nation , at leaſt all thoſe of Verſes in Cowley in their

who love Equiries, are buſied Heads :

Whar'
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What Mall i do to be for ever known,

And make the Age to come my own ?

That the Author of The Whole to themſelves, fince every one

Duty of Man, was almoſt the imitates the Athenians of old,

ſingular Example of Contempt erecting within their minds

of Nominal Fame, till this Trophies to the unknown Wor

learned Society put in for his thies, as they did Altars in their

Rivals in that noble Self -de. Temples to the unknown Dei

nial ; yet neither can , with all ty. And Mr. Swift, in his Ode

their Humility, avoid that Re- to this Society, concludes very

putation the World pays, even well ;

-How Arange a Paradox is true !

That Men who liv'd , and dy'd without a Name,

Are the chief Heroes in theſacred Liſt of Fame.

a

But tho the World continue there is nothing more evident,

ignorant of the Namesof theſe than that no Man can poflibly

Gentlemen , yet it is highly arrive to any true and ſound

ſenſible of the Advantages it Knowledge, till ſuch falle Guides

has already, and is ſtill likely are remov'd which led him out

to receive from their Perfor- of his way. I am confident,

mances, into wbich I ſhall now wherever the other prevails,

enquire. there is not much likelihood

There are no greater Ere- of any conſiderable Progreſs in

mies to Wiſdom and Learning Wiſdom ; for 'tis the Mift, or

than vulgar Errors and Super- rather Night of the Mind , in

ftition ( if they will admit of a which the Judgment wanders

Diſtinction, and are not the after the deceitful Glimmer

fame.) As long as the firſt ings of an Ignis fatuus, or elle

remain , Men
go upon fears and ſhuns every Light of

wrong Principle, rejecting all Truth as ſuch , knowing no Men

that may ſeem to oppoſe that dium betwixt theſe two Ex

which they have receiv'd and tremes. Theſe Ills are indeed

ſettled within themſelves, as inſeperable Companions ; for

Truth, by ſo reverend and aw- vulgar Errors always beget Su

ful an Authority as Immemorial peritition, and Superſtition

Tradition, which they look up. cannot ſublift without vulgar

on as the diligent Obſervations Errors . One is the Tree, ihe

of their Anceſtors ; a Name other the Fruit : Vulgar Er

which has always been of too rors are the Springs which feed

great a Veneration with moſt the Stream of Superftitions, and

Ages, and by that has prov'd till thoſe are ſtifled, ' tis not to
the irreſiſtible Patron of an a. be expected that will ceaſe to

bundance of Abſurdities, eſpe- fluw .

cially in Philoſophy, And

:

This
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6

6

• Fly ,

C

<

This learned Society feems to had liv'd before them , we

have been very ſenſible of this, · ſhould have done no leſs .

by the great care they have They prove farther, that

taken in confuting thoſe erro- none of thoſe Inventions the

neous Notions, which are com- - World enjoys was found out

monly receiv'd as often as they by one, or at once. That

preſented themſelves in any of the Myrmecides of Ælian, and

the numerous Queries which Pliny with his Ivory Chariot

have been ſent them : And with Horſes, and all in ſo

they have well obſerv'd, that · ſmall a Compaſs as to be

there are a great many omit- ' cover'd by the Wings of a

ted by the ingenious Dr. Brown, was outdone, in the

which are, in my opinion, as • twentieth year of Q. Eliza

neceſſary to be remov'd, as a- y beth, by Mark Scallot, in bis

ny he has obſerv’d . I ſhall men- • Chain of Gold drawn by a

tion a few Particulars, viz . Flea , and his Lock and Key

That a Coal is to be found under made of Steel, weighing but•
a Plantane Root, at one time of a Grain . And I inuſt add,

the Year more than an other : That • that the Ship of Myrmecides

theſe latter ages are more ignorant • was out.done by a Gentleman
than their predeceſſors, and that of Lions, who not only made

we find outnoſuch uſeful Arts as one much leſs, but alſo gave

our Forefathers havedone. This a Motion to it. And for a

the Society have very conciſely further Proof, they refer us'

and clearly remov'd, which tho'. ' to the Tranſactions of the

I cannot omit, yet the Brevity Royal Society.

I am confin'd to obliges meto 'Tis a vulgar and general

contract : The moſt invincible Error, that to deceive the De

way of Arguments is by Dilen- ceiver is no Deceit ; which is ve

ma, which they have taken in ry well remov'd in the Athenian
the deciſion of this point, viz . Oracle, Vol . II. p. 508 . 'Tis

• The Invention of uſeful Arts a no leſs common Opinion,

• is either infinite or finite ; That Men dream ofthings they ne

· if the firſt, we muſt con- ver thought of, which in vol. I.

• clude (by Experience) that p . 234. they confute in this

• at length growingtoo nume They deny it to be

rous, ſome would be lost, poflible, unleſs in a Divine

6and ſupplanted by others, Dream, where both the

« which would not be, if the • Thing and the Notion ſhould

« firſt were more uſeful: -- If • be reveald together . They

' finite, they can be but once grant that the Fancy has

• invented, and then our Ap- . Power to join things toge

ceſtors have only the Advan- ther, when they are before
having liv'd before in the Mind, or to create

• us ; for the Improvements · Monſters and Chimeras out

• which we ſee daily made on of real things, fleeping as

« former Inventions, gave us ' well as waking. For exam

: reaſon to believe, that if we ple, I have the Notion of my

felt,

6

< 6

manner :

6

6

tage of
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• felf, a Horſe, a Road,Thieves, ingenious Diſcuſſion of which

• Water, Air, Fire, a Houſe , as well as of many more, I

• Day, Night, or whatever muſt refer the Curious to their

• elſe you'll name, treaſur’d Works : only I cannot omit

• up in my Memory ; Theſe mentioning two or three out of

my Fancy may ſhuffle toge- many which have a nearer re

• ther, and ſo repreſent ſuch lation to Superſtition. ' Tis

• Accidents as I never thought true, Dr. Brown has taken no

• of in the Day -time. But tice of moft of theſe (tho' not

they deny that there is any all) but yet the Advantage to

• imaginary Tranſaction that the Publick is no leſs, than if

paſſes in our Sleep, but we they had been the originalRe

• have all thought of the feve- marks of the Society, fince

• ral Parts and Things which they communicate them to the

* go to the compoſing of it, Many who are moſt concern'd

tho' not perhaps in the ſame in them, the Learned being ge

« Order as there. For the nerally now pretty free from

Reader's farther Satisfaction, thoſe fordid Trifles.

let him conſult the Place a. Superftition is not only that

bove- quoted, and there he will ſupernumerary Formality and
find full and ingenious Argu- ceremonious Obſervation in

ments for a farther Proof of religious Worſhip, but alſo

this . that Regard which too many

To run thro' all that they have to pure Accidents, as the

have obſerv'd in this nature, certain "Heralds of Deſtiny:

would makemyBook [wellbe. And this proceeds * from our

yond its defign'd Bulk . I ſhall Fear and Darkneſs of a future

therefore paſs over. thoſe cu- State, the Ignorant or Super

rious Confutations of that Er- ftitious being unſatisfied in all

ror, fo commonly receiv'd, Conditions of buman Life ; in

That a dead Corps bleeds when Proſperity they either fear a

touch'd by the Murderer; which Change, or hope an Increaſe :

they have treated of, vol. 1. p. and this Fear and Deſire puſh

139. I will not infilt upon that es them on to feek, by ſome
Opinion in this Supplement, means, to know the Fortune

That Oliers are ſmooth one year, that is to attend them here

and rough the next, and ſo vi- after ; and not content with

ciſim , which they deny . I their preſent Happineſs, wrack

have not room to repeat all their Peace with fooliſh and un

thoſe witty and ingenious Ar- neceſſary Cares for to mor

guments they produce to ob- row . And thoſe in Adverlity,

viate that common Notion , uneaſy under their Sufferings,

That a Man cannot be twice in with a great deal of willing,

Love, Vol. I , p . 203. for the neſs permit themſelves to be

!

* As Juvenal has it.

faturi.

Et genus huniarum damnat caligo

flatter'd
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tures.

flatter'd by hope of better fatal Events that are to come ??

things ; but impatient in bare becauſe Dr. Brown has takeni

Expectation without Certain- notice of them . I ſhall only

ty , they fly to Superſtition for inſtance in one, which that

it, which gives them goneral- great Man has not mention'd,

ly an ambiguous and amufing and that is in vol. I. P. 214.
Promiſe : and tho' it be as va- Whether there is any Criſis of

riable as the Oracles of old , Time, wherein Perſons have ex

they will all , like Pyrrhus and traordinary Accidents, as to For

Craſus, interpret it to their own tune and Misfortune ? Which ge

Advantage, and indeed flatter neral Error, when they have

themſelves, that it ſo evident- at large confuted , they con
ly complements their coming clude very well, that he

Succeſs, it needs no Interpre- that acts without Reaſon, and be

tation. That theſe vulgar Er- lieves things for which he cangive

rors ſhould carry away the no account at all ,deſerves tobe ex

Vulgar, is not ſo muchto be cluded the Society of rationalCrea
wonder'd, becauſe they build
their credulous Faith upon But of all theſe Superſtitions,

Hearſays ; but that the Inge- which the Epidemick Deſire of

nious and Learned ſhould be knowing our future Condition

ſo far miſled, who one would ( in this Life, not the next) has

think regulate their Opinions produc'd, there is none more

according to the Rule of Rea- pernicious, and of greater El

fon, is very ſurprizing. Thus teem and Authority than Ju

I cannot but wonder to find dicial Aſtrology ; which be

Tycho Brahe running back to his cauſe permitted to the Scan
Houſe with no ſmall Confter- dal of Chriſtianity ) gathers

nation and Apprehenſion of an the face of Lawfulneſs and Cer

impending Evil, if the firft tainty with thoſe, who are not

thing in a Morning he met ſenſible of the Tricks and De

an old woman, or if an Hare ceits which are made uſe of by

crofs'd the Path he was going thoſe who practiſe this pre

or any ſuch trifling Accident tended Art, and ſuch as know

that day confin'd him to his not that it is as much againſt
Houſe ; and perhaps it did him the Law of God as that of

this Good, to pore upon his Reaſon .

own new Syſtem with Admira- I am of opinion , that this

tion, or in thoſe of Prolomy and Society has in nothing more

Copernicus with Contempt and contributed to the Subſtantial

Anger . Service of the Fair Sex, than

Among that valt number of in undeceiving them in that

thoſe ſuperſtitious Follies which point, ſince the Ladies are more

England abounds with , ſeveral generally carry'd away with

have been ſent them, to omit, the Belief in this pretended

Whether Crickets, Bais , Owls , Knowledge than Men (not that

Rars, Ravens, &c. are ominons ; I think my Sex free from the

and how they come to know the Contagion , or that it bas
reach'd
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reach'd all theirs) and have not be expected that I ſhould

an implicite Faith in every give an Abridgment of every

Aſtrologer, as the * Romans had Queſtion, that is well handled

in the time of Juvenal, think- in all the Volumes which are

ing all as lacred und infallible already extant, becauſe that

which he ſays as the Scripture would ſwell this Hiſtory to as

it ſelf. Thus when they are great a bigneſs as all they have

ſollicitous on the weighty Af- writ ; ſince they have been ſo

fair of Marriage, or the Death ſhort and cloſe to the point in

of a Husband or other Rela- every one, that it is impoſſible

tion, or the Conſtancy of a for me to be more conciſe, and

Gallant, they immediately re- preſerve the Force and Beauty,
pair to oraculous Partridge, of their Arguments.

Gadbury, and the reſt. What a Having thus (hewn you how

ridiculous Buſtle was here, not they have deſtroy'd thoſe Ene

many years ago, about Le- mies, who moſt oppos’d the

Croy the Frenchwoman, who pre- Growth of Knowledge, and

tended to this Inſight into Fu. Progreſs of Wiſdom , 'tis time

turity ? And how many every that I lead you now to a ſhort

day ſubfift, like the Kingdom view of ſome few of their far

of the Devil , by theſe Lies ? ther Performances, in as many

But the Society: have beyond Sciences as I am able to bring

anſwer confuted all the vain in within the narrow Compaſs

Pretences of theſe Impoſtors, which remains of this Second

in Vol. I. p . 15. fhewing the Part : but conſidering the num

Falſity of their Foundation, by ber of thoſe admirable Solu

Reaſon, and their own Rules , tions I find both in Divinity

and have beſides added ſome and Philoſophy, I am at a ſtand

Reaſons more familiar to thoſe how to proceed, for the equa

who are not skilld in their lity of their Worth would in

Principles, by the moſt obvious gage me in every one ; ſo that

Inconliſtences in Nature, which I muſt only follow my owa

the meaneſt Capacities are ca- Fancy in the Choice, not the

pable of judging of. ' Tis with Merits of the Cauſe, which

a great deal of Reluctance that can be no Rule where there is

I omit the Particulars of their no Difference.

Arguments, becauſe they are, To begin therefore with Dic

in my opinion, the ſtrongeſt vinity, out of many of as great

and moſt curious I ever read Excellence I take this, which

on this Subject ; but Neceſſity is handled in the Supplement to

obliges me to it, ſince it can- the Athenian Oracle.

-Quicquid dixerit Aſtrologus credunt a forte relatum

Ammonis, Juven . Sat, 6 .

YOL . IV,
D The
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6

The Sum of the Query, and Proofs ſent with it, is this :

( Wiſdom ,

Power,

Whether sin ( 1. God's Honour, Sby the manifeſtation of Juſtice ,

S > his Holineſs,

might be or and

dainid for 2.Man'sHappiness, hadnever died, andLove,
it he Mercy ,

conſequently neverbeen glorify'd.

The Queriſt having taken « God ſave a very few only (as

the Affirmative, the Society, ſome would have it) and pu
with more Piety as well as Rea- ( niſh all the reſt of Mankind

fon, take the Negative : the ' for what they could not ar

quite contrary following from ( void ? nay , what he has

the other, to what the Queriſt « forc'd them to commit ?

would needs perſuade : As , 6 Then Where's his Ho

firit, It defroys God's ' lineſs and Hate of Sin , if he

• wiſdom , true Wiſdom con- • himſelf ordains and cauſes it ?

• fiſting in chuſing right and As to the ſecond Branch of

6. juſt Means to attain a good this Query, Man's Happi

End ; but Sin is a bad Means, neſs, &c. 'tis as falſe as the

• forbidden by himſelf to Man • other, if taken all together:

• for the beſt of Ends, and the - That he had never died with

• Perfection of the Creature out Sin , is granted ; but it

e conſiſts in imitation of his follows not, that if he had

• Maker : so that the making ' not died, he had not been

God the Ordainer and Cauſe glorify'd , ſince like Enoch he

• of Sin , is to make him guil- might have been tranſlated

ty , and Man innocent ; to Glory .

which could never conduce But to clear the firſt Branch

to the Manifeſtation of his of this Query a little farther :

Wiſdom , but the contrary . Firſt, if God ordain'd not

· Again , it deftroys his Juſtice ; Sin , ' how came it into the

for Juſtice, in reſpect of Pu . World ? ' Tis anſwer'd, -

niſhment , always ſuppoſes a • By Permiſſion , God being

Subject capable of Rewards ! not oblig'd to hinder it , but

and Puniſhments ; and farther ' indeed oblig'd not to hinder

ſuppoſes a Law , by which it it, if he would have , as he

' must judge and diſtribute 'em : deſign'd, Man a free Agent.•

none of which can be if Sin
Permiſſion, having no Influ

be abſolutely ordain'd and ence on a free Agent, it an .

unavoidable, and yet punith'd • ſwers all thoſe ends of the

< with eternal Torments, ſince Querift's Ordination , viz . the

« all agree that abfolute Ne. . ' manifeſtation of His Wif

ceſſity excuſes any thing.– · dom , Power, Juſtice, e ' .

Farther, Where is Mercy, if : in raiſing Man after his Fall,
when

C

C

3
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i when penitent, and puniſh- rough Draught, to conſult the

ing him wben finally impeni- Original, where they will find

tent . Beſides , this Polition them in their Life and Perfec

' of the Neceflity of sin , tion. And I am pretty confi

takes away all Sin, and ccn- dent, that what I have inſer

ſequently makes the Suppo- ted contains ſo much of its

ſition it ſelf , of God's or- Primitive Beauty , as to pro

daining sin , rediculous and . voke an ingenious Curioſity to

impoſible. Again , - If Sin purſue the End I propos’d:

were neceſſary, ' tis clear But farther to inflame his De

' ( from what has been ſaid ) " fire, I ſhall give ſome of thoſe

' there could be no eternal Pu- profound and invincible Rea

s niſhment ; but ' tis evident ſons that Diſcourſe I last men

** from the Word of God , that tion'd contains .

• there is eternal Puniſhment, Some Men are of Opinion ,

" therefore, ec. that there is no Science worth

To this the Queriſt ſending liudying, or at leaſt ſatisfacto

ComeObjections,not Anſwers; ry , but the Mathematicks ; be

the ſame Member of the so- cauſe they carry ſuch a viſible

ciety has deliver'd and confu- Demonſtration along with

ted them in this Supplement, them in all their Parts, that

with that evident and convin- the Mind reſts ſatisfy'd in the

cing Demonftration, that no- Truth and Certainty of the

thing in Nature can be inore Operation it has imploy'd it

fine. The whole Diſpute is felf about. I will agree with

' too long to be here inſerted , them , that there is no greater

and too good to be cramp'd in- ' or more reaſonable induce

to an imperfect: Abridgment ; ments to read or ſtudy than

for the Soul of the Argument Evidence, and high probability

ſpreads it ſelf thro ' every Line , of arriving at Truth, elfe we

and is all in all , and all in eve- wander in the Dark, andſpend

ry part : ſo that it would do our time in the purſuit of Sha

the Author of that incompara- dows : and therefore I muſt re

ble Piece, whom I honour, a commend this Diſpute to the

great dealof Injuſtice, by giv- : peruſal of every one that loves

ing ſo ill a Repreſentation of to converſe with Demonftra

his Performance. And I am tion in Argument, . fince there

ſenſible I ſhall ſcarce merit is nothing in the Mathemati

Pardon of him for what I have cal Arts To ſelf - evident as this

attempted in this kind above : (out of many) If Neceſity

therefore I mult deſire the excuſes eternal Puniſhments (for

Reader not to make a Judg- that is the Aim of the Propo

ment of the force of this Au- nent's Arguments ) what did

thor's Arguments , by what I Chriſt die for ? What Juſtice did

have produc'd ; ſince I only he ſatisfie ? what Benefits did he

aim'd to give ſuch a View of. obtain ? Not the preſerving us

them, as might invite thoſe from eternal Death ! For the

who ſhould chance to ſee this Queriſt ſays, There's no ſuch

.

thing,D 22
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thing, Neceffity takes it away. Not the Doctrine of Free -will ( perfifts

Saving us from temporal Death , the Queriſt) ſet Men together by

for that we all ſuffer : Not from the Ears? Nay, Perſecurion is

other temporal puniſhment, for he ſelf has a Mare in it , by perſuad

owns the Good have them rather ing us, that Mens ways are in

more than others. Is he a Saviour, themſelves, which makes it the

to ſave us from nothing? It can't more dificult topardon them . This

be from our sins, becauſe they are' is ſo ridiculous an Argument,

neceſſitated ; nor from the Devil, eſpecially for him to advance,

becauſe God has * deliver'd us up that holds the neceſſity of all

so him , that he may compel us to our Actions, that the Author

Sin ; not to bring us to Heaven, with a great deal of Juſtice

ſince, according to him , allmuſtgo preffes itcloſe to him , in the

thither, nay , Judas, and all; nay, moſt ſenſible part of Men of

there's no other place for them to his Principle, I mean, his tem

goro, andtherefore they can'tmiſs poral Intereft.
it. And how, Iwould fain know, -Why there's no help for't;

does this manifeft God'sWiſdom in ( replies this Author) ſo the

the Death of his son , when at this world will ſtill believe, and many

rate itundeniablyfollows, that he a poor Pick-pocket muſt ſuffer fort;

died for nothing at all ? Tho' whoſe Hand Fate (hufi'd into his

this be enough to thew , that Neighbor's Purſe, and Neck in the
what I have ſaid is not without Noole, before he was aware of it ;

juſt Cauſe, yet I can't but add a- nay, so neceſſarily, so irreflibly,

nother from the ſame Diſcourſe, that it is the higheſt Folly in the

it containing ſo much of Wit, as World for him to ſeek to avoid it.

well as Solidity and Reaſon . However , would the Queriſt him

-If I conclude ( ſays the ſelf but liveup to this noble Prin

Querif ) Man's ways to be not of ciple ,hewouldundoubtedly have all

bimſelf, whereby 1 deny Free-will, the shop- lifts in Town his Cufto

I can then the more eaſily forgive, mers when at home, and all the

nay, love the worſt of myEnemies: Gentlemen of the Road his Atten

. But (replies the incom- dants when abroad : for he could

parable Author) he might not in Conſcience proſecute then ,

as well talk of a couple of and have them hang'd forrobbing

Clocks , loving and forgiving him , which they could nomore a

• one another , they are all void, than he being robb’d . But it

• woundup, and muſt neceſſa- ſeems, he's yet to learn , that there

• rily ſtrike on without any isCharityeven in Juſtice andthat

• Choice of their own ; they the Divine Being himſelf asone of

can neither hate nor love, the Father's ſays, is as merciful in

' according to his Notion , but building 4 Hell as in framing 4a a

are determin'd or neceſſita- Heaven,

ted to do either . - Does not

c

* For that isthe neceſſary Conſequence ofthe Queriff's precedent Ar

guments ; es is ckra fromwhat is ſaid in this Supplement about it.
Here
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Here I cannot omit the Milo find confirm'd what I have ſaid ,

lennium , Vol . I. p. 282. tho' I that this Society is compos'd of

can ſay no more of it, but Men of ſuch general Learning,

that it was done by the ſame that each could finiſh the migh .

Hand ; and by conſequence, the ty Task alone ; for this Con:

Spiritand Life, which abounds troverſy, was carry'd on by the
in this I have touch'd upon, ſamewho firſt beg this No

will be found in that Queſtion : ble Deſign : and this I hope

and this I can aſſure the Rea- will prevent the Enemies of

der, be will find no ſmall Plea- this Society from charging me

ſure in the Peruſal of it , there with Flattery , when IThew

is ſuch a clearneſs of Thought ſuch weighty Grounds for what

and Expreſſion , as well as I ſay.

Greatnels of Learning and Tho' this be an Age that de

Reaſon ; for he proves it from lights not much in Accounts of

many places of Scripture, as this nature, relating to Reli

wellas the Teſtimony of the gion , yet I mult ſo far treſpaſs

moſt antient of the Fathers, upon the Wits, as to add a
that is , of the firſt and ſecond word or two on their practical

Century, as Papias, J. Matyr,Po-. Divinity ; for there is not a

lycarp, Clemens, and afterward greater Vein of Piety runs

Irenaus, Lactantius, Tertullian, thro' all their Writings than

Methodius, and ſtill lower , St. in all their Actions, and their

Cyprian, Nepos,Apollinarius. Not Endeavors to render other

that the words of all theſe Fa.. Mens Actions of the like Per.

thers are quoted, which would fection : And this will appear

take up a whole Volume, as from thoſe Anſwers which en

the Author obſerves ; but he deavord with Reaſon and Ar

affirms them to be of the fame gument to ſecond the Com.

Opinion as Juſtin Martyr and mands of the Government, in

Methodius, whoſe words he in- the ſeveral admirable Papers

ſerts. which treat of the preſent de

I would alſo recommend Signed Reformation ; where, not

thoſe that are curious in Con- only the Reaſonableneſs of

troverſial Divinity, to peruſe bringing ſuch a Reformation

what another Member of this about is clear’d, but alſo Me

Society has perform'd againft thods propos'd , for the better

the Anabaptifts ; proving In- effecting it : tho' I believe nei1 .

fant Baptiſm by the holy Scrip- ther they, nor indeed the Go

tures , and primitive Practice vernment, did ever imagine to
of the Church , beyond the bring it to that Perfection,

weak and ridiculous Efforts of that it ſhould affect all De

his adverſaries to anſwer. grees, Sects, and Principles ,

For a confirmation of what I for that is a moral Impoſlibi.
here avow, conſult the Oracle, lity . Yet they had reaſon

Vol. I. p. 310 .. 306. and to think it would have that

what is ſaid on that Subject in Awe upon moſt, that the Pious

this Supplement, where you'll would not meet with ſuch fre

quentD3
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quent and open Objects of De- a thouſand worldly Confide

bauchery ana Profaneneſs ; and rations ! How did it lay open

that is as much Comfort to a all its gitded Baits, and frug

good Man as to a Man of gle for a long time with the

Senſe, to have a Fool ſilencd powerful Grace which God

by Authority, who elſe would ſent to his Afliſtance ! But as

be continually prating . I know there is no corporeal Diſeaſe

ſereral have objected,objected that ( if we believe some learned

putting the Laws in execution Alen) for which Nature has
againſt Debauchery would but not provided a Care ; ſo much

increaſe the number of Hypo- leſs is there any ſpiritual Ma
crites . But I ſhall not fear to lady , for which God has not

anſwer, that Hypocrisy it ſelf provided an abundant Reme
is better than Scandal ; that dy, which our ſpiritual Phyfi

being but a private and par. . cians ( at lealt thoie that value

ticular lll , this general ; that their Duty , and know the Ob

by borrowing the Face and ligation of their Character)
outward form of Virtue , by , apply to us . our ſeveral

conſequence makes ſome A. Diltempers require . This the

tonement for its private llls, Athenian Society have done moft

by giving a ſeeming at leaſt) adın irably well in this difficule

good Example ; whereas Scarca point of Habits : Firſt, in dira .

dal familiarizes Vice to every one, covering what a Habit is ; and

And makesall appearances of Vir- next , that it may be overcome;

fue ridiculous . and laſtly , the beſt Methods

What can be more conducive to do it : For the firſt two I

to the general Practice of Vir- refer the Reader to Vol. I.P.385 .

tue than an able Allistance to and ſhall here only hint upon

thoſe Sinners who have a de- ſome of the Heads of the laſt;

fire to be converted, but are An Habit always has its

with held by the Tyranny of " contrary, and maybe broke by the

an habitual Sin ? which per- . iife of thoſe Methods which con
haps, as it is the greatett Ob- ftituie its Contrary.or by removing

ſtacle to most of our pious in . The Occaſions by which it is in ,

tentions, and the moit difficult creasid and continu'd. As for ex

to overcome, ſo it bears down • ample; A Fire is extinguiſh'd

the good Reſolutions of moit • by Water, or by not fupplying

Men. Any one ihat has ever " it with Fuel ; for Drunken

read St. Ausftin's Confeſſions, • neſs, Whoring, or Unclean.

will eaſily perceive ( if he be “ neſs, Of. the Cure is by
ſo happy to be free from per- - practiſingpractiſing the conſtitutive

fonal Experience) how a Ha- parts of Temperance and

bit clogs the Soul , and pinions • Chaſtity ; or elſe by flying

its wings , that it may not fly " Occaſions in theſe Caſes , the

toward its Divine Creator , by Parthian Diſcipline is beft,

the help of long abdicated Vir- Overcome by flying. OtherRe

tue . Oh howoften did it tug medies are preſcrib’d in thą

and pull back St. Anslin, with ' fame place, as communica

as

6

6

C

c
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ting one's Failings to This is a Queſtion which has

• Friend , eſpecially a Divine, given a great deal of Fatigue

' whoſe Advice and Prayers to the Learned of all ages ;
may not a little affiſt : And · and ſome will have it, that is

• here the Preſcriptions muſt riſtotle died with Grief, becauſe

• be obſervd unfeignedly, and he could not find it out; others,

not us'd as tome do thoſe of that he flung himſelf into the

• Dodors, flinging them away, Sea, ſaying, If I cannot un

• tho' they pretend to have . derſtand thee, thou ſhalt contain

• taken them ; fince in ſpiritual me. The Opinions of it were as

Sickneſs, without taking the numerous as the Pbiloſophers

• Medicine, there can be no that handled it ; to omit the

• Cure . As great a Step as reft, Plato held , that the Flux

can be made in this Affair, and Reflux proceeded from

' is to get a true-inform'd Judg- certain Gulphs in the bottom

• ment,theArt of knowingthings of the Sea, which like Squirts
as they really are in their own ſuck'd in the Water firſt, and

• Nature, and the Buſineſs is al- then ſpouted it out again . A

' moji done to their Hinds. pollonius Tyaneus (who was ex

This I have inſiſted the more tremely well skill'd in Spirits,

upon , becauſe it is of general . if we believe Philoſtratus in the

uſe ; and therefore I hope thoſe, Life of that Philoſopher ) will

who have a deſire to take to needs have it , that certain Spi

the Paths of Virtue from a rits at the bottom of the vaſt

Habit of Vice, will conſult Deep are continually puffing

the Place I have quoted, which and blowing , which gives mo
will not a little contribute to tion to the waves, and cauſes

their Eaſe and Satisfaction . the ebbing and flowing,

Next to Divinity I ſhall place thers held, that there were
Philosophy, as approaching next ſome Fires under the Waves,

in Dignity. Here their Per- which made it boil like a Pot,

formances have been no leſs and that when that Fire went

extraorjinary , - as will appear out the Sea ebb’d. Some of

from the beginning of their equal Abſurdity think the Sea

Undertaking, where the moſt to be (or rather contain) a

difficult and ſublime things great Animal , and that as it

have met with a Reſolution. turns, and moves from fideto
In Vol. I. p. 4. we find no leſs fide, it cauſes the ebbing and

than the Eternity of the soul flowing. There have not been

decided , ere. In Vol, II . p. 384. a few that have held the Moon

the Cauſe of the Sea-ſports given, to be the efficient Cauſe of

and the cauſe ofthe Seline Quality this Motion. Others (among

of the Sea , & c . In p . 327. even which number, if I miſtake

the Cauſe of the ebbing and flow- noi, Galilæus is Chief) are of

ing of the sea . Opinion , that the Sun, as it

>

* Si non poffum capere te, tu capies me.
D.

gives
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gives Motion to the other for how comes it to paſs, that

partsof the # World , cauſes the Tide flows ſome Fathoms

this Revolution of the Waters, more in ſome places than in

tho' they be but a part of that others, and that conſtantly,

Globe we call the Earth, and and therefore not caus'd by

therefore would not be ſup- any accidental Wind driving

pos'd to have a different, or at in upon that Shore ? But there

leaſt a peculiar Mction to remains as great a difficulty as

themſelves from the ſame to the cauſe of the ſeven times

Cauſe, ſuppoſing that the Syf- flowing of the Euripus in a

tem of Copernicusis true of the day. Laſtly, if there be ſuch

diurnal Motion of the Earth . a Deſcent in the Motion of

There is another Opinion the Earth , as to make the Wa

built upon this Syſtem , which ters fall down to the Brim ,

is this ; That the diurnal Re- as I may call it, then by the

volution of the Earth upon its fame Rule they would fall out

own Axis, is the only cauſe of when that part of the Globe

the Flux and Reflux of the came to be perpendicular down.

Sea : for as other Waters, that ward ; for, if there be a De

are convey'd in Pipes , will riſe ſcent, there muft be a loweſt

to as great a height as the part of that Deſcent, and then

place from whence they firſt what I have urg'd would in
deſcend ; ſo theſe of the Sea up- fallibly follow . 'Twould be

on the deſcent (if we can term endleſs to run thro' all the Ab

any part of that Motion ſo , ſurdities of this laſt, as well

which has an equal reference as thoſe of the other Opini.

to , and diſtance from the Cen: ons I have related, which

ter) of the Earth flow down , might well follow , when they
as far as the shore permits, never conſidered all the

but being there ſtopp'd rebound Conſequences of the Doc

up again as much the other trine they advance. The so

way; which is the ebb and ciery, in the Page laſt cited,

flowing. But this is no leſs decides the Queſtion with more

abſurd than any of the reſt I Reaſon and Certainty in this
have inſerted ; for firft, if this manner.am - Whatis the rea

were the Cauſe, there could ç ſon of the Sun's Motion, but

be no ſuch Variety of Tides, the neceſſary Law of the

as is well known, fince the • Creation, or the firſt- eſta .

Earth turns upon its own Axis, • bliſh'd Order of Nature ?

in an equal ſpace of time, as For had the Sun been fixt

well as with anan equal , even , ' in any one part of the Ele

and conſtant Motion without ment, the oppoſite part of the

any rub : So that we are to Earth would have been burnt

ſeek in the moft difficult part up, and all the reſt frozen,

of this wonderful Motion Ntill, and conſequently the whole

Dans cuneta moveri,

Globe
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Globe of Earth render'd un- nius as any of them ; but the

capable of fructifying. And Humour of moſt Men, and

as the Motion of the Sun was ' ſome that pretend a little to

• neceſſary in the Order of Senſe, is to give Cenſure of

• Nature, for all thoſe Be- a thing according to the Vogue,

• ings that depend upon it ; fo . tho they never ſaw it them

• it was equally neceſſary, that ſelves ; tho' perhaps (as I am

• the Sca Thould have a parti- fure in this Cafe 'tis true) that

- cular Commiſſion or Order proceeded from the Ignorant

* from its Creator (the only (which being the more nume

• efficient Cauſe ) for a Flux rous, make up theCry) or thoſe

and Refflux, or elſe it would at leaſt who did not underſtand

have ftagnated and corrup- it .

• ted, and by conſequence been But what can be more fine

« unfit for Procreation of Fiſhes, than their Diſcourſe upon In

• and Navigation. For the dividuation , in Vol. I. p. 208. ?

Objections which are, or can A point confeſs'd by the great

be rais'd againſt this, conſult Mr. Boyle (as they obſerve) of

the Places juſt mention'd, and the moft nice and difficult

you will find them anſwer'd to Nature. I ſhall tranſcribe it,

your Satisfaction . becauſe there can be no Abbre

But if you require a more viation ſo well done, but it muſt

immediate cauſe of this Mo. be an Injury to its Excellence.

tion of the Waves, you may The Queſtion is what
conſult an ingenious Book, is Individuation or wherein con

writ by a Member of the so- fifts the Individuability of a thing?

ciety, call'd , The Viſions of Souls It may'nt be impro

before they enter into the Body ; per ( purſues thé Author, ' for

and in the 23d Dialogue of that 1 omit the Preface of it, which

Book you will find your Curio-' is a kind of an Apology, be

fity anſwer'd in a 'moſt witty caule I think it needs node)
and ſurprizing manner. I muſt " to run thro' the different Ore

needs ſay, the whole Book is « ders of viſible Beings, and

an extraordinary Piece of re- ſearch them all for a diſ

find Notions, entertaining Wit, tin & er Idea of it ( than the•

and great and well digefted - Schools afford.] To begin with•

Learning ; and indeed , • thoſe Species of Body which

much above the Capacities of are not properly organiz'd,

moſt of our Engliſh Readers, and have neither Life nor

to ſell well : for if it were but " Senſe, as Stones , Metals, & c .

underſtood, I am confident, no. in theſe Individuation ſeems

thing that this Age has pro- • to confiſt in nothing but

duc'd would be more grateful greater or lefſer : Take the

to the Curious : And if it were Jefs part of a Stone away,

tranflated into French, that Na- you may ſtill call it the ſame

fion would value it , and be fen- • Stone : take , an equal part

fible, that the Engliſe had as « with the Remains, that In

noble and speculative a Ge. : dividuation ceaſes, and they
• arc

6

too

.
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are two new Individuals : " orderly Relpect of the Parts.

• Divide a Stone, or as long .. each to other, ceaſes .; its,

as you pleaſe, every part of • Effence, as a Tree, is de

« it will be a Stone itill, ano- Itroy'd ; its Individuation pe

ther individual Stone, riſhes ; and 'tis no more a

• much as any in the Moun- " Tree, but a Stump, or a

« tains, or Quarry 'twas firſt piece or pieces of Timber .

• cut out of, even tho reduc'd - Let's proceed a degree high'

e to the minuteſt Sand , or if er to merely ſenſible Creaa

poffible, a thouſand times " tures , who are not ſo immes

« leſs. But when we take one diately depending on Earth,

• ttep farther, and proceed a : " the common Mother, as
degree higher, to the vege- • Plants ; nor rooted to it, and

< table Kingdom , the Caſe is as it were a part of ir, as

o far otherwiſe ; and indeed they are ; but walk about,

• Nature ſeems to be ſtill inore have, in reſpect of that, an

• diſtinct, and as it were care- ' Independent Exiſtence, and are a
« ful in its Individuation, the · fort of Worlds by themſelves:

higher it riſes, till at lait it . And here the Individuation

• brings us to that great Tran , • confils in ſuch a particular:

ſcendental Individual, the only • Contexture of their effential

proper uncompounded Ef- • Parts, and their relation one

• fence , the One God bleſſed for « toward another, as enables

ever, To return to Plants : • them to exert the Opera

• Their Individuation coniilts « tions of the ſenſible, or ani.

. in their fingular Form , Con- . mal Life . Thus cut off the

texture, and Order of their ? Legs , or any other paris of

• Parts, whereby they are dif- an Animal, 'tis the fame Ani .

pos’d for thoſe Ules to which • nimal ftill ; but cut off its

• Nature has delignd thein , Head, or take away its Life ,

• and , by which they receive ' and 'tis no longer that indi

and inaintain their Be- - vidual Animal, but a mere

o ings. For example , a Tree, Carcaſe , and will by degrees

from whence tho ' you take
refolve into common inatter

4 the Branches, it grows, re- again , or rather be tranſinis

ceives Nouriſhment from grared into fome other form .

• the Earth, maintains it ſelf, " To aſcend now to the higheſt

and is still a Tree which • Rank of viſible Beings, the

© the parts thereof are not, Rational ; the Individuation

< when ſeparated from the of Man appears to us , to

• reit; for we can't ſay every « conliſt in the Union of that

part of a Tree is a Tree, as • Thinking subſtance, which we

we can of a Stone, every o call the Rarional soil, with

part of a Stone is ſtill a any convenient Partion of fit.

Stone . But now , --- if this ' . ly organiz'd Matter . We hope

• Tree he cloven in two or e'tis no Herefy to allert, that

" more Pieces, or felld by the any Portion of Matter duly

Roots , this Contexture, or qualify d, and united to the

South

C
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• Soul by ſuch a . Union as ral indifferent Matters ; Hate

we experience, tho' we can- of the Angels, Schiſm , Equivocal

• not well explain , is immedi: Generation, Monſters, Transfuſion

• ately individuated by it, and of Blood, Muſcular Motion in Lu

' together with that Soul , naticks, Mutation , Circulation ,

« makes a Man : So that if it. and Abdication , and the Queſtion

· were poflible for one Soul to in Vol . I. p . 459. about Navi

• be cloth'd over and over, at gation , all incomparably and

• different times, with all the conciſely done by the ſame

Matter in the Univerſe, it Hand : but : that I have , al

• would in all thoſe diſtinct ready tranfgrefs'd my Bounds,

Shapes be the ſame Indivi- and I ſhould injure theſe excel

• dual Man .
Nor can a Man lent Performances by abbrevi

• be suppos'd, in this Caſe, to ating them , that of Navigation

differ more from himſelf, not being capable of being

• than he does when he's an made one ſingle word ſhorter

' Infant, and juſt palt an Em- than it is .

• brio , from himſelf when of Tho' ' tis impoſſible for me

· adult or decrepid Age, he to run through all thoſe Que

having in that time chang'd ftions in Philoſophy, which

s his portion of Matter over this Learned and Ingenious So.

• and over ; has been fat and ciety have handled with equal

• lean , fick and well , loft by Excellence , yet I cannot but

• Bleeding, Excrement, Per- recommend the ſeveral Dif

• ſpiration, or gain'd again courſes relating to the Soul of

• by Aliment ; and perhaps not Man ; for, they have diſcuſs'd

• one Parricle, or but very few all that can any wayrelate to

" of the firſt Matter, which he it . The Queries I ſhall here

took from his parents, and inſert, which , I queſtion rot,

• brought with him into the will invite every curious En

World , now remaining . quirer to conſult the Anſwers,

How noble, and how ab- which are extraordinary.

firuſe .a Queſtion is here han

dled with the greateſt Brevity 1. Whether the Soulbe eternal,

and Perſpicuity in the World ! or pre- exiſtent from the Creation,

How knotty a Point render'd or contemporary with its Embrio.

eaſy to any tolerable Under 2. Tranſmigration of Souls.

ftanding, without lofing one 3. Is the soulſubjectto Pallien ?

jot of its Majeſty or Pro- . 4. What are the Soul of Brutes ?

foundneſs! 5. Whether the souls of Man

Here I ſhould add that ad- knows all things to come, but is

mirable Diſſertation of the na- hinder'd by the dulneſs of bodily

ture of Opium , in this Supple- Organs ?
ment, done by the Phyſician ; 6. In what condition is the soul

and thar of the fam'd Taliſma- of, an Infant, as to its natural fa

nical Science , Vol . I. p . 452. culties ? and whatſortof Thoughts

and of Specifick Remedies, and of the things it ſees and hears,

alſo the Queſtions about ſeves may it be fuppos’d to bave ?

7. Where
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7. Whether Souls feparated by Souls, or no, viz. the Supream ,

Death from the Body, retain their which they call the Mind ; the Sen

Individuation, or are all turn'd in . ' fitive , which they call an Image ;
to one common Soul ? and Rational , which lies and

8. In what part of the Body is knits the other two rogether?
the Soul ?

19. What have the Philofophers

9. What Defeet is there in the ( guided only by natural Reaſon )

Souls of Perſons, born Naturals ? conceiv'd of thefuture State ofthe

JÓ. What are we to think of the Soul ?

Definition of the Soul - that it is 20. How are we to underſtand

the * firſt Act of an Organical the Union of the Soul and Body,

Body having Life in Power ? Since the Soul is pure Immaterial

Fi . Whether Women haveany Subſtance, and the Body a grofs

Souls ? To which I. join organiz'd Subſtance ?

this ; Is the Soul of Woman infe- 21. Whether the Soulof Man be

riour to the Soul of Man ? If Yo, a Traduction, or an immediate In

will that Superiority continue eter- fuſion ; if the former, wat tole
Dally ? rable Expreſſions may we have of

12. Whether the immortal Soul the wayand manner of a Body's

was breath'd into Adam with the begetting a Spirit ? Ifihe latter,

Animal, or before, or after ? how comes it to be defild wités Ori

13. Upon abare relation of any ginal Sin ?

thing, an Idea ofthething related 22. Whether all Souls are equal

is at theſametime repreſented to ly happy in Heaven ?

the Imagination ; but when we 23. Whether the Soul of a Child

Speak of God or the soul, we have that dies after 'tis quick in the

noneat all. The reaſon of this ? Womb, be happy, or miſerable eter

14. Whether our Souls, going nally ?

ext of our Bodies, paſs into any 24 whether the souls of ſtu

localcircumſcriprible ' Place; or, diousand learned Men, are more

whether they aſſumecertain Vehi- perfect in the World to come, than

cles, or ſubtile Bodies, retaining the souls of the ignorant and illi

the ſame characterizing Forms, terate ? &c .

which their terreſtrial Bodies had ? 25. Where's the soul of Man,

15. Whether theſeparated Souls when in a Swoon ?

have any Knowledge of Affairs in 26. Whether the soul, after

this World ?. &c. Death, be in an Active.or unactive

16. Whether ſeparated Souls ſtate , during its subſiſtence without

know one another, ſince theyhave. the Body?

por the Organs of Seeing, Hearing, 27. Whether the Soul can be ab

Speech ? ſent from the Body for a limited

17. Where do Souls go immedi- time, without Death, provided the

arely on their Separation from the Body remain tenentable ?

Body ? 28. Isobe Cauſe of Deatk, or a

18. Whether has a Man three. Separation of the Soul from the

>

a

1

* Actus primus corporis organici, in potentia vitam habentis.

Fody,
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Body, in the Soul, or in the Body; the Delphick Precept of Know

29. Whether the Soub does ab. thyſelf , which tberefore is the

ways a & ually think or no ? reaſon, I ſuppoſe, * Juvenal

ſays is muſt be kept in Heaven )

There are other Queſtions will make any impartialJudge

relating to the Soul, which I ſenſible of their Ability in thar

have not ſet down in this as well as the reſt of the Sci

Place ; the Brevity I am con

fin'd to not only denying me I am ſure the Wits will think

that, but alſo room to make it high time for me to diſmiſs

any mention of what other theſe grave and ſublimer Sub

Philoſophical Queſtions they jects, and to come nearer their

have anſwer'd . I muſt there- Province : for I am ſenſible

fore delire the Reader to ſup- that Theology, and Philoſophy re

ply this Defect in me, by con-. quire too much of Thought,

ſulting the Alphabetical Ta. and too much Strength of Judg.

bles to each Volume : where ment, to be Entertainment a

they will not only find what I greeable to their airy Genius,

have omitted , but alſo all o- which reliſhes nothing but a

ther Queſtions relating to the trifling Jeſt, a Quibble, or ar

Mathematicks, Phyſick, Law ,Crin moſt a pleaſant Banter,

ticiſms, Anatomy, and all the o- they call it . Theſe Gentle

ther Branches of their Promiſe men are ſo wholly poſſeſs'd

of anſwering all manner of with the Spirit of Gaiety, that

Queſtions in every Science they think all things dúlí thar

and Art, if of any Uſe or are ſolid ; tho' 'tis very hard,

Advantage, general or parti- they will never give us leave

cular ; for I ſhall only here to be ſerious, under the ſevere

give a ſhort Direction to two Penalty of their Diſpleaſure at
or three in each Science. For our Performances. But that

Mathematical Queſtions there- they may have no · Cauſe to

fore conſult the Tables. For think I have quite forgot

Phylick ſee the Supplement, them, if they will be fo com

as to the original Cauſe of the plaiſant to meet me half way,

Gout, ec. Anatomy in gene- and give for once a ſtep or two

ral is well improv’d, fince Hy- from their eternal Banter to

pocrates learnt it of Democratus true Wit, I will now deſcend

in the Suburbs of Abdera, and to gratify theſe partial and in

from the DiſTection of Brutes competent Judges of Wit and

gather'd the Anatomy of Man, Learning, and thew them that

as the ſame bypocrates teſtifies the Athenian Soceety do ſome

in his Letter to Demagoras. And times unbend from their ſeve

I am confident, that the An- rer Studies , to make a grateful

ſwers this Society have given in mixture of the Pleaſant with

this Art, (which is a part of Profitable, that they might not

# E cælo deſcendit, you to geguró . Juven.

give
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give the leaſt cauſe to any to what I have ſaid of it, and on

think their Endeavours any ly blame me for the Modelly

way imperfect : But they make of my Expreſſion. In the ve

not Buſineſs of a Delight, or ry next Page you will meet

think , that the Life of a Man with no leſs entertaining Dif

of Senſe and Reaſon, ſhould courſe on this Query : Whether

be taken up with no higher Beauty be real, or imaginary ?

Contemplation, than the con- The Query is nice , but the

tinual View of the lighter Per- Anſwer is incomparably fine.

formances of Wit. This I muſt Farther, the three following

inform theſe Gentlemen , that Queſtions, vix ( 1.) Waether it

they'll ſeldom find any of theſe be lawful for a youngLady to pray

eaſier Eſſays of this Society for a Husband ? ( 2) A Ladyde

without a juſt mixture of Lear- fires to know when ſhe fall have

ning ; for that is ſo much a a Husband ? (3 ) Is it better to

Part of them , that it gives a live ſingle, or marry ?

laſting Beauty to their very ſwer'd with that Ingenuity

Diverſions. I ſhall inſtance in and Reaſon , (an Ingredient

one particular, which ſome ( I feldom found in the Gailymau

am .pretty ſure without confi- fries our Scriblers generally

deration ) have been pleas'd dreſs out for publick view)

to exerciſe their unintelligible that it cannot but bring the

Talent of Banter upon, I mean extremeſt Satisfaction to any

the Anſwer to this Query : one that pretends with any Ju

Whether Fleas have Stings,or whe- ftice to value himſelf as a Man

ther they ſuck or bite when they of Wit and Senſe.

draw blood from the Body ? In the ſeveral Volumes I

This Query, we may ſee by the find the Society endeavouring a

Author, was ſent by one of the farther Diverſion of the Witty,

fair Sex : and the Reſolution by ſeveral Eſſays in Poetry, in

is compos'd not only of true anſwer to Queries ſent them in

Wit, all the Similies being ex re . Rhime ; this being indeed the

nata, not dragg'd from all the neceſſary reſult of their firſt

Corners of the Univerſe, . to Promiſes, of anſwering all

be cramm'd in hy Head and manner of Queſtions. In this,

shoulders, as thoſe of ſome as well as in all their other

Men are, who have not gain'd Performances, the Society pro

a little Reputation by them ; poſe to themſelves the Service

but alſo of a curious Enquiry of Religion : And I hope the

into the Form, and Parts of Wits will not wholly condemn

that little and domeſtick Ani- them for pretending to Poetry

mal , which tho' ſo common , and Piety at once, ſince tho'

yet is of ſo wonderful a Com- Quarles has ſcandaliz'd Devo

poſure. This I find in Vol . I. p . tion with wretched Verſe, yet

38. which if any true Judge of Beaumont's Pſyche, Oʻc . that ad
Wit will conſult , I queſtion mirable Poem Spencer's Fairy

not but he will with a great Queen , deſign'd an Encomium

deal of readineſs ſubſcribe to on all the noble Train of Ver

tues ;

:

1
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tunes ; the Steps to the Temple, numbers preſenting a formal

and other Verſes of Graſhaw , Challenge to Vice : and as two

who was commended by the Oppoſites are beſt dillinguiſh'd

incomparable Cowley ; nay, the when ſet together, fo here a

Plagues of Egypt, the Para- Vice in one Column, and its

phraſe on lfaiah , and other contrary Virtue in another,

Pindaricks of Cowley himſelf, muſt render the firſt as odious,

thew , that Poetry is never ſo as it really is , and enhance, if

elevated and fine, when not the Beauty, yet the Ef

employ'd on Subjects of that teem of the latter.

nature. Nay, Virtue is ſo far form this with the more Force

from not being the proper Sub- and Majeſty, the Society have,

ject of Poetry, that nothing with a great deal of Reaſon,

elle, indeed, is : For, if we made choice of Spencer's Stan

believe the beſt of l'oets and za : This new Project for the

Criticks , and examine the promotion of Religion is con

Rules. laid down by them for fin’d only to one Virtue and

both Dramatick and Epick one Vice at a time, that the

Poeſy, we ſhall find, that the other half of the Paper may

Aim and End of the firſt, is be fiee tu anſwer ſuch Queries

to reward Virtue, and puniſh that are ſent them in verle,

Vice ; and the buſineſs of the as thall any way merit to be

latter is , not only to draw its taken notice of:

Characters truly virtuous, but Before I diſmiſs this Point,

to make them ſucceſsful as I think my ſelf oblig'd to make

the Piety of Æneas (and moſt, fome Remarks on the Poetry

if not all of his Irojan Compa- this Society have already gra .

nions ) in Virgil ; of Godfrey of tify'd the World withal, be
Bulloign, Tancred, and * Rinaldo cauſe ſome, that with no little

&c. in Taſo; of David , Fona- Ardour aſpire to the Name of

than, err. in Cowley, may ſatiſ Criticks, have been pleas’d to

fy . So that I have reaſon to paſs none of the moſt favoura
conclude , that that Poet, who ble Judgments upon it . I con

pretends to write without this feſs indeed theie Sparks are

Aim , is either ignorant in his not ſo kind , as to give us any

Art; or guilty of perverting Reaſon for their Procedure

i's facred Laws. All this being in this Affair, or to diſcover

thus evident, the more equal thoſe Defects they have found

Readers will, 1 queſtion not, out, ſuppoſing that their Ar

be very well pleas’d, when bitrary Sentence is fufficient to

they ſee this Society in lofty prove a Guilt ; perhaps that

年

* For the Character of Rinaldo is virtuous , notwithſtanding his

'Amourwith Armida , which was the effect of her Enchantments more

than his Inclinations. His Repentanceof this Failing, his Prayer on

Mount Olivet, before his attacking the enchanted Foreſt, and the reſt

of his actions, juftify my placing him in this Number.

may
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may be of great value with any thing in Verſe, cannot but

thoſe who blindly depend upon be ſenſible of the Difficulty of

their Judgment ; but we that bringing every part to that

are ſo arrogant to believe an Decorum which is neceſſary for

Ipſe dixit no proof, muſt take the Beauty and Perfection of

the liberty to queſtion their that way of writing ; without
Deciſion as very partial. which, as † Cicero obſerves,

I wilh theſe mighty Criticks there are not a few Faults

had given us fome Standard for break into Poeſy as well as

the Excellence of Copies of Proſe . What this neceſſary

Verſes, or had rang'd them Decorum is, may be gather'd

under ſome of the known partly from || Horace in his Art

Heads ; nay, tho' they had ran of Poetry ; to avoid Obſcurity ,

as far as the Diviſion of * Pla. Trifling, Bombaft, Meanneſs

30 : for then I could with the both of Thought and Expreſ

more eaſe have made an Exa- fion , and affected Copiouſneſs,

mination of them , and have which is a ſpinning out a

obviated thoſe Objections they Thought into various and fyno

had made. But when Men nimous Expreſſions : and this

speak at random , without giv- laft Claudian is very much given

ing any reaſon for what they to, notwithſtanding the Cha

fay, it is ſufficient to be as po- racter Scaliger gives him .
fitive in our Denial as they If we can't find the Society

were in their Affirmation ; 'tis guilty of any of theſe Faults,

not being as convincing as it is . I think (by ſo good an Autho

But to ſhew the world that rity as Horace ) we may con

I am not afraid to bring the clude their Poetry cavild at

Poetry of the Society to the without any juſt Reaſon. But

Teſt, I ſhall, according to what I ſhall confine my ſelf to one

Standard I ſhall think juſt copy of Verſes, which was

( ſincethey have given me none) writ' to the Author of the late

examine it, what that Impar- Paſtoral Poem ; for tho' the

tiality which becomes not only Poetry they have as yet pub
an Hiſtorian , but a Critick. lith'dbe not very voluminous,

Every one that has ever eſſay'd yet the Examination of all

4

*

* In his third Book , De optimo ftatu Civita tis.

+ Ut in Vita, fic in Oratione nihil eſt difficilius, quam quid de

ccat videre : mpétev appellant Græci, nos.Decorum.- Hujus

ignoratione non modoin Vita, ſed ſæpiffime in Poemate& Oratione

peccatur.

U Brevis eſſe laboro,

Obſcurus fio ; fectantern levia nervi

Deficiunt, Animique profeſſus grandia turget,

Serpit humi tutus nimium , timiduſque Procellæ.

Qui variare cupit rem prodigaliter unam ,

Delphinum filvis appingit, Auctibus aprum .

*

would
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wouldtake up more room than preſſion admirably match'd, like

I can ſpare ; and out of one or a noble Soul in a beautiful Bo.

two Examples, a Judgment dy ; nay , ſomething nearer a

may be made of the reſt. In kin to each other, and nearer

the foremention'd Poem , I am of a nature. But before I ſay

ſure there is nothing that falls more of them, I'll tranſcribe

underany any of thoſe Errors I 'em ;
which will not, I am

have ſet down ; . there is a Poe- ſure, be ingrateful to the Rea

tical Genius Thines all thro' der.

them; the Thought and Ex

Yes - by each Fountan , River, Stream , and Grové,

By all the pleaſant Haunts the Muſes love,

By them themſelves, and great Apollo too,

I'll ſwear I hardly love them more than you.

Say, Dear Unknown, what is't that charms me ſo ?

What ſecret Nectar throthyLines does flow ?
What deathleſs Beauties inthy Gardengrow ?

Immorial Wit in Nature's eaſieſt Dreſs,

A Paradiſe rais d in a Wilderneſs.

Tho' harſh thy subject, haggard, and unkind,

And rough as bitter Blaſtsof Northern Wind,

Thy Divine Spirit correct's each ruder Sound,

And breaths delicious Zephirs all a-round.

Thus can our Kindred Art , and Painters Care;

Make even Stormslook beautiful and fair.

But whilft 1 praiſe, I muſtaccuſe thee too ,

When thou hadſt done ſo much, no more to do :

When to the Brink ofBoyne thy Hero came,

There to break off the Chace of bim and Fame.

Where had been Albion now , had he thus stood;

But floating in another Sea of blood ?

To leave him when the Floods crėpt Soft along,

And filver Boyne liftned to hear thy Song;

To hear the Naids ſing what thou doſt write;

As when she roſe to ſee thy Hero fight :

See him all o'er with ſpringing.Laurels ſpread,

And all his Angel Guard around his Head.

This wields hisflaming Sword the Rebelsfly ;

And that the fatal Ball puts gentlig by :

Which Britain's mighty Genius Mook to ſee,

And trembled at the Danger more than he .

This, ſweeteſt Bard, hadithou proceeding ſung,

How had the Woods, how had the Valleys,runs !

And Pollio's learned Müſe, who ſits above

The Shepherd's Admiration, and their love,

Had deign'd thee Smiles, as all the World eſiteema

which dares not ſure diſlike what pleaſes him.

E What

:
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What can be more fine and cauſe they deſign'd 'em other

ſweet than theſe Verles ? What wiſe ; as for example, Burleſques

more poetical ? . What more which in its kind is very witty
correct ? And if at any other and pleaſant. But then the

time their Poetical Anſwers' Epithalamium in Vol.1.p.473.is

come not up to theſe , there very fine. And laſtly , when

are ſeveral reaſons for it : the Subject is not ſo noble, as

14, Becauſe ſeveral Queries are that of this, which merited no

ſent in Verſe, which would be leſs than the Society has ſaid

more to the purpoſe in Proſe ; of it . I cannot omit one Epi

for there are Subjects not ſo gram, which is this :

proper for Verſe. 2dly, Be.

Whatever borrow'd Lines our Works have morin,

This we dare ſwear, tbat thine are all thy own.

I find ſcarce one in Martial that Character which Julius

comparable to this, except Pau Caſar Scaliger gives of Claudian,

per Cinna vult videri, c'eſt pau- is juftly the Due of the Poe

per ; Martial too often playing tical Member of the Society,

upon words, which tho' more viz. * That he is a great Poet,

tolerable in Latin than Engliſh, only bas ſometimes the diſadvar

yet I cannot bring my Palate tage of being opprefs'd with an un
to reliſh . The Virtues of an poetical Subject ; but even then

Epigram are a dilucid Shortneſs Supplies with his Wit the Defect of

andan Acumen , which is the the Matter. He is Maſter of a

Soul, Life, and spirit of an happy Daring, and a good fudg

Epigram , without which ' tis ment; his Ornaments agreeable,

flat and inſipid. Nor can I his Language clear andexpreſſive,

endure a long Introduction to his Numbers ſmooth, but not af

that, which lies within the nar- fected ; his Thoughts fall natural,

row compaſs of a word or two ; ly in , without force

the Wit of theſe being not ſuf- All I have to add in this

ficient to recompenſe the Te point (becauſe I have not room
diouſneſs of the other : nor for a long Critical Diſcourſe

could i , till I ſaw this, ever on Poetry) is, that they have

with patience admit of any not only attain'd all the Beau
thing of that kind in Engliin . ties of Verſe, but -have alſo

Upon the whole, I think had in their
eye

the very End

* In lib . 4. Poetices . Maximus Poeta Claudianus, solo Argu

men ! o ignobiliore oppreflus, addidit de ingenio quantum deeftma
teriæ . Felix eo Calor, Cultus non inviſus, temperatum Judicium ,

Dictio curdida, Numeri non affectati, acute Dicta multa fine ambi.

tione . Tro' I donot underſtand with what fuftice Scaliger urges the Ig.

robler es of his subjects or argument, when all, he has writ is upon the
noblefi, as Gods, Triness, and Coorfils.

and
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:

and Åiñ of Poetry ; which 'of ſo great concern, and carry so

# Horace divides into three much weight , that thery dare not;

parts, Pleaſure, Profit, and without conſiderable Time and
both together : but he con- Thought, attempt their Anſwer.

cludes the laſt to be the || beſt, The Society proceeds farther

which comprizes both the plea- in the ſame Mercury, in this

fant and the profitable. Some manner :-For meddling with:
one of theſe Ends, if not all , Queſtions of Love, Courtſhip,

are obſervable in all their Poe- and Marriage, we might ſay, we

try I have yet ſeen . deſign’d therebyto mingle theDul
I ſhall conclude the Second ce and the Utile . And a little

Part of this Hiſtorġ, with a De. after: But we ſcorn to excuje

fence of their Complaiſance what needs it not, but rather
for the Fair Sex , in anſwering ought to be glorry'd in ; ſince tho

their Queries, which has been ſome things of this nature may be

extremely reſented by the Wits, pure MattersofGallantry,yettherë

and other Emulators of the are very many Queſtions,which not

Society, who have themſelves only have an influence on the Hap

obviated the main objections pineſs ofparticular Men, and the

of theſe Sparks that hate the Peace of Families, but even the

Fair Sex, becauſe they are their Good and Welfare of larger Socie

Slaves I believe ; and 'tis pity ties,and the wholeCommonwealth ,

they are not ſo generous to ſét which conſiſts of Families and fina

their Names totheir Queries, gle Perſons.

that the Ladies mightknow their Tho' this is ſufficient to juſ

Haters. In the Mercury I men- tify their aniwering the Ladies

tion's there is this Query ſent Queries, to anymoderate and

them -- Whether it does not confidering Oppoſer ; yet leaſt

( weaken the Credit of the the reſt ſhould imagine that I

Athenian Mercury, that the beg the Queſtion, and that I

• Authors of it deſcend to ſuch take that for granted which

' a pitiful Employment, as to they deny , I ſhall wave the

• take notice of FeminineImper- .Word ofthis Society, that therg

' rinences ? To which the so- have receiv'd ſeveralweighty Qué

ciety anſwer, That they are troue ries, &c. from them ; and prove

bled with ten , perhaps an hundred by undeniable Examples, botli

Maſculine Impertinences for of the preſent and the paſt A
one Feminine. ( They might ges, that the women have as

have added this Query to the nice a Senſe of things, and as

Number) Whereas on the other good Judgments too, as moſt

fide they have Letters from the Men. ' Tis true , that here in

Ladies; without the boaſted Ad- England the women are kept

vantages of Learning which are from all Learning, as the pro

* 1. Aut prodeffe volunt. 2. Aut delectare Poetæ. 3. Aut

Simul & Idonea & Jucunda dicere Vitæ.

# Omne tülit punétum , qui miſcuit utile dulci,

E 2 fans
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1

fane Vulgar were of old from French Ladies in Knowledge as in

the Myſteries of the antient Beauty .

Religions : and therefore are The entertaining Notions of

not generally ſo agreeable in Philoſophy are not the only

Converſation to Men of Parts Subjects of the Ladies Studies in

and Senſe, becauſe a new Dreſs, France ; Madam de Maintenon

Dance, Play , &c . is all they will prove , that the weighty

can diſcourſe of : tho this is Movements of State -Affairs are

far from holding, even here in not above the Direction of

England, thro'all; for there are that Sex : And the that writ

a great many , who in ſpite of the Memoirs of the Court of

the Tyranny of Cuſlom will Spain, thews that they are ca

ſteal fome Minutes from the pable of making politick Ob

Needle to improve their Minds . ſervations on the niceſt Oc
And this Society without doubt currences . Madam Dacier is

will , with their performances , an extraordinary Proof, that

invite a great many more to the moſt crabbed Studies are

the ſame, when they ſhall ſee not look'd into by them with
the Beauties of Philoſophy in out the greateſt ſucceſs. Her

ſo ſweet and eaſy a Dreſs : Endeavours on Plautus, Terence,

And then their Converſation and Horace , Thew that Women

would be far more agreeable are capable of being as nice

to the wiſer part of theworld, and critical Judges of Senſe

than the impertinent Chat too and Learning as Men ; nay,

many (not by their own faults) thoſe Eſſays I bave mention'd

are now guilty of. This is evi- of this French Laủy , excell all

dent to any Man that has ever that has been done in that

been in France, and convers'd kind , particularly all the pe

with the Women of the better dantick Labours of thoſe plod

Quality there , whoſe Appre- ding Jeſuits who have publiſh'd

henfions are more quick , and Notes upon the Claſick Au

diſcourſe upon any ſubject, or thors , for the Uſe of the Dau

in any Science, I will not ex . phin . I am not ignorant that

cept the moſt profound Parts of ſome will urge, that the was

Philoſophy, more à propos and beholden 10 her Husband for

ingenious than the Men ; their thoſe upon Hurace ; yet theſe

Wit and Notions are indeed Gentlemen cannot deny , that

extremely ſurprizing . I am Plaurus and Terence were pub

confident, by the Acquaintance lih'd when the was yet Madam
I have had the honour to have la Fevre,

with ſome of the Refin'd of I cannot but mention the

that Sex here, that our Engliſh Lady Derra Giiva Sabuco, rec

Women would not be inferiour kon'd amongſt the greatest

to thein in any Qualification of Scholars ; fe advancing in her

the Mird, if they were but Studies , ere. to the end Spain,

bleſs’d with as happy an Edu- and the whole world, might

cation; nay , I am aptto think, receive ſome Advantage there

they would as far Surpaſs the by , the began a new and moſt

inge
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ingenious Method of Phyfick : Cleobulina,' about the 70th O

She wrote to the moſt auguſt lympiad; Corinna Teleftia Prax

Philip II. to obtain the etta- illa, betwixt the Battel of Ma.

bliſhing of her Followers as the rathon and the Peace of Antal.

publick Phyſicians. And in cidas ; Aſpaſia , between that

her Treatiſe callid, The New Peace and the taking of Athens

Phyſick, ſhe learnedly, Dialogue- by Lyſander ; Cornificia among

wiſe, cenſures the Phyſick of the Romans, Siſter to Cornificius

the Ancients. And moſt fa . the Poet, in the ſecond Year

mous Authors have ſince laid of the 1846h Olympiad ; Athe

claim to many things, boaſting nais, afterward Eudoxia , in the

themſelves the firit Diſcove- Reign of Theodoſius the younger;

rers of them , whereof ſhe had and Pulcheria, Siſter to theſame

full knowledge, and long before Theodoſius. Among the modern

did publiſh them in her learned Italians, Angela Daughter to

Books.
Anthony de Nugaroles; Modeſta

For a farther Proof of this Lucretia Marinella, who writ a

point, I ſhall, in a few words, Poem on the Nobility of Wo

touch upon ſome of the emi- mankind ; Olympia Clara, Mag .

nent Women of Antiquity . I dalena Acciaiolia, Valeria Miai

will paſs over the politick Se- nia ; Anna Maria Schurman, a

miramis, the valiant and no leſs Fleming. To theſe I might add

politick ThomirisQueen of Scy- of our own Nation , in the

thia , who not only engag'd Cy time of Henry VIII , Sir Thomas

rus, but overcame him, by out- Moor's Daughter, who tranſla

witting him , deſtroying him ted ſeveral of her father's La
by his own Stratagem . Nor tin Works ; Mrs. Elizabeth Ca

will I inſtance Sempronia, men rew, Mrs. Ann Aſcue, Mrs. Eli

tion'd by Saluft, in his Catiline's zabeth Weſton : Nor muft I for
Conſpiracy, as learned and get Queen Elizabeth her ſelf,

witry . Nor will I particula- who was not only a politicks,
rize the fifteen eminent Wo- but learned Princeſs. And

men, who taught in the School rearer our own Times, Mrs.

of Pythagoras . All that will be Katherine Philips, commended

neceſſary here, will be a ſhort by the great Cowley ; and of

Enumeration of ſome of moſt myownKnowledge, Mrs. Behn ,

Ages ; as Magaloftrate,' a Mif- who was not only an excellent

treſs worthy of Acman a Lyrick Poeteſs , but ditcours d very re

Poet, who flouriſh'd in the finedly on any Subject that
2716 Olympiad ; the often ce- caine in her way I could

lebrated 'sappho, great in Ly. name another that furpaſſes all
rick Elegy, and all manner theſe , if I fear'd not to offend

of Poetry, in the 42d Olym- her Modeſty, by publiſhing

piad , with her Friend Erinna , her Name.

and Contemporary Demophila ; This is enough to fatisfy the

Theano, theWife of Pythagoras, World , that the Society have

both a Philoſophreſs and Poe advanc'd nothing but Truth in

teſs, in the 36th Olympiad ; that Affirmation before quoted ;
and

:

E 3
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and therefore that their Defe- much too civil Anſwer, which

rence to the Fair Sex merits not they give to a very conceited

that Condemnation ſome of and impertinent Qaerift, The

the moroſer part of the Town Query is this : why you pretend

are pleas'd to give them . Nor to ſuch ftrange things, and yet in

is it at all derogatory to the effect tell the World no more than

Reputation of a Philoſopher, whatwe all know already ?

to meddle with Queſtions of This Query, ſo worthy of

Love, etc. ſince the contem . Contempt and Laughter, de

plative aad refin'd Plato, and ſerv'd no other Anſwer than

Socraies (to omit other Philo- Silence ; but after they had

ſophers) have writ ſo many wittily rally'd it , they give a

ſoft things on that Subject, ſerious Return with a great

that Maximus Tirius, no ſmall deal of Ingenuity and Modelty

Admirer of Plato, ſays, That even to a fault, degrading both

beis amard to find Plato and their Induſtry and Abilities, in

Socrates baniſhing Homer out of terming what they do as a Re

their Cities, for. containing light preſentation of other Mens

And amorous things, when thery Thoughts ; and that all the

themſelves have writ far more Improvement they make, is on

lightand amorouſly. ly the communicating them to

Yet I find this not objected. thoſe who knew 'em .not be

by any of the Oppoſers of theſe fore . But I wrong them in

Philoſophers, as a Crime or not tranſcribing their own

Defect; they being only here words , which are theſe :

condemn'd by Tyrius, becauſe • ' Tis true in ſome ſenſe, Nil

they forbid the reading of Ho- ! di &tum quod non dictum prius:?

mer, for what they thought fit • The World is learned, and

to mingle in their own Works. we wiſh it were more fo ; the

This ſhort View of their . fineſt things that can be ſaid ,

Performances makes it evident, are little elſe than old Senſe

what Advantage the Publick " with a new Turn ; And if ye

will reap from their Endea- deny this, all the Orators in

yours, and how much Know- • it muſt ſtand ſtill, and nei

ledge will be in a little time " ther Divines nor Lawyers get

improv'd : For, as they very any more than our Athenian

modeſtly expreſs it, a diffuſing • Mercury. Yet ſtill what one

that Knowledge to many, which · Man knows, another does

is already familiar to the Lear- • not ; and a diffuſing Know

ned, is an Improvement of it. ! ledge isledge is a fort of improving

I will produce their own words, • of it, perhaps the beſt way.

being a very moderate, and And a little after in the ſame

6

# Me non admiratio tantum habet, fed etiam ſtupor, cum Plato

nem & Socratem lego, Homerum Civitatibus fuis arcere, quodtam

levia & laſcivia fcriberet, & c.- -Et paulo poft Cum & Plato

& Socrates leviora longe ipfi fc ipfere , &c.

Queſtion ,
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Queſtion ,-_ Beſides, we are pleaſe them . For the leſs

pretty confident, there are • candid Judges, they have

very many Queſtions here, done all they can againit it•

ſome of moment, which were already , but avail nothing ;

• never before publickly deci- • the Paper ftill lives, and is

• ded, eſpecially in Morality, ſtill like to do ſo in ſpite of•

' which is by far the moſt uſe- all their lll Nature, and

sful part of Knowledge: And ' finds that Reception which

' 'twould be no shame for us, wewill ſay the Deſign there.

• ſhould we own our chief Aim ' of deſerves.

• in this Deſign were to con- I have thought fit to con

" vey under a pleaſant Dreſs, clude with this Quotation out
• Notions of Virtue and Honour of the Works of the Society,

• into the Commonalty, and ra
becauſe it is a Recapitulation

' ther make them better than wie of all that I have ſaid , both

ſer ; tho’indeed in one we do as to their Deſign and Perfore

• both , and cannot doubt in the mances ; with a ſhort modeſt

mean while, but the curious Vindication of both, if not a

' and ingenious Spirits will ſel- prophetical Aſſurance of its

• dom take up our Paper, but furpaſſing all the Oppoſitions

ļ they'll find ſomething or other it has or may meet with.

( in't, that both may divert and

E 4 THE
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H
AVING in the firſt ceſsful Progreſs of their La

Part run thro' the Riſe bours will in time produce,

and Advantages of this when ſuch great Attempts have

Society , in the Second their been aim'd at, and effected in

Performances that are already ſo little a time after their firſt

extant , with a much greater Riſe.

brevity than the Nobility and Their Care ſeems to have

Copiouſneſs of the Subject re- been to provide Means for the

quird ; I ſhall here anticipate Improvement of their know

their future Endeavours, or at ledge (as I have obſerv'd in the

leait give the World a proſpect Firſt Part) who had not the

of thoſe beneficial Efforts it Abilities of Purſe , to arrive to

will ſoon be bleſt with, from a learned Education , and to

the marchleſs Induſtry and purchaſe all thoſe voluminous

Learning of the Athenian Socie- Books , which treat of thoſe ſe

ty : which when compar'd with veral Arts and Sciences which

what has been already ſeen, are requir'd to the compoſing

will julliy raiſe all Mens Ex- a Scholar. This, tho’the Week

pectation of thoſe yet un- by Mercurieswould in time effect,

thoviglie of Diſcoveries, the ſuc- yet more ſpeedily to occur to
the

1
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the Impatience of fome, who time may here find the Deſign
perhaps may be uneaſy in pe- of every Book, and ſome Ob

ruſing ſo many things which ſervation in the Performance ,

tend to the Satisfaction of o- from whence they may frame a

t bers, to find amongſt them Judgment what Book to buy,

what themſelves deſire, the and what nut, if they are not

Society have taken care for the fully ſatisfy'd with it in little ;

compiling a Book, entitled , for the chief Force and Mat

The Toung Student's Library, ter of moſt Books lies in a lit

' containing the Subſtance and tle Compaſs, the ornamental

• Pith of all that's valuable in Parts of Language generally

* moſt of the beſt Books prin- making up the Bulk . But I

sted in England , and in the ſhall give you a conciſe account
• foreign Journals from the of this Book from Mr. de la

· Year 1655. to this preſent Crofe's Works of the Learned , who

time ; to which will be added having been formerly an An

s an Introduction to the uſe of tagoniſt with the Society, on

• Books, in a new Es ay upon all account of Extracts, may rea

• ſorts of Learning, written by ſonably be ſuppos'dnot to flat
< the Athenian Society. ter any of their Performances,

The Propoſals fufficiently eſpecially in that kind : His

Thew , that this work is to be Words are theſe in his Book

a Tranſlation from the Univer- for January, 1692 .

ſal Hiſtorical Bibliotheque, the • It conſiſts (ſays he, of the

ParisJournal des Scavans, the young Student's Library ) of
Acta Eruditorum Lypfia, the Gi : • Abſtracts of Books in ſeveral

ornali de Litterali, and other fo- · Faculties , as Divinity, Criticks,

reign Journals ; to which the ' Hiſtory, Geography, Philofophy,
Society will add what is moſt Law , Phyſick, & c. many of

conſiderable in the Extracts I which are collected out of the

made by their own Country- Journal des Scavans of Paris

men , that ſo (to uſe their own • and the Univerſal Bibliotbeque,

words) hy going backward as and , as I hear, accurately

well as forward, we may render ! tranſlated ; but the moſt con

our Account of Books compleat.
• fiderable, tho' not the biggeſt

The Preface to the Propoſals Part, are two original Pie.

of Printing this Book, ſhews a- ces : The firſt is written by

bundantly the Uſefulneſs of it ; a Divine, a Member of the

Extracts having receiv'd En- Athenian Society , who has ſpent

couragement from the Inge- • ſeveral Years in the Study of

niousof all Nations, ever ſince " the Hebrew Tongue, and

they have been ſer on foot, be- " ſhews a great deal of Learn

ing neceſſary not only for them ing and Piety, in maintain

who cannot go to the Price of ing the Antiquity of the

the Books themſelves, or have Point-Vowels againſt Lewis

not time to .peruſe ſo many ! Capel and his Followers ; he
large Volumes, but alſo for all • pretends they are at leaſt as

the Learned, who in a little « antient as Ezra .

Thc

6
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• The ſecond Original Piece plaid in the Hebrew Bible ,

• is an Eſſay upon all ſorts of

• Learning, as Divinity, Phy- • The whole is divided into

fick, Hiſtory, Poetry, Geometry, • two parts : the firſt Part con

Architecture, Muſick,CivilLaw, ' fiders the Opinions of Elias

Canon Law , Opricks, Dialling. Levita, Ludovicus Capellus, Dr.

Thus far Monſ. de la Croſe : • Walton and others, for the

And I have nothing to add of Novelty of the Points; ſhewI •

the main Subſtance of the Book, . ing the improbability of their

but that there will be two Eng- ' Conceits, that the Maforites

tile Abſtracts added by the so- • of Tiberius pointed the Text,

ciety, andthat they will, as the ' from the Silence of the Jews

Propoſals inform me, ſuper- about it, their Teſtimonies

viſe the Tranſlations; but of againſt it , the Unfıtneſs of

theſe things you'll be farther ' the Time, Place and Perſons

inform'd in the Preface to it, ! of late aflign'd for the In
which is now almoſt finiſh'd. I vention of the Points ; from

And I'll only add this Remark, s the nature of the Mafora, and

That the Abſtract of the Works • of the Maſoretic Notes upon

of the Learned wholly owes its the Verſes, Words. Letters,

Riſe and Progreſs to this So- • Vowels and Accents of the

ciety , all things of that nature . ' Old Teſtament ; their Ob

having been entirely forgotten ' ſervations on all thekinds of

in England, tho' of ſuch great ! the Keri;-u, Ketib ; the words

uſe, as appears at large in the s written full or defective; the

Preface to the Firſt Volume, ' Ittur Sopherim , the Tikkun So

and I ſuppoſe will be yet fet a pherim , and the reſt of the

in a clearer Light in that parts of the Mafora , and from
Monthly Account of Books. other Confiderations. The

I ſhall ſay no more of the ſecond part proves the An

main Body of the young Stu- ' tiquity, Divine Original and

dents Library (which will con- • Authority of the preſent

tain the Subſtance of above an { Punctuation, by the Teftimo

hundred Volumes, moft in Fo ny of Jews and Chriſtians,

lio) but I cannot paſs over • the univerſal Conſent of all

the Original Piece of the He- « Nations which receive the

brew Points, it being a thing of Scriptures, their quiet Pol

that vaſt conſequence , that on « feflion of the Text, as 'tis

it all the Chriſtian · Faith de- ' now appointed by Preſcription

pends ; for if there were no from Age to Age : The

Points , the Certainty of Scrip - Vowels an eſſential part of, •

ture is quite out of doors : It Speech) oft expreft by the

conſiſts of thirteen Sheets of • Punctuation only . The Ob

Paper, and bears this Tile. ſcurity of the Scripture with

out Points, which yet was

A Diſcourſe concerning the Anti . commanded to be written

gaity and Original ofthePoints, ' very plainly. The Old Tef

Vowels, and Accents that are ! tament evidencing is ſelf to
be

6

{
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be the Word of God, in and Shapes of the preſent Punc

• by the Punctuation only ; the • tuation ; the Keri, u , Ketib,

" Anomalies thereof manifeſt- being about the Letters, and

ing its Antiquity. The Pro- ' never about the Points , and

miſe of Chriſt, Mat. 5. 18. o the like .

That nothing Mall be lost out of This bare Tranſcription of

' the Lawandthe Prophets,where the Contents of this Original

• of the Points are ſo great a Piece (a Sight of ſome Sheets

. part. The manifeſt Abſur- of which my Bookſeller, by

dity of the contrary Opi- his Intereſt, procurd me) is

' nion, and other conſidera- ſufficient to Thew of what great

! tions; together with Anſwers uſe it will be, not only to all

sto ſeveral Objections of Eļi- Divines, but alſo to every one

& as Levita, Ludovicus Capellus. who is curious in Enquiry into

! Dr. Walton and others againſt the Original Texts of Sacred

' their Antiquity , ſuch are the Writ, a Study as much above

Teſtimonies of ſome Jews - all others, as the Soul is above

· bout the Points : The un. the Body . The Conſequen

• pointed Copy of the Law , ces of this Treatiſe are, as I

lo kept in the Synagogue: have remark’d , no leſs than the

! The Silence of the ancient Authority and Certainty of

• Cabaliſtical Writings of the Chriſtian Faith : For, as Ano

Miſhna and Talmuds about tonius Rodolphus Cevallerius,

! them : The LXX and Chalm ſpeaking of the Antiquity of

Idee Paraphraſe reading other- the Points , thus pleads for

' ways than our Punctuation them, ſaying That they, wb .

! directs: The Samaritan Cha areof the contrary Opinion, do not

rader (ſuppos'd to be the onlymake doubtful the Authority

antient Hebrew ) never poin- of the Scriptures, but wholly pluck

• ted : The Novelty of their it up by the Roots; for without

Names, the Superfluity of the Vowels and Notes of Diſtinc

! their Numbers, the Pofli- tion it has nothing firm and cer

• bility of preſerving the tain. And this is ſufficient to

• Sound without the Shapes, Thew the Neceſſity and Uſeful

! and of reading the Bible neſs of this Undertaking, and

( without Points (aswell as the how ſeaſonable a Treatiſe of

• Rabbinical Commentaries, the this Nature is , to obviate the

! Talmuds, and other Oriental Objections of the 'Atheiſts of

• Languages are read without this Age , that we may give a

• them) by the Help of the looſe to our Fancies in Belief,

• Matres lectionis, or Letters E- fince there is nothing of Cer

vi, a , b , v, i, by the Scope of tainty in the Bible it ſelf. And

! the Place, ec. The Silence if this Ground prevail'd , it

' of Jerom , and the Fathers a- would eaſily reduce us all to

· bout them ; the Opinion of that part of Hobbiſm , of veer

• divers modern Divines, both ing with every Wind which

! Papifts and Proteftant, a- blows, and changing our Reli

gainſt the Antiquity of the gion as often as Fortune ſhould
Our

6

s
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our Princes to different Per. it ſelf, I mean the Original

ſuaſions. As for the Perfor. Text. And 'tis to be won

mance of this Divine in this der’d , as well as complain'd

Piece, the Contents ſhew , that ct, that ſo many of our Di

he has taken potice of all vines, thro ' a criminal Supine

which can be rais'd againſt the nels, do too much neglect thiş

Opinion he defends ; and the neceſſary Study, which our

many Years he has given him- Divine has imploy'd ſeveral

ſelf to the Study of the Hebrew years in ; ſo much was his Care

and Original Tongues, as well and Zeal for the Honour and

as all the Rabbinical Learn- Vindication of the Chriſtian

ing , leave no doubt but that Religion (by placing it on a

Performance is equal to the firm Foundation)and the Good

Nobleneſs of the Subject. And not only of thoſe Souls under

according to my ſmall Judg. his Charge, but alſo of all others

ment in that way, if I may who will make any Improve

be allow'd to gueſs at the reſt ment of his Labours ; which,

by what I have ſeen , he has by what has been ſaid, may re

done it with a great deal of ry weil be concluded to be ac

Strength of Judgment, Force, curate and elaborate, and con

and Evidence of Argument, fequently abundantly ſatisfac

and Profoundneſs of Skill . tory . And it were to be wiſh'd

'Twas the Saying of a Great that the fams Great Man

Man, that he would eaſily tell would oblige the Worid with

the Progreſs any one would thoſe other pieces of Rabbi

make in any Science, if he nical Learning which he men

knew but the Value he had tions in theſe Sheets, having

for it ; for earneſt Defire ftirs in theſe I now ſpeak of anſwerd

up indefatigable Induſtry , the what has never been attemp:

Mind being never ſatisfy'd till ted in Engliſh.

it has obtain'd that to which Nor has any Proſpect of any

it was born , by the high Efteem preſent or future Advantage

and Value it has conceiv'd of to his Intereſt ingag'd him in

it . And no Man could have a this laborious Work, he hav

greater Efteem for any Know- ing generouſly given the Co.

ledge than this Divine had for py to the Undertaker without

this, as the chief and obliga- the leaſt Gratuity . And in.

tory Study of Men of his Cha- deed his other Virtues are as

racter, who were to give the well forted to his Character, as

true and genuine ſenſe of Scrip- theſe I have ſpoke of ; for he

ture to the Souls he directed, has learn'd that Divine Lef

under the pain of Woe at the ſon our bleſſed Saviour incul

laſt Tribunal ; which could ne- cated to his Followers, fay

ver be ſatisfactorily done by ing, Learn of me, for I am meek

depending entirely upon the and bumble of Heart. How

Word of other Men, without charming and excellent foever

an Ability of conſulting the this Leſſon be, yet alas ’ tis

Key of thoſe ſacred Myſteries follow'd by a very few ; and

Pride
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Pride is never more viſible and not by Fire and Brimſtone,

than in thoſe whoſe Province Cruelty beyond the Barbarity

'tis to preſs this admirable Doco even of Cannibals, for an ac
trine of Humility ; Learning , cidental Misfortune of Edu

that ſhould teach them to know cation . Mildneſs may win them

themſelves better, generally to give ear to the Truth , but

tranſporting them to an inſuf- ſuch an Inhumanity (not to

ferable Contempt to the reſt ſay unchriſtian Hardneſs )

of Mankind: but here it has makes all they can ſay come

met with a happy Temper, an with the prejudice of being

innate Modeſty , and a ſweet deliver'd by one who is not of

agreeable Affability to all Chriſt, ſince he has given a

Men ; a Charity not ftinted clear contrary Mark of his

to Fadions, ' Parties, or Reli- Diſciples. This ſhort Di.

gions, but univerſal, like that greflion ſhews the Excellence

of the firſt Inſtituter of our of thoſe Virtues this Reverend

Holy Religion ; knowing very Divine has made a part of

well that the Perfe & ion of á himſelf, much more noble

Chriftian Life is a ſtrict Imi- . Qualifications than that extra

tation of our Maſter and ordinary one of his Learning.

Founder. How admirably has I am ſorry that my Ignorance

our bleſſed Lord drawn the of his perſonal Converſation

corrupt Nature of too many ſhould concur with my Inabi .

of our hot- headed Zealots, in lity to deprive the Reader of a

that Parable of the good sa- farther, tho ' imperfect account

maritan ! Every one paſs’d by of_this Divine.

the wounded Stranger ; the ve- Before I paſs from the Young

ry Prieſts gave him not one Student's Library, I think, to

eye of regard, as not worthy make my Account the Per

a Look ofthe Choſen, till the feater, it will not be imperti

Samaritan (a People rejected by nent if I inſert here a view of

the Jews as the moſt infamous that Emblem which is pro

andwicked ) came and bound mis’d to be prefix'd to it, ofthe

up his Wounds, and took tbat Athenian Society, with an Ex

care of him which Humanity planation of it ; a Sight of

requir’d. I know too many, which I procurd at the En

who profeſs a great deal of graver's : and both the Society

Religion, and glory in the Name and Bookſeller will, I hope,

of Piety, who will let a near pardon me for making it pub

Relation, if of another Per- lick before its time, ſince 'tis

ſuaſion, periſh for want of here mention'd out of Honour

what his ſupernumerary Ser- to their Deſign .

vants enjoy . This is ſtill more The Copper Plate is of a

odious in the Clergy , who good Size, and is thus divided ;

ſhould gain Proſelyles more by above the Society in an Oval
Affability and Meekneſs, ne- is writ,7he Arbenian Society : this

ceſſary Ingredients to the Com . Oval is ſupported by two An

poſition of their Character, gels , from whence falls down
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a Curtain of Lawn over the of which Learning once flou .

Faces of the twelve Members tilh'd , in the two lait does

of the Society , who with Pac ' now . On the top of all the

pers on the Table , and Pens in Emblem is plac'd a Raven,

their Hands, fit all equally in for ſeveral Reaſons ; firſt be

a direct Line, every one dreſt cauſe the Raven was the firſt

in the diſtinctive Habits of the Projector of the Deſign, and

ſeveral Sciences , under which that therefore is a proper

the Queries they have underta . Place for him to diſcover the

ken to anſwer, do fall, -as Approachers of the Cuckoo's

-the Divine, Phyſician, Ma- who come to invade his Neſt ;

thematician, Philosopher, Lawyer, and, Secondly, becauſe 'tis the

Poet, &c. At the other ſide Nature of thoſe Birds to have

of the Table the ſeveral Que- always à Centinel aloft to

riſts preſent themſelves with view all the Avenues and Ap

their Notes, for Reſolution of proaches of its Enemies : tho’I

their Difficulties ; in a Corner never heard of an Owl riding

hard by fits a Monkey ( ex. on a Raven's Back , till ſome
preſſing the quality of the In- Modern Authors, who refoly'd

terlopers by his apiſh Nature) to invert Nature, as well as

with the Claw of a Cat whom deſtroy all Religion, diſco

he holds faſt in his Embraces, verd 'the Secret, and never-

endeavouring to pull ſoieNuts till-then known Sympathy be

out of a Fire, with this Label twixt thoſe two Birds, fo much

coming out of his Mouth, Vi- that one would carry the other

vitvr ex rapto, that is, I live by à Pick -a - pack , a Pick - a-pack .

Theft ; the Interlopers having But I muſt paſs from thele E
endeavour'd to rob he firſt mulators; or rather Copiers

Undertaker of his fubfifting of George- Tard Wit to proceed

by that Project which he firſt in myAccount.

ſét a foot and brought to per- Below the Emblem is plac'd

fection, and therefore merit the Explanation, mark'd with

that Character of living on ſeveral Letters, which refer to

the Spoils of their Neigh- the ſame in the ſeveral Parts

bours . At the four Corners of the Portraiture. To begin

are four Cities, Athens (where and obſerve the Order I find

on a Pinnacle is plac'd an Owl them in, (A) directs to the

facred to Minerva) Rome, Ox- twelve Members of the Socie.

ford , Cambridge; in thetwo firſt ty , with theſe Verſes..

Behind the Scenes fit mighty We :

Nor are we known, nor will we be ;

The World, and we exchanging thus,

while we find Chat for them, they work for us .

B:
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B. C. D. O, refer to the Queriſts in this Ordet.

B.

م

د

C.

D.

E.

( 1.) D'ye ſee that Lady in the Mask ?

We'll tell you what ſhe coines to ask,

Tho' an unconſcionable Task ;

' Tis how her Lover faſt to bind ,

Falfe as her felf, falfe as the faithleſs Wind.

(2.) That other brings herFavourite Flea ;

With Golden Fetters, Lock and Key .;

ift has a Sring our Thoughts does crave,

Or only a Tongue as other Females have.

(3.) Thinking our Notions toojejune,

Some take their aim at Madam Moon ;

Some bring hard Queries, which we crack,
And throw the gazing World the Kernels back.

(4.) Here's honeft Tar, who would his Crown afford,

Were he paid off, e'er he returns Abroad ,

To know what he inuſt ask in vain ,

When we ſhall beat the French again ?

(5.) Euclid, where art, tho' 'twas before deſpair’d,

Now may't thou have my Circle ſquar'd ;

But Artis long, and thou muſt ſtay,

Nor Rome was built, nor Athens in a Day.

( 6 ) We know, sir, but too well, your Caſe ;

Samepowerful Faction right or wrong embrace,

Or ſtarve and die without a Place.

(7.) Avoid , you Rout of noiſy Fools.
Once more. -you are not in our Rules ;

Could we but pleaſe the Learned few .

Which Send from far, we could diſpenſe withyou .

(8.) whither lost Wretches, whither would you run ?

By Guilt,or bry unhappyLove, undone !

What need youperiſh or de pair,

If you'd have aid, an Angel Mews you where.

K. (9. )

F.

G

H.

1.

( 1.2 . ) To ſeveral Lady Querifts.

( 3.) Referring to the Aſtronomers and Aſtrologers.

(4.) Referring to ſome Queriesof that nature ferit by Seamen .

( 5.) Referring to Mathematical Queries. .

(6.) Referring to the Parſon's Queries.

17.) In reference to the Croud of impertinent Queriſts.

( 8. ) This Stanza has reference to thoſe that go to hang or

kill themſelves, who in the Emblem are directed by an Angel

to apply themſelves to the Society ,

(9.) Refers
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K. (9.) This Query's quickly underſtood ,

Heonly asks, D'ye think bis Coffee good ?

Yet would crowd in, tho' juſt by th.Door,

Or vow'd he'd take our Letters in no more.

L. ( 10.). Theſe dainty Nuts I muſt not loſe,

Nor burn ту Paws B 'your leave, dear Puſs,

If thoſe thai put them there enquire,

' Iwas you , not I, that rob’d the Fire ;

How ſweet is Interlopers Hire !

M. ( 11.).All England's Rarities are gather'd here;

From unknown Earth, Fire, Water, Air ;

Thouſands agree in ſuch a glorious Striſe,

Or elſe a moment's Work would laſt a Liſe.

N. (12.) Wish Beak and Talons I infeſt

Thoſe Cuckoos that invade my Neft ;

And if Minerva yer ſupply

My antient Gift in Prophery,

All Scabb’d and old they in ſomehollow Tree Mall die.

I am ignorant who defign'd the Emperors , confirms my

this Emblem, as well as who Poſition : So that the Poet (as

compos’d the Verſes I have every Writer ought) confi

bere quoted : which tho' they der'd here the nature of the

come not up to thoſe of this thing he writ, and adapted his

Society, yet naturally enough Thought, Numbers, and Lan

expreſs what they are deſign'd guage to the Subject.
for, perhaps much better than Having thus given you an

if they had been in loftier Account of the Young Students

Numbers ; Emblematiſts ſeldom Library, I ſhall proceed to the

thinking it proper to regard other things of as great, if not

the Majeſty of Stile and greater confequence, as a new

Thought, when their Aim is Syſtem of experimental Philo

only a bare narratory Expli . fophy upon the four Elements ;
cation . This any one, who thoʻthis will be ſome wbile be

has convers’d with that kind of fore it ſee the World , both be

Writing, will grant; and that cauſe time will be taken for

Book ofEmblems, made upon the immediate Experiments,
.

(9 ) Refers to Mr. Smith the Coffee-Man , who fo far contri

butes to this Affair, as receiving all the Queries, and convey..

ing them to this Society .

( 10. ) Referring to what I ſaid before , of the Monkey's mak

ing uſe of the Cat's Foot to pull the Nuts out of the Fire .

( 11.) Relating to Natural and Artificial Rarities of England,

& ic. of which immediately.

( 12.) This refers to the Raven on the Top of all , an Ac

count of which I have given above .

and
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on a

to

and alſo becauſe this new Pro- bare Collection of what the

ject of the artificial and natu- beft Authors of our Nation

i al Rarities of England, Wales, have writ of Rarities, Naniral,

Scotland, and Ireland, with the Artificial, and Civil, but alſo of

Foreign Plantations thereunto whatever Obfervations the cu.

belonging , will employ them rious Gentlemen of all England

more general and enter- ſhall máke, and communicate

taining Subject ; ſo that they to this Society; as, beſides their

cannot have leiſure till they own diligent Enquiries into all

have, with the great Aſiſtance things that fall under thoſe

they are like to have from the Heads, firſt in the Regions of

Ingenious, rid their hands pret- the Air --- All ſorts of strange

ty well of it . The Reaſon Appearances, and their ſeveral

they deferr'd the Natural Hiſtory Forms, Qualities , and Circum

ſo long, was, becauſe ſeveral in- ftances ; Noiſes and their ſeve .

genious Gentlemen, well skill'd ral Kinds, Tempelts, Thun

in thoſe Affairs ( to uſe their der, and Lightning : Strange

own Expreſſion ) generoally of- Winds, theirdifferent Natures

fer'd them their Afliftande; up- and Qualities , with their feve

on which account, that their ral Dependencies of Weather,

Undertaking mightbe the more OC- Rains, Hail , Miſts, Dews,

ſerviceable the Publick Froſt, Heats extraordinary in

( which they have always chief- any particular , as to Form ,

ly in their Eye) they waited Quantity , Colour, or Effects ;

thoſe Supplies fromfrom other Subterranean Streams, or Exha

Hands, which they were pro- lations that iſſue out of the

mis'd: for there are ſeveral Earth, as to their Quality , and

new Aſſiſtants joind themſelves Manner, and Effects, exc.

to this Society, for the ſpeedier Next, as to Freſh Waters ,

and better carrying on of this their ſeveral Springs ; as to

new Project, if I can call that quality, medicinal or other,

new which depended upon the hot or cold, extraordinary in

former ; for the World is ob- colour, or any peculiar Pro

lig'd to the firſt Athenian Pro- perty, as oily or petrifying ;

jed for this Undertaking ſince what Fiſh does each afford

the firſt Riſe of it was from a moſt, & c. as alſo Salt Waters,

Query ſent (the natural Reſult their different Nature, Places

of the Society's Deſign to an- of difference, and Degrees of

ſwer all ſorts of Queſtions) on Saltneſs, their Depths, exc. as

that Subject. So that it ſeems to Currents, Edies, Concour

indeed to be but a new Branch ſes of Tides , Species of Fiſhes,

that is ſprung from the firſt c. where and how .

Deſign , whichmay in the ſame Next, as to Earths, what

manner give Birth in time to ſorts of Ochres, Chalks, Marls,

a great many other admirable Clays, their Qualities

Improvements in all ſorts of and Uſe ; Turfs, Coal dug,

Knowledge. ei. remarkable · Figures of

This project will not be a Hills, &c. Minerals, their Qua
F . lity,

:

c .
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or all.

lity, and where prepar’d ; in Lafly, concerning Antiqui

like manner all ſorts of Metals, ties, Seats of Kings, Priories:

or. Abbies, ec . Caſtles, Fortifica

Farther, concerning Plants tions, Banks of Land, Barrows,

and Trees that are unuſual Monuments of Stone, and any

and extraordinary , in Growth, thing remarkable of any or

Fruit, Leaves, or time of Blof every of them . Of Councils,

ſoming - Gardening, and all Parliaments, and Terms held,

the curious Obſervations that and where ; old Epiſcopal Sees,

can be made, as to the Inſects, Battles fought, Armour, old

Diſeaſes, Cures, proper to each Money, Urns, Lamps, Lachry
Vegetable, or common to more, matories, Pavements, Brace

lets, Rings, exc. found, and in

Next, as to Husbandry , what whoſe Poſſeſſion ; immemorial

unuſual Grains, Grafis, & c . Customs, and all other Curio

are ſown in each Country ; fities which may be ſerviceable

Improvements on all ſorts of to the Publick , or to private

Land, and other Curioſities in Perſons.

Husbandry s new Inventions In the supplement you will

as to Plowing, preſervation of find all thefe Queries here in

Corn , peculiar ways of open- ſerted, which are by the Society

ing andand draining Marthes, propos'd to all the Ingenious

Bogs, Fens, ec. Gentlemen of each Nation con

Farther, concerning Ani- cern'd , whoſe contributory help

mals, Obſervations on Inſects they deſire, and will without

in their ſeveral Species ; who doubt obtain of all ſuch, who

has obſerv'd their Origin , Per- have the leaſt deſire to beltów

fection, Corruption, Diſeaſes, any of their time for the Ho

andCures ; the like of all ſorts. nour and Glory of their Coun

of Birds, Reptiles , Fiſhes, and try . Nature has been extremely

Beaſts ; unuſual Qualities of fruitful of Wonders intheſeKing

each: as to Generation and Big- doms that compoſe theBritiſh Mo

neſs,c. ftrange Accidents befal- narchy ; and 'tis pity Gentle

ling Men or Women, prodigious men of Eſtates ſhould be car

or numerous Births; Similitude ry'd away with a deſire of ſee

of Perſons extraordinary ; any ing the ' Novelties of other

thing remarkable for Exceſs Countries before they have any

or Defect in all, and every of tolerable Inſight into their

their Parts and Circumſtances; own , where they were born .

and all the fingular. Occurren- Certainly every Patriot will not

ces that make either Man, or think his time ill Spent which

Woman , or Familiesmore than is imploy'd for the Diſcovery

commonly remarkable . and Knowledge of our felves ,

Farther , as to what Arts or at leaſt our Country , of

are either improv'd or inven- which each is but part. This

ted, and where ; extraordinary generous deſire has inſpir'd

Buildings of all ſorts, Perſons leveral Learned Gentlemen to

skilful, andin what chiefly, ec. offer their Service already, as
I
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I have obſerv'd above; tho’I greateſt part of them ) to de.

am ignorant of all of them, prive the publick of thoſe

except one, of whom by Acci- many Advantages, I have made
dent " l'gain'd this account. it appear, it receives from this

He was the firſt that offer'd Undertaking , and the Perfor

his Endeavours for the carry- mances ofthe Athenian Society,by

ing on of this Deſign, with uſing what means they can to

which he was ſo extremely diſcourage the Gain of the Books
pleas'd at the firſt notice that ſeller, that fo he may let fall

was given of it to the World : fo beneficial a Project, tho?

and indeed England I believe they could never yet effect it.
affords not a Gentlemen better the firſt Oppofers they met

qualify'd for this Undertaking with were the anabaptiſts,who

being firſt accompliſh'd with I have ſhew'd were filenc'd by

Variety of Learning, having the Society ; then the demure

great skill in Experimental Quaker put in for his ſhare, tho'
Philoſophy, and ſcarce his E- to as little purpoſe : and among

qual in Chymiſtry, a Science the Oppoſers I muit not for

which is Mother of ſtrange get, tho' one of the moſt in

and wonderful Diſcoveries : to conſiderable, was the Vindicator

all theſe acquir'd Excellencies of Mr. Jones, on the Subject of

Nature has added a ſtrong and Uſury. But all theſe were up
admirable Judgment, a nice particular Controverſies,

and curious Fancy, and an ex . and made Enemies by their

tremely happy Memory, with being diſoblig'd , becauſe the

a Temper that is agreeable Society would not complement

and generous; and Fortune (or them ſo far as to ſubſcribe to

rather Heaven, for when I ſee their Opinions. But ſome

Merit bleſs'd with a Competen- body elſe ſetting up a Paper

cy , I conclude it the effect of which interfer'd with their des

a wiſer Diſpoſer than partial ' fign ; it ſeems the Author of

Chance) has crown'd all ( for it ſoon became ſenſible of the

ſo it is in ſpight of Philoſophy ) Injuſtice of his Undertaking,
with a handſome Eftate : all and therefore was not aſham'd

which concurring, he ſeems to in a publick manner to acknow .

me, The Phenix Boyle reviv'd . ledge his Error, in a Letter

This, Reader, is all the Ac- from him to the Gentlemen of

count I am capable as yet of the Athenian Society, which I

giving thee, as to their pre- ſhall tranſcribe.
ſent and future Performances,

on

: Bno little Fame and Reputation , that the Deſign I was

ſo has that Fame contracted lately engag'd in did not
Enemies and ungenerous Op- • reach up to that Morality I

poſers (Virtue, when expos'd to « aim at, I thought my ſelf ob

the Eyes of the World, ſeldom lig'd to deſire you to inſert

being without Enemies ) whoſe • this ſhort Letter in your Mer

Aim has been (at leaſt of the : cury , to ſatisfy the World of

F 2 the
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an

>

,

6 one .

• theInjuſtice, as well as fruitless peremptorily demands'

• Endeavour of ſuch an Under- • Anſwer in a time prefix'd ;

• taking If a Breach of the ' another will not be content

· Golden Rule may be term'd in- barely to demand a ſpeedy

* juſtice, this muſt be fo ; fince · Reply to a Catalogue of Que

. I believe no Man , that is ries of half a Sheet of Paper,

• the firſt Deſigner of any thing , but threatens, upon Neglect,•

•· whichbyhis Induſtry alone ſome mighty Effort of Indigna

• has turn'd to account, will tion : And in a little time

fay he would be content to • whoever ſhall go upon this

• have another make uſe of Deſign, will find his Hands ſo

· his Project, and run away ' full of Buſineſs , that he muſt

( with the Profit of his La- o incur the Diſſatisfaction of

• bours. But I am perſuaded, his Queriſts ; for one Day

the Endeavours of any to in- • brings in more Workthan a

' terfere with you, would prove Monthcan diſpoſe of,• un

• in a ſmall time, of as little « leſs inſtead of half a Sheet

•• Advantage as the Attempt of Paper , he would publiſh
· deſerves. For the Town • weekly two Twelve-penny

• will not give it ſelf the « Books'; for 25 and 30° Que

' ' trouble of peruſing both , " ries in a Day were much

• when it may meet with all in within the Number I in that

But if the Love the - little time receiv’d . To con

· World generally has for Con- « clude, ſince from the begin

• tention, thould give a tem- ' ning of Learning to this day, no

• porary Encouragement, yet · body ſtarted this Deſign but your
• the claſhing, and Anſwers, felves for the weeklyDiverſionof

• and Replies from one to a . 'the Curious ; I hopeyoumay for

' nother, would divert both the future enjoy the Benefit•

« from the Buſineſs and End • of it ; for I am fatisfy'd the

• of theſe Mercuries, when they - Profit of any other will ne

• ſhall be fill’d up with Reflecti- ver compenſate his trouble.

ons, Errors, Miſtakes, and Re hours to Command, &c.

• criminations ; the Anſwers to

Queries will find but ſmall This Letter well obſerves

room , and the impatient the Immorality of ſuch an At.

Queriſts be forc'd to wait tempt, ſince 'tis evident, that

' much longer for a Solution tho' the Law take not hold of

• of their Niceties, which muſt it, yet it is of equal Guilt to

• end in the Deſtruction of the robbing of a Man's Houſe
• both Undertakers . In the or Shop of his Goods, with

• Small time I have been en- which he drives his Trade : for

' gag'd in this Affair, I have a Project of this Nature is a Com

• had a ſufficient Experience modity in which Bookſellers deal;

of the Uneaſineſs of theWits, and tho’ it evades the Penalty

and Wou'd -be-Wits, that will that is laid on choſe of that

' be at the Expence of ſend- Trade, who ſhall print ano

ing in their Queries. ( ne ther Man's Copy, yet it has

6

<

•
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nothing to juſtife it ſelf but Bafphemy. But I will not an

Impunity, like ſeyeral other ticipate what I ſuppoſe the

Miſchiefs, which the Lawhas Athenian Society themſelves will

not yet provided againſt. This expoſe to the World in its pro

will appear a little plainer by per Colours. , Indeed their

a compariſon. Our Laws have whole Deſign ſeems to be to

provided a greater Puniſhment laugh and ridicule Solidity and

for thoſe that counterfeit our Seriouſneſs out of the World,

Engliſh Coin, than for ſuch that ſo they might make an o

who do the ſame to any Fo- pener and more eaſy Inlet to
reign Money ; yet certainly no Atheiſm ; and that this was

Man, that will pretend to their Aim , is more than pro

thought, will thence conclude, bable from that blaſphemous
that therefore the Cheat is leſs Expreſſion of ſerenading their

in one than the other, ſince the Maker at the Expence of Stern

Injuſtice done to our Neigh- hold and Hopkins, and affirm .

bour is the fame, which cer- ing, that there were many feign'd

tainly 'muſt conſtitute the guilt Relations in Job, and their turn

of the Crime. The Gentleman ing God'sJudgment on Sodomin.

that ſent this Letter was, I find, to Ridicule and a feft - all which

afterward in a very impertinent would, I confeſs, almoſt pre

and fooliſh Pamphlet ridicul'd vail with a Man to believe

for it, where the Author ( for that thoſe Reports were true,

one would ſcarce imagine a which were then given of

leaſh of Blockheads ſhould club them, viz. That ſomeamongthem

for ſuch a Trifle ) ſays, againſt did not believe in Jeſus Chriſt,

what is advanc'd in this Let- and that the ſame Lacedemonian .

ter, that London is as capable ſhould say he would undertake to

of maintaining two Papers of ſhew asmany Abſurdities ,number

this nature astwo Windmills. for number, in the New Teſtament,

Supply them both with Queries 'as in Mahomet's Alcoran. But

it will I grant ; but I am ſure whether theſe were Calumnies

thoſe that did attempt it found or no, I am ſure (if I may

by Experience it never paid for judge of their Deſign by what

the Work it ſet 'em about, tho' they did publiſh) they ſeem'd

they were careful of being at bent to confound the Minds

as little charge of Pript as they of the Vulgar, and encline

cou'd ; Title ,Margent,Advertiſe them to Debauchery and A
ments, and Algebraical Canons, theiſm , rather than to fix

tranſcrib'd verbatim from Au- them in any thing ſolid and

thors I could produce, and not virtuous. In ſhort, as the 4

underſtood by one in ten thou- thenians ſaid of their Deſign ,

sand, and perhaps not by the That the World was already very

Tranſcriber himſelf, leaving ve. Learned, yet they deſir'd to make it

sy little room for any matter of more So So thoſe Interlopers

Ingenuity or Diverfion ; and e- might have faid of their Per

ven that was taken up with formances, That the World was

folitary Queries, Profaneneſs, and very wicked already, but their De
fire

:

F 3
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fire and Endeavours ſhould contri- hard it was for the converted

bute to render is entirely ,o. What Jews to quit their Mofaical Inſti

could their Diſpute about the tutions, is evidentfrom the Scrip,

Teſtimony of Jefophus mean , ture, even after they had re

but to bring the very Being of ceiv'd Chriſt as very God, and

Chriſt into doubt ? or at leaſt, very Man , and the true Meſ

that the Primitive Chriftians fias) as well as many other mo

promoted the Kingdom of derate Men , who have juſtify'd

Heaven by that ſame way the thoſe of another Perſuaſion in

Devil does his, viz . by Lies. fome Particulars ? 'Thus, tho'

But what mighty Arguments it was the Opinion of a great

did theſe Anti Chriflians bring many fiery Zealots, that the

for proof of their Aſſertion ? no- Heathens ador’d the Devil , yet

ihing but bare Conjecture, to Dr. Stillingfleet, the preſent Bi

perſuade, that at least it was ſhop of Worceſter, from their

not likely that ofephus, a Jew , own Authors, concludos with a

Thould ſpeak ſo favourably of great deal of Reaſon as you

Chriſt. Why not ? ' tis true he will grant, if you peruſe a

fays almoſt as much of Chriſt Book intitl'd , TheHiſtory of Ora

as we Chriſtians (perhaps more cles ! that they directed theit

than they do ) believe ; but what Devotion to the Great God of

if I flould ſay it is likely 70. Heaven and Earth , as the ul

Jephus did believe all that he timate end of their worſhip:

writ ? I am ſure I have his and who that has read Cicero,

words on my fide (his Words, Seneca, &c. but muſt believe

I ſay, for all theſe Sparks have the ſame ? yet I hope theſe

ſaid cannot convinceme of the Gentlemen will not conclude

contrary ) but is it ſo frange from thence, that theſe Words

a thing in our days, that a were forgd into the Doctor's

whan ſhould, for Intereſt, act Book by Tome Friends of the

contrary to what his Opinion Heathens .

There were no Prefer- So the Athenian Society, tho'

zn'ents among the Christians they are no Papiſts, are ſuch

but Racks, Tortures , wc. they Friends to truth , as to deny

could ſet up no Statutes to the there was ever ſuch a Perſon

Honour of his Memory, which as Pope Joan ; and indeed Bel
the Romans did . He was a larmine is not to be anſwer'd

Jewiſh Prieſt, and one that on that point .

caine over to Titus, unable to Thus much for the Equity

bear the Extremities of the of ſuch an Undertaking, and

Siege of Jeruſalem . But ſup- the Perſons concern'd in it, as

poſe none of theſe conſidera- well as their profane and tri

tions of any weight, may we fling Performances ; for they

not as well ſuppoſe Joſephus not only left Divinity to the

to have faid thoſe things of Athenians, ( as they firſt pro

our Bleſed Saviour, tho' he fefs’d ) but Philoſophy , and

continu'd in a contrary Opis indeed every thing that was

bion as to other things (hoy ſolid, or ingenious : now let us
fee

is ?
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'tis no

.

ſee what encouragement they pers, all the Antagoniſt's beſt

· met with. Juſt as much as Thoughts, Remarks on his

the above quoted Letrer pro- Errors, and their own Im

phefy'd , not enough to pay for provements upon all he ad

Paper, much leſs for Print and vances.

Copy: This I am poſitive in, Performing theſe things with

becauſe I made an Enquiry of all the Juſtice and Impartiality

the Mercury Women about it; in the World, and conſtantly
por could it be other ways ex without omitting any thing

pected, ſince the Athenians took worth taking notice,

the ready way to ſuppreſs it, by wonder that fo few were found

giving the Readers all the little void ſo much of Senſe as to

Metal, that was to be gain'd buy their Trifles, (the more

out of their Oar, purg'd of pardonable indeed for being ſo

its more bulky Droſs, with Re- very ſhort ) when they might

marks on their Errors, and have a view of all that was

their own Improvements on valuable in them in the Athe.

their Thoughts . For a far- nian Mercury, and that too with

their Satisfaction to the Rea- great Additions. So may they

der, I ſhall inſert their Pro- thrive, who interfere with an

miſe ( which they all along per- other's Deſign !

form’d to a tittle) made to all I muſt not here, among the

their Queriſts. other Oppoſitions they have

· Finding that publiſhing met with, forget the Endea
our Mercuries four times a vours of their Enemies to calt

• Week, wou'd quite clog our an Imputation of Fanaticiſm

• Undertaking, and render it on the Members of this Society.
• uſeleſs, we ſhall for the fu-, But it is ſo evident from what

• ture only publiſh them on they have writ, that they are

• Tueſdays and Saturdays as for- of the Church of England , that

' merly ; and that we may ren- blind Malicę it ſelf cannot de.

• der our Undertaking perfect, ny it . I ſhall not treſpafs ſo

we promiſe our Queriſts, much on the Patience of the

« that in caſe any Perſon Reader for once to prove,

• ſhould interfere with us in that the Sun ſhines at noon day,

• our deſign of anſwering Que. or that there is ſuch a thing as

• ftions, they ſhall conſtantly Motion , or at leaſt that this Re

• find in our Saturday's Mercury, ligious Societyis of the Church of

• Anſwers to all his Queſtions England, as by Law eſtabliſh'd:

• whatever, that ſo our Que- tho' out of many ! ſhall chuſe

• riſts may not be put to dou- but two places. The firſt Que

• ble Charges (by buying the ry is this : What Community in

• ſame Queſtions twice an- your Opinion comes neareſt to the

• ſwerd) nor the Coffee-hou. Doctrine of our Bleſſed Saviour,

• ſes burden'd with too many the Apoſtles, And Primitive Fa

• Papers . In another Adver . ther's ? The Anſwer is : « Un

• tifement they tell the World, doubtedly it is our Opinion,. !

: that it ſhall find in their Pa. that the Communion we our

felves

6
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1

$ ſelves are of, and hope to But as the Oppoſitions this

• live and die in , namely , that noble Deſign met with were

of the Church of England, is many, as appears from what I

the beſt in the World, and have ſaid, ſo were the Encou

neareſt to the Doctrine of ragements too, from all Parts

s our Saviour, his Apoſtles, of England, fome Parts beyond

and Primitive Fathers ; and Sea, and from great and lear

unleſs we thought ſo , we ned Men ; as is evident from

s ſhould be very ill Men to the Gentleman ļ lately men

6 continue io it. I deſire the tion'd, who has join'd himſelf

Reader would conſult this to them on the Account of

place I have quoted , where he natural Rarities , and that wor

will find evident beyond Eva- thy Divine mention’d in the

fion, the diſtinctive Medium beginning of this laſt part , fo

betwixt Popery and other Prote- skilful in Rabbinical Learning :

ſtant Opinions , particularly as nor is that leſs which the Ap

to the Liturgy and Epiſcopacy, probation of the ingenious

oc . at large ſet down , which Gentlemen of receiv'd Wir

were too long for me to tran- and Reputation , have given
ſcribe here. The next Query them in ſeveral Copies of Ver

is : I deſire your Opinion, what ſes , nor muſt I omit the Judg

Book you would adviſe me to for ment of a very ingenious Gen

my private Devotions, asbeing 4 tleman , which he fent in a Let

Single Perſon ? Pray, Reader ter to the Achenian Society ; it
mind well the Anſwer. Anw. begins thus :

& What ſo many great and Gentlemen ;

« good Men have been con- I happen'd to read that sheet

cern'd in the compoſing, of, of your Athenian Mercury, in

viz. The Liturgy of the which you reſolv'da Queryconcer

Church of England if ning ſome Actions of Brutes, that

& the Labours of one Man, reſemble Reaſon. Your Diſcourſe

then Dr. Taylor's Compoſures, there was ſo very acute andfolid,

or TheWhole Dutry of Man. that it invited me to peruſe divers

This I am ſure is enough to others, which without Flattery ,

convince any reaſonable Man gave me that Eſteem for you ,that

of what Church the Members Trefolv'd to lendmybeſt Aſiſtance

of this Society are. 'Twas no torendor your Endeavours beneficio

impolitick Part ( how diſhoneſt al to the World, which I ought to

joeyer it were) of their Oppo- ſuppoſe is the Mark youaim at. I

ſers to caſt an Odium uponthem look on your Undertaking, as one

in the " Affairs of Religion, of the moſt laudable Projects our

ſince too many are carry'd ą . Age has invented, and if prudently

way with a violent Prejudice manag'd, the most conducingto im

againſt anything, that thall proveKnowledge in the generality

be offer'd by one of another of Mankind according to their ſeve

Perſuafion, thinking to ſupply ral Capacities -- After this he

all their other" Defects by a proceeds to ſome very good .

Slind and unreaſonable Zeal. Advice. This, with the ge

neral
Toy
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or

neral and encreaſing Applauſe their Parents had neglected ,

of all the Nation , has made their Circumſtances hin

them ſurmount all the Malice, der'd it when young ; that

and impotent Endeavours of they who naturally flight Lear

their paſt and preſent Enemies, ning, will do ſó ftill, fince

and fixt them beyond the Pow. this Deſign is to improve, not

er of thoſe whom brooding alter Nature ; that it were an
Envy ſhall produce hereafter. Injuſtice, that they who value

Having thus run through all it ſhould be depriv'd of it , be

the PointsI propos'd to my cauſe confin'd to Languages :

ſelf upon my Reſolution of Nor is it reaſonable, that a

writing this ' Hiſtory, with Pedant ſhould eſteem himſelf

a much greater Brevity, ! ' above others , for one with

confefs, than what the well out the other. I ſhall only

handling a Subject of this Ex add here to theſe Corſidera

tent requir'd , I ſhall here con- tions, that whereas this was

c!ude, with a ſhort View of begun in War (tho' Peace is

what I have done. generally the Mother of new

In the firſt part, I have Arts and Sciences) ſo it has

repreſented the Novelty, Oc- ſeveral Advantages proper to

caſion, and Manner of its In- the Temper and Exigencies of

vention ; the Advantages it af. ſuch a Hurrying and Martial

forded the World , as the ma- Time, when Arms and Stra

king that familiar to many, tagems take up too much of

which was before confin'd our Hours, to permit us to

within too narrow a Compaſs, ſpend_many in the Enquiries

and recommendigg the Beauty into Truth, and all ſorts of

of Knowledge to them , who Learning , by the perufal of

were frighten'd from it by the voluminous Tracts.

Mercenary Schools : whereas Nor did I forget the Dif

its eaſy Charms in the Athenian ficulties which preſented them

Dreſs, will excite many to the ſelves to the Members of the

Study of Wiſdom ; they at Sociery , to binder their engage

leaſt, whoſe neceſſary Buſineſs ing in this Affair ; firſt, as ta

will not permit a more tedious anſwering all Queries well, and

Diſquifition, may gain good to the Satisfaction of thoſe

Notions of things, by a mere that pretend to follow Reaſon

curſory reading of the Weekly for their Rule, all Sciences

Mercuries, which will be no being ſo very diſputable ; as

ſmall Improvement of Civility alſo from the Envy and

and Converſation . Farther, I Malice of others ; and laſtly ,

thew'd, that it was unreaſona- from the different Humours of

ble, that they to whom Na. the Queriſts. Nor could I paſs

turę bad given a noble Ge- over the true Praiſe of the

pius, ſhould be deny'd, wben firſt that ſet it on foot.

grown up , the Improvement In the ſecond Part I endea

of it ( without the redious Diſn vour'd , according to the beſt

cipline of the School) becauſe of my knowledge, to repreſent

the
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the Progreſs, Methods, and Ages. In this fame part, I

Performances of the Society have a little infifted upon an
when eſtabliſh'd '; which if I imperfect Defence of their

fhould have run into the Vaft- Poetry ; tho' any one that be

nefs that the Subject requir'd, lieves, that a Member of this

I muſt have ſwellid my Book Society was concern'd in the

into a Volume as big as all ' Search after Wit, will think

they had writ : but deſigning my Labour ill ſpent in per
thisas the ueriſt's Companion , fuading the World of what

or Pocket-Book, I was forc'd not it muſt grant, that they have

only to omit the abundance not a little: but I directed my

of difficult Texts of Scripture Dicourſe to thoſe who were

they have explain'd, and other fo abounding in themſelves,

matters of Divinity ; but a no that they deny'd it. I have

leſs number of Philoſophical alſo (as I think every Man of

Queſtions, and only inſerted Honour ought) undertaken

References to thoſe that are their Defence for anſwering

Medicinal, Chirurgical, and the Ladies Queries.
Mathematical , oc. thinking In the third Part, I have

that ſufficient to direct any in few Words given a Proſpect

one in all his Queries tothe of what the World is ſuddenly

Society. Nor was it poſſible , to expect from the Learned

in ſo voluminous a Miſcellany, Pens of our Athenians, and

to give every Member his due likewiſe what it has reaſonto

Performance, eſpecially ſince hope for hereafter. Nor did

I confeſs my Ignorance as to I forget the Oppoſitions this

that particular : however, the Undertaking has met with,

Talents of each were ſo uni- with a too -favourable Account,

verſal, that if Sickneſs or Ab. (when I could have done much

fence of a Member happen'd, more) of both the Principles

it was eaſily ſupply'd by the of its Oppoſers, and the Inju
Abilities of the reit. I fall ftice of their Endeavours : in

only add , that they jointly af- all which, if I can merit Par

fift ' one another in all things don from that Ingenioue Society,

that
require Conſultation ; and the more judicious part

and , that they have advanc'd of the World, I ſhall think I

ſeveral things that are wholly have attain'd to no ſmall piece

new, and explain'd thoſe Dil of Happineſs and Succeſs.,

ficulties in a little time, which

LAUS DEO.
one wou'd judge the Bufineſs of

1

POST. SCRIPT.

Ince the Concluſion of this the firſt of which ſhews, that

History , I have receiv'd my Deſign is (much againft

theſe two following Letters ; my Will) diſcoverd

Mem.

, 10 a

1
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yet ſome

Member of the Athenian Society , it : Or if it be too late, buy reaſon

and alſo what I have ſaid in of ſome Sheets already printed,

bis jutt Praiſe: which notwith- that you would a litile ſoften it,

ftanding his modeft Letter, I or make the beſt Excuſe you can

ſhall never retract, but muſt in thoſe that are to come ; for I

only add one thing which I lookupon the Applauſe and Scandal

had forgot, and that is , That of the Age to be Synonimous Words

his Knowledge in Sacred Writ amongſtſuch as are really wiſe,

does not a little adorn his other and the reverſe of 'em much more

Accompliſhments, as may be eligible to

ſeen in the management of that
SIR,

Controverſy againft the Ana- Your humble Servant, R. S.

baptiſts, which I have ſpoken

of more fully in the preceding By this Letter indeed will

Part of this Hiſtory. I have appear the great Modeſty of.

adventur'd to tranſcribe his this Gentleman ; nor is that

Letter verbatim for the Preſs, of the reſt of his Brethren

rather chuling to add to my leſs. But tho' Modeſty be an

Rudeneſs in acting without his excellent Virtue,

Licenſe for it, than not to do times its Di&tates are not to

him that Juſtice which he de- be obey'd : as here, when out

ſeryes. ' Tis as follows: of a Self-denial, and humble

Opinion of himſelf, it would

oblige me not to give this

I am inform’d , that you have Gentleman what is his due,

begun to write the Hiſtory of the and rob the World of Great

Arhenian Society, and that you Examples, with which it is ſo

bave taken a particular notice of ill furniſli’d .

me, as one of the firſt Underta- The other Letter is from

kers, and under the Name of a the Gentleman, who gave me

Mathematician , the laſtlaft of an Infight into the Affairs of

which I do hereby diſown. As for this Sociery, 'which I will add,

your orher Encomiums and Per- becauſe it gives a farther light

formances, which ( I am told ) into the Subject of my Hiſtory ;

you have attributed to me; I can only I muſt omit the begin

deny nothing of 'em but the Merit, ning of it , being a Praiſe of

and could wiſh you had ſpar'd your myPerformance, which I am

Character till ihad better deſerv’d abſolutely ſure I do not at all

it : for I bave neither thai Fondo deſerve.

neſs nor Vanity for any thing I

have done, to prefer a noiſe about SIR,

it to its own ſilent Merit, if it and ſinceyou have

had any . Pray, pardon me, if made that wfe of the Information

I deſire you would alter your cha- you got of me, I wiſh you had

racter of me, or transfer it to the communicated your Deſign fooner,

reſt of my Brethren of the Athe- that I might have given you ſome

nian Society, who better deſerve other Hints, as neceſſary asanyyou
had,

SIR,
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, & c. ,

had, concerning the more ſecret Querifts, or their Obje & ors, but

Tranſactions of theAthenianSo- are as willing to learn as to inform

ciety, as to the Order they obſerve others; it being the ſtanding Law

in their Converſation when thery ofthe Society , not to undervalue

meet, tho of different Years, that other ingenious Derfons. They als

makes no Confuſion, thoʻupon ſuch low there are extraordinary Men

different and difficult subjects; a in all Sciences, excelling any in

Moderator being always chofe by this Society ; but there has not

majority ofVotes, to determine any been any Bookſeller yet so happy,
Point ofControverſy: and 'tis una- as to find so many to anſwerthis

nimouſly agreed , that whenever great End. By Time and Exerciſe

any member is abſenton any Occa- they themſelves own, they have

fon, he ſhall tranſmit bis Papers, been inform’d by their Querifts.

for the approbation and Concur- When Authors are filent upon any

rence of the whole Society, unleſs Point, ercomenot up to the Que

inſome particular Cafes : And if ſtion, theLaw is, That no Member

any more ſelect Notion, or refin'd ſmall publiſh the solution till be

Thought, is repoſited in the Mind has imparted his Reaſons to the

of any one of them , 'tis freely im- Society for their approbation. I

parted to the whole, by Word or hear they are reſolu'd to correct

Writing, and by them improv'd fit fome Anſwers as ſoon as they have

for the publick View ; they nezer leiſure ; and they have excluded

chulingealy Queſtions, butalways one Member,formaking a frequent

ſomething thatmay becurious and Breach of this Rule, becauſe their

diverting. If they affected the con- Deſign is to leave nothing imper

trary,theymight ſatisfyabundance. fect, as near as they can.

of their impertinent Queriſts, tho' Yours to command, C. B.

fome of thoſe that carry an eaſy

Face, are very difficult to reſolve; Having receiv'd this Letter,

as that about the Chequer, Ty. I thought neceſſary to inſert

burn , Septuagefima, & c. They it, ſince the Contents of it

never put in any ridiculous Que. were wanting to make this

ftions themſelves, or abufe their Hiſtory compleat.

tii
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An ESSAY upon all sorts of

LEARNING

Written by the Athenian Society.

H

Of Learning in general.

Appineſs is the End and Subject, the Proportion be

of every Intelligent tween the mind and Science.

Being ; for this we The Spirit of Man is conti

court whatever ap- nually upon the wing, viſiting

pears agreeable to us. Some every Element, and examining

ſeek it in Riches and Prefer- ( more or leſs ) the Trealuries

ments, ſome in gratifying their of Nature ; ſtoring up from

Senſes ; but the Wiſe Man thence what bis Inclination

purſues it in ſuch reſin'd Spe- dictates : and if he fails in his

culations, as are moft becoming Expectation, he makes a ſecond

the Dignity of his Nature. He Choice, and ſo on .

that knows moft, comes neareſt Nor does this different Ge.

to the Perfection of his Maker ; nius of Perſons leſſen the Truth

and who can tranſcribe a fairer of our Maxim, as to the Ana

Copy, than he that imitates logy betwixt the mind and

the Eternal Wiſdom ? Science , but rather confirm it ;

' Tis the firſt Queſtion in for tho' ſome chuſe Evilor Ig

Philoſophy, whether a thing be norance, 'tis under the Notion

or exiſt ? becauſe 'twould be a of Good or Science : For to

fruitleſs Labour to ſearch into purſue Evil as Evil, is impoſſi

the Nature of that which has ble ; 'tis a Rape upon the very

no Being : but the univerſal Will. And to chuſe Ignorance

Conſent of Humanity about as Ignorance, is a Contradic

the Inquiries after Wiſdom re- tion : for when a Man chuſes

folves this firſt Queſtion. And to be ignorant of ſuch a Sci

it won't be altogether imper- ence, ' tis becauſe he would

tinent, to examine here the diſcover ſome other Good in

Reaſons of theſe Inquiries. the abſence of it ; nay , even

That which puts in for prehe- in Self-deſtruction , where the

minence amongſt the reſt, is wretched promiſe themſelves

the Analogy betwixt the power an Ignorance of all their Evils,
'tis

1
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' tis not ſo much to avoid their us to be happy, fince it's a

Evils, as to diſcover ſome un- Friend to both the Mind and

known Reſt in their Non -being. Body, and ſecures an Intereſt
So unaccountably deſirous is in both Worlds. A Doctor of

Mankind of new Diſcoveries the Civil Law, who had more

(as Seneca obſerves ) the Happy Ettate than Reaſon, had the
are weary of Pleaſure, and even Honour of Knighthood con

feek out Miſery for a Change; and ferr'd upon him by sigiſmnnd the

we muſt believe hiin a Schiſ- Emperor ; whereupon he be

matick from Human Nature, gan to value himſelf more,

who diſclaims a Propriety in and his old Acquaintance leſs.

ſome ſort of Knowledge and The Emperor hearing of it ,

Learning and meeting him at the Coun

' Twould be a tedious and cil of Conſtance, he publickly

unprofitable Task , to make a accoſted him in theſe words :

particular Survey of the infi- Fool,who preferreſt Knighthood ke

nite Variety and different Ap- fore Learning, the Gingies of Fame

plication of human Studies; before the true Worth of the Mind ;

and 'tis an unhappy Truth,that I can coina thouſand Knights in

for the moſt part the Body one day, but not one Doctor in a
comes in for a larger ſhare thouſand years. Who can be

than the Mind : The Accom- proud of his Debts, or any Ad

pliſhments of this are poſtpon'd vantages which are not the Effects

to the Gratification of that, be- of his own Merit, but of Na

cauſe Appearances have bribid ture or Providence, without be

ſo many Judgments from ma- ing ridiculous, and contracting

king a strict Examination : and a greater blemiſh than an he

amongſt thoſe few that pretend reditary Eſtate can compen
to Inquiries, how ſmall a num- ſate ? Would a Gentleman

ber can perfect the Attempt deſerve his . Name and the Gifts

without prejudices ? Hence it of Nature , his Study muſt be
is, that true 'Honour is baffled the Laws of Nations, the Foun

and out- rival'd by Dreſs, chal- dations of Commonwealths, the

lenges Pageantry and gay Re- Examples are ſuch as by their

tinues. True Nobility is the own Virtue have ennobled

effect of a pious and learned mean Families, and other ſuch

Education . A noble CuſtomTasks as Learning and Know

of the Mind promiſes an hap- ledge may ſuggeſt to him . How

py Harveſt of a flouriſhing Re- many feeble Families are dege

publick ; it fixes Crowns by nerated into Contempt and

Counſel, prevents and reſolves Baſeneſs for want of ſuch a

the Riddles of Plots and Inſur- Study ; andhow many now are,

rections ; it procures the Love and have been always mean

of Wiſe Men, and the Reve- and contemptible, for being Ha.

rence of Fools, ſettles a Repu- ters of Thinking, and eternal

tation that out-braves the Ruins Truants from the School of

of Age , the Revolutions of Learning and Virtue?

Empires; in ſhort , it teaches
My
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My Lord Verxlam , whoſe Ob- ligion's Handmaid , the great Ho

ſervations have deſervedly cha- nourand Accompliſhment of a Per

racteriz'd him a Wiſe Man , Son or Nation, the moſt univerſal

tells us, That Learning is the Per- and uſeful Intereſt that God voucha

fection of Reaſon, theonly Note of Safes to the Sons ofMen . Caro's

Diſtinition between Men and Diftich deſerves the Study of

Beaſts , delivering the Mindfrom more than School-Boys:

Wildneſs and Barbariſm ; it is Re

Inftrue praceptis animum nec diſcere ceffes;

Nam fine Doctrinu vita eft quafi mortis Imago.

Which may be thus Engliſh'd :

In Learning's Precepts ſpend thy utmoft Breath ;

Life without Learning tears the Stamp of Death.

Learning is of univerſal Ex- ning in general ; which , ra

tenſion ; like the Sun it denies ther than a Wiſe Man would

not its Rays, and benign In- be depriv'd of, he would even

fluence to any one that will ſteal it from the Minutes of a

but open their Eyes. Other neceſſary Reft or Recreation.

Treaſures may be monopoliz'd We ſhall now deſcend to parti

and ingroſs’d, but this is in- culars ; but our ſhort Limits

creas'd by Communication and will rather confine us to Thew

Diffuſion ; and the more a the Uſe and Method of ob

Man imparts , the more he re- taining them , than a full and di

tains and increaſes his first ſtinct Treatiſe of every Head :

Store. and firſt of Divinity.

Thus far of Science or Lear.

DIV IN IT 1.

TH
HAT there is a God, no ſelves, and conſider the Won:

Perſon can doubt that will derfulneſs of our Structure, the

open his Eyes : Ifwelook upon Curioſity of our Frame, the lo

the Heavens, the regular Mo- deas , Reaſonings, and Conclu,

tions of thoſe vaft Bodies that fions on the Nature of our

determine Times and Seaſons, Souls ; every one muſt be forc'd

every Object about us, whe- to confeſs that Diſorder could

ther " Brutes, Fiſhes, Fowls, never be reduc'd to ſuch an

Trees, or Minerals, each one Order by a blind Motion of

endu'd with a Soul or Nature, Atoms, or any thing elſe bus

not to be diſſected by the grea- an Intelligible Director.
We

teſt Philoſophers ; but above are content you call it by what

el, when we look upon our name you pleaſe, as God , Nature,,

the
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the Eternal Mind, the Soul of ples of the moſt acute and

theWorld, &c. provided the Idea ſubtile Atheiſts, that now do,
which you repreſent in ſuch or ever have deny'd it . For if

terms, be not unworthy the we ſhould ask thefe Perſons,

Idea that 'ought to be had of why they do any common AC

the Great Author's Nature ; as tion of their lives, as Talk ,

that he is Eternal, Wife, Fuft, Confer, Eat , Sleep, &c. they will

and Good , the Author of all anſwer, for the Gratification of

created Beings ; who as he has their Opinions, Senſes, &c. And

made all things for his own if we ask 'em why theyſeek

Giory , ſo he has given to all ſuch Gratification ; they will an

his Creatures particular Laws fwer, to be happy. So that in

of Nature, eſpecially Man , the ſhort we find Happineſs at the
Greatneſs of whoſé Soul ' finds bottom of all Deſigns ; and

no proper Object but its Ori- that Humanity, how different
gin , and is therefore both ca- foever in their Sentiments or

pable of the higheſt Ends here, Actions, agrees in this, They

as alſo' After. Retributions. We would be happy. Now ſince all

cannot but conclude thus by Mankind are originally the

mere natural Inſtinct, if we ſame, are all Partakers of the

conſider that to ſuppoſe a God, fame eſſential Principles, viz .

and not to ſuppoſe him Juſt , Perception , Ratiocination, etc.

(beſides his other Attributes) and that they all tend to one

is to ſuppoſe a Contradiction ; end, to wit, ' Happineſs; it fol
for a God that is not able to lows then that the beſt way to

puniſh ſuch as offend him , or this End is (originally) the moſt

reward fuch as pleaſe him , natural and agreeable to all

could not be able to make the that do partake of this Human
World : but this he has done, Nature What this beſt Way

therefore he can do the other ; is, we muſt examine by the
and by conſequence he muſt be ſame methods that we do all

Fuft, or in other terms he muſt other things, viz . by the Means

be God : to know and converſe and by the End .
1. By the

with whom, is the higheſt and Means: That muſt be the beſt

nobleſt Study , and therefore apparently, which promiſes

preferable to all others, and is beſt ; for the beſt Judgment

not only to be learn'd in the we make of things is from their

Book of the Creature, or by na- appearance . But if we exa

tural Inſtinct, but alſo by his mine Nature, anatomize the

written Word ; which we are Law written upon our Hearts ;

thus aſſur'd to be his, and we if we peruſe the Volumes of

are able to prove it not only the antient Philoſophers, which

from the Common Arguments we have been long acquainted

that are brought, which could with , or of thoſe we have late

never yet be anſwer'd , as the ly diſcover'd amonſt the Bracho

fulfilling of Prophecies, the Teſti- mans or Chineſe ; if wemakea

mony of contemporary Authors,& c. ftrict inquiry into all their

but alſo from the very Princi- Rules and Leſſons of Morality ,

ܪ

we
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we have a Compendium , or Atheiſt has of a preſent one.

Abſtract of all together in the This is but a dark and rude
Sacred Writ. For Abſtruſe- proſpect of what the Sacred

nels of Notions, the i Gen. Writ deſcribes at large ; from

outvies tbe Egyptian dark Phi- whence it appears, that the

loſophy ; for Elegancy of Stile, Contents of it are of far grea

the Prophecy of Iſaiah, and the ter concern than the Preten

Epiſtle to the Hebrews, far ex. fions of any thing that was

ceed the eloquent Orations ever ſpoke or writ by its Opo

of Cicero or Domofthenes : in poſers.

ſhort, there's nothing here ei- 'Tis a good Argument, That

ther promis'd or threaten'd , that's Truth, which has Happineſs

commanded or forbidden, but annex'd to it . That the Injunc

what is Godlike and worthy its tions of Scripture are ſuch, is

Divine Original ; nor can its evident froin the Atheiſts own

Oppoſers find any thing in't, Principles ; and therefore to

but what's the neceſſary Effect be embrac'd by 'em, whether

of the Goodneſs, Juſtice , and of Divine Inſtitution or not.

Supremacy of its Inſpirer : fo But we thus prove it of Divine

that very ordinary Capacities Inſtitution : It is deliver'd unto

have an eaſy and plain method us, and ſince it is deliverd, it

to greater Senſe and Reaſon muſt be either by God, Good

than any of the antient Philo. Spirits or Bad ones, Good Men or

ſophers, whom the rude and Bad Men ; or by Perfonsdiſtracted ,

barbarous World once look'd which properly come under
upon as Oracles. neither denomination .

2. The End of human Ac- God, ' tis true ; if by Good Spie

tions ; which being Happineſs, rits, they being not prejudic’d

it comes under the Difinction by Paſ107 , Intereſt, Ignorance, & c.

of this and the other World. and acting dependently , it must

All Oppoſers of Scripture can alſo be true. Ill Spirits could

only promiſe themſelves an In- not give it, for Satan can't be

tereſt in the preſent; and even divided againſt Satan ,

there their Pretenſions are in- againſt his own Intereſt in de

finitely below ours , as much as ftroying his Kingdom. But

the Pleaſure of Senſe is excell’d why ſpeak we of Spirits, ſince

by that of the Mind : nor are their very Eſſence is deny'd ?

we debarr'd from a moderate which alſo ſecures that point

Uſe of the firſt, which gives to us ; for what has not a Be

the higheſt Guit that can be ing, cannot impoſe upon the

had . But as to another Life , World. That neither good

our Atheiſt lays no claim ; ſo nor bad Men could deliver it

that that comes in ex abundanti, of their own Minds is plain,

and is rather our Whole than ſince nothing can act beyond its

any thing added to this ; and power. But 'tis beyond the

we have as certain Demon- Light of Nature, cr acquir'd

ftration of a future Retribu- Reaſon , to propheſy and deli

tion and an After-State, as the ver ſuch myfterious Truthis as
G human

If by

or act
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:

human Reaſon can't pry into , natural Concluſions ; and the

as the Incarnation of God, the Author of Nature at once, as

Trinity in Unity , & c. Nor could if ’ were his buſineſs to conde

it be the Iflue of any diſtracied ſcend and make new Terms

Erain , or accidental fortuitous with his Creatures , to keep his

Diſcovery ſpoken without thin- credit amongſt 'em .

king, ſince the Effects of all We could , if the Shortneſs

Promiſes and Threatnings are we bave,deſign'd this Diſcourſe

ſo regular and pertinent, and would permit, enlarge upon

as certainly come to paſs, as this Subject ; but 'tis fo well

far as any one ever yet try'd ; done to our hands, by ſeveral

whereas had they been ot ' hu- late learned * Divines, that

man Inventions, they would cur Deiſts have nothing to ob

like Fortune-telling, or the jeet but a little Buffoonery,

Rules of Afirology, ſometimes Banter, and Ridicule ; and 'tis

hit , and ſometimes miſs. Be- pity to deny 'em the Happineſs

fides, had Men been the Au- they take in it , or any other

ihers , they would have had ſhort liv'd Pleaſure, which

the fate of other Writings, muft neceſſarily ariſe from

been loft, or been barbarous, their Principles which if it

antiquated , or refind in the be not exactly the ſame with

Succeſiion of ſo long a tract of

Time, and in going thro' ſo Poſt mortem nihil eſt, ipſaque

many hands, Friends and Ene mors nihil ;

mies, Fools and Wiſe. In ſhort ,

ſhould all Mankind join their Death it ſelf is nothing, and after
different Sentiments, and eve- Death there's nothing ; yet ' tis

ry rational Perſon amongſt 'em near a- kin to it . For tho' they

give in their Anſwers to this have not that Stoical Bravery

Queſtion ; Suppoſe this Sacred to defy Death , I would ſay, to

Writ Mould be the Word of God, dare to think of it like Men,

what Teſtimonies, Authorities, yet moſtof them have imbib'd

Qualifcations, &c . would be ſufi- Deſcartes's Principles, unwil

cient tofix an undoubted Perfuafion lingly aſſurd of the Exiſtence

in you that it is the Word of God ? of their Soul , or ſome un

cerrain we are, that the An- known Agent, which works
ſwer would not come up to upon their animal Spirits, afe

half the Demonftration that ter ſome unintelligible ' dark

we now have, ſince we have manner ; and that it does not

the utmoſt Authority that Na- come under the common No

ture is capable to give ; nav , tion of other material Subſtan

the ordinary Courſe of Na . They are alſo certain ,

ture very often inverted, to that the Body rather depends

confound the Infidelity of ſuch upon it, than it upon the Bo

Perſons as queltion'd their own dy, to a Demonſtration. And

ces.

* Sve Dr. Horneck, the Author of the whole Duty of Man, & c.
what
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what is yet more diſagreeable fruſtrate his own End . I have

to ' em , when they dare be guil- already made a ſhort Compa

ty of thinking, is, That as an riſon of the Sacred Writ with

after-State of the Soul has other moral Writings, which

been the univerſally receiy'd appear but mean in reſpect of

Opinion , even amongſt ſuch as it. Not that I would deny a

were unacquainted with no bet- due value to others , eſpecially

ter Demonſtration than the Divinity -Books , as Comments

Didates of their natural Light ; upon the Bible, and diſtinct

ſo they can't find out any Řea- Treatiſes, whoſe Subject in ge

ſons againſt it lo plauſible, as neral is to remove all Obſtruc

to eſcape their own Ridicule, tions of human Happineſs, as

if offer'd by any body elſe : Prejudices, Error, &c. and to

and if there be any thing of an prepare the Mind for a Search

After-State, tomake an eter- alter Truth . In order to this

nal unknown Plunge into it , great End, it will not be amiſs

it muſt certainly be ſurprizing to ſubjoin this following Cata

to fuch Perſons' as have no logue, which will be of great

Hope beyond this Life, uſe to ſuch as love this Study .

proper Claim to another, but

what their own Doubts and DIVINITY.

Fears may give 'em a Title to.

Pool's Synopſis Criticorum,

Mens habet attonitus, & ſurdo and his other Works.
verbere cadit . Lr . Hammond on theNew Tef

tament, with all his other Works.

Fears not to be ſtifled, ſince H. Grotius's Commentary on

they ariſe from a Principle that the old and New Teſtament, and

depends not upon the Will , no the reſt of his works.

more than a Man's Shape or Eufebius's Ecclefiaftical Hi

Species does . ſtory.

But to leave this unhappy The Works of the whole Duty of

Subject, and if poflible to per- ' Man.

fuade a Retreat to ſome of Dr. Hooker's Ecclefiaftical Pos

that numerous Croud , that are licy .

about to lift thenifelves into Bilbop Burnet's Works.

this unthinking Fraternity ; I Bijhop Stillingfleet's Works.

would propofe Learning and Mr. Leigh's Critica Sacra .

Study to 'em, and amongst all Dr. Lightfoot's Wo

others that of the Bible, ſince The Hiſtory of theGeneral Couni

it thews the moſt certain and cils .

ſecure way for ſuch as expect Dr. Sherlock's Works.

a greater Happineſs than is in Dr. Jeremy Taylor's Works,

ſenſible Objects : A Happineſs Biſhop Ulher's Works.

worthy the Dignity and Na- Abp. Tillotſon's Worls .

ture of Mankind ; in hort, Dr. Barrow's Works .

- ſuch a Happineſs as Man was Dupin's Bibliotheque.

created for, unleſs he himſelf Epiſcopius's Works.

5inotG 2
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Blyhop Hall's Contemplations Dr. Bates's Works.

uponthe remarkable Paſſages in the Charnock's Works, 2 vol.

Life of the Holy Fefus. Fol.
Baxter's Works, 4 vol.

Pool's Fingliſh Annotations, 2 Limborch's Syſtem of Divinitý,
vol. either in Latin or Engliſh .

Henry's Annotations on the Bi- Fleming's Chriſtology, 3 vol.

ble, 2 vol. Dr. Lucas's Inquiry after Hape .

Whitby on the New Teſtament, pineſs, and his other Works.

Scot's Chriſtian Life, &c. 5 vol.

Burkit on the New Teſtament.

2 vol.

H I S T O R 7.

Great
TTISTORY has been call'd is uſually very expenſive, te

Several

lum Mundi, the Looking Glaſs Experiences ' confirm one's

of the World : It gives the Knowledge, and a Man's Life

beſt proſpect into human Af. is too little to make many in

fairs, and makes us familiar every caſe; but if he find 'em

with the remoteit Regions . By faithfully done to his hands, the

this we ſafely fit in our Cloſets, labour is ſav'd , and he may

and view the horrid Devaſta- grow wiſe at the expence of

tions of Countries , Tumults, other Mens Studies. It was

Changes, and Ruptures of Thales who ſaid of Hiſtory,

Commonwealths ; the Reverſe Nil Mortem à vita differre; be

of Fortunes, the Religions, cauſe the Life of the Deceas d

Politicks and Governments of depends upon the Remembrance

foreign Nations . By this we of the Living Mr. Brathwait ,

may conſult what Practices in his Nurſery for Gentry ſays,
have ettabliſh'd Kingdoms, Would you be enabled for Company ?

what Laws have render'd any No better Medium than Knowledge

particular Nation more ſafe, in Hiſtory. It would be a diſ

happy, and civiliz'd than its praiſe to advance an Elogy

Neighbours ; and what has upon this Study , which recon

contributed to the Weakneſs ciles all Times but Futurity,

and Overthrow of Bodies Poli. renders all the ſpacious Globe

tick , and what has facilitated of the inhabited World com

their Riſe and Settlement : and mon and familiar to a Man

in a proſpect of the whole, that never travellid . We may

new Scheme may be drawn , ſee all Aſia, Africa, and America

for future Ages to act by . in England ; all the Confederate

Countries in one's Cloſet ; en

Longum iterperpræcepta, breve a compaſs the World with Drake;

efficax per Exempla. make new Diſcoveries with co

lumbus; viſit the Grand Sig

wiſdom got by Experience nior in the Seraglio ; converſe
with
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with Seneca and Cato ; conſult the Management of the deepeſt

with Alexander,Caſar,and Pome Plots and Contrivances, and

pey . In a word, whatever Hu- the carrying on ſuch Meaſures

manity has done that's noble, for every publick Affair, whe

great, and ſurprizing, either by ther in reſpect to Enemies or

Action or Suffering, may by Allies , as the deepeſt Heads

us be done over again in the have ever yet practis’d. und

Theory : and if we have Sou's as Hiſtory is ſo uſeful to ſuch

capable of tranſcribing the as are intruſted with the Charge

braveſt Copies, we may meet of Commonwealths, ſo 'tis not.

Inſtances worth our Emulation . leſs neceſſary for the Settling

Hiſtory is, as by ſome call'd , and Eſtabliſhment of the Chri

the World's Recorder ; and accor- ftian Religion . We find a

ding to my Lord Montague, we great part of the World wor

muſt confeſs, That no Wiſe Man ihip inanimate Beings, others

can be an experienc'd Statiſt, who facrifice to Devils, others pro

was not frequent in Hiſtory. Ano- pagate a Worſhip made up of

ther tells us, That to be ac- the moſt ridiculous Fables, as

quaint- d with Hiſtory, purchaſes the Turks, c. and many that

moreWiſdom than theſtricteſt Rules profeſs the Chriſtian Religion,

of Policy ; for inat the forft do are ſo far degenerated from

furniſh us with Inſtances as cuell as the native Simplicity and Pu

Rules, and as it were perforates rity of it , as that 'tis now ano

the Rule, drawingout more into ther thing.

full proportion. Hiftory beſt futes A reaſonable Creature born

the folideſt Heads ; whence we into the World, and finding

find, that Cafar made it his in himſelf a Principle of Ado

Comment. We · read , that ration of ſome Unknown Being,

King Alphonſus by reading li- can't forbear an Inquiry into

vy, and Ferdinand of Sicily by Religion : but when he finds

reading Quintius Curtius, reco . ſo many Religions, ſo great a

ver'd their Health , when all Diverſity of Divine Worſhip,,

the phyſical Doſes , they took and every Party willing to be

prov'd ineffectual. But whe. ' lieve themſelves in the right,

ther 'tis friendly to the Body and condemning all the rett of

or not , 'tis notour Buſineſs to Mankind that are not of their

determine : ſure we are, that Opinion ; 'tis enough to ſur

'tis friendly to the Mind, cul- prize ſuch a Perſon : but at

tivates and informs it in what the ſame time he will make this

agreeable to its Nature ; neceſſary Conſequence, after a

we mean Knowledge, therein little Thought and Application

imitating its Divine Original . of Mind ; Certain I am that

Hiſtory is the moſt admira. there's a God, and as certain that

ble Foundation for Politicks ; thisGod oughtto be worſhipp'd after

by this may be diſcover'd all ſuch a manner as is mofl jutable to

that's neceſſary for a Kingdom's his Nature, and the Quality of the

Safety and Peace, the Strata- Worſhipper . As to his Nature, it's

gems of War, an Account of 100 fine and ſoiritual to be pleasid
with

.

G3
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with any Adoration but what is phical Memoirs of Morea, Ne

Spiritual: and as for man, the gropont, and the Maritime

Creature that is topay this Homage Places to Theſſalonica.

and Adoration , he is a reaſonable Dapper's Deſcription of Africa ,
Being; and therefore it's alſo ne- fol .

ceffary that the Worſhip he pays be Tavernier's Travels, fol.

the most reaſonable and perfect ibat Leti Aittoria Genevrina, in 5

bis Nature will admit of. Now a vol. Twelves .

Man needs not go out of him- Mr. Hmelot's Hiſtory of the Go
ſelf to conſult what Reaſon is ; vernment of Venice .

he has no more to do, than to Ortelius Mercator .

ſee what Religion is moſt a- Cambden's Britannia .

greeable to his Reaſon, and Cæſar's Commentaries.

most worthy the Dignity of Philo- Judæus.

his Nature (we ſpeak here of Cornelius Tacitus, fol.

unprejudic'd Perſons) and then Daniel's Hiſtory of England , fol.

Hiſtory will inform him what Goodwin's Hijtory of Henry V.
has been practisd , and thew fol .

him that Chriſtianity is the Lord Bacon of Henry VII .

moft noble , fincere, and pure Hiſtory of the Roman Empire.

Religion in the World : but in Livy's Hiſtory, Elzevir's Edition

this we refer you to what we
with Notes.

have already ſpoken upon the Supplementum Livianum ļo
foregoing Subject of Divinity. hannis .

There only remains to in- Florus in . Uſum Delphini.

form our Reader, That 'tis not Valerius Maximus.

only Books, but Maps, Monu. Utropius.

monts , Bess-Reliefs, Medals, and Suetonius Tranquillus .

all antient Deſcriptions, that Juſtinus Hiſtoricus.

mightily ſtrengthen and con- Thucidides , tranſlated out of

firm Hiitory ; therefore ' would Greek by. Hobbs.

be very uſeful to read ſuch Au- Xenophon.

thors as have treated upon me. Herodotus .

dals , oʻc . In our Catalogue of Diodorus Siculus, fol.

Miſcellanies, eſpecially the four- Sir William Temple's Memoirs.

naides Scavans, there are ſeve- Dagoræus Whear, his Method of
ral of them The following reading Hiſtories.

Catalogue will be of great ule Burnet's Hiſtory of the Reforma

in this study. tion .

Biſhop Abbot's brief Deſcription of

HISTORY. the World, Twelves .

Davila's Hiſtory of the Civil Wars

Chardin's Voyages to Perfia , fol. in France , fol .

Embaly of the five Jeſuits into Guicciardin's Hiſtory of Italy,

Siam , fol. fol.

Chaumont's Embaſſy into Siam , Hiſtory of Ireland.

fol. Amour's Hiſtorical Account of the

Côngellis's Hillcrical and Geogra- Roman State, &c. fol.

Blome's
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Blome's Britannia . Knowl's Hiſtory of the Turku,

Baker's Chronicle of the Kings of foh

England, fol. Spotſwood's Hiſtory of theChurch

Bacon's Reſuſcitatio , fol. of Scotland , fol.

Heylin's Coſmography, fol. Andrews's Hiſtory of Scotland

Herbert's Life and keign of King fol.

Henry VIII. fol. State of New England , in refe

Howel's Inſtitution of General rence to the War with the In .

Hiſtory, fol. dians in the rear 1675, and

Hiſtory of Barbados and the Ca- 1676. fol.

ribbee Iſlands, fol. The Engliſh Atlas . fol.

Tranſlation of the Hiſtory of Jofe- An HiſtoricalRelation ofthe iſland

phus, fol. of Ceylon in the Eaſt-Indies,

Ogleby's Hiſtory ofChina , 2 vol. fol.

Hiſtory of Africa, fol. Cave's Ecclefiaftici, or Lives of

Hiſtory of America, fol. the Fathers, fol.

Hiſtory of Japan , fol. Biographia Ecclafiaſtica, or the

-Hiſtory of Aſia, fol. Lives of the moſt eminent Fa

Plutarch's Lives. thers who flouriſh'd during the

Raleigh's Hiſtory of theWorld, fol. four firſt Centuries, and part of

Abridgment of it, with the Conti- the fifth, in 2 vol. 8vo.

nuation , 4 vol. 8vo. Wheeler's Voyage into Greece,

Ruſhworth's Hiſtorical Collections, fol.

all the Parts, fol. Or the Ac The Travels of Monſieur Theve

bridgment of 'em in 6 tol . 8vo . not into the Levant, fol.

Rycaut's Hiſtory of the Turkiſh The Works of thefamousHiſtorian

Empire, fol. Saluft .

P HI LOS O P H 1 .

P
Hiloſophy may be conſider'd Practices of the Eaſtern Philo.

under theſe two Heads, ſophers ; where we may pro

Natural and Moral. The firſt perly ſay Mankind took its O- >

of which , by reaſon of the riginal, that is, diſcover'd the

ſtrange Alterations that have ways of living with Safety ,

been made in it , may be again Convenience, and Delight.

ſubdivided into speculative and The Chaldeans and flyrians

Experimental. made ſome ſmall progreſs be

Speculative Philoſophy was fore in the Eaſtern Parts, but it

moitly the Study of the An : was ſo dark, myſterious, and
tients ; not that they were hieroglyphical, and ſo confin'd

without ſome little of the to a certain fort of Men , that .

Practick and Demonſtration, the World was but little the

eſpecially in Greece.
better for it . But for a fuller

It would be too long to run Account of the mapner of its

thro' the ſeveral Orders and Increaſe , the different Seats
thatG4
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that patroniz'd , br. we refer leaft Diſturbance to the Body

you to Stanley's Lives of the incapacitates the Mind from a

Philoſophers, folio, or the A- free and eaſy Speculation : an
bridgment of it in 8vo . our unfortunate Blow ſometimes

chief Deſign in this Efray being wholly takes away the Uſe of

to ſhew the Uſefulneſs of it, right Reaſoning ? and on the
and the readieſt way to at- contrary, a healthful and ſound

tain it . Body facilitates the Labours of

But firſt we muſt conſider the Mind. Now no Man can

the Diſtinction we have made be ſo inſenſible, as not to ſee

of Speculative and Experimental, the vaſt Uſefulneſs of this Sci

and as much as poſſible exclude ence to the Body, and how

the firſt, for an indefatigable properly 'tis calld Natural Phi

and laborious Search into na- lofophy ; not to mention the
rural Experiments, they being great Delight and Satisfaction

oniy the certain ſure method the Mind receives in the Theo

to ga:her a true Body of Phi- ry of it , either by Converſe or

loſophy : For the antient way Reading:
of clapping up an intire Build- But when we come to Prac .

ing of Sciences, upon pure tice , all the World agrees in a

Contemplation , may make in- common Suffrage. All the me

decd an admirable Fabrick ; chanick Arts acknowledge the

but the Materials are ſuch as Uiefulneſs, both in new Inven

can promiſe no laſting one . tions , and Improvements of

Hence 'twas that our ever-fa- what things are already found

mous Royal Society, that great out : Merchandize, the main

Enfranchizer of experimenta) Sinew of Bodies Politick, owes

Truth and Knowledge, aflum'd its great Affiſtance to the In

the Motto, Nullius in Verba . vention of the Compaſs ; and

Thegreat Uſe then of Na- if Encouragement were given ,
tural Philoſophy, whoſe true no doubt but the Method of

Original depends upon Experi- finding out a Longitude atSea

snents, is manifold . One can mightmake this univerſal Cor

(carce think of any Affair in a reſpondence of Nations more

practical Life, any imploy , ſafe, ſpecdy, and by conſe

Profeſſion or Buſineſs whate. quence more advantageous; we

ver , but may receive great ad. being very well ſatisfy'd, thatAd

vantages from it : nor is the ſuch a Task is not impoflible.

Uſefulneſs of it in the private But Experiments are not con

Government of Mens Minds, find to the Sea abroad ; all

Jeſs than its Advantages in re- domeſtick Affairs have a very

ſpect of their publick Practices. great_ſhare in this study, and

This is very apparent, if we the Benefits accruing from it,

conſider that our Mind has a as Inſtruments for the Help

great dependence upon our Bo- and greater Perfection of the

dies . Hence the Pret's Wilh Senſes than former Ages knew

had a happy Conjunction in't, of, viz. Microſcopes, Osocouſtions,

Men Sana in Corpore ſano ; the . Engines and Devices for

the
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the ſpeedier making of all Ma- Conſequence, that if they be

nufactures ; new Methods ofim- lieve on God, they alſo believe

proving Lands, reſtoring the virtually in Jeſus Chrif , who is

Barrenneſs of Soil, Manage- of the ſame Effence, or one

ment of Agriculture, the bet- God with his Father. That

tering of Corn , Fruit, &c . in this virtual Belief is that which

ſhort, for the greateſt Advan- will ſave Men , and not the

tages of a laborious Life, which bare nominal Letters that make

Adam's Tranſgreffion has ſub- up the Name of Jeſus Chrift,

jected his Poſterity to . is «plain from the different

As to moral Philoſophy, the Sounds and Expreſſions in dif .

Well -governing of Mens Lives ferent Nations ; beſides, if we
and Manners, it has been a believe on Emanuel, Shiloh , &c .

Subject very nobly treated of 'tis the ſame thing. And this

by Cato, Seneca ,Epicurus, Epicte- is yet plainer, when we confi

$us, and ſeveral of the antient der that ſome good Chriſtians

Philoſophers. 'Tis a faint Ef- born deaf and dumb have, by

ſay to Chriſtianity ; and thoſe outward Signs and Motions, re

Precepts that have been laid ceiv'd a very fair Idea or vir

down by thoſe Great Men, are tual Knowledge of Jeſus Chriſt,

ſo far both beyond the Know- and have liv'd and died with

ledge and Practice of moft Chri- out ever hearing of the Name.

ftians, that we doubt not but Laſtly, without this virtual

at the Day of Judgment they Power all Children would cer

will condemn them . We might tainly be damn'd, whether bap

add more, and ſay, we doubt tized or not ; which the Chri

not but that they may eaſily be ftian Church never yet be

ſav’d, and ſhare of as great liev'd ſince it was a Church.

Degrees of Glory as many But to leave this Digreſlion .

Chriſtians. Rom. 2. 14. com- The Advantage and Uſe of

par'd with ver. 12. Thews that Moral Philoſophy can't want a

Heathens have a Law of Na- high Recommendation, when
ture, which dictates the No- we ſee it gives ſo lively a prof.

tions of God , Juſtice, Tempe- pect of all thoſe Virtues and

rance, vc. and that they ſhall Qualifications that Chriftianity

be judg'd (neither by the Pre- ſets in a clearer light ; that 'tis

cepts of Chriſtianity, or Law a fair Prodromus to Christianity ,

of Moſes, but) by this Law ; and prepares the Mind to re

and if they ſin againſt it, they ceive it , as St. Fohn the Baptiſt
ſhall periſh by it. Now 'tis did the believing Jews to re

plain , that the Antitheſis holds , ceive Chrift. The Morals of

That if they act agreeably to Seneca ſay, Qui poenitet peccaſſe,

it, they ſhall beſaved by it. pené eſt innocens : He that repents

Nor will that Text exclude of having done an ill thing, is not

'em that ſays, There is no Name guilty of it. And thus the Sa
under Heaven given , whereby we cred'Oracles, He that confeſſeth

may be ſaved , but the Name of and forſaketh his Sins Mall find

the Lord Jeſus: For it's a plain Mercy. It would be too tedious
to
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.

to bring all the Parallels we Sir Thomas Brown's Works.

find betwixt the Morals of the Sir Kenelm Digby his Nature of

wife Heathens and the Pre- Bodies,

cepts of Chriſtianity : 'tis in Dr. More's Works ofCambridge.

part done in the foremention'd Des Cartes Works, all of 'em .

Authors , whither we refer the Copernicus .

Reader, as alſo to this following Galilæus .

Catalogue, for his Improve- Gaflendus.

ment in Natural and Moral Perault .

Philofophy . Mr. Regis's Philoſophy.

Rohault.

PHILOSOPHY. Gadrois.

Godine.

Stanley's Lives of the Philoſophers. Malbranch's Search after. Truth ,
The Tranſactions of the Royal So- in two Vol.

ciety, all the vol. His Metaphyficks.

Obſervations of the Royal Acade- Pliny's Natural Hiſtory.

my of Sciences at Paris. Ariſtotle de Animalibus.

Experiments of the Academy de Journal de Scavans.

Cimento in Germany . Republick of Letters.

Sieur Leeuwenhoeks Treatiſes. Uxiverſal Bibliotheque.

May's Hiſtory of Animals . Giornelli de Litterati .

Lock of Human Underſtanding. The Moraliſts a PhiloſophicalRhat

Boyle's Treatiſes , moſt of 'em . Sody ; being a Recital of certain

Ray's Hiſtory of Plants. Converſations upon Natural

My Lord Bacon's Works. and Moral Subjects.

L A W

Tan
*HIS is a very fair Subject, Barbarity by little and fittle,

ſome Encomium upon it, are ing to the incommodities of

either very ingrateful, or very their Crimes : yet Vice being

ftupid , to be inſenſible of the prolifick , and reſtrain’d in a

Protection of their Perſons, few Particulars , would ſtill find

Eſtates , Liberties, every day ; out more ways of Action ; and

for if there was no Juſtice for exert it ſelf in new Miſchiefs,

the Oppreſs'd, no Puniſhment till they were alſo provided a

for Murder, Violence, Theft, gainit . I know not what to

&c. no Perſon could promife attribute it to , whether a com

himſelf one day's Freedom mon or an extraordinary Pro

froin ſuch Evils , vidence, that ſome Countries

If we Chould go to the Ori- have been happier than others

ginal of Laws, ' tis very pro- under very irregular Laws : for
bable that People were civi- inſtance, Sparta had many

liz'd and reduc'd from their trange Laws, and ſome even

con
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con

contrary to good Manners, as of the Law, when we find God

the Toleration of Adultery , Almighty himſelf a Legiflator,

er . and yet none of its Neigh- the very firſt Inſtituter of

bours flouriſh'd like it for a ve- Laws ? My Lord Coke in his

ry conſiderable tiine. Perhaps Reports fays, that they ( viz .

the Reaſon was, that being all Reports) open the Windows of the
made by one Man, they had a Law, mewing the Beauty of it in

fort of Natural Dependance the great Reaſon it ſtands on ;

upon one another, and one breaking the shell of difficult Cales,
preſervd the other, like a so that the Kernel Nips into one's

piece of Building , all Hands . Another ſays, Plead

triv'd by one Perſon ; . when ings are the moſt honourable, lau

as we ſee Streets and Towns, dable, and profitable things in the
which are the Projection of Law. Perhaps the antient

many Heads, ſo irregular and Cuſtom of the Athenians might
independent, as if they had be grounded upon this : For

been the Deſign of Chance or they put their young Gentle
unreaſonable Creatures. How- men to prefer Caſes in the be

ever 'twas, we are certain , that half of the People , or pleading

theſe Laws were generally very for the Poor. To be well read

wiſely contriv’d, if we conſider in the Law, is not only a very

the Principles of Lycurgus the great Ornament to Gentlemen ,

Legiſlator. Now if natural but alſo a very neceſſary Quali

Policy could make that Nation fication ; ſince thoſe that have

more happy than its Neigh- Efates ſhould know how to

bors , what may we expect from defend and keep 'em , left by
Chriſtian Laws, which beſides Unwarineſs and want of Know

their own Simplicity and Puri- ledge in thoſe Matters, they

ty, back'd by the Advantages ruin themſelves and Families ;

which they have taken out of beſides, ſuch Gentlemen may

the Records of the Jewiſh State, be great Helps to their poor

have alſo the Precedents of Neighbours and Tenants, by

all Commonwealths, out of reconciling their . Differences,

which they may chuſe what and helping to right the Inno

has been moſt advantageous, cent aganft the Oppreſſor.

and avoid what has been any And'tis not only Gentlemen,

ways pernicious ; and from all but all Perſons whatever, that

together lay down an exact have any Çoncern in the World,

Model for themſelves, very 'are oblig'd to know the Law,
juſt, reaſonable, and by conſe- at leaſt in ſome meaſure, in or

quencehappy ? der to the Management of

Now to give one's ſelf up to their Affairs, as Contracts,

the Study of Equity and dif- Bonds, esc . And this Obliga

tributive Juſtice, as 'tis very ne- tion is proportionable to the

ceffary for the Subject, fo ' tis weight of their Concerns , and

very honourable and profitable the nature of theirImploy.

for the Undertaker. How can Beſides all this, Perſons may

we be ignorant of the Honour poſſibly act ſo as to bring them

ſelves

.
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ſelves under the Cenſure of Bolton's Office of a Juſtice, fol.

the Law (perhaps ſometimes Euiftrode'sReports, fol .

the ſevereſt) for want of the Brown's Entries compleat, fol.

little Knowledge of it ; where. Cook's Entries, fol.L.

fore 'tis very neceſſary for all - Comment upon Littleton, fol.

young Perſons to frequent the Crook's Reports, 3 parts fol.

Seſſions and the Bar ' for in- Dalton's office of Sheriffs, fol.

ftruction, whereby they may Dyer's Reports , with 2 Tables,
be able to defend themſelves fol. L.

againſt their own Ignorance, Davenport's AbridgmentofCoke's

and the Malice of others. In Littleton, Oct.

ſhort , the uſe of Law can't be Finch's Law , fol. L.

queſtion'd by any perſon who Godolphin of Wills and Tefta

wants not the uſe of his Rea menis, Quarto.

ſon ; fioce without it we ſhould -Abridgment of Ecclef. Laws,

only be proper Company for Quarto .

Wolves and Bears, I mean he Hurton's Reports, fel.

that has the longeſt Sword Helley's Reports fol.

would command the ſhorter ; Hobert's Reports, fol.

tho' even this fame Tyranny, Hughs's Grand Abridgment, 3

that would exalt a Man above parts, Quarto.

his Fellow - Creatures , would Hale's vleas of the Crowns, Octav.

alſo fet him in ſo flippery a Jenikos's Reports.

place , that Envy would cer- Keeble's Staiutes at large, fol.

tainly find him out, and make Ley's Reports, fol.

him deſpicable by ſome means Littleton's Tenures, French and

or other, to the meaneft Wretch Engliſh , in Twelves.

he could trample upon : where. Leonard's Reports, 4 parts, by
as on the contrary, Juſtice and. Hughs , fol.

Truth ſettle a state, and make Moor’s Reports, fol. F.

not only the Head, but every Meihod of paliny Bills in Parlis
particular Subject a happy ment, Quarto.

Member of a peaceful Body Noy's Reports, fol.
Politick . Placita Specialia, Oslavo.

For this Study you may make Poulton's Statutes at large, fol.

choice of the following Cata. Plouden's Reports.
logue. Shepherd's Worls.

Spelman's Gloſſary, fol. L.
COMMON andSTATUTE Siatute's of Ireland, fol.

LAW -BOOKS. Vaughans's Reports, fol.

Wingate's Marims, fol.

Note that F. ſignifies French , Keeble's Aſſiſtant so fuffices of

L. Latin , and the reſt are Peace, fol.

Engliſh. Reports of divers Special Caſes, ar

gu'd and adjudg'd in the Courts

Anderſon's Reports, 2 par. fol. F. of King's Bench. &c. Collected

Bracton , Jol . F. by Tho' Sinderfin.

Blunt's Law - Dićtionary , fol. Saunder's Reports, 2 vol.

PHY.
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PHYSIC K and SURGERY.

TI as cure

>

HIS Practice is only of rals, etc. are made fuch Com

preſent uſe to ſuch as are poſitions, Wounds,

not well: but ſince no Man is Bruiſes, and other Diſtempers :

exempt or privileg'd from Sick- for finding their old Acquain

neſs and Death , every one car- tance Man in the Application ,

rying his Death about him , they by a kind of natural

which will be ſometimes ex. Friendſhip and Cognation with

erting it ſelf in little Efrays of Man's Body, join with him

Mortality; I mean in Diftem- againſt the Efforts of the Di

pers and Irregularities of that ſtemper: The Earth is our

Frame of Nature, which it common Mother as to our Bo.

will one day wholly ruine and dies, and Nature ſuccours her

lay in Alhes : fince, I fay , every Children .

one is ſubject, one time or o- A skilful Phyſician does, as

ther, to Diſorders and Mala- we may fay, co -operate with

dies in his Body (for a Body God Almighty , and is a Means

can't be deſtroy'd before it be to preſerve what he creates.

diſorder’d) 'tis a plain confe- If we ſearch the Sacred Writ,

quence that all have occaſion we find the Uſe of Phyſicians

ſome time or other to repair recommended, and only cen

the Decays of Nature by Phy- ſur'd where they are preferr'd
ſick and Surgery . To ask a to God, as ' if they were not

fick Man whether he would be ſubordinate , and of the num

well , is an unſeafonable Ridio ber of thoſe Means which God

cule : Nature has plac'd in has ordain'd to preſerve hu

every Being an Abhorrence of man Life ; but purely inde

Deſtruction , and this Abhor- pendent, acting like God him.

reace neceſſarily puts the Af ſelf. Wealſo find Luke a Phy-

faulted upon all poſſible Means fician, a Familiar of St. Paul's.

of defending it ſelf. Why do If we conſult profane Hiſtory ,

we eat when hungry, drink we meet with no Nation with

when thirſty, ſleep when wea out ſome whoſe whole Study and

ry, but to repair the Defects of Employ is Phyſick : and ſome

Nature ? and if ’tis impoſſible have been fo very expert in

not to defire this, 'tis much this Art, that they have boaſted

more impoſſible not to ſee the they could make themſelves

ends of theſe Defects ; I mean immortal ; but their Failure

Death. has experienc'd the contrary.

As Man was firſt made out Tho we are very well ſatisty'd

of the Dutt, so he has almoſt that there is no ſet time or lic

univerſal Remedies from the mited period under the com

Earth whence he was taken ; mon Courſe of Nature, to wir

out of Herbs, Roots, Mine- 70 or 80 Years, but that (or

dinarily,
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dinarily ) Remedies may be us’d Mankind. To ſuch as profecute

to lengthen a Man's Life till this study, the following Ca

then ,. or Violences ſuffer'd to talogue is of uſe .

Thorten it before ; for there

have never yet been any Rea- PHYSIC K and SURGERY

fons produc'd by the moit Lear .

ned Maintainers of Neceſity Bartholinus's An my tranſta

to prove a Man a mere Ma- ted into Englith by Nich . Cul

chine, which he muſt be, if pepper , fol.

half they offer were true . We Crollius's Royal Chymiſtry, in 3

have not room here to purſue Treariſes, fol.

this Digreſſion, and beſides we Charras Royal Pharmacopæia, &c.

may have occaſion to do it
fol. .

elſewhere. Parey's Chirurgical Works , toge

Chymiſtry and Alchymy, el- ther with three Tractates cono

pecially the firſt, have made cerning Veins, Arteries, and

no ſmall additions to the Ad. Nerves, &c. fol.

vantages of this Study: in- Riolanus's Anatomy , & c . fol.

deed the laſt pretending moft- Veſtlingius's Anatomy of the Body

ly to the Separation and Alte. of Man, & c. fol .

ration of Metals, has very ill Willis's Pharmaceutica Rationa

luck in ſome of its Pretences ; lis, fol,

tho ' in moſt vain and extrava . Harvey's accomplib'd Phyſician .

gant Search it has caſually Boyle's Hydroſtatical Paradoxes

made many other ureful Dila made out by new Experiments,

coveries, and ſeems to be cal- for the moſt part phyſical, 8vo.

culated to the Moral of a Fa. Clark's Natural Hiſtory of Nitre,

ble we meet with in Eſop, only 8vo .

Pris ſubſequent to it: ' Tis the Grew's Hiſtory of the Vegetables,

Fable of the Husbandman ; 8vo .

who dying , bequeath'd to his Harvey's Anatomical Exerciſes.

Son a vaft Treaſure of Gold, Boyle's Sceptical Chymiſt, 8vo.

hid in his Vineyard ; but the Three Anatomick Lectures, concer

certain place where it lay , he xing, 1 Motion of the Blood

had wholly forgot. The Son thro' the Veins and Arteries . 2 .

diligently ſearcheth, turns 0. The Organick Structure of the

ver every place throughout the Heart. 3. The efficient Cauſes

whole Vineyard, but finds no- of Pulſation . by W. Charle .

thing worthy of his valt Toil . ton , M. D.

Yet this. Labour accidentally Collectanea Chymica, aa Collection

had good effect on the Vines, of ren ſeveral Treatiſes, 8vo.

by the product of a very plen- Art of Phyfick made plain andea

tiful Harveſt the following Sy. By . D Frambefarius Phyſia.

Thus the cian to Lewis XIV. Tranſla

Id Bacon . Search for Gold pro ted into Engliſh .

cures much advan- Obſervations of theMineral Waters
tage in fruitful Experiments, both of France . Tranſlated into Eng

of Nature, and to thegreat Uſe of lith . 12mo.

Ruffel's

Year. *
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tus, &c.

Ruſſel's Phyſical Treatiſe. Eugalenus, Martinius, Senner

Le Medecin de Sory meme. Done

into Engliſh by Dr. Chamber- De Scorbutico
lain . Sydenham de Febrilus.

Harvey's Philofophia. Willis de Fermentatione & Fes

Charleton's Phyſiologia Gafſendo- bribus .

Charltoniana. Cattierus de Rheumatiſmo.

Ternary of Paradoxes. Cole de Apoplex.

Botanologia, the Britiſh Phys- Marcuccius de Melancholia .

cian, 8vo. Ichmazen de Calculo.

Etmullerus in Latin or Engliſh. Cappelluhy de Bubon .

With all the modern French and Guarenciers de Tabe Anglicana ).

Dutch, Rudius de Pulſibus.

Foreſtus de incert. Urin . Judic.

For particular Treatiſes in Me- Sanctorius ex Opicius de Med .
dicine . Statica .

Deodatus de Dietetic.

Carolus Piſo de morbis ſeroſis.

Of MATHEMATICKS in general

To
O ſpeak a little of Mathe- this Study have trod ſo near

maticks in general , before upon the heels of Nature, and

we come to treat of any par- dived into things ſo far above

ticular Parts of that Subject ; the Apprehenſion of the Vul

we ſuppoſe we cannot do bet- gar, that they have been be

ter than to give a ſhort ac- liev'd to be * Necromancers, Ma

count of what has been alrea- gicians, &c. and what they have

dy perform'd hy the albiſtance done to be unlawful, and per

of this Art, that we may the form'd by Conjuration and

better judge of the Poſibility Witchcraft ; altho' the fault

of future Acquirements. we lay in the Peoples Ignorance,

read of many Perſons, who in not in their studies. But to

!

*

Pliny tells us of oneCreſin, who only manur'd a piece of Ground,

which yieldedhimFruit in abundance, whilft his Neighbour's Lands

were poor andbarien : wherefore he was accus’d to have inchanted

them ; otherwiſe, Jaid his Accuſers, he could not raiſe ſuch a Reve

nue. Whereupon he produc'd his Carts, Oxen , and his various imple

ments of Husbandry, and his whole Equipage ofTillage, in very good

order, andſaidto the fudges; Behold the Art, Magick, and Charms.

of Crefin ! whereupon he was acquitted . If in Husbandry, a

common Imploy of Life, there was ſuch a Miſtake amongſt the ple

beans , what would theſe fame Perſons have thought, had they ſeen

Turriennus's wooden sparrowsfly about ?
the
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.

the Inſtances we promiſed . certain , that the moſt ſurpri

Regiomontanus's wooden Ea- zing Pleatures of Nature de

gle and iron Fly , mention'd pend upon it. The great Clock

by Petrus Ramus, Hakew , Heylin , of Copernicus was certainly a
oc. muſt be admirably con- curious Maſter piece, which

triv'd , that there was ſo much ſhew'd the Circuitions of all

Proportion, ſuch Wheels, the Celeſtial Orbs, the Dif.

Springs, etc. as could ſo ex- tinction of Days, Months, and

actly imitate Nature The Years ; where the Zodiack did

firſt was ſaid to fly out of the explicate its Signs ; the Chan

City of Noremberg, and meet ges of the Moon , her Con

the EmperorMaximilian ; and junctions with the Sun : every

then return'd again , waiting Hour produc'd upon the Scene

on hiin to the City Gates . The ſome Myſtery of our Faith ;

other, to wit , the Fly , would as the firſt Creation of Light,

Ay from the Artiſt's Hand the powerful Separation ofthe

round the Room , and return Elements, etc. What Thall we

to him again. This Inſt ce ſay of † Cornelius Van Drebble's

proves theFeaſibility of doing Organ, that would make an

Things of great uſe , as that excellent Symphony it ſelf, if

Adion of Proclus the Maihe. ſet in the Sun- fhine in the open

matician , in the Reign of Air ? Or of Galileo's imitating

* Anaftafius Dicorus, who made the work of the firſt Day ;

Burning Glaſſes with that skill FIAT LUX, Let there be

and admirable force, that he Light ? Or of Granibergius's

therewith burnt, at a great Statue, which was made to

diſtance, the Ships of the my- ſpeak ? Or in fine, of that

fians andThracians, that block'd | Engine at Dantzick in Poland,

up the Cityof Conftantinople. -- which would weave four or five

We ſhall paſs over the Curioſi- Webs, all at a time, without

ties and admirable Inventions, any human Help ? It work'd

which are mention’d in the night and day , but was ſup

Duke of Florence's Garden at preſs’d, becauſe it would have

Pratoline ; as alſo thoſe of the ruin'd the poor People. Theſe

Gardens of Hippolitus – Efte few Inſtances give a rude Prof.

Cardinal of Ferrara , at Tivol pect of what one may probably

near Rome ; becauſe they were expect from a due Application

more deſign'd for Pleaſure, than of the Mind to the Study of

real Uſe . For our Deſign is Mathematicks ; of which we

only to thew the real Advan fhall ſpeak more particularly :

tage that may be drawn from And firit of Arithmetick .

Mathematicks; tho' we are a !fo

-

+

Zonar. Tom . 3. D : 126 . Fortes Feriz, Aca . p . 150 .

|| Hiftory of Mechanick Arts , c . 7. 9. 85 ,

ARITH
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A RITHMETIC K.

To
O Number, is one of the and if it loſe any, the leaſt

Prerogatives which a rea- part of it felf, 'tis no lon

ſonable Creature has over ger the fame Number. In

Beaſts. 'Tis faid, Wiſdom 11. deed we can't hold with the

God made all things in Number, antient Pythagoreans and Plato

Weight, and Meaſure. Number niſts, that all things are com

is a moft ſenſible Exemplar of pos'd of Number,
even the

the Deity, of whom you can't Soul of Man ; but we are cer

conceive ſo many Perfections, tain , the Proportions reſulting

but you may yet add more. This from 'em are ſuch as may claim

is only peculiar to it, that we an agreeable Converſe with our

know the leaft Number, viz. 2. Reaſon .

( for 1 is properly the Origin of To Number, Add, Subſtract,

Numbers) but we can find no Multiply , and find out Pro

Number ſo great, that may portions, as they are very 'uſe

not be made yet greater ; for ful in the common Affairs of

if a thouſand Figures were writ Life, ſo they are Introductive

down, and under them a thou- to the higheſt Demonſtrations

fand more, and multiply'd the that our senſes can be capable

one by the other, the Product of for the bare Study of this

would be more than the Sands Art.

of the Sea : which multiply'd

again into it ſelf, and that Wingate's Arithmetick , and

Product us'd after the fame Kerſey's Algebra, are ſufficient
manner, and ſo on, the Num- Guides the firſt treats the

ber would ſoon amount to ſuch moſt handſomely of whole Num

a Total as would take up an bers and Fractions, both Deci

Age to tell the length of it mal and Vulgar : and the laſt

in Words ; even tho’a Man explains the Doctrine of Alge

never flept, but always ſpoke. bra , or Collic Numbers; the Na

The antient Philoſophers might ture ofRoots, Powers, Equations,

well compare the Effences of &c. in ſhort , every thing that

things to Number, fince a may fully prepare you for the

Number is a compleat Total ; Study of Geometry .

;

PO E T R 1 .

THopi
'HO' fome have been of out Art, makes at beſt but an

Opinion , that Nature imperfect one ; or, as Horace

frames a Poet, yet others will has it,

contend, that Nature, with .

H Natura
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Natura fieret laudabile Carmen, an Arte

Quafitum eft ; Ego nec ftudium fine divite Venâ

Nec rude quid projit video ingenium : Alterius fic

Altera : poffit opem res o conjungitamice.

Art is like a fare Guide to jects. Upon a judicious Con.

direct Nature in an eaſy and fideration, any one will con

uniform way, which if we fol- clude, there are but three Or

low , we cannot poſſibly err. ders of Poets, that is, Epick,

And there very often it bap. Comick, and Tragick.

pens, that an ignorant Perſon Poetry is a kind ofPainting,

may, by the Happineſs of his which repreſents the Mind, as

Nature, produce ſomething that does theBody ; nay, it is

that is fire ; yet ſuch a Na. excellent in the deſcribing the
ture would be brought to a Body too, and all the Actions

much greater Perfection by of human Life , as well as all
Art the Beauties of Nature, in a

The Name of Poet is de- lively Deſcription. Poetry was

riv'd from age to tot , which at firſt the Foundation of Re
is to make or reign ; ſo Poetry ligion and Civility among the

may be ſaid to be the Art of Grecians; the firſt Philoſophy

Feigning or Imitation ; for Imi- the Worldwas bleft with was in

tation is the compoſing the I Verſe, which had that Influence
mage of any thing. The La- on the Minds of Men, then

tins divide the Poets into four fallen from their Primitive

Orders or Claffes ; Epick or Reaſon into the wildeſt Barba .

Heroick ; lambographers, or rity, that it ſoon brought them

Writers of Iambicks ; Trage to Civility , and to know the

dians, and Lyricks . The chief Dictates of Reaſon from that

of the firſt are Homer among of Fancy, and the ungovern'd

the Greeks, and Virgil among Senſe : Appetite without re

the Latins ; in the next, Archie ſpect to Juſtice, being the on

lochus ; in the third , Sophocles lý Rule of Men, till Orpheus (if

and Euripides; in the lait Pin- we believe the Mythologiſts)
dar

among the Greeks, and Ho- by the Harmony of his Verſe.

race among the Latins . Horace redeem'd them from that Sla

makes another Diviſion of 'em , very . The judicious Mr. Ry

making fix Claſſes of them in mer is of Opinion ( with a

his Art of Poetry ; Heroicks, E- great deal of Reaſon ) that

legiacks, Lyricks, lambicks, Tra- Tragedy was at firſt the Li

gadians, Comedians. But theſe turgy of the Athenians. So that

Diviſions regarding only the in the firſt Ages of the World,

Subject, or kind of Verſe, Verſe was ſo far efteem’d , as

do not ſufficiently diſtinguiſh to be conſecrated even to the

betwixt the Poets ; fince ſe- Honour of the Gods them

veral Poets have made uſe of ſelves ; and it was with no lit

ſeveral ſorts of Verſe and Sub- tle reluctance the Prieſts ſuf

fer'd

?

:
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fer'd the Poets to direct it to extraordinary Song , who would

a meaner uſe . But whatever be dull in a Work of a greater

was the the Origin of it , we are Fatigue . Mr. Waller got a Re

ſure it was always in eſteem putation, pot by writing much ,

with the greateſt and moſt flou- but well ; and his little ſhort

rilhing Nations, as Greece and Copies of Verſes are prefera
Rome. ' Twould be to repeat ble, in our opinion , to the

that which is known to every voluminous Poems of ſome o

one, to tell the value the Athen thers, who would have their

nians had forit; fince Mr.Ry Performances ſwell into a Bulk,

mer tells us, that Government and deſerve the Name of Works

laid out more in the Repreſen- for their Bigneſs, not intrin

tations of their Plays, than in fick Value.
We are pretty

their moſt expenſive Wars. À confident, it would not have

lexander was ſo great an Admi- been for the Diſreputation of

rer of it, that he envy'd the Sir William Davenant, if the

Happineſs of dead Achillis , for World had never ſeen any thing

being prais'd by the Pen of of his but his Gondiberi ; and

Homer . And Auguſtus (in whoſe the much more excellent Shake

time Romewas moſt flouriſhing) Spear would not have been leſs

made Virgil his Companion , tho' admir’d, if an bundance of
born of mean Parents. And thoſe things, which are printed

no Nation that has flouriſh'd for his, were omitted : Mr.

in Poetry, ever held up itsever held up its Cowley is of this Opinion, we

Head after the decay of that. are fure. Therefore our Ad

But to paſs from the Praiſe vice is to a young Poet, That

to the Practice of Poetry, we he never be ambitious of wri
adviſe the Candidates for the ting much ; a little Gold is

Laurel, that they firſt confi- worth a great Heap of Lead .

der the difficulty of being a Let him often make trial of.

good Poet ; ſince unleſs they what his Shoulders are able to

riſc to a Perfection in their bear, before he launches into

kind, they reap but Infamy, by the ocean of the Criticks : iet

expoſing themſelves, as ambi- him often correct and cuntült

tious of a thing they could not his Judicious Friend ; ' tis Hod

attain : Mediocrity ( as we race's Advice to the Piſo's. To

have ſaid ) being intolerable in be a perfect Poet, a Man muſt

Poetry , however excuſable in be a general Scholar, skill'd

other Affairs. Theymuſt alſo both in the Tongues and Scien

conſider, that to arrive to an ces ; muſt be perfect in Hiſtory

Excellence , they muſt take the and Moral Philoſophy, the lat

right method ( fuppofing they ter of which is abſolutely ne

have by Nature a good Fund) ceffary to give him an inſight

Firſt they muſt think and weigh into the Nature of the Paſſions,

with themſelves, and their to move which is his chief Aim

Friends of Judgment, what and Buſineſs ; nor can he draw

their Talent is ; for one may a virtuous Character unleſs he

be able to write a witty and know what is the juft Compo.

fition

;

H 2
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>

ſition of it. A Poet is to re- chief of the Latin and Engliſh

preſent Mankind, at leaſt the Poets, which are to be perus’d

nobler Part ; which he can ne- with great Care and Regard .

ver do, if he be not throughly
skill'd in the knowledge of it. L A T IN ENGLISH

Being thus qualify'd, Diligence

and Exerciſe will furniſh you Virgil. Spencer

with Facility in your Compo- Horace: Shakeſpear.

fitions ; and reading the beſt Ovid . Johnſon .

Authors and Criticks, as Ca. Catullus. Beaumont and

Saubon , Scaliger, &c. and for our Tibullus. Fletcher.

Engliſh way of writing ( Plays Lucan. Daniel.

we mean) Mr. Rymer's Tranſ. Statius. Sir J. Suckling,

lation of Rapin, and Exanina- Seneca. Sir F. Denham .

tion of the Plays of the laſt Terence. Craſhaw .

Age ; Mr Dryden's Effay on Plautus. Milton.

Dramatick Poetry, and moſt Silius Italicus. Cowley.

of his Prefaces ; L'Abbe Hide- Fuvenal and Sir. W. Dave

lius's whole Art of the Stage ; Perſius. nant.

my Lord Roſcommon's Tranila- Martial. Waller.

tion of Horace his Art of Poe. Valerius Flaco Mr. Dryden .

try , ec. will be abſolutely ne Mr. Otway.

ceſſary for your peruſal. Any Claudian. Mr. Lee .

farther particular Directions Auſonius. Mrs. Behn .

here would be too long a Task Propertius . Mrs. Philips.

for this place, ſince 'tis the Caſimir. Mr. Prior .

buſineſs of theſe ſeveral Trea- Buchanan, &c . Mr. Addiſon.

tiſes we mention, to perfect an Chaucer.

Artiſt in this kind . We ſhail

anly therefore here place the Several Collections of Poems.

cus .

P A INTIN G.

Parte
AINTING is in that of the prime Maſters : and in

eſteem with the Ingenious , deed the Relations we find in

of this Age, that it may ſeem Pliny would ſeem almoſt incre

fuperfluous to trouble the Rea . dible, if it were not that we

der with Arguments to increaſe every day ſee thoſe of our mo

it, by ſetting before them the dern Maſters in that Artfold

Value the Antients put upon for 1000 or 1500 Pounds a

Performances of this nature . piece . Nor is it neceſſary to

We will not therefore tran- repeat what we have formerly

ſcribe from Pliny the vaſt Sums advanc'd concerning the firſt

of Mony, which were given Invention of it ; that being ſo

by the Kings and Princes of very obſcure, that the moſt

Greece and Rome, for Pictures that can be ſaid or gather'd

from
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Stone ;

from Authors, amounts only to Venus of the Grecians has admi.

a Probability. Nor will it be rable Proportion , but 'tis ſtill

much to our purpoſe, . to enu there is a ſtiffneſs,

merate the ſeveral excellent which ſhews it ſtill to be an

Pieces this Art producd, when Image without Life : But the

it flouriſh'd in Greece ; tho' we Daphneof Michael Angelo appears

confeſs it is not altogether un- to be Fleſh and Blood, her

fit to be known to ſuch as have . Breaſt finking under the Fin

any deſire toapply themſelves gers of Apollo , when helays
to this noble Study, which may his Hand there. Theſe fame

be ſaid to ſurpaſs the Judgment Gentlemen will have it, that

of the Senſe it ſelf, by which our Moderns far excel the An

we judge of it.: for it perſuades tients in Picture ; nay, ſome

the Eyes againſt the Evidence have been fo grofly ignorant,
of themſelves, that there is a as to pretend the Grecians were

Subſtance more than really ' mere Blockeads to any of our

there is, raiſing a Flat to a contemporary Artiſts, much

bulky Round, or other Figure ; more to Raphael, Urbin , Titian ,

nay , preſents the Eye with a Rubens, & c. That a Houſe or

Proſpex of Miles in the com- Sign -Painter with us, excell'd
paſs of a Hand ; and that ſo Apelles, who drew the Miſtreſs

lively, that with a great deal of Alexander,and Alexanderhim

of Satisfaction we dwell upon ſelf : Tho' we can never be of

the View, as if we were fa- their opinion, ſince we are

tisfy'd there was more than a ſenable that 'tis built on a

flat'thin Superficies that enter- wrong bottom . Becauſe the

tain'd us. A great Maſter dif- Paintings of Greece are loft,

puting , in a Treatiſe of Pain- they therefore conclude, from

ting and Statuary, which was a Daubing found in a Cave,

to be preferr’d, gives it to Pain- that they were ſuch Bunglers ;

ting ; becauſe a Statue has the which without doubt was ra

Dimenſions and Bulk of a Man , ther the Performance of ſome

but a Pi&ure deceives the Eye, of the groſſer and more igno

and makes that appear round , rant Agesin the World , when

which is plain and Bat. Stone all Sciences were forgot, and

at moſt can give but the Fea- Europe drown'd in a general
tures and Proportion, but Pic- Darkneſs and Barbarity . For

ture gives alſo the Colour. tho’ ſome alledge againſt the

There are ſome that will have Teſtimony of Pliny, becauſe

the Moderns far excel the An- he took too much of his Na

tients in both . They compare tural Hiſtory upon truſt ; yet

the Statue of Daphne and Apollo we can never admit tirat e

of Michael Angelo, with the nough to invalidate his Ac

Grecian Venus now at Florence ; count of things, which requir'd

the Grand Duke having given no more than the Eye to judge

above thirty thouſand Pounds of ; being things that he daily

for it , tho’ by ſtealth got from convers’dwith at Rome, which

Rome. They tell you that the he abundantly declares, when

1

!

H 3 hc
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he tells us, the Pi&ures he men- pany of the beſt : yet Medio

tions were extant in his time cribus effe Poetis non Dii, non Ho

in the Temples of that City. mines,non conceffere Columna. But

The diſadvantage the Antients if a Gentleman has a mind for

have is , thatwe have our his Diverſion to apply himſelf

Pieces ftill extant, but theirs to Painting, Landskipsand Per

are all loft. Painting is an {pective are the moſt proper

Art that is not to be learnt by for him ; the firſt being to be

thoſe methods that other Arts learn'd in a year's timeto ſuch

are ; for Books will afford very a degree of Perfection ( if the
little help. The Directions of Dilciple have a Genius for

a Mafter, and a timely Begin- Painting ) that he would be

ning, are abſolutely neceſſary ; able to live by it, and by con

for if you once get get an ill habit ſequence enough for any Gen

and a vicious wayof Drawing, tleman's Diverſion . There are

cwill ſcarce ever be poſſible to Books which treat of Painting

recover it. The moſt gainful and Drawing, one of the belt

Painting in this Nation is of which is Sanderſon's ;

drawing the Life ; which to have formerly ſeen a Book un

be a Mafter in, requires many der the mame of Michael An

years Practice . As 'tis ſaid of gelo, on the ſame subject.
Poetry, Poeta naſcitur non fit, ſo There's an Account of Pain

I may in ſomemeaſure ſay of ting lately publiſh'd in Folio ,

Painting, that he who will ex- dedicated to their Majeſties ;

pe &t to be a Maſter, muſt have Mr. Wright's Account of my

à Genius naturally inclin'd to Lord Cailemain's Embaſſy to

it ; elſe, ſo near a -kin 'tis to Rome ; Ars Pictoria in fol. But

Poetry, he will be but an in- inſtead of relying altogether

different Man at it ; tho' with on Books, 'we refer you to the

this difference, that a Painter choiceſt Catalogues of Pictures

that is not extraordinary may you can meet withat Auctions,

live by his Trade, and have which you may imitate.

his Pieces hung in the- Com

we

GEOMETR 1.

TH
' HE Uſe of this admira- brought to Perfection without

ble Science is fo general it ; and ſo the ſecond , as Pain

and ſo well known, that it ſcarce ting and Architecture, &c.

requires a Diſcuſſion of it take their Original from it.

here ; for who is ignorant, What could the Performers

that all our moſt neceſſary, as in the Firſt do without it, in

well as moſt noble Arts and drawing a Face , the ſeveral

Sciences depend on it ? As to Poſtures of the Body, and all

the Firſt, there is none of Manner of Buildings ? If they

the Mechanicks can ever be were ignorant of Proportion,

Angles,
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Angles, Circles, Squares, etc. into two or more equal or

all their Works would want unequal Parts ; of cutting a

Beauty, and themſelves Satif- ny number of Parts from any

faction, when they come to right Line given ; of finding

view the Product of Fancy, out all the Chords, Lines of

and gueſs where Certainty is re- a Circle, oC. of having the

quir'd : So in Architecture none Segment of a Circle , to find

can even merit the Name of out the Center, and conſe

Mafter, without more than an quently the whole, adding ſe

ordinary Skill in this Science. veral Circles into one ; of ſub

Beſides, no Gentleman can be ſtracting Jeffer Circles out of

a Judge of the Performances of greater : in ſhort, all the Do

either, without an Inſight in- ctrine of Triangles too long

to Geometry. What is ſaid of to be here enumerated . The

theſe two will alſo reach Sta. Knowledge of all this, I ſay, is

i uariſts , and other Carvers. abfolutely neceffary in moſt

But to return to our Subject: if not all our Mechanicks. A

The Knowledge of a Point or Joyner can't fo much as cut

a Line (which is compos'd of out a round Table, unleſs he

a continu'd Chain of Points ) underſtand a Circle ; or a

in its ſeveral Forms, as Right Carpenter ſquare a piece of

and Curve ; to know a Super- Timber, unleſs he know by

ficies (which is bounded by the Rule of ſquare Figures,

Lines, as a. Line is by Points) when his work is finiſhid.

the difference of Superficies, The Watch and Clockmakers

viz. a plain Superficies that would be at a loſs, if itwere

lies Atrait between its Lines, not for this Science : But if

and a curv'd one that lies not we aſcend higher, no Builder
within two Lines ; beſides the can raiſe a Fabrick without

other Confideration of Super- Geometry , or rather, not re

ficies, as a Convex and Con- gularly deſign one ; the ma

cave : To know the Quality nual Operators in our common
of Angles, as right, obtuſe Buildings, very ſeldom being.

and acute Angles ; of Points Proficients in any Rule but

that are the Bounds of Lines , that of Wood, or Braſs, or lo

as Lines are of a Superficies, ron , which ſerves them inſtead

and a Superficies of a Body ; of Geometrical Problems. But

of Circles, Diameters, Seg- if you come to the nobler

ments, greater and lefſer of Structures, what can any Man

four-ſquare Figures, many do to the making of Pillars,

Square Figures ; of Triangles, Arches ? to omit the reſt of

their ſeveral Lines; of Parallel the Ornaments of Building,

Lines either circular or right, and the Proportions and Beau

or any other Form where the ty of the Delign without Geo

Lines are equidiſtant ; of e- metry . Nay, the Trade and

recting and letting fall Per . Strength of the Nation de

pendiculars ; of drawing pa. pend on this, as Navigation

rallel Lines ; of dividing Lines and Gunnery, which are never

H4 to
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to be perfeAly , underſtood ledge of alltheſe Truths, but every

without it ; to theſe I may thing elſe, without the trouble of

add Fortification , which has drawing Conſequences. Such as

its Dependance on this Sci- deſign for this Study, may

ence, as alſo Dialling, Muſick, make uſe of the following Ca.

Astronomy , Surveying , &c. talogue .

' Twould be needleſs to ſay any

inore of the Advantages of G E O M E T R Y.

Geometry , here being enough

to fire the Mind of any inge- Euclid's Elements.

nious Student to a diligent Barrow's Works.

Enquiry into it. Bettinus's Works.

'Twas the Beauty of Pro- Oughtred's (Will.) Mathematical

portions, the Curioſity of De- Recreations, 8vo.

monftrations, the Excellency Clavis Mathematica ( The Third

and Depth of this Study, that Impreſſion is beſt ) 8vo.

forc'd the Ingenious Dr. Bar. Inftitutio Mathematica,

row to this Extatick Expreſ- Mr. Oughtred's Mathematical

fion in his Apollonius, ė . Osos Trafts, Oxford .

ysoperge. But thou, O Lord, hozy Sir Jonas Moor's new Syſtem of

great a Geometrician art thou ? Mathematicks, in twoparts, 4to.

Geometry has no Limits, ſince by Newton's Principia Mathema
the only Power of Human Wit, tica .

one may find out an infinite num- oftheUnequality of Natural Time,

ter of Theorems. Thou beholdeſt with itsReaſon and Cauſes, to

all Truths at once , without any gether with the true Equation

Chain ofConſequences, or the Tract of Natural Days, &c. by John

of long Demonſtrations; in other Smith.

things Man has no Certainty, but Vietæ Mathematica, fol.

in Mathematicks every body agrees. Mr. Flamſtead's Tables.

'Tis in this that Humanity can ef- Mr. Street's Aſtronomia Caro
fact ſomething great and ſtupen- lina .

dous, &c. This, adds he, is e- Gunter's Works.

nough of it ſelf to inflame me Mr. Hobbs his Mathematical

with the Love of thee, and give Works.

me an earneſt Expectation of that Wilkin's Mathematical Works, in

happy Day , in which my Spirit I vol.

fall be deliver'd from the Pre- Sturmius his Matheſis Juvenilis,

judices of Darkneſs, in which I

Man't have only a certain Know

3 vol.

ASTRONOM 1.

a Science, lating the Motions, Magni

which reaches the Me- tudes, Conjunctions, Eclipſes,

thods of examining and calcu, Apogeums, Perigenms, o'c. of

thc

Astronomy is
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the Heavenly Bodies, by the dying the Nature . of the

Aid of Calculations, Glaſſes, Moon and Stars .

Aſtrolabes, Quadrants, C. We are not at all ſurprizid ,

By this we may walk in the to find ſo many great Men

Air, and converſe familiarly affect this study, and endea

with the moſt wonderful part your after the Knowledge of

of God's Creation, Man ex- ſuch things as raiſc ſo great

cepted. Atlas the Lybian for- Admiration in all that are ig

fook the Society of Men, and norant of 'em . To ſee a re

retir'd to the higheſt Moun- gular Succeſſion of Day and

tain in Africa , which therefore Night, a conſtant return of

bore hisName, that he might Seaſons, and ſuch an harmo

freely contemplate upon the nious Diſpoſition and Order of

Nature and Motions of the Nature , muſt neceſſarily be a

Planets, and is therefore ſaid noble Contemplation, and a

to bear up the Heavens on his greeable not only to the Na.

Shoulders . The Poets have ture of Man, but alſo the

feign'd the Moon to have been Poſture of his Body which is

in Love with Endymion , and erect, when other Creatures

the occaſion of the Fable was are made to look downwards

this: He ſpent his time upon upon the Earth , according to

Rocks and Mountains, in ftu- the Poet :

1

Os homini ſublime dedit, Calumq; tueri

Tuflit, eu Erectos ad Sydera tollere vultus.

There has been great Con- nets having been diſcover'd

tention amongſt the Learned to have their Satellites atten

of different Nations, about ding them, and moving about

the Origin of this study, eve- their Orbs. Upon this Sci

ry one claiming an Intereſt in ence depends Navigation and

it (as ſeveral Cities did about Dialling , and without it it's

the Birth of Homer ) as the impoſſible they ſhould be main

Babylonians, Egyptians, Grecians, tain'd ; ſo that the neceſſity of

Scythians, c. tho Ptolomaus following this study, is not at

is the firſt that has left any all diſputable by any one that

true Monument about the is not an Enemy, to thoſe o

Obſervations of Eclipſes, &c. ther uſeful Sciences. The fol.

This Study is of Uſe to ex- lowing Catalogue will facili.

cite in us a great Admira- tate the Work.

tion and Praiſe of him , wboſe

Wiſdom and Power created ſo ASTRONOMY.

many Worlds (if we 'may ſay

fo ) or at least of Bodies, whoſe Gafſendus his Aſtronomy

Magnitude, and if we may Seller's Atlas Cæleftis.

believe our Teleſcopes, whoſe Copernican Sphere of twenty In .

Nature is proper enough for ches Diameter, &c.

Habitation, ſeveral of the Pla

Concaur
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Concave Celeſtial Hemiſpheres fit. Planiſpherium Novum & Ac.

ted for the Pocket, & c. curatiſſimum , &c. by R. Bao

A Treatiſe of Teleſcopes done out of ker, 8vo.

French, by Jof. Walker. Riolanus .

The uſe of the general Planiſphere, Slucius de Meſolabia.

call'd the Analemma, &c. by Wing's Afpnomia Britannica .

John Tweſdon , 410.

NAVIGATION .

Honfieur Cafini and ſeveral reft way to any place ; whereas

ingenious Virtuoſi, are the firſt Sailors were fain to

now in ſearch after a Method, coalt it along, not venturing

to find out Longitudes at Sea ; out of ſight of the Shore.

which if once accompliſh’d , Navigation may defervedly

this Art will then ariſe to its be plac'd amongſt the greateft

utmoft Perfection . The Load Benefits in this world . Tis

ftone and Compaſs, which is this that enriches Nations with

an admirable Invention , and Treaſures, ſupports Kingdoms

fo advantageous to Navigation, and Empires, , exchanges Com

has not a little contributed to modities, which in their own

wards it : This points the way Countries are but of little Va

to the skilful Mariner, when lue, for ſuch as are of great

all others Helps fail him . To Uſe and Worth abroad ; by this

whom we owe the Invention, an univerſal Correſpondence

we are at a lofs : Dr. Gilbert may be held , and the moſt re

our Countryman, who hath mote Regions may participate

written a large Latin Treatiſe in Traffick, may make an In

upon this Stone, is of Opinion ſpection into one another's

that Paulus Venetusbrought the Laws and Politicks, Trades,

Invention of its Uſe from the Inventions, and what not ?

Chineſe : Oforus attributes it to There's no moral Good but

Gama ; Goropius Becanus |thinks the Knowledge of it may by

his Countrymen the Germans this means be communicated

deſerve it, in as much as the to the univerſal Race of Adam .

thirty two Points upon the Beſides all this, there's new

Compaſs borrow the Name Diſcoveries have been , and yet

from the Dutch in all Langua- may be made, for ſuch Co

ges. Blondus will have its Ori- lonies as either fuffer by mul

gin from Campania in Naples, titude of Inhabitants, or lie

in the Year 1300. Whoever under the inconveniences of

found it out, we are fenſible a barren Soil, an unwholeſome

of the Uſe of it , fince by it Air, vc to remove into . In

we may fafely venture into the ſhort, fince Knowledge condu

Main Ocean, and fail the near ces to a Man's Happineſs, and

the

1
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the more we know, the nea

rer we approach our Original NAVIGATION .

State in Paradiſe ; this of Na

vigation and Travel gives very coafting Pilot, & c.

fair Opportunities towards it '; Collins his Mariners Scale new
and if ſo , we need add no plain'd .

more about the Uſefulneſs of A Treatiſe of Navigation ,

Navigation , fince from what The Seaman's Tutor, &c. by P.
we have faid, it appears that Perkins.

Riches and Learning do in a The Whole Art of Navigation, in
great meaſure depend upon it, Five Books, by Captain Daniel

eſpecially the firſt, which of it Newhouſe, 410

ſelf is a ſufficientSpur to moft Norwood's Syſtem of Navigation ,

Men. Take the following Ca. 4to.

talogue for the Acquirement Pickering's Marrow of the Ma

of this profitable Art. themaricks, 12mo.

D I A L L I N G.

T
"IME is the greateſt Trea- This Rule is equally applicable

fure in this world that a to our preſent Subject, only

Morta! can be intruited with. 'tis of leſſer Concern, the laſt

We are not only Probationers being the more precious; and,

for Eternity by the help of if once loft, all the Knowledge

Time, but even the little In- of Men can never effect its

tereſts of this world are ma- redemption. How neceſſary is

nag’d by the means of it. 'Tis it then , to divide that of ſo

this which views the Revolu- great value into little Parcels,

tions of Kingdoms, the Riſe that we may be ſenſible of

of Commonwealths ; 'tis by their ſtealing away, and not

this that we have Opportuni- ſquander it away by whole

ties put into our hands of ad- ſále ?

vancing our Families,of gain- To divide Time by Dials,
ing Reputation ; in ſhort, of Clocks, Watches, OC. is a

procuring whatever Man has faint Imitation of God Al

Occaſionfor, in order to his mighty, who has conftituted

Happineſs. Seaſons, has divided the Year

The Learned Deſcartes, in into Spring, Summer, Autumn

his Method, where he abrid- and Winter, and our Life into

ges the Precepts of Logick Days and Nights.
into Four Heads, lays · down It muſt be a pleaſant, as

this as his Second, viz . To di- well as profitable Divertiſe
vide every one of theſe Difficulties ment, to be ſo well acquainted

he was to examine, into as many with the Calculations of the

Parcels as could be, and as was Motions of Heavenly Bodies,

requiſite ,the better to reſolve them . as to make Horologues upon

any
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any ſide of an Houſe, under they meaſure their Hours by
any Latitude, Declination, Devices in Water, which yet

oć. Melleſous is ſaid to be the ſhews the neceſſity of doing it

firſt who found out the Pro- ſome way ; for it would be

portion and Reaſon of Sha- nonſenſe to believe all the

dows. The Chaldeans firſt di- World would conſpire in any

vided the Day into Twelve one unneceſſary thing, which

Hours. The Egyptians had a Intereſt and Utility did not

hand in this Science, and callid prompt 'em to .

the Sun Horus, which, by its

Motion, limits the time of e- DIALL IN G.

very Hour. An hundred Years

before Cicero's time, we find Foſter's Art of Dialling, 4to .

that Clock's and Dials were Brown's Uſe of the Triangular

us'd at Rome ; for the Paraſite in Quadrant ; alſo Horologio.

the Comedy envy'd the Clocks, graphia, or the Art of Dialling,

Optans ut ſuus cuique venter ſit &c. 8vo ,

Horologium , wiſhing that every Collins's Sector, or Quadrant, & c .

one's own Belly might be their Dialling Plain, Concave, Con

Clock, which indeed was plea- vex, Projective, Reflective ,

fant enough . There's no fare & c. by W. Leybourn, fol.

ther occaſion of deſcribing the Clavis Horologii, by John How

great Uſe and Conveniency of

Dialling, ſince we find it every Prolocutoris Arithmetica .

where , and in every Nation; Dary's Deſcription of the Univer.
tho ' in ſome, we read , that ſal Quadrant, & c.

el , 410 .

OPTICK S.

:
H E Eye is to the Body, Study, to be above a thouſand

as Reaſon is to the Mind. times greater than 'tis poſſible

This study is dependent upon to perſuade 'em , till they are

Geometry ; and we may pue in firſt made Maſters of Geome

Dioptricks and Catoptricks : try and Demonſtration. Gali

ſince ' altogether they unde- laus ' has demonſtrated, that

ceive the Eye, and ſolve the there are Mountains and Hills

Fallacies that it is ſubject to, in the Moon, above four per

by Diſtance , Refractions, Re- pendicular Italian Miles in

flections, &c. 'Tis a very a- height ; which is incredible to

greeable Curiofity, to ſee the a Country fellow , that cannot

great Abuſes that the Nobleſt be perſuaded, that the whole

of the Senſes is by theſe Arts Circumference of the Moon

freed from ; to calculate the exceeds the bigneſs of a Cart

diſtance of a Srar, or its Dia- wheel . ' Tis pleaſant to unde

meter ; to find the Errors of ceive the Eye in the common

ſuch as are unskilld in this Accidents of Life, as to give
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a certain Demonſtration of a themſelves up to this study,

ftreight Stick appearing crooke and make themſelves Maſters

ed in Water ; the Reaſon of of the following Catalogue.

things being magnify'd, multi

ply'd or made leffer than they OPTICK S. ,

really are : In ſhort, to ſee the

Eye approach, in ſome mea. Synopſis Optica Anth . Hono

ſure , towards that certainty of rat. Fabr. Soc. Jeſu . Lug.

judging and apprehending Vi dun . Gall. in 4t0.

fibles, as it will at the Day of Johannis Kepleri Mathematici
Reſurrection ; when it will Dioptrice, svo.

be above the power of being Deſcartes his Dioptricks.

cheated by Concave or Con- Johannes Pena Gallus de Uſu

vex, deluded by a Refraction Optices Univerſæ .

or Reflection, or weaken'd by Mollineux ( of Ireland)his Trea

diſtance ; this may, in a great tiſe of it .

meaſure, be accompliſh'd in Moxon's Practical Perſpectives

this World , by ſuch as give Anguelonii Optica, fol.

GE OG R A P H 1 .

:

WE
E might alſo have ad. fick, 'tis beft done at the Ex

ded Geography, under pence of a Maſter's time, and
the Mathematicks, as a proper a little of his own Mony. Are

Recreation for a Gentleman ; chitecture we may alſo paſs

but by the means of Hiſtory over, and leave to Mecha

and Maps, the Study is ſoon ac- nicks : A beautiful Mind is a

compliſh'd. Muſick alſo is too finer thing than a magnificent

near a kin to Poetry, to ſpeak Building; not but that there

too largely about it here : be- is a great deal of Geometrical

fides, we have purpoſely 0- Curioſity in the former. For

mitted it ; fince eight or ten tification and Gunnery are alſo

Years cannot well be ſpar'd in more proper for private Per

a ſhort Life, a time requiſite to fons than Gentlemen ; for, if

be a Maſter in that Art ; for, their Genius be Martial , it's

leſs than to play and compoſe more noble to command Men,

well, is not worth learning: than Engines. For theſe three
Befides, the time that is to be laft Arts there are ſeveral

fpent upon Muſick, ſhould be Treatiſes mention'd above, un

in Youth , becauſe of the Pli- der the Mathematicks, which

ableneſs of the Fingers ; and will be of uſe to the Student.

that's a Time alſo moſt proper That we have paſt over the

to take the Impreſſion of the Learning of the Schools , as

beſt Studies . So that after all, Grammar, Rhetorick, &c. we

when a Gentleman has a Mind need make no great Apology ,

to recreate himſelf with Mu- ſince they are always ſupposd,
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.

nor

a tolerable Education in them Xenophon fays, Good Conforts arè

being abſolutely neceſſary for worth my acquaintance, and good

meaner Concerns in the World, Books my Peruſal. My Lord

than what we have been trea- Coke has a pretty Notion of

ting of; ſo that we ſhall not Books: Of all companions Books

particularize them here, are beft; for, there onemay ſolace

indeed would the brevity of himſelf withoutother Friends: Of

our Diſcourſe permit it . all Gloffes, Books are beft ; for

A Great Man makes a theybeing Inſpective, are both Pro

ftrange Obſervation of his ſpective andReflective. In ſhort,

Friend, for condemning Know- whoever makes a Tryal of

ledge in himſelf, but notin it the Worth of Knowledge and

felt. This ( ſays he) perſuades Learning, will find that all

me, that'tis near aukin to Grace, Encomiums, be they never ſo

for Moſes perceiv'd not his own agreeable and noble , come far

Face to ſhine. Licinius, Confian- thort of the thing it felf; and

tine's Collegue, calls Barren- that thoſe only can beſt reflect

neſs of Learning, The Publick' upon its Value who are fen

Plague and Poiſon of an Empire. ſible of the Enjoyment of it.
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SUPPLEMENT

TO THE

Athenian O RA C LE..

To the Athenian Society.

Moor-Park, Feb. 14. 1691.

S

Gentlemen ,

INC Eevery Body pretends till about two Months ago paffing

to trouble you with their thro' Oxford, a very learned

Follies, I thought I might Gentleman firſt ſhew'd me two

claim the Privilege of an or three of your Volumes, and

Engliſhman,and put in my ſhare gave me his Accountand Opinion

among the reſt. Being laſt year in of you. A while after I came to

Ireland ( from whence I return'd this Place, upon a viſit to

about halfa year ago ) I heard where I have been everſince, and

only a looſe Talk of your So- have ſeen all the four volumes

ciety, and believ'd the Deſign to with their Supplements ; which

be only ſome new Folly juſt Juta- anſwering myExpectation , the PM

ble to the Age, which God knows 1 ruſal hasproduc'd what you find

little expected ever to produce any inclos'd.
thing extraordinary. Since my As I have been ſomewhat inn

being in England, havingſtill con- clind to this Folly, so I have ſel

tinu'd in theCountry, and much dom wanted ſome body to flatter

out of Company, I had but little me in it. And for the Ode in

Advantage of knowing any more, clos'd , I have sent to a Perfon

of '
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to the

of very great Learning and Ho- Pleaſure upon it. Which as I can

nour, and fonce to ſome others, not but expect from Gentlemen,

thebeſt ofmy Acquaintance (to who have so well ſhewn upon ſo

which I thought very proper many Occaſions, that greateſt

to inure it for a greater Light ) Character of Scholars, in being

and they have all been pleas'd to favourable to the Ignorant, ſo Iam

tell me, that they areſure it will ſure nothing at preſent can more

not be unwelcome,and that I ſhould highly oblige me, or makeme hape

beg the Honour of you to let it pier.
be printed before your next vo

lume (which I think is foon to be

publiſh'd ) it being ſo uſual before Gentlemen ,

moſt Books of any great value a.

mong Poets, and before its ſeeing Tour ever moſt humble,

the World : 1ſubmit it whollytothe

Correction of your Pens. and moſt admiring Servant,

I intreat therefore one of you

would deſcend sofar, as to write

two or three Lines to me of your Jonathan Swift.

I am ,

OD E to the Athenian Society.

A ,

I.

S when the Deluge firſt began to fall,

(When this huge Body's Moiſture was ſo great,

It quite o'ercame the Vital Heat)

That Mountain which was higheſt firſt of all

Appear'd, above the Univerſal Main ,

To bleſs the primitive Sailor's weary Sight;

And 'twas perhaps Parnaffus, if in height

It be as great as ' tis in Fame,

And nigh to Heaven as is its Name.

So after th' Inundation of a War,

When Learning's little Houſhold did embark

With her World's fruitful Syſtem in her ſacred Ark ,

At the firſt Ebb of Noiſe and Fears,

Philoſophy's exalted Head appears :

And the Dove-Muſe will now no longer ſtay,

But plumes her Silver Wings, and flies away;

And now a Laurel Wreath The brings from far,

To crown the happy Conqueror,

То
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-To ſhew the Flood begins to ceaſe,

And brings the dear Reward of Victory and Peace .

II .

The Eager Muſe took Wing upon the Waves decline,

When war her cloudy Aſpect juſt withdrew ,

When the bright Sun of Peace began to ſhine;

And for a while in heav'nly Contemplation ſat

On the high top of peaceful Ararat ;

And pluckt a Laurel Branch (for Laurel was the firſt that grew,

The firſt of Plants after theThunder, Storm and Rain)

And thence with joyful, nimble Wing,

Flew dutifully back again ,

And made an humble * Chaplet for the King .

And the Dove.Muſe is fled once more

(Glad of the Vi&ory, yet frightned at the War)

And now diſcovers from afar

A peaceful and a flouriſhing Shore :

No ſooner does the land

On the delightful Strand ,

When ftrait ſhe ſees the Country all around ,

Where fatal Neptuneruld e'erwhile,

Scatter'd with flow'ry Vales, with fruitful Gardens crown'd ;

And many a pleaſant Wood

As if the Univerſal Nile

Had rather'd water'd it , than drown'd :

It ſeems ſome floating piece of Paradiſe,

Preſerv'd by wonder from the Flood,

Long wandring thro’the Deep, as we are told

Fam'd Delos did of old,

And the tranſported Muíe imagin'd it

To be a fitter Birth -place for the God of Wit ;

Or the mach talkt Oracular Grove,

When with amazing Joy ſhe hears,

An unknown Muſick all around,

Charming her greedy Ears

With many a heavenly Song

Of Nature and of Art, of deep Philoſophy and Love ,

Whilft Angels tune the Voice, and god inſpires the Tongue.

In vain the catches at the empty nd ,

In vain purſues the Muſick with her longing Eye,

And courts the wanton Ecchoes as they fly.

III.

Pardon , ye great Unknown, and far exalted Men,

The wild Excurſions of a youthful Peri;

1

The Ode I writ to the King in Irelan : !.

I
Forgive
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Forgive a young, and (almoſt) Virgin -Muſe,

Whom blind and cager Curioſity

( Yet Curioſity they fay,

Is in her Sex a Crime needs no Excuſe)

Has forc't to grope her uncouth way

After a mighty Light that leads her wandring Eye:

No wonder then ſhe quits the narrow Path of Senſe

For a dear Ramble thro' Impertinence ;

Impertinence, the Scurvy of Mankind .

And all we Fools, who are the greater part of it,

Tho'we be of two different Factions ſtill ,

Both the Good- natur'd and the Ill,

Yet wherefoe'r you look you'll always find

We join like Flies, and Waſps, in buzzing about Wit.

In me, who am of the firſt Seet of theſe,

All merit that tranſcends the humble Rules

Of my own dazled ſcanty Senſe,

Begets a kinder Folly and Impertinence

Of Admiration and of Praiſe .

And our good Brethren of the Surley Sect

Muſt e'en all herd us with their Kindred Fools:

For tho' pofleft of preſent Vogue they've made

Railing a Rule of Wit,and Obloquy, a Trade ;

Yet the fame want of Brains produces each Effect :

And you whom Pluto's Helm does wiſely ſhroud

From us the blind and thoughtleſs Croud,

Like the fam'd Hero in his Mother's Cloud,

Who both our Follies and Impertinencies ſee,

Do laugh perhaps at theirs, and pity mine and me.

IV .

But Cenſure's to be underſtood

Th' authentick Mark of the Elect,

The publick Stamp Heav'n ſets on all that's Great and Good,
Our ſhallow Search and Judgment to direct.

The War methinks has made

Our Wit and Learning, narrow as our Trade ;

Inſtead of boldly failing far, to buy

A Stock of wiſdom and Philofophy,

We fondly ftay at Home in fear

Of-ev'ry cenſuring Privateer ;

Forcing a wretched Ttade by beating down the Sale ,

And ſelling baſely by Retail.

The Wits, I mean the Atheiſts of the Age,

Who fain would rule the Pulpit , as they do the Stage ;

Wondrous Refiners of Philoſophy,

Of Morais and Divinity,

Ву
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By the new Modiſh Syſtem of reducing all to Senſe,

Againſt all Logick and concluding Laws,

Do own th' Effects of Providence,

And yet deny the Cauſe.
V.

This hopeful Seat, now it begins to ſee

How little, very little do prevail

Their firſt and chiefeſt Force

To cenſure , to cry down, and rail,

Not knowing what, or Where, or Who you be,

Will quickly take another Courſe :

And by their never-failing Ways

Of Solving all Appearances they pleaſe,

We foon ſhall ſee them to their antient Methods fall,

And ſtraight deny you to be Men, or any thing at all.

I laugh at the grave Anſwer they will make,

Which they have always ready, general and cheap :

'Tis but to ſay that what wedaily meet,

And by à fond Miſtake

Perhaps imagine to be wondrous Wit,

And think, alas ! to be by Mortals writ,

Is but a Croud of Atoms juftling in a Heap,

Which from Eternal Seeds begun,

Juftling ſome thouſand years till ripen'd by the Sun ;

They're now, juſt now, as naturally born ,

As from the Womb of Earth a Field of Corn,

VI .

But as for poor contented Me,

Who muft my Weakneſs and my Ignorance confeſs,

That I believe in much, I ne'er can hope to ſee ;

Methinks I'm fatisfy'd to gueſs

That this new, noble and delightful Scene

Is wonderfully mov'd by ſome exalted Men,

Who have well ftudied in the World's Diſeaſe,

( That Epidemick Error and Depravity,

Or in our Judgment or our Eye )

That what ſurprizes us can only pleaſe :

We often ſearch contentedly the whole world round,

To make ſome greatDiſcovery,

And ſcorn it when 'tis found.

Juſt ſo the mighty Nile has ſuffer'd in its Fame,

Becauſe 'tis faid (and perhaps only faid )

We've found a little inconſiderable Head

That feeds the huge unequal Stream .

Conſider Human Folly, and you'll quickly own ,

That all the Praiſes it can give,

By which fome fondly boaſt they ſhall for ever live,

Won't pay th ' impertinence of being knowo ;

а
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Elſe why ſhou'd the fam'd Lydian King,

Whom all the Charms of an uſurped Wife and state,

With all that Powerunfelt, courts Mankind to be Great,

Did with new unexperienc'd Glories wait,

Still wear, ftill doat on his inviſible Ring ?

VII.

Were I to form a regular Thought of Fame,

Which is perhaps as hard t'imagine right

As to paint Eccho to the Sight ;

I would not draw th’Idea from an empty Name :

Becauſe , alas, when we all die,

Careleſs and ignorant Pofterity ,

Altho' they praiſe the Learningand the Wit,

And tho' the Title ſeems toſhow

The Name and Man by whom the Book was writ,

Yet how ſhall they be brought to know

Whether that very name was He, or You, or I ?

Leſs ſhould I dawb it o'er with tranfitory Praiſe,

And Water -Colours of theſe Days,

Theſe Days ! where e'en th’ Extravagance of Poetry

Is at a loſs for Figures to expreſs

Mens Folly, Whimſies, and Inconftancy,

And by a faint Deſcription makes them leſs.

Then tell us what is Fame, where ſhal! we ſearch for it ?

Look where exalted Virtue and Religion fit

Enthron'd with Heav'nly Wit,

Look where you ſee

The greateſt Scorn of learned Vanity ,

( And then how much a nothing is Mankind !

Whoſe Reaſon is weigh'd down by popular Air ,

Who by that, vainly talks of baffling Death,

And Hopes to lengthen Life by a Transfuſion of Breath ,

Which yet whoe’er examines right wiil find

To be an Art as vain as Bottling up of Wind :)

And when you find out theſe, believe true Fame is there,

Far above all Reward , yet to which all is due ;

And this, Ye great Unknown, is only known in you.

VIII .

The juggling Sea-God, when by chance trepan'd

By ſomeinſtructed Querift fleepingon the Sand,,

Impatient of all Anſwers, ſtraight became

A ſtealing Brook , and ſtrove to creep away

Into his Native Sea ,

Vext at their Follies , murmur'd in his Strezin ;

But diſappointed of his fond Deſire ,

Would vaniſh in a Pyramid of Fire..

This
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This ſurely , ſlipp'ry God, when he deſign'd
To furnith his Eſcapes,

Ne'er borrow'd more variety of Shapes

Than you to pleaſe and ſatisfy Mankind ,

And ſeem ( almoſt) transform'd to Water, Flame, and Air,
So well you anſwer all Phenomena's there :

Tho' Madmen and the Wits , Philoſophers and Fools,

With all that factious or Enthuſiaſticks Dotards dream,

And all the incoherent Jargon of the Shools ;

Tho' all the Fumes of Fear, Hope, Love, and shame,

Contrive to ſhock your Minds with many a ſenfleſs Doubt ;

Doubts, where the Delphick God would grope in Ignorance

The God of Learning and of Light, ( and Night

Would want a God himſelf to help him out.

XI .

Philofophy, as it before us lies,

Seems to have borrow'd ſome ungrateful Taſte

Of Doubts, Impertinence, and Niceties,

From ev'ry Age thro' which it paſs’d ,

But always with a ſtronger reliſh of the laſt.
This Beauteous Queen by Heaven defign'd

To be the great Original

For Man to dreſs and poliſhhis uncourtly Mind,

In what Mock -habits have they put her ſince the Fall !
More oft in Fools and Madmens Hands than Sages,

She ſeems a Medly of all ages,

With a huge Fardingal to ſwell her Fuſtian Stuff,

A new Commode, a Top -knot and a Ruff,

Her Face patch'd o'er with Modern Pedantry,

With a long ſweeping Train

Of Comments and Diſputes, ridiculous and vain,

All of old Cut with a new Die,

How ſoon have you reſtor’d her Charms !

And rid her of her Lumber and her Books,

Dreft her again genteel and neat,

And rather tite than great,

How fond we are to court her to our Arms !

How much of Heav'n is in her naked Looks !
X.

Thus the deluding Muſe oft blinds me to her Ways,

And ev'n my very Thoughts transfers,

And changes all to Beauty, and the Praiſe

Of that proud Tyrant Sex of Hers.

The Rebel Muſe, alas ! takes part

But with my own rebellious Heart,

* Θεος από μηχανής

13
And
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Andyou with fatal and immortal Wit conſpire

To fan th' unhappy Fire.

Cruel Unknown ! what is it you intend ?

Ah could you ! could you hope a Poet for your Friend !

Rather forgive what my firſt Tranſport ſaid :

May all the Blood, which ſhall by Woman's Scorn be lhed,

Lie upon you, and on your ChildrensHead ;

For you (Ah , did I think I e'er ſhould live to ſee

The fatal Time when that could be !)

Have e'en increas'd their Pride and Cruelty.

Woman ſeems now above all Vanity grown,

Still boaſting of her Great Unknown

PIANICR Champions, gain'd without one Female Wile,

Or the vaſt Charges of a Smile ;

Which 'tis a ſhame to ſee how much of late

You've taught the cov'tous Wretches to o'er -rate,

And which they've now the Conſcience to weigh

In the fame Ballance with our Tears,

And with ſuch ſcanty Wages pay

The Bondage and the Slavery of Years.

Let the vain Sex dream on, the Empire comes from us,

And had they common Generoſity

They would not uſe us thus .

Well tho ' you've rais'd her to this high Degree,

Our ſelses are rais'd as well as the ;

And ſpight of all that they or you can do,

'Tis Pride and Happineſs enough to me

Still to be of the ſame exalted Sex with you,

XI .

Alas, how fleeting, and how vain ,

Is even the nobler Man, our Learning and our Wit !

I figh when e'er I think of it :

As atthe cloſing an unhappy Scene

Of ſome great King and Conqu’ror's Death ,

When the ſaid melancholy Muſe

Stays but to catch his utmoſt Breath .

I grieve, this noble Work ſo happily begun ,

So quickly , and ſo wonderfullly carry'd on,

May fall at laſt to Intereft, Folly and Abuſe.

There is a Noon-Tide in our Lives,

Which fill the ſooner it arrives,

Altho' we boaſt our Winter -Sun looks bright,

And fooliſhly are glad to ſee it at its height,

Yet ſo much ſooner comes the long and gloomy Night,

No Conqueſt ever yet begun ,

And by one mighty Hero carried to its height,

Eer flouriſh't under a Succeſſor or a Son ;

1
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It loft ſome mighty Pieces thro' all Hands it paft,

And yanilh'd to an empty Title in the laſt.

For when the animating Mind is fled ,

(Which Nature never can retain ,

Nor e'er call back again)

The Body, tho' Gigantick, lies all Cold and Dead.
XII .

And thus undoubtedly 'twill fare,

With what unhappy Men Thall dare,

To be Succeffors to theſe Great Unknown ,

On Learning's high -eſtabliſh'd Throne.

Cenſure , and Pedantry, and Pride,

Numberleſs Nations, ſtretching far and wide,

Shall (I foreſee it) ſoon with Gothick Swarms come forth

From Ignorance's Univerſal North ,

And with blind Rage break all this peaceful Government :

Yet ſhall thele Traces of your Wit remain ,

Like a juft Map, to tell the vaft Extent

Of Conqueſt in your ſhort and happy Reign ;

And to all future Mankind ſhew

How Atrange a Paradox is true ,

That Men, who liv'd and died without a Name,

Are the chief Heroes in the facred Liſt of Fame.

Jonathan Swift.

A ,

.

Gentleman having lately the Queriſt means, Man's be

ſent as ſeveral Queſtions, ing lo neceſſarily determind

and been withal ſo kind to give to the Condition thereof, that

us his own Thoughts upon them , 'twas impoflibie for him to a

for which we own our felves void it. This he alſo holds

extremely oblig'd to him , as in the Affirmative, and en

being aš willing to learn our deavours to eſtabliſh his Sen

ſelves, as to teach others ; we timents by this Argument,

ſhall here, according to his That it might be ordain'd for

Defire, inſert the ſaid Quer- God's Honour hepretends to

tions, and give our Opinions prove, becauſe all his Attri

both of themand his Judgment butes are manifeſted thereby ;

upon them , with the lame his Wiſdom , Power, Juſtice,

Philoſophical Liberty we would Holineſs, Mercy and Love:

allow others in relation to our And that it might be ordain'd

own Works . The for Man's Happineſs, becaule
without it he had never died ,

Firſt Queſtion is , whether and conſequently had never

Sin might be ordain'd to God's Ho- been glorify'd, We take the

nour and Man's Happineſs ? Negative of the Queſtion, as

Anſw . By Ordain'd, I find we believe every one muit' who
will14
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will have juſt or honourable ternally puniſh'd . For 'tis one

Thoughts of God. To the of the firſt and cleareft No

firſt Branch of the Argument, ' tions implanted in our Na

for the Affirmative, That the tures , and deny'd by no Man ,

ordaining Sin conduc'd to the that abfolute Neceſſity excuſes

Manifeſtation of all God's At- 'any thing. Further, where is

tributes ; we ſay , that ſuppo- the Mercy of God to ſave a

fing any ſuch thing, any ſuch few ( fome will perſuade us a

irreſiſtible Ordination or Ne- very few ) and puniſh all the

ceſſitating of Sin , the quite reſt of the World , for what

contrary follows to what is aſ they can't avoid, nay what he

ſerted . Thus in God's Wif- has forc'd 'em to commit ?

dom , all know andgrant that Where's his Holineſs, and how

true wiſdom confifts in chu- does he hate Sin, if he himſelf

fing right and juſt Means to caules, neceffitates, ordains it ?

attain a good End . Now no- To the ſecond Branch of the

thing is plainer than that Argument, that it might be

Sin is a bad Means to attain a- ordain'd for Man's Happineſs, be

ny thing tho'.the beſt of Ends , cauſe without it he had ne

and ſuch Means as God won't ver died, and conſequently ne

permit his Creatures to make ver been glorify'd (in Heaven

uſe of, who muſt not do Evil we ſuppoſe he means ) it's as

that Good may come of it, palpablý falſe as the former, if

tho' their Perfection conſiſts in taken all together . That he

imitation of their Maker : had never died without Sin ,

Therefore the Ordaining Sin , we readily grant (in that ſenſe

or the abſolutely Neceflitating that he died for it) but that

or being a proper efficient 'tis a fair conſequence that if

Cauſe thereof, which would he had not died he had not

make God guilty and his Crea- been glorify'd , we utterly de

tures innocent, would by nowould by no ny , becauſe he might have
means conduce to the Mani- been tranſlated to Glory, as

feſtation of his wiſdom , but Enoch was, without any proper

the quire contrary . The ſame Pain or Death. But then ſome

Suppolition as highly contra-, will object, if God ordain'd

diets his Juflice ---- Juſtice, in not Sin , how came it into the

reſpect of Puniſhment, als World , for without his leave

ways ſuppoſes a Subject capą- it could not ? Wę anſwer, by

ble of Rewards and Puniſh- his Permiſſion , a much more

mens ; and furtlier ſuppoſes modeſt Word . But then why

a Law by which it mult judge did he permit it ? Not only

and diſtribute them . But fate becauſe he was not oblig'd to

wel both Law and Juflice, Pu- hinder it , but becauſe he was

niſhments and Rewards, if we indeed oblig'd not to hinder

make Sin abſolutely decreed, it ; becauſe the Nature of a

cife ctually ordain'di' neceffita- Man requir'd this Permiſſion

ted , produc'd by God in his or Liberty, who without this

Creatures , and afterwards e- çould never have been a free

Agent,
$

1
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Agent, nor therefore a Subject Queſtion, as thoſe before , in

capable of Puniſhments or Re- the Affirmative, and endea

wards. He permitted it alſo vours to prove it from Eph. 3 .

for all thoſe Reaſons for which 9. 10, II. Who created all things

the Queriſt pretends he or- , by Jeſus Chriſt, - 1o the Intent

dain'd it, namely, for theMa-' that now unto Principalities and

nifeftation of his own Juſtice, Powers in heavenly Places might

wiſdom , Mercy and Holineſs, be made known by the Church the

which can't be injur'd by ſuch manifold Wiſdom of God, accord

his Permiſſion, which had no ing to the eternal purpoſe which

real Influence on a free Agent ; he purpos'd in Chriſt Jeſus our

but yet conſidering him as Lord ; inwhom we have Boldneſs
fallen, might be and were a- and Confidence by the Faith of

bundantly glorify'd both by his him . Hence he argues, God crea

raiſing him again when re- ted all things, and therefore A

penting, and puniſhing him dam , to the ſetting forth his ma
when finally impenitent . The nifold Wiſdom to the Powers da

two Corollaries the Author of hove , which was too ſolid a

their Queries draws from his , Concern to be left to Adam's

as he thinks, invincible Argu- ftanding to ' fruſtrate. From

ments, are, That if Sin might hence, and from our Saviour's

be ordain'd, it was ſo , which Death , he concludes there lay

he afterwards endeavours to an abſolute Neceſſity on Adam

prove ; and that if thus or- to fall, that Sin might enter,

dain'd and neceflitated , there that Chrift might be crucify'd,

can be no ſuch thing as Hell- that God might make his ma
Fire eternal Torments . nifold Wiſdom known in Chriſt

The Conſequence of the firſt crucify'd for Sin . Thus we

we deny, being only a poffe ad have fairly repreſented the

eſe ; but turn it Itrongly upon ſtrength of the Argument, the

him..d non poſſe ad non effe , it contrary whereunto we with

could not have been ordain'd all ſober Chriſtians take upon

to God's Glory , therefore it us to defend. In order where

The latter ſtrikes' unto we ſhall firſt obſerve, that

home, and both he and Mr. the very Foundation of the

Hobbs, and we doubt moſt of Queriſt's Reaſoning here is

the Neceſſity -Men know too falſe and fallacious : In the

well the Confequence, that if Text he gives us a part of a

Neceſſity of Sin, there could former Verſe without the Con

be no eternal Puniſhments for text whereon it depends, and

it ; but the Antecedent we do, repreſents it as depending on

and even ſhall deny, and hope the following Verſe whereon

we have given ſome fatisfacto . it has no dependance,

ry Reaſon's for our ſo doing. leaſt no immediate one

Queſt. Whether Sin were not Thus then he quotes it- [who

ordain'd, or all poſſibility of A- created all things by Jeſus Chrift,

dam's ſianding taken from him ? to the intent that now , &c . might

Antw . The Queriſt holds the bę made known by the Church the

manic!2

or

was not .

or at
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manifold Wiſdom of God ) which as the words will well bear, the

piece of Cunning makes the Diſpenſation of this Myftery ;

words bear a face much more namely, the Calling of the Gen

favourable to his Defigo ; tho tiles, the Myftery be all along

even taking 'em in that ſenſe, before ſpoke of, which from

they would fail of doing him the beginning of the World

that ſervice he expects from had been hid in God : the ſame

'em , as we may prove 2non. with that in the fifth Verſe ,

To find the true meaning of which in other Ages was not made

the words, let's view the Con- known. Who created all things by

text, where we find the Apo- Jeus Chrift : there add a Colon ,

Atle diſcourſing of a Myftery, as in all Copies, Greek, Latin ,

the Myſtery of Chriſt, in ó- and Engliſh. Then follows, ver.

ther Ages not known to the Sons 10. To the intentthat now unto the

of Men, as now reveald unto Principalities and Powers, &c.

the Prophets ; which Myſtery might be known by the Church the

was that Calling of the Gentiles, manifold Wiſdom of God. Here

that they ſhould be (in his own we ſay, thoſe words to the intent

words) Fellow -Heirs, and of the relate not to thoſe immediately

fame Body, and Partakers of the going before, - Who created alt

Promiſes, as he wrote before, things by Jeſus Chrift ; but to

namely Chap. 1. That he might thoſe preceeding them , To make

gather together in one all things. all Men ſee what is the Myſtery

And Chap. 2. v. 11. You being in which from the beginning of the

time paſt Gentiles. Ver. 14. He World, & c. The Senſe being

hath made both one. And indeed thus ; ' God gave me Grace,

ſo great a Secret or Myſtery ' ſays the Apoſtle, to preach

was this Calling of the Gentiles, ' to the Gentiles ; and tomake

that the Chriſtian Jews could all Men ſee what was the

hardly perſuade themſelves to · Diſpenſation of the Myſte

believe it, after 'twas confirm’d ' ry , wbich from the beginning

in the Caſe of Cornelius by a ' of the World had not been be

Viſion from Heaven ; and ſpeak fore ſo clearly reveald : That

ofit as a very marvellous thing, " Men knowing it, Angels alſo

when convincd of its Truth : ' might by looking into the

Then hath God aljo to the Gentiles • Church, which they defire

granted Rpentance unto Life ! ' to do, come to know and ad .

Now of this Myſtery or Dif- ' mire it, and therein the ma

penſation the Apoſtle ſays he ' nifold Wiſdon of God ! It's

was made a Miniſter, the Goſ- plain this is the Senſe and De

pel of the Uncircumciſion be- pendance, from comparing, as

ing committed unto him ; and we have done, the Whole Con

according to the Office of a text, and by reinarking the

Miniſter , was to preach among Oppoſition between this Verſe

the Gentiles the unſearchable and that before . Which from

Riches of Chriſt : and to make the beginning of theWorld had been

all Men ſee what is the Fellow- bid - That now might be known.

ſhip, the Communication , or, And in this ſenſe the beſt Com

mentators

6

6

6
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mentators alſo interpret. it ; niſhment, temporal as well as

Grotius,Hammond, ifwemiſtake eternal : for all grant, he who

not, Mr. Mede, and ſeveral o- cauſes any ill is much more

thers. culpable and deſerving of Pa

Having thus_fet right the niſhment, than he who invo

Querift in this Text, we will luntarily commits it. ' Tis a

notwithſtanding
grant him that vain and weak Anſwer, that he

the Fall of Man was crder’d, who ordains the Sin ordains the

tho' not ordain'd , to manifeſt Puniſhment ; ſince this widens

the Wiſdom of God ; tho'not rather than leſſens the Difficul
that only. We add , That ty. 'Tis as vain to ſay , we

'twas foreleen by God, that are not to judge of God's So

.'twas permitted by him , and vereignty and Juſtice ; fince
that this permiffion will an- we have at leaſt as much right

ſwer all the Ends for which to do it asto do it as our Antagoniſts,

it's pretended he ordain'd it ; eſpecially when, as we hope,

tho' ſuch Ordaining or Necefli. we have prov'd our Sentiments

tating it would, as has been al- are for his Honour, theirs to

ready obſerv'd and prov'd , ab- bis Diſhonour. 'Tis as falſe as

ſolutely deſtroy all thoſe Ends. 'tis vain , for God appeals to

It could not be impoſſible for that Reaſon he has planted in

Man to have remain'd in the us, as to the Juſtice of his own

State of Innocence, nor did Actions: Are not my ways equal ?

God's Decree force him to fin ; Judge between me, &c . and a

for this would, as has been hin- thouſand other places : which

ted in the former Queſtion, he would ne'er have done , had

take away all Sin , all Law, all we not been in ſome meaſure

Puniſhment, nay God him- capable Judges. Should we, as

ſelf, or worſe than take him a- the Queriſt would perſuade us,

way ; ſince ' would make him ſet aſide Eternal Puniſhments,

the moſt cruel, moſt unjuſt of he would in this Controverſy

Beings, cauſing Evil, then pu- be never the better ; fince any

niſhing thoſe who irreſiſtibly Puniſhment at all would be

commit it; than which, as one unjuſt for a thing impoſſible to

ſays ſharply, ſay worſe of the be avoided . But a Puniſhment

Devil if you can ! It takes away was both denounc'd and exe

all Sin, and ſo makes the very cuted on Adam for his falling,

Suppofition it ſelf, of God's or- and that a jaft Puniſhment fure

daiping Sin, ridiculous and im- ly , fince God infli & ed it; there

poffible ; fince where there is fore ſuch his Fall muſt needs

no Law there is no Tranſgreſ- have been avoidable. One Ar

fion. But Neceſſitas tollit Legem , gument more we'll bring to con

as before ; Neceſſity, the fute this worſt of Opinions,

higheſt abſolute Neceſſiry , de- and then conclude this fome

ſtroys all Law, becauſe it thing prolix Diſcourſe, tho''

makes its Subject uncapable ſuch an Argument as we fore

thereof ; confequently it takes ſee won't at all pleaſe the Qub

away , the Jufice of any Pu: sift ; and 'tis this : If sin were

neceſſary,

>
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necesſary, there could be noeternal vanc'd on thoſe Heads in our

Puniſhments for it in the other former Mercury, which he has

World ; but 'tis demonſtrable that left unanſwer'd (tho' we con

there are ſuch Puniſhments, there- feſs for a very weighty Reaſon,

fore Sin was not neceſſary. The becauſe they are unanſwerable )

firſt Propofition the Querift we in theſe his ſecond Papers :

are ſure won't deny, nor the We ſhall then take notice of

ſequel therein ; for we find his Anſwers and further Ob

that very Conſequence is the jections, and proceed to his

Drift ofall his Diſpute, as we new Queries, with his own

doubt of moft, and are ſure of Thoughts upon 'em .

ſome others who are, or pre- For the firſt, againſt his Af

tend to be , of his Opinion . ſertion , That Sin might be

For the Minor, give us but the ordain'd for God's Honour, be

Infallibility of the Scriptures, cauſe the ordaining (or abfo

and we'll undertake to demon lutely neceffitating Man to the

ſtrate it againſt all the World : Commiſſion of it) conduc'd to

Demonſtrate, we ſay, not only God's Honour, in the Mani

that ſuch Eternal Puniſhments feſtation of all his Attributes :

are denounc'd in the Scripture, we reply'd, • That the quite

but alſo, with due deference contrary would follow , fup

to ſome excellent Perſons, that poſing any ſuch irreſiſtible

'tis thence neceſſary, if God Ordination• Ordination ; inſtancing in

be true, that they ſhould be « his wiſdom , true Wiſdom

actually eternal ; our particu- ' conſiſting in chuſing right

lar Arguments for which we • and juſt Means to attain a

fhall ſuſpend, till we hear what a good End. But Sin is a bad

the Propoſer of the former • Means to attain any thing,

Queries has to urge againſt it , tho' the beſt of Ends, and

after he has firſt anſwer'd all « ſuch Means as God won't

we have here advanc'd, and permit his Creatures to make

clear'd his Foundation from • uſe of, tho’ for the beſt Ends ;

thoſe Contradictions and Ab- whom he has exprefly for

furdities wherewith we have ſo • bidden to do evil that Good

juſtly charg'd it . may come of it on pain of

• Damnation ,
tho' it can't

To theſe Anſwers we have • be deny'd their Perfection

receiv'd a Rejoinder by the o conſiſts in the Imitation of

fame hand , with the addition • their Maker : but chuſing

of ſeveral other Queſtions. < ſuch a means to obtain his

The Man ſeems to have a Ends , would make God guil.

crabbed Head, his Queſtions ty and his Creatures inno

of the higheſt moment, and • cent, and therefore could not

fome of his Objections not conduce to the Manifeſtation

contemptible . The Method I of his Wiſdom . Where's his

therefore in which we'll pro- Juftice, if he puniſhes his
ceed with him , ſhall be, first, Creatures for what he him

To remark what we have . ad- ſelf has produc'd in 'em , what

they
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they can't avoid, what he whether Sin were not ordaid, or

• has forc'd 'em to commit ? all poſſibility of Adam's ſtanding

• Where's his Holineſs, and taking from him ? which he at

• how does he hate Sin , if he tempts to prove from iph. 3 .

• himſelf cauſes, neceſſitates, 9 , 10 , 11. Who created al things

ordains it ? And nothing by Jeſus Chriſt, to the intert that

of this he either does or can now unto Principalities andPowers

anſwer, and therefore wiſely might be knownby the Church, the

paſſes it by, as well as what manifold wisdom of God . VhenceWiſdom

follows our Anſwer to an Ob- he argues, God creaed all

jection , How then comes Sin into things , and therefore Adam ,

the World, if God does not ordain • to the ſetting forth his mani

it 3 Weanſwer'd , “ By his Per- fold Wiſdom to the lowers

" miſſion ( a much more modeſt above ; which was to ſolid

' word) God not being oblig'd a Concern to be leftto An

' to hinder it, nay oblig'd not • dam's ſtanding to frutrate :

to binder it, becauſe cther
from whence he concludes

I wiſe Man had not been a ' there lay an abſolute Necef

• free Agent ; That he por- ſity on Adam to fall, tiat Sin

• mitted it for all thoſe rea- might enter, &c. We

• ſons for which the Queriſt ſwerd, " That even wiat he

pretends he ordain'd it , which • here firſt aſſerts, is ot de

can't be injur'd by ſuch his • ducible from that Tet ; to

Permiſſion , which has no ' which he does violace by

• real influence on a free A- bis Interpretation (forwhich

gent ; but conſidering him as we muſt refer the Rader to

fallen , his Attributes might the Mercury , not bein willing•

thereby be abundantly glori- ' to tranſcribe any moe of it,

for the Conſequence • left he ſhould pay trice for

he would draw from his Opi . the ſame thing. ) Fowever

nion, ' That if Sin might bethus he, our Queriit, ſay in his

• ordain'd , it was so ; we abſo- Anſwer, " That this isnothing

• lutely deny'd it, as weak and o to our Confutation of what

• fallacious, being a poſle ad • he ſays as to Adar's Fall,

effe ; but turn’d it upon him, · which ſhould we grnt him ,

' à non poffe adnon effe, it could . it's yet a Confutatia of his

o not be, therefore it was not. way of interpretig that

·• His ſecond Carollory was , Scripture ;Scripture ; to whic) Charge

· That if there was a Neceſſity of he's not pleas'a to reurn any

• sin , there could be no Eternal - Anſwer. However that fol.

•* Puniſhment ; theConſequence lows is to the Cofutation

we granted , but the Antece. thereof ; namely , ' Tha! A.

• dent (it hould have been the dam's Fall was pernitted by

• Minor, had it been a form’d ...God, and that this lermillion

• Syllogiſm ) we deny'd , for I will anſwer all thoſe inds, for

• the reaſons before given, and • which it's pretendd he or

others yet to come. • dain'd it : That wirſe could

As to the ſecond Queſtion , not be ſaid of the Jevil hin.

i deli,

6

• fy'd.

6
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• ſelf, than that he cauſes, ir- • nally puniſh'd ; whereas hi

• refiftbly cauſes any Sin , and · Opinion is, That Sin might

• then punishes thoſe who com- be ordain'd for God's Glory

s mit it ; ſince this takes away ' and Man's Happineſs, in that

• all Law , and where there is no r å finite Sin might not have an

Law there is no Tranſgreſſion : • infinite Puni !hment ; ſo that

• That he who cauſes any ill, . • all our Diſcourſe is wide of

. is much more culpable than the Mark. We anſwer, That

he vho involuntarily com- 'tis home to the Mark, White

• mitsit : That ſaying he who and all , and comes fully up to his

• ordans the Sin ordains the Queſtion andObjections: 1. Be

. Punihment, can't help, nay cauſe in all that which we have

• rath« widens than leſſens quoted , and which he has not

• the Difficulty . And for the anſwer'd, there's not ſo much

• othe common Shift, That as one Argument which re

we xe not to judgeof God's ſpects the Eternity of Puniſh
Soveeignty and Juſtice ; we ments ; they being all taken

• have at leaſt as much right from the Nature of a Law ,

to do it as our Adverſaries : the Nature of God, of Pru

• and elides , God appeals to dence, Juſtice, Holineſs, &C.

' our leaſon, which lie would 2. Becauſe we provided againſt

ne'erdo, if we were not in this Subterfuge, and took care

' ſomemeaſure capable Judges .' to hold him faft, by aſſerting

To l this our Queriſt has the Eternity of Puniſhments

vouchfa'd no Anſwer in his in the cloſe of our Argument.

Papers he has ſince ſent us, It being his own Conceſſion,

and yetis ſo civil to trouble us that if there be any ſuch thing,

with mny new Objections and there can be no Neceſſity of

new Mtier ; which tho' for Sinning ; which Eternity, exc.

the preint we ſhall take notice we ſhall prove according to

of, wemuſt deſire him here- our Promiſe, when we como

after beh to get clear of all to thoſe Objections he brings

he has et left behind , and of againſt it .

what we ſhall ſtill advance, be- The next he attempts to an

fore hegoes any further o ſwer, is what we advanc'd con

therwiſewe ſhall let him alone, cerning Enoch's Tranſlation ;
as he dos us . which , he ſays, was all the

This pr his Omiſſions : It's Oppoſition he could find in our

time ndv to come to thoſe Papers to his : But we hope we

Parts of our Paper which he have found more for him . His

has attenpted to anſwer, and Argument in his firſt Paper lay

the Obections he makes a- thus ; sin might be ordain'd for

gainſt what we affert therein . Man's Happineſs, becauſe if hehad

His firſt fefuge is , “ That our notſinn'dhe hadnotdied ; and if he

• Anſwer does not at all con- had not died he could not have been

cern lys Queſtion, becauſe glorify'd. The firſt wegranted ,

we ſuppoſe that Sin which is if he had not finn’d he had not

neceffitated to be allo eter- died ; but the ſecond we de

ny'd

;

j
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ny'd, if he had not died he all his Pofterity had none been

had not been glorify'd : inftan- remord, nor did God ever

cing in Enoch, who was glorify'd make a rational Soul to have

tho’ he never died ; and the its eternal and ultimate Satiſ.

ſame way might all Mankind faction on material Objects.

have been. To this he replies He comes to the ſecond

in his ſecond Paper (for we'll Queſtion, and his Text before

inſert the very words that we quoted, on which he only re

may not wrong him ) •_That peats what he has ſaid before ;

• our Inſtance of Enoch’s Tranſ- That there lay an abſolute Ne

• lation is wide of'an Anſwer ; cellity on Adam to fall, becauſe

: becauſe, ſays he, my Drift the manifeſting God's Wiſdom
• in that Diſcourſe was, that to the Worldwas too ſolid a

without Sin had been firſt Concern to be left to Adam's

« committed, there would have Free- Will to fruſtrate. But

• been no Death or Deliverance we again ſay, there's a great

' in the Fleſh ; whereby there deal of difference between

had been no Glorification .' God's creating the World on

So that if Enoch had not firſt purpoſe to manifeſt his Wiſdom

committed sin , where had he by the Church to the Angels

been glorify'd ? fince no ſuch in Chriſt ( which yet might

thing had been without Jufti- have been done , had Adam ne'er

fication in Chrift's Blood, who fallen ) and his commanding

juſtifies none but Sinners. the Goſpel to be preach'd to

Here indeed he raiſes a new the Gentiles, to manifeſt the

Objection, which we ſhall im- ſame Wiſdom to the Angels

mediately confider ; but does (which , if look'd into further,

no more towards anſwering our may be ſomething of an argu

Argument, but repeating it. ment for particular Angels pre

Enoch , it's true , finn'd and was ſiding over particular Nations,

glorify'd, but this without any tho' that's foreign to the pre
proper Death ; which is enough fent Diſpute, and we D.all

to prove 'twas poſſible for Man therefore here proſecute it no

to have been ſo . Os to his Ob further ) one of theſe confi

jection , There can beno Glorifica- dering Adam actually fallen,

tion without Juftification, and and Chriſt a & ually crucify'd ;
Chriſt juſtifies nonebut Sinners; the other neither. Again , as

we anſwer, Suppoſing Man as has been ſaid , God's Permiſ

fallen , this is true: but we are fion of Adam to fall without his

now ſuppoſing him not fallen , neceſſitating or ordaining it,

and diſcourſing of him while in wherein there is a vaſt diffe

the State of Innocency, wherein rence, was ſufficient to mani
be had no need of a Saviour feft God's Wiſdom ; nay , would

or Mediator, being never loft, much more conduce to the

and having never offended. manifeſtation thereof, by bring
Notwithſtanding which he muſt ing Good out of Evil , and that

have been glorify'd ; for nei- ſuch Evil as he had not caus'd
ther could the Earth have held nor neceſſitated, than if he had

thus
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thus neceſſitated it ; eſpecially Proteſtant Divines' have ever

when God knew he would as held, and as we ſhall apon

certainly fall if permitted and prove. And this was foretold

left to himſelf, yet left with him in that Expreſſion , Thou

Grace enough to have ſtood, malt ſurely die ; Death being ta

had it not been his own fault, ken in the Scriptures bothfor

as if he had been neceſſitated Death temporal and eternal.

to it. Now Adam being created after

He next falls triumphantly God's Image, hardly any Chri

on one poor word of ours, in ftians but allow his Knowledge

which he thinks we give up all much perfecter than ours now

the Cauſe ; but we'd hope, he is. If therefore the Doctrine

therein rather ignorantly miſ- of eternal Puniſhments be a

takes than wilfully perverts our Truth, 'tis of ſo great confe

Meaning We had ſaid the quence, that we muſt not fup

Fall of Man was order'd, tho' pofe Adam could be ignorant

not ordain'd , to manifeſt God's thereof; undoubtedly he knew

Wiſdom , OC. on which he he had a Soul , he muſt under

takes ſome pains to prove theſe ſtand what temporal Death was,

two words ſynonymous. But namely a Separation of that

we could have law'd him that Soul from his Body. He could

labour, had we had an oppor- not but know that his Soul

tunity before to have explain'd muſt exiſt after this Separa
in what ſenſe we us'd the word . tion , and that abſent from

Ordaining conſiders the Fall be- God , or out of his favour,

fore it happen'd ; Ordering re- which is one great part of the

lates to it afterward , being in- Torments of Hell, tho' far

tended by us to ſignify no from being all of it , as ſome

more than diſpoſing of the Ef. have thought. From all which

feels thereof, or bringing Good it appears how much the Que

out of Evil , not at all neceſſita- riſt talks without book, when

ting or ordaining that Evil : he ſays Adam did not under

As the Wiſdom and Juſtice of ſtand Eternal Death by the

a Kingdom may ſo order the Punithment denounc'd againſt

Crimes and Puniſhment of a him ; tho' we had ſaid as much

Traitor or Malefactor, which as he had : Weonly affirm'd he

certainly it never ordain'd , as did underſtand it, ſeeing he's

to deter others from the like pleas'd to give no reaſon for

Offences. his aſſerting the contrary.

He goes on : 'Tis abſurd, ſays Things beingſo , if it had been

he ,to think that God would permit unjuſt for God but to permit

Man to fall, and by giving him Adam's Fall , as the Queriſt af

two ſuch potent Friendsas the Wo- ferts, what had it then been to

man and the Serpent, trapanning have neceſſitated or ordain'dit ?

him or many of his poſterity into Nay, had he not been more

Hell- Fire, which was never fore- than trapan'd into Sin and

told him . In anſwer ; Eternal Death , the undoubted Effects

Puniſhment or Hell- Fire is the of his Preyarication ?

juſt Deſert of every sin , as all

His
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His next Attempt is to con . duce, nor any , Precedent or

found the Preſcience and De- Example created by that Abi

crees of God : : No Entity, lity ; as the riſing of the Sun

' faith he, can foreſee any thing tomorrow morning : tiro ' ſup

• without he hath the Ability poſing he could not, any more

of bringing the thing to paſs, than the Mariner the Event of

* or hath that Foreſight" by his Voyage , ' twere nothing to

* ſome Precedent or Example God, whoſe Knowledge is in fi

• created by that Ability : In- nite , and who knows how all

ſtancing in a Maſter of a ship , 'Cauſes will act, and what Ef

who can't foreſee whether he fects they'll produce, if left to

Shall bring it ſafely to Port , their own free Agency, with

becauſe he han’t the Winds out any Neceſſity or Force upon

and Seas at his command . And their Natures, eſpecially if

therefore God muft determine rational , where ſuch a Force

Adam's Fall , becauſe he fore- would quite alter and deſtroy

faw it; proving it further from their very Beings . Nor is the

St. Pauls being ordain'd to be Inſtance of St. Paul's being ora

ſav'd in Chriſt before the dain'd to Salvation before the

World began . We anſwer both World was, any more to the

his Aſſertions are falſe, and his purpoſe ; fince there's a great

Inſtances not to the purpoſe. deal of difference between or

God can foreſee a thing which daining to Good and to Bad ,

he has not the Ability of bring. ſince even this ordaining infers

ing to paſs, if thereby he means no Coinpulſion or ablolute Ne

really and effectually cauſing ceſſity, which is here contended

and neceſſitating it : as any Sin , for ; and ſince, on the forefight

for example a Lye, which if of the Fall , God miglit ordain

it be a Contradiction to his Men to be fav'd without or

own Nature, it muſt be alſo daining that Fall ; as on the
impoſſible for him really to forelight of a Malefactor's

cauſe, nay neceſſitate in o- Crime, a Prince may reſolve

thers ; elſe why does he ſpeak to pardon him or his Children,

againſt it? Why does he pro- and take them into favour, tho'

duce it, if he hates it ? How he ne'er forc'd or neceffitated

can he puſh it, if he produces to the Crime.

it ? Permit he may, neceſſi- Our Objector goes on (who

tate he neither can nor will ; is too voluminous to be clear'd

for if he did , he could no: be in one Mercury ) and repeats one

God. Beſides, 'twould not be or two of our Arguments a

anAbility, but a Diſability ; a gainſt his Poſition ; as, · That

Diſhonour to God thus to do an abſolute Neceflity deſtroys

himſelf what he forbids his all Law, becauſe it makes its

Creatures, and in the moſt subjects uncapable thereof,

proper Senſe of the words, to • and raks away the Juſtice of

love and make a lye. Again , anyPuniſhment , temporal as

even Man can foreſee a thing well as eternal. Which Rea

he has not the Ability to pro- fon he prerends not to anſwer,
K bur
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but takesan eaſier way, and becauſe there's more in his per

confronts it with two or three miſſion than there is in Man's,

mittaken Scriptures, which he fince none can act without it.

thinks will conclude the matter. This is plain in the Caſe of

His firſt is . Ezek. 14. 9. If the fob. God did not properly

Prophet be deceiv'd, I theLord command or excite the Devil

have deceiv'd him , and will cut to torment him , but on his de

him off. The ſecond in the In- fire he permitted or gave him

ftance of Pharaoh, Exod . 7. 13. leave ; which as to the Effect

God harden'd Pharaoh's Heart was equivalent to a Command,

that he lould not let the Children tho’indeed no more than a Per

of Iſrael go : yet he commanded miſlion. Secondly, God is ſaid

him to let 'em go, and puniſh'd to excite or command Evil,

him for not doing it. The where he forſakes Men, and

Infants of Bethlehem were mur- ſuffers it to be inflicted on 'em,

der'd by Herod, Mat . 2. for the as in the Caſe of Ahab . The

fulfilling the Scriptures, yet third way is by his preſiding

how could they help original over, ruling and governing

Sin ?
From all which Texts, the Wills of Men ; whence tho®

he ſays, it appears that both they are permitted ſome Evil,

Sin and its temporal Punith- they are precluded and bin

ments are neceffitated and com- der'd from others which they'd

pelld, as well as Adam's Fall ; gladly commit. Laſtly, by pu

and therefore we cannot avoid niſhing one Sin with permit

cither Death or Sin . ting 'em to fall into another ;

To all which we anſwer, by taking away the Means and

firſt in general ; God may be Occaſions of Repentance ; by

ſaid by ſome to cauſe Sin ſe- not giving 'em Grace to uſe

veral ways : firſt, directly and that Means, it being now too

properly ; fand that either phy. late ; and by ſuffering Occa

fically, by a real effectual' in- fions and Temptations to Sin

fluence on Man, determining to be offer'd 'em : None of

or neceſſitating his Will to the which ways infer any neceſſita

unlawful Act or Objed , or elſe ting and really influencing and

morally by commanding him compelling 'em to Sin .

what's a Sin . But neither of To apply this to the particu .

theſe ways can he be affirm'd lar Texts : That in Ezekiel,

to cauſe sin without Blaſphe- If the Prophet he deceiv'd , I this

my, for the Reaſons afore pro- Lord havedeceiv'd him , and will

duc'd. There remain then cut him off : that is , have per

three others : And firſt, God is mitted him to be deceivid ;.

ſometimes ſaid to command or have given the Devil leave to

excite in the Holy Scripture, deceive bim , as in the Caſe of

when he only permits to fin ; Ahab and David ; and that be

and this he does in a lax and cauſe he was wicked before,

leſs proper ſenſe, tho' more and would not make uſe of

properly than Man could be Grace while 'twas offer’d. And

ſaid to do ſo by his permiſlion , that the Prophets of Iſrael were

thus,
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we

I let them go .

thas, ſee the frequent com- to happen ; or, to uſe a higber

plaints of Ezekiel both before Inſtance, than God's Preſci

and after this Chapter ; andand ence influences and neceſſitates

the ſame thing by faiah and Man's Actions : which,

Jeremiah. ForPharaoh , he was have already provid, it by no

an Oppreffot, a Tyrant, an un- means can be ſaid to do. Then

grateful Man ; nay, impenitent have we conſider'd thoſe Texts

and a Blaſphemer, before e'er he has produc'd to prove his

God is ſaid to harden his Heart. Aſſertion ; which coming all

And therefore he harden'd his far ſhort of doing it, we thall

own Heart in Impenitence, be- invert bis Concluſion from

fore God is ſaid to harden it in them , and affirm , That nei

Judgment. Thus after the ther Sin nor Puniſhment is ne .

Mefſage to him from God by ceffitated or compellid, much

Moſes and Aaron, ſays he arro- leſs were either fo in Adan's

gantly and wickedly , who is the Fall; and therefore it was not

Lord , that I should let Iſrael go ? to him impoſſible to avoid both
I know not the Lord, neither will Death and Sin . Tho' ſhould

On which God all of 'em be granted to ſpeak

withdrew his Grace, and gave the ſenſe the Queriſt would
him up to a Spirit of Deluſion ; have 'em , 'twould be little or

the Conſequence of which was nothing to the Caſe of Adam ;

his ſtill higher degree of Ob- ſince they confider the World

duracy and Impenitence. For as 'tis now , with Sin enter'd

the Hiſtory of the Innocents, into it : but then there was no

'tis not there ſaid Herod mur- ſuch thing, which makes a vaſt

der'd 'em, that it might be ful- difference between 'em.

fills which was ſpokenby the Pro- He ſays after this,
( That

phet, &c . nay , ſomethink that there's no objection againſt•

Scripture here quoted only by this Doctrine, but from that•

way of Parity , Accommoda- i one Text, God doth not tempt

tion, or Alluſion. However, any Man .' But we have prov'd

certain it is that 'twas once be- thereare many more, the leaſt

fore fulfilld, when the Jews of which will make him ſweat

were carry'd away captive inio to anſwer. But this here he

Babylon : at leaſt, this Prophe. pretends to clear, by ſaying ,

fying, foreſeeing, or rather fore- That 'tis not God does it ; ' tis

telling ſuch Accidents as after- · Luft or the Devil does it by

wards came to paſs, had no « God's Order : and that thus

more real influence on what - the Devil compels us to fin

did afterwards happen , did no by order. The Lord ſaid to

more neceſſitate the Event ; • Shimei, Curſe David : A lying

and, in the preſent caſe, force • Spirit was ſent from the Lord

Herod to kill theſe Innocents (if « to deceive Ahab, &c . And

it had , he had been as inno- • this way the Difficulty (he

cent as they) than an Aftro- fancies ) is perfectly unty'd ;•
nomer's certain Prediction of s and wonders we would not

an Eclipſe cauſes that Eclipſe take notice of it in our An .

K 2 · [wer ,
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• fwer ' We'll now tell him ſome of thoſe we above al

why we did not then more ex- fign'd , none of which contain

preily anſwer it---- E'en becauſe any Abſurdity in them. Sbi.

we thought it ſo frivolous and mei was permitted, the Devil

ridiculous, that it deſerv'd not was permitted, to do what they

any ; as we ſhall prove by the did ; nay, Ahab was deliver's

particular Examination of what into Satan's hands, to be de

he produces . For Lufts being ceiv'd by him for his Deſtruc

order'd by God, to tempt and tion ---- But no neceility of fin

compel Man to fin ; we ask him ning in all this ,nor any thing

what he makes of Luft? Whe- to Adam's Neceflity.

ther he thinks it a Devil, or any However, there is one thing

rational Being, that 'tis capa- he urges againſt us, that we

ble of being properly order'd muit confeſs looks ſomewhat

by God, or following his Or. piauſible, and deſerves Confi

ders ? Does he think that God deration and Anſwer. We ſaid

has given us over ſo far into in our Paper, That Neceſſity,

the power of the Devil, that the higheit abſolutely Neceſſity,

he too can compel us to Evil ? takes away all Law, all Sin ;

But to the main of the Argu . and therefore can't juftly be

ment: By this way he unavoi- punith’d, ſo much as tempo

dably runs into Elaſphemy, and rally, much leſs eternally :

makes God the Frincipal, and which is not a bare Affertion

the Devil but the Acceſſary in but fair Reaſon, which he does

all Miſchiefs, and Man much not pretend to anſwer; but, as

leſs than either. He knows hisway is, clogs it with a new

not that common Axiom ; The Objection Original Sin,

Cauſe of the Cauſe is the cauſe of " ſays he, is neceflitated, yet

what's caus’d or produc’d by it. ' 'tis puniſh'd.'.- ....- We anſwer,
He confiders not, that if one firſt, ſuppoſing our Aſertion

Man bids another force a Third ought to have been a little

to kill a Fourth, the Firſt is as guarded, and original Sin were

guilty , nay in a ſenſe more really to be excepted ; yet

guilty, than either of the o- this deſtroys not all our other

ther, he being the firſt Original Arguments, which ſtand upon

of all the Miſchief. Nay, as different Foundations : yet we

Bellarmine argues, does not this think there's no need of this

ordering the Devil to take us, latt refuge. For, fecondly,

and force us to ſin , make God there's a great difference be

guilty , and Man wholly inno- tween original and actual sin ;
cent ? The blackcit Blasphe. the firſt being a Sin by Impu.

my that can be imagin'd ; and tation or Traduction only , the

yet the direct unavoidable Con- other properly our own. The

ſequence of this Opinion. For Queſtion was chiefly here of

the Inſtances urg'd, they can't Adam's Sin , not his Pofterity's;

be taken in the ſenſe he pre- nor is it fair to argue thus from

tends , for the Realons we have one ſort of Sin to another,

given ; they inuit therefore in which has little common to it

but

6
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but the Name; the beſt Divines and ſee what 'tis leſs than both

fixing it only in a kind of Re- Blaſphemy and Nonſene, fince

ſultance ; that is, in a few the ſtreſs of it muſt lie here or

words, the Soul being united no where : God neceffitated sin ,

to the Body, by the Act of the therefore God muft die for Sin.
Man generating , muſt imme. And if this does not make

diately act in that Body. It God the Author of Sin , no

finds the Body inclin'd or thing does . Beſides , if Neceſ

ſway'd to Evil,' as proceeding fity excufes eternal Puniſh

from our finful Progenitors; it ments, what did Chrift die

muſt act in this Body. It can't for ? What Juſtice did he ſa

do good , for it wants original tisfy ? What Benefits did he

Righteouſneſs ; it muſt there- obtain ? Not the preſerving

fore do evil , till ſome better us from eternal Death ; for the

Principle is imprinted upon it . Queriſt ſays there's no ſuch

But our third and main An- thing , Neceſſity takes it away.

ſwer is : This Neceflity of o. Not ſaving us from temporal

riginal Sin comes from our firſt Death, for that we all suffer.

Parents, not from God, who Not from other temporal Pu

did not neceſitate them at firſt niſhments, for he owns the Good

to fin , nor does he us; only have 'em rather more than o

gives not that Grace which we thers . Is he a Saviour to ſave

have forfeited , and which he us from nothing ? It can't be

is not bound to give in any o- from our Sins, becauſe they

ther ways than he has appoin - are neceſſitated ; nor from the
ted . And ſo much for his In- Devil, becauſe God has deli

ſtance of original Sin . ver'd us up unto him , that he

He proceeds to ſeveral new may compel us to ſin : nor to

Arguments, to prove Adam's bring us to Heaven , fince, ac

Fall was not his own Crime, cording to him , all muſt go

but that there lay a Neceſſity thither, Judas and all ; nay,

upon him to fall: which , by there's no other place for 'em

the way, it ſeems, notwiths to go to, and therefore ihey
ſtanding all his knowledge, he can't miſs it . And how, I'd

himſelf was ignorant of ; fain know, does this manifeſt

therwiſe why did he not plead God's Wiſdom in the Death of

it with his Maker ? but inſtead his Son , when at this rate it

of it, come off with that lame unavoidabiy follows, that he

Excuſe, The Woman which thou died for nothing at all ?
gaveſt me, &c . The firſt of his His cond Argument is :

Reaſons for it , is ; " That if " ' Tis the ſame thing to be or

it had not been his own dain'd to commir Sin , and

• Crime, and determin'd by ' to be made ſubject to it for

• God, it does not Itand to " Adam's Offence. But we have

• reaſon, that God dying in already ſhewn, it is not the

• the Fleſh for Sin , could have fame thing ; ſince one is only a

• render'd Juſtice Satisfaction . Permiflion, the other an actual

Obſerve the Argument well , Cauſation , which are vaſtly dif
ferent. K 3 He
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He comes again to another ver hate what they themſelves

Set of Arguments . The first ; produce ? If by another, it's;

• If ſome, as fudas, are made the ſame ; for qui facit per e

: Veſſels of Wrath , fit for a lium facit per ſe, is a Maxim
• more heavy Puniſhment in that holds in all the Courts in

• this Life, for fulfilling the the World.

Scriptures ; yet if he receiv'd Secondly , he argues ; ' If

• more than ten thouſand- fold the Wiſdom of the World be
• Satisfaction for his unavoida. confounded by this Myftery

• ble sin of betraying Chriſt, • of Iniquity ( they are his own

rand unavoidable Puniſhment of words ) itmuſt needs ſet forth
« deſtroying himſelf for the ful- the Wiſdom of God above

• filling the Scriptures , where- • the Wiſdom of Man ; who,

• in is God unjuſt ? ſince the Suf- ! without Revelation, can't find

• ferings of this world are not out this Myſtery, tho' de
! to be compar'd to the Joys a- clar'd in the Holy Scriptures .'
? bove.' Whence we find, his But this is ſo far from an Ar

wonderful Charity has already gument, that 'tis ſcarce ſo

help'd Judas to Heaven ; and much as a Prejudice ; and

we expect his next Attempt ſuch , as it might indifferently

will be to give the Devils them- ſerve to prove Tranſubftantia

felves 'a lift thither again ; tion , or any other Abſurdity

which they muſt alſo have a or Blaſphemy. Iniquity enough

title to , if they finnd only by we muſt confeſs, there is in it,

Compulfon . But to anſwer but nothing of Myſtery. And

his Queſtions----God would be for that Revelation thereof,

unjult to make that a Sin which which he ſeems to aſſume to

was unavoidable, and to make himſelf, 'twould be worth the

Judas deſtroy himſelf for what while to know in what man

was ſo ; and if even a deſpair- ner 'twas made : 'Twas cer

ing Wretch , who put an end tainly by a Dream, not either
to his own odious Life , when by a Spirit or an Angel, unleſs

Nung with horrour for betray : by ſome of the black ones,

ing his Maſter, and the Lord whoſe Kingdom it tends ſo

of Glory ; if even he might much to advance.

have hope of Heaven, when he Thirdly, ' Mercy , he ſays,

died in the very Act of sin , « confers the higheft Honour

without the leaſt ſign of Re- on any Being ; but nothing

penfance : ihen thoſe alſo may more conduces to magnify

have ſo , who vent ſuch Blai- the Mercy and Love of God,

phemies as theſe, ſhould they ? than his making us Sinners,

be in the ſame Circumſtances. ! and inflicting temporal Pu

He adds ; ' Such Ordina- " niſhments on us, that we

rions ſet forth God's Hatred may be as Gods, knowing good

to Sins , in the Puniſhment of ! and evil. Again , It conduces

& 'em . ' But what perfect Non- to God's Honour, that he's

ſenſe is this ? How can he « able to make an eternal Fire

Eate what he cauſes ? Who e. ! to puniſh Sinners, and yet

6
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will not.' In anſwer : Mer- Good for fear of Hell, is a lla

cy alone, without Juftice or vilh Temper ; not like the A

Wiſdom , is only Fondneſs and poſtles, whom God's Mercy

Folly, and does not honour, led to Repentance . Weanſwer,

but diſhonour any Being. And this reaches as well the Pu

ſuch would it be, to let the niſhments of this Life, as thoſe

Wicked live proſperouſly here, Terrors of God he before men

as they commonly, nay, moſt tions. Again , we may ſerve
frequently do, and yet have no him for both Reaſons ; and

Puniſhment hereafter. Be- had not Chriſt ſeen both ne

ſides, we muſt again ask - ceſſary, he would not have

Where's the Mercy, to cauſe urg'd 'em, as he plainly does.

the Sin, and thenpuniſh it? He ſays that our Monthly Sef
nay, where's any Good or E- fions Thew , that ' tis Grace a.

vil for us to know ? Ii's well lone, not Fear, that muſt do

he'll grant God is able to pu. the Work : but where's our

niſh Men eternally in Hell; Juſtice to puniſh a poor Inno

it ſeems he does not hold 'em cent Murderer or Ravilher,

annihilated from that Text,as for what he can't help ? and if

ſoms of bis Brother Hereticks. Fear and Love together won't

However we have this granted make 'em honeſt, how ſhould

againſt we have occaſion, that Love alone ever do ir ?

Hell- fire is not always a Me He goes on , and affirms,

taphorical Expreſſion in Scrip ' That this Doctrine of Uni

rure, unleſs he'll ſay, 'Tis for verſal Salvation advances our

God's Honour that he's able to • Love to God more than that

make a Metaphor . • of Hell- fire and Free-will...

His Fourth Argument is only But we muſt not advance

the Text, Lord, why haſt thou God's Love by Lies and Fa

made us to err from thy Ways, and bles . Even the true Doc

harden'dour Heart from thy Fear ? trine of eternal Torments,

Which, with the Inſtances of which our Saviour himſelf

Pharaoh, the Innocents, etc. has has ſo frequently , ſo plainly ,

been already largely anſwerd. and ſo poſitively taught us,

His Fifth Argument he will make a good Man highly

grounds on clearing an Ob- love God , whom he daily

jection, That this Doctrine prays to deliver him from E

tends to Licentiouſneſs : No, vil. And ſo certainly will

ſays he, for there are Rewards that of Free-will , taken in a ſo .

and Puniſhments for Sin in this ber Senſe ; whereas on the con

Life ; but it's granted, thoſe trary, none but a Brute, or a

are unequally diſtributed ---- Stone ( ſuppoſing ' em capable

Then there is more abundant of doing it) would thank God
Glory in the other to make for making 'em ſo . And the

even ; but we ſay, there can greateſt Charity we
can have

be no Glory for wicked Men , for Perſons who rigidly em

who could not be happy in brace that Opinion is ,, That

Heaven . He adds : To do they are in the height of Me

K 4 lancholy.
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lancholy, and as truly fancy the Shoplifts in Town his Cuf

themſelves turn’d into Stockstomers, when at home ; and

and Stones, as others have into all the Gentlemen on the Road

Venice-Glaſſes , or a Bottle of his Attendants abroad : for he

Hay. could not in Conſcience proſe

He adds, That our next Du- cute them for’t, and have 'em

ty to Love to God is Charity hang'd for robbing him ; which

to our Neighbour ; which none they could no more avoid, than

denies : tho ' all that have either he his being robb’d . But it

Love for one , or Charity for ſeems he's yet to learn, that

the other, muſ act what fol- there's Charity even in Juſtice;

lows in the Senſe that he takes and that the Divine Being him .

it ; ' That if I conclude Man's ſelf, as one of the Fathers ſays,

ways to be not of himſelf, is as merciful in building a

whereby I deny Free Will , I Hell, as in framing a Heaven.

« can then more eaſily forgive, 'Theſe two Duties, he adds

nay, love my worft Enemies.' ' ( of Love to God, and Cha

But he might as well talk of a rity to our Neighbour) are

couple of Clocks loving and the Foundation of all good"

forgiving one another. They Moral Ads. ' But he forgets•

are all wound up, and muſt ne- there can be none morally

ceſſarily itrike on without any good, if there are none moral
choice of their own ; they can ly evil ; and we are ſure none

neither hate not love, accord- can be ſo, if they are not, ve

ing to his Notion, but are de- luntary .
termin'd and neceffitated to do His Porrſcript makes an Ex

either . • Does not the Doc- cuſe for the Prolixity of his

“ trine of Free-will (he goes on) Letter . (hut for that we are

* ſet Men together by theears ? now pretty even with him ) and

nay , Perſecution it ſelf hath tells us the Reaſon is, 6 The

sa ſhare in't, by perſuading Surpriſal he found we were

« us , that Nens Ways are in them- . in at this Doctrine.' No , he

ſelves, which makes it the muſt not have ſo much as that

more difficult to pardon 'em .' Honour, we can aſſure him :

Why, there's no ' help fort ; It caus'd little or no Surprizal

to the World will ftill believe, in us , fince ' uis now a Common

and many a poor Pick- pocker Road to thoſe who would in

Duit tafier for’t, whoſe Hand troduce Atheiſm .

Fate hufild into his Neigh- But he has not yet done

bour's Purſe, and Neck into the with us ; for it ſeems he has

Nooſe , before he was aware ſtill more new Revelations to

on't ; nay , ſo neceſſarily, ſo bleſs the world with . His

irreſiſtibiy, that 'tis the higheſt Fifth is , " Which are the beſt

Folly in the World for hin to · Signs of a perfect Faith in

feek to avoid it . However, • Chriſt ? He replies, - The

would the Querift himſelf but • doubt of a thing is not per

live up to this noble Principle , « fect Faith ; nay, may be
he would undoubtedly have all • ſaid to be no Faith at all . And

6
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6

as

again , ' A doubt of a thing is is notFaith at all, any more

no Faith at all ; and moſt than White is Black , or Droſs is

Men, for fear of Puniſh- Gold ; but yet white and Black

' ment, are more apt to con- may be mingled ; and there is

• clude Chriſt did ſuffer, than ſome Drofs or Alloy in the pu

the contrary ; yet few can reſt Gold , We further grant,

' ſay, they poſitively believe it , that Suſpence or Doubt cannot

• or without any doubt afſent be conſiſtent with a perfect

• unto it. Faith ; but it may, " in ſome

That of ſuch a doubting meaſure, with a true Faith.

Faith the Apoſtle ſpeaks, when we fay , Faith may conſiſt with

he ſays, He that doubteth is ſome degree of doubting, at

• damned if he eat. And this leaſt with lofs of Aſſurance,

* perfect Fath is accompany'd which is the ſame thing . The

· with an abſolute and per- Apoſtles, there's none doubt,

« fect Satisfa&tion of Salvation. had true Faith ; nay, Chriſt

• That this perfect Faith is of himſelf acknowledges they had

• two ſorts, particularly ac a little Faith, which they pray

company'd with the Know- to him to increaſe. And he

ledge of theMyſteries of Dic has accordingly promisd that

• vinity, which the Apoſtles he'll not break the bruiſed Reed ,

• only had , and a common nor quench the ſmoaking Flax.

Faith , than , which ſome that St. Peter had true Faith,

were Biſhops, had no other, none deny, and yet 'twas ac
Iitus I. 4. That a perfect company'd with Doubt and

• Satisfaction of Salvation is Fear ; when he ſaw the Sea

• the only Sign of true Faith in boiſterous he was afraid , and

Chriſt, as a true Sign of that began to link. Again , He

• Satisfaction ; 10 deſpiſe this confounds Hiſtorical with Sa

• World, and give all to the ving Faith , which he fixes in

· Poor, like the firſt Chrifti. a poſitive Belief that Chriſt

• ans, deſiring to be diffolv'd ; did ſuffer : but if that were

' and not queſtioning, in the all , the Jews had it , nay, the

• leaſt, the full Fruition of Devils themſelves, who believe

Heaven . and tremble . He ſays, that of

All which amounts to little this doubting Faith , or Faith
more than the old Error, accompany'd with ſome Doubts,

" That Aſſurance is of the the Apoſtle Speaks in the 14th

• Effence of true Faith ; only of the Romans, He that doubteth
• he helps it all along with a is damned he eat , becauſe he

• Fallacy, calling it perfect eateth not wish Faith. This re.

• Faith ,' which he confounds lates not to faving Faith,

* with what is ſaving ; ' tho' at Faith in Chriſt, as the Saviour

laft he owns, he means no more of the World; but is only a

by it , than a true Faith .' • The firm Perſuaſion of the Law

doubt of a thing, he ſays, is fulneſs of indifferent things,

! not perfect Faith ; ' which we as is plain from the context.

graạt ; and more, that Doubt The whole Scope of the Chap

ter

C

or
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ter is about eating Meat or in uſe but at Jeruſalem : was

Herbs ; obſerving Days or not ; not requir’d by the Apoſtles,

Meats clean or unclean ; con- who bid 'em provide (in parti

cerning which, ſome Chriſtians cular ) for their own Houſes,

believ'd one thing, ſome ano- or elſe tells 'em, they'd be

ther ; and practis'd according worſe than Infidels ; would , if

ly : i One believes he may eat now practiſed, overturn all

• all things ; another being Order as well as Propriety,

weak, eateth Herbs:' and confound the World .

On this the Apoſtle endea- His fixth Queſtion is

vours to prevent Cenſure : We read in the Romans, They

Let's not therefore judge one which are the Children of the

'• another - Scandal - Deſtroy Fleſh, theſe are not the Children of

• not thou thy Brother with God, butthe Children of the Pro

• thy Meat - Doing nothing miſe are accounted for the seed .

* without being fatisfy'd of its On this he queries, What is
Lawfulneſs ; He that doubt. the Promiſe ? In anſwer he

• eth is damn’d , or condemn'd tells us himſelf, that St. Paul

• αυτοκάθακριτG » - if he cat , only tells us here in a Myſtery
• becauſe he eats not of Faith . what this Promiſe is . Sarah

But what's all this to Faith in Mall have a son , which Son is

Chriſt, as the Saviour of the Ifaac, who typifies Chrift ; fa

World ? Nay, what need of cob the soul and Ejau the Body

any Faith at all , if, according of Man --- for proof of which
to him , we may be fay'd with he tells us, « Tis uſual with

out it ? tho' the Scripture tells the Scriptures to call the

us, we can't pleaſe God with- Figures of things by the

out it . Again , Why ſhould name of the Substance . And

our Saviour upbraid the Jews
• that the Promiſe was- In

with their Unbelief, if Faith thy Seed (that is, Chriſt )

is not in our own Power, by
• ſhall all the Nations of the

God's Bleſſing and Aſſiſtance ? Earth be bleſſed. This Pro.

Which it cannot be, if we are • miſe the Jews were ignorant

neceſſitated in all our AAions, of ; and St. Paul adviſes 'em

For his particular and com- to take care, left a Promiſe

mon Faith, tho' there may per- ' being left of entring into this

haps be a miſtake; we ſee no ' Reſt, they ſhould ſeem to
Poiſon , and ſo ſhall let it a- come ſhort of it. This Pro

lone . That a perfect Satiſ. ' miſe being ſo neceſſary for

faction of Salvation is not the our entring into Reſt, or

only Sign of a true Faith , will • Satisfaction of our Salva

from hence appear ; any more tion : Let's ſee, ſays he, St.

than ſelling all we have is a • Paul's Interpretation of it,

Sign of that Satisfaction : for • in Gal. 2. 8. The Scripture

tho'this was convenient for the fore -ſeeing, that God would

firit Perfecuted Chriſtians, yet it juſtify the Heathen into

lafted not long even among Faith, preach'd before the

them , perhaps was no where Goſpel to Abraham , ſaying,

o

6

6
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In thee fall all Nations be . Scripture. He goes on, and

• bleft - Where it's plain, that ſays, - ' Tis uſual in Scripture

• in Chriſt they were to be ' to have the Children of the

• bleft — Whence he proceeds • Fleſh , and the Children of the

to enlighten the Myſteries of ' Promiſe mention'd as diftin & ,

This Promiſe, and adds, it ' tho' really the famePerſons.'

was confirm'd to Abraham And this is the Subſtance of

• before the Law ; therefore his Aſſertion in his fixth Quel

ſince on this Promiſe de- tion . In anſwer, That

• pended ourSalvation, tho' Iſaac was the Type of the

the Law of Moſes enter'd Meſſiah, none deny ; or that

430 years after, and great Jeſus was he, except the Fews:

• Puniſhments inflicted But that Jacob typifies the Soul,

• on thoſe who broke it, yet and Efau the Body, he only

! none could be Heirs to this affirms, without giving any

• Promiſe, unleſs they broke Reaſon for't. That the Jews
& this Law. So that the Law were ignorant of the Promiſe

o entred to make Man fit to he there mentions, has not

s receive this Promiſe, by the leaft face of probability

• bringing Man under Sia, with it, fince Mofes and the

! and condemning him to Prophets were read in their

• Death for it, that he might Synagogues every
Sabbath

• be bleſt in this Promiſe, jul- day , and they took notice e
tify'd in Chriſt's Blood, and nough of thoſe Promiſes,

! ſo glorify'd For thoſe which ſeem'd to foretel any

• that can keep the Lawhave Advantage or Grandeur to

no occaſion of Chriſt's Blood, their Nation , eſpeciaily what

! there's no Puniſhment in the related to Abraham , of whom

Fleſh for ' em , they ſhall live they ſo much boaſted that he

« here for ever, So that the was their Father. We ſay,

• Children of the Fleſh being 'tis not to be ſuppos'd they

cut off by the Law, by Death could be ignorant of the Pro

' for Sin , are not the Chil- miſe, tho' they might of the

• dren of God, but the Chil- fulfilling it, which are things

dren of the Promiſe, being vaſtly different. This Promiſe,

glorify'd Perſons, he ſays, was neceſſary for their

• dain'd ſo to be. The Law of entring into Reit, or being fa

Mofes is the Law of Sin and tisfy'd of their Salvation : But

Death ; the Goſpel the Law neither was the Promiſe abro

• of the Spirit: ſo that if we . lutely neceſſary, for the thing

• had never find, we had ne might, and would have been,

? ver been glorify'd. Whence tho this Promiſe had never

St. Paul ſays, Rom . 6. 9. God been made to Abraham ; that

be thank'd that ye were the Ser is, Chrift would have come in

vants of Sin ; not that he lov'd the Fleſh, having been pro

Sin , but becauſe thereby were we misd to Adam and Eve almoſt

glorify'd. Whence bé pretends 2000 Years before he was to

to interpret ſeveral places of Abraham Nor is entring into

Relt,

or or
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Reft, and Satisfaction of Sal- Puniſhment for them in the

vation the ſame thing, , the Fleſh , but they'd live here for
firſt being long after the lat- ever . I. There might be

ter, nay may he without it ; Puniſhment for them in the

this Reft fignifying either the Fleſh, or temporal Puniſh

Sabbatiſm in this World ment, tho' 'twere poſſible they

(whereof we have diſcours'd ſhould live here for ever.

formerly, and ſhortly may a- gain , they muſt die for Origi

gain) or elſe the eternal Sab- nal Sin, as we fee Infants do,

bath. But again --How is this tho' they had not finn'd againft

Promiſe neceſſary for our en- Moſes's Law , as before ; and

tring into Reſt, when
therefore it's not true, that

could not but have entred in, they ſhould live here for ever.

whether there had been any He again aſſerts, “ If we ne

ſuch Promiſe or no ? nay , ver had finn'd , we could ne

whether we have Faith , Aflu- ' ver have been glorify'd,

rance, or any thing elſe ; tho ' I which we have before con

we have been Atheiſts, Infi . · futed. As for St. Paul's ſay

dels, or guilty of the vileſt ing, God be thank'd, ye were

Immoralities : nay, tho' we o the Servants of Sin , he no

have ſerv'd the Devil all our more ſays ſo than David ,

Lives , according to our Que " That there is no God . 'Tis

riſt's Hypothelis. He goes indeed only a piece of a Sen

on- None could be Heirs tence, be cutting off what fol.

of this promiſe, unleſs they lows, and for which the Apo

broke the Law of Moſes. This ſtle praiſes God.

we deny , for Infants are Heirs • have obey'd from the Heart,

of it , and yet to be ſure they ' and ye are the Servants of

never finn'd againſt Moſes's Law , Righteouſneſs ; as if he had

as he acknowledges in his for. ' ſaid, Tho' you have been one,

mer Objection from Original • Thanks be to God ye are
Sin . now the other. He ſays, the

Nor did the Law enter to Children of Fleſh and Pro

bring Man under sin , in that miſe , tho' mention'd as diſ

ſenſe wherein he aſſerts it (tho'tinct in Sçripture, are yet re

it did indeed to make sin ally the ſame Perſons ; but he

more clearly known ) for Man only ſays it without proving

was certainly under Sin before it, nor is't worth the while to

the Law, elſe he had not died . confute fo abſurd an Opinon .

Again , ſays he , Thoſe that can We thall here go on with

keep Moſes's Law , have no occa- ſeveral Queſtions ſent us by

fion of Chriſt's Blood ; ſuppoſing the Gentlemen mention'd in

any could keep Moles's Law our laſt Mercury .

perfectly, they'd yethave need Queit. Whether Juſtification

of Chriſt's Blood for Origi- and Forgiveneſs of sin be all one ?

nal Sin , for there's no other Ans. We muſt own it's our

way of being cleans’d from it. Judgment that the Schoolmen

He adds, there would be no of old, and others after 'em ,

• But ye

have
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have made too . much noiſe in the Book , is thereby prin

about theſe words Juſtification , cipally intended ; where the
Faith , &c. And we muſt alſo preſent Caſe is ſuficiently

acknowledge the Diſpute ſeems clear’d. See . P : 12. (the firit

to us very often more about of that Sermon )· They which

Words than Things , eſpecial- • in Act or Deed do fin after
ly among Proteſtants. We al Baptiſın , when they turn a

ſo think the plainer Religion gaingain to God unfeignedly,

is the better, and that huge they are likewiſe waih d by

Tomes of little elſe but hard < this Sacrifice from their

Words, and Mood , and Figure, • Sins ( the Sacrifice of our

on theſe Subjects, do often- * Saviour« before mention'd)

times only ſerve to puzzle and . in ſuch fort, that there re

confound the Unlearned, and · maineth not any Spot of Sin

amuſe the Learned, keeping « that ſhall be imputed to their

' em from more uſeful Studies ; « Damnation . This (N. B.)

whereas if we are not extreme. < this is that Juſtification or

ly miſtaken, a few words · Righteouſneſs which St. Paul•

might render all . ſufficiently : ſpeaketh of, & c.?. Whence

clear to any well-meaning or- it's plain , that Forgiveneſs of

dinary Capacity: and what our Sins is at leaſt included in Jul

Judgment is on that Head, we .tification, nay is the main part,

have partly expreſt in a late if not the whole thereof;

Anſwer concerning the impu- and indeed may without Vio

tative Righteouſneſs of Chriſt. lence be reckon'd a converti

But not wholly to omit it here , ble Term with it ; ſince other

we ſhall enquire into the true excellent . Advantages we at
Notion of Juſtification, from tain thereby, ſeem rather

whence 'twill be eaſyto gueſs Fruits or Effects thereof ,than
whether it be the ſame with included in its very Effence,

Forgiveneſs of Sins. And this But our Sins being pardon'd,

we are ſure to find, as far as our being eſtcem'd righteous

the Church's Judgment can by God, our Juftification thro'
give it, in her Articles and our Saviour's Merits, we think

Homilies. From the eleventh are but the ſame thing in dif

Article , intitled , of the Fufti- ferent Expreílions.

fication of Man, we may learn, Queft . Wheiber Arminianiſm

• That thereby was intended or Antinomianiſm may le ihe

our being accounted righ more dangerous and pernicions ??

' teous before God only for the Anſw . If the Arminians do re .

' Merit of our Lord and $ a- ally hold, that we may be fav’d

' viour Jeſus Chriſt , by Faiih , by our own natural Power or

• and not for our own Works Will , without God's Grace

• or Deſervings : ' referring us thro' Chrit preventing us and

for a larger Explication to the working with us, we think

Homily on that Subject. We they are as far from Truth as

luppoſe that of the Salvatica froin the good old Doctrine of

of Mankind, the third in order the Church of England, which

exprelics
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1

expreffes its Judgment, Art . 10 worſt, without enquiring any

exactly contrary to any ſuch farther, whether juſtly or un

Opinion . But the fobereſt of juſtly charg’d, only what the

them , naỳ all that we e'er height of their reputed Opi

met with, abſolutely deny any nions would probably produce,

ſuch thing, and proteſt they if reduc'd into Practice. The

depend upon God's Grace in former, as is ſaid , would take

all their good Actions, tho' Men off from depending on

Man's Will muſt be taken in the Divine Affiſtance, and fet

as a ſubordinate Agent, and 'em , like the old Heathens,
we are to work out our own on A & ions morally good by

Salvation, without which we their own Strength and Power;
ſhall never obtain it. Howe- and thus far they might at

ver if any of them , under . tain , tho' hardly to any Chrif
this fair Covert, do really tian Perfection . The latter

hide any poiſonous Pelagian leaving Men at liberty to do

Doctrines, confounding Na- Good or Evil , would foon

ture and Grace, their Opi- make them uſe that Liberty

nions ought to be deteſted, as for a Cloke of Licentiouſneſs,

taking off Man from his de- as we find by the Event it no

pendance on the Almighty, toriouſly did when formerly

and rendering him equally vain more commonly believ'd. It
and miſerable . But this muft vacates the main end of Chrif

be firſt clearly prov'd upon tianity , which was to make

'em , before 'tis imputed or be- Men better, not leave 'em to

liev'd ; nor do wethink it fair be worſe than before, nay to
to ſtretch Conſequences, as if be worſe than Heathens . It

upon the Rack, to make 'em not only borders on Blaſphe

confeſs what was never inten- my, but we can't ſee how it

ded : Nay, nor ſo much as to can get clear of being really

take advantage of every warm
In that intolerable No.

Expreſſion that flips from a tion, that Chriſt is actually

Man in Heat of Diſputation, and really, not imputatively,

butappeal to his ſober ſelf, el- guilty of the sins of all Be

pecially if for the main we lievers, as they'll call them

have reaſon to believe him felves ; tho' a Turk at this rate

truly religious . For the Anti- may be reckon'd in that num

nomians, it's notorious that they ber, at leaſt the Greateſt De

hold good Works not neceſſary bauchees in Nature, who too

to Salvation, only a Compli- commonly , if they think fit

mentwe pay to Heaven outof to be callid Chriſtians, run in

Civility and Generoſity, which to that way, and hope Chriſt

the World is not now much in- will ſave them , let them be

clin'd to . Now to give a fair as wicked ' as they pleaſe. On

Judgment between theſe two the whole, we think Antino

Antagoniſts, we muſt compare mianiſm , if believ'd and prac

their Conſequences together, tis’d , would, by direct Conſe

and take them both at the quence, deſtroy both Chriflia

ſo :

nity
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nity and Morality. Arminia- : Greeks, and in Janus the Foun

niſm might fap ' the Founda- der of the Italians ; part of

tions of Chriftianity, at leaſt whom retain'd both the Name
extremely endanger them , but and Language of Greece. Let

would ſtill leave us indifferent us proceed to Javan's Sons,

good Heathens ; for not only who, as well as all the reſt of

Morality but Natural Reli- his Fathers and Grandfather

gion would be ftill left us: Japhet's Stock, were to dwell

For which Reaſons we think in the Tents of shem , or near

it of Bad, not the Beſt, for his Portion . And they are

there's no degree of Good- four, as we find them in the

neſs in either, but the leſs oth of Geneſis (the antienteſt

harmful and dangerous. Tho' piece of Geography in the

we heartily pray God to pre- World) their Names are Eli

ſerve the Church from themma, Tarſhip , Cittim and Doda :

both , fince both would prove nim , which it's but reaſonable

extremely pernicious unto it. to think were ſeated near their

Queft. From which of thethree Father, Eliſha the Eldeſt is

Sons of Noah did the Euro. aflign’d to Achaia and part of

peans proceed ? · Peloponneſus whence ſome

Anſw . There's little quef- times all the Greeks are call'd

tion to be made but that they Ellenes : and many Marks or

came from Japhet, tho' neither Footſteps of his Name, not
perhaps from his firſt Planta . withſtanding ſo vaſt a Tract

tion, but ſome after Colonies : of Time, ftill remain legible

nor are we to think the Divi- in that country more than

fion of the Earth into four others, as a great part of that

Parts, of which Europe's one, Land callid Ellas, the River F.

was near ſo antient as this firſt liſſus, or lliſus, the Elyſian
Diviſion thereof after the Fields, the Eleuſinia Sacra,and

Flood, among the Sons of Goddeſs Elenfis, the City Elif

nor are we to find all çus in Arcadia, and Elis in Pe

the Sons of Japhet among the loponneſus, and Æolis a Colony

Europeans, many of them being of Achaia . Tarſhiſ the ſecond

firſt ſeated in Aſia. Now to Son was ſeated in Cilicia, where

diſcover the Colonies, we muſt was the famous City of Tar

ftrft find the Original Seats , Jus, a Colony of the Romans,

and there we are like to find the Birth-Place of St. Paul,

the Sons where we find the and the Tarſhiſh whither Jonas

Father. Japhet himſelf, or fled from the Preſence of the

lénstos, is a common Name Lord ; Tarſhish being often

in the Greek Stories, as one of nam'd in the Prophets , toge

the firſt of Men . We alſo ther with Tyre, to which this

find Javan his Son , both in the Tarſus is a near Neighbour,

lones, which are callid Jaones and the whole Sea being alſo

by Homer, and exprelly Jau.. calld Tarſhiſh in the Sacred
nas, or Javanas , by Suidas be- Writings, becauſe the Sons of

ing the moſt antient of all . Tarſhiſh were Lords of it . The
Cilician

Noah ;
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Cilicians being antiently famous ſome thouſands of years afo

at Sea , as well as the Syrians ter retain'd the Name of their

and Phenicians : And here go- Progenitors, in their famous

fephus, and moſt of the An- Dodona's Grove, and Jupiter Do
tients alſo , originaliy place doncus.

Tarſhiſh . This for JavanLet us

A third Son was Ceth or Cit- proceed to Gomer, whoſe Ha

ti, whoſe Children only we bitation we muſt ſeek North

have recorded , and call'd Cite , from Judea , for ſo Ezekiel de

tim , which fhould be near ſcribes him , and Togarmah to

Tarſhilh , both becauſe Bro- gether, Chap. 38. 6. Gomer

thers, and generally nam'd to- and all his Bands, the Houſe of

gether in the Scripture . And Togarmah, of the North Quar

to theſe is ſuppos'd to have ters (or the ſides of the North ,

fallen Caria, Lycia, and part of as a learned Man thinks it ra

Pamphilia. In which Tract is ther fignifies.) Now the Jews

a Country callid Cetis, by Pto. call the Leſſer Aſia North, and

lomy, a People callid Cetii by, the Kings thereof in Daniel

Homer ; and unleſs he's miſta- are ftild Kings of the North ;

ken , there's a River Cetins in and to the Sons of Gomer are

the ſame Quarter .
affign'd all the North -Eaſt

The Dodanim come next, of Parts of Aſia, as Phrygia, Pon

the Plural Number, as the Cit. tus, Bythinia, and a great part

te or Cittim . To whom are of Galatia, the Inhabitants of

aflign'd ,
near their Brethren , which Country were callid

the Country of Epirus, and Gomerai, as Foſephus tells us;

part of Peloponneſis ; for it's ' and Herodotus, that here dwelt

the moſt improbable thing of old the Cimmerii, which is

that can be imagin'd, that by not a very diftant. Corruption

there ſhould be meant the abo- of that word ; and Pliny ſpeaks

dians , ſo far diſtant from all of a Town in Troas call'd Cim .

the other Sons of Javan. The meris.

Reaſon for which fome Au. This Gomer had three Sons,

thors have planted 'em here, Alkenaz , Riphath and Togarma.

being only a Mintake of the Allikenaz ſeems to be ſeated a

fewin Scribe, who inſtead of bout Phrygia the Leſs, or Troas,

ng Daleth, writy Reſh ( whoſe where the famousTroy or ilium ,

Forms are extremely alike) in as would perſuade ſeveral fair

the Repetition of theſe Names. Reſemblances of his Name to

in the Chronicles; which mit be found there.As a Country

take ſeems to be very antient, callid Askania, mention'd by

the Seventy reading it the Homer in thoſe Parts, a River

ſame way , who if we don't Aſcanius, and ſeveral Men of

miftale, uſe her the word the fame Name.

Ρόδιοι. But we may find a The Second Son is Riphath,

convenient Habitation who inhabited Pontus, Paphla

for them , namely, that we gonia , & c. which People Fore

have already allign'd, which phus informs us were artiently

call'&

more
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callid Riphathai,and Pliny here of Hierapolis, and callid it

places the Riphai, and Arime Scythopolis, after their own

phái. Name, the Syrians callid it Ma.

The third is Togarma, who gog ever after, to fignify the

muſt be near Gomer, being ſo ſame thing in their own Lan

often nam'd with him-ac- guage, as we learn from Pliny

cordingly Joſephus finds 'em in in his Natural Hiſtory.

Phrygia the Greater, whoſe In- For the two other Sons ; Ma

habitants were callid Tygram . dai and Thiras, there is Mace

meries. donia and Thracia left for them ;

Thus have we diſpos’d of Macedonia for Madai, which was

the two Sons of Japhet, whoſe formerly Æmathia, Æ or Ai

Children are recorded ; the in Heb . * fignifying Terra ,

other five, Magog, and Madai, whence & .cc of the Greeks,

and Tubal, and Melmech, and and the Hebrew 7 without a Da

Tyras, not having theirs men- geſh is much the ſame Sound

tion'd , for which Reaſon we with Th, as the old Saxon ,

can go but one ſtep with them . which is ſtill written D. ſo that

For theſe three, Melhech , Ai, or Aiamathia, is no more

Tubal and Magog, they are of than the Land of Madai

ten nam'd , either two of 'em, And in the fameTract we read

or all three together in the of a People callid Medi,

Holy Scriptures, and muſt be Madi; and Ariſtotle mentions

all three in the North , be- zespor pedizin hereabouts, where

cauſe Magog is there, and the was alſo the Prefectura Medica

reſt muſt be found with him . of the Romans in After-Ages ;

To Melhech belongs Cappadocia, and iſocrates, in his Oration,

formerly callid Meſchini or Mofo mentions one Medus a King of

chi, as Hiſtorians witneſs ; and thoſe Nations before the Greeks

the chief City of that Region came thither . For Thiras, it's

Mazaca, even to the time of generally agreed that his Lot

Tiberius, who chang'dits Name. was Thracia; from Thiracia to

His Neighbour Tubal had Al Thracia, being an eaſy Tran

bania , Iberia, &c . to the fition as St. Jerom alſo ob

South Eaſt of the Euxine Sea , ſerves.

the Inhabitants whereof were And thus have we endea.

formerly calld Thabeli, and vourd to fix all the Sons of

Ptolomny places the City Thabi. Japher in their firſt Seats , ac

laca in theſe Quarters . For cording to what we eſteem the

the third Magog, he muſt be moſt probable Opinion of lears
Father of thoſe Scythians, which ned Men in this matter. Buc

are Eaſt and North Eaſt of the ſhould we review all theſe a

Euxine (now the European Tar- gain, we ſhall hardly find any,

tars) for this very People (as unleſs Magog, and perhaps part

we have formerly noted in the of Tubal, whoſe Countries at

Queſtion of Gog and Magog ) firſt were any part of Europe.

having in a great Inroad they ' We mult then search for their

made into Aſia taken the City Colonies, if we'd diicover our
L

i
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more immediate Anceftors. for its final Completion

To begin then in the ſame And he alſo ſhall periſh for ever :

Order which we us'd for their He, that is, Heber
firſt Plantation . Javan weriſh for ever ; ſhall be totally

have already obſerv'd to be the rooted out of hisCountry, and

Father of the Ionians , Jaunas , be no more a collected Nation,
or antient Grecians---.--as theſe for a long time, or many Ages

of the Romans , who ſtill retain after. Now this can only re

the name of their Father ja• fer to the Romans, who brought
van in Janus , quaſi Javanus (as under Antiochus and the Seleu

Jupiter for Juvans-Pater.) Now cian Family , and alſo utterly

it's plain that theſe were at deſtroy'd the Jewiſh Polity,

firſt Grecians, and the firſt carrying 'em Captives,

Colony that the Grecians ever trary to their Cuſtom , from

fent over , as appears by their their own Land . Not but

Language: thoſe who were the that, after theſe Chittims firſt

firit Inhabitants of that Coun- came over to Italy , there might

try, the latins or Aborigines, be and were other

as they took a pride to call which knowing the way, fol

themſelves, ſpeaking the 10. low'd their Countrymen, as thoſe

nian Tongue, as Varro tells us. who peopled that part callid

Further, that they were a Co- MagnaGrecia, who us’d the com

lony of the Chittim , appears mon Greek Language, as much

from the Sacred Scripture. differing it ſeems then from
Thus in Balaam's Prophecy- the antient Greek or lonian, as

A Ship ſhall come from the Coaſts our modern Greek does from

of Chittim , and all afflict Af- theirs at this preſent. --.--This

ſur, and ſhall afflict Eber, and for Italy, the fineſt and faireſt

be also mall periſh for ever. It's part of Europe.
true , part of that Prophecy For the other Sons of Javan,

may refer to Alexander the whoſe Colonies peopled Europe,

Great, and his Macedonians, who we can neither find Eliſha, or.

are callid Chittim in the Apo- the Father of Dodanim , had

crypha, and Marýtar by Gellius; any thing to do with it : only

a Colony of the Chittim firſt Tarſhiſh , as well as Chittim , being

ſwarming off to their Uncle more for Sca-ſervice, not only

Madai's Territories, who , it's nam'd other places, in other

probable, had not ſo many parts of the World, as many

Children . Theſe Macedonian's Learned Men conjecture, but

might be partly intended by even here in Europe, as moſt

thoſe Ships of Chittim , who agree ---- particularly the old

fhould afflict Allur, or deſtroy Tarteffus in spain , which being

the Perſian Monarchy ; and af- near Hercules's Pillars, and it's

flict Eber , or the Hebrews, as probable the utmoſt of their

Alexander partly did , tho he Voyage that way , thoſe of Tar'

was intreated by faddus to ſpare fill in Cilicia might build , and

Feruſalem : but then what fol call afrer their own name ;

lows can't refer to his Time Adria built at the end of the

ܪ

as

Adria .
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Adriatick Sea. Which wasalſo Askenazim , and ſo a -kinto the

not improbably, as one under- Germans, as are alſo all thoſe

takes to prove, the old Tar of the Cimbrica Cherfoneſus.

miſh whither Solomon fent, being As for Riphath, the third

vaſtly rich and abounding in Brother, lying open to the

Silver, oʻr. as old Writers tell Euxine Sea Northward, it's not

us. much to be doubted but he

For Gomer, Japhet's other Son , gave Riſe and Name to thoſe

the Cimmerians came from him , Riphai, which were formerly a

as is already ſaid , and general- bove the Euxine, as the Name

ly believ'd ; whence the Gauls, to the Riphaan Mountains ; and

Atild by the Greeks Teréros, from theſe the Rutheni and Pris

and contracted Kéntah, or Cels theni inttead of Riphatheni. Nor

ta : the ſame with the Cimbri, is this a inuch greater Change

in the ſame manner contracted than we are ſure there is in

from the Cimmerii. , And theſe their Names, being call'd Ruf

probably came from Togarma, fians, Pruſſians, Boruſſians, in our

whoſe Portion only lies open by Language.

the Egean Sea to the Mediterra- For the remaining Sons of

nean ; and therefore bis Colo- Japhet; Meſkech's Lot lay open

nies muſt go that way of Northward, and there's none

whom our old Britons, a Caft doubt but his Colonies were

of the Gauls, who in their own thruſt up into the Country

Language are calld Cumri, qua- now call'd Moſcovy. Thubal did

fi Cimmerii or Gomerai, to this not ſpread much, unleſs he

as in that proverbial ſent ſome of his Iberians to

Speech of theirs, Mon Mam Cum- Spain, but that ſeems too long

ri. His other Son , Aſhkenaz, is a Journey ; or more properly

thought to have given Original with his " Brother Magog, the

to the Germans, his Colonies firſt worſt People to the worſt

paffing and paming the Cimme- Country, up into the North ,

rian Boſphorus, and going along as far as Nova Zembla : tho'cer

by the Danube : Which People, tainly they would ne'er have

Diodorus Siculus tells us , had gone thither, unleſs forc'd by

their Original from the Cim- ſome greater Power or extreme

merians, and are call’d Askena- Neceílicy. For Madai, wehave

zim by the Jews to this day-- no certainty, and but little pro

Nay, ſome think they are callid bability, of his ſpreading much

Germans, quaſi Gomirens, as the further ; and ' tis much the

Syrians call the Araineans Armin , ſame with Tyras, concerning

whence the Greek Armenia ; and whom we can only find this re

as well the Latin Germania from markable, That ihere's a Ri

theirGemren or Germen : Gemren ver on the edge of Ruſſia call'd

being as eaſily form'd from Go- by his name. Thus have we

mer ( as a Learned Man of our largely diſcuſs'd this Noble

own obſerves) as Brethren from Quellion ; and conſidering how

Biother by us English , who are vált a Tract of Time is be

a Branch of theſe Cimmerii or tween ihe Naming and Writing

day ;

f 2 of
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of theſe things and the preſent Sion, and hasnow made one defpe

Age, we may rather wonder rateſtroke on aRock : and ifyou

ſo much thereof is yet left, than willcondemn him for taking ſuch

that we have no more; eſpe- a hazardousunſeaſonable Voyage,

cially if we compare the Names this muſt be ſaid in his Defence,

of Places and people in Pto- 'twas none of his Counſel ; he

lomy or Caſar with what they pray'd, be proteſted againſt it, but
now bear. all in vain ; the ship's Crew bound

Queſt. Pardon an irreſolute, an him , and then ventur'd out in ſuch

unfortunate Lover,whoconfeffes he a Sea, as every minutethey were

has been wondrous impertinent,but within twelve Inches of Deſtruc

hopes his Condition fo uncommonly tion. He try'd Prayer and Fafting
miſerable, will plead his Excuje : and ſuch other violent Remedies,

he acknowledges ita Rudeneſs thus asfew ofhis Youth and Completion

to breakin onyour calmer Advan- ever troubled themſelves withal on

ces of Learning, and with his ſuch Occaſions: and when he per

Noiſe and Complaints to interrupt ceiv'd his love render'd theſe di

your more generally uſeful Enqui- ftrafted and ineffectual, as the laſt

ries : but you must allow him tobe- Preſervative he could think of, he

lieve that you have oblig'd your quite chang'd the Method of his

felves to adviſe and aſſiſt the afflici- Studies; and leaving the dry, spe

ed, as well as reſolve the curious. culative parts of Learning, bent

Mifery will betalkative, and if e- the wholeCourſeof them topracti

ver that Privilege juftly belong'd to cal Divinity,endeavouring by read

the unhappy, Ihave but too ſurea ding pious Diſcourſes, to get
the

Claim to it. It cannot certainly Head of his unreaſonable Paſſions.

be Love, which makes ſuch cruel But ev'n this fail'd him in con

Deſolations in my Heart, that loft, junction with the twoformer ;and

tender thing you give ſuch pretty 'tis ſtrange to think what Shifts

Deſcriptions of in your Papers; nó, and Evaſions be had injected into

it muft befomefpurious Deity,that his Mind, either to ſtifle or hinder

thus plays the Moſt Chriſtian theſe Duties ; and now he is worſe
Cupid within me. You cannot than ever . He will and he will

find in yourHearts ſure to be angry not, he is nothing but one intire

at myfrequent Letters; no, Gen- Maſs of Inconſiſtencies; he would

tlemen, the Man means well, for- be learned, eaſy, virtuous ;
but

give him , I know he is ſcarse him- theſe he cannot be, and love. All

ſelf, he would fain be at refl, that that is left in my old friend is fill

is all. Perſon's leſs ingenious, leſs a deſire of Peace ; be pants andhe

moderate than your ſelves, would fighs after Repoſe as much as the

perhapsflight orrallyhim ; but he poor peaſantsof Turky or the Pa
hopes better thingsof you , and latinate. I tremble to think

thinks he may expect not only Par. ( could you look there) what hor

don, but Pity and Counſel from rid Scenes you would find in my

your Sweetneſs and good Temper. Heart ; for in all the newly

Oh can you blame him ! he has deſolated' Campanias of Chrifen

been theſe four rears toſs'd in an dom , thereare not somany differies

unruly and tempeſtuous Sea of Paf- as in this little Nook of my Breaft.

What

vall
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:

What Mall i do, Gentlemen ? I Perhaps this is the firſt ſtep to a

love to exceſs, and would enjoy Cure that I have made ſincerely
even that fair angry Creature 1 and without reſerve : for when i

mention'd ; but then I muſt be alſo pray againſt it, God knows it is

wedded 10 Shame and poverty. (as St. Auſtin confeſs’d of him .

My Conſtitution almoſt forcesmeto ſelf ) ſo ſuperficiallyand with so

marry, and yet my Circumſtances much tenderneſs, as if I were a

forbid ; and yet if I do not marry fraid or unwilling to be heard ; but

this Womanor ſome other , I ſhall yet I could not ſatisfymy ſelf with .

be perpetually in danger : for my out doing it : tho' idoubtLove aft

Kindneſs to the Fair Sex isfo inter- ed with me on this occaſion as Mr.
woven with my Conſtitution, as I Baxter, in his Worldof Spirits,

can hardly converſe with any of ſays the Devil does with wicked

them without ſuch Thoughts as are Men; itſuffer'd me to pray twice

infinitely perplexing to one, who a day againſt it, ſo I cheriſh'd it at

would fain bring not only his all other times . What if I could

Actions, but his Thoughts, under run away into ſome remote part of

the Rules of Virtue and Religion . the Kingdom ? yes , methought, this

And how can he be a fit Candidate would do,had I the courage to put

for the Miniſtry, wbo is thusover. it in practice : yet Love fearing

run by his diſorder'd Paſſions ? this Reſolution, always finds out

Since my laſt, the young Lady here some sham, ſome delufory Rea;ons

at home very induſtriouſy fliesme; toperſuade my ſtay. Ohow I will

whether it be a piece of female ſometimes, that ſomekind Perſon

Cunning to draw me on , I cannot would drag me from this accurſed

tell, anddonotmuch care :for now Place! But even this very Wiſh, I

I am for keeping Lucinda, and fear, does not comefrom the bottom

cannotbear of parting with her. of my Heart ; for I ſhould be un

But this veryday, after a whole willing and loth to go : And how

night's Confideration, I thought I can I hope to do any good , when I

had quite conquer'd my paſſion, am thus unfaithful tomyſelf, and

both for oneandthe other,andwent partial to my Inclinations ?

to Town this afternoon fully re- I ſhallgo no further at preſent,

folv’d to propoſe a mutual Releaſe; but muſt leave off like a Lover,

but as I was going, all on the ſud- that is, alwayswith ſomething elſe

den my Mind alter'd , and I muſ to ſay (tho 'this is a Head that

love her whatever come on it : but ſince my Capriviry 1 bave blotted

how long 1 Shall continue in this, many uires of Paper about) and
I cannot tell. ſum up the Evidence with that in.

POSTSCRIPT. comparable Deſcription of an irre

I have expos'd my Weakneys to folute Lover,by our Engliſm Rapin ,
your Confideration withſo great Mr. Rymer, in his Engliſh Mo

plainneſs, that I mould almoſt die narch , p 26.

with shame mould I be diſcover'd.

I chule, repent ; refuſe, and chuſe again :

This Pulſe beats Love, the next a cold Diſdain :

>
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I contradict before I fully ſpeak,

And e'er half. bent, my Reſolutions break.

Each fair Deſign I ruin in the bud ;

Then , only what I had condemn'd, think good :

No ſooner in my Breaſt a Thought can riſe,

But others ſpring, and catch it as it flies.

So hot's my Head, whatever enters there,

But whizzes, and ſtrait vanilhes to Air.

If ought more tough to an Opinion grows,

Away that Bubble, the firſt Whiſper blows.

My Soul is perfect Diſcord; Chance, not Skill,

My Choice, and but the Shadow of a Will :

Dreams are more real : To this point I fail,

But veer again with the next breathing Gale :

Whilft a new Calenture my Senſe does mock ;

For every Courſe I fieer preſents a Rock .

If this poor Gentleman is worth and think amongſt the reſt)

ſaving, refuſe him not your timely that the whole does not only

Alliance ; perhaps afterwards he carry along with it a Demon

may think of ſomething that may ftration of Sincerity, but alſo

make amends for all this Trouble. a great ſhare of Judgment,

Do not think me diſhoneſt, be- Wit, and sweetneſs of Tem

Çauſe I have ſaid I would be cir- per, an uncommon Accompliſh.

tuous were it not for Love : ' tis ment in this Age ; and 'twould

fillily expreſid, I confeſsit ; but I be a ſevere Treatment (and a

mean nomore than being free from Diſcouragement to ſuch Ver

idle and extravagant Thoughts tues for the future) neither to

and Deſires: for as to any thing remedy the Subject of their

elſe, Iabhor even thoſe Thoughts Unhappineſs by A&, nor ſeek

of it. to divert it by Counſel. We

Anw. We have thought fit readily confeſs, that if our

to publith this whole Tran Queriii's Judgment was not

fcript, tince are certain byaſs’d and prejudic'd by Paſ-,

that Subjects are not ſo much fion , he needed not conſult any

regarded by the Ingenious, as other Oracle but his own Rea

the Matter whereof the Sub . fon ; but till that has finilli'd

jects are compos’d. Tho' we its Labours, either by attain

ſee little reaſon for ſuch an ing its end, or by a Con:

Apology ; fince, as the Dieta. queit of its own Diſorders, we

ſor has well oblery'd , we are ob- Offer,

ligd to aſſiſt and relieve the Af. That we are oblig'd to Opi

flicted, as well as ſatisfy the Cu- nion for above three quarters

rious. If we might be allow'd of our Unhappineſs :

to ipake Remarks, as well as unhappy, poor, ec. becauſe

artist with our Advice , we think ſo , when upon a

would tell the World ( and per- ſtrict Inquiſition into the ną.

Isaps the Fair Cruel One may hear ture of things, we find all but

a

we

we are

we
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a Chimera and a Dream. If that who fecures himſelf of the

we ask'd our felves this Queſ- Providence of God by an in
tion , What is the End of every duftrious honeft Endeavour af

thing wepropoſe to our ſelves ? ter it. But we have only

we ſhould anſwer, Happineſs. brought theſe Arguments for

Now the Queſtion recurs, How the uſe of the Querilt, and e

Shallweknow when we are happy? very body elſe,
who are or

To which weanſwer, By acting maybe reduc'd to mean Cir

agreeably to the Dictates ofright cumſtances in the World , to

Reaſon, not of Opinion. "Twill undeceive ' em as to their ima.

not be amiſs to obſerve what ginary Misfortunes.

the Ingenious Mr. Boyle has laid But ſince this caſe may be

down for diſtinguiſhing the De- of general uſe to the Publick ,
grees of Cold ; to wit, not ac- we ſhall further conſider it as

cording to the common way , a Parallel with Mr. Boyle's Ob.

becauſe we are more or leſs ſervation ; to wit, that our

cold : ſince the Conſtitution of Senſes are not the proper Judge

our Bodies, the Seaſon, C. of Cold. We are not fit Ar

may make Cold more or leſs bitrators of the nature of our

ſenſible to us at one time than own Paſſions, and particular
at another, when as it is not ly this of Love . We are of

really ſo in its own nature. opinion , tho' we could wiſh

Therefore he was for preſcri. our felves miſtaken, that ne

bing a certain Method, which / ver any Perſon had ſuch an

depended not upon the Senſes, eſtimate of his Love, and the
but upon mechanical Demon- Effects of it , as he afterwards
ſtrations. The Caſe is paral- found ; but we ſpeak not this

lel : I am not poor, nor de . to diſcourage any one's Preten.

ſpicable, becauſe I appear lit- fions that way, believing that
tle in the eyes of others ; but where there is Virtue, an A

I am poor, when I think my greeableneſs of Temper, and

ſelf ſo, or more properly to Competency of Subliſtence, 'tis

keep up the Parallel, when I the greateſt worldly Happineſs
want the poſſeſſion of Virtue, that Human Nature is capable
and other ſuch Qualifications ; of. The Misfortunes of it

which , if abſent, would ren- are owing to our ſelves ; ſuch .

der me void of the eſſential as expecting Impoſſibilities, act
part of my Happineſs, to wit , ing inconfiderately, not diſco

an Agreeableneſs to the Dignity of vering to each other before

Human Nature . 'I would betoo hand the worit that muſt be

long to expatiate upon parti- known afterwards ; with a

culars ; only this we hall add , thouſand more Inconveniencies,

That no body can be poor or which are more eaſy in their

unhappy as to this world Expectation and Preparatives

(which is chiefly ſuppos'd in againſt 'em , than in a ſudden

this Cafe) who has what is ne- unlook'd for shock or Surpri

ceſſary for a daily Subſiſtence ; zal.------ As for any further Ad .

and no body can be depriv’d of vice that our Queriſt may ex
pect

:
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pect from us, we refer him Hypnoticb, whereas other Ans .

to thoſe Papers he has already dyne Sulphurs are but ſo by ac

mention'd ; believing that he cident, as that of Metals, Mi

will find himſelf already fully nerals, and that which lodges

anſwer'd there. in Native Cinnabar. The reaſon

Queft. U hy are Ofiersſmooth why Treace and Mithridate

oneyear, and rough another ſuc. provoke Sweat, is from the O

ceſively ? pium that is in ’em ; for if thoſe

Anjw. 'Tis a miſtake; they Electuaries are prepar’d with

are only ſmooth the firſt year, out it, they have not that ef

and every ſuccceding year grow fect, as we find by the Expe

rougher,' by reaſon that the riments of the Learned Wal

Spring affords new Juice for a leus , p . 61. Add to this, that

new Formation. Narcoticks have in 'em a vo.

Queſt . Whence have we ourO. latile Salt, as Opium and Saffron ,

pium ? Whether is it hot or cold ? from whence ariſes the proper

if hoi , why Narcotick (or ſtupio reaſon of their Refolution in

frying ;) If cold, why Sudorifick the Stomach, when given in

(or procuring Sweat ? ) Let it be Emulſions, Spirit ofWine, Bran

what it will, how comes it to have dy, &c. The Salt is left be

shat deference for thoſe animal Spi- hind , whilft the fulphureous

rits that are requir'd for ibeMotion Effluvia are convey'd to, and

of the Heart and for Reſpiration, circulate with the Blood : If

as very often to spare'em , whilſt apply'd outwardly, and worn

it ſeizes the others that communi- for 24 hours together, it only

cate with the Organs of the exter- works by demulcing, and mol.
nal Senſe ? lifying, not by ftupifying ; ta.

Anſw . Opium is but the Tear ken inwardly , it particularly

that diſtils from Poppies, which affects the nervous Parts, and

at certain times in the Year acts both by demulcing, di

have inciſions made in 'em for geſting, mollifying, er. as al

' that end. We have it from ſo by ftupifying or fixing the

Greece, Cabaia in the Eaſt Indies, animal Spirits, by ſtopping up

and Grand Cairo in Egypt. No their ſmall Paſſages into the

one has ever ask'd , whether Brain , as alſo their Influx into

Opiumbehot or cold, for ſome the Nerves, whereby the Ar
Ages; the Opinion of the Antients cheus of Nature becomes lax,

about its being cold having been inactive and drowſy. The rea

for a long time exploded , ſince ſon why it affects not thoſe
upon experiment it's found to be Spirits which ſerve for Refpi

infiammable, bitter and ſulphu. ration , Pulſation , and the Mo

teous, and of all Narcoticks it tion of the Heart, whilſt the

has the fineſt Sulphur ; that of other are ftagnated, is becauſe

Benbane, Hemlock andMandrake, the Doſe uſually preſcrib'd is

being more impure and groſs, but barely enough to affect the

and conſequently more inju- firſt ſma!! Paſſages it meets

rious , even ſometimes to Fata- with, and ſo ſtupifies the Sen

lity is ſelf. Opium is primarily ses ; whereas a large Dore

would

1
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would reach to the Cerebellum , Pungency and Pains in making

where the Par Octavum has its its way to the Pores, where

riſe ; the dependant Channels Nature would eject it ; and it

of which beingobſtructed , there has been often known to break

enſues a univerſal Narcoſis, or out in the fingers ends, in a

Stupefaction, and by conſe- dry calceous or limy Subſtance.

quence Death . ' Tis hereditary ſometimes, and

Queft. What's the original ſomething like it is caus'd by

Cauſe of the Gout ? exceſſive Heats and Colds. I

Ans. The Gout is the Pro- knew a great Lady, who in

duct of Exceſs and Irregulari- thirty years ſcarce everus’d

ties, eſpecially in drinking ſome her Hands, by reaſon of the

French Wines, and other ſort of Gout ; but heing reduced by

Liquors that are faline and a. Misfortunes to a mean Con

cid ; which appears by their dition , an abitemious forc'd

ſettling in Casks. This Salſi- Diet perfectly freed her from

tude and Sharpneſs cauſes a the Companion of her Exceſſes.

A Scheme of Inquiries propos'd to all Ingenious Genile

men, and other Inquiſitive Perſons, containing Inſtruc

tions in order to form a Body of the Natural, Artifici

al, and Civil Hiſtory of England and Wales, Scot

land , and Ireland , with the Foreign Plantations

thereunto belonging.

H

or

ΟΙ

I. In the Regions of the Air . neighbouring Hills or Valleys
are ſeated ?

HAT Appearances or

W
MeteorsWhat remarkable

Lights, Globes or Balls are more frequently ſeen , as

of Fire, Beamsor Pyramids of Haloes , or luminous Circles

Flame, Lights hovering on the incompaſſing the Moon

Earth , or Flakes riſing out , Stars ? What Parhelias,

have you at any time ſeen ? Mock-Suns , and when you moſt

Where they moſt appear? What obſerve 'em ? Rainbows, whe.

the Nature of that soil, and ther ſeen an intire Circle, or

that of the adjacent Places ? otherwiſe than oppoſite to the

Whether any known Minerals place of the Sun ?

there ? Of what kind, or how What Tempefts, Storms,

far diftant they are dug ? Thunder, Lightning have been

What ſtrange or unaccoun- in any parts, and what Mif

table Noiſes ? Whether con . chief or Damage have they

ftant, or only at ſome certain done ? What Colours are moit

ſeafon ? What Quarter the uſual in your Lightnings ? If

Winds then are in, or how the you have any certain Obſerva
tions
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tions by which you may predict

their happening ? II. In Waters freſh.

What Winds are moſt fami

liar to each place ; whether What Springs have you, and

any dangerous or hurtful to whether ever, or when dry

Man, Beaſt, Tree, oc ? What What new ones, and what

Caverns or Dens, from which have ceas'd to flow ? What

(as my Lord Bacon affirms) Fiſhing do your Rirers moſt

Streams of Wind perpetually yield ? What Salts-Pits, what

break, and may, be heard to Medicinal Wells ; or if Oaken
rumble in their Bowels ? Whe. Leaves bruiſed be put in, will

ther any Winds, conſtant or they blacken ? What Waters

regular, extending but to a extraordinary warm or cold

particular Tract of Ground ? have you ; or of any manifeſt
Whether Anniverſary , Tafte , Scent, or Colour, as

which blow always from the milky, blackiſh, green , or .

ſame Points in the ſame times or with Oils ſwimming on their

of the Year, Circular or Whirl- Surface, or which corrode, cat

winds ? In general , what Wea- or tinge any Bodies caſt into

ther attends each particular them , convert them into Stone,

Wind ? or otherwiſe harden or ſoften

What Rains extraordinary in them ? If ſo, what ſort of

Quantity or Colour, Hails, Ground do they run thro ?

Miſt, Dew, Froſt, Heats, have What colour do they leave on

you known , and what ill effects their Stones or Earth , and what

have they had ? uſe is made of them ? What

What ſubterraneal Steams or Salts or other Concretions da

Exhalations iſſue out of the they leave on ſhoar ?
Earth ? Whether mortal , or

any ways prejudical to the III , In Waters Salt.

Health of the neighbouring In

habitants ? Whether their E- To all Ingenious Seamen .] VWhat

suption be perpetual , or only different Colours and Degrees

at ſome certain time ? What of Saltneſs do you obſerve in

Diſeaſes are incident to any different parts of the Sea ?
Place, ſuppoſed to ariſe from what ſeveral Depths ? Whe

Minerals, as Gouts, Palfies, ther near the Mouths of ſome

Cramps, Aſthmatick Coughs ? Rivers , as is affirm’d , it has

What ſort of Perſons moit af- been found ſouriſh or bitter ?

fected ? Are there any Smokes If ſo , which are they ? What

or melted Bodies ſeen to aſcend, different Currents, Eddies ?

as in Volcano's ? Orthe Ground Near what Capes different

actually hot ? Any Convul- Concourſe of Tides ? What

fions or Earthquakes, and what Species of Fiſhes are moſt com

Places have moſt fuffer'd by mon, eſpecially, in the four
them ? Seas ; and what are their

Haunts ? Whether the ſuper

ficial or lower Water have any

where
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as

or

where a different Courſe,

ſome have advanc'd , in the V. Concerning Plants.

Mouth of the Mediterranean ?

Whether in any remote Coun- Whether you know of any

try inland Lakes are obſerv'd ſtrange or unuſual Plants or

to riſe and fall with the Sea , Trees, extraordinary either in

and whether above the level of their Growth, Fruit, Leaves,

the Water ? or time of Bloſſoming ?

To ſuch who live near the Coafts.] Are there any near you cu

What Sea- Plants, whether any rious in Gardening ? Do they

Coral found, which for Colour find Mr. Evelyn'sObſervations

or Beauty may , compare with @c . will hold in all parts of

that of the French of Marſeilles England, or all in the ſame La

or Thoulon, &c ? titude ? Have you any that

ftudy Inſects, that know what

IV. Concerning Earths. are peculiar to different Plants,

and whether the ſame Plants

What ſort of Ochres, Chalks, han't ſometimes different In

Marles, Clays for Tobacco- ſeets ? Has any curiouſly ob

Pipes, oc. what of any odd ſerv'd the Diſeaſes of Plants,
Scent, Colour, or Tafte, and their Prevention , Cure ?

what Quantities ? Any Turfs eſpecially of the Blebs or Bliſ

better than the common, fat ters we find on the Leaves of

and inflammable ? Any Coal many Shrubs and Trees ? of

dug ? Country mountainous, thoſé with Infeets, or without

or what Hill conſiderable for 'em ?

Figure, Proſpect, oc ? What

Minerals, as Salt-petre, Allum , VI. Concerning Husbandry,

or Copperas dug, or any Works

for preparing theſe ? What un- What unuſual Grains

common or odd Obſervation Graſſes do you ſow in this

have you made on them ? Any Country ? Have any found

Brimſtone, Antimony , Orp- out any new Improvement of
ment, Black-Lead, Calamy- Arable or Paſture Land, or

ftone, Loadſtone, Amber, do other Curioſity in Husbandry ?

your Mines afford ; and what Any new ſort of Plough, er
other Minerals are generally And are their Inventions practia

in their company ? cable and more ſerviceable than

What Lead, Íron -Oars, Flint- the old ? Any newway to pre

Spars, Cawk, Tin - glaſs, &c . ſerve Corn from Weeds, Flies,

or other Metals ? Birds, Worms, Moles, ec ?

More particular Inſtruc- And whether there be any that

tions with relation to theſe you know of to keep it from

Heads, eſpecially thoſe of Me. Blaſting, Mill- dew , Oc ? Are

tals, Minerals, Earths, and there any near you that have

Stopes , ſhall be given , as our any peculiar way of Inning

future Occaſion thall require. or Draining Marſhes, Bogs,

Fens ? and any thing confi
derable

or
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derable done that way near

you ?

antient Sepulchers or Caves ;

Men of Gigantick Stature , or

any vaſt Skeletons of Bones of

Men ?VII . Concerning Animals.

>

Whether you know of any VIII. Concerning Arts.

near you that are curious Ob

ſervers of Inſects, and the Is there any hereabout that

Works of Bees, Silk-worms, has made any Improvement in

OC ? Any who have obſerv'd any of the Liberal or Mecha

their Origin , Perfection, Cor- nick Arts ? In Phyſicks, Ana

ruption , Diſeaſes, and Cures ? tomy, Aftronomy, Geometry,

Are there any Birds, Fiſhes, Arithmetick , Mufick, Archi

or Reptiles peculiar to this tecture ? Are there any Buil

Country, or any thing remar- dings extraordinary, either in

kable concerning them ? Any whole or part, Churches, Col

ſtrange Beaſt, Sheep, Horſe, leges, Town- Halls, Conduits,

&c. ofany unuſual Quality, or Dwelling. Houles of the Nobi-.
mix'd Generation, or wonderlity and Gentry, Mills, Stair

ful Bigneſs ; or any other Ani- caſes, Chimney -pieces, Win

mal attended with unuſual Cir- dows , etc ? Any rare or cu

cumſtances ? rious Engine ? Any Perſon e

Whether you know of any minently curious in any Handi.

Nrange Accidents that have be- craft, and wherein his Excel.

fallen Men or Women ? Any lency lies ?

prodigious Births , numerous

Offsprings, Hermaphrodites ? IX. Concerning Antiquities.

Men or Women extremely a

like, of prodigious Memories, Were there ever any antient

of extraordinary Stature, Seats of Kings in or near this

markable either for Exceſs or Place ? Any antient Priories ,

Defect ? Any that have ſtrange Nunneries, Abbeys, & c. or any

Antipathies to Meats, Drinks, thing yet left remarkable con

Animals, Parts of Animals ? cerning 'em ? Are there the

Of unuſual Sieep or Watching, Remains of any antient Cattles

Night-walkers (in their feep or Fortifications ? Any old

we mean) Dreams or Predic. Ways or Banks of Land ſtill re

tions that have ſtrangely come maining ? Any Barrows or an

to paſs ? Of Men of extreme tient Monuments of Stone ?

Age , of ſudden Deaths, of any Have you heard of any Parlia

reputed dead that have ſtrange- ments, Councils, or Terms

ly come to life again ? Any held there ? or were any old

thing remarkable that attends Epiſcopal Sees ever near you ?

a Family or a ſingle Perſon in Any Battles fought, any Ar

their Lives or Deaths ; mour found , orold Mony,Urns,

Lights or Noiſes, ec ? Any Lamps, Lachrymatories, Pave.

certain Apparitions ? ( but let ments, Bracelets , Rings, Seals,

theſe be well atteited ) Any or other Britiſh, Roman, Saxon ,

re

as

OS
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or Daniſh Antiquities : and if elſe have youby you (of any

you know in whoſe poſſeſſion kind ) the publiſhing whereof

they yet remain ? may be either a Service to the

What ftrange and immemo- Publick, or to particular Per

rial Cuſtoms, what Houſes of ſons ? which if ſent, ſhall not

extraordinary Note , and whe- fail to be inſerted in this Un.

ther any valuable Manuſcripts dertaking, with our Thoughts

any where near you ? Or what thereon.

W
TE can't but look upon Tertullian de Baptiſmo, cap. 18 .

it as a particular Pro- Prefecturæ igitur Juridica qua Bap

vidence, that in our former Pa- tiſmo præerat, profitebatur Proſely

per about Infant Baptiſm , we de . tus ipſe Majorennis Legem Mofai
liver'd our Affertions a little cam ſe ſervaturum . Such as could

darkly, becauſe thereby wehave not anſwer themſelves, did pro

encourag'd the Anabaptiſts to feſs or promiſe by Major Domo's,

ſpeak not only very confidently or Sponſors, to keep the Law of

of their Tenets, in their Ani- Mofes. 4 Stranger ihat is circum
madverſions upon our Poſitions, ciſéd ( faith Maimonides) and not

but that they have now given us baptized, or that is baptizedand
to underſtand whereinall their not circumciſed, is not a Profelyte

Strength lies : ſo that we are till he be boih baptized and circum

now the better enabled to ſpeak ciſed. But to put all out of

home to the matter in hand, doubt, ſince the Jews them

both by expoſing their Tenets, ſelves are the beſt Witneſſes,

and clearing our ſelves from you fhall find the Rabbi's Expo

the weak Objections they have fitions upon Exod. 19. 8. and

rais'd againſt us. And we doubt Gen. 35. 2. If he have not a

not but to act ſo candidly and Father, and his Mother bring the

mildly therein, that cot only Child to be profelyted, they bap

themſelves (if not extraordi- tize him ; becauſethere is no Pro

narily prejudic'd ) but every o- ſelyte without Circumciſion and

ther unfatisfy'd Reader, will Baptiſm . Hence it is, that a

have a clear and diſtinct No- Jewiſh Proſelyte is call'd B :Ec

tion of the Differences betwixt who, a Baptized Perfon. All

us, even to an Acknowledg- which confider'd, fufficiently

ment of the Truth . clears this Head .

Upon our firſt Queſtion (pa- As to the ſecond Head in the

ragr. firſt of their Paper) they fame Paragraph , about Bap

urge, That we prove not that tiſin being the Antitype of

whole Families were bapriz'd of Circumciſion , wherein they ſay ,

the profelyred Gentiles in their That we afirm , but not confirm it ;

Initiation among the Jews. but rather give away our Cauſe,

We anſwer, our Paper was and ſay that it was not properly a

ſmall, but we'll confirm itnow, Type, but rather a Continuation of

fince they ſeem to deſire it ; a Cuftom : what we ſaid we ſhall

and firft in this particular : prove, and then let the world

judge

:
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judge who has given away the Covenant of Circumcifion . But

Cauſe. 'Tis not abſolutely ne- to come to the Expoſition of

ceſſary that the Type and An- that Text, which they have fo

titype ſhould agree in every ſtrangely perverted ; viz . In

thing. Iſaac wasa Typeofour whom also ye " were circumciſed.

Saviour í he was the promis’d with the Circumciſion madewith
Seed , ſo was our Saviour; he was out hands, in putting off the Body

the only begotten Sonof his Fa. of the Sins of the Fleſh by the Cir

ther, ſo was our Saviour ; he cumciſion of Chriſt, having been

was brought to Mount Moriah bury'd with him in Baptiſm. The

to be offer'd, and ſo was our Scope of the Apoſtle here was

Saviour : Ifaac carry'd the to take off the Coloſſians from the

Wood , ſo our Saviour carry'd Rudiments of the World , eſpe

the Croſs; but he was not real- cially Circumcifion , which trou

ly offer'd after all , but our Sa- bled moſt of the Churches :

viour was : nor was Ifaac in- therefore he faith , re are com

tentionally a Sacrifice for any, pleat in him ,beingcircumciſedwith

our Saviour actually was ſo for the Circumciſion made without

the Sins of the whole world . hands. But they might object,

' Tis enough to our purpoſe that we want the outwardCircumciſi
Circumciſion was a Mark of on to us and our Children , which

diſtinction from the Gentile
was of ſingular uſe to the Jews to

World , as Baptiſm is a Badge ſtrengthen their Faith - The Apo

to diſtinguiſh betwixt Chrif- ftle anſwereth, re are burry'd with

tians and Heathens ; that as
him in Baptiſm , or you are in ef

Circumciſion was a Seal of the fect circumcis'd becauſe baptiz’d;
Covenant betwixt God and his for Baptiſm ſupplies the place

People then , fo is Baptiſm now. of Circumciſion , and is every

Thus we ſee they agree in all way as advantageous to you

the Subſtantials ; and in what See the Expoſitions of the Fa

they differ, there may be a pe- thers , and you'll find 'em agree
cial reaſon given for it . To with this . We have not room

prove this further ; An Ordinance tu paraphraſe upon the reſt.

once enjoin'd, and never repeald, is In the ſame Paragraph they

always in force :but the Ordinance urge , that we ſay, Chriſt and

of Childrens Incovenanting was his Apoſtles added to Baptiſm what

önce in the Old Teſtament enjoin'd , was neceſſary to make it an Anti

and was never repeal'd ; ergo , 'tis type of Circumciſion, but that we

yet in force. If the Anabaptiſts ſay never a word whatit is

fay not, ler them thew where. Anw. 'Tis their Prejudice or

This thews yet the Analogy Inadvertence, for they'll find it

betwixt Baptiſmand Circumciſion, in emphatick Italick in the ſame

Again , the Privileges of the Paragraph, if they pleaſe to

Goſpel are not only to as many read it over again .
as the Lord ſhall call from afar A little further, as alſo in

off, but alſo to Believers and the fourth Column, they put

their Children , Acts 2. 39 , and a Dilemmaupon us , to know

'twas alſo thus under the old what we mean by the Covenant,

and

1
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and whether Remiſſion or Sal . be taught. How unfair is ſuch

vation is feald to the Infant. an Arguing ? This noted , we

For the Covenant, ſee atlarge refer all the world to our firſt

Heb . 8. and Jer . 31, which we Expoſition, which we Thall e

have not room to paraphraſe ver ſtand by ; to wit, Diſciple

on, nor need we, ſince wethink all Nations, baptizing and teaching

we are already agreed upon't them , &c . where Baptizing
as to adult Perſons As to the goes before Teaching : And

latter, whether Children re- with this Order of Doctrine

ceive Remiſſion of Sins and that of St. John the Baptiſt a

Salvation by Baptiſm ? we an- grees, Mark 1. John did baprize
ſwer , Yes, as ſure as adult in the Defart, preaching the Bap

Perſons, viz . both of 'em con- tiſm of Repentance. And here by

ditionally , and no otherwiſe : the by, our Antagoniſts do well

For what fignifies Baptiſm to in pafling over the Faith of

an adult Baptiſt, if he forfeits Fairus for his Daughter, which

his Conditions ? as little we ſhows that believing Parents

are ſure as the Baptiſm of Faith avails for their Children ;

Children : So that there's as as likewiſe the Syriac Tranſla

much a fealing of a Blank to tion in the Example of the

apoftatizing adult Perſons, as Jaylor, Baptizatus eft ipfe cum

to non -performing Children omnibus filiis domus fue. But

when they become capable. there's no difputing with fuch

They ſeem to be angry that Perſons as evade what they

we urge, a Continuance of a can't tell what to do with ; and

Cuſtom was the likelieſt way when they are put to't, for all

to find encouragement ; ad their Pretenſions to the Letter

ding by way of Interrogation , of the Scripture, have the con .

that the Goſpel was notcalcu « fidence upon Dr. Taylor's words

lated to pleaſe Mens Humours. to deny our Saviour's , who af

We'll grant it, but there's a fures us that Children have

deal of difference between gra . Faith , Mat. 18. 3 , 4 , 5. com

tifying Converts in ſome Cir- par’d with Mat. 9. 36. alſo Mat.

cumſtantials, and chuling Me 18. He that offendeth one of theſe

thods to comply with Wicked- little ones which believe in me, & c.

neſs. Pray read the Counſel We would ask whether that

of the Elders at Jeruſalem , Paffage. They broughtlittle Chil

which was ſent to the Gentiles, dren to him , and that, Suffor lit

as allo St. Paul's Condeſcenſion tle Children to come unto me, &c.

both to Jew and Gentile, to be ſpoken definitely or indefi

win both . nitely : if definitely , let 'em

Under the ſecond Queſtion ſhow what Children are

they father a falſe Tranſlation empted ; if indefinitely , the

upon us, about the words of Caſe is plain on our ſide. Be

the Commiſlion, Madrteúdute fides, in ſeeking to evade this

Távta sà i fron ; rendering poceo ( for we muſt follow ' ein from

Onteúrats, Teach ye , and then place to place for one Argu

asking us, whether Children can ment) they would have no
Children

ex
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Children profelyted but ſuch baptiz'd , &c. Where they have

as Timothy, whofrom a Child had. one intiance of Female Bap

known the Scripture : To which tiſm ? How the Faith of the

we anſwer, That according to Parent can put the Child far

the Original, thoſe Children iber off from God ? How Chil.

which did not si aegs or weg dren can loſe by Chritt's Com .

GENTE were ſuch as were ing, who came to take away

brought to our Saviour ; and he the Sip of the World , which

took them in his Arms, therefore moſt interpret Original Sin ?

they were too littie to go them . But to put all out of doubt,
ſelves. Childrenare holy,for of ſuch is the

A great deal of Paper is Kingdom of Heaven : But Holi

ſpent to prove (tho’ it does neſs comes by the Operation

not do it) that the word all of the Holy Spirit ; and who

Nations does not belong to ere. can forbid water to ſuch as

ry individual Perſon . There's receive the Holy Spirit, that

no body ever took it in any o . they thould not be baptiz'd ?

ther ſenſe but this, That of all Again , the Covenant is not

Languages, Tongues, and Nations, alter'd at all , as to Children,

Some ſhould be diſcipled and made from what it was in Circum

Chriſtians, and not all of all cifion . God ſaid to Abraham, I

Nations; for the Goſpel ſpread will be thy God, and ihe God of

by degrees, and was never in thy Seed : compare which with

its Purity in all places at once. Gal. 3. 14. & 17. That the Bleſ

Thenthey come over us with long of Abraham might come upon

their old Expofition, and won't the Gentiles, &c. This 1ſay there

admit of any other. What fore,thar the Covenant which was

reafon have we to believe ſuch confirm’d of God in Chriſt before

an Expoſition as has been con- the Law ,which wasfour hundred

trary to the Senſe of the pric and thirsyyears after, cannot dif

mirive Church ? The antient annul, ihat it ſhould make the

Fathers believ'd, that federal Promiſe of none effet. See that

Holineſs of Parents inade their Expoſicion of this place by St.

Children Candidates for Bap- Peter, in his Sermon to the

tiſm- -Take one among the Jews upon the Day of Pente- /

reſt : Tert. de Animo , c . 39. Hic coſt, viz . The Promiſe is to you

enim Apoſtolus ex Sanctificatione and your Children, and all that are

alterutro fexu Sanctosprocreari ait , ajar off, even as many as theLord

tam ex feminis prerogativa , ere . our God ball call ; agreeable to

We would ask theſe Ana- other Texts : To the Jew firſt ,

baptifts, whether Children e- and alſo to the Gentile and

ver were in Covenant ? Whe. many more ſuch Texts, that

ther they can ſhow where they thow believing Gentiles have

are put out of it ? Whether the ſame Prerogative as to In

there's not as much right to covenanting, as the promis d

their Baptiſm , as that of adult Seed of Abraham , viz . both Pa.

Females ? for 'tis no where rents and Children ,

ſaid, She that believerh, and is

Thc

1
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The next is about the Uni- any Proof at all : therefore

verſal Conſent of Churches what we have offer'd muſt and

for Infant-Baptiſm : They tell will ſtand, till better Argu

us they never read in Holy ments are found out.

Writ , that any of the Churches But they ſeem to make a

in Aſia conſented to Infant-Bap- ftir that we ſhould ſay there

tiſm What a miſerable Shift never was a particular Congre

is this ! Becauſe the Scripture gation of Anabaptifts till above

is not an univerſal Hiſtory, to 300 years after our Saviour :

ſpeak of every thing, there. But ſince this won't pleaſe 'em,

fore nothing elſe is to be be- we'll prove that there was ſo
liev'd . But 'tis in vain to ſpeak far from being any particular

more of it , ſince they tell us, Congregation of 'em then , that

they may be as well perſuaded there never was any one Perſon

to believe Tranſubſtantiation and that oppos’d Infant Baptiſm ,

Purgatory, as thoſe things which till 380 years after our Saviour,

the Divine Rule has no Tongue Auxentius the Arian was the firſt ;

to ſpeak. Pray why do they let 'em prove any Patron of

believe there were ſuch Per. their Sect before him , if they
ſons as Alexander the Great, Ca- can . We'll give 'em Authority

to, Hannibal ? or why do they for what we here affert

believe Infant Baptiſm was'in . Anabaptiſmiinftitutio non nupera
troduc'd into the Church ſomeonora eſt, ſed ante annos quoque

hundred years after our Sac mille trecentos turbas in Ecclefia

viour, when the Scripture does dedit graviſſimas; ew tantum vi

not mention it ? Once more rium acquiſivit ut hujus feculi

we refer their ſecond Thoughts noftri conatus, tantum luſus adhuc

to what we have faid upon this fi cum illo conferatur, videri poſſit

Subject. They tell us , that the interim ,tamen Divine Veritatis tea

Churches in Rome, Corinth, E. lisnunc quoque expugnatus e plane

pheſus, Galatia, Philippi, Coloss, dejectus eft. Zuingl.de Pædobapt.

Samaria, Cæfarea , were all for They affirm , ' Tis well known

baptizing the Adult. We grant Augufline was the firſt that

it, but 'twas ſuch adult Perſons preach'd Infant Baptiſm neceſ

as came over from the Heathen . [ary-'Tis a great miſtake ;

We challenge 'em to prove that read Clemens Romanus, lib. 6 .

any one of thoſe. Churches did c. 19 . Βαπτίζετε 5 υμεν το

not alſo baptize Infants. výtis , &c . Baptize your Infants ,

As to that Paragraph which and educate them in the Diſci

pretends to enervate and wea- pline and Admonition of God ,

ken the Teſtimonies of the Fa- &c. And a little after he gives

thers, tho' we have yet better, this reaſon ; There is this diffe

which we ſhall ſhow anon , and rence betwixt baptiz'd and unbapa

ſuch as are unguettionable ; we riz'd Infants,thatbaptiz'd Infants

appeal to any diſintereſted Per- enjoy the good things of Baptiſm ,

ſons, whether there's any thing which thoſe that are not baprizid

more than Sufpicion, and beg. do not enjoy; and that they enjoy

ging of the Quetion, and not them by the Faith of thoſe who offer

M them
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them to Baptiſm . This we hope Plunging and Waſhing are ve.

was long enough before St. ry diſtinct ; ſee Exod. 15.4, 5 .
Auftin . Polycarp was the Dif- xatiduran sis Bufor. This Dif

ciple of St. John,and Irenaus ference did the Greek Writers

was his Diſciple, who tells us make betwixt Baptizing and

in ſeveral of his works (par. Plunging under Water ; and

ticularly Ep. Irenæi ad Florinum . they were certainly the beſt

adv . Herel. I. 3. 6. 3. 1. 5. 6. 33 , Judges of their own Propriety

Epift . ad Florinum lib .9. cap. 39. of Language : See Beza in
that he convers’d with ſeveral Mattheum - The antient Ora

antient Presbyters that had cles of the Athenians, 'Arròs

liv'd in the Apoſtles Times, of . Barlien durch detou š seus ist,

whom he had enquir'd after the Baptize or waſh him as a Bottle
Apoſtles Practices : And yet in Water, but do not drown him .

we are ſure from him , as well In ſhort, conſult all Authors,

as bis Contemporary Tertullian, and you'll find that Bérlw fig

that Infant-Baptiſm was then nifies to dip or plunge, but Beto

of general Practice in the 1 w to baptiſe or wah. So that
Church . Their Animadver- if the Manner it ſelf were ab

fions upon the third Queſtion folutely neceſſary , we have it

deſerve no Thoughts, the ſum nearer than they ; but we think

of it being treated on all along . it not very material, and

In Queſtion the fourth they therefore all the long Ha

are troubled about our Saviour's rangue they make afterwards

Baptiſm at thirty years of Age, is upon wrong Suppoſition ,

and ask, why he was not hap- and therefore too impertinent

tiz'd when an Infant ? We to the matter in hand to be

have given one Reaſon alrea- further conſider'd by us.

dy , and offer now another, viz . In their Cloſe they ſay, we

Becauſe he was a few . Profe- reproach them , in ſaying,

lyted Heathens only their Ringleaders came to ill

baptized when young, as we Deaths, and repented of their

have prov'd above . Notions when they died ; al

In the fifth Queſtion they ledging, fo was our Saviour,

we have done partly and ſo was St. Paul ,
We an

fair , and partly foul , about the ſwer, Truth is no Reproach

Modus of Baptiſm . Our Saviour and St. Paul were

{wer, Since they were not abus'd , but fally ; nothing

pleas'd to accept of our Com- could be faſten'd upon 'em , or

pliance before, we further of- prov'd againit them :

fer, That the Original does can prove what we ſay, and
not fignify to dip , ' tis another 'tis done already . But ſince

Word, ſee John 13. 26. p . they deſire , more, take it :

Béfas zó Haribor. This, with Muncer, the firſt of their Sect

the general Acceptation of the in Germany, at the point of

word amongit Grecian Authors, Death, did acknowledge his Er
thows that it fignifies only a ror, his Mind being exceed

bare and Right Washing . ingly caſt down, ſo that he

were

tell us ,

We an

but we

was
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un.

was not able to give an Ac- perſuaded is and will be found
count of his Faith . To meno authentick and warrantable at

tion one other : fohn Bocold of the Great Day of Trial, and
Leiden ſaid , that the Grace of we hope they will accept it as

the Gospel had been long enough of ſuch at our Hands. If they

fer'd, thatfrom henceforth all who are yet further unſatisfy'd in

had rejected it, were to be killd any thing, let all their Argu
by a material Sword. Read ments be drawn fyllogiftically

Winter's Treatiſe of infant- Bap. up, without running long Di

tiſm , p. 174. Beza faid of 'em , viſions and needleſs Paraphra

Quidam illorum , O. Some of ſes, and they ſhall have their
them deſerve Pity rather than Anſwers with all Meekneſs and

Puniſhment. AndEraſmus faid , Candour imaginable . We

Anabaptiſtas Commiſeratione,& c. heartily wiſh their Judgments
The Anabaptiſts deſerv'd Pity , as enlightend and rectify'd , to

Offenders that finn'd more by Igo the . Acknowledgment of the
norance than Malice. But if Truth as it is in Jeſus.

they have a Mind to ſee the The following Poſtſcript was

Tragical Ends of ſeveral of tranſmitted to us by an

their Ringleaders , read the known Hard.

latter part of Roffe's View of
all Religions, and they'll find POSTSCRIPT

.

enough unhappy Patrons of

this erroneous Doctrine. T will ever redound to the Ho..

nour of Mr. Elliot of New

here writ, is not ſo much to England , that he was so very

vex as to convince them , and earneſt for the bringing poor Chil
ſuch unthinking Perſons, dren under the ond of the Coue

for want of Judgment, may be nant, that he very openly and ear

biaſs’d by their Doctrines- neftly maintain'd the Cauſe of In .

We would caution them , as fant-Baptiſm against a ſort of

they will anſwer it at the Day Perfons riſen ſince the Reforma

of Judgment, not to be cove- tion, who forgetthat inthe Gospel

tous of other Peoples Ruins, Church -State, as well as in the

by diſturbing the Church of Jewiſh , the Promiſe is to Belie
Chriſt with a falſe Doctrine, vers and their Children , and ara

left they ſuffer for others Sins. unwilling to reckon Children among
Think on Sir Thomas Moor's the Diſciples of Jeſus Chriſt, or to

Words, who, in thoſe doubt- grant that of ſuch is the Kingdom

ful Errors he held in his of Heaven ; or to know, that the
Youth , was content to be He. most undoubted Records of Antiqui
retical , if it ſhould prove to ty affirm Infant-Bahtiſm to have

be ſo, without a Party, or the been an Uſage in all i lic Primitive

profelyting of others to his Churches ; that even before the

Opinion. We proteſt ſeriouf early days of Nazianzen , Chry

ly , that what is here offer'd, foíiom , Balil, Athanaſius, Epi

is not out of Prejudice or Paſ- phanius in the Greek, and Am
fion , but what we are really brote, Jerom , Auflin in the

Isiin

have . In

as
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Latin Church, all of which give foould be Recipients, of the Diſci

glorious Teſtimonies for Infant. pline of Chriſl; beſides what plain

Baptiſm ; even Cyprian before Evidence we have in Irenæus and

theſe aſjures us; that in his days Juſtin Martyr : And that the

there wasno doubt of it; and Ori- very Argumentswith which fome

gen before him could ſay, ' Iwas of the Antients did ſuperſtitiouſly

from the Apoſtlesthatthe Church adviſe the Delay of Baptiſm , do

the Baptiſm of Infants ; at the ſame time confeſs the Di
and Clemens Romanus before vine Right of Infants in it .

bim could ſay, That Children

took up.

Remarks upon the laſt Skeet publiſh'd by the

Anabaptiſts.

A
S our laſt Sheet went into relation to the inatter in hand.

the Preſs, there came to As we remember (ſo we

our Hands another Piece, call'd may be pardon'd for tautolo

Confidence Corrected, & c. ' Tis a gizing ſince our Papers are

magiſterious Title, and calls at the Preſs) the Heads are

our humble Thoughts ; theſe, which if ye anſwer, the

flierefore fince we have told Cauſe is your own.
the world we would, in theſe 1. Since Children by God's

twelve Numbers , give an An- immediate Appointment and

ſwer to all the Anabaptiſts expreſs Command were rec

have written , we ſhall take 'kon'd and included with their

notice of what it contains : Parents as proper Subjects for

but upon examination we find Incovenanting, where are they

nothing material in it but by God's immediate Appoint

what we have already an- ment and expreſs Command

fwer'd, only fome new Expo- excluded again ?

ſitions aud a few Catches, like 2. Diſprove our Teſtimonies

drowning Men , at whatever either of the Jews or Primi

they think may be patter and tive Fathers.

render us odious. Amongſt 3. Or bring one credible In

the relt, we'll only examine ſtance where Infauit. Baptiſm is

thole Expoſitions that ſeem to mention'd as Inorthodox, be

anſwer any of thoſe three fore many credible Inſtances

Points we have before laid that we have and can yet far

down ; to which (we hope) we ther ſhew, where 'tis men

have juftly reduc'd all this tion'd as Orthodox in the firſt

tedious long Diſpute betwixt Ages of the Church.

us, which may continue to E- We deſire the Reader to

ternity , if wefollow 'em in the pardon our ſtating theſe Heads

long Chaſe of impertinent Cir- again, fince we have done it

cumſtances that have ſo little (our Papers being abſent) not

only
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only to examine by thom what A little after ſpeaking of

this fait Book of the Anabap- Childrens being in Covenant ,

tifts may urge againſt any of you ſay , If you grant that they

them, but alſo to take off ano- are in Covenant, Holy, 0746.

ther Objedion that they have pag . 35. yet you deny that they

ſtarted againſt us , as that our oughtto be baptiz'd -- Anſw .

Poſitions are darkly deliver'd , The moſt reaſonable Perſons

eſpecially upon the firſt Head , amongſt you always granted

which every Diſputant ought this upon that Supportion, but

to avoid , ſince ſuch things we want not your Suffrage ;
ſtart new Argument, and are for St. Peter in Acts 2. makes

only proper for bad Cauſes, the Covenant a Ground and

and ſuch as would loſe the Ar- Title for Baptiſm .

gument firſt ſtared . Pag. 35. You ſay you value

The ſecond Head is firſt en- not the univerſal Conſent of

gag'd , but ftands firm , fince Churches , nor Antiquity for

confirm'd by what we have Infant-Baptiſm . Anfw . Then

brought, as well as by your you are paft difpute ; for who

own Inſtance of the Rabbi's more proper Judges of

difputing about the legality of the unexpreſs'd Subjects of a

circumciſing Proſelytes without general Commiſſion (Go , diſcie

baptizing them, which could ple all Nations ) than the im

not be without ſuch a Prac. mediate Succeſſors of the A

tice ; and ſince other Nations, poftles ? unleſs you believe the

who had their Cuſtoms from Apoſtles Practices were not

the Fews, have the ſame Prac- known by thoſe very Perſons

tice . See Dr. Lightfoot's Colo which they ſet over the Chur

lections upon this point, and ches , and that the Succeſſors of

they will fully ſatisfy you . theſe ſlept all the time their

The next which comes near Predeceſſors taught them and

any of our three Heads, is their contemporaries.. Cer

your Expoſition upon Afts 2. tainly if ſuch Perſons Teſti

39. The Promiſe is to you and monies are not to be valu’d, el

your Children. Here you bring pecially when we ſee them

Several Texts wherein Chil. brought to the Stake for their

dren is taken in another ſenſe, Maſter's Truth ;

beſides Little Ones ; but thisbut this thing is to be queſtion'd, even

does not therefore exclude Lit- the Bible it felf, which by
tle Ones, fince it is as com- their Tradition we are affur'd

monly taken in this ſenſe too ; to be the Word of God. No

and which is yet more, ſince thing but an Anabaptiſt could

St. Peter by that Text: refers queſtion their Knowledge and
to Abraham and his Seed , and Truth, or deny that to be the

mentions that Covenant where- ſenſe of our Saviour's Words,

in Little Ones were included ; which himſelf never contra

which we hope proves no Ex- dicted, nor his Apoſtles after

cluſion of Infants, but ļbe con- him , but what was made fre.

trary, quent mention of in the Wri

tings

then every
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tings of ſuch as convers'd with meanly ; the occafion is, be

the antient Presbyrers who cauſe we ask'd you for an in

were contemporary with the ſtance of Female - Baptiſm .

Apoftles themſelves. Could you not have given it

What you urge about Anti- in mild and plain Terms, and

quity , as to the true Marks of then you had done all thar

it, is obſcure, fince you have could be expected ? But in

not given us your true Marks ſtead of that you leap at the

of it. And as for your ſay poor Queſtion, like a Cat at a

ing , From the Beginning it was Mouſe; and having faften'd

not ſo , it lies upon you to prove upon it, you grumble, play,

when it began . We have gi . and tantalize the poor thing,

venyou Authority that it was till you are weary with its

practis'd before our Saviour, as Diſgrace : and then out of Pi

alſo in the time of thoſe who ty end its Expectation , bring.

convers’d with tbe Contempo- ing a purring. Syllogiſm to

raries of the latter Days of the prove it lawful. Generouſy

Apoſtles. done ! but you did not confi.

Ye ſay, pag. 39. that Chil- der, that whether there was,

drens Faith is not to be prov'd or was not any ſuch Inſtance ,

from that Text, Little Ones it made our Caſe of infant

which believe in me, & c. We'll Baptiſm neither better nor

exarnine this by and by, when worſe, which ſhews your Quar

we conſider your Poſtſcript, rel lies at whatever you can

particularly that of Childrens catch : tho' after all , we have

beholding God's Face in Heaven , to tell you there are three or

and the Inference from it.-- four more ſuch Queſtions, if

An Ordinance once repeald, &c. you could have ſeen 'em, which

pag . 4 .
See it fiated to your we ask'd on purpoſe, not that

better Satisfaction in the firſt we want to be ſatisfy'd in them

of our three Heads ; and we our ſelves.

expect a full Anſwer to it , The next Quotation which

elſe that you'll hold your we are ſo ſeverely check'd for,

Tongues, and not perſecute is a Paſſage which we think

every Body's Ear with Abuſes, fit to cite again , to thew the

Nonience , and impertinent In- World how much Malice and

ferences as of a Man bring- Ignorance appears in their

ing a Chizzel to cut out a Comments upon us : The

Doublet, @c. What you there words are theſe, If God be

offor is nothing near it ; pleas’d to irradiate upon the Souls

Mr. C. - underſtood what we of Children in Heaven , and they

meant, and bid faireſt for an do behold the Face of God ( as our

Anſwer ; to which we have re- Saviour' ſays) hen it follows

join'd , and if you can help that they have Faith in heaven ,
him out, do. and why not on earth ? To be

And now to your unchriſtian hold the Face of God is an Act of

ſcandalous Postſcript: Faith , Heb . II . 17 , Let the

Here we are treated very Reader take notice, that here

We

or
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e

our

a

ec . er

we are ſuppoſing, that if Faith ' fenſe into a Syllogiſm agreeable

were abſolutely prerequiſite to to it, by changing the Why in ..
Baptiſm , Children have it to a very fair Preſumption.

from Saviour's Words, ' Tis highly reaſonable, that

Theſe Little Ones which believe in if Children are capable by

me. And that our Saviour's Faith to apprehend God, or

Words may as well be ex- Chriſt Jeſus in Heaven , which

pounded of Infants as of ſuch is a great matter, they may

who are´meek and humble like apprehend Baptiſm upon Earth ,

Infants, we have brought ſome which is a leſſer Matter.
unqueſtionable Inſtances in But Children are capable by

our firſt Paper, where theſe Faith to apprehend,
Words are cited , of Infants 80, C.

who have had ſtrange Effects The third thing you ridi

of actual Faith, even before cule in your Poſtſcript is our

they had the proper uſe of Query, How the Faithof the Pa
their Reaſon . From whence rent can put the Child farther off

we ſpokeas above, and meant from God, and how Children can

no more by it than this, That loſe by Chriſt's Coming, & c. We

if God, who is in Heaven, was think there's but little Abſur

pleas'd to irradiate and mine up- dity in it ; for if Children had

on the souls of Children (who the Happineſs of being in the

are upon Earth, for we don't Covenant with their parents

plead for the baptizing thoſe under the Law, it muſt be an

Children who are in /eaven , Unhappineſs if they are ex.

that's not our Deſign ) and that cluded out of the Covenant

theſe Children , by a Reflex of this from their parents under the

Irradiation , do fee God , or behold Goſpel : If ſo, Children have

Jeſus Chriſt, who is the object of loft by Chriſt's Coming, which

their Faith in Heaven,why may’nt we don't meet with any where

their Faith ſervefor an Ordinance under the Goſpel ; and if you

on Earth, as Baptiſm , & c ? That do , it lies uponyou to prove

we mean Children upon Earth , it , and then we'llyield our In

is painalſo from the Text ci- ference an Abſurdity. See the

ted, Heb. 11. 17, where St. Paul firſt Head of our Propoſals to

ſpeaks of a Subject upon Earth, you , as above.
and not of a Subject of the The laſt ſcurrilous Reflec .

beatifick Viſion . But why ſo tion gives to Pedo -Baptiſts the

malicious and Tpiteful an In- Character of the Faculty of

Perfion of the Order of our fawning one upon another only be.

Words ? Why not on Earth ? to cauſe we inſerted a Poſtſcript

therefore on Earth , and from which mentions Mr. Elliot; tho’

thence to fix nonſenſical Syllo. at the ſame time we told the

giſms and irrational Confe- World it was ſent to us from

quences upon us ? But to teach an unknown Hand. The mi

theſe_Perſons a little Juſtice ferable fluff that follows it has

and Reaſon, we'll shew them our pity ; eſpecially when we

how they might make our find ſuch an humble ſubmiſſive
Perſon

.
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Perſon in the cloſe, that for the Name of the Lord is fubftan .

all his Humility can prefix ſuch tially and ſeverely forbidden by the

an arrogant Magiſterial Title Word of God: Ergo, Infant-Bap
to his Book . tiſm isnot of DivineAuthority.

There are feven Arguments Anſw. This Syllogiſm is out

ſubjoin'd to the Treatiſe ; fix of form; yet prove the Minor,

of them are anſwer'd by us al- and we'll for ever give up the

ready , the ſeventh runs thus : Cauſe : And remember that

Arg : 7. That which is ſubſtan. you oblig'd your Self to do it,

tially and ſeverely forbidden by the or elſe to ſubmit. Till then ,

Word of God, is not of Divine Au

thority · But baptizing Infants in Farewel,

An Appendix to the An- ' A General Reply to all

ſwer to two Athenian the Papers and Appen

Mercuries concerning In- dixes that have yet been

fant- Baptiſm , containing written by the Anabaf

divers Syllogiſtical Ar- tiſts againſt ours of In

guments to diſprove Pe fant-Baptiſm ; and par

do- Baptiſm , and to prove ticularly a full anddif

the Baptiſm of Believers. tinct Anſwer to the 27

Syllogiſtical Argumentsof

the CollateralĂppendix,

Spins
'T ?

Gentlemen , 1 $ very obliging (Gentle

INCE you deſire Syllo- men ) that ye have at lalo

giſms, I have gratify'd you given the World an opportunityto
therein . judge ofyour Demonftrations, ' Tis

an ealy thing to ridicule any opi

nion , and to fatyrize and blacken even Virtue it ſelf; butwhen we come

to prove any thing, Truth takesplace : fothar (Gentlemen ) if your

Tenets are Truth , they may be prov'd; and if you have prov'd'em ,

they cannot be diſprov'd ; for 'lis impoſible for iruth to be, and not

to be at theſame time: If you havenot jrovid'em , you ought to diſ

miſs 'em ; for 'tis ftubbornneſs and folly to perfilt in , and pretend tą

what cannot be done. Beſides, ' tis worſe than allthis, when the Unity

of the Church lies at ſtake, and is unhappily divided, or the Diviſion

spheld by ſuch as pretend to be Diſciples and Believers of the Prince of

Peace and Union.

Arg. 1. If none are to be Anſ. 1. The Argument is defec

baptiz'd by the Authority of tive both in the Form and Concie.

the great Commiſſion of our fion. Teaching and being Taught

Blefied Saviour, Mat. 28. but are inconvertible Terms, and con

ſuch clude
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fueh who are firſt made Diſci- clude like themſelves, which is e

ples by being taught ; then In- qually abſurd with the Concluſion

fants, who are not capable to you have given ; viz Little Babes

be taught, ought not to be for Infants : Wespeak to you as

baptiz'd. But none are to be a Logician .

baptiz'd by the Authority of

the great Commiſſion of our Bleſſed Saviour, but ſuch who

are firſt made Diſciples by Teaching; Ergo ; Little Babes ought

not to be baptiz'd.

Arg. 2. If Infant Baptiſm was Anſw . 2. This conſequence is alſo

never inſtituted , commanded , irregular, and borrows a Relative

or appointed of God, Infants for a Subſtantive , ſothat we might

ought not to be baptiz'd. But juſly refuſe any anſwer to it ; but

Infant Baptiſm was never infti- ſince wefind almoſt all the reſt of

tuted , commanded, or appoin- yourArguments of the ſame thred,

ted of God ; Ergo, They ought we ſhall trouble our ſelves no far

not to be baptiz'd . ther about the Form, but examine

As to the Major ; If one thing what you would have made De

may be practis'd as an Ordi- monftration : only fince you pretend
pance without an Inſtitution or to Logick, we adviſe you to go to

Command of God, anorber School again to learn better, or elſe

thing may alſo : ſo any In- ſtay at home and ſudy the prue

novation may be let into the dence of letting thoſe things alone
Church . which you underſtand not.

As to the Minor ; If there is To return then to your firſt Ar

an Inſtitution for it, orc. ' tis gument, we deny that part of it

either contain’d in the great which was deſign'd for ihe Minor

Commiſſion,Mat . 28. Mark : 16. ( for we ſhall examine the ſecond

or ſomewhere elſe . But 'tis afterwards) but we'll give you

not to be found in the Com- fairer play than you could expect in

miſſion, nor any where elſe ; the Schools ; for we'll prove the

Ergo. o . contrary,without putting you upon

The Major none will deny . the hard Task of maintaining

The Minor I prove thus : Impoſſibilities, by ſhewing that In

None are to be baptized by fants are, and always were in

virtue of the Commiſſion, but cluded in the Commiſſion of Diſci

ſuch who are diſcipled by the ple and Baptize all Nations, etc.

Word, as I ſaid before ; and fo See our following appendix.

the Greek word μαθητεύσατε fig- As to theſecond Argument, the

nifies.
Major is falſelyſuppoſititious; and

If any fhould ſay , Chriſt therefore the Conſequence can con:
commanded his Diſciples to clude no more than falſe Suppo

baptize all Nations, and Infants ſitions, as will appear in our fols

are part of Nations, therefore lowing Appendix .

are to be baptiz'd ; I anſwer,

Arg. 3. If all Nations, or In the Minor ( for form -fake,

any in the Nations, ought to be but not for the ſenſe ) you might

þaptiz'd before diſcipled ,then have added before diſcipled next

Turks, After

.
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Turks , Pagans , Unbelievers , after the word baptized. This

and their Children , may be Argument indeed is far beyond our

baptiz'd, becauſe they are a reach, and we queſtion not but be

great part of the Nations : But yond the Author's too ; for no one

Turks, Pagans, and Unbelie. can make any thing of it . ' Tis

vers, and their Children, ought nonſenſe to go aboutto prove what

not to be baptiz'd ; Ergo, every body grants, viz. That Hea

Beſides, that Teaching ( by thens ought to be diſcipled before

the Authority of the Commiſ- baprized , or that Heathens Chil

fion ) muſt go before Baptizing , dren ought to be baptized before

we have prov'd ; which gene their own or Parents Converſion :

rally all Learned Men do af- But the Caje is far different be
ſert. If the Inſtitution is to twist the Children of Believersand

be found any where elſe, they thoſe of Heathens , as we ſhall here

muſt ſhew the place. after take occaſion to demonſtrate.

And as for your ſubjoining, That

you have prov'd that Teaching goes before Baptizing, 'ris fafle ;

nor have you convers’d with the generality of Learned Men , who agree

with youin your Judgment about the Order of the Words in the Com

million for they are iruly render'd thus , Go diſciple all Nations,

baptizing them , etc. Teaching them , c. The word Diſciple

being the Emphaſis of the Commiſſion , and Baptizing and Teaching

the Modification or form ofthe Commiſſion : tho’if the Order had been

inverted, andTeaching had gone before Baptizing, it would not at
all availayou ; for the Commiſſion mentioning neither Men, Women, nor

Children , includes all in their ſeveral Capacities , and you your felves

will never be able toprovea diſtinction from the words, But we ſhall

thew you by and by the true meaſure ofjudging inſuch inexpreſs Caſes.

Arg. 4. Faith and Repentance Anſw . 4. Faith and Repentance

are requir’d of all that ought are pre-requiſite to all adult per

to be baptiz'd . Infants are not ſons only. But how can you have

requir'd to believe and repent, the Confidence to contradict our Sa

nor are they capable fo to do ; viour after you have already been

Ergo, Infants ought not to be told of it ? He ſays, Children

baptiz'd. have faith, ( See our ſecond Pa

The Major is clear, Afts 2. 8, per . ) As to repentance, they have

10 , 16 Chapters ; and 'tis alſo no need of it ; for whatmuſtthey.

allerted by the Church of Eng- repent of? Actual Sins they have

Land: What is requir'd of Perſons none ; therefore in thatreſpect they

to be baptiz'd ? that's the Queſ- are as innocent, and as fit for the

tion . 'The Anſwer is , Repen Sealof the Covenant as adult Per

tance, whereby they forſake Sin ; fons, who are made innocent bry Re

and Faith , wherebythey ſtedfaftly pentance : And as for Original Sin ,

Eelieve the Promiſe of Godmade to we muſt all die a temporal Death

thein in that Sacrament .
young

and old ; but it damns more

The Minor cannot be deny’d . eternally, according to your own
Doctrine : and, as we remember,

maintain it from Romaosthe 5th you and Ezekiel the 18th. So that

this
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this Argument is very irrationalin its reſtrictive Application , from

your own Principles.

Arg. 5. That Practice which Anſw . 5. It muſt firſt beprov'd

tendsnot to the Glory of God, that Children are excluded the

nor to the Profit of the Child, Concmiſion ,Mat. 28. If weprove

when done, nor in after-times thatthey are in the Commiſſion (as

when grown up , but may prove we ſhall endeavour , whenwe have

hurtful and of a dangerous na- run over all your Arguments) we

ture to him ; cannot be a can eaſily prove, that to follow the

Truth of God : But the Prac- Inſtitution and Commandof our Sa.

tice of Infant-Baptiſm tends viour, is both to theGlory of God,

not to the Glory of God, nor and the Benefit of the Undertaker.

to the Profit of the Child when But pray how can it prove hurtful

baptized , nor in after-times (as you affirm ) orof dangerous

when grown up, but may prove conſequence to the childto be bap

hurtful, and of a dangerous tiz'd ? Is it becauſe he may com

nature to him : Ergo. See Lev, mit Sin afterwards ? so ſaid the

10, 1 , 2. where Moſes told Aaron , antient Hereticks that deferr'd Bap

becauſe his Sons had done that tiſm to the laſt gaſp. Or is it ( as

which God commanded them you leem to intimate ) becauſe he

not, that God would be ſancti- may turn Reprobate ? So God

fy'd by all that drew near unto knows do too many adult Perſons

him ; intimating, that ſuch who after Baptiſm . But what is ibat

did that whichGod commanded to the purpoſe ? if they relapſe,

not, did not ſanctify or glorify they muſt anſwer for it ; butthis

Goi therein. Can God be glo- does not invalidate the Baptiſm of

rify'd by Man's Diſobedience, others. As for yourInferences of

or by adding to his Word ; by not commanded and Command

doing that which God hath not ments of Men , we mall fully

requir'd ? Matt. 16. 9. In vain conſider 'em by and by : and as for

do you worſhip me , teachingfor Baptiſm beingcalid Regeneration in

Doctrine the Commandments of our Church Catéchiſm , in ſaying,

Men . And that that Practice This Child is regenerate and

doth profit the Child, none can born a-new ; we believe notwith

prove from God's Word : And the Papiſts, that the Act of Bap

in after-tiines, when grown up , tiſmimmediately confers Grace ex

it may cauſe the Perſon to opere operato, bunthat it is only

think he was thereby made a a Conſignation or Seal of the Cove

Chriſtian, and brought nant of Grace upon the subject bap

into the Covenant of Grace, tiz'd . The Antients callid Babe

and had it ſeal’d to him ; nay tiſm Illumination , we Regene

thereby regenerated , for ſo ration ; and St. Paul has a Term

theſe Gentlemen , in their Mer. pretty near it, The Laver of

cury of December 26. plainly in- Regeneration ; and our Saviour

timate, and that infants are calls it born a- new ; which we

thereby ingrafted alſo into take to be symbolical, as in the

Chriſt's Church . Sure all un- Lord's Supper, This is my Body .

derſtanding Men know Baptiſm So that all your long Paraphraſe

1
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of Believers is not call'd Rege- is to maintain what is already

neration,but only metonymical granted.

ly ; it being a Figure of Re

generation. But they ignorantly affirm alſo, that Infants then

have a federal Holineſs ; asif this imagin'd Holineſs comes

in by the Child's Covenant in Baptiſm , which may prove hurt

ful and dangerous to them , and cauſe them to think Baptiſm

confers Grace, which is a great.Errour. How can Water,

« faith Mr. Charnock, an external thing, work upon the Soul

* phyſically ? Nor can it, faith he, be prov'd that ever the
Spirit of God is ty'd by any Promiſe, to apply himſelf to the

Soul in a gracious Operation, when water is apply'd to the

• Body : If it were ſo, ihen all that were baptized were regene

( rated , then all that were baptized ſhould be ſay'd, or elſe the

· Doctrine of Perſeverance falls to the ground. Some indeed,

• ſays he, ſay that Regeneration is conferr'd in Baptiím upon

• the Elect , and exerts it ſelf afterwards in Converſion. But

• how ſo active a Principle as a Spiritual Life ſhould lie dead

• and alleep ſo many years, &c. is not eaſily conceiv'd. On

Regeneration , P. 75 .

Arg. 6. If the Church of Eng Anſw . 6. ' Tis not only a very

land ſays that Faith and Repen- unhandſom , but alſo an inadver

tance are requir’d of all that tent Charge you make upon the

ought to be baptiz’d, and in ſo Church of England , to ſerve your

ſaying ſpeak truly, and yet 10 own turns,before you've examin'd

fantscan't perform thoſe things, her Principles,or truly weigh'dyour

then Infants ought not to be own : Pray in what edition was it

baptiz'd : But the Church of that you ſaw the word all, all Per

England ſays, that Faith and fons tobe baptiz'd? But fuppofe by
Repentance are requir'd of all an Errour all ſhould be pipt in,

fuch, e ^ c. and ſpeak truly, and I'm ſure it's no where added, that

yet Infants cannot perform Faith and Ripentance are requir’d

theſe things ; Ergo, Infants before hand of all perſons; they

ought not to be baptiz d . mean no more than thus, viz . of

Object. Ifit be objected, That all that are actually capablewhen

they affirm they do perform it Adult, or of baprized Children

by their Sureties : after they come to be grown up;

Anſw . If Suretiſhip for Chil- As for Suretiſhip, it has proba

dren in Baptiſm is not requir'd bly been always ihe Cuſtom from

of God, and the Sureties do not, the Apoſtles days, who no doubt

cannot perform thoſe things had it from the Jews long before

for the Child ; then Suretilhip our Saviour'stime;who when ihey

is not of God , and ſo fignifies projelyzed any Heathen Families in

nothing, but is an unlawful and to their Religion, they baptiz'd'em ;

finful Undertaking : But Sure and all that werecapable anſwer's

tiſhip in Children's Baptiſm is for themſelves, andthoſe that were

not requir’d of God, and they not had Sponſors, or ſuch as an

do not, cannot perform what ſwer'd forem . We find this prace

they
rice
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they promiſe; Ergo. tice no where condemn’d by any of

Do they, or can they cauſe the Prophets, our Saviour nimjelf,

the Child to forſake the Devil nor any of his Apoſtles, who could

and all his Works, the Pomps and not be ignorantthereof;and then we

Vanities of this wicked World, and need not be afraid of the Cenſure

all the finful Lufts of the Fleſh ? of the Anabaptiſts. The firſt iime

In a word, Can they make the that wefind this Cuſtom quarrell &

Child or Children to repent with , was two hundred years after

and truly believe in Jeſus our Saviour; the Primitive Church
Chrift ? for theſe are the uſed it then , for 'tis impoſſible to

things they promiſe, for them , cenſure a Cuſtom that had no being :

and in their name . Alas, they it was Tertullian , his words are

want power to do it for them- theſe ; IQuid enim neceſſe eſt

ſelves, and how then llould Sponſores etiam periculo inge

they do it for others ? Be- ri, &c ? What neceflity is there

fides, we ſee they never mind that Sponſors thould expoſe

nor regard their Covenant in themſelves to danger, who thro'

the cale : And will not God death may fail, oc? Some perhaps

one day ſay , who has requir’d who have not ſeen this controverſy,

theſe things at your Hands ? may doubt of this Cuſtom among

the Jews; ſuch we refer to our

ſecond Paper, where we bring ſome authorities from the Jews them

ſelves, tho'it's unqueſtionable amongſt all the antient writers, and is

in part ( if we needed it ) confefs'd byour Antagoniſts :hemſelves, in
giving an Inſtance ( Arg. 7.) of a Diſpute about the Legality ofit betwixt

iwo Rabbies ; which liews its being á Practice, as we inferr'd before.

But as to whatfollows about Promiſing for the Infant, is meant

no more than their utmoſt endeavour for the Child to do ſo and ſo ; and

that's the utmoſt any one can promiſe forhimſelf when adult, or bap.

tized at the years of difcretion .

Arg. 7. If there be no Pre- Anſw . 7. This is one of the moſt

cedent in the Scripture (as extravagant Poſitions weever met

there is no Precept) that any with, and condemns not only all

Infant was baptiz'd , then In- Chriſtian Churches, but the Ana

fants ought not to be baptized : baptiſts own practice. What think

But there is no Precedent that you of your Wivescommunicaring ?

any Infant was baptized in the shew me one female Precedentin

Scripture ; Ergo. all the Scripture, or a literal Proof

If there is any Precedent or of all the Articles of your Faith :

Example in Scripture that any We grant moſt of 'em to be expreſs,

Infant was baptized, let them but not all ; I believe the holy

ſhew us where wemay find it . Catholick Church , the Com

Eraſmus faith , • 'Tis no where munion of Saints, ec. How will

• expreſs'd in the Apoftolical you come off in ſuch caſes without

• Writings, that they baptized the help of neceſſary Conſequences ?

• Children .' Union of theChurch, Asfor thefew Authorities youmen

and on Rom . 6. tion, there's none that ſay Infant

Calvin faith , It is no where Baptiſm is not to be found in the

ex Scripture

6
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expreſs’d by the Evangeliſts, Scripture by neceſſary conſequence,

• thatany one Infant was bap- but only that ihe expreſs Terms

• tized by the Apoſtles.' Inftit. are not to be found : ſo that they

c. 16. book 4 . are cited to no purpoſe at all.

Ludovicus Vives faith, - None

of old were wont to be baptized but in grown Age , and who
o deſir'd and underſtood what it was .'

The Magdeburgenjes ſay, ' That concerning the baptizing the

• Adult, both Jews and Gentiles, we have ſufficient proof from

• Afts 2. 8 , 10, 16 chap. But as to the baptizing of Infants,

they can meet with no Example in Scripture .' Magdeb. Cent.

1. 2. p . 469.

Dr. Taylor faith, • It is againſt the perpetual Analogy of

• Chriſt's Doctrine to baptize infants : For beſides that Chriſt

' never gave any Precept to baptize them , nor ever himſelf

. nor his Apoftles (that appears) did baptize any of them ; all

o that either he or his Apoſtles ſaid concerning it, requires

ſuch previous Diſpositions of Baptiſm , of which Infants are

• not capable, viz . Faith and Repentance. Lib. Proph. p. 239

Arg. 8. If whatſoever which Anſw.8 . All the Authorities you

is neceſſary to Faith and Prac- bring are needleſs, for we ſay the

tice, be left in the Holy Scrip- ſame; viz . That the Scripture is

ture , that being a compleat a full and perfect Rösle for all

and perfect Rule, and yet In- Matters of Faith, either in expreſs

fant- Baptiſm is not contain't Words orneceſſary Conſequences;a

or to be found therein ; then mongſt which we shall quickly

Infant-Baptiſm is not of God : prove Infant-Baptiſm to be one.

But whatever is neceſſary to

Faith and Practice is contain'd in the Holy Scriptures, o .

But Infant-Baptiſm is not to be found therein ; Ergo .

That the Scripture is a perfect Rule, Qc. we have the Con

ſent of all the antient Fatliers and modern Divines.

Athanafius faith, “ The Holy Scriptures being Inſpirations of

God, are ſufficient to all Inſtructions of Truth . Aihan , againſt

the Gentiles .

Chryfoftom faith , “ All things be plain and clear in the Scrip
ture ; and whatſoever are needful, are manifelt there. ' Chryfoft.

on 2 Thef . and 2 Tim . 2 .

Bafil faith , " That it would be an Argument of Infidelity ,

and a moſt certain Sign of Pride, if any Man (hould reject

any thing written, and introduce things not written .' Bafil

in his Sermon de Fide.

suguſtine faith , In the Scriptures are found all things which

contain Faith, Manner of Living, Hope, Love, c. Let

cus, faith be , ſeek no farther than what is written of God

• our Saviour, leit a Man would know more than the Scrip

tures witneſs . diftin in his 198th Epifile to Fortunat.

Thephylact

m

2
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Theophyla &t faith,. It is part of a diabolical Spirit, to think

any thing divine, without the Authority of the Holy Scrip

ture. Lib 2. Pafchal.

Iſychius ſaith,. Let us, who will have any thing obſerv'd of

· God, ſearch no more but that which the Goſpel doth give

unto us.' Lib . 5.6. 16. on Levit.

Bellarmine faith , " That tho ' the Arguments of the Anabap

• tiſts, from the defect of Command or Example, have a great

• uſe againſt the Lutherans, foraſmuch as they uſe that Rite

• every where, having no Command or Example, theirs is to

• be rejected; yet is it of no force againſt Catholicks, who

conclude the Apoftolical Tradition is of no leſs Authority

with us than the Scripture, eo . This of baptizing Infants

• is an Apoftolical Tradition .' Bellarm. in his Book de Bapt.

1. 1. c. 8 .

Mr. Ball faith , “ We muſt for every Ordinance look to the

• Inſtitution, and never itretch it wider, nor draw it narrower
• than the Lord hath made it ; for he is the Inſtitutor of the

Sacraments according to his own pleaſure, and 'tis our part

to learn of him , both to whom , how , and for what end the

• Sacraments are to be adminiſter'd .' Ball in his Anſwer to

the New England Elders , p . 38 , 39 .

And as to the Minor, 'tis acknowledg'd by our Adverſaries it

is not to be found in the Letter of the Scripture. And as to

the Conſequences drawn therefrom , we have prov'd they are
not natural from the Premiſes ; and tho' we admit of Confe

quences and Inferences, if genuine, yet not in the caſe of an

Inſtitution reſpecting a practical Ordinance that is of mere

poſitive Right .

Arg . 9. If Infant-Baptiſm was Anſw.9. ' Tis a falſe Suppoſition,

an Inſtitution of Chriſt, the Have not Chriſtians differ'd ex

Pedo - Baptiſts could not be at tremely about the Nature of Juſti
a loſs about the Grounds of frying Faith ? yet he's no Chriſtian

- the Right Infants have to Bap- that deniesſuch a Faith . There's

tiſm : But Pedo -Baptiſts are at no need theScripture mould partio

a great loſs, and differ exceed- cularly mention the Ends of Pedo

ingly about the Grounds of the Baptiſm , ſince there is but one Baf

Right Infants have to Baptiſm ; tiſm for all, tho’ more Subiects of
Ergo, 'tis no Inſtitution of that one Baptiſm .

Chriſt.

As touching the Major, I argue thus : That which is an In

ftitution of Chriſt, the Holy Scripture doth ſhew as well the

End and Ground of the Ordinance, as the Subject and Manner

of it. But the Scripture ſpeaks nothing of the End or Ground

of Pedo -Baptiſm , or for what reaſon they ought to be bap
tized ; Ergo, ' tis no Inſtitution of Chriſt.

The Minor is undeniable : Some affirm , as we have few'd ,

it was to take away Original Sin . Some ſay it is their right

by

1
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by the Covenant, they being the Seed of Believers. Others

fay, Infants have Faith of their own , and therefore have a

Right. Others ſay, They have a Right by the Faith of their
Sureties. Some ground their Right from an Apoftolical Tra

dition ; others upon the Authority of Scripture . . Some ſay ,

All Children of profeſs'd' Chriftians ought to be baptized ;

others ſay, None bur the Children of true Believers have a

Right to it. Sure, if it was an Ordinance of Chriſt, his

Word would ſoon end this Controverſy.

Arg. 1o. If the Children of Anſw . 10. The Children of Be

believing Gentiles, as ſuch , are lievers are the Spiritual Seed of
not the natural nor ſpiritual Abraham, till by actual sin un

Seed of Abraham , they can have repented of they are otherwiſe, as

no Right to Baptiſm or Church- we have in part ſwewn in the pre

Memberſhip, by virtue of any ceding Anſwer tothefourth Argus

Covenant - Tranſaction God ment, and ſhall farther demon .

made with Abraham : But the ſtrate when we come by and by to

Children of believing Gentiles, treat of Federal Holineſs, that

as ſuch, are not the natural great Point about which moſt of
and ſpiritual Seed of Abraham ; this Conteſt depends.

Ergo.

Arg . 11. If no Man can prove Anſw . 11. We'llprove the fame

from Scripture, that any ſpiri- ſpiritual Benefits belong to baptiz’d
tual Benefit redounds to Infants Infants, if either they die fuch , or

in their Baptiſm , 'tis no Ordi- afterwards live well, as ye can

nance of Chriſt: But no Man prove belongs to adult baptiz d Be

can prove from Scripture, that lievers; and their Miſery is butthe

any ſpiritual Benefit redounds fame, if they don't, with that of

to Infants in their Baptiſm ; adult bapriz'd Perſonsthat apofta

Ergo . tize from the Faith.

Arg. 12. That cannot be an Anſw . 12. As we ſaid before,

Ordinance of Chriſt, for which we'llprove by and by that Infants

there is neither Command nor are included in the Commiſſion ;

Example in all God's Word , and if ſo, this Argument falls

nor Promiſe to ſuch who du it, with the firſt.

nor Threatnings to ſuch who

neglect it : But there is no Command or Example in all the

Word of God for the baptizing of little Babes, nor Promiſe

made to ſuch who are baptiz'd, nor Threatnings to ſuch who

are not : Ergo.

That the Child lies under a Promiſe who is baptiz’d , or the

Child under any Threatning or Danger who is not baptiz’d,

let them prove it , ſince it is deny'd .

Arg. 13. If no Parents, at Anſw . 13. Pray , Sir, not so

any time or times, have been peremptory : Your Argument is cer.

by God the Father, Jeſus Chriſt, tainly anſwerable, unleſs you will

or his Apoſtles, either com- deſtroy Laying on of Hands, one
mended for baptizing of their of the Principles of the Chriſtian

Chil Reli
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Children , or reproy'd for neg- Religion : for by yourunanſwera

lecting to baptize them ; then ble way of arguing, that and In

Infant Baptiſm isis no Ordi- fant-Baptiſm muſt run one Fate.

nance of God. But no Pa.. None was ever commendedor

rents at any time or times have reprov'd in Scripture for be

been by God commended for ing or not being the Subject of

baptizing of their children, Laying on of Hands ; ergó ,

OC. Ergo Infant-Baptiſm is no ' tis no Principle of Chriſtian

Ordinance of God . Religion But this by the by

This Argument will ftarid fiews how ſtrong and conclufivé
unanſwerable, unleſs any lhew your Arguments are.

who they were that were ever

commended for baptizing their Children , or reprov'd for neg

lecting it , or unleſs they can ſhew a parallel Caſe .

Arg . 14. If Men were not Anſw . 14. You might have told

to preſume to alter any thing every body that the Concluſion of

in the Worthip of God under your Argument is,Nothing ought

the Law, neither to add there to be alter'd in God's Worſhip
to, or diminiſh therefrom ; and under the Goſpel. We can't

God is as ſtrict and jealous of well ſee how Baptiſm is properly

his Worlhip under the Goſpel; callid a Worſhip of God ; butſup

then nothing ought to be al- poſe it was, for we need not catch

ter'd in God's Worſhip under at words , it would follow that

the Goſpel : but under the the Church has ever alter'd it from

Law Men were not to pre. what it was in the Apoſtles Days,

fume ſo to do, and God is as as . we mall ſhew you preſently.

Itrict and jealous under the In the mean time remember that

Goſpel ; Ergo. diminiſhing has the ſame Threat

The Major cannot be deny'd . ning as adding ; and if ſo, your

The Minor is clear : See thou own Argument concludes againſt

make all things according to the yourfelves.

Pattern ſhew'd thee in the Mount,

Exod. 23. 40 : and Lev . 10. 1 , 2. See how Nadab and Abibu ſped
for preſuming to vary from the Command of God ; and Uz

zah, tho’ but in ſmall Circumſtances, as they may ſeem to us.

How dare Men adventure, this being ſo , to change Baptiſm

from Dipping into Sprinkling, and the Subject, from an Adult

Believer, to an ignorant Babe ? Add thou not unto his Word, &c.

Arg. 15. Whatſoever Prac- Anſw . 15. The Minor is a

tice opens a Door to any hu- falſe Charge; for we have already
man Traditions and Innova. told you 'ris included in ons saa

tions in God's Worſhip, is a viout's Commiſſion, as we hall

great Evil, and to be avoided : evince by and by.

But the Practice of Infant

Baptiſm opens a Door to many human Traditions and Innova

tions in God's Worſhip; ergo , to ſprinkle or baptize Infants is

a great Evil , and to be avoided .

The Major will not be deny'd

N The
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The Minor is clear , becauſe there is no Scripture ground for

it, no Command or Example for ſuch a Practice in God's Word.

And if without Scripture Authority the Church hath Power to

do one thing, the may do another, and ſo ad infinitum .

Arg . 16. Whatſoever Prac- Anf. 16. The obſcurity of the

tice reflects upon the Honour, Ordinance of Infant-Baptiſm does

Wiſdom and Care of Jeſus not at all reflect on the wiſdom ,

Chrift, or renders himleſs Care or Faithfulneſs of Feſus

faithful than Moſes, and the Chrift, ſince his Apoſtles to whom

New Teſtament in one of its he deliver'd the Commiſſion were

great Ordinances (nay Sacra- Jews ; and Jence at the ſame time

ments) to lie more obſcure in it was a continual ſettled. Cuſtom

God's Word, than any Law or amongſt the Jews to baptizewhole

Precept under the Old Teſta. Families ( Men , Women and Chil

ment, cannot be of God : But dren) of profelyted Heathens : So

the Practice of Infant Baptiſm that it being theCuſtom to babtize
reflects on the Honour, Care all, there wasno need of any thing

and Faithtulneſs of Jeſus farther than a general Commiſion .

Chriſt, and renders him leſs if there had been any occaſion, our

faithful than Moses, and a great Saviour would have excepted them

Ordinance ( nay Sacrament) of out ofhis Commiſſion ; but wefind
the New Teſtament, to lie nothing of that in any of his or his

more dark and obſcure than Apoſtles Writings : so thatthe true

any Precept under the Old and real State of the Queſtion

Teſtament ; ergo, Infant- Bap- mould be this , Whether Chil

tiſin cannot be of God. dren are by Jeſus Chriſt or his

The Major cannot be deny’d . Apoſtles forbid to be baptiz’d .;

The Minor is eaſily provid: or when or where they are ex

For he is bold indeed who ſhall cepted out of the univerſal

affirm Infant Baptiſm doth not Practice. We appeal to the

jie obſcure in God's Word . common ſenſe of all Mankind ,

One great Party who aſſert it , if thisis not the moſt naturaland

ſay, ' Tis not to be found in genuine Concluſion that can be

the Scripture at all, but 'tis made, and if ſo, whether the

an unwritten Apoftolical Tra- Commiſſion is at all darkly deli
dition . Others ſay, it lies not verd , or more darkly for Children

in the Letter of the Scripture, than for Men or Women , for neither

but may be prov'd by Coníe are particulariz'd.

quences ; and yet ſome great

Afferters of it , as Dr. Hammond and others, ſay, Thoſe Conſe

quences , commonly drawn from divers Texts for it , are with- ,

out demonſtration , and ſo prove nothing: I am ſure a Man

may read the Scripture an hundred times over, and never be

thereby convinc'd he ought to baptize his Children , tho ' it is

powerſul to convince Men of all other Duties .

Now can this be a Truth, ſince Chriſt , who was more faith-.

ful than Moſes, deliver'd everything. plainly from the Fa

ther ; Moſes left nothing dark as to matter of Duty , tho ' the

Precepts
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or

Precepts and external Rites of his Law were numerous, two

or three hundred Precepts ; yet none were at a loſs, or had

need to ſay, Is this a Truth or an Ordinance or not ? for he

that runs may read it .

And ſhall one poſitive Precept given forth by Chrift, who

appointed ſo few in the New Teſtament, be ſo obſcure, as alſo

the Ground and End of it, that Men ſhould be confounded a

bout the Proofs of it, together with the End and Ground

thereof ? See Heb . 3. 5, 6 .

Arg. 17. That Cuſtom Anſw . 17. Suppoſe we grant

Law which Mofes never deli- it, that this Cuſtom of the Jews

ver'd to the Jews, nor is any was not given byMoſes, nor was

where written in the old of any Divine Inſtitution, but only

Teſtament, was no Truth of an univerſal Practice crept in by

God, nor of divine Authori- degrees ; yet our Saviour's not als

ty. But that Cuſtom or Law tering it ( if he did, ſhew where)

to baptize Proſelytes, either but confirming it by ineſſencing it

Men, Women or Children , was into his Commiſſion , does ſufficientó

never given to the Fews by . ly authorize and make it a Divine

Mofes, nor is it any where Institution - That Inſtance ofRab

written in the Old Teſtament. bi Eliezer and Rabbi Joſhua's

Ergo, It was no Truth of God, Diſpute, if we had need of it,

nor of Divine Authority. And confirms the Cuſtom ; for they
evident it is, as Sir Norton could not diſpute about a thing

Knatchbul ſhews, • That the that was not, as we bave aboris

Jewiſh Rabbins differ'd a- remark'd ,

mong themſelves alſo about

. it : For, faith he, Rabbi Eliezer expreſly contradicts Rabbi

• Foſhua, who was the firſt I know of who aſſerted this ſort of

• Baptiſm among the Jews; for Eliezer, who was Contempo

rary with Rabbi Fomua, if he did not live before him, aſſerts,

• that a Profelyte circumcis'd, and not baptiz'd, was a true

• Profelyte.'

Arg. 18. If Baptiſm is of Anſw . 18. This is the old Story

mere poſitive Right, wholly in another Dreſs, and one would

depending on the Will and So- think a Queſtion so often begg'd

vereign Pleaſure of Jeſus without obtaining,ſhould be equale

Chriſt, the great Legiſlator, ly nauſeous and ridiculous.Wefary

and he hath not requir'd or our Saviour did inſtitute Infante

commanded Infants to be bap- Baptiſm . See Anſw . 16 . As

tiz'd ; then Infants ought not for Abraham's Heirs, we shall

to be baptiz'd. But Baptiſm ſpeak of it in its place.

is of mere poſitive Right,

wholly depending on the will and Sovereign Pleaſure of Jeſus

Chriſt, the great Legiflator, and he hath not requir d or

commanded Infants to be baptiz'd; ergo, Infants ought not to

be baptiz'a.

NZ This
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This Argument tends to cut off all the pretended Proof

of Pedo-Baptiſm , taken from the Covenant made with Abra

ham ; and becauſe Children are ſaid to belong to the Kingdom

of Heaven , it was not the Right of Abraham's Male -Children

to be circumcis’d, becauſe they were begotten and born of

the Fruit of his Loins, till he receiv'd Commandment from

God to circumciſe them. Had he done it before, or without

a Command from God, it would have been Will -Worlhip in
him ſo to have done . Moreover, this farther appears to be

fo , becauſe no godly Man's Children, nor others in Abraham's

Days, nor fince , had any Right thereto , but only his Children

(or ſuch who were bought with his Mony, or were profelyted

to the Jewiſh Religion ) becauſe they had no command from
God ſo to do , as Abraham had. This being true, it follows,

that if we should grant Infants of believing Gentiles, as ſuch,

were the Seed of Abraham (which wedeny) yet unleſs God had

commanded them to baptize their Children, they ought not

to do it ; and if they do it without a Command or Authority

from Chrift, it will be found an act of Will-Worſhip in them.

Arg. 19. All that were bap- Anſw. 19. Who told you chat

tiz'd in the Apoftolical Pri- all who were baptiz'din the Apo

mitive Times, were baptiz'd files times, &c. were, & c. Have

upon the Profeſſion of Faith, ye kept any Correſpondence with

were baptiz'd into Chriſt, and Erra Pater ? Or where had you

thereby put on Chriſt, and your Intelligence ? Nothing will

were all ‘one in Chriſt Jeſus, convince you butto find ſomeplace

and were Abraham's Seed , and in Scripture where Children made
Heirs according to Promiſe. Confeſſion of their Faith before

But Infants, as ſuch , who are they could ſpeak. Would ye
have

baptiz'd , were not baptiz'd any thing ſpoken of Children but

upon the Profeſſion of their what is proper to their Nature ?

Faith , nor did they put on Do but suppoſe with your ſelf,

Chriſt thereby, nor are they that a Believer's Child was bap

all one in Chriſt Jeſus, alio : tiz'd ; what uſe could the Apoſtles

are not Abraham's Seed, and make of any of its Looks, Smiles,

Heirs according to Promiſe ; Tears or Actions thatcould helpon

ergo, Infants ought not to be with the great Work of Chriſtia

baptiz'd . nity ? Certainly it would be below

Mr. Baxter confirms the Sab- their gravity to mention ſuch things
ftance of the Major. Theſe in their Writings : All that your

are his very Words, i. e. As Argument proves is this , All

many as have been baptiz'd have ſuch as profeft their Faith were

put on Chriſt, and are all one in baptiz'd and put on Chriſt, did .

Chriſt Jeſus; and are Abraham's profeſs their Faith, were bap
Seed, and Heirs according to the tiz'd and put on Chriſt ; which

Promije, Gal. 3. 27 , 28, 29. is a leaving the Argument

• This ſpeaks the Apoſtle, faith where you found it.

• le, of the Probability groun ,

ided
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ded on a credible Profeſſion , oc.' Baxter's Confirm . , Reconcil.

pag. 32 .

The Minor will ſtand firm till any can prove Infants by a
viſible Profeſſion have put on Cbrift, are all one in Chrift

Jeſus, are Abrakam's seed , and Heirs according to Prosniſe.

Evident it is , none are the ſpiritual Seed of Abraham , but ſuch

who have the Faith of Abraham, and are truly grafted into

Chrift by a faving Faith . If any object, We read of ſome

who were baptiz'd, who had no ſaving Faith, but were Hypo

crites : I anſwer, Had they appeard to be ſuch , they had not

been baptiz'd, nor had they a true Right thereto.

Arg. 20. Baptiſm is the ſo- Anſw . 20. We grant that Bap

lemnizing of the Soul's Mar- tiſm is a marrying uswith Chriſt,

riage- Union with Chrift ; but how comes it to be abſolutely

which Marriage Contract ab. neceſſary that there be a mutual

ſolutely requires an actual Pro. Conſent? We grant it neceffary in
feſſion of Conſent. Infants Adult Perfons, but not in Chil

are not capable to enter into dren ; andmuſtChildren bedamn'd

a Marriage -Union with Chriſt, therefore for not doing ubat they

nor to make a Profeſſion or are not able ? Then no Children

Conſent ; Ergo, Infants ought could be ſav'd ; then our Saviour

not to be baptiz’d. has in vain aſſur'd us, That of

The Major our Oppofites ſuch is the Kingdom of Hea

generally grant ; particularly ven , which cannot be without be

ſee what Mr. Baxter faith, ing one with Chrift, ormarried to

• Our Baptiſm is the ſolemni- him . Whatever ſenſe the Author

' zing, of our Marriage with makes Mr. Baxter's words to

• Chrift .' Theſe are his words, Speak, they cannot be Truth ifthey

pag. 32 . contradict our Saviour's. Reader,

The Minor none can deny. obferve what poor Obſervations

No Man ſure in his right Mind our Antagoniſt has made in the

will aſſert, that little Babes latter endof his Paragraph.

are capable to enter into a

Marriage-Relation with Chrift, and to make a Profeſſion of

a Conſent. And the Truth is, he in the next Words gives a

way his Cauſe, viz . And 'tis , faith he, a new and Arange

' kind of Marriage,' where there is no Profeſſion of Conſent,

P. 32. How unhappy was this Man to plead for ſuch a new

and ſtrange kind of Marriage ? Did he find any little Babe he

ever baptiz'd (or rather rantiz’d ) to make a Profeſſion of Con

fent to be marry'd to Jeſus Chriſt ? If any lhould object, he

ſpeaks of the Baptiſm of the Adult : I anſwer, his words are

theſe, · Our Baptiſm is, or.' Beſides, will any Pedo-baptiſt

fay , that the Baptiſm of the Adult is the ſolemnizing of the

Soul's Marriage with Chriſt, and not the Baptiſm of Infants ?

Reader, obſerve how our Oppoſites are forc'd ſometimesto

ſpeak the Truth , tho' it overthrows their own Practice of Pe

do -Baptiſm .

N 3
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C

Arg. 21. If the Sins of no Anſw . 21. How ! the sins of

Perſons are forgiven them till no Perſons forgiven till they are

they are converted, then they converted ? Are Infants Perſons or

muſt not be baptiz'd for the not ? If they are Perſons, accord

Forgiveneſs of them , till they ing to this Argument, they are all

profeſs themſelves to be con- damned; for they cannot be con
verted : But the sins of no verted : if they are not Perſons,

Perſons are forgiven them till to what end was this Argument

they are converted ; ergo, No brought, ſince we always granted

Perſon ought to be baptiz'd that it concludes for Adult Per

for the Forgiveneſs of them , Sons? Mr. Baxter's Words, which

till they profeſs they are con- you have so ſtrangely perverted
verted ( for he ſpeaks of the Adult) can

Mr. Baxter, in the ſaid Trea- not help you out in this caſe.

tiſe, lays down the Subſtance

of this Argument alſo ; take his own words, i . e. 1 As their

Sins are not forgiven them till they are converted , Mark 4:

12. ſo they muſt not be baptiz'd for the Forgiveneſs of them ,

' till they profeſs themſelves converted ; ſeeing to the Church ,

non eſſe, and non apparere, is all one . Repentance towards God,

• and Faith towards our Lord Jeſus, is the Sum of that Preach

! ing that makes Diſciples, Acts 20. 21. therefore, faith he,

• both theſe muſt by a Profeſſion ſeem to be receiv'd, before

any at Age are baptiz'd , pag. 30. 31. And evident it is , ſay

1 , from hence, none but ſuch at Age ought to be baptiz'd .

Philip caus’d the Eunuch to profeſsbefore he would baptize

• him , that he believ'd that Jeſus Chriſt is theSon of God. Saul

. had alſo , faith he , more than a bare Profeſſion before Bap

tiſm , Acts 9 : 5 , 15, 17. pag. 28. The Promiſe it ſelf, faith be,

doth exprelly require a Faith of our own, of all the Adult

that will have part in the Privileges ; therefore there is a

• Faith of our own , that is the Condition of our Title, Mark

! 16. 16. pag. 16.

He might have added by the Force of his Argument; there

fore Infants ſhould not have the Privileges. I argue thus, viz .
Arg. 22. If there is but one Anſw . 22. Tou run a little too

Baptiſm of Water left by Je- faſt, and take it forgranted, that

ſus Chriſt in the New Teſta- Baptiſm is only of the Adult,

ment, and but one Condition and bring a Concluſion from your

or Manner of Right thereto, own Principles, without ever pro

and that one Baptiſm is that of ving the Principles themſelves; for

the Adult ; then Infant Bap- we cannot grant the Major, but

tiſm is no Baptiſm of Chriſt. mall immediately ſew the Erors

But there is . but one Baptiſm of it, and of the preceding ones

in Water left by Chriſt in the which wehave already promis'd ,

New Teſtament , and but one

Condition and Manner of Right thereto , and that one Bap

tiſm is that of the Adult; ergo, Infant-Baptiſm is no Baptiſm
of Christ .

Mr.

C

6

.
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6

Mr. Baxter faith, Faith and Repentance is the Condition of

the Adult ; and as to any other Condition, I am ſure the Scrip

ture is filent : The way of the Lord is one, one Lord, one Faith,

one Baptiſm , Eph. 4. 5 .

' If Profeſſion of Faith were not neceſſary, faith Mr. Bax

ter, coram Eccleſia, to Church -Memberſhip and Privileges,

• then Infidels and Heathens would have Right. Alſo , faith

he, the Church and the World would be confounded . He

might have added , but Infidels and Heathens have no Right

to Church Memberſhip , exc. ergo. « ' Tis a granted Care a .-

mong all Chriſtians, faith be, that Profeſſion is thus neceffa

ry, the Apoſtles and antient Church admitted none without

• it , pag. 21. And if ſo , why dare any now-a - days admit of

Infants, who are capable to make no Profeſſion ?' He adds,

• Yea Chriſt in his Commiſſion directeth his Apoſtles to make

• Diſciples, and then baptize them , promiſing, He that believeth,

' and is baptiz’d, shall be ſau’d , Mark 16. 16. pag. 27. Further
more he faith , If as many as are bapriz'd into Chriſt, are bap

• tiz'd into his Death, and are bury'd with him by Baptiſm into

• Death ; that like as Chriſt was rais'd from the Dead, so we alſo

should walk in Newneſs of Life, & c. Then no doubt, faith he,

' but ſuch as were to be baptized did firſt profeſs this Mortifi

cation , and a Conſent to be bury'd , oc. In our Baptifm

we put off the Body of the Sins of the Fleſh, by the Cir

' cumcifion of Chriſt, being bury'd with him , and rais'd with him

thro' Faith, quickned with him , and having allour Treſpaſſes fore

given, Col. 2 11, 12 , 13. And will any Man (ſays he) yea,

• will Paul aſcribe all this to thoſe that did not ſo much as pro

' feſs the things fignify'd ? Will Baptiſm , in the Judgment of

a wiſe Man , do allthis for an Infidel (or , ſay I , for an in

fant) that cannot make a Profeſlion that he is a Chriſtian ?

Pag. 31 , 32. he proceeds:

Arg. 23. The Baptiz'd are in Anſw . 23. ' Tis no wonder that

Scripture call'd Men walhd, a Perfon out of Prejudice, Paſion ,

fan & ify'd, juftify'd ; they are or fome other finifter end, ſhould

call'd Saints, and Churches of wreſt other perſons Writings, and

Saints, i Cor. 1. 2. all Chriſ- abuſe them into the bargain. But

tians are fanctify'd Ones, pag. thus to treat theWord ofGod, and

33 . Now let me add the out of a heedleſs giddy zeal to fa

Minor. ther a Lie upon theHoly Ghoſt,

But Infants baptiz’d are not plainly ſnews what ſide ye are on .

in Scripture cali'd Men waih’d, The Apoſtle, 1 Cor. 1. 2. writes
fanctity'd, juſtify'd, they are to the Church at Corinth,

not call'd Saints, Churches of them that are ſanctify'd, em .

Saints , Chriſtians, nor ſancti. not to Men diſtinct and ſeparate

fy’d Ones : Ergo , Infants ought from Women and Children, as
not to be 'baptiz'd. If any 'is fally ſuggeſted ; which wehall

ſhould ſay, why did you not soon ſlew were included in this

cite

6

to
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cite theſe Affertions of Mr. and all other true Churches of

Baxter's whilft he was living ? Chriſt. As for your citing Mr.

I anſwer, more than twelve Baxter, and he not taking notice

Years ago I did recite and of it to vindicate himſelf, it was

print theſe Aſſertions, and ma- becauſe there was no need of it ; for

ny other Arguments of his to hewas ſenſible it would havebeen

the ſame purpoſe, to which he too much Credit for you, to have

gave no anſwer. troubled himſelf with, in expoſing

your Partialicyand Ignorance.
Arg. 24 If there is but one Anſw . 24. This is the ſamewith

way for all , both Parents and the 22d Argument, equally ſuppoſi

Children, to be admitted into ritious and inconclufive ; theſame

the Goſpel- Church to the end Anſwer will ferve borb ,

of the World, and that is

upon the Profeſſion of Faith to be baptized ; then both Pa

rents and Children muſt upon the Profeſſion of their Faith be

baptiz'd, and ſo admitted , ec. But there is but one way for

all, both Parents and Children to be admitted into the Gof

pel.Church to theend of the World , and that is upon the Pro

feſſion of their Faith to be baptiz’d ; Ergo.

Arg. 25. That cannot be Anſw . 25 , 26, 27. Theſe three

Chriit's true Baptiſm , wherein Arguments are all one, and mean

there is not, cannot be a lively no more than this, that Children

Repreſentation of the Death, ought to be dipp'd, not Sprinkled,

Burial , and Reſurrection of Je- becauſe Dipping is a livelier Re

ſus Chriſt, together with our preſentation of the Death, Burial,

Death unto Sin , and Vivifica- and Reſurrection of our Saviour.

tion to a new Life : But in it is ſo, and that 'twas

the rantizing or ſprinkling of A Cuftom oftheJews in their Bap

an Infant, there is not, cannotti/ms; but this is not at allmate

be a lively Repreſentation of riul for our Church denies Dipping

Chriſt's Death , Burial, and Rę to none that will have their Chil

furrection , or . Ergo . dren dipp'd, only indulges the other

Arg. 26 That pretended by a powerwhich the Learnedhave

Bapliſm that tends to fruſtrare always concluded lay in the Church,

the glorious End and Deſign The Primitive Church thought fo,

of Chriſt in his inftituting of and ſo acted ; ſome were ſprinkled,

Goſpel- Baptiſm , or cannot an- and forre dippid. In Clinick Bap

Swer it , is none of Chriſt's tiſm , or the Baptiſon of ſuch as

Baptiſin : But the preended were Bed-rid , they ſprinkled Wa

Baptiſm of Infants tends to ter upox 'em ; Nóow eerde

fruſtrate the glorious End and munstâ, &c . Novatian being

Deſign of Chriſt, or cannot fick, and ,as thought, near Death,

anſwer it, in inftituting of was baprizid in his Bed by Perfu

Goſpel-Baptiſm ; Ergo. foon: Epiſt. Cornel. ad Fab ,

The Major will not bedeny'd . Antioch . apud Euſeb . At the

As to the Minor, all_gene. Ordination of this Novatian to be

Fally confeſs the End or Deſign a Presbyter, he was opposid be:
of cauf!

We grant
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of Chriſt in inſtituting the Or- cauſe of his Baptiſm ; many of the

dinance of Baptiſm , was in a Clergy and Laity looking upon it as

lively Figure to repreſent his unlawful, becauſe 'twas done by

Death, Burial, and Reſurrec- Perfuſion or Sprinkling: but after

tion, with the Perſons Death ſome Diſputes,wasbytheBiſhopad

unto Sin , and his riſing again mitted. Alſo one' Magus writing

to walk in Newneſs of Life, to St. Cyprian to know whether

who is baptizd ; as the Sacra- thoſe were truly baptiz'd,whosbro'

ment of the Supper was or- their infirmities were only aſpers’d

dain'd to repreſent his Body or ſprinkled ; he anſwerd, Nos

was broke, and his Blood was quantum concipit Mediocritas,

Thed . But_that a lively Figure noftra, & c. That ſofar ashe could

of Chriſt's Death , Burial, and conceive, he apprehended that the

Reſurrection, appears in ſprink- • Divine Benefits could inno wiſe

Jing a little water on the Face,
• be mutilated or weaken'd, nor

I ſee not ; and as done to an ' that leſs thereof couldbe beſtow'd
Infant, there can no Death to where the Divine Gifts are re

Sin, and riſing again to walk ceiv'dwith a foundandfull Faith,

in Newneſs of Life, be ſigni. • both in Giver and Receiver : for

fy’d : and therefore Chriſt's ' in Baptiſm the Spots of sin are o

Deſign and End therein is therwiſe waſh'd away than the

fruſtrated . « Filth of the Body is in a carnal

Arg. 27. If Baptiſm be Im- " and ſecular Bath , in which there

merſion , from the proper and ' is need of a Seat to ſit upon , of

genuine Signification of the a Laverto waſh in, of soap, and

Greek word Baptizo, as alſo of 6 other Such -like Implements, that

thoſe Typical and Metaphori- lo the Body may be waſh'd and•

cal Baptiſins, and the ſpiritual cleans’d; but in another manner

Signification thereof; then s is the Heart of a Believer waſhid ,

Sprinkling cannot be Chriſt's " and the Mind ofa Manpurify'd

true Baptiſm : But Baptiſm is by the Merits of Chriſt, & c .'

Immerfionfrom the proper and And a little after he adds, The

genuine Signification of the Scripture ſays, Ezek. 36, 25 , 26.I

word Baptizo, and alſo of thoſe will ſprinkle clean Water upon

Typical and Metaphorical Bap- you , andye ſhall be clean from

tiſms ſpoken of, and the Spiri. all your Filthineſs, and from all

tual Signification thereof ; Er. your Idols will I cleanſe you ;

go, Sprinkling is not Chrift's a new Heart alſo will I give

true Baptiſm . you, and a new Spirit will i

1. That the proper and ge- put within you (which by the

nuine Signification of the word by alludes to the times of the

Baptizo is to dip, or. we have Goſpel or New Covenant.) He

prov'd, which is alſo confeſs’d cites alſo Numbers 19. 19 , 20.

by the Learned in that Lan- and Numbers 8. 6, 7. from

guage.
whence he finally concludesthat

2. The Typical Baptiſm was, Sprinkling is valid and ſuffin

firſt , thatof the Red Sea, where- cient.

in the Fathers were buried, as We mention this only te flew

it
that
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it were, unto Mofes in the Sea , that Sprinkling was uſed, tho' not

and under the Cloud . Pool's so univerſally , in the Primitive

Annotations on I Cor. 10 2. Church; but we ſhallnot contend

• Others, faith he, more pro- for it as the moſt ſigrificant way,

• bably think that the Apoſtle nor condemn Dipping: But this is

• uſeth this Term, in regard not the great Conteſt betwixt us ;

s of the great Analogy be the matter is, who is the proper

• twixt Baptiſm (as it wasthen Subject, which now we come to

uſed ) the Perſons going down treat of.

« into the Waters, and being

• dipp'd in them ; and the Iſraelites going down into the Sea ,

• the great Receptacle of Water : tho the Water at that time

was gather'd on heaps on either ſide of them, yet they

ſeem'd buried in the Water, as Perſons in that Age were

« when they were baptiz'd , or . The ſecond was that of Noah's

. Ark, i Pet . 3. 21 , See Sir N. Knatchbull : The Ark of Noah

• and Baptiſm , faith he , were both a Type and Figure of the

• Reſurrection, not the sign of the walhing away of Sin , tho'

• fo taken metonymically, but a particular Signal of the Re

• ſurrection of Chrift : Of this Baptiſm is a lively and empha.

tical Figure, as alſo was the Ark of Noah, out of which he

• return'd as from a Sepulcher'to a new Life.

3. Metaphorical Baptiſm is that of the Spirit and of Af

fliction : The firſt ſignifies nor a Sprinkling of the Spirit, but

the great Effuſion of the Spirit , like that at Pentecost, Acts 2 . 4 ,

5. Shall be baptiz'd , & c . On which words Caſaubon ſpeaks thus,

See Dr. Du Veil on Acts 2 . · The Greek word Botnízwis to dip

or plung', as it were to dye Colours , in which ſenſe, faith

he, the Apoſtles might be truly ſaid to have been baptiz’d :

• for the Houſe in which this was done , was filld with the

' Holy Ghoſt, ſo that the Apoſtles might ſeem to have been

plung'd into it as in a large Fiſh -Pond .' Alſo Oecumenius on

Acts 2. faith ; ' A Wind fill'd the whole Houſe , that it ſeem'd

« like a Filh -Pond ; becauſe it was promis’d to the Apoſtles,

that they ſhould be baptiz'd with the Holy Ghoſt. And the

Baptiſm of Affliction are thoſe great Depths and Overwhelm

ings of Afflictions, like that of our Saviour's ſuffering, i. e . Do

part free, Mat. 20. 22. where you have the ſame Greek word

Batti(w ; and like that of David , who ſaith , God drew him out

of great Waters.

4. The ſpiritual Signification thereof is the Death , Burial,

and Reſurrection of Chriſt, and of our Death to Sin, and Vi

vification to a new Life.

This being ſo , it follows undeniably , that Sprinkling cannot be

Chriſt's true Baptiſm ; it muſt be Immerſion and nothing elſe.

And in the laſt place, finally to confirm that Baptizo is to dip,

both from the literal and ſpiritual Signification thereof, as alſo

from thoſe typical and metaphorical Baptiſms mention in the

Scripture ;

6
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Scripture ; I might add further , that this evidently appears

from the Practice of John Baptiſt, and the Apoſtles of Chrift,

who baptiz'd in Rivers, and where there was much Water ; and

alſo becauſe the Baptizer and Baptized are ſaid to go down

into the Water (not down to the Water) and came up out of the

Water. John Baprift is ſaid to baptize them into fordan, as the

Greek word renders it ; which ſhews it Dipping and not Sprinkling.

Would it be proper to ſay, He Sprinkled them into Jordan ? The

Lord open the Eyes of thoſe who ſee not to conſider theſe

things.

An Appendix to what we have already written upon

the Subječt of Infant- Baptiſm ;
wherein is fully

and plainly aſſerted , That Infants have now the

ſame Right to the Seal of the Covenant under the

Goſpel, as they had before under the Law .

order to the proſecution but is always the ſame : And

I of e
firſt premiſe, That the idea and Mind, Nature, God, the Almigh

Perception we have of things de- ty, &c.

pendsnot upon Words (or ſo many This premis’d , it inevitably

Letters put together) but that follows that all plain and ne

Words depend upon Things; and ceſſary Conſequences in Scrip

whereWords are not fully expref- ture are as concluſive, and do

five of Things,ſuch things are not as properly expreſs a Truth or

prejudic'd thereby, or loſe their na- Doctrine, as any direct or fin

ture. This Aſſertion is manifeſt gle Sound of a Word or Words,

from the different ſort of Lan- whereby we declare and make

guages, which expreſs one and known the Idea we have con

the ſame thing after different ceiv'd of ſuch Truth or Doc

manners. Hence 'tis nonſenſe trine. We will only add, that

for an Engliſh Man to raiſe a thoſe Perſons who make uſe of

diſpute, and lay Osos is not ex- any Sound or Words to expreſs

preſſive of the Idea we have of their Ideas ofa thing, are the

the Divine . Being, becauſe he moſt proper Judges of what

expreſſes his idea therefore in they mean by ſuch words.
the word God, or a dumb Man Hence it is demonſtrable,

in ſome reverential Sign or o that if our Saviour did in his

ther : for this Divine Being is Commiſſion mean Men, Wo.

not ty'd to any of theſe Ēx- men, and their Children , when

preſſions, or leſſen'd in his Ef- he expreſs'd himſelf by the

lence by their different sounds, term All Nations ; it is the ſame
thing
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thing as if he had ſaid, Men, Wo- to be, Where do you find that Chil
men , and their children . dren are commanded to be baptiz'd ?

That this general Commiſ- but thus, Where do you find that

fion included all, we ſhall prove, Children are forbidden to be bap

Firt, from the Circumſtances tiz'd ? or thus, Where do you

of the Perſons, Place, and find in Scripture that Children who
Time, where and when it was were once in the Covenant are caft

deliver'd, (in anſwer to the out of it again ? The likelieit

ift, 2d, 8th, 12th, 14th, 15th, place to look for ſuch a Change,
18th, 220 , 241h Arguments.) is at the Converſion of the

The Commiſſion was deliver'd three thouſand Jews, who where

by our Saviour, a Jew, to his circumcis’d , and their Chil.

Difciples, who were Jews ; and dren , and conſequently, in the

therefore 'twas impoſſible but firſt Covenant : "Is it not reaſo

they ſhould be acquainted with nable to believe that they had

the moſt confiderable Practices that tenderneſs for their Chil

and univerſal Cuſtoms that dren , as to deſire they might
were us d amongſt their Coun- have their Children feald with

trymmen .
Secondly, This Com- 'em in the ſecond Covenant as

miflion was not given in a well as the firſt, eſpecially when

ftrange place, but in fewry, they were told the Promiſe was

where 'tis confeſs'd on all hands, to them and their Children ? If

that the Cuſtom of baptizing they had been deny'd, we ſhould

Men , Women , and Children , have had ſome Informations of

of profelyting Heathens into it by Command, Examples, oʻc .

the Jewilh Religion, was in uſe . or by their repining at a State

Thirdly, This Commiſſion was which left their Children worſe

given at a time when the Jews than before ; but there's not

were moſt zealous for Tradi- one footſtep that ſhews the

tion and Cuſtoms. Now theſe leaſt Intrenchment of Infants

Circumſtances of Perſons, Time, Privileges, or that the ſecond

and Place confider'd, 'tis plain Adamhad left 'em more un

that our Saviour's Commiſſion happy than he found 'em .

of diſcipling all Nations, &c . in Now finding no Prohibition

general terms, was more full, in the Apoſtles Practice or Wri

proper, and pertinent, than if tings, we'll examine the Cuf

he had parciculariz'd Men, Wo- tom of the firſt Ages of Chriſ

men, and Children ; for both he tianity ; where, ſo often as

and his Diſciples very well there is occaſion to ſpeak of

knew who were the Subjects of Infant-Baptiſm , we find it men

Baptiím . Therefore a gene. ion'd as an Orthodox and Apo

ral Cultom and a general Com- ftolick Practice. St. Irenæus, as

miſiion were moſt analogous, we have ſomewhere elſe ob .

and becoming, the Authority ſerv'd, and have no anſwer,

and Wiſdom of our Saviour. was the Diſciple of St. Polycarp,

Again , This Cuſtom of bap- who was the Diſciple of st.

tizing Infants being then in John , and who convers'd often

uſe ; the Queſtion ought not with ſuch as convers'd with the

last

1
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can

lait ſurviving Apoſtles, if not as are ſo wilfully blind and

with the Apoſtles themſelves ; prejudic'd as not to own it,

he makes frequent mention of are paft diſpute, and ought no

it in his Writings, particular- longer to be treated with as

ly in Ep. ad Rom . l. 5. and in reaſonable Creatures.

Lib. Hom . 8. and Lib. 2. cap. 39. Now having prov'd that the

p. 137. which ſufficiently Shews firſt Ages practis'd Infant-Bap

thatby the word all Nations, our tiſm , weſhall examine who was

Saviour, his Apoſtles, and the the firſt Oppoſer ; and we find

Primitive Fathers did intend him to be one Auxentius an 4

and mean Men, Women, and Chil- rian , who liv'd 380 years after

dren . It would be too tedious our Saviour : [See our Second

to reckon upon the Authorities Paper] and after bim ſeve

of Tertullian ,Cyprian ,Chryfoftom , ral more in Germany, &c. Now

Ambroſe, Jerom, Auguftine, &c. if there was any more need

We ſhall only mention one Au- of Arguments, we would ask

thority , which will convince the Anabaptifts this Queſtion

any unprejudic'd Perſon : 'tis only ; That fince (as we have

that of the Presbyter Fidus, thewn, and farther if

Anno 254, there was occafion ) Infant Bap

This Fidus had fome Scru- tiſm is frequently mention'd by the

ples about the time of Bapti- Primitive Fathers for above one

zing Infants, whether he ſhould hundred Years together beforeever

defer it till the eighth Day or any one Perſon oppos'dit, is it not

not ; wbich began to ſpread, a more ancient (and conſequently

and caus'd a Convocation of true) Doctrine than that of the

Biſhops, call'd the African Sy- Anabaptiſts ? Thus much for
nod, amongſt whom the Queſ- the Fathers.

tion was ſtarted. There were But for the ſake of ſuch un

threeſcore and ſix Biſhops pre- groundedPerſons, as may have

ſent ; and 'tis impoſſible ſo ma- been milled by the plauſible
ny could be deceiv'd in Cul- Pretences of the Anabaptifts,

toms, tho' fix thouſand might we ſhall thew the Inconclu

be deceiv'd in Opinions. They fiveneſs of their Doctrines, as

decreed unanimouſly, that Chil- well as we have, for the uſe

dren might be bapriz'd upon of all, declar'd Infant-Baptiſm

the third, fourth , er Days, to be originally of Divine In:

as well as the eighth. The ftitution , and therefore to be

Synodical Decree is too long, practis’d.
or we would tranſcribe it ver. And now to the greatQuer

batim ; but 'tis to be ſeen at tion of Abraham's Seed, the

length in the 59th Epiftle of moft rational of the Anabaptiſts

St. Cyprian, or in the Inquiry into believe, that if Children could

the Conſtitution , &c. ofthe Pri- be prov'd to be in the Cove

mitive Church , or in an Abſtract nant, they are fit Subjects for

of that Book in our Young Stu . Baptiſm , and 'tis alſo St. Pe
deni's Library. Here's Autho- ter's Reaſon , Acts 2 . In order

rity enough; and ſuch Perſons to prove this we'll recur as far
as
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as Adam , where we may fafe- underſtand him if brought thi

ly aſſert, That if Adam had not ther. The Deſign of St. John

jinn'd, his Children had been holy here is largely diſcours d upon

from the Womb, by original Juf by almoft every Annotator ;
tice . Hence we may infer if you'll pleaſe to conſult 'em

from the Anabaptiſts own all, you'll find no Expoſition of

Principles, that Believers Chil- any one of the Fathers or

dren are in the ſame Con Modern Divines that ever

dition (we mention not this gave your ſenſe of the Place.

as the Church of England's Be- Again, we are not to judge

lief ) for they haveno actual by the Heart as God does, but

Sin ; and as for original Sin , according to Appearance : all

the ſecond Adam has taken it that we can determine is 2

away. Ergo, nothing hinders bout Viſibility. Circumciſion

but that they are holy , and as was call’d the Seal of the Righ

ſuch in the Covenant, and by teouſneſs of Faith ; therefore all

conſequence Candidates for that were circumcis'd had this

Baptiſm . Seal viſibly , tho' in God's Re

But to advance a Concluſion, pute allwere not Iſrael that were

whoſe Premiſes are conſonant of Iſrael. That Viſibility is

to all true Churches of Chriſt. all we can judge of, is plain

Firſt then , every one agrees from St. John's Baptiſm , who

that Children were in the Co. baptiz'd all that came unto

venant. It follows then that him out of Fudea, Jeruſalem ,

Children are ſtill in the Covenant, &c . tho 'tis not to bequeſtion'd

or elſe they are excluded ; but they but ſome might probably be
pemere never excluded ,therefore,&c, Hypocrites. Thus St. Peter

We advanc'd this Argument when the three thouſand were

before, which ſtands and al- converted and baptiz'd, 'twas

ways will ftand in force , till the in ſo ſhort a time that he could

Anabaptiſts Thew where it fails. have no demonſtration of their

Mr. Collins would fain ſtrain the Sincerity, but baptiz'd 'em as

words of John the Baptiſt, But they appear'd to be Converts.

now the Ax, & c . to enervate Thus in the caſe of Infants,

this Polition ; but ' tis ſo weak whoſe Parents are Believers,

that we leave himſelf to judge their Children are viſible Mem

of it, if he will conſider the bers in the Covenant (for ſo

Context, where nothing is they areaccounted, Acts 2. 39.).

mention’d or deſgn'd of Chil , till by ill Lires they appear

dren , nor can it be thence de- otherwiſe.

duc'd by any probable Conſe- Beſides, the Jews with their

quence. Beſides, St. John's Privileges were not extirpated

Baptiſm was diſtinct from that wholly, there were but ſome

our Saviour inftituted, and his Branches broken off ; and the

Words were directed to ſuch Gentiles being ingrafted into

as came out of Jeruſalem , Ive the common Stock, partak'd

dea, &c. but not to Children of their Privileges : but this

who could neither walk nor of Childrens Incovenanting

was
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was amongſt other Privileges 4. By unclean is not meant

of the Jews, therefore, ec .
Baltards ; but ſuch as want

Rom . 11. 16, QC. foederal Holineſs call’d

Again , from the ſame Major Unclean , Ifa. 52. 1 , 2. B e con

the Argument in the preceed . tra, ſuch as have fæderal Ho.

ing Paragraph is made good ; lineſs are Clean .

tho' there is one grand Cavil 5. Children of Infidels born

againſt it, and that is con- in Marriage are Matrimonially

cerningfæderal Holineſs, which Holy ; and then Children of a

we ſhall now examine from married Believer and an infi

this Text, Elſe were your Chil del are not leſs : ſo that it

dren unclean, but now they are would have been abſurd, in

holy. your ſenſe , for the Apoſtle to

The Anabaptiſts ſay, The A. have ſaid, Elſe were your Chile

poflle means only a Matrimonial dren Unclean , but now they ate

Holineſs, which is Legitimation ; Holy.

that the Infidel is ſanctify'd by the 6. If Legitimation was only

Chriſtian by Marriage, and that meant, the Apoſtle was miſta

the Copulation is not adulterous, ken in the Queſtion, which

becauſe the Children are not Baſ- was not, whether living toge
tards, but Legitimate. That ther were not adulterous, for

Matrimontal Holineſs or Le- that no body believes that has

gitimation is not meant, is his ſenſes, but whether a Chrif

plain , tian might with a ſafe Conſcience

1. By the Apoſtle's Deſign, have ſuch a familiarity with an

wbich was to fhew how the Infidel, & c . which ſeem'd in

Bleſſing of Chriſt was to come
confiftent with the Precepts

upon the Gentiles, that Chrif: of Chriſtianity ; as, Have no

tian Gentiles were to be grafted Fellowſhip with Unbelievers. The

in for the Jews broken off ; Anſwer is, that if they were

that Chriſtians were Children marry'd ( as 'twas common in

of the Promiſe, after the man- the early times of the Goſpel,

ner of iſaac, ec. All which is that one was converted to

quite different from your Con- Chriſtianity before the cther)

ſtruction of the Place, and in ſuch caſe the Chriftian's

makes good our preceding Ar- Faith ſhould be effiacious to

guments . the Children , and make 'emi

2. If only a Legitimation of participate of the Believer's

Marriage was delign'd, the Qualities, not the Unbeliever's :

Chriſtian would be fanctify'd which very well agreeś ' with

in the Infidel, as well as the the fifth of the Romans, where

Infidel in the Chriſtian ; but we find the free Gift, Righte

the Infidel is mention'd to be ouſneſs of the ſecond Adam , 66.

merely paſſive, to be ſancti. to avail over and exceed the

fy'd and not to fanctify. Unrighteouſneſs of the firſt Adam .

3. It would falten an In : To which we add , that the

pertinence on the Apoſtle , who Seed is diftinguith'd according

lo often mentions the Term to the Qualification of the Pa

Infidel. rent,
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rent, viſiting the Iniquity of tom amongſt the Jews, and

the Parents upon the Children bring the Rabbi's themſelves

to the third and fourth Genera- ſpeaking of matter of fact ,

tion of them that have me,and and not of Opinion : Ergo.

ſhewing Mercy unto Thouſands you grant what we ask for.--

( that is, Thouſands of Gene. Women ſhallnever want Authority

rations) in them that loveme, &c. for communicating ſo long as theſe

We ſhall mention but one o- Texts have a Being, 1 Cor. 11:

ther place, which alone is ſuf- 28. 1 Tim . 2. 5. Gal . 3. 28.

ficient to convince any ratio- Anſw . The two laſt have no

nal Perſons that the seed : of relation to communicating, and

Believers and Unbelievers are the firſt is not expreſſive if you

contra -diftinguiſh'd : Gal 2. 15. deny Conſequences. Sure

We are JewsbyNature, and not John Baptift repeaľd Infants in

Sinners of theGentiles; ſee the covenanting ſufficiently, when he
occaſion of this Saying. All told the Phariſees Abraham was

which Arguments added toge- their Father, and ſo to claim Bap

ther, ſhew that there is a fu- tiſm ,' &c. Anſw . Here's not
deral Holineſs of the Chil- one word of Children men

dren of thoſe that are in the tion’d or underſtood, accordo

Covenant, e vice verſa . ing to the beſt (and perhaps

From whence we argue : all) Expoſitors.--- What Chil

If fæderal Holineſs ſuppoſes dren are as to the Eternal Decree

a Right in the Covenant, and of God, is not within our Sphere,

this right in the Covenant, in- but what they are actually andby

titles its Candidates to Bap- Appearance. Anſw . we ſay the

tiſm ; then the Children of fame; and ſince, as we have

Believers are to be baptiz'd . before prov'd , Children of Bc

But fæderal Holineſs ſuppoſes lievers are in Covenant as pon

a Right in the Covenant, and as born, who are we that we

this Right in the Covenant in- ſhould examine what they will

titles its Candidates to Bap- be, and deny 'em their Rights

tiſm ; ergo, the Children of and Privileges for fear they

Believers are to be baptiz'd . ſhould be wicked afterwards

See Acts 2. 38, 39. and Aets 3. —Your calling Baptiſm a Circum

25. which confirms the Pre- ftantial will not prove it fo.
miſes. Anſw . ' Tis falſe , " our Words

are theſe, The Church has power

Reflections upon H. C. Re- to diſpenſe with Circumftantials,

join'd, & c . and the manner of Acting,tho'not

the Act it felf ; ineaning the

Lo, mark, behold , here's no. Ad of Baptiſm , and the Mo

thing but human Authority, &c: dus of it.- What youſay có

Anſw . You grant, yield , con- bout the Condeſcenſion of the Coun.

feſs that human Authority is cil of Elders at Jeruſalem and St.
enough to confirm Civil Paul's, proves nothing ofJohn and

Things, mention'd the the Apoſtles Baptiſm to be the Con

Jewih Baptiſm only as a Cuſ: tinuation of an oli Cuftom . Anſw .

Mor

we
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Nor of a Vacancy in Bedlam . well. Anſw . Perhaps therene .

Pray look again what it was ver was an Author ſo ridicu

brought to prove, You ſeem louſly civil, or ſo willing that

to be troubled about our Anſwer to the courteous Reader Thould

yoursupon the Commiſſion , &c. I ſee his Error Where did

Thall leave the two Papers to be we grant that there was

conſider'd by the Impartial. Anſw . Infant-Baptiſm till three hun

No, we are extremely pleas'd, dred or ' three hundred and

and accept of the Offer . eighty years after Chriſt ? We

You ſubtilely join odooZOUTEG, ſaid that none withſtood Infant

which comesnot' in till the next Baptiſm till that time, as Au

Verſe. Suppoſe the Bible had xentius the Arian : indeed Ter

not been divided into Verſes tullian makes mention how ill

as formerly, there needs no he reſented ſome Formalities

great Subtilty to determine in Infant-Baptiſm about two

how far the Period goes, and hundred years after Chriſt, as

where the Senſe ends. Is to Godfathers ; but we have

this a good Argument for Infant- given you inſtances of Infant

Baptiſm : By Baith and Prayer my Baptiſm in Ireneus's time, who

Child is recover'd of a Fever at convers’d with the antient

eight days old ; ergo, my Child Prsbyters that convers'd with

is a fit Subject for the Lord's the Apoſtles : ſee our ſecond

Table and Communion of Saints ? Paper, which was writ before

Anſw . No, but this is a good this Rejoinder of our Antago

Argument: Thro' Ignorance or niſt. Courteous Reader, con

Prejudice, I abuſe the ſenſe ſider this well. You tell us, in

of my Antagoniſt ; ergo, I one place, that Chriſt was not

ſhould grub my Pen.— There's baptiz'd in infancy, becauſe he

another ſuch Argument was a Jew ; proſelyted Heathens

ſoon after, but 'tis not worth were only bapriz'd when young ;

notice . Only the Adult that what, and yet all Nationt to be

came over from the Heathen were baptiz'd ! Here is a Contradic

baptiz'd ; have you forgot the tion with a Witneſs. Anſw . "Tis

three thouſand Jews which be- Inadvertence with a witneſs,

liev'd and were baptiz'i ; Anſw . or you might ſee that 'tis ſpo .

The Crucifiers of Chriſt, and ken of the Jewiſh Baptiſm ,

Deſpiſers of his Doctrines, into which whole families of

were as far off the Chriſtian the proſelyting Heathens were

Religion as the Hearhens.- baptiz'd. Your fyllogiſtical

We continue our Thanks for gran . Arguments are all the ſame

ting no Infant - Baptiſm untilthree with Mr. K ---- S, only the

hundred years after Chriſt, &c. laſt ; in anſwer to which we

Infant-Baptiſm was about three have prov'd the Primitive

bundred or three hundred and Church did baptize both Adult

eighty years after Chriſt. Perſons and Infants.

Courteous Reader, conſider this

an

+

0
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An Anſwer to Three and Twenty unanſwerable Queſ

tions propos’d by the Anabaptiſts to the Athenian

Society.

WHet
her

' Tis true ,

an

a

1

Queft. 1 .
there Anſw . 1. We can find but one

was not a two- Covenant made with Abraham,

fold Covenant made with A. and 'twas that of Circumciſion.

braham , one with his fleſhly You run into a ſtrangeError when

Seed, and the other with his you ſay, Iſaac was the ſpiritual

ſpiritual Seed , ſignify'd by the Seed, and Ilhmael the fleſhly ;

Bond- woman and the Free- they were both Abraham's fleſhly

woman, and their Sons Iſhmael Seed. The Words are , In Iſaac

and Ifaac ? Thall thy Seed be callid, and

If ſo , I query, Whether not Ifaac himſelf.

Circumciſion was Ordi. Iſaac was a Child of the Pro

nance that appertain'd to the miſe, but he was as it were a

Covenant of Grace , and was Channel, a Line from whence the

' the Seal of it ? 1. Becauſe ' tis promis'd Seed was to come, viz.

contra-diſtinguiſh'd from the Chriſt, he only is the spiritual

Covenant of Grace, or Free Seed. See Gal. 3. 16. Now to

Promiſe of God, Romans 4. Abraham and his Seed were the

2. And ' is alſo callid a Yoke Promiſes made ; he faith not

of Bondage. And , 3. 'Tis unto Seeds, as of many, but

ſaid alſo , that he that was cir- as of one, and to thy Seed,

cumcıs'd , was a Debtor to keep which is Chriſt ; which agrees

the whole Law . And, 4. Be- with, In thy Seed ſhall all the

cauſe Iſhmael, who was not a Nations of the Earth be bleſ

Child of the Covenant of ſed. The Privileges that Iſaac

Grace, with Efau and many o- bad before his Brother, was that

thers, yet were requir'd to be offſpring that should come from

circumcis'd as well as Iſaac. him , as God's Select People the

And, 5. Since 'tis poſitively Jews, and amongſt them our Sa

ſaid , Faith was imputed to viour the Promiſed Seed. From

Abraham for Righteouſneſs, not whence 'tis plain, that all the

in Circumcifion, how was it im- Subdiviſions of your forf Query

puted then ? when he was circum- are upon wrong Suppoſitions, and
cis'd or uncircumcis'd ? notwhen may receive thisanſwer, That the

he was circumcis’d , but when he Covenant of Works is diftinguiſh'd

was uncircumcis'd, Rom. 4. 10. from the Covenant of Grace ; and

as all Ifrael had the Seal of the

firſt, tho' manywere wicked, and thereby fruſtrated themſelves of the

Privileges, so the Caſe is the ſame emongli Chriſtians as to the Seal of

the latter Covenant. ' Tis too long here to mew how Iſhmael hea.

sheniz'd with his Pofterity, whenIfaac worſhipt the God of bis Fa

thors Queft.
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Quèjt. 2. Whether the being Anſw . 2. The firſt ; and the

the Male Children of Belie. Argument you uſe your ſelf is

vers as ſuch , gave them right concluſive.

to Circumciſion , or not rather

the mere poſitive Command of God to Abraham ; fince we do

not read of any other godly Man's Seed in Abraham's Days or

fince, whohad any Right thereto, but only ſuch who were born

in his Houſe, or bought with his Mony ?

Queft. 3. Whether Circum- Anſw . 3. Amongſt the antient

ciſion could be ſaid to be the Hereticks, we never metwith ſuch

Seal of ariy Man's Faith fave a ſtrange Poſition as this, That

Abraham's only, ſeeing 'tis ſaid, the Seal of the Righteouſneſs

He receiv'd the sign of Circumci- of Faith was the Privilege of

foon , a Seal of theRighteouſneſs of Abraham only. Pray what is

the Faith hehad [mark] yet be your Baptiſm , or allthereſt of the

ing uncircumcis'd, that hemight be Jews Circumciſion ? 'Iwas ſigni
the Father of all that believe ; ficant of ſomething ; trace it to the

which was the Privilege of 4. Original, and you'llfindChriſt at

braham only : For how could the Head : and without Faith

Circumciſion be Seal to Chriſt is of no effect, neither to

Children of that Faith they us who believe in Chriſt come,

had before circumcis’d, ſeeing xor to the Jews who believ'd in

they had no Faith at all, as had him to come.

Abraham their Father, they be

ing oblig'd by the Law of God to be circumcis'd at eight days

old ?

Queft. 4. What is it which Anſw . 4. It feals and didſeal

you conceive Circumciſion did , to all that belong to Chriſt, Life

or Baptiſm doth ſeal to Chil- and Salvation ; but to ſuch as do

dren , or make ſure ; ſince a not, it ſeals nothing at all ;weare

Seal uſually makes firm all the to take meaſures from Viſibility,

Bleſſings or Privileges con- the reſt belongs to God. All ila

táin'd in that Covenant 'tis rael had the firſt Seal as the r'je

prefix'd to ? Doubtleſs if the ſible Seed of Abraham , and con

fleſhly Seed of Believers, as ſequently of the Jewiſh Church ;'

ſuch , are in the Covenant of but ſome were Apoftates, and so

Grace, and have the Seal of it, it is amongſt Chriſtians, as we

they ſhall be fav'd ; becauſe faid before.

we are agreed, that the Co

venant of Grace is well order'd in all things and ſure , there

is no final Falling, ' therefore how ſhould any of them miſs of

Eternal Life ? And yet we ſee many of them prove 'wicked and

ungodly, and ſo live and die . If you ſay it ſeals only the ex

ternal Part and Privileges of the Covenant ofGrace ;

Queſt. 5. I demand to know Anſw. 5.We infif not upon ex

what thoſe external Privileges ternal Privileges ; ' tis foreign to,

are , ſeeing they are deny'd the the matter in hand.

Sacrament of the Lord's Sup

O 2 per,
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per, and all other external Rites whatſoever? If you ſay, when

they believe they ſhall partake of thoſe Bleſſings ; ſo, ſay I,

Thall the Children of Unbelievers as well as they.

Queft. 6. If the fleſhly Seed , Anſw . 6. They are his Spiri

or Children of believing Gen- tual Seed ( viſibly ) for so far on

tiles , as ſuch , are to be ac- ly belongs to us to judge, and

counted the Seed of Abraham ; therefore they have a Right to the

I query, whether they are his Seal of the Covenant.

natural Seed, or his ſpiritual

Seed ? If not his natural Seed, nor his ſpiritual Seed, what

Right can they have to Baptiſm or Church -Memberſhip, from

any Covenant- Tranſactions God made with Abraham ?

Queſt. 7. Whether thoſe dif- Anſw . 7. This is already an

ferent grounds upon which the ſwer’d.

Right of Infant-Baptiſm is

pretended by the Fathers of Old, and the Modern Divines,

do well agree with an Inſtitution that is a mere poſitive

Right, depending wholly on the will of the Legiſlator, and do

not give juſt cauſe to all to queſtion its Authority ?
Queft. 8. Is it not an evil Anſw . 8. This is added, but

thing, and very abſurd for a- 'tis your common Treatment ; the

ny to ſay, Baptiſm is a Symbol word prefent Regeneration , & c .
of preſent Regeneration , and is nowhereexpreſt. -The Terre

yet apply it to Babes inwhom Viſible ſolves all theſe Quibbles,
nothing of the things fignify'd and brings us into our own sphere.

thereby doth or can appear ? How do you know Hypocrites

And alſo to ſay, i baptize thee Hearts ? If they profeſs Faith,

in the Name, & c. when indeed &c. you baptizethem . So webap
he oth not baptize, but only tize Children asthe Seed of Belie

rantize the Child ? And to vers, and as ſuch they are viſible

ſay, Baptiſın is a lively Figure Members of the True Church till

of Chriſt's Death , Burial and they apoftatize, if ever .
Reſurrection , and yet only

ſprinkle or pour a little water on the Face of the Child .

Queft. 9. Whether that can Anſw . 9. This is anſwer'd be

bean Ordinance of Chriſt, fore in one of your fyllogiſticalPro

for which there is neither poſitions.

Command nor Example in all

the Word of God, nor no Fromiſe made to ſuch who do it,

nor Threats denounc'd on ſuchwho negled it, or do it not ?

For tho' there are both Promiſes made to Believers baptiz'd,

and Threats denounc'd on ſuch who neglect it, yet where are

there any ſuch in reſpect of Infant-Baptiſm ?

ueft. 10. Whether a Pagan Anſw. 10. A good Scribe ,

or Indian, who ſhould attain well inſtructed in the King

to the Knowledge of theGreek down of Heaven , brings out of

Tongue, or ofthe Engliſh , his Treaſure things new and

or any other Tongue into old. This Paſſage has been inter

.

which preted
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which the Original ſhould be preted by all Divines to relate to

tranſlated, by reading over the the New and Old Teſtament,

New Teſtament a thouſand whereby it appears we muſt ſearch

times, could ever find In- borb ; and if ſo, your Indian well

fants ought to be baptiz'd ? If inſtructed would find Infants in

not, how doth it appear the the Covenant in the old, Gen. 17.

Faith of People about Pedo- 12 , and Children in the Covenant

Baptiſm ſtands in the Power in the New, Acts 2. 29. But nei

of God, and Knowledge of his ther he nor you will be ever able to

Word, and not rather in the mew where they were turn'd out of

Wiſdom of Men , who have the Covenant ; do this only , and

endeavourd with all the Art we'll for ever yield up the cauſe.

and Cunning they can to draw

pretended Conſequences for it, tho' after all they do not na

turally and genuinely follow from the Premiſes to which they
refer ?

Queſt. 11. Whether Chriſt Anſw . Il . This only belongs to

having exprefly mention'd the the Adult, and you are to prove

Qualifications of ſuch as are where Children are excluded from

to be baptiz’d , viz , actual Re- the Rights of Baptiſm .

pentance, Faith , and the An .

ſwer of a good Conſcience, cc. doth not thereby exclude all

thoſe who are not capable of thoſe Qualifications?

Queſt. 12. Whether it doth Anſw . 12 This is anſwer'd a.

not reflect upon the Care, gainſt one of your preceding Syllo.

Wiſdom and Faithfulneſs of giftical Propoſitions,.

Jeſus Chriſt, who, as a Son o

ver his own Houſe, exceeded the Care and Faithfulneſs of

Moſes, to affirm , Infants ought to be baptiz'd, and yet it can

not be found in all the New Teſtament? Can it be thought it

ſhould be a Goſpel-Precept, nay a Sacrament, and yet Chriſt

ſpeak nothing of it ? Or could it be in the Commiſlion, and

yet the Apotles never mention it, but contrariwiſe require

Faith of all they admitted to Baptiſm ? Paul ſays, He de

clar'd the whole Counſel of God,' and ſaid nothing of it in

any ofhis Epiſtles, nor any where elſe. How manythouſands

of Children were born to baptiz'd Believers , from the time of

Chriſt's Aſcenſion, to the time John wrote the Revelations, but

not one word of any one Child baptiz'd ?

Quef. 13. Whether in mat- Anſw. 13 : Yes.

ter of poſitive Right, ſuch as

Baptiſm is, we ought not to keep expreſly and punctually to .
the Revelation of the Will of the Lawgiver?

Queff. 14. Whether the Bap- Anſw . 14. We never tell 'em .

tiſm of_Infants be not a dan- that they are made Chriftians

gerous Error, ſince it tends to thereby , but that they have the

deceive and blind the Eyes of name of Chriſtians from it; but,

poor ignorant People, who itmuſt be theirown Piety andobo

think
diesc

O 3
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:

think they are thereby made dience to the Will of Chriſt that

Chriſtians, and ſo never look effects the reft. We hope you teach

after Regeneration nor true the ſame Doctrine to your Adult
Baptiſm , which repreſents or Proſelytes; and if so, it tends, not

fignifies that inward Work of to blind the Eyes of poor ignorant
Grace upon the Heart ? People.

Queft. 15. Whether the an- Anſw . 15. Infants of Chriſtians

tient Church, who gave the bave a Right to the Lord's Sup

Lord's Supper to Infants , as per, the Subſtance of both Sacra

well as Baptiſm , might not be ments being the ſame ; yet the

allow'd as well to do the one Lord's Supper ought not to be given

as the other, fince Faith and to Infants, becauſe 'tis an active

holy Habits are as much re- Inſtitution ; whereas Baptiſm is a

quir’d in thoſe who are to be paſſive one, as was Circumciſion :

baptiz’d, as inſuch who come seeing taking and eating are re

to the Lord's Table ? And all quir d at the Communion , which

ſuch in the Apoftolick Chụch, Children are uncapable of. Bap

who were baptiz'd, were im- tiſm is for incipients, the Lord's

mediately admitted to break Supper is for Proficients ; both

Bread , e. And alſo the Ar. Exerciſes in the School of Chriſt :

guments taken from the Cove but becauſe he in the loweſt Form

nant, and becauſe said to be is not capable of the like Studies as

holy , and to belong to the be in the higheſ , does it therefore

Kingdom of Heaven, as follow that he is no Scholar, and

ſtrong for them to receive the muſt be excluded theSchool? Pray

Lord's Supper, there being no conſider the Caſe of the Paſſover

Command nor Example for ei- amongſt the Jews, and drawyour

ther, and human Tradition own Inferences.

carrying it equally for both

for ſeveral Centuries.

Quft. 16. Whether · Nadab, Anſw . 16. We have anſwerd

Abihu and Uzzahs Tranſgreſ- this before.

fions were not as much Circum

ftantials, and ſo as ſmall Errors, as to alter Dipping into

Sprinkling ; and from an underſtanding Believer to a poor ig

norant Babe ? And whether to allow the Church a Power to

make ſuch Alterations, be not dangerous ? See Rev. 22 . And

doth not this open a Door to other Innovations.

Queft. 17. Whether there is Anſw . 17. There is no reaſon

anyjuſt Cauſe for Men to vi at all. 10 reproach you for your

lify and reproach the People Practice, but rather to pity you.

call'd Anabaprifts, fortheir bap. We know Adult Believers, if not

xizing Believers, and denying baptiz'd before, have a Warrans

Infants to be the Subjects for Baptiſm ; but till then , they

thereof, ſeeing they have the implicitly own themſelves Hea

plain and direct Word of God thens . But it follows not if Bap:

to warrant their Practice ; i. e . tiſm belongs to the Adult, thatit

not only the Commiſlion, but does not belong to Infants, no more
al: 0 than

are
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alſo the continual Uſage of the than becauſe Abraham . and Mila

Apoſtles and Minifters of the lions morewere circumcis'd when

Goſpel all along in the New old, that Infants ought not to be

Teftament, who baptiz'd none circumcis'd . If you ſay, you want
but ſuch who made Profeſſion not a Command for your Practice,

of their Faith ? AndAnd the we say, we muſt ſee the firft

Church of England alſo faith , Command repeald till we give o

Faithand Repentance arerequird ver ours : Sacramentafunt mu.

of ſuch who areto be baptizd. We tata, non Fides. Auguſt.

dare not baptize our Children ,

becauſe we cannot find it written ; 'tis from the holy Fear of

God, left we ſhould offend and ſin againſt him, by adding to
his Word.

Quot. 18. What ſhould be Anſw . 18. They are beſt Fudgos

the reaſon that our faithful themſelves ; if we can burunder

Tranſlators of the Bible ſhould stand them , 'tis enough .

leave the Greek word Baptiſm ,

or Baptiſma, and not turn it into Engliſh, ſeeing the Dutch
have not done ſo, but contrariwiſe tranſlate, for John the Bap

tist, John the Dooper ; and for he baptiz'd, he doop'd, or dipp'd them ?

Queſt. 19. Whether thoſe Anſw . 19. They are the beſt

who tranſlate out of one Lan- Judges, as weſaid before. Your

guage into another, ought not Deſign about the Modus is not

to tranſlate every word into material; we have comply'd with

the ſame Language into which the Empbaſis, and told you our

they turn it, and not leave a- Church deniesDipping to none, but

ny word in the ſame Original rather enjoins it. See ber wordsin
Tongue, which the People un- the Rubrick - Then the Prieſt

derſtand not, and for whoſe ſhall take the Child into his

fakes they undertook that Hands, and ſhall say to the

Work ; and not only to tran- Godfathers and Godmothers

Nate every word, but alſo to Name this child and then

give the right, literal, genuine naming it after them ( if they
and proper fignification of each ſhall certify him that the

word, and not the remote, im- Child may well endure ) he

proper, or collateral ſignifica. ſhall dip it in the Water dif .

tion of it ? Which if our Tran- creetly and warily , ſaying, exc.

flators of the Bible had ſo But if they certify that the

done, I query , whether the Child is weak , it ſhall ſuffice

Doubt among the Unlearned, to pour Water upon it, O'c .

concerningwhat the word Bap

siſma ſignifies, had not ceas’d ?

Queſt. 20. Seeing the Greek Anſw . 20. See our laſt Anſwer.

Church uſes Immerſion, and

not Aſperſion , may it not be look'd upon as a great Argument

againſt Sprinkling, eſpecially ſeeing they diſown the Baptiſm

of the Latin Church, becauſe they uſe Sprinkling ? for doubt

leſs the Greeks beſt knew the gunuine and proper fignification

-

-

Q4 of
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of the Word, that Tongue being their own natural Language,

in which the New Teſtament was wrore.

Queſt. 21. Whether if a Mi- Anſw . 21. Our Anſwer is as a-,

niſter ihould adminifter the bove.

Lord's Supper in one kind on

ly, and ſo doing, it cannot anſwer the great Deſign of Chriſt

the Law.giver , i. e . the breaking of his Body, and ſhedding of

his Blood ; would not profane that holy Inſtitution ? Ifſo,

whether ſuch who, inſtead of dipping the whole Body, do but

ſprinkle or pour a little Water on the Face, do not alſo pro

fane the Holy Sacrament of Baptiſm , fince it is not ſo done to

repreſent in a lively Figure the Death, Burial, and Reſur

redtion of Chriſt, with our Death unto Sin , and Vivification -

unto Newneſs of Life ? Rom . 6. Col. 2. II , 12 .

Queft. 22. Whether all ſuch Anſw.22. Thoſe that doubt may

who have only been sprinkled, be of the ſure ſide.

ought not to be deem'd unbap

tiz'd Perſons, ſince Afperfion is not Immerſion , or Rantizing

not Baptizing ? For tho' the Greek word Baptizo, in a remote

and improper ſenſe, may fignify to waſh ; yet, as the Learned

confeſs, it is ſuch a waſhing as is done by dipping, ſwilling,

or plunging the Perſon or Thing all over in the Water.

Queſt. 23. Since you ſay Chil- Anſw . 23. No, the Caſe is very

dren have Faith potentia ; I different. Take a Parallel : Thoſe

query, Whether Unbelievers, Heathens that refus’d profelyting

and all ungodly Perſons, have into the Jewiſh Religion , could not

not alſo the like Faith potentia expect the Privileges of any oneIn ,

as well as Children , and ſo the fant of the Iſraelites, of which

ſame Right to Baptiſın ? We there yet appear'd no deſpair but

grant they may have Faith that it migint be a true son of A

hereafter ; what then ? braham ; or in short thus, that

judging viſibly, or like Men , be

tweenſuch ofwhom we havegreat bope , and of ſuch concerning whom

we have great deſpair .

Asto your additional Cenſure about Children's having Faith in Hea

ven , we mean no more than this, The object of their Faith is there as

well as ours; we are not to anſwerfor the Printer's faults. See whe,

ther the piace wequoted agrees not with it , Heb. 11. 1 , 2. Your

Garching at diſtant Circumſtances and Words news your Cauſe weak.

1

Now to your Queſtions about the Fathers.

Queft. 1. What reaſon can be Anſw . I. If Nazianzen coun

given why Nazianzen, an emi- ſellid to delay it till the third on

nent Greek Father, ſhould coun. fourth Year, but notif in danger

fel the deferring of the Bap- of Death , it plainly hews the

tiſm of Infants until the third Practice of Infant-Baptiſm then ;

or fourth Year of their Age and the utmoſtwasat a time when

(except they
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( except in danger of Death ) they were too young tomake a Pro

if it were in Nazianzen's time, ſeſſion of their Faith : So that this

as lome ſuppoſe it was, the O. Query is for, not againſt us.

pinion of the whole Church, cite this Father's Works ; we can

as alſo his own , That Infants , not believe that he would contra

by Apoftolical Tradition , were dict himſelf, having ſaid the com

to be baptiz'd as ſuch , that is, trary elſewhere.

as ſoon as born ?

Queſt. 2. Whether all the Fa. Anſw . 2. That was not the only

thers of the third and fourth reaſon aſſign'd , tho' 'tis as old as

Century, both of the Greek and Irenæus ;but neither does this de

Latin Church, who have wrote ſtroy the Authority of Infant-Bap

any thing about Infant-Bap- tiſm . St. Auſtin's particular Ö

tiſm , do not unanimouſly give pinion makes no general Rule.

this as the reaſon why Infants

ſhould be baptiz'd , viz . The waſhing away Original Sin , or

the putting them into a Capacity of Salvation : and ſome of

them , particularly St. Auſtin , fentencing Infants to eternal Dam

nation , if not baptiz’d ?

Queſt. 3. If ſo , whether the Anfw . 3. The Anſwer of this

Fathers might not be miſtaken Query (if given asyou would have
in the Right of Infants to Bap- it) deſtroys the few Authorities you

tiſm , as well as in the Judg- can bring againſt Infant-Baptiſm

ment of moft Proteſtants, they in the fourth and following Centu

are in the reaſon why they ries; but it concerns notan uni
ſhould be baptiz'd ? verſal and perpetual Practice, as

wehave provid.

Anſwers to your four other Queriesa

Queft. 1. Whether God hath Anſw . 1.We havealreadytold

allow'd or enjoin'd Parents to where he allow'd and enjoin'd in

bring their little Babes, of two fants incovenanting, and weexpect

or ten days old, into a Cove of you to hew uswhere it was re

nant with him by Baptiſm ; peald, if you will juſtify your Neg

fince 'tis not to be found in le & t of it , or condemn ours.

the Scripture he either has al

low'd orenjoin'd them ſo to do ?

Queſt. 2. If it cannotbe prov'd Anſw . 2. This falls with the

he hath requir'd any ſuch thing firſt, being built upon the ſame

at their hands, whether that foundation.

Covenant can be ſaid to bind

their Conſciences when they come to age ; eſpecially ſince they

gave no conſent to it , nor were capable ſo to do ?

Queſt. 3. If this pretended Anſw. 3. and 4. We have now

Covenant was not of God's thing to dowith this Charge ; theſe

Appointment, I query , how leven Aſſertions are none of ours,

thoſe Children , who refuſe to nor anywhere to befoundamongſt

agree
what
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agree to the ſaid Covenant whatwe ever ſaid or wrote : 10
when at age, can thereby be that 'tis impertinent to bring ' em

guilty, i . Of rejecting Chrift. here, and rail at 'em as Jewiſh,

2. Of renouncing the Blef- Turkiſh , o'c.

fings of the Goſpel. 3. And

that 'tis Rebellion continu'd againſt their Maker. 4. That 'tis

Ingratitude and Perjury to their Redeemer. 5. Groſs Injuf

tice to their parents . 6. That ' tis ſelf-killing Cruelty to their

own Souls: 7. And a damning Sin ?

Queſt. 4. I query whether this be good Divinity, not rather

a ftrange Doctrine? And whether unwarrantable Articles of

Faith , taken out of the Jewiſh Ialmud or Turkiſh Alcoran, may

pot by as good Authority be put into a Chriſtian Catechiſm , . as

fuch Affertions as theſe ?

Anſwers to four Queries fent by another Hand.

Queft. 1. Whether Traditions , Anſw . 1. See what is beforefaid

Jewiſh Talmuds, the Opinion for an anſwer to this.

of private Doctors, Schoolmen ,

or be a fufficient Warrant for the Churches to eſtabliſh ſuch

a Practice, that hath neither Precept nor Example in the Holy

Scriptures ?

Queft. 2. Since the pretended Anſw. 2. Prove your firſt Au

Foundation of Intant-Baptiſm thor that expounded this Text, and

( viz. its abfolute Neceflity to we'll prove infant- Baptiſm ſeveral

Salvation ) proves to be aa hundred years in the Primitive

Miſtake of the Text, John 3. 5. Church before ſuch Expoſition was

as is generally acknowledg'd ever made; which will evince that

by Proteſtants whether the infant-Baptiſm depended not upon:

Structure ought not to fall that Expoſition, and therefore

with it, as it did in the caſe of ought not to fall with it.

giving the Child the Eucha

xift ?

Queft. 3. Whether the Faith Anſw . 3. Such Practice was in

ofthe Parent, or Goſlip on the Jewiſh Church , and never con ,

the Child's behalf, be requir'd tradicted by Chrift or his Apofiles,

of God, or will be imputed to nor but by one Father (as we read

the Child byGod ? If not, vhy of ) in the Prinsitive Church,whom

ventur'd on, and not rather a we have before cited ; therefore

waiting for Faith in the Sub- we think it very reaſonable to come

ject; as requir'd in Holy Writ, ţinue it .

by the Apoftles and Primitive

Churches, and ſeemingly by the Church of England in her

Catechiſm ?

Queft. 4. Whether the Church Anſw . 4. This we have fully

hath a good Warrant that will anſwer'd before.

justify her before God, in chan

ging
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ging the Mode from Dipping to Sprinkling ? And whether

that Alteration doth fo well anſwer the Delign of God, as

that Ceremony which himſelf appointed ?

As to the Poftfcript, there's or ſecond Century for Infant

nothing but what's the old o’er Baptiſm , telling us, That an

and o'er ; only two things are wehave depends upon Origen's

of very great conſequence , and Teſtimony : Take one that

upon which the whole ſtreſs of was his Senior by fortyfix

the Queſtion lies, to wit, that years, and who liv'd in the ſe

of repealing Infants Privile- cond Century ; ' tis Irenaus, from

ges, and the Teſtimony of the whom you have theſe four Tef

Fathers. timonies: Lib. 2. c. 39. adverſ;

As to the firſt, viz . That of Hareſ. Chriftus enim, & c. Christ

repealing Infants, you engag'd did fanctifyevery Age byhis own
our Syllogiſm , which is thus Suſception of it, and similitudeto

laid down: it, &c. in Epif . ad Rom . l. 5.

An Ordinance once enjoin'd , and Pro hoc & Ecclefia ab Apofto

neder repeald, is always in force : lis Traditionem fufcepit etiam

But the Ordinance of Childrens In- Parvulis Baptifmum dare, & c .

covenanring wasonceenjoin'd, and for this alſo did the Church learn

never repeald; Ergo, &c. from the Apofiles to baprizeChile

You deny our Minor, and ſay dren , &c . In Lucam , Homil. 14 .

it was repeald, alledging, Parvuli Baptizantur in Remit

He took away the firſt, that he fionem peccatorum : Children

might eſtabliſh theſecond, Heb. 8. ( or little ones ) are baptiz'd for

And now the Axé is laid to the the Remiſſion of Sins . Et in Lib .

Root of theTree, &c. Matth. 3. Homil . 8. Propterea baptizan

To the firſt of theſe Texts we ' tur & Parvuli: Children are alſo

anſwer, You prove a Change baptiz'd. -- We expect a full-

of the Covenants, but not of Anſwer to this, or pretend to

the Subjects of the Covenant ; no more Authorities. What

ſo that it ſtill lies upon your you ùrge out of Gregory Nazian .

hands. As to the laſt Text, Zen , is falſe (or he contradicts

either Children are concernd himſelf) in Oraf. 40, in Sanct.

in it, or they are not : if they Baptiſm . he ſays Nýtion is cos

are concern'd, then they are -Haſt thou a Child ? Let not Sin

all damn'd, for they cannot get the advantage, but let him be

bring forth good Fruit ; if they fanctify'd from his Infancy, &c.

are not concern'd, to whatend And afterwards, 'Esad Taura

did you bring it ! So that the φησί σοι των επιζητάντων το βάπ .

Argument is yet untouch'd. krua, &c. Thus for the Bap

The next ' thing we meet tiſm of thoſe that deſire Baptiſmi

with of moment in yourpost. but whatſhallwelay of infants

ſcript, is ſome ſmall Animadver- who are ſenſible neither of the

fions upon the Authority of the Gain nor Eosof it,Mallwe baptte
Fathers : You challenge usto them ? moſt certainly, & c. You

prove one Inſtance inthe firft cite Dr. Barlow , who ſays, Ter

tullian
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was

tulliam condemns Infant -Bap- into their Religion ; that our

tiſm as unwarrantable and ir- Saviour continu'd the Cuſtom ,

rational. Thus you bring in and by his Authority made it

Mr. Daile and Mr. Danvers for of Divine Inſtitution : and that

the ſame purpoſe ; but thoſe it being a general Cuſtom , a

that conſult Hiſtory and Ter- general Commiſſion e

tullian's Contemporaries, will nough, viz. Diſciple all Nations,

find that it began to grow into orwhich the Apoſtle St. Pe

a Cuſtom to baptize the Chil- ter ( Acts 2. 29.) and the firſt

dren of Heathens, which there- Fathers of the Primitive Church

fore Tertullian oppos'd : beſides took in a general ſenſe ; that we

he was otherwiſeerroneous, and have frequent mention of it in

was for deferring the Baptiſm Irenaus, Clemens, Juſtin Martyr ,

of Virgins and widows till Origen, Cyprian, Fidus, &c. And,

they were married ; 'twas in now after all, to avoid eternal

the beginning of the third Cen- Controverſies, we'll cut the work

tury . But by the by , all theſe ſhort with you , and give you up

are Arguments for Infant-Bap- the Caule, if you can do theſe

tiſm ; for that could not be op- three things :

pos’d, which had not a being. 1. Prove the Repealing of the

Privileges that children once had

POSTSCRIPT. with their parents .

2. Or, A Confutation of the

ND now, Gentlemen , up. Authorities we have brought for

on the whole, the Weight Infant Baptiſm .

of the Diſpute lies in this : You 3. Or laitly , To give us an In .

ask for a Divine Command for ſtance among the firſt Fathers of
Infant- Baptiſm ; we ask for a the Primitive Church, where In

Divine Repeal of the Rights fant-Baptiſm is but once mention'd

that Children once had to the as inorthodox, before many Inftan

Covenant. ces that we have brought wherein

To gratify our Demand , you it is mention'd as Orthodox .

brought us two Texts (as a- Ifyou are able to undertake

bove) the one of 'em wehave the Propoſals, do it ; if not,

thewn does onlý fignify a we deſire you would give a pub

Change of the Covenants, but lick Satisfaction to thoſe you

not the Subjects of the Cove may have miſled, by acknow

nants ; the other (we have ledging your Errors : but we

prov’d) cannot concern Chil- deſire to be freed from the Im.

dren, but the Conſequence will pertinencies of one of your

be Damnation to all the Chil- Party , who has hitherto been

dren that ever have or ſhall be ſo diſingenuous to make a noiſe,

born . and run away with our Argu

To gratify your Demand, we ments , without thinking what

have thewn that Children once they were brought for ; and

were in the Covenant, that the then to ſay , They do not conclude

Jews did baptize, proſelyting ſo, so , which we never intended

Men, Women, and Children they ſhould : fuch a Perſon we

A

think
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we

think not fit to to diſpute with- to make good your Party : but
You ſhall, if there be occa- be ſo ingenuous for the future,

ſion; hear from us every nine as not to ſay we have not an

weeks in the twelve Numbers ; ſwer'd ſuch and ſuch Queries,
fix of the nine we'll allow you when we had never ſeen 'em .

Queſt. Wherefore are we more the Enterprizes and Surprizes

timorous and fearful in the dark, that may then more commo

and in the night (eſpecially if we diouſly be made upon us ; but

1 are alone) than in the day-time that other Fear, natural ta

and in the light ? Men, may be very frquent,

Anſw . Sume do attribute this even then when they are in a

to the danger may be appre- place of the greatest aſſurance ,

hended by Knocks and Blows, as well to the moſt courageous
when cannot fee from as timorous : For in truth we

whence they come. But the have ſeen yery Brave, Gene

preſent Queſtion is of another rous, and Magnanimous Per

kind of Fear than the danger ſons to be extremely afraid of

aforeſaid : that is, of ſuch a Spirits in the night-time; and

Fear that doth happen even have alſo ſeen ſuch as have had

when we are in a good Bed , but a baſe and low Courage
and ſtir not. The' true reaſon march on with very much Con- .

of this then is, that the great fidence. Ulyſſes ( in Homer )

Enemy of Hunan Kind, being durft not walk alone in the

the Prince and Lover of Dark night , but had Diomedes for his

neſs (as the Pfalmift faith ) Companion, the moſt valiant

walks in the darkneſs (who is next to Achilles of all the

then more dreadful to us by Greeks . However, we will get
being a Spirit, and of a na- attribute all ſorts of Fears, ei.

ture more powerful and ftrong ther to the Force of the Ima

than ours.) And that it is ſo, gination, or to the Want of

there is ſcarce any one that Faith ; for both one and the

hath not ſometimeor other ex- other doth make us apprehend

perimented , going alone in the 'a thouſand Terrours : But he

Night, that in certain places who placeth bis Confidence in

where very often there is the God, and that dwells ( as the

leſs apprehenſion of danger, in Pfalmift faith ) under the wings

an inſtant ſome ſudden Fear ofthe moſt High, and under his

pofſeffeth. And the reaſon here- protection, is no way mov’d ; the

of (in our opinion ) may be, Arrow thatflieth by day, and the

that there is ſomeevil Spirit evil spirits that walk in the night,

that we dread, without ſeeing nor the Terrours of the Night, ſhall
of it . Even as the Animals ; not be able to make him afraid.

the moſt feeble are afraid when Queſt. How comes it to paſsi

the Lion approaches, tho' they that certain Perfons do die with

ſee it not. Yet we will not de- Foy; asthoſe Roman Women , one

ny but the Night may augment of which believing (as ſhe had

çvery ſort of Fear, becauſe of been told ) that her son was pain

1

at
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den Joy ?

at the Battle of Thraſymene, expect the hafty Death of Chil

where the Romans had been de- dren that have ſo baſty Judge

feated by Hannibal, for whom ſhe ment . And the reaſon is ta

griev'd much; and in themiddle ken from hence, that 'tis a

of her Lamentations, her ſuppos'd certain Argument that ſuch

Main Son came unto her ; and ſee- Children have dry Brains be

ing of him lusty and well, me yond meaſure, and above the

immediately diedwith Foy . And temperament of their Age :

the other being gone forth from the For the too much Moiitneſs

City, on purpoſe to make enquiry that is commonly in all Chil

after her Son, from ſuch as came dren, doth hinder as a Cloud,

from the Defeat of Cannæ ; and that their interior Senſes ſhould

at length perceiving her son among not ſeem ſo clear and open, nor

the reſt, fell downdead with fudo their Functions extend them

ſelves ſo far as thoſe of riper

Anſw . Becauſe that even as Age . And the unmeaſur'd

Oil, being moderately put into Dryneſs that is extraordinary

a Lamp, entertaineth and con- in ſome, is the cauſe that in a

ſerveth the flame thereof ; little time (the Body drying

which being pour'd in all at always more and more with

once, doth ftifle and put it out : Age) the Organs of their Sen •

even ſo moderated " Joy doth ſes, yea , even thewhole Body

brisk and chear the vital spi . doth diffolve, and Death fola

rits ; but when it is altogether low ; or at leaſt, that their

exceſſive , extreme, and ſud. Senſes are ſo ill affected , that

den, it ſuffocates and ſmothers the Soul cannot worthily and

them . Or elle perhaps the perfectly exerciſe its Functions,

reaſon may alſo be, that even no more or leſs than an excel

as the Natural Heat doth re- lent Artiſt can finiſh a chief

tire with the Blood to the in- piece of Work with ill Tools,

ward parts of the Body, by an or Inftruments of his Art.

exceſſive Fright ; even ſo , by Queſt. Which of the two is more

an exceffive Joy, it abandons conſtant in Love, Man or Woman ?

the more noble and interiour Anſw . Virgil and other Poets

Parts , that it may ſuddenly ruu have accus'd women of a great

to the exterior : by which Lightneſs and Inconftancy ; ne

ſometimes follows the Diſſolu- vertheleſs we are of opinion,

tion and Separation of the Soul that Reaſon and Experience

from the Body. are Champions for them . Rea

Queſt . Wherefore do not little ſon , foralmuch as they are more

Children (that have more Judge cold than Men ; and the na

ment and Uſe of Reaſon than their ture of Cold is to be tenacious :

Age can ordinarily permit or pro- but the nature of Heat, on the

miſe) live ſo long; or if they do contrary, (abounding more in

live to full Age, that they then Men than Women ) doth relax,

become Sots and Dunces ? diſſipate, and diffolve. Expe

Anſw . Cato the Cenſor faid rience confirmeth the Reaſon

very well, That we cannot but aforeſaid , becauſe it is ordina

:

rily
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rily ſeen , that there are more in him much natural Heat

women deceiv'd by Men, than quickly to do it) doth awake

Men by Women. brisk and galliard, cauſing his

Queit. Wherefore do sparrows ſhrill Voice to reſound and
live ſo little time ? ring again . The great Julius

Anſw . Becauſe they are ex. Scaliger would reſolve nothing

treme ſalacious and laſcivious ; on this Queſtion; yet we dare

for in little more than an hour, ſay, that there is ſome appea

the Male treads the female a- rance in the firtt Opinion, but

bout twenty times : And for more in the laft of Democritus.

the ſame reaſon , lecherous Queſt. Whether viſion be made

and luſtful Men live leſs time by the Emiſſion of the Rays of our

than others ; and do become Eyes, or by the Receprion of the

enervated before their Age. A species, or Images of the objects

luxurious Youth , faith Cato, of the sight into our Eyes ? For

doth deliver à Body- without example ,when I ſee aHouſe, a

Vigour unto Age. Man, or Horſe, is it that the days

Queſt. What makes the Cock to of my Eyes, caft on thoſe Objećis,

crow every three hours, and even do bring backunto me the Image of

preciſely at Midnight ? them tomyfight ? Or is it , that

Anſw. We may ordinarily ex- their Images difus'dthro' the air

periment ( notwithſtanding pli- (and ſometimes thro' the Water )

my faith to the contrary) that which is the Medium between my

he doth not crow every three Eyes and the Object, are receiv'd

hours ; but for his crowing a- into my fight?

bout Midnight, divers Reaſons Ans. This hath been an

are given for it . Some hold tiently a very great diſpute ,

that the Cock is altogether a and is ſo at this day among

Solar Creature, and therefore ſuch as are ſelf - conceited ;

the Antients did conſecrate it we will not trouble the Reader

to Eſculapius, the Son of the of this Book with the long

Sun ; who about Midnightper- Diſputes of the one ſide and

ceiving the predominant Pla- the other ; But in anſwer to

net over his Nature to riſe on the Queſtion propos’d , we do

our Horizon, awakes, rejoices, conclude, that ſince Viſion is

and fings for joy. Others do made in an inſtant, of the Ob

attribute it to his venereal De- , jects themoſt remote, it is im

fire ; this Creature being very poſlible that it can be made by

laſcivious : But when he hath the Emillion of the Rays of

his Hens about him, he is ac- our Eyes ; becauſe they cannot

cuſtom'd rather to ſing after initantly reach unto the Ob

than before his Treading ; jects. As for example, they

therefore this Reaſon doth cannot reach unto the Stars,

ſeem to us no ways probable. and from thence in an inſtant

Democritus (as Cicero relates ) bear back the Images to the

did hold that the Cock, weary Sight : therefore it muft necef

of ſleeping, after he had per- ſarily be ſuppos'd , that all Vi

fected his Digeſtion ( as he hath fion is made by the Reception

of
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of the Species or Images of Chriſtians by their Adverſaries,

Objects; the which are repre, which theywouldnot have omitted ,

ſented in the Space or Medium had they worſhipp'd our Saviour.

which is between the Object Nor 4. they ſay, is there any thing

and our Eyes, if ſome opacous to be found relaring to his Divinity

and obſcure Body intervene in the firſt Chriſtian Writers, Cle

not. ment and the reſt ; which, in the

Queſt. Wherefore do we not ſee 5th place, they conclude was intro

well, going outof Darkneſs, and duc'd into the Church from the

coming into Light : or, onthe con- Schools ofPlato, when the Chrif
trary,going out ofLight, and com- tians beganto be infefted with his

ing into Darkneſs ? vain Philoſophy, about the time

Anſw . ' Tis by going out of of the Nicene Council. If you

oneExtremity into the other, pleaſe to ſolve theſe Difficulties, I

that the sight is troubied at
believe

you may do ſervice to Reli

firſt daſh , by an Object contra- gion, and oblige many others as

ry to the precedent : or a bet- well asyours, & c.
ter reaſon may be given , viz . Anſw . The Divinity of our

That darkneſs cauſing our vi- Bleſſed Saviour, and conſe

ſual Spirits to retire, and fink quently his Eternity, are fo

into the Optick Nerves ; the plainly aſſerted in the Scrip

which coming afterward to the tures both of Old and New

Light, our Sight is dazled by Teſtament, that we know not

the ſudden and glittering Lut how any that really believes

tre of the Light. And on the them to be the Word of God,

contrary, when we come from and given by Inſpiration, can

the Light, ſuppoſe of the Sun , poſſibly deny it, or doubt of it.

into a Place or Chamber which Tho' for thoſe who cniy think
is 'd , the Eyes (being ' em the Writings of 'honeſt

not then afliſted by this e- well-meaning Men, who were

ftrang’d Light) do not ſee ſud- oftentimes miſtaken as well as

denly and at once ſo clearly other Folks, ' tis not ſo great a

and plainly. wonder that they are not con

Queſt. I verily believe the Di- vinc'd by them ; and while we

viniery of our blesſed Saviour, but have thereſo many and ſo clear

get muſt confeſs,I have met with Proofs of this Fundamental

feveral objectionsagainſt it,which Truth (ſome of which we ſhall

I wiſh I could ſee clearly anſwer'd. produce hereafter) we ought

The Principal are theſe following : not to let our Faith be ſhock'd
1. That 'tis not so much as pre- by any Objections, tho' ever ſo

tended to have been believ'd, any plauſible, that may be raised

morethan the Trinity ,by the Jews againſt it. Not the firſt here

or Heathens . 2. That all the offer'd , becauſe , tho' we could

Textswhich are brought to prove it not prove that our Saviour's

out of the Scriptures, are given up Divinity, or that of the ſecond

bryone Writer or other , as ineffectual Perſon in the Trinity, was ge

for that end . 3. Thar Polytheiſm nerally known or believ'd by

is not objected againſt the antiene the Jews and Heathens, what

>

weighs
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weight would this have againſt said , Behold, the Man is become

that Article of Belief ? like one of its ; they render it,

ſince, tho' he was to the Jews • And the Word of the Lord

a Stumbling - Block, and to the faid, Behold, Adam whom I•

Greeks Fooliſhneſs ; he isto them created is the only begotten

that believe, the eternal, eſſen- in the World , as I am the

tial Power, and Wiſdom of God. • only-begotten in the higheſt

But after all, if we ſhould • Heavens.' Where, as Wat.

prove thata ſecond Perſon, a ſon obſerves, in his Prolegom to

Son of God, God as well as the the Polygl. • Creation , Locu

Father, was own'd and believ'd tion , and Unigeniture, are at

by themoſt Learned fews and once attributed unto the E
Heathens, even before the com- ternal word.' Now this

ing of our Saviour ; this Ob. creating the World, ſuſtaining

jection would then receive a it when made , Eternity , and

double Anſwer : And this we Unigeniture, are alſo aſcrib’d

think we can do firſt for the by the Authors of Eccleſiaſticus

Jews, who tho ' they did not and the Book of Wiſdom , to the

own our Saviour at his coming Hand of God, the Word of

to be thisSon of God, yet did God, and the Wiſdom ofGod :

doubtleſs before his coming be- and by this wiſdom they intend

lieve and acknowledge a Son of the son of God, as Soloman alſo

God, who was God, diſtinct did in the Proverbs, becauſe the

from the Father, and proceeding ſelf-fame Expreſſions which

from him . For the proofwhere they there uſe , as well as the

of we ſhall not infiit on the ma- ſame incommunicable Actions,

ny pregnant Teſtimonies to this are aſcrib'd unto him by the

purpoſe in the Liber Zohar, or Author of the Epiſtle to the

antient Cabala of the Jews , be- Hebrews, as well as in that to

cauſe ſome Objections may be the Coloſſians.

made againſt their Credit, or Thus Wiſd. 10.9 . Wisdom was

at leaſt their Antiquity : nor with thee, and was preſent when

pretend to enumerate all the chou madeſt the World : ofend her

Texts in theChaldee Paraphraſe, from the Throne ofthy Glory. Ard
which plainly and undoub : edly 7. 22 . Wiſdom, which is the Man

attribute Divinity to the Word ker of all things . And 11, 17 .

and Son ofGod, as diſtinct from Thy Almighty mand,that maderie

his Father : But ſhall only World, wanted no means to punills

bring one clear Text out of them , & c. viz . (Wiſd. 18.15 .
of

their own Targum , and then the fame ) Egyprians: Thine Al

thall further prove our Affer- mighty Worbil leap'd down from
tion from the Author of the Heaven, & c . This for Creation ,

Book of wiſdom , and the ex next forConſervarion : See Ticolas,

preſs words of Ph.lo the learned 13. 26. By his Word all thingscena

Jewy. Bilt. And Wil. 1. 6 , 7. Wiſdom

That from the Targum is in is a loving Spirit. The Spirit of
the 3d of Gen, and 22d verſe : the Lord fills th : World, and that

Where when we read, And God which :phoidech all things hath

Р knowledge

.

:
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knowledge of the Voice. And a- ters being aſcrib'd by the Apo.

gain , Wiſdom is the Former ofall Atles to our Lord and Saviour,

things, in her is the only-begotten it follows from hence, that he

Spirit. Now that this is not is the Creator and Conſerver of

ſpoken of the Father bimſelf, all things viſible and inviſible,

appears becauſe the Word and and not only of a new World ;

Wiſdomhere are ſpoken of as the effential Word and Wiſdom of
perſonally diſtinct from him , the Father, God blefed for ever.

and with him from Eternity, as From theſe we come to Pbilo ,

St. John ſays, The Word waswith who wrote before St. John, and

God. Which alſo forbids us to reckons in the Divinity , firſt,

underſtand Wiſdom here only the Father of all ; and then selvs

as an Attribute of the Almigh- λόγον, the Word of the Father ;

ty ; becauſe the ſelf-fame Ex- whom he call's ópfè Jeð dóyos,

preſſions are us'd by the Apo- ApaTóBover vlov, the true Word of,

Ales (as has been ſaid ) of our God, and the Firſt- begotten Son,

Saviour ; and appear plainly which 'Word, he ſays, created

tranſcrib'd from hence. For the World, or the Father crea

whereas Wiſdom is call’d, Wil; 7. ted it by him : where he is ſo
απαύγασμα φωτός αιδια , και είκων far from making this Word by

της αγαθότηG- αυτά,, The which God made the World,

Brightneſs of the Eternal Light, only a bare Expreſſion of his

and the image of his Goodneſs: Will , that he even goes too far

The Author of the Epiſtle to on the other ſide, and ſeems

the Hebrems, chap . 1. 3. ftiles to make it a diſtinct God , if

our Bleſſed Saviour, átaúyco- not alſo ſubordinate, according
μα δόξης, και χαρακτηρ τ υποσά . to the Heatheniſh Notion, cal

σεως αυτ8, The Brightneſs of ling him deutepov Isòv , a Second

his Father's Glory , and the expreſs God. Wherein St. John expreſ

Image of his perſon. And again, ſes himſelf more rationally and

1 Col. 15. The image of the invi- philoſophically than all the

ſible God, by whom all things were Platoniſts, or other Philoſo

created ,and by whom all things do phers ; for tho ' he exprefly

confift ; tv &uræ falta Cuvésijue " owns and aſſerts the Divine

the ſame with that already men . Word to be diſtinct from the

tion'd, Ecclus. 43. 26. év dózou Father, and to be God, he
αυτς σύγκειτα πάντα , never calls it a Second , or ano

Which Creation and Conſer- ther God : in which Expreſ

vation of the World being Acts fion , tho’’tis certain Philo did

of infinite Power, and aſcrib'd platonize, yet we cannot ſay ſo

to the Wiſdom of God by the with any ſhow of Reaſon con

antient Fewiſh Writers ; who cerning all the reſt that he adds

doubtleſs never meant this of on the ſame head , becauſe he

a new World, or the Chriſtian grounds it all on the firſt Chap

State , but of the Heaven and ter of Geneſis ; becauſe 'tis à.

the Earth, the whole Syſtem of greeable to the Notion of the

Viſibles and Inviſibles : and Chaldec Paraphraſt, and was

the fame Actions and Charac- acknowledg'd by many of his

Country:

ز
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Country -men, who knew no- whereof was built thereupon .

thing of Plato's Writings : and He adds ſome other Obſerva

laſtly, becauſe the ſame for tions, ſo weighty and remark

ſubſtance is aſſerted by St. John , able on the fame Subject, that

who had it from an higher we cannot omit them ; which,

School than Plato's, having if they had either been for

doubtleſs learnt it either by merly made by others, or given

particular Inſpiration, or elſe heed to fince he made ' em ,

heard it when he lay in our might perhaps in this , as well

Saviour's boſom . Whence 'tis as former Ages, bave hinder'd

no wonder, if his Notion be ſome warm Men from judging

much more clear and defenſi- their Brethren (and it may be

ble, than either that of the Fathers too) in theſe matters.

Fews or Heathens'; for had this • Nevertheleſs, ſays he, the

Doctrine been before ſufficient manner of this Myſtery was

ly reveald, we fee not what ' not fo diſtinctly and preciſely

need there had been of a new determin'd , nor ſo punctually

Revelation . and fcrupulouſly ſtated a

For which reaſons, we think . mongit the Chriſtians nei

it requifite to conclude this firſt ther, till after the riſing up

Head with ſome Obſervations . of Herelies concerning it :

of a very Learned Perſon con- nor, when all was done, did

cerning this matter ; which will the Orthodox themſelves at

preclude many Objections that firſt univerſally agree in the

may elſe be made againſt what Sgnification of ſome Terms

we have already advanc'd , and which were us'd on this Sub

ſhall hereafter endeavour to ject. Nor laſtly, is it a thing

make good . They are the words to be wonder'd at, that in

of the Reverend Dr. Cudworth , ſuch a difficult and myiteri

in his IntellectualSyſtem , Book 1 . ous point, there ſhould be

ch . 4. p . 548. • That it ought ſome diverſity of Apprehen

not to be thought any confi- ' fions amongſt the reputed O :0

• derable Objection againīt the ' thodox Chriſtians themſelves ;

Pagans Belief of a Trinity, • and much leſs therefore a

that the Platonift Pythagoreans, mongſt Pagans and Philofo
• and others of them, did not • phers : which Divine Cabala ,

• expreſs their Trinity in the as it muſt be acknowledg'á
very words of the Athanaſian " that 'twas but little under

Creed, nor according to the • ftood, by many of thoſe who

• Form of the Nicene Council : entertain ' it among the Pam

foraſmuch as this Myſtery gans ; ſo was it by divers of

was gradually imparted to the 'em much adulterated and

• World, and that firſt but ſpa- deprav'd .• . Thus far that

' ringly to the Hebrews them- Good and Learned Man .

< ſelves, either in their written

• or oral Cabala ; but after- We proceed to the ſecond

• wards more fully under Chriſ- part of it , which relates to the

• tianity , the whole Frame Heathen ; And that the Lear !
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ned amongſt 'em did believe a knowledg'd in the Orphaic Phi

Trinity, and conſequentlya ſe. loſophy, which was famous long

cond Perſon, and him God ; before Ariſtotle ; and the Or

ſurely there's little need of phean Hymns are quoted by

proving, when the fifth Objec. Plato , Heraclitus, Tully, and fe

tion is grounded upon it, and veral others : which appears,

it has given occaſion to one of firſt, from that Hierogly

the moſt plauſible Pleas which phick, wherein he deſcribes

the Adverſaries of this Doctrine the Deity in ſuch a manner,

produce againſt it . Nothing that his Pagan Interpreters did

can give what it has not ; and thereby underſtand three Prin

if the Chriſtians learnt the ciples . 1. An IncorporealMind,

Trinity from the Platoniſts, or Jupiter the ſupreme Father.

(which however we ſhall here. 2. Hercules, or his Son . 3 Na

after prove they never did) ture, or the spirit, or Soul ofthe

they muſt have had it to teach World . Again, Suidas ſays of

them. But we need not be ob- him , that he aſcribes three

lig'd either to their Conceſ- Names, Life, Counſel, and Light

fions or Objections, ſince it has to the Maker of all things ;

already been abundantly prov'd which in Proclus are callid Pha

by Learned Men, that the moſt nes, Uranus, and Chronus, from

antient and learned of the Hea- the ſame Orpheus. Damaſcio ſays

thens , of almoſt all Sects, did the ſame, that Orpheus intro

own a Trinity ; and if not ex. duc'd agepogpov osor, a Triform

actly in the ſame manner with God. And Timotheus the Chro

the Orthodox, that has been nographer affirmsthe ſame with

accounted for already juſt be. Suidas before, as Cedrenus af

fore. ſures us.

1. The moſt antient Chaldaic 3. The ſame feems to be al

and Perſian Philoſophers, the ſerted in the genuine Egyptian

Followers of Zoroaſter, did af- Philoſophy, aswe have it from
fert it . Mithras is call'd Teo- Heathens themſelves, and not

Addolos, or Treble, amongſt 'em . only from Chriſtians; Cheremon

This Dionyfius witneffes of mi- in Porphyry telling us , that they

thras, and Plutarch does the held theſe three Principles,

fame of Oromaſdes (whence Cud- Mind , Reafon, and Nature. Ma

worth concludes they were the ny other Inſtances of the like

- ſame Deity ) further affirming kind we might produce out of

of Zoroafter , that he made a the Hermaic Writings, which

three-fold Diſtribution of Things . we at , preſent omit , becauſe of

And Proclus , from the Chaldaic the Objections which Caſaubon

traditional Theology, affirms, and others raiſe againſt them ;

That the whole world was tho' their chief Prejudice is ea

compleated by Three ; namely fily anſwer'd . The Notions in

Pſyche, or the mundane Soul, 'em, ſay they, are purely pla.

Zeus, or Jupiter, and the Demi- tonical, and therefore novel,

urgus, or Maker of the World. and not genuine : but this is

2. A Trinity was alſo ac. by no means a juit Conſe

quence i
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.

quence ; for both plato and Pryo that which Dr. Cudworth men.

thagoras, asis notoriouſly known, tions, concerning Theſpefius so

had moſt of their Reaſonings lenſis, who' reviving from a
of this nature from the Egyp- long Extaſy, affirm'd , that

tians : Nay, Plato borrows at while he lay in that condition

ſecond-hand too , and had many he ſaw three Gods, in the

of his from Pythagoras. But of Form of a Triangle, pouring

this more hereafter.
Streams into another,

4. Pythagoras held a Trinity :. And this Plutarch mentions,

Themonas, the Nous, and the as not himſelf disbelieving it .

Pſyche. Plutarch tells us, that And what follows of Orpheus

he call'd the Firſt Hypoftafis, his Soul, going ſo far as this

To , and Móvas, and to 'Ayo Triangle, plainly refers to his

gov. And indeed if Pythagoras Doctrine of the Trinity already

held the ſame Doctrines with mention'd .

Orpheus, as 'tis evident for the
7. Let any one read Julian

moſt part he did, he muſt alſo the Apollate's Works , eſpeci

own a Trinity.
ally his Oration de matre Deo

Parmenides alſo , if we may rum , and they'll find it not a

believe Plato concerning him , Trinity exprelly, yet a Father

held and taught thefame ; tho', and son ; to which moſt of 'em

as ſome of the others, not in add , after the Platoniſts and

the ſame manner with the Pythagoreans, a third Principle ,
Chriſtians afterwards ; for the oř Soul ofthe World : Tho'this

Heathens, we think , did gene- antient Divine Tradition was

rally believe three ſubordinate U- miſerably deformd with their

nities; the sy te ziv, morad , Novel, Poetical, 'or Phyſiolo

and sy vj Tonios ; One All, One gical Fables. For example,

Many, and one and Many. what they found in the antient

5. As for Plato, we ſuppoſe Oracles, or Philoſophers,con

he'll be given us.
For none cerning the Father, or Foun

can deny his tò àv, his Nöūs or tain of all things , they nume

Amplepros, and porn ; or that . rically attribute to their fupi

he calls the firſt Hypoftafis the ter : ' What to the Son , to Here

Father , the ſecond the Logos, cules, or to the Sun in the

Word , or Reaſon or Counſel, Firmament, which ſome of

(as Orpheus before him) and af- 'em reckon’d the Body of the

ſerts him the Maker of the Demiurgus, or Maker of the

World.
World : What to the Spirit,

6. Plutarch, the moſt learned they to Pallas , or itmay be to

of the PaganAuthors, and beſt iſis, or Cybele ; which fome

vers’d in their Myſtic Theolo- times they make the Mother
gy, as well Egyprian as more of the Gods , ſometimes the

modern , has leveral Pallages Daughter of Jupiter, as they

which look the ſame way ; as alſo made the Logos, or Evas,

cannot but be obſerv'd byany ſometimes the Firit, ſometimes
who carefully read him : par- the Laſt of their Deities. Nor

ticularly, we took notice of cap wetell how to think, that

ſome

:
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ſome ſtrange Paſſages which ver -meaſure, and being better

we read in Epictetus and o- than our Word,

thers, concerning the Son of Queft. Wherefore do Infants

God, and which we doubt that are born in the ſeventh Month

not others alſo have obſerv'd, after their Conception commonly

were borrow'd from the Chriſ- live, and thoſe that are born in

tians , as has been the Opinion the eighth Month commonly die ?
of ſome Learned Men ; becauſe Anſw . There are ſome who

'tis hardly probable the Philo- attribute the reaſon hereof to

ſophers would be beholden for the Order of the ſeven Pla

theſe things to thoſe whom nets : and altho' we may not

they ſo much deſpiſe, and ſo give a better reaſon to the fa

mortally perſecuted and ha- tisfaction of another, yet we

ted : Whence it appears to us had rather attribute the reaſon

more probable, that they had hereof to the perfection of the

' em from the antient Arcana of Septenary Number ; which by

their own Writers. And we a certain , ſecret, and occult

cou'd prove fome Footſteps of Virtue, accompliſhes all things,

a Trinity alſo , and particular- The Number of 7 is moſt per

ly of God the Son , in ſeveral feet, becauſe 'tis compos'd of

other Nations, who have had 2 firſt perfect Numbers, equal

no converſe with the Learned and odd, viz. of 3 and 4 : for

World : But ſhall only inſtance the Number 2 is compos'd of a

at preſent in the Inhabitants repeated Unity ; the which not

of Ceylon , who, as Knox tells being a Number, is not per
us, in his Account of their fect . As for its occult Virtue,

Divinity , after the Supreme we are of opinion that it ope

God , itild in their Language, rates on all fublunary things,

ola -polla-maupt, the Original becauſe that the Moon changes

and Governour of all things, its ſhape from 7 to 7 days: and

do believe Second God, beſides, it is more manifeſt in

whom they call Bubdow , to Man, than in any other thing.

whom the Salvation of Souls For firſt of all, being born 7

belongs . But we hope this months after his Conception,

will ſuffice, and we may reft he may live: and 7 Months af

this part of the Argument ter his Birth, his Teeth begin

here, till we ſee what we have to appear : In 7 Years, he be

advanc'd, fairly anſwer'd : and gins to have the Uſe of Rea

if we have, in our Anſwer to fon ; in twice 7 Years he be

the ſecond Branch of the firſt gins to enter into the Age of

Objection, prov'd more than Puberty, and to be capable of

we undertook, namely, that Generation : In thrice ſeven

the Trinity it felf, as well as Years he enters into the Flow

the Divinity of a Son of God ; er of his Age : In four times

was in great meaſure known feven Years he begins to en
to the Learned Heathen ter into the Age of Virility,

World , we hope none will be and intire Perfection of his na

angry with us , for giving o . tural strength, Moreover, from

a

7 to
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7 to 7 Years (obſerve it when inſtant ſcatter and extend ir

you pleaſe) a Man does find ſelf throughout all the Uni

ordinarily fome Alteration or verte, if it be not hinder'd by
Change, either in his Mind or opacous and dark Bodies, by

Body, or in his temporal Goods which hindrance cometh the

or Fortune, be it in Adverſity ſhadow ; but corporeal things

or Proſperity : and this Change cannot be in this manner dite

is principally remarkable in his fus'd and ſpread in an inſtant,

Complexion. And above all , becauſe it could not be done

the Clymacterical Year is much but by Penetration of Dimen

to be admir’d , which is the fions, which Nature abhorreth

63d Year of the Age of Man , and cannot ſuffer. Or elſe it

reckon'd to be either 7. times muſt be done by the Ceſſion of

9, or 9 times 7 ; in which year other Bodies, which cannot be

he is commonly reduc'd to ſome done inſtantly and ſuddenly .

extremity or danger of his Queſt. What is the Cauſe of

Life : which the Emperor As the Generation of Monſters ?

guftus well knowing, did rejoice Anſw . The Cauſes are ma

extremely when he had paſs'd ny, viz. The Superabundancy
that Year. As then by the or Inſufficiency of the Matter,

Number of 7 and 9 , multiply'd the Feebleneſs of the ſeminal

the one by the other, we are Virtue , the Vice of the Womb,

in danger of Death, ſo by the wandring Imagination of

the lame Numbers weare hap- the Female in time of Concep

py to prolong our Life. But tion , the Conjunction of two

to conclude this Queſtion, the Animals of divers Species, and

Lawyers approving the like.

Lib.7 . D.de in this the Doc- Queſt. How comes it to paſs,

ſtatu homi- trine of the Phyſi- that we do love ſometimes thoſe
num . cians, have decreed whom we never ſaw ?

that Children are Anſw . This comes to paſs but

born in the ſeventh Month ſeldom , that we love thoſe

with perfection , and ought to whom by reputation we believe

be deem'd legitimate, if perad- to have ſome Perfection of Ver

' venture the Father had been tue , Knowledge, or Beauty

abſent . which makes us to eſteem

Queſt. Whether Light be a them . And our Soul imagining

Corporeal Thing ? this Perfection to be greater

Anſw. No, but an Accident than it is , cannot but be taken

only ; nevertheleſs heavenly , and ſurprized , and cannot but

excellent, and admirable, by love and honour ; nay, com

means of which we ſee the Co- monly much more than after we

lours of all the viſible Bodies have ſeen the Subject: for rare

of the World, and being taken and excellent Perſons are like

from us, we remain in Dark- Tapeſtries,
which ſeem more

neſs and Horror. That this beautiful afar off than near .

Light then is not corporeal, it Queft. why do we commonly

is evident, that it doth in an fart in Piſſing ?

P4 Anw,
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Anſw . Becauſe that while the ter -time left it ſelf in a Wood near

Bladder is full, the great Gut unto Swicka, and was conſtrain'd

js ftretch'd, and in diſcharging to remain in the Wood three Nights
the Bladder we hold in our and two days ; in which timethere

Breath ; inſomuch that after fell a great Snow , infomuch that

the Relaxation of the Bladder, the child was cover'd therewith :

in proportion as it doth empty butevery day therecamea Man,

it felf ,' the Inteſtines that are and brought it ſomething to eat and

bound and full of Air and to drink, and went away again ;

Winds , do alſo at the ſame the third day the Man came and

time by the ſame means ſlacken brought Meat, and led the Child

and empty themſelves . from theplace where it lay into the

Queft. How is the Dewingen . Road-way, by whichmeansit got

der'd ? home, and told the Parentsplainly

Anſw . It differs from Rain what had happen'd . I heard the

and Snow 'in this , viz . The Child (faith my Author again ) re

inaiter of the Rain and the late it ſo ſignificantly and plainly

Snow are the Attractions of (which neither before, nor in three

many Days , into themiddleRe years after that time, Spake any

gion of Air ; which is much word that might be well under

inore ample and vaſt than the stood ) as I my ſelf (faith my Au

inferiour, in which the Dew is thor ftill) could have related the

ingender'd from a few Vapours Same. Luther's Col. Mens. fol.

attracted by the Celeſtial Bo- 371. Tell your humble Servant

dies , in the ſpace of one night ; now, I prayGentlemen, if you be

the which for want of Heat lieve this to be matter of Falt ; if

cannot aſcend very high , but not , tellmefo :whether this Man,

do fall again upon the Nap of that brought the Child Meat and

Herbs and Leaves of Trees like Drink, was an Angel, as Luther

unto liitle Pearls ; and this is thinks, or what he was?

it which is call'd Dew : And Anſw . For thoſe that will ad

this in ihe Seaſons the moſt mit the Teſtimony of Sacred

renperate of the Year ; for Scripture , it will be eaſy, ſays

when 'tis very hot there can be dir . Turner, in his late Hiſtory

no Dew , becauſe that the Mar- of Providence, to ſatisfy ſuch ,

ter being heated , it eaſily aſ that good Angels do exiſt, and

cends on high, or elſe it is eal- are exercis'd in the Affairs of

ly diſſipated by the Heat. And this lower World ; as in the

if the Weather chance to be Caſe of Hagar, Gen. 16. 7 , &c .

cold , this Dew is congeald and of Abraham, Gen 18. of Lot, Gen.

condens'd, and from thence is 19. of Jacob, Gen. 31. of Moſes,

?pade that which we call the Ecod 3. of Balaam , Gideon , Ma

hoary Frost . noah , Elijah, & c . in the old

Queſt. In a place notfar from Teftament ; and in the Cafe .

Swicka in Franconia (laith my of the Baptiſt's and our Sa

Author ) where il« y at that time, viour's Birth , in the New Tef

it happen'd that a Child (which tament. They appear'd to the

Hold ſcarcely 5o or speak ) in wine two Maries, Zechariah, and the

Shep
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Shepherds. As 10. 3. Corne- Queft. Wherefore do our Bodies

lius is ſaid to have ſeen a Vi- grow more and more haſtily in our

fion evidently , viz . An Angel of Infancy, and in thefirſt Years af

God coming to bim . More may ter ourInfancy, than theydo in our

be obſerv'd by Men of Leiſure Youth ?

and Ingenuity, that will take Anſw . Becauſe Nature being

the pains to examine their Con. remote from its Perfection , it

cordance, and turn over a few makes the more hajte to attain

Leaves of the Bible. : But for it, and fats all the forces of

modern Inſtances of this na. the natural Heat (which is then

ture (and well atteſted ) we re- more fervent and boiling) to

fer you to Mr. Turner'sHiſtoryof convert moſt of the Aliment

Providence, p . 7. chap. 2. treat- towards the Growth and In

ing of the Appearance of good creaſe of the Body .

Angels . Quest. Wherefore is it, that

Queſt. Wherefore do we not ſee having two Eyes, weſee neverthe

theElementary Fire that is above lefs but one Kind, or Image ofthe
the Air, as well as we can the Ma Object ?

terial Fire ; ſince that ( according Anſw . Even ſo for having
10 Philoſophers) it is ten times two Ears, no more than one

more vaſt and ample than the air, and the ſame Sound is heard ;

and yet we can ſee the Stars that the Original of their Motion

are above the Elementary Fire ? being the ſame, for theſe two

Anſw . ' Tis becauſe the Ele- Organs make but one Senſe :

mentary Fire is much more but yet provident Nature hath

ſimple and pure than the Air, been pleas'd that one and the

and without any colour. . If ſame Šenre ſhould have two In

then we cannot ſee the Air , ftruments, to the end that if

which we ſuck in and breathe one ſhould be taken from us,

out , and with which we are en- the other might ſupply the dea

viron’d (altho' it be much more fect thereof.

groſs and thick , in compariſon, Queſt, why do not Men ftir and

of the Elementary Fire) how move their Ears as moſt other A

can we then bebold , or ſee the nimals do ?

Elementary Fire it ſelf ? But Anſw . Becauſe that other A

the reaſon why we ſee our ma- fimals have a great Flexibility

terial Fire, is , becauſe it hath and Volubility ( if we may lo

a colour, or is colour'd as with word it) in the Muſcles of their

Yellow , becauſe of the mix- Ears, by which they do in part

ture of terreſtrial Exhalations, expreſs their Deſires : but in

which do proceed from themat. Men ſuch things would be un

ter of which it is nourilh'd and ſerviceable and indecent, who

entertain'd : but the reaſon are able to expreſs their Cou

why we fee the Stars that are ceptions not only with their

above this Elementary Fire, is , Tongues, but alſo in other

becauſe they are much more Signs ; nay , even with their

luminous and glittering than Faces, when they are

the Fire verd. And yet 'țis ſaid, that

the

unco
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ter

the Family of the Flacci in is a neceffity that there be as

Rome, andweourſelves in Glaf- mány Heavens, as there are

cony have ſeen two Men , who Diverſity of Motions.

have had that Movement in Queſt. How can we come to

their Ears. know that the Heavens are round ?

Queſt. Can we hear under Wa- Anfw . We may know this

from many Reaſons : The firſt

Anſw . Yes , very well , as thoſe is , that the Heavens incircling

that are accuſtom'd to dive do and containing all the other Bo
relate and affirm . ' And, Fiſhes dies of theUniverſe, ought to

themſelves will flip away if a have the Figure the moſt ca.
great noiſe be made on , or near pable, which is the Round,

the Water. Pliny relates, that Spherick, or Circular. The

there were Fiſhes (in the Ponds ſecond is, that the Heavens

of the Emperor of Rome) that being the moſt moveable Bo
would come forth of the Wa- dies of the World, as we may

ter, being callid by an accuſ- perceive by their continual

tom'd Name. Motions ; this Figure muſt al

Queſt. How can we perceive the fo be attributed to them, as

Number of the Heavens ? the moſt proper for Motion.

Antw . By two principal The third is, that if the Hea

means: the one is by the E- vens were of any other Figure

cliples, Defaults, or obſerving than Round, they would in

of the Stars ; for fince that terfere and batter, or , pierce

certain Stars do eclipſe, and at and penetrate, in turning and

certain times hide from us rolling one into the other;

other Stars, 'tis a certain Ar- or elſe there would remain a

gument that they are found in Vacuum, or Emptineſs in the

our view . And thoſe th do Angles, or Extremities of their

eclipſe others, are in ſome Bodies, which are Abſurdities

lower Orb : for if they were againſt Nature . The fourth

not ſo, they could not hide the is, that if they were of any o

other from our Sight. The ther .Figure than Round, then

others Proof is drawn from the in the fame Day the Sun , the

Diverſity and Difference of Moon , and the other Stars

the Motions of the Heavens ; (the which being carry'd about

For tho' every natural Body by the Rapidity of the firſt
has a proper and peculiar Moveable, do in twenty four
Motion , yet divers Mo- hours ſurround the Univerſe )

tions are obſerv'd in the Hea- would appear at certain hours

vens , and a greater Num- greater, when their Approa

ber in the inferior Orbs than ches are the Earth ;

in the ſuperior. 'Tis there- which things never

fore without queſtion, that the paſs, so that it muſt be con

inferiors do receive this Di- cluded that the Heavens are

verſity of Mótions (beſides round .

their natural) from the ſupe. Queſt. Why do Phyſicians for.

rior Oibs ; and therefore there bid 155 10 Keep on our Back ?

AR / W .

nearer

come to
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Anſw . Becauſe that lying in taking in this Conflid and
this manner, the Reins are Noiſe alſo .

heated, and Flegm thicken'd , Queft Doth Sound proceed from

which ingenders the Stone . It the knocking of two Bodies one a

heats alſo the Blood in the gainſt another, or from the Air

great Vein callid Cava, and the which is broken between both ?

Spirits that are in the great Anſw . The knocking of two

Artery ; and doth alſo bind and hard Bodies one againſt ano
ſtop up the Paſſages of the Ex- ther, is indeed the efficient

crements, from which (as Avi- Cauſe of Sound, but not the for

cen faith ) do proceed Apo- mal ; for the formal Cauſe is the

plexies, Frenzies, and the Dif- Colliſion, or beating of the Air

eaſe call the Night -Mare. between two, hard Bodies. It

Queſt. U herefore do Menſneeze would ſeem at firſt daſh (and

more ſtronglŷ,and oftner than any there is much appearance for
other Creatures ? it too) that Sound is in ſuch

Anſw . ' Tis becauſe they eat Bodiesknocking againſt each o

commonly more than they ther, and founding ; even as

ought, and of more forts of the Colour in the Body co

Meats ; being not ſo well and lour’d, and the Smell in the

readily ableto digeſt them as Body ſmelling, and the Savour

other Creatures, great quanti- in the Body favouring; and not

ty of Vapours do aſcend the in the Air : nevertheleſs, it is

Brain, which doth endeavour not ſo in the Senſe of Hearing,

to diſcharge them by the means as in thoſe other Senſes ; for

of ſneezing : which proceeds, aſmuch as the other Senſes

as the Philoſopher faith , from ' have their Objects ftay'd and

the lancing of the Spirits, when permanent, but Sound is only

the Moiſture doth endeavour in that moment that two Bodies

to get out ; or elſe by the Ex- beat the one againſt the other :

pulſion of ſome raw and indi- For found is made, not in the

geſted Humour. Moreover he beating of thoſe two Bodies a

faith , that Man has the Paf- lone, but by the Colliſion and

ſages of the Noftrils more am- breaking of the air between

ple and open than any other them . As for example, Sound

Creature, in proportion to his is not in the Bell that ſounds,

Body, wherein are contain'd hut in the Air beaten and bio

more Wind and Spirits that do ken between the Clapper and

provoke ſneezing. To this the Bell .

may be added , that Man hav- Queſt. Wherefore is it that two

ing more Brains in proportion Lutes, or other like Inſtruments,

to his Body than others, ſo being mounted and accorded in the

hath he alſo more Moiſture; fame Tone ; if you ſound and play

inſomuch that when he taketh on the one near to the other, even

Cold , great quantity of Hu- that which we do not touch will

mours fill thoſe Paſſages, which found alſo ?

being thruſt out by the Spirits , Anſw . 'Tis becauſe of the

there muſt needs' be a pains . Sympathy and Conſtancy of the
Inſtru ,

i

>
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Inſtruments. The Strings of Functions, Stones cannot be

one of which being pinch’d, ſaid to grow : But if you take

the Air which is affected with the word grow for to augment,

the Harmony doth affect and there is no doubt but they and

cauſe to found the Strings of all ſorts of Minerals do grow ;

the other. And for this lame but 'tis by the Acceſſion of a

cauſe, if you pinch a string of. proxirdate well-diſpos'd matter.

The Lute, the other Strings Queſt. Why is it that in little

that are accorded either in the Children the Gravel or Stone

Uniſon or Octave, will ſound (which the Latins call Calculus)

alſo ; which may be prov'd by is ingender'd in the Bladder ; and

the putting of a little Straw or in aged Men moſt commonly in the

piece of paper upon that String Reins ?

which we touch'd not . And that
Anſw . 'Tis becauſe Infants

we may yet a little betrer phi' have the Paſſages of theReins
loſopbize upon this Subject, we very ſtrait and narrow, inſo

may add , that we must obſerve much that the Urine doth force,

a double Motion of the Strings and ſerves as a Vehicle for the

of an inſtrument ; the one is, Gravel , (which is the Matter

that which beateth the String of the Stone) and carrieth it
betore, when the String is down towards the Bladder . But

pinch'd ; the other is, that in more aged Men thoſe Pal

which beateth the Air behind , ſages are more ample and

when it retires after that it is large, and there is a freer Paf

pinch’d ; for the Warings of fage for the Urine, thro ' which

the Air, mov'd by the String it may run without removing

pinch’d , meeting another String downwards . the Gravel which

wound up to the Uniſon or Oc- doth hold and ſtick in thoſe

tave, they do ſhake it and make parts . Nevertheleſs , when

it ſound ; but meeting of other there is ſo much Gravel there,

Strings wound up to another which doth in a manner ſtop

Tone, and out of the Uniſon up thoſe Paſſages, it will as well

or Ocave, they do not find a be ' carry'd downwards in the,

like Diſpoſition of Motion, be Bladder, in Men as in . Chil

cauſe of the Diffonancy and dren . For this Gravel is made

Diſproportion ofthe Tone ; ſo of too much heated Humours,
that they will not move, &c. that are reduc'd into Pou.

found at all . der in the Reins .

Quest. Whether do Stones grow Queſt. Why can we not endure

in the Intrails of the Earth ? Thirit so long, of so well as Hun

Anſw. To take the word grow ger ?

properly for a Motion in Quan- An[w . Becauſe Hunger is but

tity as the Philoſophers ſpeak) a fimple Appetite of Meat, but

viz. by the Nurriture receivd Third is a double Appetite,

into all the parts of a living vic of Meat and Refreſh

Body , by the means of the ment ; ſo that two Defects are

Organs and Paſſages of it, by more uneaſily to be ſupported

which the Soul may exerciſe its than one . And therefore alſo ,

or

we
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we receive much more pleaſure infomuch that it freezes and
in drinking when we thirit, than contracts into Hail the Water

in eating when we hunger ; and that drops from the Clouds :

as the Pleaſure is greater in But on the contrary , this mid.

the enjoyment, ſo is the Dif- dle Region of the air is in

pleaſure and Incommodity in Winter more hot than in Sum

the want thereof. Moreover, mer, and the inferiour Region

Drink ſuddenly runs and pe- extremely cold, tho' the Clouds

netrates the Body be frozen and made icy. Ne .

Macrob. l. and all the Parts vertheleſs, altho ' it ſometimes

7. 12 . thereof (as Macro- falls down in white flocks,

bius faith )but Meat ( which we call Snow ) and even

doth inſinuate by little and tho' it ſhould intirely be melted

little , and after many Concoc- into Water by the Heat of the

tions it changes. middle Region, yet the Cold

Queft. Why is it that the Sun of the lower Region will again

can eaſily enlighten with its Rays condenſe and congeal it into

the deepeſt Waters, and yet cannot Snow.

penetrate the Clouds, which dis- Queſt . Why do we break with

ſolve into nothing but Water ? more eaſe a Staf on our knees, ta .

Anſw . 'Tis becauſe there are king and bowing it by the ends

many earthy Exhalations and thereof, rather than by taking and

ſmoaky Vapoursinclos'd and bowing any other part of the Staf

taken up into the Clouds , which nearer theKnees : likewiſe ifa Staff

do make it ſo obſcure and dark, be on the Ground, andputting the

that the Sun cannot entirely pe- foot thereon , we may break itmore

netrate to give it Light : And eaſily, taking and biwing it by the

that the Waters , on the con- end ihefurtheſt from theTioos, ra

trary, that are of themſelves ther than by taking it by any other

clear and neat, are more ſuſ. part nearer the Fror ?

ceptible of the Light and Anſw . To reſolve this Quer

Brightneſs of the Sun. tion , ' tis a concluded Maxim

Queſt. How comes it to pafs, in the Mathematicks (which

that in Summer the Water that ſhall be ſpoken of more at large

falls from the Clouds thickens and in divers Examples on the Quel

contracts it ſelf into Hail, and in tion concerning Weight) that

the Winter rime into Snow ; ſince the Parts of a Body the moſt

the Property of Cold is rather to remote from their Center (that

contract, and that of Heat to dif- is to ſay , from their Reſt) are

ſolve ? more feeble and flexible ; and

Anſw . This proceeds from the thoſe parts which are nearer,

Antiperiſtaſis, contrary Reſiſtan- are much ſtronger , to reſiſt

cy , and contrary Diſpoſition of our Endeavours in breaking

the Cold and Heat : for the Heat them . So then in the two

pofſeffing in Summer the infe- Queſtions propos'd , the Center

riour part of the Air, the Cold is either the Knee or the Foot ;

giving place, retires from it to infomuch that the Paris of the

the middle Region of the Air ; Staff the moſt remote from the

Center,

4

.
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ry ſhort,

Center, are the moſt feeble reaſon of which the Humidi

and flexible. And the parts ty, which is the Nutriture of

of the Staff more near, are Hair, breathing forth more

the more ſtrong, and which do eafily by the forepart of the

refift more to the endeavour Head, the Hair ' there doth

of him that would bow , or ſhed and fall away more eafily

break it . By reaſon of which, than behind.

we cannot ſo eaſily break a Queſt. Why are Beaſts, and

ſmall Staff, or Rule, being ve- not Men, able to go from their

as a longer Staff or Birth ?

Rule that is more thick, or big . Anſw . 'Tis becauſe Beaſts ( as

For being ſhort, all parts are * Alexander Aphrodi

near the Center (that is to tus faith ) have the * Alex.

ſay, the Hands that hold it) natural Heat from Aph. I. 2 .
and being long, the farther their Birth equally prob. 110.

remote will the parts be from diffus'd through all
their Center . From hence we the parts of the Body, and

may alſo learn , why thoſe Men have it not ſo ; but have
parts that we hold in our it principally in the Head, by
Hands break not, but thoſe do means whereof their Members

that are between our Hands, are not ſtrong enough to

which are not held. ſuſtain them , till the natural

Queſt. How comes it to paſs, Heat doth ſpread, and alſo

that the Fiſh call'd the Cramp extend it ſelf to the lower

Fiſh, doth benum the Arm of the parts of the Body. Neverthe

Fiſher without touching it, that he leſs, we incline to ſay rather,
cannot help himſelf, andſeems to that 'tis , becauſe Men have

him inſenlible ? their Legs more fleſhy, and by

Anſw . ' Tis becauſe this Fiſh conſequence more tender and

ſends' forth ſome Humour, or ſoft ; but other Animals have

Vapour which has a natural them more firm and ſtiff, with

Virtue to benum . Pliny faith little or no Fleſh , but almoſt

in few words , that by the O. all nervous and bony. And

dour, and certain Wind , or this is the Cauſe that the Phi

Vapour of his Body, it doth loſopher doth conclude, that

after this manner affect the Men are oftner born lame and

Members of Men . crippled than other Animals .

Queſt. Why is it, that we be- Queft. Wherefore is the Laurel

come ſooner bald in the forepart ſeldom touch'd with Lightning ?

than in the hinder part of the Anſw . It may be often

Head ? touch'd indeed, but it appears

Anſw . Becauſe the forepart not, becauſe it leaves no ſigns

is more ſoft and thin , and di- thereof, but only in ſuch hard

vided as it were by many Bodies as make reſiſtance to it,

Clefts, as it may be ſeen in and paſſes through ſuch things

the Sculls of the dead ; but the as are ſupple and pliant with

hinder part on the contrary is out offending it . For Light

contracted and very hard , by ning is compos'd of a Spirit, or

Ex 3
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:

:

Exhalation very fine and te- much : But the true cauſe is,

nuious . And Laurel is a thing That for the Şins of Men

very airy, and as it were ſpon- God hath ſhorten'd their Life,

gious, which reſiſting not the when he did ordain that for

Lightning, is not offended by the future it ſhould be but of

it : No more or leſs than 120 Years, altho' fome do in

we ſee by Experience, that terpret theſe 120 Years to be

Lightning ſometimes breaks only from the time that God

the Bones in the Body, and ſpake it untill the Deluge.

the Flelh appears not outward- But if yet there be requird a

ly in any manner to be hurt, natural Reaſon , we may ſay,
and ſo the Sword in the that it was expedient that in

Scabbard ; and many other the Beginning of the World ,

ſtrange effects are produc'd by Men ſhould live a longer
it . Time, to the end that they

Queſt. Why did Men livelonger might beget many Children to

in the Beginning oftheWorld ,than people the Earth '; but that

fonce; and do ever ſince decline : fince, the Earth being well peo

Whether it be in the Greatneſs of pled, it was not neceſſary that

the Body and Strength, or in Diu- they ſhould live ſo long on it :

turnity and Length of Life ? Otherwiſe, all Nations would

Anſw. ' Tis a Folly to ſay, as be over-glutted with the Af

ſome have eſteem'd, that influence of Men, which would

the Beginning of the World, be an Occaſion of more Noi

the Years were ſhorter than fes, Wars, Diſſentions, and of

fince . For the Chaldeans, E- all Confuſions. But after all

gyptians, Hebrews, Perſians, this, thoſe who ought to con

Medes, Greeks, Romans, and o- fider frequently their latter

ther well governd Nations, End, and the State of future

did meaſure their Years by things, will learn , that the De

the Courſe of the Sun : And cline and Decay of the Gran

ſuch Nations who divided the deur and Force of the Body,

Year into leſs than Twelve and Life it ſelf, the Tempera

Months, did frame alſo the ment of the Seaſons, and Bar

Months of more Days than renneſs of the Earth , is unto

we ; infomuch, that all came us an aſſur'd Teſtimony that

to the ſame Computation. On the World grows old , as the

thers would ſay, that before Pfalmift ſpeaks, and that ſud

the Deluge Men did not eat dently its End approaches.

the Fleſh of Animals, but only And now, Chriſtian Queriſt,

were nourilh'd by Fruits of the Since we are ſpeaking of Life, re

Earth, which were very favo- member thy Death, and lemind

ry, (the general Inundation ful of a more long and happy Life,

not having yet carry'd away in which thou Malt know ine

the Fat of the Earth ) and that cauſes of thingsnatural and (u

this Frugality and Continence pernatural.

did prolong their Days. This Queſt . Wherefore do ſuch as are

in our Opinion might help made afraid look pale and wan ?

Anw

1
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Anſw . Becauſe Nature with contracted and ſut at Night?

draws the Blood from the ex- Anſw . ' Tis becauſe that the

terior to the more noble and Nature of Heat is to dilate

inward Parts of the Body ; e- and open, and the Nature of

ven as ſuch , who have loſt the Cold to contract and ſhut ; fo

Power and Command of the that the Sun by its Heat makes

Field , or Campaign, retreat to them to open and flouriſh .

their Garriſons and Caſtles, the And the Sun being ſet, they

beſt fenc'd and fortify'd : For are contracted and ſhut, hy

'tis the Blood that cauſes that the Cold of the following
Vermeile and bluſhing Colour Night .

in the Face, which being with- Queft. Why is Blood alone of all

drawn , Paleneſs enſues. Humours red ?

Queft. Why do we ſweat in Anſw . Becauſe it has its Co

the Face (more than any other lour from the Liver, that makes

part of the Body ) altho' it be kept it ſo.

uncover'd ? Queſt. Why does Man alone, of

Anſw . Becauſe it is more all other Animals, bleed at the

moiſt, as its Hairyneſs demon. Noſe, being neither hurt nor bea

Itrates ; and that the Brain , ten ?

which is very moiſt, being in- Anſw . Becauſe he has more

clos'd within the Head, dif- Brains than any other Crea

charges it ſelf on all ſides, by ture, according to the pro

divers Paſſages. Add to this, portion of his Body, by means

that 'tis the Nature of Humi. whereof more Moiſture pro

dity to deſcend ; it is there ' ceeds ; . inſomuch that the

more evident and apparent, Veins are forc'd (being fillid

than in the lower parts of the with ſo much Excrements

Body. which do mingle with the

Queſt. Why is it, that grafted Blood) to diſcharge that

Trees bear better Fruit than ſavage which is moſt ſubtile by the

ones ; and thoſe that are twice, Noftrils, near to which the

are better than ſuch who have Veins confin'd to the

been but once grafted ? Brain. For as Ariſtotle ſays,

Anſw . Becauſe Nature per- that Blood which is avoided by

ceiving ſome Delect, endea- the Noſtrils, being corrupted

vours to repair it by a better by the mixture of other Ex

and more ample Nouriſhment : crements, renders it ſelf more

So that the Tree being incis'd , ſubtile than if it were intire.

or cut for to be grafted , it And as it is more ſubţile and

ſends as much aliment as is attenuated , it runs out there

neceſſary , and of the beſt, to fore more eaſily, being thruſt

the part incis'd ; by which it by that which is more grofs

is ſo much the more fortify'd and thick . The true Cauſe

and fitted to produce better then is , that the more foft and

Fruits .
ſupple Bodies bring preſs’d and

Queft. Why do Flowers flourish thruſt back , by ſuch Bodies as

and open in the Morning, and are are more hard and firm , they

do

.

are
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we

do yield not at their Level, and of that which refifts from

but in raiſing and lifting up . before. For if the Impulſion ,

For example ; If with our and weight of a Body preſsid

Foot we ſtrike a Heap of Mud, from behind, is more feeble

it will riſe up and accumulate than the Refiftance of a Body

it ſelf on high, rather than which is before, the Water

recoil. But you'll ſay, this will not mount ſo high, as if

proceeds from its Humidities : the Impulſion and weight of

In anſwer to which (we ſay ) the Body, preſſing from be

do as much unto a Heap of hind , did ſurmount, and ( if we

Sand, and the ſame thing will may ſo ſay ) force that which

happen : So then Water de reſiſts from before. This may

ſcending from its Source from be obſerv'd by Experience in

a high and eminent Place, the the Pipes of Fountains, in

Flux of the hindmoſt Water which they make the Water

doth inceſſantly thruſt forward to riſe as high as they pleaſe,

that part which is before ; by the Artifice of Weights.

which is the cauſe that finding But enough of this . We

Reſiſtance and Hindrance in have been a little the longer

its Courſe, and that which is on this Queſtion, that

pretended being not able to might deſtroy the popular

penetrate, or make the Bodies Error propos'd in it, and by

that it meets to yield unto it, the way to eſtabliſh the true

it is forc'd by that which fol- Cauſe.

lows it to raiſe and mount, Queſt. How comes it to paſs,

unleſs there be ſome means left that caſting from on high (in a

for it to expand and extend perpendicular Line, and rightLine)

it ſelf. Foraſmuch , as it be- a Beam , or other piece of wood.

ing a liquid Body, Extenſion equally thick, into the Water, the

and Diffúgion are natural unto lower-end thereof that firſt enters

it : and its Deſcent alſo be the Water, will ſooner come up a

cauſe of its Heavineſs, and its. gain upon the water, before the

Aſcent becauſe of its Violence, higher-end shall come to the bote
being contrary unto it ; it tom ?

extends and diffuſes it ſelf at Anſw . ' Tis certain , that

large, and ſooner and more Wood is a Body which con

ealily deſcends, than it fur- tains inclos'd in it much Air :

mounts the Hindrances that The Nature of which is, to

it meets withal in its Courſe. be above the Water, by rea

But ſuppoſe, that Water befon whereof being thruft by

inclos'd (as in Pipes of Lead ) Violence under the Water, it

that it cannot diffuſe it ſelf ; ariſes above it by its Nature ,

nevertheleſs, we ought not to in leſs time than the Violence

limit its Aſcent to the height (which is accidental to it)

of the place of its Source : has made it to fink .

But this depends on the Force, Queſt. Wherefore is it, that a

Impulfion , and Weight of the piece of Wood thrownfrom high to

Body, that thruits from behind, low into the Water, together witb

Q
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a piece ofLead, Stone, or any within by the Ebullition of the

ther hard and ſolid Body of the Spirits, it is difficult after co

ſame weight, both deſcending and pulation to withdraw it .

falling at the ſame time on the Queft. How comes it , that

Water, and yet the Lead, or 4 they who fleep profoundly, (as moj

Stone will fink, and the Wood will Labourersdo ) are ſeldom troubled

ſwim ? with Dreams, or if they hate

Anſw . Tho' Wood will not Dreams they seldom remember

remain ſunk in the Water, but ' em ?

ſwim on the Top thereof, be- Anſw . The Reaſon in one

cauſe it is Aerial, and the word is, that their Senſes are

place of Air is above the Wa- altogether benum'd.
ter ; the others will link, be Queſt. Wherefore are not the

cauſe they are Terreſtrial and Dreams made before we wake

Aquatick : but in the Air in the Morning, jo irregular, as

the Wood will deſcend as ſwift thoſe we bave in our firſt sleep ?

as either, becauſe the air, as Anſw . Becauſe the Brain in

all other Elements, except the Morning is not ſo loaden

Fire, do weigh in their natu- with the Fumes of the Supe

ral place . per's Digeſtion .

Queſt . Why does a Bladder full Queft. Wherefore is it , that

of Wind, thruſt byforce under the if we preſently fall aſleep after

Water, afcend ſuddenly again on Meals, we dream not ſuddenly

the top thereof? after Sleep has ſeiz'd us ?

Anſw . Becauſe the Air, or Anſw . Becauſe the too great

Wind wherewith it is fill'd, re- quantity of Fumes and Va.
turns to its natural Place, pours, which then aſcend from

which is above the Water . the Stomach to the Brain,

Queft. Why does a Dog excel hinders the Images of things

all other Creatures in ſmelling ? being repreſented to our inte

Anſw . ' Tis becauſe in pro- rior Senſes.

portion to his Body, he has Queſt. Wherefore do thoſe things

the Nerve of that Senſe more we dream of, ſeem to us much more

large than any other Animal ; great than naturally they are?
but Man , on the contrary, Anſw . Becauſe thé Senſes

has it very little, by reaſon being lulld afleep , being not

whereof he cannot ſmell ſo ablenicely to judge of the Ob
well . jects, have recourſe to thoſe

Queft. Why does a Dog alone, things that are more groſs ,

of all other Animals, remain at- and inore ſenſible of the ſame

iach'd to the Bitch after Copu- kind . And ſo a Man will ſeem

Lation, being not eaſily to be ſeo a Giant; . a thing indifferently

parated ? hot will ſeem to burn ; a little

Anſw . Alexander Aphroditius ſweet Flegm falling down the

faith , Prob . 75. it is becauſe Throat, will ſeem Sugar ; a

the Bitch has the Paſſages of ſmall Noiſe in the Ears will

Nature very ſtrait ; andthe ſeem to be Cannons.

Yard of the Dog ſwelling

Queſt;
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Queſt. Wherefore ' are our dy riſes upon the Water. 0

Dreams in Autumn, more turbu . thers hold that the Gall breaks

lent and confus’d , than thoſe we not, but that all the Parts of

have in other Seaſons of theYear? the Body being made rare and

Anſw . ' Tis becauſe of the thin by the Wetneſs of the

eating of Fruits which are full Water, and the groſs Hu.

of Humidity, which boiling mours evacuated , it becomes

in the Stomach, do ſend great ſupple, and ſwims on the
quantity of Fumes to the Water ſome days after 'tis

Head ; which mingling with drown'd . But it ſeems to be
the Spirits, do produce itrange rather, from the Cauſe of

and confus'd Illuſions. Winds engender'd in the Films,

Queſt. Why are not Fiſhes or Membranes, which cover
ſubject to many Maladies, as the Inteſtines of the Belly,

Terreſtrial Creatures are ? (call'd by the Phyſicians, Omena

Anſw . 'Tis becauſe they are tum and Peritoneum ) as the exo

in anElement more pure than ceſſive ſwelling of their Bellies

the Earth : For the Earth is does demonſtrate ; for all Cor

much more compos'd of mix'd ruption is gender'd of Heat,
Bodies than the Water. and Heat diſſolving Humidity,

Queft. Why cannot thoſe who Winds are engenderd : Which

are ſickof a Dropſy, altho’full of reaſon is ſubtilly related by

WatersandHumours, quench their Cordan.
Thirt by drinking ? Queit. Wherefore is it, that

Anſw. 'Tis becauſe they di- the drown'd Bodies of Menſwim

geſt not their Drink, ( even on their Backs, andthoſe ofWo.

when they are feveriſh ) it men on their Bellies ?

becomes hot, falt, and mordi- Anſw . To attribute this, as

cant, which makes 'em to have ſome have done, to the Provi

unextinguishable
Thirſt. dence of Nature, willing to

And tho' their Belly be full of cover the modeſt Parts of one

Water and Humidity, which Sex more than the other,

finds no vent, for want of ſeems to be a modeſt, but a

other Diſtribution, the other light Reaſon : and therefore it

parts of the Body become dry, may better be ſaid , that the

and from this Drought pro- Cauſe is from the difference
ceeds their extreme Thirſt. of tbe Parts of the one from

Quest . Wherefore do the Bodies the other. For Women have

of drown'd Perſons return again the Veſſels of the Body, be

upon the Water, ſomeDays after ; fore, more ample, large, and

andparticularly, as ſomehaveob. capacious than Men have, as

ſerv’d, on the Ninth Day ? the natural Parts and Paſſages

Anſw . Some fay , that Nine for the Urine : Which is the

Daysafter the Body is drown'd Reaſon they are leſs ſubject

and ſunk under Water, the to the Stone, OC. Beſides,

Gall breaks, and the bitter Li- that their Breaſts being, Ipon

quor thereof contain'd there- geous, become ſeaſon'd with

in , being evacuated, tbe Bo much Water ; which do preſs

R 2 down

an
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:

downward, and aggravate the ſuch as Drink.

lower parts of their Bodies : it Queſt. Wherefore arefuch, who

being certain , that the moft are too much charg'd with Wine

heavy parts tend downwards. and Meat , indiſpos'd in Venus's

On ihe contrary, Men have combats ?

their Shoulders more great Anſw . 'Tis becauſe their Di

and large than Women , and geſtion and Concoction is tar

the Bones and Connection of dily , and not eaſily made ; by

the Vert . more firm , by rea- which means they are furniſh'd

ſon of which thoſe Parts tend with little Seed : and that which

downward. Beſides, they have was in the Body before, is not

the Organs, and Paſſage of the ſo apt to move, becauſe the

Voice, and the Breathing more Body is bound , and conſtipated

large (as it may appear by the by the too much repletion of

Deepneſs and Strength of their Meat and Drink, and the na

Voice ) which being fill'd with tural Heat ſo much imploy'd in

Air, it lifts up the fore -part of the Concoction thereof.

their Bodies, their Face towards Queft. Wherefore are Labourers

Heaven , and their Back to- Sooner drunk, than thoſe that live

wards the Water. a fedentaryand lazy Life ?

Queſt. Wherefore do Drunkards Anſw . Becauſe Labourers are

ſeem ſometimes to ſee doubly the ordinarily dry and thirſty , La

fame object ? bour and Exerciſe drying up

Anſw . ' Tis becauſe that Hu- their Humours ; but thoſe that

midity doth diverlly affect the are fedentary and lazy, their

Muſcles of the Eyes, inſomuch Bodies being more humid, do

that one is more clos'd than thirſt leſs : and altho' they

the other ; or elſe, according ſhould make ſome exceſs in

to the Philoſopher, the reaſon .drinking, their Bodies would

is, that it leems to thoſe who not ſo eaſily be ſoak’d and im

are drunk, that all things turn bu'd as if they were dry ; ſo

round , becauſe their Brain is that they diſcharge more by

troubled : by reaſon of which Urine, and are leſs drunk.

for one only Object, they think Queſt. Wherefore do Drunkards

they ſee two or more. For ' tis weep eaſily ?

certain , that a Body turn'd Anw . Becauſe they have their

round with quickneſs does not Head full of Fumes and Va

ſeem one, but many; becauſe pours, which contracted toge

it returns ſuddenly, and repre- ther , do diſcharge themſelves

dents it ſelf often to our Gght. by running out at the Eyes, on

Queit. Why is it, that thoſe who the leaſt occaſion or trouble,

have drank a great quantity of real or imaginary .

Wine,areafterwards very thirty ? Queſt. Why have Drunkards

Anſw . Becauſe Wine taken ordinarily their Eye-lids veryred ?

immoderately, over heats the Anfw . Becauſe the Fumes of

Body , by which adventitious the wine, which aſcend from

and ſtrange Heat it makes it the Stomach to the Head, par

defire moift and cold things, taking of the natural Heat of

the
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And yet

the Urine, do affect the Eyes the Wine, which is not natu

and Eye-lids alſo, by ſome boil. ral, doth ftifle in them , or at

ing Humour and Fluxion ; the leaſt infeeble, the natural Heat.
Eyes being Parts very delicate, Queſt. Why are thoſe who are

and more eaſy to beaffected . born Deaf, alſo Dumb?

Queft. Wherefore is it, that Anſw . Some ſay 'tis a certain

thole who are drunk with Wine Connection and Conjunction of

mix'd with Water, have more Cru- the Nerves. that do ſpread

dities of Stomach, and find theme themſelves to the Ears and to

ſelves more loaden , than thoſe who the Tongue ; the which being

drink pure Wine only ? indiſpos'd from the beginning

Anſw . Becauſe pure Wine is 'twill neceſſarily follow , that

more hot, and contributes more both thoſe two Faculties will

to its own perfect Digeftion, be equally affe &ted .

than when mix'd with Water. it may be nevertheleſs confeſsa

Queft. Wherefore are thoſe who and granted, that ſome Mala

are tippled only, or a little drunk, dies may cauſe Deafneſs with

more fooliſh and toyiſh than thoſe out Dumbneſs ; or on the con

doho are very drunk ? trary, there may be a Dumbo

Anſw . Becauſe they have on- neſs without Deafneſs, becauſe

ly the Judgment lightly ſtirr'd that one Branch of the Nerves

and troubled, but the others may be offended, and not the

have the Senſes totally de- other : and without more ado,

prav'd, and can neither judge ill we may conclude that he that
or well. is born deaf, having never

Queft. why do thoſe who are heard any to ſpeak , could never

drunk, ſtammer and Rutter in learn to do it, altho' 'tis true ,

Speaking ? they are able to make ſome in.

Anſw . Becauſe the Tongue articulate Noiſe.

being by nature fpongeous, is Queſt. Reading the Earl of An

eaſily imbu'd with too much gleſey's Memoirs, in p: 67. I find

Humidity, by the exceſs of theſe Expreſſions. viz . I knowwe

drinking, and becomes heavy, ſhould not preſume to limit the

and as it were flat ; inſomuch moſt Holy God, as to what In.

that it cannot diſtinctly pro . ftrumentshe ſhall or ſhall not

nounce and expreſs the Con- uſe in the Melioration of

ceptions of the Mind, with a Church or State : Butthe French

Voice neatly articulate : be- King is one Inever think of with

fides that the trouble of the out Horrour; nor do I entertain

Mind, made ſo by the Wine, any Idea ofGod's making any

is a co-operating Cauſe. right Lines in the World by ſo

Queſt. Why are the great and crooked an Inſtrument. If Da.

famous Drinkers lefs robuſt and vid muſt not be allow'd by the

ſtrong than ſober Perſons ? Courſe of Providence to build

Antw . Becauſe by moiſtening the Temple, becauſe his Ad

and wetting themſelves ſo much miniſtration of the Govern

they become more ſoft and ef. ment had been ſo much dyed in

feminate; beſides, the Heat of Blood ; what good to Religion

:

Q3 can
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con we preſage from ſuch a to him to be any one's elſe. As

Monarch as has made all Chrif for our Opinion of the above

tendom almoſt one great Acelda . cited Paffage, we pretend not

ma ? The great God will, I to comment upon it better than

believe, take his time to make he does himſelf, the Series of

this Monarch ſhare in the uſual his whole Diſcourſe giving the

Fate of Perſecutors, how prof- beſt Idea of this and other par

perous ſoever he may be at ticular Paſſages.
preſent, according to what is Queft. It has been ту Fortune

commonly obſerv'd out of the to fall in love with a youngGentle

Heathen Moraliſt, That the Din woman, andſoon after it so hap

vine Wheels aregrinding, and will pen'dwe have been a fortnight in

grind to Powder,tho they are ſome one Houſe together in the Country,
in Motion . Gentlemen , Tour by which I have had frequent op

Sentiments are deſir’d upon this portunities ofmaking myAddreſſes

Book, and particularlyupon theſe. to her; and aftera ſhort time found
Expreſions of his Lordſhip ? ber by all her Actions tohave the

Antw . My Lord Angleſey was like Paſſion forme, altho'in words

too great a Stateſman not tobe the quite contrary. When Icome

generally known; and his Ob- to diſcourſe ſeriouſlyto her, the in

Tervations for ſo long and ac- words givesmean abſolute denial;

tive a Life, and in ſuch an high yet notwithſtanding i find me ene

and publick Sphere, muſt needs deavours to be in my Company
be anſwerable : ſo that all the what me can, andwhen with me

Ingenious and Learned, parti- her Eye is always fix'd on me ; her

cularly thoſe of the nobler and Kiſſes are reciprocal when alone,

politer fort, may with great and all other Freedom which cona

Profit and Delight familiarly fifts with Modeſty and Religion are

converſe with ſo great a Man, permitted : and yet ſhe affirms that

in his ſelected written Thoughts, me does not love me so as to make

ſome of which look a little me her Husband, nor ever will, &c.

prophetical, and afford us ve- Now , Gentlemen , having had fre

ry uncommon Notes upon the quent Converſe with her ever ſince
Reformation. His great Pie. my firſt writing to you, I ſtill find

ty , Learning, and ſingular Mo- her muchin the ſamehumour,and

deration , ſufficiently recom- not knowing how to take it ( Lovers

mend him to all Parties ; and being commonly a little impatient)

the Publiſher oftheſe Memoirs, your ſpeedy Anſwer is earneſtly de

who alſo is a Perſon of great fir’d , whether her Words or her

Learning and Worth, has by Altions are to be efteem'd the Sen.

affixing his Name to them le- timents of her Heart ? In your

cur'd all Objections as to their Speedy Anſwer you will much ob

being true and genuine ; tho' lige a real Friend to Athens.
there's no Perſon that reads Anſw . You write like a Young

one Page, and has had a juft Ater in theſe Affairs : Young

Chara & er of his Lordſhip’s Ge- Women can't forbear ſpeaking

nius, but might be affur'd that what is far enough from their

theſe Memoirs are too peculiar Heart. A little Strangeneſs,

few
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few Viſits , or a pretended fall, and you have witneſs of

Voyage (which you may alledge it, you maythen not only act

you are forc'd to by her Un- fafely by the Law of God, but

kindneſs) will ſet all to rights, by that of the Nation too, in

and bring her to ſpeak as the difpofing of your ſelf other

thinks . There's a little No- wiſe as ſoon as you pleaſe.

vel , intituled, Lyſander, or the Queſt. Gentlemen, Iam a young

Soldier of Fortune, which per- Gentlewoman ofa conſiderable For

haps gives the moſt lively De- tune, my Father andMother both

fcription and Character of a living ; I was pomis d Marriage
Maiden Lover ; whoſe Educa- by a Gentleman, to whom by much

tion , Modeſty, or, give a re- perſuaſion 1 granted his Defires,

verſe proſpect of every thing : and ithappen'd I found myſelfwith

tho' in ſome caſes there's need child : I continuallydeſir'd him to

enough of great Caution and perform his Promiſe, but heſlighted

Prudence, the Inconſtancy, Le- me. And now there is a Gentle

vity, and Prejudices of our own man whom I could freely love,courts

Sex being ſo very notorious . me ; but being in this condition, am

Queſt. A Gentlewoman of my unwilling to deceivehim : and my

Acquaintance long ſince made and Father and he deſires me to ſetrle

receiv'd a Promiſefrom one, who my Affection , and theother Gentle

(her Fortune not proving to his Ex- man always upbraids me of mysin

pectation ) bath altogether forget with him ; jó Ifear he will not on

her. Now there is aGentlemanof lymakea diſcovery, butrender me
my Acquaintance alſo, who is paj. odiousto the World. What courſe

fionately in love with her; but not- would you adviſe me to take, in or

withſtanding the other takes no cog- der to give an anſwer to my Father,

nizance of her, nor hath done for and to quietthe tongue of my for
theſe ſeveral rears, ſhe will not be mer unkind sweetheart ? Tour

perſuaded to entertaix any other, Speedy Advice will abound much to

but thinksſheis boundin Conſcience the farisfaction of your diſtreſſed

to continue a ſingleLife. Now I de- humble Servant, &c.

fore your opinion of her Freedom to Anſw . Truly, Madam , an un

diſpoſe of her ſelf ,' and alſo your happy Cafe ! And ſo much the

Opinion of the Gentleman ſhewas more intricate and perplex’d,

contracted to ?
ſince we are unacquainted with

Anſw . The Caſe is very plain, the Temper and Affection of

that the Obligation was mu- your Father,
as well as your

tual, and upon default on ei ſecond Lover.

ther ſide , the other is free a. is a wiſe and prudent Man ,

gain , and at liberty to act at much more if he be pious, your

pleaſure. But however in this beſt way is to open the Caſe

caſe it may not be amiſs to take fairly to him, and no body elſe

a Confident or two along with at preſent, deſiring his Advice

you, and go and diſcourſe the and Proviſion for your ſecret

Gentleman about the Affair ; lying-in ; which he will aſſent

and if he perſiſts in his Reſo. to for his own Reputation as

lutions of letting the matter well as yours.
When that is

over,

If your Father

Q4
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: to your

over, ifyour ſecond Lover pro . a Villain , to condemn you

ſecutes his Amours, you may for an Act which himſelf is a

give him a modeſt and free ſharer in, and probably the

Entertainment, but never mar- greateſt. What Proviſions the

ry him by any means till you Law makes againſt him for his

have told him your Misfortune. deceiving you, Defamations,

If he be fincere in his Love, ec . a Counſellor will ſoon tell

and a good man , he will love you, which is all we can at pre

you never the leſs for being ſo ſent adviſe you in .

generous and free with him ; Queſt. Why an Eye in a Picture

if he be not ſo, ' tis not your phould be the ſame every way ? or

intereſt either to marry or en- thus, 10 make it more intelligible,

tertain him : for ' tis more than when a Picture is drawn from any

probable, if you mention not Perſon , who in fitting looks on the

the Affair, it will by ſome Painter's Eye, wby doth the Pic

means or other be known, and ture look every way, whereas the

then you may eaſily judge what Perſon in fitting look'd but one : and

a miſerable unhappy Life you if he ſhould look апу other way in

are like to lead ; eſpecially if drawing, the Picture would look

you ſhould marry an ill Man, alſo butoneway, whereas now it

what repeated Upbraidings, looks directly on asmany perſons as

private Taunts, ec. muft fall can come to ſee it ? I deſire your

ſhare ? and indeed your full Anſwer ;for'tis a pretty ſtrange

own Reflections upon 'emcan thing. If you conſider it witha

bring but little ſatisfaction, piece of Sculpture, there the Eye

ſince you would deſerve 'em will look butone way.

by deceiving your Husband (if Anſw . The reaſon is very e .

any) in pretending to be what vident: The Original is in so

you are not . But if the worſt lido, but the Copy in Plano. ' Tis

is known before-hand, you do very true, I cannot ſee a Man's

no injury at all to your Husband Eye if he turns his Face half

if you marry , ſince he's at his from me, becauſe the Eminen

own liberty to do what he will; cies of his Cheeks, Hair, exco

tho' after all perhaps a ſingle may intervene, and hinder me

State may have the leaſt Incon- from ſeeing the Eye : but

veniencies in it for one in your where a Face is pourtray'd in

Circumſtances, if your Con- Plano, all is even, and there's

ftitution will permit . Your nothing to intervene ; which

buſineſs at preſent is to beg fide ſoever of the Room you

God Almighty's pardon for ſtand in , you ſee the whole as

your Sin , and deſire his Grace it was drawn ; and the Eye be

for the future to prevent the ing the moſt remarkable in the

like Actions. As for your un . Face, the Obſervation has been

generous first Lover, you will made rather of that than any

be half arm'd againſt his Diſ- other part : . tho' 'tis the ſame

coveries by this method we have of the Noſe -end, the Lip, or

advis’d ; tho' 'tis a ſurprize to any Spot upon the Pi&ure,

us, to think how he can be ſuch which will preſent it ſelf to you

.

which
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uponit .

which way foever you look look at our own Operation of

involving the Idea of Sharp

Queſt. Pray what's the reaſon neſs in Matter, ( for inſtance in
that our Ideas of Matter, and our a fine Needle's Point) ir ap

Operations in Matter copy'd from pears blunt and craggy . Thus
thoſe Ideas, are so very diſtinct ? we have a true Notion of

Anſw . It flows from our Im- Smoothneſs, and can find it in

perfection as Agents . A per- the Scales of a Flea, and other

fect Agent, ſuch as God is, things ; tho' the fineſt Glaſs or

acts according to his Ideas : poliſh'd Marble appear as un

Thus God made the whole even and rough as a fil'd piece

World in that excellent Beau- of Iron , and the Eminences

ty, Order and Harmony, which will reflect the Light, as the

he had before conceiv'd in him . fides of riſing Hills and Moun .

ſelf. And even our own ideas tains do .

of Things ( I mean of Matter Queſt. Wherefore do weChrif

and its Accidents) are very diſ- tians makeEaſter a moveable Feaſt,

tinct and adequate in the Ab- and depend upon the Moon , as if itis

Itract : I can very eaſily con- were the Jewiſh Paffover ; which ,

ceive how a Line of a quarter we ſay, was aboliſh'd at our sac

of an Inch may be exactly diu viour's Death, and never more to

vided into a thouſand parts, be celebrated either bry Jew or Gen

and each of theſe ſubdivided tile ? Altho’our Saviour's Paſion

into a thouſand more ; but wasat the time of the Paſſover, so

when I come to involve this the intent that it might be publick

Idea of Diviſion and Subdivi- and notorious, yet thereſeems no

fion in Matter; I'm at a loſs, reaſon why Eafter ſhould befo va

and ſhould not only find it a riouſly celebrated in reſpect of Time,

difficult Undertaking actually as it is by us Chriſtians, and that

to divide this quarter of an in one and the ſame Church ; be

Inch into five hundred parts, cauſe our Saviour's Paſſion , as well

but alſo how to make any two as his Nativity, was upon acertain

of thoſe parts preciſely equal. determinate Day: And therefore

This conſideration has ſug- whymould not Eaſter as well as

geſted to me, that God Al- Chriſtmas be a fixed Feaft ?

mighty's Operations in Matter If you object, that the Nativity

are exactly analogous to our ofour Saviourmaybe keptupon any

Conceptions in the Abſtract ; Day of the Week, but the Paſſion

which, by the by, argues our muſt beon a Friday, and therefore

Souis to be of Divine Extrac- it cannot always be upon theſame

tion. We can have a true Idea Day of the Month wherein our Sa

of the Sharpneſs of the Sting viour ſuffer'd : Why should it not

of a Bee or of a Nettle ; and be kept upon the very Day of the

when we examine theſe with Month, when that happens on a

the fineſt Microſcope, we find Friday, and in other Years upon

they terminate according to the the Friday following ?

Idea we have of them : but if Anſw . The Apoſtles (eſpe

with the famę Microſcope wę cially thoſe of the Circumci

fion )
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fion) did extremely fudaizeand couthneſs andbarbarous Indifferen

comply with the Cuſtomsof the cy ; it was but very lately that

Jews as far as the Eſſentials the notice of your Undertaking or

of Chriſtianity would permit) curr'd to me, and I have but yet

on purpoſe to gain them ; nay, hadthefatisfaction offew ofyour

even St. Paul, an Apoſtle of the Mercuries : The generous Enter

Gentiles, became all things to all, prize Iextremely applaud,andfrom
that he might gain ſome: where thepaſſion I have, in true wiſhes,

by many Jewiſh Traditions, as for a due Encouragement to you in

Baptiſm , and the Impoſition of the progreſs, I'm emboldend to

Hands (tho' Principles of the trouble you with a few Queries ;

Chriſtian Religion ) are as to making it the greateſt, whether
their external Mode (tho' not anyof 'em may be pertinent enough

End nor Deſign) borrow'd from for, and worthy of your return. I

the Jewiſh Practice and Cuf- mean well in them however, and I

toms. And ſuppofing the times hope your Refentments will be as

of reckoning to ſettled at firſt, favourable, and that you'll believe

it is very neceſſary (not in their me to your society without reſerve,

own nature, but by accident) Sirs, an unfeigned Well-wiſher and

to retain them, ſince the Alte- humble Servant.

sation would produce greater 1. What's the reaſon of a Ha

Diſtractions and inconvenien- fel's tendency to a Vein of Lead-Oar,

cies than the making new Ac- and whether there beanyCharm in
counts would do good ; for ſo it, asthoſe ( I ſuppoſe) may mean,

long as theſe are no Eſſentials who limit making the Experiment

in Religion, there can no da. to St. John Baptiſt's Eve, and

mage accrue by the Practice of that with an Hafel of that ſame

'em : tho' indeed after all, I Year's growth ; if theCauſe be na

know not why we ſhould be ab- tural, whether any Hafel, and any

horrent of the Jews and their timeof theYear,may be proſperous?

Cuſtoms, more than thoſe of 2. The Miners in ſome Lead

other Countries; ſince they are works , when any'salmoſt ſuffocated

our elder Brethren , Children chro' want of Air,even in a manner

of the ſame Father Abraham, ſtruck dead, do get him drawn to

(at leaſt thoſe of them that the surface, take up a freſh Turt,

walk in his ſteps) and that Stock and lay his Face in the hole, which

into which we are grafted : and immediately recovers him : I deſire

God can when he pleaſes graft the reaſon ?
them in again , and may (we 3. In melting Lead -Oar with

know not how ſoon) for our Wood, sometimes with Wood and

Impieties break us off. Coal, commonly 32 pound of Oas

Queft. Gentlemen , my ſmall produces about 21 pounds of Lead,

Talent, and my Time being for the 1 deſire the reaſon of ſuch Loſs;

moſt part employ'd about ſubterra. and if it be (as is moſt likely) by

neous Concerns, and in a reſerv'd Evaporation,the Mills having low ,

Corner of the world, wherePhilo- ftrair, andwide Chimneys,whether

sophy is treated and practis'd like a Contrivance to convey the Smoak

Devotion, and that's with an Un- more leiſurely andintricately,might

:

703
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not make the Product greater ? Vein wherein it liv'd and in

4. The Jewiſh Year is commonly creas'd ; is altogether impro

reckonid to 354 Days, I deſire to bable, and does certainly owe

know on what groundsthe Calcula- its riſe to a company of idle
tion is fo made; for itſeems to me, fuperftitious Fools , who believe

from Gen.7.that the i7th Day of any thing, and perhaps have
the ſecond Month commences, and been perſuaded by ſome ex

the 17thofthefeverth Month con- traordinary Operation of the

cludes the 150 Days, which makes Devil, who for his own Intereſt

30 Daysto a Month : thoſe Months may act upon Bodies to gain

then being conſecutiveand uninter. Proſelytes, and fix the Doubt

rupted, and no Scripture limiting ing in ſuch a Superſtition.

any other Months, why each of the 2. As the Sea -Water, by

twelve Months may not as ratio- draining thro' the ſecret ſubter

nally and probably be ſuppos'd to raceous Paſſages of the Earth ,

contain 30, aswell as any other diveſts it ſelfof all its falt Hu

number of Days? Anſwer'd before. mours, ſo alſo the Air is beſt

Anſw . 1. The thing is cer- cleans'd that way : tho' poflibly

tainly matter of fact for the the Earth, which after ſo won

moft part , tho' not always ; and derful a manner conveys radi

no doubt but there's a natural cal Moiſture to Plants, c. may

Reaſon for it , poflibly this : have ſuch Spirits in it , as may

The Exhalation of the Va- ſympathize with the vital Heat

pours rais'd from theſe Mine- of a Man , and help on with

rals ( ſuppoſing they can effect ſuch aforeſaid Recoveries.

any thing) mult act more pow- 3. Yes, very probably there

erfully upon the ſides of Hafels might be a greater product ;

Trees which are next them , but then the whole Maſs would

which alſo is probably nutri- retain the Droſs, ( for it muſt

tious; and being imbibd by the be ſomewhere ) and ſo the

Pores of the Haſel, cauſes a Coarſeneſs of the Metal would

fafter Growth on that ſide than endamage the whole, as much

the other; and by conſequence as the full Evaporation takes

like a natural Ballance, the from the Product.

heavier fides draws the lighter , Queſt. A Gentlemanmarrieda

and a natural Gravitation in- Young Woman, ſuppoſingher to be

clines it that way. If it be de- a Widow ; but it prov'd she had

manded, why Haſels have this another Husband alive, who cams

Property more than other and took her by force from the laſt,

Trees ? we anſwer, 'Tis pro- The Queſtion is, whether or no this

bably the Conſtriction of the laſt Husband mayſafely marry a
Pores thereof, which either gain unto another , andwhether a

thro' their Shape, or Nature of notheryoung Genslewoman

the Plant, may facilitate the with safety cake him for a Hus.
effect ſooner than others. But band.

for a Hafel's natural tendency Anſw . The laſt was no Marri

to Gold, Silver, exc . when our age, and then 'tis plain that the

of the vegetable Stock , as alſo Anſwer will bear an Affirmative.

the Goldor Silyer out of the We

inay
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times it may be heard at forty

We have receiv'd a very in- yards diſtance, fome will ſay

genious Relation of the drum- more, other times you muſt

ming Well in Oundle,from Gen- hold your head over the Well

tleman ; which we have here to hear it ; but for the noiſe ,

publiſh'd, not doubting the Cu- it does not much vary, it does

rious will be pleas'd with it. much reſemble the beating of

He diſcours'd ſeveral, and a March ; for the continuance

amongſt the reſt, with anold of its noiſe is uncertain , ſome
Man aged 87 : This aged Man, times a very ſhort time, and

when he was a Boy, his Father other times a week or longer :

was Tenant to part of the and for the time of the Year,

Houſe where this Drumming or the Quickneſs or Deadneſs

Well is ; and he fays they usd of the Springs, I cannot under

of the Water at all times : Atand that it adds any thing to

whether Drumming or not its Drumming ; for in many

Drumming, the Water con- years together it has not drum

tinues the ſame to be good . med, or made any noiſe, as

There are now four Families has been obſerv'd . What more

this Well ſupplies for Water; to ſay, we know not ; for the
one of them keeps a publick Cauſe or Event of its Drum

Houſe, and makes very good ming, we muſt leave to him
Ale of the fame Water. The that knowsall things.

Old Man alſo faith he knew
Queſt. Wherefore does it fome

at a drumming time, that the times ſeem , that a Fantaſm or spi

Well, tho' it be deep , has had rit ftrangles and fifles us in peep

all the Water drawn out of it, ing?

to try if they could find any Anſw . ' Tis a Diſeaſe that

cauſe for that Drumming the Grecians call Ephialte, and

Noiſe ; to which end, a Man the Latins Incubus ; which (as

beinglet down to the bottom of Fernelius faith ) is no other than
the Well when empty, the ſame an Oppreſſion of the Body,

noiſe fill continu'd above ; and which ſuppreſſes the Breath ,

the Man being below in the and ſtops the Voice : and he
Well had the ſame noiſe , but holds , that it is a thick and

apprehended the noiſe to be groſs Humour, flegmatick and

above him. Alſo he ſays, when melancholy, which ſticks to

he was a Boy, at times when the Inteſtines ; and coming to

the Well has drummed, there be (woln bythe Crudities of the

was a great reſort of both Gen- Stomach, doth preſs and op

tlemen and Ladies, who came preſs the Diaphragma and

in their Coaches to hear the Lungs: and then a groſs Va

Drumming ; for it was gene- pour exhaling from thence to

rally thought to be the Fore- the Throat and Brain , the,

runner of War, or the Death Voice is ſuppreſs’d , and Senſes

of ſome Great Perſon . The troubled ; and if this continues

noiſe of the Drumming is not long, it turns into an Apo

at all times the ſame ; ſome- plexy .

Queft.
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up

Queſt. How comes it that the Queft. From whence proceeds

Heat of the Sun makes our Fleſh thoſe Spots that appear in the
tawny and black, and on the con- Moon, and do ſeem to repreſent a

trary whitens Linen ? buman Face ?

Anſw . Becauſe its Heat boil- Anfw . ' Tis becauſe theMoon

ing the Humours ofour Bodies, hathſome parts more clear,

they become blackiſh , and by rare and ſimple, than others ;

that means ſtain our Skin : But which , for this cauſe, are ſo

Linen drying it ſelf more eafy much the more clear and tranſ.

in the Sun, becomes whiter, parent : and the other parts,

the Humidity thereof being e. that are more thick, and ap

vaporated. For 'tis Humidity pear to our fight as dark, clou

that takes away from it its dy, and ſpotted, do repreſent

Whiteneſs and Candour ; even Umbrages or Shadows, which

as it may be perceiv'd, that are the cauſe that the clearer

Water thrown on a whited parts do ſeem more imbofs d ,

Wall doth blacken it , but when not much unlike a human Face.

dry'd it returns to its White- For 'tis certain, that dark

neſs. things do not appear at diſ

Queſt. What is the reaſon of tance ſo ſwoln andimboſs'd, as

human Spittle's ſerving as an An- thoſe which are white and clear.

tidote and Counter-poiſon againſt Plutarch hath made a Treatiſe

Bliſters and Inflammations, that upon this Subject, with many

proceed from the Stingings ofWalds words to little purpoſe: But

and Hornets; the Touch of Toads, the former Reaſon is given by

Scorpions, Spiders, and other veno- the great Philoſopher Averroes

mous things, yea , even of killing the Arabian .

Serpents,andof curing Ring-worms, Queſt. Wherefore cannot Stam

Tetters, the Scurfand Itch ? merers, and ſuch that find a difi

Antw . ' Tis certain that hu- culty to expreſs themſelves with an

man Spittle, eſpecially if it be articulate Voice, ſpeak low, as e

fafting, ſerves asa Remedy for ther people ?

the things aforeſaid , and other Anſw . Becauſe in order to

ſuch ' ; becauſe it hath in it ſelf ſurmount this Difficulty , and

a greater Venom, that draws natural or accidental . Default

and takes away the other : as ( for this may alſo come by Sick

Fire cures Scaldings. But this neſs, ſome other hurt )

venomous quality proceeds from which hinders their pronoun
the Crudities of the Stomach, cing diſtinctly and neatly , they

and corrupted Humours, which endeavour with more conten

aſcending from the Stomach to tion than others to do fo ; and

the Brain, deſcend afterwards by forcing themſelves, they

into the Mouth : by reaſon of cannot ſpeak low , as thoſe

which , the Breath of ſuch as who have their Tongues better

are fafting is more airy and hung.

ftrong than afterwards ; and Queſt. Why do certain Stars

the Spittle of fick People is ſeem to ſparkle and twinkle, and

more fuinking than the healthy . Others not ?

Anſw .

or
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ter.

Anſw . Thoſe that are in the Anſw . Becauſe this ſhews the

Firmament, and above the fe- Union and good Connexion of

ven Planers , as being more re- all the parts of the Edifice ,

mote from us, do ſeem to ſpar- when by the motion of one

kle and twinkle to our fight, part the other thakes. Never

as a Torch will do being far theleſs, this Motion and Sha

off ; and even the little Stars king ought to be without tha .

rather than the greater, be- king and Chattering any thing

cauſe the little Objectsdo more out of its place ; otherwiſe ir

eaſily ſteal from our fight than would be a certain Argument

greater. But the Planets ſpar- of the Ruin of the Building.

kle not, or very little, becauſe

they are lower than the other The Challenge ſent by Madam

Stars (every one in his Orb) Godfrey to Sir Thomas ---- ,

and alſo becauſe they are grea- having given great diverſion to

Nevertheleſs Mars doch the Ladies; wethink it may not

ſparkle, altho' it be below the be unacceptable to the Reader, if

other Planets which do not we inſert bere ſome Challenges

ſparkle ; but 'tis becauſe it is that have fallen into ourhands,

reddiſh and more dark, and by deſignid for theſecond Volume of

ronſequence leſs viſible. this Fighting Project.

Queſt. Why is Snow ſo much pro

fitable to the Fruits of the Earth ? A Woman that is deluded,

Anſw . For many reaſons :

The firſt reaſon is , that by co
is not ſo blame-worthy

vering the Earth it protects as the Man :

them from the Cold of the

Winter. The ſecond reaſon is, Maintain'd by a young Lady, and

that it hinders the growing of is yet to be anſwer'dby any Gen

ill Herbs , that do but begin to tleman that pleaſes.

break forth upon the face of

the Earth. The third , shat Perfidious Man ! Are all

being frothy, it partakes ſome- thy Vows and Protefta

what of Fatneſs, becauſe of the tions, thy Oaths and Impreca

Air inclos'd in it ; which melt- tions, come then to this ? And

ing into Water, is fattening doſt thou at lalt blame á Wo

to the Earth . The fourth rea- man for conſenting, when what

ſon is , that if Fruits bud too would not one do to be rid of

foon, it drives back their Vi ſo much Impertinence ? I am

gour to the Root, by means ſure you deſerve kindneffes no

whereof they are better nou. more than a common Beggar

ri'd . in the ſtreet, to whom we give

Queft. why do we eſteem ſuch Alms barely to be rid of his

Editwes and Houſes to be more ſe. Importunitz. He cries, Pray,
curely and firmly built, which do Mafters, pity a Man that is ready

Shakewhen we walk on the planks, to die ; the other dies too as

or by beating on any other part of often as he fees a Woman : ſo
them ? that they are both in a Tune,

and

O
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and both abominable Impof- does his Broadpieces, but both

tors. Were it not for tempt- fling them away laviſhly, not

ing Men, the World would knowing the worth and weight

have been honeſt, as it was in of either.

the firſt Days of Innocence ;

but they delude us poor Wo. The following Note was alſo ſent boy

men with fair Speeches, and a young Lady, that deſigns to

golden Promiſes of Marriage engage in theſecond Volume of

the next Sunday, and run away the Ladies Challenge.

perhaps the next Morning : and

ihen the firſt Letter they write
Sir Thomas if

you

to any of their leud Compa- fend the three Letters

nions, our Frailty is the ſub- that maintain ,

ject of their Mirth ; as think. That Women have more Im

ing it not enough to ruin us,

but they muſt alſo make us con- perfe&tions than Men :

temptible in the eyes of all our That Drunkenneſs is worſe in
Acquaintance ? And they take Women than Men :

as much pleaſure almoſt in

talkinghowthey corrupted Againſt the old Faſhion of

ſuch a filly Girl, as they did Ruffs and Fardingales :

in acting it. I know youMen Directed to They

will ſay, a Woman is to be

blam'd 'for conſenting; but on ſhall be anſwer'd by

ly let them think, whether the

Devil or a Sinner is moſt in

fault : the caſe is the ſame be- Queft. Wherefore do the sha

twixt a Man and a Woman ; dows of Fire and Flambeaux, or

and I am ſure no Devil in Torches, yea even of theSun it ſelf,

Hell, no not Beelzebub himſelf, ſhake and tremble?
has ſo many inſinuating ways Anſw . As for the Shadow of

as that falſe Creature Man . in Fire and Flambeaux, it is no

vain has Nature fortify'd us a- torious and viſible that this

gainſt their Attempts, ſince trembling or ſhaking proceeds

Man will break thro' all ; no from the motion of their lumi

bounds can contain his immo. nous Bodies : for as they ſhake,

derate Luft , it devours where their Shadows alſo ſhake. But

Soever it comes, and it is al- for the Shadows of the Sun,

moſt impoſſible for weak Wo- fome do alſo attribute it to the

man to refift, when Man oppo- movement of the Sun : never

ſes with all hismighty Strength . theleſs this is not true or pro

I muſt confeſs we are ſome bable ; for the Shadows of the

ways to blame for believing the Fire and Flambeaux do ſhake ,

many Oaths they ſwear, when becauſe their Light ſhakes and

they have a Mint at their ſpreads from one fide to the o

Tongues- end to coin them , and ther in trembling unequally,

value them no more than a rich and as it were halting and

Heir juft come up to London therefore Homer called Vulcan

the

yours , & c.
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the God of Fire, Amphigeis; is combuſtible , which being

that is to ſay, halting on both lighted and reduc'd into flame,

fides. But the Sun in its mo- occuides much more fpace than

tion ſhakes not bere and there when it was in the Maſs,

unequally, but always equally Lump: So that to enlarge it

purſues his Courſe. The true ſelf, and to poſſeſs as much

Cauſe then is, that the Sha- place as is neceffary for it, it

dows of the Sun do ſometimes drives the Bullet before it with

ſeem to tremble and ſhake, ſuch force, that it cafts it very

( for they truly do not ſo that far ; or elſe breaks and tears

thoſe little Bodies (callid by what it meets with in its

the Grecians, Zyſmata, and by way.

the Latins, Ramenta) which as Queſt. Why have ſome natu

Atoms move inceſſantly in the rally their Hair curld?

Beams of the Sun , do make , Anſw . Galen gives many Rea

us alſo think by their ſhaking ſons ; ſaying, the Hair curls

and moving, that the Shadows from the hot and dry Tempe
shake and move This is the rament of the Perſon ; as one

Reaſon the Philoſopher gives may perceive that all ſmall
in his Problems. Bodies, long and ſtrait, dry'd

Queſt. Wherefore are the sha- by the Fire, do bow and fold.

dows of the Sun more more at Or elſe this may proceed ( ſays

Midday, than in the Morning, or he) from the Feebleneſs of

at Evening ? the Matter of the Hair ;

Anſw . Becauſe at Mid-day which being not able to re

the Sun is higher, and as it main ſtrait in its length, doth

were juſt over our Heads , by bow and bend it felt backward

- reaſon of which , the elevated again . Or elſe according to

Bodies don't ſteal away ſo much Ariſtotle, this may proceed

Light from the others, (to from the double Motion of

which they are oppos’d , being the Matter of Hairs (which

between them and the Light of is fuliginous Exhalations ) ;

the San ) as they do the Morn- which being ſomething hot

ing and Evening , when the sun and dry , and by this means

darts his Rays fideways ; for partaking both of an Earthy

then thoſe elevated Bodies be- and Fiery Quality, the Ear

ing oppos'd in length to the thy tending downwards, and

Sun. Beams, they do ſo much the Fiery upwards, it muſt

the more ſteal away the Light neceſſarily follow, that by this

from the lower Bodies, whence double and contrary Motion

proceeds the Production and the Hair be curld. All which

Lengthning of the Shadows . reaſons are very probable.

Queſt. Wherefore is it, that Queſt. Of what are Meteors

so ſmalla quantity of Gun -powder ingender'd ?

can drive à Bullet ſo far , and with : Anſw . They are ingender'd

ſuch ſtrength, that 'tis almoſt a either of Exhalations hot and

Wonder ? dry , or of Vapours hot and

Antw. Becauſe this Powder moiſt, or rather indeed bot

by
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by Accident : And they com- Anſw . 'Tis becauſe of its

monly are ingender'd in the Subtility, which keeps always

middle , or lower Region of in motion, if the Figure of
the Air . Thoſe ingender'd the Place permit ; by reaſon

in the inferior Region of the of which Motion, Subtility

Air, appear at Sea, and on and Activity, it is callid Quick,
the Eartb . Such as appear at or Living

Sea , are thoſe ſubtile and vo- Queft . Did the Engliſh come

latile Fires, which pitch on from the Seed of Abraham ? If

the Mafts and Yards of Ships ; they did, from what Tribe ? if

and are calld commonly by the not, from whence ?
Name of St. Hermes, or St. Anſw . Sure the Queriſt

Elmes. Fire . Thoſe which ap- means a neighbouring Nation,,

pear on the Land, are thoſe ſince our Country.men were

Fires which are ſometimes ſeen never ambitious of ſuch high

about Church-Yards and Se- Kindred, nor far- fetch'd Pedi

pulchres, becauſe of the fat and gree, that we ever heard of,

oily Exhalations from thence If he had ask'd , from which

drawn up by the Sun ; and be- of the Sons of Noah they

ing agitated by fome Whirl- came, or what more modern

wind, are inflam'd, and follow Founders, there had been ſome

ſuch as ride , by the Agitation Difficulty indeed in anſwering
of the Air . him , ſince learned Men are

Queit. Wherefore doesnot Muft, divided about it. For whilſt

or new and unrefin’d Wine, cauſe moſt think us the Off.ſpring
Drunkennels ? of Japhet, others believe, on

Anſw . Becauſe it has in it no contemptible Reaſons, that ..

ſelf much Sweetneſs and Sem was rather our Father.

ſweet things dull the Taite, and But to come lower, there are

temper the Force of Wine. ſeveral Opinions concerning
And therefore ſome do ordain our firſt Plantation and Origi

to ſuch as are drunk, Honey nal . Which is aſcrib'd, 1. TO

mix'd with Wine as they go Brutus and his Trojans. 2. To

to ſleep · Or elſe it is, that the Phænecians. 3. The Gauls.

the weight of the Muſt opens 4. The Cimbrians.

and loolens the Belly , and Saxons, Goths, Angli, exc. ( 1.)

makes it break Wind . More To Brutus, in whoſe Story , as

over there is a watry Subſtance we have feveral times declar'd,

in the Mult , which evaporaies are apt to think there's

in boiling , and is the Cauſe neither ſo much nor ſo little,

that being evaporated, thethe as ſome believe, This is cero

Wine diminiles in quantity ; tain , that Geffrey did not in

yet nevertheleſs becomes much vent it, all the Songs of Tal

stronger. deſſin , and the old Bards being

Queſt. Wherefore does Quick . full ofit ; Harry of Huntington ,

silver divide and ſeparate it jell Sigibert, and others confirming

into many Parts , upona dry, folid , it . The Britiſh Language bas

plain and even Body? Very inany Greek words in it ,

5. The

we

R 2nd
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and ſeveral Latin , which nei- into Britain ? there being, as

ther could be by chance, hor Cæfar tells us, an Intercourſe

were brought in by the Ro. between thoſe two Nations,

mans, who to be ſure, would and their Language, as Tacitus

not teach 'em Greek ; and the affirms, not unlike ; at leaſt

Britaxes were careful to admit they might as well, or better

no foreign Words into their get' thither, than the Phoeni

Language; and many of 'em cians, who liv'd in the very

were antiquated in Italy in bottom of the Mediterranean

Julius Caſar's Time ; and the and people ſome of the Sea

fame words are us’d, not only Coaſts, and South part of

by the Corniſh, but the Armo- Britain. Again, it's undoub

rican Britans, who fled from ted that there have been Gi

hence to avoid Cafar and the ants formerly in this Ifland, as

Romans. This the Saxons be- thoſe antient Hiſtories relate ;

liev'd , and Gildas reports it, for ſuppoſing Geffrey invented

and Nennius is of the ſame O. the Story of Troy, his Fan

pinion ; and our great Anti- cy however could not make

quary Leland, very earnett for thoſe vaft, certainly, Human

if (as Lloyd after him ) telling Bones, which are yet to be

us, from Ariſtotle, that the feen in ſo many places ;, or

Iſland was firſt callid olbion , or thoſe Skulls, and even whole

Albion. He tells us that many skeletons of proportionable

Men of good Learning , whoſe Magnitude, which have been,

Words he produces, were of diſcover'd here not many Ages

Opinion 'twas Brutus that ſince, many of which Leland tells

chang’d its Name to Britain ; us, he ſaw with his own Eyes.

more certain 'tis that ſeveral Thus much of the Opinion

Trojan proper Names are fill of this Iſland's being peopled

in uſe among the Britains, and from Troy, which carrying with

no where elſe that we know it ſome Face of probability ,

of, as Par, Myn, Dych, Hyll, Cob , 'twill be put civil for any Per

in Greek, Tiápis, Mýrns, Sýbo fons, who don'tbelieve it, to an

z @ , "iia, Kaza . Their ſwer, or contradict what is here

Cuſtoms alſo in many things, ſaid in its defence, before they

the ſame; their wayof Figh- are ſo hafty , to call it, as a cer

ting in Chariots, preſerv'd tain Author does in his own

here, when antiquated all the Language, een groote, grove ,

World over. Marcellinus ſays, lange, dicke, taſteliicke, ende un

he found it in old Authors, beſchalmte Logen , oc.

That the Relicks of the Trojans heavy , long, thick, fubftan

came as far as Gaul, which was • tial, or palpable, and Thame

at that time thin of Inhabi- ' leſs Lye.

tants, fought with 'em , and Nor is this diſagreeable to

built a City there ; the fame what Bochart advances,
that our

Tradition relates : cerning the Phænicians, with ſo

And when they were ſo near, many lucky Conjectures, that

why might they not ſtep over few can believe it is all Fancy ,
for

A great .

G

con

:
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for whatever became of his ral Cities built and nam'd ,

pretty Etymology of Baratanak, ás Inghebeim , Ingholdſtadt, ec.

whereby he wou'dmake it the join'd the other Saxons firſt to

ſame with the Calliherides ; it's Aſia, then to invade and con
certain that ſeveral Places quer Britain , and accordingly

here had Names purely Phæni gave Name firſt to ſome Parts,

cian , and highly probable they at laſt to the whole Iſland.
had ſeveral of their Gods and Queſt. In the Fifth Chapter of

Religious Uſages fromUſages from that St. John's Goſpel, and the Thir

Country. Not that we be- teènth Verſe, 'tis said of the Per

live they peopled the whole son of our Saviour, If I beat

Idand, but ſome of the Weſtern witneſs of my ſelf, my Witneſs

Parts and Sea- Coaſts, where is not true. But in the Fifth

their Trade from Spain chiefly Chapter and Fourteenth Verſe of

led 'em . However, we are the ſame Evangelift, it's faid , if

apt to believe that ſome part I bear Record of my ſelf, the

of the Inhabitants, eſpecially Record is true . Pray how are

to the North Sides, might theſe two Texts reconcilable ?

come from the very firſt, from Anſw . In the firſt place, our

Denmark, and the Cimbrian Saviour ſays, if I bear witneſs

Cherſoneſe; and that not over- of my ſelf if I come in my
land, firſt to France, and ſo own Name and Authority,

croſs the Sea ; not about by without any Credential from

Long-Sea, butby Scotland, and Heaven , you may juſtly ſuſpect

ſo onwards ; giving Namesto You'd have reaſon to

Cumberland, and Wales, callid disbelieve my Teſtimony, as

by the Natives Cumri, in Latin well as that of Theudas and o

Cambria, from the Cimmerians thers, who pretended to be

or Cimbrians : it having been the Meſſias. But ſee a greater

the guiſe of all thoſe Scythian Authority than my own ! The
Nations to run as far North Son can do nothing of himſelf,

as they could , and when they as he is Man, diſtinct from the

had out-run the Sun , to eddy Father; the Son of Man him
back again in ſearch of more ſelf being of limited Know.

comfortable Regions, which ledge, Power, er. not know

.thoſe ħan't yet forgot who ing when the Day of Judg

live on the other ſide the ment ſhall be ; there being no

Tweed. And of the ſame Race confufion of Properties in the

were the Saxons, Jutes, and Divine and Human Nature.

Angles, who afterwards came But 'tisthe Father, whom you

from Saxony , Jutland, or Goth- pretend to be yours, and to

land; which Angles, were a part believe in him , who has ſent

of the Sueves, 10 callid from the Son , and given himnas

their Situation in an Angle , God, an unlimited meaſure of

or Corner, between the Moun- the Holy Spirit, atteſting him
tains , as the Table of Ptolomy by many ſignal Miracles, ånd

plac'd them ; who after many Voices from Heaven'. The

famous Expeditions, and feve Works that I do , therefore,

R 3 tei ,

me.
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teſtify of me : for as the Fa- that I know, and will not deny

ther raiſes up the dead , and that I am the Meſſiah, yet my

quickens them , whereof you Record is true ; 'tis not a ſolitary

bave ſome Inſtances in the Old Teſtimony, I bear not witnets

Tettament; ſo the Son quic. to my ſelf, in Oppoſition to other

kens whom he will, as you Testimony : for i am not alope,
have ſeen, or ſhall ſee, inthe as v . 16. but I and the Father

Caſes of Lazarus, the Daugh- that ſent me. He reminds 'em

ter of fairus, and others : of what he had ſaid on this Sub

Whence you ſee that there is ject before, to prevent their
another, even God himſelf, Mifrepreſentations. Which is

the God of the old Teſtament, yet clearer, and this Senſe and
of Abraham , Ifaac, and Facob , Reconcilation of the Words

who, you ſay, is the Father, made more evident by what

who beareth ' witneſs of me . follows, v . 17 , 18. It is written

'So v . 36. The works that the in the Law, the Teſtimony of two

Father Chath given me to finiſh , Men is true ( is legally true, and

the ſame Works bear witneſs of cught to be receiv'd.) I am
me. From all which , and the one that bear witneſs of my ſelf,

whole Scope of the context , and the Father that ſentme bear.

it is plain that our Saviour's eth Witneſs of me. Nothing be
Meaning here, was no more ing more common than thoſe

than this : If he had only Expreſſions of a middle Senſe,

born Witneſs of himſelf, his which the Circumſtances muſt
Teſtimonium a sinu , his own determin to one ſide or t'o.

good Word , and folitary Evi- ther ; as , Anſwer a Fool , and

dence had not been credible, anſwer him not according to

becauſe, as his Apoſtle ſays af- his Folly : He that is not with
terward , they were not to be . us , is againſt us ; He that is

lieve every Spirit, but to try not againſt us, is on our part :

the Spirits. Now this fair and Take no Scrip, nor Money,

ingenious Conceflion of our Sa- nor Staff: He that has a staff

viour , the Phariſees, who were let him take it ; and ſeveral

ſome of the fouleit Diſputants others. And that this is an

in the World , ſoon after turn'd Expreſſion of that nature,

upon him , and would have our Saviour himſelf clearly

made uſe of againſt him : for ſhows by his way of explaining

when in the Sixth and Thirty- himſelf in both the Texts now
firſt, he ftood and cry'd , I am under Examination .

the Light of the World ; they im . Queft. I am a ſingle Woman ;

mediately clap'd this upon him , andthere is a certain marry'd Man

and hop'd to have ſilenc'd him that has made all the Vows and

by his own words, v . 13. The Proteſtations that can be, that iſ

Phariſees therefore faid of him , his Wife sho'd die, he wou'd ne.

Thou beareſt Record of ihy ſelf, ver marry any Woman but me; I

thy Record is not true. To which making theſameto him , and wiſh

he anſwers, Tho' I bear Record ing, if I did marry any other,

of any ſelf, tho I ſpeak the things God might ſtrike me dead the
fame
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ſame Minute : However , his Anſw . There Wager-Men

Wife is ſtill in good Health, and have always ſome Matter of

he has diſoblig'd meſo highly, that moment, and are generally

out of Revenge I wou'd nowmar- Men of Great i but we

ry : Pray your Judgment, whe- forgot, we muſt not banter.

ther I maydo so without commit. We anſwer then in good car

ting a Sin ? neſt, that this is not at all a

Anſw. Your mutual Reſolu . fair Queſtion, as 'tis here pro

tion and Promiſe was highly pos’d; for what compariſon

imprudent, tho’ we can't ſay between two Perſons of ſo

'twas, ſimply confider'd , abro- different a way
of Life ?

lytely unlawful ; therefore we The Compariſons of Plutarch

think it obliges : nor are ſuch are between a General and a

Imprecations as thoſe to be General , a Lawgiver and a.

play'd with , or made and bro. Lawgiver, Numa and Lycurgus,

ken on any Caprice or Pique oc. but never between Numa
that may happen, much leſs and Alcibiades, or the like.

when 'tis outof Revenge, as All then that can here be done

you your ſelf acknowledge '; is to enquire into the Cha

which would be adding a new racters of theſe two great

Sin to Perjury, and perhaps 0 . Men in their own Study and

thers that we know nothing of. Way of Life ; or elſe more

Queſt. The Reverend Biſhop grošly conſider'd, as general

Uſher, and the Right Honourable Scholars, Men , Chriſtians,

Sir Matthew Hale, late Lord Engliſhmen : tho this hafty

Chief Juſtice of England, were Querift has already decided

ſometime ſince put in Competition the Caſe, and given his Note,

in q Company where I happen'd we ſee, againſt the Arch-Bi.

to be preſent. I deſire both their ſhop, becauſe he had not that

Characters, and who deſerves the Heavenly Fpithet of Law , as

Priority , without any imputation he very ſurprizingly expref

to the other ? and if they were ſes it . To begin then their

guilty of any Imperfections, mo- Compariſon , as far as our Me

deſtly to diſclose 'em , and conjess mory will furnilh us ; tho' for

one of 'em to be inferior to the a juit Character we know we

other in Law, Piary, Knowledge, ought to read all their Lives,

and other heavenly Epithers : and diſcourſe ſuch as perſonally

and pray your Judgment,'whether knew 'em : but that's not to

there everliv'd any Man for theſe be expected in a Paper of this

500 Years, who had ſuch a Cha

ratter as my Lord Hale now has , The good Arch -Biſhop (we

and I believe always willretain ? never heard him call’d by any

I defire you , without any Equivo- other Epithet) had the Hap

cation or Banter , to give a fair pineſs of an early and very

and clear Determination whether particular Application to the
of the two you think, on the whole Buſineſs of his Life ; at Nine:

Matter, the greater Man , ſeveral teen was a great Divine , and

conſiderable Wagers depending upon diſputed with, and grayeld an

11 . R 3 old
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old Jeſuit, who was not un- greateſt Men in the grea

learn'd, or unskill'd in thoſe teſt Courts of the RomiſRe
Controverſies ; and who him- ligion inviting him by the

ſelf gives ſuch a Teftimony of Proffer of Honourable Pen

him, as makes him ſeem , then, sons, to be one of their chief

a Prodigy of Learning. My eft Ornaments : a great Ho

Lord Chief Juſtice was not ſo nour, tho' he gain'd greater

bappy in the firft Years of his by refufing it .

Youth, tho’ be ſoon retriev'd For the Lord Chief Juſtice,

what he had then loft by his tho he was not ſo known to

future indefatigable Induſtry , other Nations, he was very

Both of theſe great Men were ſerviceable in our own. A

extraordinary Ornaments to Perſon of a ſtrong Judgment,

their Country in their ſeveral great Sincerity, and equal

Profeſlions. The Arch-Biſhop, Courage : An Oracle of the

an univerſal Scholar, having Law , and yet underſtood his

a vaft Comprehenſion of Mind, Religion ſo well, as to equal

well worthy ſuch a Place ; a good Divines, by his uſeful

Jarge Soul, made for the Writings on that Subject. A

World, and entertaining Cor- Contempt of the World, not of

reſpondencies with almoft all ten found in Perſons of his high
the Learned Men in it : Be- Station. An Inflexible Juſtice.

ing extremely concern'd when Not tricking or promiſing, or

he knew any ſuch in narrow delaying, or ſtarving a poor
Circumſtances, ſending 'em Client for want on't. To

Penſions while in his Proſpe. all this, a firm Loyalty, an

rity , and ſetting 'em about uncommon Piety , Prudence,

that particular Study to which Temper and Moderation,

he found their Genius moft (which laſt were once Chrif

inclin'd 'em . There was no- tian Vertues, and we are apt

thing in Antiquity or Hiftory , to believe are ſo ftill, notwith

no Time, no Language but ftanding all the angry Bigotry

ſeem'd as familiar to him as of extreme Opinions ).. Nor

his own ; and how much he have the Enemies of either of

oblig'd the Learned World, theſe great Men any more Rea

how extremelyhe enrich'd our ſon to queſtion their Loyalty

Manuſcript Libraries, ſcarce than any of their other Ver

any can be ignorant who have tues, tho' they liv'd for ſome

but look'd into Books. Then part of their time under an

his Piety, to crown the reſt uſurp'd Power,
which was

was highly remarkable in all their Unhappineſs,
not their

its Inſtances, " in Devotion , Crime ; and tho they were

Charity, Loyalty, Patience , both courted by the then

Zeal, Temper, and Modera- Powers, making uſe of what

tion ; equal to all Fortunes, Intereſt they had with 'em to

and above 'em all , and more do Good, and relieve the di

famous in foreign countries ſtreſs'd Loyaliſts. Hale, 'tis

cyen than his own ; acted under 'em ,

1

the true, as

Chief
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Chief Juſtice, which to be ſure is more, like a Chriſtian.

Ulher could not as Archbilhop ; And this is all we at preſent

thoʻthe Judge would never try think fit to ſay about theſe two

any State.Cauſes, and did jul- very extraordinary Perſons ;

tice on ſome of Oliver's Sol- nor ſhall we preſume to ſhoot

diers, and even in Cauſes our bolt, whether of theſe two

wherein he was perſonally con were the greater.

cern'd , and had pack'd a Jury , Queft. Whether Rhyme be effen

which it ſeems was a Practice tialto Engliſh Verſe .

that did not take its beginning Anſw . No certainly ; for none

since the Reſtoration . And in will ſay Milton's Paradiſe is not

bis acting thus, he was fatiſ . Verſe, tho' he has induſtriouſly,

fy'd and confirm'd by the Re- and in ſome places to a fault,

ſolution and Advice of no leſs avoided Rhyme. Now that the

Men than Dr. Sheldon and Clink in the cloſe is no more

Henchman (afterwards Canterbury effential to Engliſh , than 'tis to

and London) of the Clergy, and Latin Poetry, will further ap .

Şir Orlando Brigdman, and other pear from the notation of both

known Loyaliſts, of the other thoſe words , Verſe and Rhyme.

Gown. And by his acting he Verſe is ſo denominated from its

preſerv'd, in all probability, frequent and ſtated turning in

the Tower-Records from being the reading, whenas in ordina

deſtroy'd ; which was inearneft ry Profe we ſtill read on with

talkid of among thoſe giddy out any ſuch . Hence we fee

Governours, who were afraid the word Verſe is ſometimes ap.

the Wiſdom of their Fathers ply'd to any portion even of

ſhould upbraid 'em for being Proſe , which is meted out into

ſuch Fools and Madmen . ſuch frequentand ſtated turn

As for their domeſtical Con- ings ; as a Verſe in our Bi.

cerns, that can't fairly be bles, and the Pſalms, were the

brought into a Man's Charac- Neck-verſe, we ſuppoſe of ſome

ter, unleſs he makes himſelf Antiquity. But we take Verſe

any ways remarkable by his here in a more reſtrain'd ſente,

own Imprudence or Folly. for an exact Return of the

All that 'tis handſom to ſay ſame Meaſure, or number of

on this occaſion, is, That the Syllables (unleſs in our now
Imprudence of the one, if he common Pindarick; tho'we are

were really guilty of any in his apt to believe, the true an

ſecond choice, was more cul- tient Pindarick was alſo exaAly

pable than the Misfortunes of number'd, and the Antiſtrophe

the other, becauſe in his own anſwer'd the Strophe.) Thus

choice and power :
whereas we call Verſe either Metre, or

the other's Misfortunes to be Numbers, or Rhymes ; which

ſure were not voluntary , ſup- latter ſeems deriv'd from the

poſing all to be true which are re- Greek "Apua, being always

ported of 'em ; and when they ſpelt in oldwritings Rhithm , tho

came, he bore 'em like a so- we now foften it , fignifying

crates, a wiſe Man , and , which no more than Number ; whence

R 4
alſo
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alſo our Arithmetick . And the Etymology of theſe Runa, Wor

old Monks uſing generally no mius derives 'em from Ryn or

other Numbers, but their old Ren, which ſignifies a Run of
gingling Leonine Verſes, ap- Water and a Furrow ; the an

propriated that Title to their tient way ofwriting being like
own rare Poetry , which was that of ploughing, going to the

generally written carminibus end of the Line, and then back

Thithmicis, to diſtinguiſh them , again . Spelman , in his Epiftle

if we mistake not, from He- to Wormius, is of another opi

roick, tho' there ſeems no great nion , deriving it fromthe Sax
need on’t. On the whole there. on Rhyne, a Secret, or Myftery ;

fore we conclude, that Rhyme, to which opinion sheringham in

as it ſignifies Number, is eſſen- clines, and gives theſe Reaſons :

tial to Engliſh Verſe, or any o- That Johannes Magnus affirms,

ther ; but as 'tis taken by the certain Witches in Scandia were
Moderns for the Chime of the call'd in that Country . Tongue

two laſt Syllables, 'tis ſo far Adelrunus; the ſame Author ad

from being effential to it, that ding, that Runa fignify'd in the

' tis a mighty clog to our Poe-' Gothick Speech any Art, and

try : tho it can't be deny'd, ſometimes particularly that of

that it has alſo ſome Conve- Magick ; and that to his time fe
niencies and Beauties. veral Stones were found in Goth

Queſt. Pray what's the mean- land, with thoſe old Characters

ingof the antient Runick Letters inſcrib’d, which were call'd Ru

or Characters,which you haveſome najten . But we ſee no reaſon

times mention'd, and we have from hence , why Wormius's Ery

alſo met with in other Writers ? mology may'nt ſtill hold , from

Anſw . Our Printers had none Run or Ren, and theSaxon Ryne

of the Letters, or elſe we would be but a ſecondary Signification.

have preſented the Reader with for theſe Runick Letters had

the old and new Runick Alpha- been , it ſeems, ſo far abus'd to

bet ; inſtead of which he muft Charms and Incantations, that

be content with their Hiſtory, ſome time after the Converſion

and for the Characters may of the Goths to Chriſtianity,

conſult Walton's Polyglot,Samms's they were left off in all the

Britannid , or sheringham de An- Gothick Kingdoms ; in Spain, it

glorum Orig. They were the old ſeems, as well as the Northern

Letters of the Goths in Denmark, Countries. Nay, they were ſo

which their Edda of Iceland ſays zealous, that a Council ( that

were brought out of Aſia by of Toledo) expreſly forbad and

Woden ; whence that way of aboliſhid them ; a new Alpha

writing is callid Aramal, in their bet being invented by their

Books : invented firſt, they firſt Biſhop Ulphilas, who tranſ

ſay, by the Gods, reveal’d and Jated the Bible for 'em , part of

publiſh'd by Fimbul, and in which (namely , the four Evans

ſcribd (chiefly on Rocks and geliſts ) Junius has given us.

Stones ) by their great Woder . And no wonder if Ulphilas usd

| Learned Men differ about the Ryne, and the words a-kin to't,

;

in
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in an ill ſenſe in his Verſion , neftaves, not unlike the Rhapſo

( Stleman's great Argument for dies of the Antients , if deriv'd

his Etymology ) becauſe he from a Staff, as ſeems not un

found 'em generally ſo under- likely . Theſe scaldri were in

ſtood in that Country, when he great reputation among them ,

came to convert 'em . But ſtill being their Divines , Chronolo

the firſt Notation may be true, gers, Hiſtorians, Philoſophers,

and the poor Letters in them- and Muſicians as well as Poets,

ſelves innocent, as well as the as was ihe cuſtom among all

Carmina of the Latins . How- the Northern Nations ; and by

ever 'tis certain , they preten- their Poetry, Inſtruments, and

ded to do as ſtrange things Voices together, might really

with theſe Runick Characters move Paſſions, and effect ſtrange

then, as the Laplanders do now, things on their Auditory, with

or the Grecians and Romans for- out being Conjurers, as in the

merly, to charm Serpents, calm Story ofK. Ericus, and others.

the Sea , obtain Love, conquer Andſo much of the Runick Poe

Enemies, o . of which ſeemore try and Letters .

in Saxo Grammaticus, and their Queft. In the Road, or near

other Authors : They having Newcaſtle, one Captain Edwards

many Poems of this ſort little lay at anchor, who had on board

behind Virgil's Ducite ab urbe, or with him a young Man that never

the Greek Pharmaceutica, whence was at Sea before . The Captain

he copy'd it, tho' perhaps more coming out ofhis Cablin ,diſcover'd
antient than both ; one of near 200 Sail of ships all under

which , were it not for the Sail; whereupon hecall'd theyoung

length of it, we'd here give the Man up to ſee them : who coming

Reader in Engliſh Verſe ; where out, ſits him down with his Hand

in , if it ſuffers not in the againſt his Head, and falls aſleep,

Tranſlation , he'd find perhaps till the rolling of the Sea and work .

as much Spirit, and as true ing of the ship toſs'd him over

Strokes of Poetry, as in any of board in that poſture ſtill faſtaſleep,

the Antients : which were al- where he lay buoying upon the sea

ways ſung by their Scaldri, like for ten minutes or more, before he

the Britiſh Bards , and Orpheus was taken up; and till theybegan

( who is thought by ſome learned to pull his wet Cloaths off, didnot

Men to have been a Getes) Homer, wake , nor was at allſenſible where

and other Fathers of the Greek he had been. This Story I heard

Poetry ; and that to Inſtruments, folemnly affirm'd by the Captain at

generally the Harp, in uſe a- an Alderman's Table, in the ſame

mong the Hebrew , Greek, Welſh, Townwhere the young Man's Fa

and ,we believe, Scythian Poers ther liv’d. I deſire your thoughts

too, as well as the reſt . And what reaſon there can begiven why

' twas by theſe they pretended he did not link ; for aſſuredly he

as high as any to the Furor Poe- had not learnt to ſwim , being soon

sicus , which they ſtile Scald in after drown'd near the ſhoar ?

their own Language. They Anſw . A rare Fellow for a

call'd chele Poems of theirs Refreſh Water Soldier ! and had
he

>
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he but got perfect at this Art, if they had, ten to one he had

might have ſav'd the Expence gone to the bottom , like a

of a Packet-Boat, and footed Plummet, and brought news

it over to the Hague or Grogne. what ground: and very likely

But it ſeems he was but a Bun- the reaſon he was drown'd in

gler at it ; for, like the Philo his ſecond Expedition, was be
lophers-ſtone Men, he could cauſe they did not obſerve the

not the ſecond time hit his firſt fame caution. To be ſerious,

Experiment, tho'belike he was tho' theStory looks ftrange, we

awake the ſecond timehe fell don't think it impoflible , hav

over-board : and his Gift laying our ſelyes known a Sailor

only in ſwimming in his fleep, who fell over-board alleep in a

which ſeems much the mure dark Night, and was carry'd

marvellous, becauſe moſt agree at leaſt a quarter of a mile to

that even thoſe who are usd to Leeward to fome Coal-Ships,

walk in their ſleep, the leaft who took him up, tho' he came

wet immediately wakes 'em ; to himſelf again before he got
for which reaſon they ſet Tubs thither. We can aſſure the

of Water by their Bed -lide : Reader this is Truth , and could

tho' we confeſs there's diffe- name the Ship, Time, and

rence between walking and Place, if any need on't ; tho'

ſwimming. We have read this Spark could ſwim , whereas

ſomewhere, either in Wanley, the other it ſeems could not.

or ſome ſuch correa judicious We could tell him alſo of ano

Author, of a certain Spark ther Perſon in the Iriſh Wars,

(we can't juſt now tell ye his about the time that Cork was ta

Chriſtian Name) who had the ken , who when the Ship where

gift of ſwimming at this rate in he was happen'd to be blown

in his Neep , oftentimes waſhing up, where he lay at that time

himſelf in the hot Nights ; till delirious of a Calenture, was

one of his Companions once thrown out into the Sea, and

ona time dogging him to the fell plump-down in bis Cradle ;

River, happen'd unluckily to till looking about him , and

call out to him as he was ſwim- finding his Vefſel was ſcarce

ming, which fo frightned him (as light, launch'd off, and ſwam

'twould any body elſe) when to ſhoar , never more hearing

he wak'd and found himſelf in of his Diſeaſe . ( Probat, an in

the midſt of a Hole as deep as fallible way to cure a Fever.)

a Steeple, that he ſunk to the Nor much unlike was, we ſup

bottom immediately , and was poſe, the Inſtance before us ;

never after ſeen or heard of the young Man fell equally and

Twas therefore very well that exactly the firit time, and not

the ship's Company did not ſtruggling, his Cloaths might

hale theyoung Man, whilehe ſupport him till he was reco

was buoying up like a barrelld verd ; the contrary to which

Witch, or a Fleet of Laplanders. perhaps might happen , when

in Egg-ſhells, with ſome Devil he repeated the Experiment.

ef D Bart their Convoy ; far

Queſt.
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Queſt. Whether ' tis contrary to longa volumina caude ; a word of

the LawsofGodorMan, to defend the fame original being us'd in

Life when aſſaulted, and the dan- the Arabick Writers for the ve

ger no other way to be avoided ; ry Folds of a Serpent : with

and whether a Man is not Felo de which, as Solinus tells us, the

ſe whoneglects it ? Dragon or greater Serpent (the

Anſw . Wethink there's but word by which the Seventy

very little difficulty in this here render Leviathan ) often

Queftion, ſuppoſing my Life be winds abouteven the Elephant's

unlawfully aſſaulted by a pri- Legs and Thighs, and ſo ham

vate Man, or the like, not pers him , that he falls to the

commiſſion d by lawful Autho- earth. And Knox, in his inge

rity for the executing Juſtice: nious Hiſtory of Ceylon, gives

for if I defend my ſelf in ſuch an account much of the fame

a caſe, and happen in my de- nature, that they'll faften on a

fence to kill any of the Affai- Stag, or other great Beaſt, in

lants, I'm guilty neither of Re- that manner, and hold 'em im

bellion nor Murder. And in moveable. And the prophetical

private Quarrels, 1 ought not Writer ſeems to allude to ſome

to hazard another's Life, but ſuch Property in thoſe Ani

when there's no other way to mals, when he ſpeaks of the
defend my own, Dragon's drawing ſome of the

Queft. What ſort of Creature Stars to the ground with his
was the Leviathan ? Tail ; that is, with his long

Anſw . We have donewith his voluminous Folds (with which

Brother Rehemoth already, and the Pytho is alſo deſcrib'd ) ſup

diſpatch'd all the Rabbi's won- pos'd to reach from Earth to

derful Tales about 'em both . Heaven . Leviathan therefore ,

We ſhall now proceed in our whoever he be, muſt have at

Inquiries concerning this other leaſt ſomething of the Shape

Monfter, who is about as hard of a Serpent ; but a Whale is

to be found out, as the Scrip- as much like a Horſe as a Dra

ture ſays he is to be tam'd ; gon , and can as ſoon fly over

and we ſhall regulate our In- the Mountains tops, as turn his

quiries concerning him, as we unwieldy mountainous Body in
did in the former, by the me- to ſuch Folds, as ſeem included

thods of the ſacred Writer. in the very name of the Levia .

Job 41. 1. Canſt thou draw out than, who is expreſly call'd by
Leviathan with a Hook, or his Iſaiah that crooked Serpent. On

Tongue with a Cord which thou let. cxonid , as the Seventy. Which

teftdown ? Firſt, for the word : Bochart thinks, in that place

The Learned Bochart derives and ſeveral others, ſignifies the

this Leviathan , or (as Buxtorf Whale ; inſtancing in Pf. 74.14.
tells us , the Jews write and and 104. 26. Tho' we muſt be

pronounce it Leviathan ) from forc'd to difſent from him there,

an Arabick Root that fignifies becauſe he does from himſelt,

winding in folds, contorting, or and thereby deſtroys his own

swifting, as a Serpent does his Hypotheſis, at leait renders it

extremely
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extremely weak and uncer- 'em : which had the Seventy

tain : forif in ſo many places been aware of, they needed not

he grants Leviathan is taken for have been ſo afraid of that

the Whale, why not as well vulgar miſtake, as to change

here too ? tho we ſhall anon his Tongue into his Noſe in

prove, there's no more neceſ- their Tranſlation, pogBuhay wigs

lity to take it in that ſenſe. Prace kurs, as they there have

there than here. And our opi- it .

nion is, that Leviathan is always Ver. 2. Canſt thou put a Hook

taken for the Crocodile, no in his Nose, or bore bis 7aw thro '

where for the Whale in Holy with a Thorn ?] The meaning

Scriptures; tho' Thannin ſeems, is, that fo valt an Animal can't

we confeſs, in ſome places to be eaſily taken as other Filhes.

include both, but moſt properly Bochart here obſerves, that by

to fignify Whales, and other the Hebrew word 97, which

great Fiſhes and Sea -Monſters. we render a Thorn , is intended a

Ver. 1. Wilt thou draw out his Hook (harp as a Thorn . Nor

Tongue with a Cord? ] But here's is our Engliſhword Hoo * very far

a difficulty : Moft Authors ſay from the Hebrew , the q being
the Crocodile has no Tongue, turn'd either by o , ou,

and then how can he be the and their almoſt as common

Leviathan ? So not only Hero- ly render'd by a ſimple h as a

dotus and Pliny, but even plu, ch : which is plain, not to in

tarch, Diodorus, Ammianus, and ſtance in infinite other words ;

Ariſtotle himſelf. But if there in Havah for Chavab, Hammon

were a thouſand more of 'em, for Chammon, &c . Tho'we are

Men would take the liberty to apt to believe ſomething more

believe their own eyes before is here intended than a Hook

'em, which ſhow us it has as ſharp as a Thorn ; namely , a

much a Tongue as any Man or Thorn it felf, with which tis

Woman, only 'tis not ſo long, ſtill uſual for Fiſhermen to

nor does it make ſo much uſe ſtring their Filh , or bore their

of it as ſome other Animals : Jaws, as we render it ; and

and in this Senſe are theſe very which might perhaps be for

Authors, already quoted , to be merly made uſe of even to

underſtood ; and ſo indeed they catch little Fiſhes.
explain themſelves in other Ver. 5. Wilt thou play with

places, Ariftotle inſtancing par- him , or wilt thou bind him for thy

ticularly in Crocodiles among Maidens ? ] The Crocodile is

thoſe viperous Creatures which not tameable without extreme

really have Tongues, yet ſeem difficulty, and often devours

to have none, becauſe as it Children who come too near

were ty'd down or faften'd to the Nile .

their under Jaw, as in Fiſhes. Ver . 6. Shall they part him a

And the ſame is aſſerted by a the Merchants? ] The Vul

hundred modern Writers ; Caro garhas it inter Canaanitas, the Sea

dan, Scaliger, our Purchas, and venty Ocivízwy Tynn, the Syriac

others who have fince diffected & D , which Bochart thinks

mong

1
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as

a miſtake for XR1710 , the Sy- us , with one ſtroke of his Tail

rians. But whether Canaanites, will break the Ribs of a good

Syrians , or Phanccians, ' tis all the Lighter ; and if his Head ſhould

ſame; for they were all Mer- peep over the waſte of a little

chants, a proper name for an Ship , 'twould be likely the Sea

Appellative, as ſometimes the men would not care for his
Iſhmaelites or Midianites ; tho' company . Nay, this might

none of 'em all, we ſuppoſe, hold, in a leſs degree, of the
dealt much in Crocodiles. Crocodile in the Nile ; who.

Ver. 7. Canſt thou fill his skin may, 'tis probable, overturn

with barbed Irons, or his Head the Boats as well as the Hippo

with Fiſb -Spears ?] The Whales potamus before mention'd , and

we may , and do every year, Ammianus exprefly affirms

ſerve in this manner whole much of him .

Ship-loads of 'em in Greenland ; Ver . 9. Shall not one be caſt

nay , we are told of a Whalein down at the ſight of him ? & c.]

Bermudas that run away with The aſpect of the Crocodile is

half the weapons of the Coun- ſo terrible, that Perſons have

try ſticking in his back ; no- been frighted out of their wits

thing being more eaſily pierc'd with beholding him ; . particu

than the ſoft Subltance of the larly a certain Grammarian is

Whales : whereas the Scales ſaid to have been ſo ſorely

are impenetrable, unleſs to ſcar’d , that he forgot his very

Canon, with which an Engliſh- Letters . And indeed ſome of

Man (we think ’twas ) who was 'em are deſcrib'd very large

a Slave in thoſe parts, once and terrible, forty, fixty, nay

killid one of thoſe terrible a hundred foot long, in the

Creatures, and thereby ob- Weft- Indies.

tain'd his Freedom . But here Ver. 14.Who can open the doors

Bochart takes notice of a ſtrange of his Face ? His Teeth are terri

Verſion of the Seventy, to this ble round abour.] The Croco

purpoſe ; • All the Ships, it dile's mouth is deſcrib'd almoſt

they ſhould join together, as dreadful as that of Hell ;

· could not bear one Scale of magno e horrendo hiatu , ſays the

• his Tail, nor all the Filhers foremention’d Author. And

• Ships his Head : ' which how others ſay , that when he gapes

they could get out of the He- for his Prey, all his long Head

brew , at leaſt thoſe Copies we turns to mouth, and you can

now have, if that learned Man ſee hardly any thing elſe. Some

himſelf could not imagine, no deſcribe 'em leven foot large ;

body elſe muſt go about to do and therefore Martial did not

it . Tho ' for their meaning in begrudge the old woman mouth,

thoſe words, it may more eaſi- when he told her that hers was

ly be diſcover'd than defended ; as large as an Egyptian Croco

for if the Seniors thought the dile's . For his Teeth , he has

Leviathan here the Whale , no- a fine Set of 'em , at leaſt three

thing could be more natural : ſcore ; ſome reckon him twa

who, as the Whale - filhers tell or three hundred, and thoſe for

yariety

3
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variety of all ſorts and ſizes, burwing Lamps, &c.] This is

fome long and flicking out, 0- foftend by the Seventy and the

thers like Saws, and ſet toge Vulgar, with an wis, a ficut :

ther like the Teeth of a Comb ; the meaning being no more

whence no wonder he's glad of than this ; That this Animal,

the Ichneumon for his Tooth- when it has been long under

picker. the water, and comes up a

Ver. 15. His Scales are his gain , breathes very ftrongly

guide, & c.] .or, as in the mar- and vehemently ; and the Air,

gin, ſtrong pieces of shields, or which has been long contain'd
Coat of Mail. This is clear of within , breaks out ſo fiercely

the Crocodile, as before, who and violently from his Mouth

is deſcrib’d by all Authors ſcaly and Noftrils, that it may be

and impenetrable. But what's compar'd to Flakes of Fire.

this to the Whale ? Thoſe who Ver. 22. In his Neck remaineth

think him the Leviathan , have Strength .] The Whale has no

here a very pleaſant anſwer ; Neck at all, and therefore turns

• He's as ſafe as if he had altogether : the Crocodile has

• Scales, therefore he may be a Neck, tho' a ſhort one, and

« ſaid to have 'em .' Which , if therefore ſtronger ; by the help

'twere true, they might de- of which, as Ariſtotle relates it,

ſcribe him with Horns and he moves and turns his Head as

Wings too , becauſe as ſafe as he ſees occafion.

if he had 'em : tho' ; by their Ver. 25. When he raiſeth up

leaves, not ſo ſafe ; fór had him felf, the Mighty are afraid;

he ſuch Scales on his Back, by reaſon of breakings, they purify

'twould be almoſt utterly im- themſelves.) When he emerges

poſſible to kill him , it being from the Water, they purify

there, as before, they ſtrike themſelves: Some explain Pu

him with their Harpoons and rification by the quite contra
other Weapons. ry, and think the meaning is,

Ver. 18. His Eyes are like Eyè- they are in ſuch fear that they

lids of the Morning .) A lively do alvum folvere; or, as Druſius,

and beautiful Compariſon ! The nauſeant, vomunt : we ſuppoſe

Crocodile being very quick- as much one as t'other. The

fighted, and his Eyes, among more natural Senſe of the words

the Egyptians, as Horace tells us, ſeems to be, that they look'd

the Hieroglyphick for the Mor- on the ſight of a Crocodile as

ning ; being the firſt part of an unlucky or obſcene Omen,

him that appears out of the and therefore us'd ſome xogéfé
Water, as the Sun out of the plato , or Purifications after

Seas when it's riſing. Where- wards to avert the Omen . And

as the Whale is ſaid to be very had Bochart thoughton this, he

dim - fighted , and to loſe its might have brought good Au

way, and run againſt Rocks or thors enough to prove it ; as

Shoars, when it loſes the Muf he does before, from Heliodorus,

culus, its Pilor .
that the very fight of a Croco

Ver. 19. Out of his mouth go dile was thought an ill ſign, thos

they
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they did eſcape him : tho' all matter ofRight to a Coal pit, who

this the Seventy makes nothing gave him his opinion that he had

but the wild beaſts being a- a very good cauſe, and wiſh'd him

fraid of him . totry his Righi. After which the

Ver. 26. The Sword of him that client conſider'd of it until that

layeth at him cannot hold, &c] Lawyercame to beadvanc'd to the

All this, with what follows, re- Judicial Office, by reaſon whereof

lates to the Impenetrability of hehad then ſomeprofits out of the

his Scales already mention’d, ſaid Coal.pić. It ſo happen'd that

and can agree to none more theſaid Cauſecame to be try'd be

properly than the Crocodile ; fore him , and then be wasofano

whoſe Skin not only defies ther opinion , andgavetheJurydi

Swordand Spear, but is Piſtol rection to bring intheir Verdict a .

and Musket-proof: which , as gainſt bis Client. Quære, Whe

before, can by no means be ther it may’nt, without breach of

faid of the Whale. Charity, be prefum'dthat his own

Ver. 31. He makes the Deep to Intereſt in the Coal- pit was the

boil likea pot, thesea like apot cauſeof the change ofhis former

of Oiniment.] By ftirring vio- Opinion; which if his client had

lently the water and mud, like not rely'don, he'd ne'er have try'd

a pot of Ointment ; perhaps the Cauſe, but might havefav'd a

becauſe of the smell of the great deal of expence ?

Crocodile, as ſweet as Musk : Anſw . The caſe was alter'd ;

and Nilus is often call’d the Sea, and if no other reaſon but

both in Scripture and other intereſt perſuaded the Law

Writers ; which clears the yer to change his mind, 'tis as

Texts in the beginning, by Bo- eafy a matter to judge of his
chart aſcrib'd to the Whale. Sincerity and Honeſty, as of

33 . On earth there is not your Wiſdom , to try a Cauſe

bislike, ] or rather on the duft, before one whom you had ſo

as Bochart : But what's this tó much reaſon to ſuſpect would

the Whale ? tho' very proper to now be engag'd againft you .

this vaſt amphibious Creature, Queſt. What do you think of the

to whom no other Reptile can famous Sicelides Muſe of Virgil ?

be compar'd. Whether that new World,and thoſe

Ver. 34. He beholdeth all high ſtrange things he there mentions,

things.] Tho' he's ſo ſhort-leg'd were apply'd bry him to Pollo's
and low , he dares ſet upon the Son and his Conſulſhip, or he may

talleſt Animals, Horſes , Camels, not be thought to have had some

Tygers, Elephants . And thus higher meaning ?

much of this valt Creature Anſw . The whole is inter

the Leviathan, and of the no- preted by Servius and others as

bleft deſcription ( except that a Compliment to Pollio and his

of the Horſe by the fame Au- Son, or at leaſt to Auguftus.

thor) in this or any other Hi- . Pollio, it ſeems, in his War a
tory . gainſt the Illyrians or Dalmatians,

Queſt. A.certain Lawyer was had newly taken Salona, one of

attended by his client for Advice in their Cities ; in which he liad a
Son

Ver.
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Son born , whom from thence a collecting the compleat vo

he call'd Saloninus. To this son lumes of 'em , for ſome had

Virgil ſeems to refer moſt of been there ever ſince Tarquin ;

whåt he had read in the sybils , which Collection doubtleſs was

concerning a ſtrange Child, a- perus’d, as well as perfected ,

bout that time to be born , who by Learned Men ; and who

was to renew the World ; tho' more proper to be employ'd in

he ſeems alſo to have a farther ſuch a work than Virgil ? Be

reach in it , and to complement ſides, he mentions theCumaan

Auguſtus in his Magni Menſes. Verſe, which almoſt all under

And after all , it's evident he ſtand of the Sybil, and her Diſ

was widely miſtaken in his ap- tinction of Ages. However,

plication of the Prophecy ; to Pollio's Boy it's ſure enough

moſt of which is foretold in the what he here produces could

Scripture of our Saviour, and not belong, tho' we are apt to

can agree to none but him , and believe he might himſelf intend

relates to what had been left ſome ſuch thing as a Complement

by the Cumsan or Erythraan Sy- to him . For how ſhould he go

bil, both the ſame: and there. vern the World, and ſuſtain Na

fore when Lactantius ſays, in ture, who dy'd the ninth Day

the place already quoted , Thefe after his Birth , as is agreed,

things maybe ſeen in Erythræa, by Servius, with other Com

he means theſame with the Sy- mentators ? Then for Auguſtus

bil of Cuma. There are hardly himſelf, it could be no more

any Commentators, we think, proper to him than the other ;

but are of opinion, that Virgil for what ſhall wemake of par

had read the Sybils Verſes, and ve Puer, by which title he twice

thence tranſlated what he here calis him ? But Auguſtus ſure

makes uſe of ; only Vandale was at leaſt a great Boy by this

will by no means allow it, be- time, when he had been now

cauſe of a Decree of the Se- fo many years raffling for the

nate , that none ſhould conſult Empire of the World ? But

them beſides the Quindecemvirs. whate'er he might intend , 'tis

But he forgot that this Decree eaſy to ſhow that the moſt part

had been long antiquated, even of what he here might attri

in Tully's time; and that now bute to thoſe to whom it did

all things were in confufion, not belong, was proper to the

the Civil Wars being not yet times of our Saviour, and fore

ended, and that the Emperor told of him . As,
Dictator diſpens'd with 1. The Renovation of the

Laws, even tho' in full force, World , which takes up a great

and even in this inſtance ; 74 part of the Poem , and which

lius Ceſar having commanded was propheſy'd of in the Sa.

the Officers, without the Se- cred Books, as reſerv'd to the

nate's leave, to conſult thoſe times of the Melliah, who was

Books: and why might not A ?h- to make all things new, to reform

guſtus do as much for Virgil? the World , deſtroy. Polytheiſm

Tho' indeed they were but then and Atheiſm , and introduce

the

or
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we can

the Worſhip of the one true 6. Ille Deumvitam accipiet ,& c.)

God ; and at laſt perhaps re . Pollio's Son was never deify'd.

new the whole Creation too, And for the ſeeing Gods and

as well as the Sons of God Heroes, which he mentions in

2. It ſeems by his fan redit the next Verſe, ' twas fulfillid at

e Virgo, that in the Cumaan our Saviour's Transfiguration,

Verſes there was ſome won- and ſeveral other places.

drous Virgin propheſy'd of, in 7. Pacatumque reger patriis

this happier Revolution of virtutibus orbem .) we may alſo

things ; which he indeed might venture to tranſlate thus, HỆ

underſtand of Aſtraa, but the mall for upon the Throne of his Fa

Sybils of the Mother of this ther ( David) and reign over the
Child then expected, accor- Houſe of Iſrael; and of the 10

ding to that of the Prophet, creaſe of hisKingdom and of Peace,

Behold a Virginſhall conceive, and there in all be no end. But what's

bring forth a Son.
this to Pollio's Son ?

3. Jam nova Progenies cælo di- 8 At tibiprimapuer, nullo mu

mittitur alto.] which we muſt nufcula culin, &c.] Thoſe mu

injure by thus tranflating : Now. nuſcula, or humble Gifts, may

a new offspring from high Heaven relate to the Shepherds waiting

is ſent. Andas honeſt Ludovi- on our Saviour at bis Birth ,

cus Vives on the place ; ' No who ſcarce ſuppoſe

• Chriſtian could have more came empty -handed ; and if

• exprefly deſcrib'd the Deſcent they brought any Gifts, they

• of the Son of God : ' and he muſt be ſuch as theſe , Garlands,

reckons thoſe as a parcel of Milk , er . the Voluntaries of

impious People, who don't al- the Earth and Nature.

low many of theſe Expreſſions, 9. Nec magnos metuent ormenta

even in their moſt ſimple ſenſe, Leones.] exactly Iſaiah : The Lion

without any thing of ſtraining mall eat ſtraw like the Ox, allmail

or allegory, to agree to none be Peace.

but Chrift , 10. Occidet.Cox Serpens, &c.]

4. Te duce, føqua maneat , & c.] As before ; The fucking Chilă

This Te duce ſhould ſeem by Viro all play on the hole of the Aſp ;

gil to be intended of Pollio, not and the old Serpent was to be caft

his Son, becauſe of the Te Cone down : And for our Saviour's

Sule juſt before . However, thus Followers, he had exprefly pro

much we learn by it , that the mis'd 'em that ,

Sybil had been propheſying that

a Child ſhould come, who was Blue Poiſons harmneſs thro' their

to take away she sins ofthe World , Veins ſhould flow ,

and ſo we are ſure did the old Vipers and Afps, innoxious

Prophets of our Saviour. Worms, &c.

5. Solvent formidine .] Our Sa

viour's Doctrine was Peace, 11. Affyrium vulgo naſcetur amo:

which muſt be the effect of In- mum .] What if in this lhould

nocence, as Guilt the caule of be wrapt up the ſpreading of

Fear. the

>
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the Truth from the Jews all the Earth, exc. and ending all in
world over ? ſuch a Rapture as- ſeems to be

12. At ſimul Heroum laudes.] more than Poetical ?

Herein , and in what follows, Thus much, we thought,

ſeems to be ſignify'd , that the might not be unacceptable to

World would be better by the the ingenious and Chriſtian

progreſs of the Goſpel ; and Reader ; and if any ſuch dif

yet ſtill there would be, fer from us , either as to this ,

13. Priſca veftigia fraudis ]he or the former Question about

Footſteps ofantient Fraud, not the sybils, we deſire they'd

Violence ; therefore this re fairly anſwer what we have ad

lates not to the Wars between vanc'd , which ſeems at lealt

the Triumvirs. However, Vir• probable: and if we thought
gil's Copy was plainer , tho' it falſe, we'd ne'er do ſuch a

he might miſtake ; and the diſſervice to Religion , as to

Sybil referr’d to the Cheat of produce it in defence of it.
the old Serpent, as the effects Queft. What's the reaſon that

of which there would fill be in the healing the twelve Tribes,

Covetouſneſs and Cheating in 7th Apoc . Dan is left out ?
the world , Anſw . A Question that, it

14. Ubi jam firmata virum te feems, ſo much puzzled the

fecerit atas :) Till the Man- Rhemiſl , as well as many other

Child be grown, his Kingdom . Commentators, that (as we do
come, and the Stone cut out now and then) when they found

of the Mountain fill the whole it too hard to crack , they threw

Earth ; all that follows being it by, and ſaid nothing to it.

a poetical Amplification of the But ſo did not Grotius, Mede,
Happineſs of the Golden Age, and Hammond, whoamongſt 'em
down to give a clear and rational Solu

15. Aggredere o magnos ( ade- tion of the Difficulty. Thoſe

rit jam tempus) honores ! Chara who are here number'd, are

Deum foboles ! magnum Jovis in- thought by Mr. Mede to be the

crementum !] He ſays the time Repreſentatives of that surra

was juſt approaching : aderit gatus Ifrael (in which ſenſe ſome

jam tempus : which ſeems the underſtand that of the Twelve

fame with what the Woman Tribes ſcatter'd abroad) name

told our Saviour, I know that ly , of thoſe Gentiles who were

the Meſſiah cometh , exeTalk, is to be grafted into God's Church
juſt expected. Then for the in the room of the unbelieving

next Verſes: How could a Jews : and being to repreſent

poor Conſul's Son , then kept a true Church , it ſeem'd not

under by the Triumvirs, be with ſo proper to inſert among 'em

any manner of ſenſe ſtiid , the the Apoſtate Tribe of Dan,

dear Offspring of the Gods, and who from the days of Micah to

the great Increaſe of Jupiter; as the Captivity worshipp'd Idois,

well as what follows, of his which was advancd by Jero

fupporting the tottering World , boam into a ſort of Patriarchal

bearing up the Pillars of the See among the Idolaters , where

he
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he placd his bearing Prieſts and Grorius, this difference was

and Gods, as others of 'em at not taken away, and they were

Bethel. And a juſt Curſe fol- all in Chrift .

low'd this Tribe for their De- Quelt. An Neglectus, & c

fection, being reduc'd to the Whether the Neglect of the Canons

loweſt ebb for their Sins by the and Conſtitutions of our Fathers,

perpetual Incurſions of their be not the Cauſe of the Sinsand

Enemy; in whoſe exact road Vices of the Age; particularly of

they lay open to the Syrians, Canon 13, 35 , 59 ?
C. as being on the utmoſt Anſw . There's no doubt,

Northern Verge of Canaan, a- if thoſe wholeſom Laws were

bout Paneas and the Fountains once juſtly and impartially ex

of Jordan . And hence it ſeems ecuted , and the ſpiritual Sword

they were in proceſs of time ſo were drawn on all ſuch juſt oc

much diminiſh’d, that the whole caſions, and no other, but we

Tribe is omitted in the Recital ſhould ſoon ſee a new face of

of the Fewiſh Genealogies in things in our once virtaous and

the Chronicles ; which Grotius religious Inand . For the Re

thinks was alſo foretold in Amos laxation of Diſcipline muſt

8. 14. They that ſwear by the Sin needs cauſe a prodigious In

of Samaria, and ſay, Thy God, o creaſe to all Debauchery and

Dan, liveth, & c. even they ſhall Miſchief; and to have good

fall, andnever riſe up again. Ac . Ecclefiaftical Laws at the end

cordingly the fame Author tells of our Prayer-Books, will do

us, from the Tradition of the no more good than other Laws

Jews, that this Tribe was re- in our Statute-Books, if they

duc'd to one Family, that of ben't put in execution . And

Huſlim ; and from Johannes An- no wonder ſome People are ſo

tiochenus, that thoſe few of 'em very angry with thoſe Courts,

who remain'd , at laſt left their whoſe buſineſs ’ tis to do it ; nor

own Inheritance, and took ſhel- any thing ſtrange if they too

ter among the Phenicians. And ſhould be corrupted in the ge

we may obſerve, that even E- neral Depravity of the Na

phraim is not here perſonally tion ; nor that ſome Gentle

mention'd, but the Tribe of men who care for no Yoke, but

Foſeph inſtead of him ; becauſe are for a Virtuoſo ſort of Reli- .

the Ephraimites were alſo infa- gion , ſerve God or let it alone,

mous for their Defection and thould be willing and earneſt to

Idolatry. And inſtead of Dan, ger this Rod burnt, which one

Levi is added, for the round time or other may happen to

neſs of the number Twelve, make 'em ſmart for their Lewd

perhaps too for the myſteriouſ- neſs: for what have they to do

neſs of it ; tho' he is generally to plead tender Conſciences,

omitted in the old Genealogies, who ſhow by their Actions they

becauſe he had no Portion or have no Conſcience at all ; or

Lot ( comparatively nor toge- at leaſt, if they e'er had any,

ther ) as the reſt of the Tribes : have harden'd it into the famo

whereas, according to Hammond metal with their Laws ? Nor

would

3
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would there be any need to call receiving the Communion of

in the ſecular Sword, were but • the Body and Blood of Chrift :

the ſpiritual well manag’d ; . in viſiting of the Poor and

nor would Chriſt be wanting · Sick , and uſing all ſober and
to his Church : but we are apt godly Converſation .' Here's

to believe, both from Expe. one Canon, which alone, if

rience and Reaſon , that a juſt practis'd , would do the buſineſs,

Excommunication would have and reduce us to primitive Pie.

viſible effects on thoſe who ty and Vertue. It obliges, we

now ſo much deſpiſe it, as we ſee [all manner of Perſons

are ſure it had in the Primitive within the Church of England :]

Church, even after the times thoſe therefore who yield it no

of the Apoſtles, and Ananias obedience, muſt not pretend to

and Sapphira, who were pu- be of that Church , which finds

niſh'd even with Death it ſelf other employment for her Mem

for Sacrilege under the Goſpel. bers on Sundays, than walking

As for thoſe Canons the Que- in the Fields in time ofDivine

rift mentions, there's no doubt Service, or making the Taverns

but they'd have a great influ- the Church ; which thouſands

ence on Manners , if duly exe- do ſo often , till we may almoſt

cuted ; as we think there's no believe they have forgot there's

Chriſtian Nation in the world, any other.

beſides the Engliſh, who make And as this Canon relates to

ſuch Laws only to break 'em . all Chriſtians, ſo does the 35th

Particularly Canon 13. Of due to Miniſters, and the Examina

Celebration of Sundaysand Holy- tion of ſuch as are to enter into

days ; wherein 'tis requir'd, that Sacred Office ; which, as

That all manner of Perſons Dr. Donne ſays, if a King thinks

• within the Church of England himſelf too good for, he's not

• ſhall henceforth celebrate and good enough . And that thoſe

• keep the Lord's Day, com- who are in it, may not difgrace

• monly callid Sunday, and o- their Character, this Canon is

ther Holydays, according to very Itrict as to their Examina

• God's holy Will and Pleaſure, tion ; which, what it has been

• and the Orders of the Church formerly we know not, being

• of England preſcrib'd in that our felves but juſt come into

behalf ; that is , in hearing the world , but are ſure 'tis now

o the Word of God read and as ſtrict and ſolemn as poſſible ;

taught, in private and pub- and have known ſeveral Per

• lick Prayers, in acknowledge- fons, ſome of no ordinary

• ment of their Offences to Birth , others of no contempti

• God, and amendment of the ble Learning, who have been

• fame, in reconciling them- put by, when approaching the

• ſelves charitably to their Altar, for want of other requi

• Neighbours , where difplea- fite Qualifications. And the

• ſure has been ; in oftentimes People ought to know that they
( therefore more than once or have till ſo much of a nega

iwice, or even thrice a year) tive Voice in the Ordination
of

S
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of Miniſters, that if they can • tices, which have not Icarnt

object any thing against the • the Catechiſm , to come to

Manners of a Clerk , and make • the Church at the time ap

it good, he ſhall be deny'd his pointed, obediently to hear,

Orders : and his Majeſty has • and be order'd by the Mini

ſincehis coming to the Crown, * fter, until they have learnt

in his Letter to the Bilhops, the fame: ' which if the Mi

particularly requird 'em to niſter neglect, he's to be firſt

take more than ordinary care admonith'd , then ſuſpended;

of this Canon, as well as of the at laſt, if he perſiſt, excom

Preferment of thoſe Clerks municated : and Maſters and

who are under their Inſpection, Miſtreſſes, etc. to be dealt

according to their Piety and with in the ſame manner. Nor

Learning ; which he affures let us fancy this an antiquated

'em ſhall be his own meaſure in Canon , like that of Prieſts

Such Preferments as are in the Coats or Night caps ; for the

Crown. And let Envy it ſelf be Obligation muſt be perpetual

judge whether that Promiſe han't as well as the Reaſon . "Tis

been moſt ſacredly perform'd ! true, it lies hard upon the Mi

The third Canon is the 59th . niſter where there is but one,

Miniſters to catechize every
as in moſt Country Cures ; and

Sunday, (not once or twice in he's oblig'd himſelf to read

Lent only .) And this is con- Prayers, and preach twice, nay,

ceiv'd in as ftrict Expreſſions often three timesa Sunday, and

as any of the reft : " That e- ride ſeveral miles beſides ,

very Parſon, Vicar, or Cu- is, to our knowledge, the caſe

• rate, ſhall upon every Sun in many places of the Nation ,

• day and Holyday , before E- at a diſtance from London. All

vening Prayer, for half an that can be done there is to do

• hour or more, examine and all be can , as long as the Day

• inftru & the Youth and igno- and his Strength hold ; and la.

* rant Perſons of bis Pariſh, tify himſelf that how much fo»

in the Ten Commandments, ever he's deſpis’d, whate'er he

the Articles of his Belief, and ſuffers here , if he conſcien

the Lord's Prayer, (perhaps tiouſly diſcharge his Duty in

all the old Catechiſms, if not others, as well as this much

more ) and ſhall diligently neglected Inſtance, he knows

• hear, inſtruct, and teach who has ſaid , Great Mall be his

• them the Catechiſm ſet forth Reward in Heaven .

• in the Book of Common . Queſt. Whether innkeepers,Vinte

• Prayer, (which, bytheway, mers,andall thoſe whokeep Pub

none'deſpiſe but thoſe that do lick-Houſes, which in themſelves

not underſtand it, and are un are not only very convenient, but

juftly , prejudic'd ' againſt it.) even almoji neceſſary to the Publick,
And it goes on : All Fathers, as well as in themſelves lawful

• Mothers, Maſters and Miſ Trades,when only follow'd on neede

• treſſes, ſhall cauſe their Chil- fuloccaſions,whether they can be ſo

dren, Servants, and Apprena 'now as they are corrupted ; fince
S 3
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they make their chief advantage Drunkards do here, to turn Li

from thesins of others, and confe- quors into one another's Hogf

quently 'tis often their buſineſs to heads , till the Hoops are ready

draw moreintoexceſs,tho'abſolute- to fly off. Which hewho does,

lyforbidden by the Word ofGod,and and continues to do, doubtleſs

Jo manyſevere Threatnings againſt he's no more fit for the Sacra

it: and many Men live in habitsof ment, than he is for Heaven.

this Sin for many years. Pray tell And the Miniſter's Duty in

mewhether theſe can beſaid tobe in that caſe is ſufficientlyplain

a ſtate of Salvation conſequently from the Rubrick ; " That if

whether they cught notto be de- any of thoſe who intend to

barr’dihe Communion, when they communicate be an open and

ne’er so mucha s intend to forego • notorious evil Liver , or have

this Courſe of Life, and therefore • done any wrong to his Neigh

can be no true Penitents ? • bour by Word or Deed, ſo

Anſw . Any Habit of Sin , that the, • that the Congregation be

there's no queſtion, to a Pro- offended ; the Curate, hav

teftant, will conclude a Man ing knowledge thereof, ſhall

in a State of eternal Miſery, • call him , and advertiſe him ,

without true Repentance ; and • that in any wife he preſume

thoſe moit ſurely, wherein Men ' not to come to the Lord's Ta

not only do ill things, and ble, till he hath openly de•

have pleaſure in thoſe that do • clar d himſelf to have truly

them, but even perſuade, and repented and amended, or.
almoſt force others to fin ; go- Queſt. Whether there's any In

ing further that way, we are feet which shines in the dark be

inclin’d to believe, than even fides a Glow -worm ; becauſe the

the Devil himſelf can do . And Queriſt lately found a ſort of a

this not only in Publick Houſes, longiſh black Fly, different from a

but in private too ; it having Glow-wurm , which lines in the

been formany years almoſt the dark in the ſamemanner ?

only welcome the Engliſh give Anſw . A ſhrewd knottyQueſ

one another, to make the Gueſt tion , that needs a whole Socie

as great a Beaſt as the Inviter . ty of Oedipus's to reſolve it . But

They deal with one another in left they ſhould not be found,

drinking as the Abylline Empe- and wenot able, we defire the

rors and Nobility are dealt Queriſt to read it over himſelf

with in eating : They don't once more, and ſee what he

help themſelves , but the Chil- can make on't .

dren and Waiters , as Ludolphus Queſt. A Man dying worth

tells us , cram 'em with Meat ; 7000 l. willed that if the Child

and if any drops upon the Ta- his Wife went with, prov'd a Boy,

ble , 'up it goes again , a little he mould have two Thirds of the

more moiltend than before, Said 7000 ! and his wife one

and not a gobbet to be loft. Third : if it prov'd a Girl, me

And this doubtleſs they think ſhould have but one Third, and his

fine Eating , and a princely En- wife rwo Thirds. But it happen'd ,

sertainment, as well as his Wife was deliver'd of both a

Boy

а

OUT
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Boy and a Girl at one Birth. I fent for through the ſeveral Parts

deſireto know how theſaid 7000l . of the Town for that Uſe, I am

should be diſpos’d of according to at a loſs to know.

the Teftator's will ?
5. Ohat there is peculiar to this

Anſw . To be exact, Let the Water , that makes it fofingularly

Boy loſe two Thirds of what proper for this purpoſe ?

he was to have of the 7000l. Anfw . 1. As for the Drum

as often as the Mother and ming, we look upon the Cauſe

Daughter loſe one Third a to be natural , (tho' we don't

piece of what they were to deny it in ſome ſenſe to be

have ; and then the Calcula. ſupernatural) the Cauſe very

tion will be exact, and agree. probably may be Vapours,

able to the true Intent of the proceeding out of the Earth

Will :
we can't ha'while to into the sides of the Well ;

work it out our ſelves.
and it may be eaſily try'd in

Queſt
. Meeting the other Day the Night by a Candle let

with your Mercury, which treats down (on every ſide ) within

of Owndle-well,I was in hopes the Well: As yet we can give

you had been so kind as to have no other Account.

anſwer'd my former Requeſt. But, 2. If the fore -mention'd

finding there only a bare Relation Vapours by the Cauſe, the

of its drumming, I am fored to Eruptions may be ſo ſituated,

give you this ſecond Trouble, to re- as to be regular as well as ir

mind you, That my Intreaty was regular.

not to be inform'd of the Hiſtory 3. If the firſt Suppoſition be

of that Noiſe, (which, perhaps, 1 true, it muſt be the Criſes

underſtood before as well, even as of the Fermentations of the

he, from whom you had your Re . Earth, which feed Vapours;

lation) but of the Philoſophy and and , according as the Matter

Preſignification of it. Let me
ſuch a quantity ,

sherefore prevail with you to an which may be longer or ſhor

ſwer theſe following Particulars. ter in gathering, accordingly

1. Whence ſo ſtrange a sound it has the above-mention'd

can proceed, the Water yet remain- effect.

ing (as I know it uſes to be) al- 4. We can't tell you that,

moſtperfectlyſmooth ?
but this we are aſſur'd , that

2. How it ſhould come to be ſo ſeveral Accidents happen im

regular, as to reſemble a March ? mediately after ſuch Events ;

3. What can be the cauſe of its which would have done ſo, if

fo uncertain returns ?
thoſe things never had been ,

4. Whether they preſignify any becauſe they proceed from a.

future Events ? And what thoſe nother Cauſe.

may be conceiv'd to be ?
5. Water is always better or

And becauſe your Relator has worſe, according as it imbibes

omitted one quality of this Well, the Nature of Places through

which is , that it is reckon'd much which it paſſes ; ,'twould be

the beſt Water thereabouts for ma. too long to treat diftinctly of

"king Milk portage, and is therefore 'em here.
Queſt

comes to

S4
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Queſt. A Perſon of good Birth he marries any other. It is

and Quality, having been for a too late, now , to conſider the

Long time indiſpos'd ; uponmyArict Lady's Fortunes ; that ſhould

Inquiry, I find his Diſtemper to have been done before : Stis

proceed from a troubled and diſcon- better to retrench his Expen

iented Spirit. Which is occaſiond ces, and live a little meaner

by his keeping Company with a in the World than he could

Gentlewoman , and owning her a- with ;wiſh ; rather loſe his Pomp,

mongſt his Relations and Acquain- than his Peace, his God.

tance for his Wife (tho' as yet un- Queft. A Gentleman and his

marry'd .) This Gentleman tells Miſtreſs being agreed in every

me, he is really contracted to her, Point (beſides) relating to their

and thinks, in Conſcience, he ought intended Marriage: The only ob

to marry her, yet he fears 'rwill ftruction is, That me fears some

prove his Ruin, (le having no future Diſcontents may ariſe, by

Fortune) for he has already ex- reaſon of her siſter's Cohabitation

hauſted great part of his Eftate. with her. Now the ſaid Gentle

He has a Grand -mother, and ſe- man is so far fromany ill Ree

veral other Relations that have ſeniment thereof, that he is very

their immediate Subſiſtence, and well pleas'd atthe Opportunityof

theirfuture Dependance from him . Chewing his Reſpect and Generoſity

Now ,Gentlemen, I crave your Ad- to his intended) Wife, in the•
)

vice, to mew him , in this Matter, Perſon of her Relation .

whether he may, with Safety, a- Query . Whether in reaſon the

bandon this Lady, and match with ſaid intended Marriage ought to be

another ; wereby he may repair retarded for ſo nice a Scruple?

his Eſtate, and yo provide for his Anſw . No truly , ifyou want

Relations that depend upon him . our Opinion only, that ſhan't

He is mightily diſturbid, bas ask'd hinder your Joys any longer ;
my Advice; I have taken a Week's we think it no reaſon to re

timeto conſider ; and therefore do tard your Marriage, but that

earneſtly defore, that you will re- you ſhou'd both bear your part
ſolve me in that time. He is in the Chorus . Let tbe sun riſe

reſolu'd to follow my Directions, in State, for to Morrow's the

which (to give him Eaſe ) muſt be, Day :

either to marry, or quite for fake ; Queſt. 1 deſire you togive your

for1 perceive he intends to live a opinion of the laji Chapter of St.I

penitent and religious Life for the John , and the laſt Verle ; where

future . 'tis ſaid , That if all the things

Anſw . Indeed , Sir, it's a lit- whích Jefus did were written,

tle ftrange, that you ſhould the world it felf could not

take a Week's time to confi- contain the Books that ſhould

der , whether you ſhould adviſe be written : Now I deſire to

your Friend to be guilty or know, in what Senſe you take it,

not guilty of ſo great akedneſs, as an Habitual WIC. whether in a common Senſe or not ?

Anſw . It's an Hyperbole , a

tery, as " long as he lives, way of ſpeaking common to

which he muſt certainly be , if every Language : We ſay here

in
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in England, An innumerable Com- thing contributed more to the

pany ofMen; An infiniteNumber acquiring him the Name of

of Cattle, &c . Both which are anHoneft Man, than his man

impoſſible; for a little Row of ner of treating Philip, who
Figures will expreſs more than was ſo powerful at Athens, that

all the Sands, or drops of moft Men were divided about
Water in the Sea . So that him. Yet neither Promiſes

the meaning is only, A great nor Threats could oblige De

Many. moſthenes to do any thing in

Queft. Which was the beſt Ora- tavour of him to the Damage

tor, Demofthenes or Cicero ; or of his City; which Firmneſs

wherein did the Qualities of the he preſerv'd till death , chuſing

one excel the other ? rather to die by Poiſon than

Anſw . Neither Longinus, Quin- to deliver himſelf into

tilian, nor Plutarch , durft pre- hands of Antipater ; and taking

fer one to the other ; therefore the Draught before Archias

fince 'tis probably ſo difficult who perſuaded him to yield to

a Matter, we ſhan't pretend the Power of the Conqueror,

to it, but ſhall only give the ended his Life with theſe

beſt Account we can of their words, Go tell my Maſter that

different Accompliſhments, and Demofthenes will owe nothing to

leave every one to judge as the Tyrant of his country. Nor

they pleaſe The true effe & was Cicero leſs honeſt, but al.

of Eloquence being to per- ways ſtedfaſt to what regarded

ſuade, and Perſuaſion depend. the Good of his Country ; and

ing upon the Belief acquir'd be has given the Publick an

in Mens Minds ; we may, aco Idea of his Morality in his

cording to Rapin , The Conduct of De

them in reſpect to three things, mofthenes was not ſo pure and

which concur to the producing innocent as that of Cicero, who

this Credit . 1. The Merit of was not extremely courageous,

him who ſpeaks. 2 , The Dif- tho'he poffeſs'd more of that

poſition of thoſe to whom he good Quality than is common

ſpeaks. And . 3. The Mannerly believ'd, and in it much

of his ſpeaking: The firſtof ſurpaſs’d the Athenian Orator,

which comprehends Honeſty, who at the Battel of Cherona

and Capacity . Cicero had this ſeeing the firſt Ranks fire, was

Advantage, that he was better frighten'd ; ' and in his Flight,

educated, and beſtow'd more being ſeiz'd with a falſe Fear,

time in Study, conſequently demanded quarter of a Buſh

was more learn'd than Demoſ- that had caught hold of bis

thenes . And as for their Ho- Coat, believing he was ſtopp'd

neſty , Demoſthenes was naturally by any Enemy who purſu'd

more equitable , and by tem- him . As to the Advantages

per inclin'd to ſevere Morals ; of Perſon , Cicero had the beſt

which he made appear in per- on't, being much more agree

forming all things for the able than Demofthenes, altho'

Good of hiş Country : , but no he had almoſt as much Affec

compare Offices.

tation ,

.
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tation , as the other Negli- loquence, or whatever could

gence : Cicero had an eaſy and move the Mind: and in this

pleaſant Turn of Wit ; where- Cicerohad an Advantage above

as Demofthenes was always grave Demofthenes. But wewill exa

and ferious : Cicero was very mine their manner of Expreſ

liberal, but rather out of In- fion , which is the third thing
clination than Policy ; but neceſſary to Perſuaſion. To

Demofthenes always employdhis be eloquent, 'tis requiſite to

Money to gain the Minds of follow the natural Genius, to

the People, re - eſtabliſh the have a good Judgment and I.

Walls of the City, to equip magination , and to improve

out Veſſels, redeem Slaves, theſe Qualities by Study and

and to inarry poor Virgins. Art . And Art confifts in

Then, as to the Perſons that knowing what futes well , and

are fpoken to : The Athenians diſpoſing everything in its

were very nice in their Ex- natural Order ; to think wiſely

preſſions, proud, and accuſ- what muſt be ſaid , and always

tom'd to Flattery ; yet did conſult good Senſe, the leaſt

they not like far-fetch'd Or- Ray of which is better than

naments in the Speeches of all the ſparkling Ornaments

their Orators , nor ſuch Mo- of Rhetorick ; and to ſute the

tions as were capable of ſur Diſcourſe to the Subject trea

prizing them . Which has ted on , without ſpeaking great

caus'd in all the Athenian Ora- things with a mean Air,

tors, a Coldneſs and Dryneſs triflings things with a majeſtick

that proceeded more from this one. Both our Orators had

Conſtraint than the Quality all theſe Qualities, but with

of their Wit. And altho' this fome difference. The chole

ſeems to be a mark of Wiſ- ric, melancholy Temper of

dom and good Senſe , yet this Demoſthenes, made him ſerious

People were changeable, un- and levere : He recited every

quiet and turbulent to the thing with an extraordinary

utmoſt extremity ; by which Warmth , and made ſo great

we may ſee that never any an account of Action , that he

Orator met with more difficult commonly ſaid , 'twas the Firſt,
Minds to manage. Cicero had Second , and third Part of

a much more ſpacious Field Eloquence, to which he join'd
to exerciſe his Genius in : For a Diſcourſe full of the moſt

altho ' the Romans were very vehement Figures ; which made

polite, they were not affected Demetrius the Phalerean ſay, He

like the Greeks ; and if they has' argu'd like a Man in

were jealous of their Glory, fpir'd . He had alſo a good

' twas rather through Great Talent in preſenting things in

neſs of Sou , than Vanity. all their Circumſtances, and

So that the Roman Orators knew how liandſomly to ex

were dot ſo confin'd as the preſs himſelf obfcurely, when

Athenians ; they could make he could not go directly to his

ule of all the Artifices of E- end , or that it was dangerous
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were

a

to ſpeak too clearly. Thus , But Cicero had more command

to condemn the Cowardlineſs of himſelf, spoke nothing

of the Athenians of his time, rude, and was always agreea

he prais’d the Valour of their ble in his Anger. So that we
Anceftors. And altho' there may fay, Demoſthenes through

was nothing far- fetch'd or un- the Impetuoſity of his Tem

natural in his Expreſſion, hisper, Force of his Arguments,

Diſcourſes always fo and Vehemence of his Pro

paſſionate and full of an appa- nunciation , was more preſſing

rent Zeal for the Good of than Cicero : and that Cicero,

the State, that he neceſſarily by his tender and delicate
moy'd his Auditors. Cicero way, his moving, ſweet, pene

had no fevere Air, but on trating, paflionate Expreſlions,

the contrary, a great deal of and all his natural Graces,
Sweetneſs and Agreeableneſs was more affecting than De.

in his Face ; and by his Imagi. mofthenes.

nation he gave a very beau- Queſt. I know 'tis a general

tiful and delicate Turn to em Opinion, that our Saviour was not

very thing : He had alſo a receiv'd among the Jews as their

penetrating Wit, tender Mefliah , becauſe they expected

Heart , an affecting Counte: him to come in a triumphantman

nance, and a curious Voice ; ner, to reign over them, and ſub

yet were his Diſcourſes grave, due all their Enemies. This is in

and ſeldom faild of producing deed very probable, at that time
their deſir'd Effect. But as in our Saviour was born , becauſethe

Eloquence there are divers Jews expected their Meſſiah

forts of Perfections, fo Cicero would deliver them from their

himſelf obſerv'd , that there greateſt Evils, which then they

might be two accompliſh'd Orators, look'dupon to be the Toke of their

altho’of differentCharacters; and Enemies; as being more immediate

we may receive theſe two as ly ſenſible of it . Yet I am to con

fuch. They alſo differ'd very clude, that nearer the beginning of

much in their Qualities : Cicero the Promiſe ther, were better ac

had the moſt agreeable Ima- quainted with ihe true Intent of
gination, and conſequently the his coming ; upon which if you'll

beſt Wit . Demofthenes, becauſe pleaſe at your leiſure to give me

of the Genius of his Tongue, your opinion, you'll not only oblige
took a great Liberty in his me, but ſome others of your devo

Words ; and the Elocution of ted Friends.

Cicero is more modeft, according Anſw . There are ſome Paf

to the Character of the Latin fages among the antient Jewiſha

Tongue. Cicero was more uni- Writers, which plainly inti

verſal, and equally perform'd mate that they expected a

well upon all forts of Subjects, Redemption from their Sins,

whereas Demoſthenes excelld and not a Temporal Saviour :

but in a few ; he ſpoke things we ſhall give an inſtance of
with a higher Tone, and was one of 'em out of an antient

ſometimes much tranſported : Jewish Book call’d Pefilta, who
tells
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1

tells us that God had a Dia. happy Climate : for the Flow

logue with the Meſſiah in theſe ers of one Plant no ſooner de

terms. God beginning to make cay, but thofe of lome others

a Covenant with the Meſſiak, appear; and ſo in reſpect to

ſpake thus to him ; Thoſe whole Fruits, by that time ſome are

Sins are unknown to thee, would almoſt out of ſeaſon, others

impoſe a roke of Iron upon thee, by are ripe . Thus what he calls

which they will make thee like to a the Plafo, bloſſoms in September

young Heifer almoſt blind with la. and oétober , and bears fruit in

bour, and they will deſtroy thee : January : ſo the Kaka -Mulla

Becauſe of their Iniquity, thy buds inJune and July, andits

Tongue ſhall cleave to the roof of Fruit is ripe in the beginning

shy Mouth . Art thou willing to of the Year. The Moullava ( a

Suffer all this ? kind of Bean) bloſſoms in Win !

Melliah. It may be, theſe Pains ter, and its Fruit is good only

and Afflictions ſhall endure butfor in November and December. It

a ſhort time.
is alſo one of thoſe Plants

God. I am reſolu'd thou malt which grows without cultiva

Suffer itfor a whole Week of Tears; ting in ſandy places, and is al

but if thou wilt not conſent to it , I ways green; as well as the
won't impoſe theſe sufferings upon wellia- 1 agera, whoſe Flower

thee . blows in Summer, altho' its

Meſſiah . I willingly ſubmit to Fruit is ripe as ſoon as that of

it, on condition that no Ifraelite the Moullava. The Tree which

periſh , but that they ſail be all the Brachmans call’d Singi, and

Jav'd, thoſe that are born after my the Portugueſe Cornos dos Diabos,

time, and thoſe that are already often bears Flowers and Fruits

dead fonce Adam : in ſhort, all twice a year ; Flowers in April,

thoſe that have been created until May and fune, and Fruits in

now, or mall bereafter be created . March and September. The O

Altho' there be many idle dour and Beauty of ſome of

Fancies in this, yet thro' theſe theſe Flowers are ready to over

Fables we may plainly diſcern come thoſe who manure 'em .

ihat the Jews have not always Queſt. I bave often obſerv'd

promis'd themſelves a trium- Miniſters, and alſo fomeLaymen ,

phant Meſſiah , nor expected that have sewn a great deal of

thoſe temporal Advantages from reſpect to the Church, by keeping

his coming, as they did when their Heads bare, bowing, & c.

he came amongſt them . but do not know of any Example

Queft. Arethe Seaſons of theYear they have for it . And ſome believe

ez'ery where changeable like ours , in 'risa pure ſuperftitious innovation

reſpect to Fruits and Flowers; or of our own times ; tho'l have been

is there any place in the World, fold by feveral, that the fewster

where ihey are always ſtanding ? tify'd much more Reverence for the

Anſw . In Rhede's Account of Temple : which if true , i defore

Mislatar, he tells us that Flow- you'dfavour me with a few in

crs and Fruits are to be ſeen ſtances of it, becauſe I believe the

four.hing all the year in that ignorance of its ever being uſed by
Gods
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God's People, has been an occaſion Anſw . The Kings of ifrael,

that many have been offended at out of policy to prevent the
the Practice. People from returning to Jeru

Anſw . ' Tis undoubtedly true, Salem , kept them at the greatest

that the Jews were oblig'd to diſtance they could from the

ſhew a great many external two Tribes, by altering their

marks of Reſpect to the Tem- Manner of Worſhip, and in
ple; and the Deſign of its be- troducing a great deal of Ido

ing enjoin'd, was to inſpire the latry ; to accomplich which ,

People with a Veneration for they had their Prieſts and infe

the Place of God's Worſhip . riour Miniſters anſwering to

They were forbidden to carry the Levites, but they permitted
a Stick to the Temple, to en- no Prieſt or Levite of Aaron's

ter therein with their shoes or Order to live amongſt them :

dirty Feet, or to carry any Sil- yet had they alſo their Pro

ver about them thither. Nor phets, and Prophets Children

were they permitted to ſpit in or Scholars. They had like .

any place of the holy Moun- wiſe their Elders, who had

tain . If any one hadany occaſion power of Eccleſiaſtical Cen

to ſpit, ſays Maimonides,he muſt fures; but both Elders and

do it in ſomecorner of his clothes. People were ruld by the Pro

They were forbidden to uſe phets. And theſe unhappy

any Gefture which declar'd the Tribes loft both their Diſci

leaft Irreverence, to walk too pline and Liberty together,

Swift, or to paſs by there fim- when they were carry d away

ply to go to any other place. captive by the Aſſyrians : for

None were permitted to fit in thoſe few of the Ephraimites
the Court of Iſrael, but the who were left behind when

Princes of the Houſe of David. Salmanaſſer tookthe reſt of the
' Twas likewiſe amongſt them a Ifraelites into Affyria, being o

mark of Irreverence , to pray to verpower'd by the multitude of
God uncover'd , and therefore Strangers fent thither to plant

not permitted ; tho' the contra. the Country again, were ob

ry, practice has ſince been eſta. lig'd to comply with theſe new

bliſh'd in the Chriſtian Chur- Inhabitants in their Idolatrous

ches by the Apoſtles: Every Religions.

man, ſays St. Paul, who prayeth Queft. When were publick Pla

or propheſieth with his Head co- ces ofWorſhip firſt built, and who
verd , diſhonoureth his Head , i wasthe Founder of 'em ?

Anſw . Lactantius andmany o .

Queſt. What was the reaſon that thers believe 'twas a little af.

the ten Tribes differ'd in their ter the building of Babel, and

Manner ofWorſhip from the other that Ninus was the firft, who

two, and became more idolatrous ? about that time ſet up Statues

Wherein was the greateſt difference in memory of Jupiter Belus and

in reſpect to their Ecclefiaftical Go- Juno, his Father and Mother ;

vernment? and how long did they which Statues were ſet up over

flourish under it ? their Sepulchres , and Divine

Honours

Cor. il . 4.
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Honours offer'd them ; and in it was deriv'd from Chamar, to

proceſs of time, inclos'd within be ſtrong, heavy, and dull : in

ftately Buildings , which were which ſenſe it was moſtly re

call’d their Temples, and built ceiv'd amongſt the Chaldeans
within conſecrated Groves : and Talmudiſis ; and that well

Such were the Temples of Vul- agrees with the deſtiny of this

can in Sicily , Cybele in the Grove Animal, to bear great Burdens.

of Ida, Jupiter Hammon in the Oneof the good Qualities of

Grove ofDodona, and of Apolio the Aſs is ſaid to be its exquifite

in the Grove of Daphne, & c. Faculty of Hearing, to which
Theſe dark Groves ftruck a the length of its Ears contri

terror in the Worſhippers; and butes not a little : from whence

becauſe they had continual the Fable of Midas took its

Lights burning in them , they birth , becauſe nothing paſs'd in

were call’d Luci a lucendo : after his Kingdom, but this Prince

which they became Aſyla, Sanc- is ſaid to have known it.

tuaries or Places of Refuge ; Queſt. Pray give me your

which Uſe , ſome believe, was thoughts, as ſoon as you can,what

firſt invented by Hercules's Chil. Solomon means when he says;

dren , to ſecure themſelves from Be not righteous overmuch ,

thoſe their Father had op- neither be thou overmuch

preſsd . wicked . Alſo what St. Paul

Queſt . I know the name of Aſs would have us underſtand, when

has for a long time been an injurious ( ſpeaking of himſelfand another

Term ; I deſire to know whether it Apoftle ) he asks this queſtion ;

was so always , and what is the Have we not power to eat, and

true ſignification of it ? to drink , to lead about a Sifter,

Anſw .Sometimes very ſtrong a Wife, as well as other Apo

and laborious Perſons have been fles ? Tour Speedy Anſwer may

thus cali'd ; as one Geoffry was afford a great deal of ſatisfaction

firnam'd Afinus, propter vires, to a Gentlewoman , whobecauſe ſhe

nonpropter pigritiam , as Aimonius is a Chriſtian, forgets she is a l'o

telis us , in the third Book of man ; and that ſhe may behappy

the Miracles of St. Bennet : hereafter, makesher ſelf miſerable

Wherefore the Religious ofthe here ; and bry denying her ſelf the

Sacred Trinity are not offended , innocent Enjoyments and Freedoms

that their Order is call’d Ordo of Life, lejl the mould fin , has

Afinorum . Chamor , one of the brought her ſelf into a conſiderable

Hebrew Names for the Aſs, was degree of Melancholy . I am very

that of Shechem's Father : And ready to acknowledge,thenumberof

almoſt amongſt the Latins we find thoſe Perſons who areguilty of the

Ajello and Afinius. As for the other Extreme,does mightily exceed

Original of this word Chamor, that of thoſe who are guiltry of

Bocharo believ'd it came from this; yet ſince ſhe is not the only

one of the Significations of inſtance, your Anſwer may not be

DM Chamar, uſed among the only of advantage to her, but pro .

Arabians , viz . to be red ,or ruddy. bably to many more.

But ſome others have thought

Anſw .
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you believe in

Anſw . The firſt Queſtion , Be in the form of the Croſs, and

not righteous overmuch, &c. we ſays unto him: Give ear, and to

have already anſwer'd. As to this Ceremony bring all theattenti

that of St. Paul, he means no on you are capable of. Behave your

more than that it was permit- ſelf in ſucha Manner, as may ſhow

ted to them, as well as to o yourheart what you

ther Perſons, to enjoy all the fing with your mouth : and what

innocent Advantages of Life ; you have receiv'd into your Belief,

Chriſtianity not only allowing , make appear in she Conduct of your
but alſo enjoining whatever is Life ; as well as in this fhaving of

for the good of Society. There- your Hairs, whish is a seftimony
fore whoever deny themſelves that all the earthly Deſires ofthe

any lawful Enjoyment thro ' a Age are ſever'd from you, in the
miſtaken Zeal, are guilty of a name of the Father , of the Son ,

Work of Supererogation , which and of the Holy Ghoft. Amen.

will never merit any Reward. After ſome Prayers and Hymns,

It is true, it may ſometimes be they give him a Broom, and ſay

neceſſary, where Perſons find , unto him ; Receive the power of

without that expedient, they cleanſing the Church of God, who

cannot obſerve the juſt limits will purge you from all the sins
of their Duty , to deny them you have committed, in the name

ſelves in ſome things ; but then of the Father, & c . They con
it muſt not extend ſo far, as fer all Orders with the like

10 be any injury to their Ceremonies ; whereof each has

Health , or impediment to the fome alluſion to the Employ or
good they may be capable of Function conferr'd .

doing in the world. And if Queft. At what time of his

examin'd, this miſtaken Prin- Life did Solomon write the Pro

ciple will be found generally verbs, the Canticles, ' and Ec

to proceed either from ſomeIn- cleſiaſtes ?

firmity of the Body, or great Anſw . 'Twas the Opinion of

Weakneſs in the Judgment. Lightfoot, and we think it very

Queſt. You have formerly given probable, and he writ the Pro

ſome account of the Religion and iverbs, as ſoonas he had accom

Cuftoms of Armenia ; and if to pliſh'd thoſe Buildings he had

thereſt you'll bepleas'd to add their undertaken.; and that he com

way of. Ordination , I ſhall take it pos’d his Song upon his Mar
as a great favour. riage with the King of Egypt's

Anſw . The beſt Accountwe Daughter ; who being of a hot

know of it , is, from an antient Country, was brown: but that

Armenian Ritual tranſlated by his chief end was to repreſent

Galany, where we have the ve- the ſpiritual Marriage of Jeſus

ry words, with a relation of Chriſt with his Church , under

the Ceremony they make uſe of the ſenſible Type of his with
upon this occafion. an Egyptian Princeſs. Put as

one preſents himſelf tobe con- for Ecclefiaftes, we believe it of

fecrated, the Biſhop firſt cuts a later date ; and ’ ris very like .

his Hair in four ſeveral places, ly he writ it near his latter

End,

When any
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a

End, in the time of his Re- gain , or. Some reject all theſe

pentance . as pious Frauds of the Chriſ

Queft. What think you of the tians, or impious Cheats of the

Sybils Writings ; to which we'll Heathen ; and of this opinion

add, for theaffinity of the Argu- is Vandale, and many others.

ment, whether Virgil meant the And firſt, they ask how the

Son of Pollio in his Ultima Cu- Chriſtians ſhould come by any
mæi, o'c ? of theſe Writings, they being

Anſw . We have fo facredly ſhut up in the Ca.

* Vid. Vol . had ſome * occafi- pitol, and the reading of 'em

1. p. 350.on to mention the on pain of Death interdicted

Sybils formerly , but to the very Heathens . Second

think, we have not yet dif- ly, they ſay that Tully, who was

cours'd of 'em with that accu- an Augur himſelf, did not be

racy the Subject requires; and lieve 'em ; but complains of

therefore ſhall here reſumethe their Obſcurity and Uncertain

Argument, and fairly produçc ty, and ſpeaks on't as if he

what we find moſt itrongly thought it all a Trick of State ;

urg'd either for or againſt 'em , which Vandale makes much uſe

by Vandale or others of, and carries as far as 'twill

The general Account given go . Thirdly, that the way of

of theſe sybils Books by Sueto- writing in which they are ge

nius, Dion Halicarn, and other nerally recorded , that of Acro

Heathens, is, that Auguſtus made ſtick Verſes, ſeems to be a

a Collection of 'em , and upon Work of Art, and Time, and

a ftrift Examipation of what Labour, not the Effect of a

were authentick , laid 'em up Divine Fury or ſudden Incita
in Apollo's Temple ; where at tion ; to which may be added

firſt they had but two , after (tho ' contrary to Tully's Objec

at laſt fifteen Guar-. tion )" the Plainneſs and Evi

dians, who by the Decree of dence of ſome of 'em , being

the Senate conſulted 'em on clearer than any in the Bible ;

any extraordinary occaſions. particularly that where the ve

Now to theſe Books do al- ry Acroſticks foretel, Jeſus

moſt all the antient Chriſtian Chriſt born of a Virgin, &c . And

Apologiſts frequently appeal, ſeveral quoted by Lactantius,

as containing clear Prophecies lib. 4. de vera Sapientia , p. 200.

of our Saviour ; that he ſhould not only relating his Miracles

be born of a Virgin, work Mi- in general, Nexpão árásaris

racles, ſuffer Death , riſe a- so , &c.

that ten ,

The Dead Mall riſe, the Lame their FeetMallfind ;

His Word, as once to th' World, gives Light to th ' Blinds

The Dumb fall ſpeak, &c .

But yet further plainly and ex- with the moſt exact and minute

actly, as in a Hiſtory, relating Circumſtances ;- as that of the

the very particular Miracles, five Loaves, in the ſame page of

Lactantius. ' E.
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Ειν άλλοις άμα πέντε, και ιχθύεσσι δυοϊσιν , &c.

Wirb two (mall Files, and five Loaves of Bread,

Five thouſand Men in Deſarts Mall be fed :

while e'en the Fragments ofthis wondrous Store

Fill twelve capacious Baskets for the poor.

Which Verſes, tho ' they appear by compariſon of Stiles , an

plain enough even in the tient Manuſcripts, and other

Tranſlation, yet he that reads ſuch Methods, well known to
'em in the Original, would be the learned World. For ic

very hardly perſuaded, that ſeems not modeft to ſuppoſe all

their Author had not read the the Fathers could be impos’d

Hiſtory of that Miracle in the upon, in all thoſe Verſes which

Goſpel, which he here ſeems they publiſh'd as the sybils ;

to have done little more than and 'tis yet worſe to think they

tranſcribe ; having made uſe would forge 'em themſelves,

of almoſt all the very fame and impoſe 'em upon others.

Words with the Evangeliſt: as But Clemens Alexandrinus, Juſtin
the delo éti, ixtues, perr- Martyr, Tertullian , Lactantius,

csőov, rad o jucélce ; and even the Theophilus, Antiochenus, Origen ;

xó Dovor, which ſeem to have and, we believe, all the Apo

been a ſort of Vefſel almoft logiſts do unanimouſly quote

proper to the Jews, by which theſe Writings, and conftantly

they are deſcrib’d in Juvenal appeal to the Heathen forthe

and other Poets. And indeed Truth and Sincerity of their

this laſt ſeems the broadeſt and Quotations ; which ſure they

ftrongeſt Objection againſt had not ſo little ſenſe to do, if

them . Notwithſtanding which, they had known they might ea

Voffius and other very learned fily have been confuted, by

Men are of Opinion , that 'tis producing the Copies they had
not prudent, orjuft to reject all in their hands . Now for the

the Prophecies that run in Objections : How came the

their Names, becauſe perhaps Chriftians by theſe Writings ?

ſome Additions may have been which is much inſiſted on by
made to 'em , which were not in ſome Perſons, tho ' we think to

the Original: Which indeed very little purpoſe. For fup-.

would be much the ſame, as if poſe the Engliſh Proteſtants

weſhould reject all Ignatius's can't tell how they came firſt

Epiſtles, becauſe ſome of 'em by their Bibles (nay, 'tis ſtill a

are confeſſedly ſpurious, and o . great doubt who firſt planted

thers ſo interpolated , that Chriſtianity it ſelf in this King

' were not eaſy to diſtinguiſh dom) will it thence follow that

the falſe from the genuine. In we have no Chriftianity , or no

which tho' we grant a difficul- Bibles ? " Twill be enough

ty, yet there's no Impoſſibility ; therefore to anſwer here, that

nay, it has been actually done, if we are fure of Fada , ris no

T great
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:great matter for the Modus : for if the Chriſtians could not

and that we are ,
or elſe we

come by 'em , how could they

make all the Fathers Fools or adulterate ' emn ? If they were

Knaves . Thus Juſtin Martyr, obſcure and uncertain, with

at the ſame time that he owns what thew of Reaſon can we

the sybils Books were prohibi- bring their Plainneſs and Evi

ted to the Vulgar by the Hea- dence as any prejudice againſt

thens (as the Bible by the Pa. 'em ? But we ſee not ſo much

piſts) which he attributes to difficulty in the very Founda

the Subtilty of the Devils, left tion of this Objection ; fince

they ſhould therein find out the theſe Books had been common
Falihood of their own Reli- all the world over, among Jews,

gion; yet openly profeſſes that Chriſtians, and Heathens. Jou

the Chriſtians had 'em among fepbus quotes 'em , as well as

'em without fear, and offer'd many of the Antients. They

'em to the light of the Hea- were ſpread over all Greece, as

thens, Apol. 2. p . 64: And a well as Italy, till gather'd by,

gain affirms, That the reaſon Auguſtus; who could ſcarce be

of their Prohibition was, that ſuppos’d to get all of 'em , both

Men might be hinder'd from Copies and Originals, ſince the

the Knowledge of good things, natural Curioſity of Learned

and Atill remain Slaves to lg. Men would make 'em willing
norance and Error .

And that to preſerve Treaſures of that

theſe Sybils Books did really kind , which were then in the

differvethe Pagan Religion , is hands of ſo many, as Tully wit

plain by thoſe which Plutarch nefſes.

ſays were found in a Cheſt at To the ſecond Objection a

Rome, and immediately burnt gainſt theſe Writings, which is

at the command of the Augurs, brought from ſeveral Expreſo

becauſe they were prejudicial lions of Tully, who ſeem'd to

to the Religion of the Romans ; have known as much of 'em as

which muſt be the Worſhip of moſt, and yer did not believe

one God, and Confuſion of I. there was any thing in 'em :

dolatry, the great End of we anſwer, That the contrary

Chriſtianity : Becauſe if any ſeems plain to us, that he did

new ſuperſtitious Ceremonies really give credit to 'em , be

Gods were brought in , cauſe in his private Epiſtles

the Romans had never been between him and his Friends,

againſt 'em ; who thought they where Men uſe to unboſom

could never be glutted with themſelves moft freely , he

Diſcoveries of that kind , but makes honourable mention of

adopted, as their own, the l 'em ; nay, thinks the Profana

dols of all conquer'd Nations. tion of 'em a great piece of

Add to this weakneſs, that it's Impiety. See his Ep. ad Lentu .

common to all or moſt of the lum , p. 4, 5 , Q'c . The chief

Objections brought againſt place produc'd from Tully, is

theſe Books, that thoſe Objec- that in relation to that famous

tions contradict one another : Oracle from theſe Books, men

or

tion'd
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tion'd by Grotius in his de Veri- be injurious to the Common
tate, and others ; which was to wealth, not that they had ever

this purpoſe : That he who forg'd any ſuch Verſes or Ora.

6 was indeed our King, ought cle: Tho' he needed not to

to be callid or own'd our havebeen ſo much afraid, ſince

• King, if we expected Safety his Kingdom, who was here

• or Salvation . Upon this, Tul. prophefyd of, was not of this'

ly, who ſhews himſelf Republi- World. But Tully further com

can enough in all his Princi- plains of the Darkneſs and Ob

ples and Writings, and conſe- fcurity of thoſe Oracles, tho'

quently hated the name of a this contradicts the third and

King, as much as thoſe did laft Objection made againit

whoformerly unchriſtend the 'em , their extreme Plainneſs

King's- Bench, &c. was very an- and Clearneſs, more like Hiſto

gry with the Prieſts ( as Herod ry than Prophecy. No, fay

with the Wiſe-men ) for bring- the Deſpiſers of theſe Prophe

ing ſuch a malignant Text ' out lyings, 'tis rather an argument

of the fatal Books. Accord- that the Writings are not the

ingly he adds on this Subject; fame, but newwere added by

Cum Antiftibus agamus, & c . Let the Chriſtians in after Ages ;

us order things ſo with thc becauſe thoſe in Tully's time

• Officers, that they bring any were confeſſedly obſcure, theſe

* thing out of thoſe Books, raa as notoriouſly plain and obvious ..

« ther than a King.' Thus ln anſwer : They are plain to

much however we are ſure of, us now, who have read the

that a King was brought out Hiſtories they ſet forth , in all

of thoſe Books, that there re. the four Evangeliſts ; but for

ally was ſuch an Oracle ; but all that, they might be obſcure

Tully ſays, Agamus ,&c. - Let enough to Tully , before they

us handle things ſo : Let us werefulfilld, and who was un

• ſtop the Prieſts Mouths; let acquainted with the fewith

us for the future ſee if we Books and Learning. Beſides,

can ſo deal with 'em , that it may be granted that many

• they may bring no more ſuch things in thoſe Writings which

• Oracles , to poiſon the Peo- paft under their Names in the

ple with Love of Monarchy .' Days of Tully, before they were

And this muſt be his meaning; examin’d and weigh'd by the

for they could not undo what Senate in the time of Auguſ

they had done already, tho' tus, might be frivolous or

they might be hinder'd from dark ; and yet others which he

confirming it by new Oracles . never ſaw , and the Chriſtians

All that can be fairly conclu- met with and appeai'd to,

ded from Tully's Expreſlions, might be ſufficiently plain and

nay the moſt they can be evident, as indeed were others

ftretch'd to, is, that he was which he either poſitively men

of opinion the Prieſts might tions, or fairly relates to : par

be prevaild upon to diffemble ticularly , that of a King's go

à Truth whichhe fancy'd would ing into Egypt, without an Asa

my,

量

T 2
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my, which we know was lite- amount to a demonftration do

rally fulfill'd of Chriſt, tho’ gainſt 'em ; becauſe ſeveral of

Tully wreſts it to the ſettling of thoſe mighty Works are alſo

Prolimy there, which was not propheſy'd of in the Old Tef

done without force. And had tament, where 'tis faid , that

we an exact account of all the in the Times of the Meſſiah the

Oracles deliver'd out of thoſe, Blind ſhould ſee , the Lame

Books in the ſeveral Exigencies ſhould walk, Bc . And if ſome

of the People , which were Things were more evidently re

given out by the Heathen vead to the Gentiles in theſe

Prieſts, not the cheating Chrif- Writings than evento the Jews,,

tians , and ſome of 'em long what wonder, fince the Wiſe

before our Saviour came into Men had a Star to conduct 'em

the World ; we are apt to be- to Chriſt ; which was more

lieve there would be found ma- than was done for his own

ny Paſſages much to the Vin- Countrymen , who had ſo many

dication of the Fathers, and Types and Prophecies, particu

Confirmation of the Chriſtian larly Daniel's Weeks, and the

Religion . We may have the Scepter's departing from Ju

liberty to gueſs at one or two dab, to direct 'em to the shiloh

among the reſt What can be and Meſſiah, if they had not

more natural , than to ſuppoſe wilfully harden'd themſelves

thoſe frequent Inſtances of the againſt him ? Whereas the

Curtii , Lecii, and others , devo- Church was now to confilt of

ting themſelves for their Coun- Gentiles rather than Jews ; and

try ? Nay, even their Human upon their rejection , to be ga.

Sacrifices in any Exigencies of ther'd out of the Heathen

State, in Foro Boario,might all World. Addto this, the many

owe their original to ſome fuch poſitive Challenges of the A

miſtaken Oracle out of the Sy- pologiſts, as before ; who could

bils Books ; as that of Caiaphas not get into the Capitol to cor

in the Evangeliſts, it is expe- rupttheſe Books, wherein Cel.

dientthat one man ſhould die for ſus acknowledges were many

the People. But even for thoſe things blaſphemous, that is,

which are yet plainer, the A. contrary to the Religion of the

croſticks and others, mention’d Heathens , tho' he could ne'er

by Tully as well as Chriftian ſhow what was foifted in by
Writers ; as the Curioſity of them . And ' twill not be diffi

their Compoſition ſeems no va- cult to believe the Proteſtation

lid reaſon againſt their being of Lactantius, That they were

genuine or given by Inſpira- taken out of Cicero, Varro, and

tion , any more than 'twould others of the Antients, who

be againſt ſeveral of David's died before Chriſt was born .

Pſalms, becauſe writ much in As for Virgil, fee before .

the ſame manner : ſo the ex- Queſt. Gentlemen , it once hap

ceeding Plainneſs of ſome of pen'd when I was at work in my

'em , particularly thoſe we have Trade andEmployment,I wasfome

quoted, does not , we think , thing difturb'd inmymind ; I could
not
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not putforward my Buſineſs for the Queſt. 3. Before Iwas recover'd

Oppreſſion of myspirits. " I with- of what was paſt in my laſt, two

drew myſelf fromit, intending to minutes were not paft beforeI found

compoſe my ſelfin my Chamber : a wonderful Change wroughiin me

Butgoing up the ſtairs, I was met with terror and aſtoniſhmens. Mee

withanoppreſſion ,and Voice which thoughtthe Heavens open'd, and a

repeated theſewords; Go call the Glory shone round me, filling the

World to judgment. I return'd . Room with ſhine as the Sun inits

down theſtairswith theſe thoughts brightneſs: I heard theſe words ;

in myſelf; Lord, muſt I a poor I am come down to ſettle the

Wretch carry this Meſſage ? Kingdoms of the Earth, and,

My Reaſon went from me, iap to give them to him whoſe

pearing to many as one diſtracted, Right they are. I am God, I

for four minutes or thereabouts : will not loſe my Glory.

Then I expreſs'd words to the ef- Athenians, i have ſent you

fect of my meſſage that I had re- what I write for Truth ; tho' they

ceiv'd, notknowing what I did : may fiem infnaring words. I will

but in twohours I was return'd to give you the time . Theſe words

my ſelf and in my Employment, as were given me in K. Charles II's

if the thing had never been . Ifol- Reign,fome years before his death.

low'd my imploy as before, but l Iwas fortyYears of Agewhen thisI

could never get it out of my mind, befel me : ſeven yearspaſs'd before

nor ever made it known till now i I could think of it ; ſeven before I
send it to you . could write it . I finding you so

Queft. 2. Six months after this fair in your Anſwers, thoughtgood
that Ihave written to you befelme, to let theſe lie in your Print , or

I was in my Employments at home with your Papers.

and abroad, and í found my ſelf Anſw . This poor Man would

more troubled than at other times. have made a rare Affiftant to

I feard the formerſtate I hadbeen Mr.Maſon, if he had butdiſco

It was ſo ver'd his mind while that Gen

very terrible, Ikept at homewhat tleman was living ; for he

I could. I was inmyChamber : I ſeems to have much of the

was very much ſurpriz'd ; I was ſame Character, very honeſt,

tranſported in my ſelf, we would hope, and we are

Brangely harraſs'din mymind,it is ſure very Enthuſiaſtical. How

paſt expreſſion. Theard theſe words, ever , we think , not ſo con

(ſeeing nothing, butfeeling great ceited of himſelf, as People in

terror) All the world will I give thoſe Circumſtances uſe to be ;

thee, if thou wilt fall down and very much in the right,

and worſhip me. I return'dtheſe when he cry'd out , Muft I a poor

words: They are the words of Wretch carry this Meſſage! ToΤο

Temptation ; I will not wor- give therefore our ſerious and

ſhip. I had much ado to keep me charitable Judgment concern

upon my feet ; I was ſo harraſs’d, ing the whole, we muſt con

that I ſeem'd to be born from the clude it either intirely the ef

Earth or Floor : Irecover'dmy ſelf, fect of a warm and diſturb’d

and kept my ſtanding. Imagination; or perhaps fome

T3 thing

in would come upon me.

and so

:
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thing of the Devil in it be- cumfta nces. For the Manner

fides; who, as he is never idle, there appear evident Signs of a
To he fiſhes moſt in troubled Deliquium, or ſhort Diſtrac

Waters, and prevails moft where tion, thro ' the whole ; which

he finds not Reaſon to oppoſe often com eşby fits, while a Man
him . This our Opinion we may be rational enough at o

found upon the Manner of the ther times and on other occa
whole Relation, as well the fions :

Subſtance of it, and other Cir

But ifyou hitthe Cauſe that hurts his Brain,

Then bis Teeth gnash, he raves, he makes his Chain,

His Eye-balls roll, and he is mad again .

As a poor Gentleman writes, for the Temple it ſelf ſhook
who underſtood Madneſs as with them . But what Spirit

well as any Poet of us all. was at the bottom, is eaſy to

Of this, we ſay, there are determine : the fame which

ſeveral Evidences in the whole troubled Saul, and made him

Account: As firſt, That Op- break out into Frenzy and Mad
prefion upon bis Spirits, which neſs.

ſeems no better nor worſe than Again, Secondly, the Sub

Windin Hypocondria pent,which ſtance of theſe fancy'd Reve

ftruggled a while before it lations, and Matter of ' em , are

could force its' way upwards. fufficient to ſatisfy the Perſon

Then ſecondly , 'Tis being who is fick of that Diſeaſe ,

plainly befides himſelf, doing that they are not Divine. The
and ſpeaking he knew not what firſt of 'em is contrary to God's

to the Company that were with Word, the ſecond plainly Dia

him , as he himſelf confeſſes. bolical , the third falſe in fact ;

Whereas, certainly the Pro- therefore all of 'em rather to

phets of old were conſcious of be dreaded , than hearken'd to

their own Meſſages, and knew or believ'd . For the firſt, Ga

very well what they ſaid or call the World to Fudgment) we

did ; otherwiſe that Cenſure are to expect or believe no ſuch

had been juit of all of 'em , warning , as having fufficient

which the Jews blaſphemouſly already ; nay, as being contra

app.y'd to our Saviour, Hehath ry to the exprefs wordsof our
a Devil, and is mad. Thirdly, Saviour, who is himſelf the

Theſe Tranſports, Terrors, and Judge ; who tells us , Many Mall

Agonies , which he ſpeaks of, come in my name, andMalldeceive

look not ſo auch like the Mo- many . But when they Mall fay,

tion of God's Spitit, as the In . Lo here is Chrift, or lo ibere, be

ſpiration of the Delphian Priel- lieve them not : for as the Light

teſſes; who look, and ſtar’d , ning mineth out of the Eaſt, and

and foam'd when they deliver'd appeareth unto the West, ſo Mall

their Oracies : nor could it be the Coming of the Son of Man be.

all Practice and Difiimulation, for as a Snare hall that Daycome

on
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onallshemthat dwellon the Earth . pear'd more like an Angel of

For the ſecond, There can be Light, than in the former.

no queſtion but 'twas Diabo. He rais'd all his Machines in

lícal, the Enemy working up- the afflicted Perſon's Brain,
on the disturbid Fancy of this and furniſh'd out the beſt

PoorMan , and filling his Ima- Puppet-Show he could afford,

gination with the ſame words with Sun -lhine and Glories : but

with which he tempted our Sa- this is a ftale Trick , he did

viour. But here it ſeems he was the fame of old for his Friend

affe & ed, juſt as in the former Apollonius, and ' tis no more

Vifion, troubled and harraſs’d , than ſome of his Acquain

and fear'd [the former State was tance can do every Evening,

coming upon him.) For the Third with great Candles, and Ro

Viſion, 'tis confuted ; as God's zin . We would adviſe you

Spirit tells us the falſe Pro- therefore, as you have ſtill

phets ſhould be, by the Fact conceald theſe Fancies, ſo , if

not coming to paſs, tho' the you have any more, ftill to do

Seducer apes the facred Stile fo ; to take' ſoine wiſe Phyſi

here pretty towardly : [I am cian's Advice, for the purging

come down to ferrle the Kingdoms your diſtemper'd Head and

of the Worlá.] ' Tis ſpoke of Body ; and beſides all this , to

as already actually done, at faſt and pray, that you may
leaſt a doing. And this was not enter into Temptation ,

in King Charles's time, and or elſe be deliver'd from it :
many Years before his Death , Theſe being exactly the ſame

above twenty Years ſince: But Fancies with which the Devil

this is ſtill ſo far from being fill’d the Heads of our Enthu

done, this Settlement ſo far faſts in the laſt Age, and the

from being made, that onc Anabapriſts in Germany not ma

would rather think [the Devil ny Years before, who ran a.

himſelf was come down, having bout all Europe like diſtracted
great Wrath ] by all thoſe Aſ Perſons, ſome of 'em (tark

Tallinations, Poiſonings, Trea- naked, telling the World they

ſons, Murders, Wars, and De- were ſent from God to warn

ſolations that are lince made, 'em to repent, for the day of

and are ſtill making among Judgment was at hand ; while
all Mankind. This, the poor bair.brain'd Pro .

Man ſays, ' twas ſeven Years phets in England appointed the

before he could think of, and very time, for which Doom ſilay

ſeven more before he could Sedgwick was ſo famous, and
write it. But to what pur- others of 'em had feign'd the

poſe was it then reveal'd ſo very Night, fitting up to wait

long before, the Caſe being for it, and crying out blaf

vaſtly different from Nebuchad. phemouſly, Behold he comes in
nezzar's Dream , which was the Clouds ; when 'twas no

firſt reveald to him , and then thing but a Flock of their

to others ? It's true, in this Kindred Wild Geele flying o .

lait Viſion , the Enemy ap. ver them .

T4 Quest

our more
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Queſt. Who were the Gods the dols on their Shoulders, the

Babylonians chiefly ador'd , and People before and behind wor

what was their manner of wor- Thipping. They held a divine

Shipping them ; had every one Ac- Providence, but deny'd the

ceſs to their Altars in general, or Creation. They worſhipp'd

had they Priefts which offer'd for diverſe Ways, ſometimes by

them ? bowing the Head, or bending

Anſw. They had their the Knee, ſometimes by bow

Prieſts, as well as other Na- ing, or proftrating the whole

tions ; they were callid Chale Body , and ſometimes by kiſ

deans, and Magi, and much in- fingthe Images of their Gods,

clin'd to Aftrology and Divi- or their own Hands, if they

nation , and had their Schools could not reach theImage.

for the educating Youths in Queſt. What is the Nature of

that kind of Knowledge. TheThe a true Epic Poem ? who have beſt

chief Deities they worſhipp'd obſerv'd it the Poets, andamong

were Belus or Baal, and Aſtar. what are the Rules for it ?
te , or Aſtaroth, by whom they Anſw . Homer and Virgil have,

meart Jupiter and Juno. By by the Conſent of all Ages,
their religious Diſcipline they been the moſt perfect Models

were alſo oblig'd to worſhip of Epic Poetry : from them it

the Sun, and the King him- is that we muſt take our artifi

ſelf to offer to him every cial Meaſures; and there is

Day a white Horſe richly fur- no great doubt to be made

niſh d . They likewiſe under but Ariſtotle form'd his Me.

the Names of Nego, and Shaca, thod for the compoſition of a

worſhipp'd the Fire and the regular Poem, upon the prac
Earth , To their Goddeſs Sha . tice of Homer . An Epic Poem

ca , they kept a Feaſt in Ba- iş properly a Fable, in imita

bylon for five Days, during tion of an important Action ,
which tiine the Servants were and related in Verſe after a

Maſters, and Maſters Ser wonderful, but probable man

vants. They alſo ador'd Venus, ner. The Fable is therefore

and for the maintaining of her the chief Foundation ; and is

Worſhip , the Women proſtitu- a Diſcourſe intended to form

ted themſelves to Strangers, our Manners, by Inſtructions

procuring much Riches there- diſguis'd under the Allegory

by ; to this end they ſat and of an Action. Conſequently

expos'd . ihemſelves her to conſtruct the Fable as it

Temple, which they callid ought to be, a good Choice
Milicia , Their Prieſts us'd to muſt be made of the Inſtruc

Save their Heads and Beards , tion and Moral , which is the

and fand in their Temples, ground of it . Artificially

with Axes , Scepters, and o . thus to counterfeit, and under

ther Weapons in their Hands, the Idea of Truth , ' tis requi

with Candles lighted before ſite to take from Hiſtory the
them ; and us'd to have their Names of ſuch Perſons to

Proceffions, carrying their l . whom the thing probably hap
pen'd

at
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it was

pend, and relate it under ting above all things, and the

Thoſe known Names, with forming the deſign of the Fa

ſuch circumſtances as change ble, before Names were affix'd

nothing that is eſſential to the to it. And then if the Per

Fable and Moral. Homer, for fons whom the Poet introduces

inſtance, ſeeing Greece divided have performd ſuch known
into as many States as Towns, Adions as relate to his de

whoſe Form of Government fign, he may make uſe of, and

was independent one upon an accommodate them to it : For

nother ; deſigning on one ſide, we are most eaſily perſuaded

to ſhow them how neceſſary a that a thing is poſſible, when
good Intelligence and Agreee it has before happen'd. This

ment among themſelves was, Law of Probability is ſo eſ

to defend them againſt the ſential, that it muſt not be

common Enemies ; and on the diſpens'd with, even to ſpeak

other hand, that the Diſunion great things ; as we ſee in the

and Ambition of their Go- Hecuba of Seneca , who makes

vernors would inevitably ruin two handſome Reflections upon

their Confederations ; the Deſtruction of Troy, and

requiſite for him to find ſuch the Death of Priam ; for it

Perſons as could probably re- cannot be ſuppos'd that a Wo

preſent thoſe he intended in man loaded with ſo many

this Fable , and therefore he Africtions, ſhould have ſuch

choſe Achilles contending with Thoughts as were more wor

Agamenınon . Thoſe who are thy a Philoſopher, than agree

ignorant of the Art of the ble to the ſad Condition where

Poet, don't diſcover the Fic- unto her Misfortunes had re

tion , but believe he had no duc'd her. ' Tis true, this De

other end than to relate the fect is ſomething excuſable in

Adventures of the Siege of Seneca , becauſe he maintain'd

Troy : But he inſinuates ex- it with a great deal of Wir :

cellent Inſtructions when he But 'tis inſupportable in thoſe

ſeems only to ſpeak of his who, intending to raiſe their

Hero's. He makes uſe of the Diſcourſe, forſake good Senſe;

Greeks ſuffering the Diſagree- who for fear of falling to the

ment of their Governours, as Earth , loſe themſelves in the

Æſop in his Fables does of the Clouds. One of the principal

Wolf's devouring the Sheep , Rules in this poem , is Unity

whilſt the Dogs who ought of Action, which is rigorouſly

to have kept them , mutually obſerv'd in the Æneids and

deſtroy'd each other . Thus à Iliads. And therefore ' uis re

particular recital of the Ac- quilite foto connect all the

tions of the Perſon whoſe Epiſodes in the principal Action,

Name is borrow'd, has a leſs that they may neceſſarily de

Thare in an Epic Poem , than pend one upon another : They

the Fidion of what probably muſt be Members of the Bo

ought to be done. Ariſtotle dy to which they are united ,

himſelf recommended inven- and as ſo many Incidents

which
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which yet hinder not the U- tleman at laft grew careleſly def

nity of Action ; conſequently perate, running into all Extrava

the Action which the Poet gancies, as Drinking, &c. to drive

takes for his Subject muſt be his cares away . She took a better

all of a piece : it mutt have Courſe, devoting her ſelf to Piety,

fuch a beginning as ſuppoſes and wholly depending upon Provi

nothing before it for the dence for a Proviſion ; and in this

underſtanding of the Fad , only they diſagreed. At laſt it hap

and which requires fomething pend, that they were perſonallyfe

thould follow : A middle, parateda conſiderable diſtance from

which leaves no Interpreta- each other, butfill continu'd their

tion, is the Cauſe of what pre- amorous Correſpondency by Letters,

cedes, and the Effect of what &c. Alſo he remaind in his

comes after : And anEnd, that Courſe of Drunkenneſs and Debay

permits us to expect nothing chery; infomuch, that hehad con.
more . To this muſt be ad- tracted ſuch Debts that he hourly

ded , the Accompliſhment of expected the Effects of his Extra

the Epic Action, which is the vagancies,and nothingbut a Priſon

putting a Period to whatever for his Portion. But Fortune at

difturbs the Reſt and Tran- the ſametimeunhappilypreſenting

quillity of the Hero. 4 Perſon to him , who proposing

conſult Authority,we ſhall find upon Marriage to maintain him ,

no inſtance of a Work of this ſet him clear of the World, and

nature , that ending leaves the keep the Wolf from the Door for

chief Perſon unfortunate. In the future ; in this Neceſity and

reſpect to its Duration, Ariſtotle Diſtraction, he marries her , and

has fix'd no time . Homer has accordingly she proves a confide

given eight Years to his Odyr rable Fortune ; and could be bave

fes; Virgil feven to his Æneids, forgot his firſt Love, he might

and the Iliads are perfectly havethoughthimſelf happyinher.

concluded in forty ſeven Days. His former Miſtreſs knowing no

Queſt. Whether a Man may thing of his being marry'd , but

not , in fome caſes, do Evil that meeting him lately, propos'd both

Good may come on't ? As, Two Matrimony, and a Method for

Perfons, whom Nature and Art their Maintenance; at the ſame

Jeenid to have done their utmost time uſing ſuch pious Arguments

to accompliſh , fell in love with to win him from his Debaucheries,

each other; but Fortune proving and to ſet his Mind on a future

extremely niggardly to them both, State, that his Conſcienco rells

and they intirely affecting each bim , that for bis Soul's fake ke

other, cculd propoſe no leſs than can do no less than live , with

obat the greateſt Miſery would ber ; for kis Body's ſake, hemuls

etrend their Matrimony,and purely not be guilty of Bigamy, eſpecially

upon that Account they deferr'd it if known : Beſides, 'twill be in .

some Years , in the mean time gratitude in him to leavehis.Wife :

cadeavouring their utmoft 10 fall Whereupon riſes the Queſtion above,

inio fome Way, & c. But finding viz. Whether he had not better do

ao Frospect of anything, the Gen- Evil in the caſes, that he may
max
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can

be in a State of Salvation, than Anſw . In the Year 1687 , the

tead a diſſatisfy'd Life in this Emperor of Germany having al

World , and incur eternal Dam- ſembled together all the States

nation hereafter ? This is his of Hungary at Presburg, de

true Cafe, upon which he deſires clar'd to them that he deſign'd

your Opinion . to place the Crown of Hunga.

Anſw . The Prohibition is my upon the Prince his Son,

pofitive, and makes no Ex- and told them they ought to

ception in his caſe, any more confirm his Nomination, with

than in another. Nor out ſtaying for the common

we ſee what Salvation he can Formalities that they were ac

propoſe to himſelf, by breaking cuſtom'd to uſe in the Ele & ion

both the Laws of God and of their Kings, becauſe the

Man : And he that has com- Expences that the Houſe of

mitted ſo many Crimes and Auſtria had been at to defend

Follies already, will find enough that Country againſt the Turks,

to repent of withoutany new gave him a Right to look up

Additions. But beſides, his on Hungary as upon the reſt of

pious Miſtreſs, who only is to be his Inheritances. Upon the

pity'd, would not, undoubted making of this Propoſition to

ly, admit of any ſuch Propoſal, the States, the Earl Nicbolas

after ſhe ſhall know he has Draſcowitz, Great Judge ofthe

already given away himſelf. Court of Hungary , repreſented

On the contrary, whilſt their to them the Conſequences of

ſeeing each other becomes the Cellion, advis'd them to

prejudicial to his wife, by lef- preſerve their antient Privi

ſening that Love in Gratitude leges, and to refuſe the Offer.

he owes her, ſhe'll probably Whereupon they declar'd their

refrain the being any occafion Reaſons to the Emperor; and

of diverting him from that defir'd him to conſent that

Duty lhe perſuades him to . they fhould not change their

all he has now left himſelf antient Cuſtoms : But his lm

the liberty of doing, is to beg perial Majeſty continu'd firm

her Pardon for his Unfaith in his Reſolution , and told

fulneſs, and never to ſee her them again , that Hungary had

more till he can do it inno- coſt him more than it was

cently without breaking his worth ; and after having

Marriage - Vow . For if e'er bought it ſo dearly, it was

he expects to be happy, he very juſt that it fhould be he
muſt become a good Husband , reditary to his Houſe. And

fince Chriſtianity requires us the Earl Draſcowitz, who moſt

preciſely to obſerve the Duties ſtrongly oppos'd it,
a little

of every Relation . after dying ſuddenly in the

Queff. How came the Houſe of Night, without the Cauſe of

Auſtria to pretend that the Title it being well known, thoſe

of King of Hungary belong'd to who were of the fame Opi.

ihem , and after what manner did nion with him, were ſo frigh

they get it confirm'd ? ten'd at his death ,

body

that no
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of Spain.

body durft openly oppoſe the tance of time and place.
Emperor's Will any longer : Queſt. How came the Kings of

wherefore in the following England, to_be ' ftild Defen

Aſſembly of the States, they ders of the Faith ? And how

declar'd , that henceforth the long have they been call'd ſo ?

Kingdom of Hungary, thou'd be Anſw . King Henry VIII. wri

hereditary to theHouſe of Au• ting a Book in Defence of the

ſtria, of the Imperial Branch ; Romißh Religion, againſt Martin

that for want of Heirs Male Luther, had by Pope Leo X.

it should paſs to the Daugh- the Title conferr'd upon him ,

ters ; and in defect of both, of Defender of the Faith ; which

it ſhould firſt belong to the has been more juſtly conti

Princes, and afterwards to nu'd ever ſince , they being

the Princeſſes of the Branch the chief Maintainers of the

Proteſtant Religion.

Queſt. Why is the learning of Queſt. Why were the Jews

the Tongues in so little repute; accuftom'd to faſt in the Month

and Perſons ſo difficultly perfuad. of Auguft, and after what man

ed to it ? ner did i hery perform it ?

Anſw . By confeſſing that the Anſw . They look'd upon the

Knowledge of Words is no- Creation of the World to be

thing in it ſelf, we might ea. in September, and ſo made it

fily perſuade that without it to be the beginning of their

we cannot come to know Year, and believ'el God would

tliings ; but whilſt we ſpeak come to judge it about that

as if we believ'd that to be time : Wherefore they fafted

acquainted with many Words, and pray'd divers Days toge :

altħo' it neither conduc'd to ther, baptizing themſelves in

good Senie , nor help'd the Lakes and Rivers; they dipp'd

Underſtanding, was an eſti- themſelves all over, thinking

mable thing, few Perſons will thereby to expiate their Sins ;

be induc'd to ſtudy the Lan- at which time they went to

guages. And this ſeems to be their Synagogues and Church

one of the chief Reaſons why Yards , begging of God to para

it is ſo much neglected at don their offences for the lake

preſent : For 'tis very proba- of the good Jews who were

ble, 'twould be otherwiſe if bury'd there ; and it was like

thoſe who apply themſelves to wiſe their Cuſtom then to dif

it , did not appear ſo much to tribute Alms very liberally .

eſteem this knowledge for it Queft. I have had some Cu

felf, which ’ ris very plain, rioſity to know the opinions held

ought only to be conſider'd by the Chineſe, and the People

ſo far as it may conduce to of the ſeveral Parts of the Indies

the underſtanding of things , in refpect to their worſhip ; and

and aflift us with the means beg therefore ſome general account

to form the Mind, by helping of them ?

us to converſe with all Na. Anſw . The Chineſe are all

tions notwith landing the dil Idolaters, excepting few

1

a

gaind
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wear

gain'd to Chriſtianity by the from the King, and partly
Jeſuits, and ſome to Mahome- from devout People. They

tiſm by Mahomet's Followers . have among 'em alſo Nuns

They have great many and Hermits, and confecrated

Temples and Monafteries fill'd Places to which the People

with idols, which their Prieſts make Pilgrimages. Their Se

feed with ſeveral ſorts of cular Priefts black

Meats ; but their chief Idol Cloth, and their Hair long ;

has three Heads repreſent- but none of any Order what

ing their great Philoſophers, ever muſt marry. They are

Confucius, Xequiam , and Tanzu . oblig'd to obſerve as Feſtival

Their principal Gods are the Days, the new and full

Sun, Moon, and Stars ; tho' Moons, the King's Birth -Day,

they likewiſe worſhip the De- but chiefly New -Tears-Day. E

vil, not becauſe they love, very one ſuperſtitiouſly ob

but fear him , left he ſhould ſerves his own Birth -Day ; and

do them any Harm ; upon 'tis a piece of Religion among

which account they place his them , devoutly to perform the

Picture in the fore part of Funeral Obſequies of their

their Ships. They follow Parents whom they adore ;

Pythagoras's Opinion in reſpect they bury them in the Fields

to the Tranſmigration of ' with great Solemnity and Ex

Souls, therefore ſome of 'em pence. There's a general Li

will not kill any living Crea- berty of Opinion among them ,

ture. And
upon this account, no one being ty'd to embrace

in Quinſay, in a wall’d Park any particular Worſhip.

belonging to of their The Indians worſhipp'dGanges,

Religious Houſes, the Monks and the talleſt Trees ( it be

us'd to feed 4000 living Crea- ing death to cut down any

tures of ſeveral kinds, out of of ' em ) and the ſeveral Gods

Charity to the Souls of No. of their own Fancies, paying

blemen which they ſuppos'd' no Devotion to Jupiter, Juno,

to inhabit the Bodies of theſe Neptune, and Hercules, till after

Animals. Their Monks are they were conquer'd by Alex

ſhav'd, and oblig'd to maintain ander. They held dancing to

a ſingle Life, praytwo Hours their Idols to be a part of Di

together before Day, wear vine Service. But the Brach

Beads, and be preſent at Bu among them neither

rials . Of which Orders there worſhipp'd Idols, nor any living

four forts, diſtinguiſh'd Creatures ; were moderate in

by the ſeveral Colours, of their Diet, refrain'd froin

white, black , yellow , and both Wine and Women, and

grey : theſe have their Priors, us'd much to contemplate di
Provincials , and General ; vine Things. The Siamites

which laſt is carry'd in an worſhipping the four Elemeats,

Ivory Chair on Men's Shoul- were divided into four Sects,

ders, and cloath'd in Silk . each one deliring to be bury'd

Their Subſiſtence is partly in the Element he ador'd ,
where

one

mans

are
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wherefore ſome were commit- Water, and do peñance by

ted to the Earth , fome burn'd, lying flat on the Ground, kiſ

ſome hang'd in the Air, and fing the Earth, holding up

fome thrown into the Water. their Hands to the Sun, and

They believe one God made turning themſelves round ſe .

all things ; that he rewards the veral times.

Good, and puniſhes the Wick- At Magor they are generally

ed ; that every Man has a Pythagorzans, believing Trani

good and bad spirit attending migration. They own one

him ; that after the world has God, but have many fooliſh

ftood 8000 Years, it ſhall be Fancies about him, believing

buro'd to Athes, from wbence he has appear'd on Earth in

ſhall ariſe two Eggs, and out diverſe Forms, as that of a

of them a Man and a Wo. Filh, a Snail, a Hog, a Mon

man, who again thall people fter reſembħng a Woman 2

the Earth. Their religious bove and a Lion below ; they

Orders are ſo ſtrict, that 'tis adore ſeveral Idols, but espe

death to ſpeak to a Woman : cially one which repreſents a

They feed only on Rice and Woman with two Heads and

Herbs, which they beg from many Hands. The King wor

Door to Door ; have neither ſhips every Morning the l.

the Liberty to buy or ſell, but mage of the Sun, and of Jeſus

always go bare- foot, and poor Chrift. And thoſe in the o

in babit : They are not per- ther Parts of the Indies hold

mitted to nouriſh any. Female much the fame Opinions with

whatever, and are fond if theſe already mention'd.

they drink Wine. Queft. Is there any difference

The People ofBengal, not to be found in the Grammar of

only worſhip the RiverGanges, the modernGreeks ? Andin what

but alſo pay Divine Honour ſenſe have they taken the Word

to its Picture : Many go Pil- 'Ayannt ?
grims thither, and waſh them- Anſw . Notwithſtanding all

ſelves in it . And if any one the Revolutions which have

can get ſome of it to drink at oblig'd the Grecians of divers

his death, hethinks by virtue Countries to mis one with

of it he ſhall obtain future another, there is ſtill ſome

Happineſs. They adore a difference to be obſerv'd 2

Well likewiſe that is among mong them : as for inſtance,

wherein by waſhing, the Active Verb governs the

and drinking of it, they purify Genitive Care, in the Lan

themſelves without and with- guage of thoſe of Peloponneſus.

in. All are oblig'd_to enter Candia, Chio, ofZacynihus,and

bare-foot into their Temples ; almoſt all the Iſles of Greece ;

the fick are brought and laid whereas it governs the Accuſa

before their Idols, by whoſe tive Caſe, in the Attick Tongue,

favour they hope to be re- that of Theſſaly , Macedonia, and
ftor'd to their Health . They Thrace : Tho' formerly, in the

ſometimes pray naked in the antient Attick Dialect, they oft
ner
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Der join'd the Genitive Caſe to long’d to a certain Man cald

the Adive Verbs, than in any Shemer, ofwhom Omri King of

other Dialect, as Simon Portius Ifrael bought it, and thereupon

gives us an account. We find this City was call’d Samaria,

amongſt the Significations that 1 Kings 16 , 24. Some of the An

the modern Greeks have given tients, who did not remember

to the Word 'Agatytos, that ſo this Paſſage, have believ'd that

they call'd their particular this Word came from shamer, to

Friends; as Felix IV. whotook keep, becaufe the King of Ally

an Oath of Fidelity to Juſti- ria, who had led the Inhabi

nian , whilft he was a Laick, tants of that Country away

was thereupon in a Greek Lift captive, ſent new Colonies thi

of the Popes call'd 'AYOCTYTOS ther to keep it . And the mo

' 185itars , The Well-beloved of Juf- dern Samaritans alſo , who re

tinian. They alſo call?d ſuch jected the Hiſtories of the Jews,

Men Agapetes, or Beloved, as maintain that they had their

liv'd with Women , not in qua . ' name from that Hebrew Word,

lity of Husbands, but only to keep ; becauſe, they ſay, they

as Friends ; andthoſe Women faithfully kept the Law of Mó
were likewife diftinguiſh'd by fes. But 'tis no uncommon

the ſame name. This was the thing to ſee Hiftories main

Cuſtom in the time of Juſtinian , tain'd from pretended Etymo

as appears by his forbidding the logies, fince we have inſtances

Deaconeſſesto permit any Per- enough of it both from the

lons whatſoever to live with Greeks and Latins ; one ofwhich

them, in the quality of Bro- we have from the Romans, who

thers, Couſins, Agapetes or Be- faid, that Latium had its name

loveds, as they were calld ; be from Latere,to hide : upon which

cauſe theſe Names produc'd they have invented that Cir

diſadvantageous Suſpicions 2- cumſtance in the Fable of sa .

bout their manner of living. turn, of hiding himſelf in Italy,

Queſt. Tou have been often de- thathe might not be taken by
fir'd , and are again intreated to his Son .

giveſomeaccount of the Originalof This Town was the Capital

Samaria, from whence it had its of the Ten Tribes, till it was

Name, whereabouts it wasſituate, taken by Salmaneferafter a Siege

by whom theTemple was built at of three years ; when 'tis pro

Gerizim , who deſtroy'd it, and bable 'twas intirely raz’d, from

what were the ſeveral Changes Micah 1. 6. altho’ the Sacred

which happen'd tothis Province in Hiſtory ſays nothing of it. And
reſpect to its inhabitants and Go- 'tis very likely 'twas again re

vernors ? And if the Samaritans built by the Cuthites , who e

are not deceiv'd , in ſaying they rected ' a Temple at Gerizim ,

havealwaysdwele near Gerizim ? which was thrown down by

Anſw . This Country lay be- Hyrcanus an hundred and eight

tween Judea, properly ſo called , years before our Saviour's time.

and Galilee. The Mountain Joſephus tells us, that this Prince

upon which it was built be. To utterly deſtroy'd both Tem
ple
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ple and City, that there re, altho’ this Opinion is contrary'

main'd no Marks that there had to what has been receiv'd from

ever been any Town ftanding Antiquity. The Scripture ſays

there. A long timeafter which, abſolutely that the Iſraelites

Gabinius Governour of Syria re- were led captive into Aſyria

eſtabliſh'd it , perhaps to keep and Media. And altho the

Fudea in awe, and gave it the chief Habitation of the Sama

name of Gabinia ; which it kept ritans is at Napalouſe, yet ſome

till Herod's time, who having modern Relations aſſure us,

embelliſh'd it, call'd it Sebaſtea that there are ſome of 'em at

in honour of Auguſtus. Yet for Grand Cair, Gaza, and other

all this, a neighbouring Town places . They are very igno

calld Neopolis, and at this time rant of their own Antiquity,

Napalouſe, was afterwards more becauſe they will not receive

celebrated, and paſs’d for the any Account from the Jews, and

Capital of Samaria. And ſome have none that is peculiar to

modern Authors have confoun- themſelves, which is any thing

ded Sebaſtea and Napalouſe ; but exact. They believe them

Cellarius ſhows their miſtake, ſelves all deſcended from the

by proving that this laſt City is Tribes of Ephraim , Manaſſeh,

the ſame with the antient She- and Levi . They were firſt ſub

chem , fituated at the foot of jected to the lyrians , then to

Mount Gerizim , inention'd in the Babylonians, and afterwards

Judges 9 : 7 . After the King of to the Perſians ; who ſent them

Syria had ſubdu'd Samaria, he Governours, the laſt of which
ſent Men to inhabit there from was Sanballat , who obtain'd a

Babylon, from Cuth, Ava, Ha- Permiſſion of Darius to build a

math, and Sepharvaim . We have Temple upon the Mount of

no very good account wherea. Gerizim , in favour of his Son

bouts theſe four laſt places were ; in -Law Manaſſeh Brotherto Jad

but'tis very probable ,the Cuihites dus the High Prieſt of the

were either beſt known or moſt Fews:, and after Darius was o

numerous, becauſe the Jews vercome by Alexander, he paid

have ſince call'd the Samaritans homage to the laſt, and afſifted

by that name. Joſephus and him with Soldiers at the Siege
fome Authors after him have of Tyre. But he dying, was

affirm'd that Cuth was in Per- ſucceeded by Andromachus i

fia ; and Huet ſays, that one whom, according to Quintus

part of Sufian, which the Greeks Curtius, the Samaritan'sburnt

nam'd ciſfia, was ſo call'd : but alive, being enrag'd by his

Scaliger thought the Cuthites great Severity towards them.

were a People of Colchide, be- Foſephus, who omitted nothing

cauſe there was a Town callid that could add to the Glory of

Cuteus, the inhabitants where- his Nation , ſays, that Alexan
of had receiv'd Circumciſion , der would not grant the Sama

which Custom he believ'd was ritans that Exempcion of the

introduc'd by ſomeof the 1/- ſeventh year's Tribute,

raelites being carry'd thither ; did to the Jews. The ſame

as he

Hifto .
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Hiftorian likewiſe faith , that pafs'd with his Army thro' Napa

they had a diſpute with the loufe. Under Adrian, who put

Jews before Philopater ; theſe ſo great a number of theJews

laſt affirming, according to the to death , nothing happen'd ex

Principles of the Moſaick Law, traordinary to the Samaritans ;

that the true Temple of the we don't ſo much as find them
God of Iſrael was that at Jeru. mention’d in the Hiſtory of

jalem , and the Samaritans pre- that time, except in a Letter

tended 'twas that at Gerizim . of Adrian to the Conſul Serviä .

Some have believ'd that by the nus, where he ſays, That all

Samaritanshe meant thoſe who the Religions of Egypt ador'd

liv'd in Egypt, becauſe the In- Serapis, without excepting the

habitants of Napalouſe had been Jews, Samaritans , and Chriſtians.
Subjects to the Kings of Syria The Samaritans of Napaloneha

from the time of Antiochus Epi- ving a long time refited Seve

phanes, and had had their Go . rus, he at Taft took from them

vernours from thence ; he af- all their former Privileges; but

ſuring us, that they offer'd to ſoon after permitted thein to

Antiochus to have their Temple enjoy them again. In the fuc

call’d, The Temple of the Jupiter ceeding Ages it appears that

of the Greeks. But however, the Samaritans did not only

it was Hyrcanus fubdu'd them ; dwell in Judea and the neigha
after which, Gabinius having bouring Provinces , but that

built their City, and Herod ſomeof them were at Conftan

beautify’d it, as we have be- tinople, and ſome at Rome . ”Tis

fore obſerv'd, his Son Archelaus plain from Caffiodorus, that they

by his Right inherited the Pro- had a Synagogue at Rome from

vince of Samaria , with ſome the time of Theodoric; ſince he

others which he poſſeſs'd him- tells us, they re - demanded an

ſelf of by the conſent of Ave Houſe which was fallen into

guftus, on condition he thould the hands of the Eccleſiaſticks,

remit to the Samaritans one becauſe it was formerly given

fourth part of their Tribute ; to them for a Synagogue. Some

becauſe when all Judea was up Authors expreſy tell us, they

in Rebellion, they alone were rebelld in Fufinian's time , and

peaceable, and did not take ill - treated the Chriſtians in the

Arms. But Archelaus being ba- Province of Samaria ; for which

nilh'd, they ſent them an In- reaſon all of 'em were bariſh'd

tendant to Rome : ſometime af- out of Judea, except thoſe who

ter whichAgrippa obtaining the became Chriſtians. And theſe

Title of King, pofſefs’d sama. Seditions were the only reaſon

ria ; and to ſucceed him , the why they were us'd ſo ſevere

Samaritans had again new Ro- ly. ' Thus when we conſult ſo

man Intendants. From Veſpa- many authentick Authors, the
fan's time that country had ignorance of the preſent sa

the ſame fate with the reſt of maritans plainly appears ; who

Judea ; altho' Joſephusſaysno- affirmthey have continu'd near

thing of it , except that Tirus the Mount of Gerizim , ever
U lince
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ſince Moſes brought them out of him ſo many diverſions from his

Egypt.
Duty, that 'tis almoſt impoſſi

Queſt. What Condition in the ble for him to find the path of

world is moſt eligible, and beſt for Virtue ; and therefore we often

the aſſiſting us to be virtuous, and fee Riches attended with Va

becomewiſe ! nity , Luxury, and Delicacy,

Antw . The Wiſe Man was all which are Enemies to Sci

for neither Riches nor Poverty , ence. So that the middle Con

becauſe both Efates were lo dition , where there is a ſuffi

liable to Temptation ; and the cient Fortune to allow the ne

middle Condition is undoubted- ceffary means for Knowledge,

ly moſt proper for the acqui- and encourage a vertuous Life,

ſition of Virtue, Wiſdom or (being free from thoſe Temp

Riches ; fince the inconve- tations and Inconveniencies

niencies both of the Body and which Riches and Poverty an

Fortune , are hindrances in our bound with ) is the moit to

purſuit after either. For even be deſir’d , and likelieft (as we

to have a deſire to become generally ſee ) to produce theſe

knowing, 'tis requiſite to have happy effects.

a generous and liberal Mind ; Queſt. Being formerly a great

and not a mean Spirit, like that Taker of Tobacco, but often per
of a poor Man , who being ſuaded by fome Friends that 'twas

loaden with Miſery, thinks of of no real advantage to any Man,

nothing but how to live, and but chiefly maintain'd by Cuſtom ;

deliver himſelf from the infup-' and ſomeLadiesbeing averſe to it,

portable Rigours of Neceffity. whom I have a particular reſpect

And ſo far is Poverty from be- for, I am willing to leave it, tho'
ing a help to Virtue , that it I know it won't be without ſome

oftentimes makes Men deſpiſe difficulty; and have promis'd them

Laws, and thro' their miſery foto do, if you believe it prejudi

abandon themſelves to Rage cial, and will honour me with your

and Deſpair ; and in hopes of Opinion : to which I defire may be

ſome redreſs, they become mu- added the Manner of its Growth,

tinous , feditious, and guilty of and its reſpective Virtues, if it

Thefts , Murders, and all man

ner of Outrages, having no- Anſw . This Weed often grows

thing to loſe but their unhappy a yard and half high , with a

Lives, by venturing of which ſtrait thick Stalk, which emits

they expect to gain ſome little ſeveral Branches with many

change in their Fortune, which long and broad Leaves on them,

may poflibly contribute more to that are rough , of a pale green,

their eaſe and quiet. And as unpleaſant ſmell, and bitter

for the Rich Man , our Saviour taſte. Some tell us it has many

tells us , ' ris eaſier for a Camel to good effects when apply'd to

gosbro' theeye of a Needle, than the Body: as the Leaf warm'd

for such an one to enterintothe and laid to the Head has often

Kingdom of Heaven : The Ful cur'd the Head-ach , when it

nessof his Condition affording has proceeded from Colds or

has any .

Wind ;
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Wind ; and is us’d for the they have had Divine Dreams.

Cramp , and fuch -like pains They alſo uſe it to recover

coming from the ſame cold Wearineſs, and ſupport Hun

Humours ; and eſpecially it ger ; ſo that by their Prepara

cures holiow Teeth, if fillid tions, they can take away the

with the Leaf bruis’d. Its De. Inconveniencies of 'Hungerand

coction in fair Water is like. Thirſt for two or three days

wiſe good for Colds in the together . But the taking it as

Breaſt , and old Coughs, by re- 'tis commonly us'd, is very pre

moving the Flegm which cauſes judicial to moſt young Men,

them. Its Smoke taken thro' and chiefly to the cholerick, it

the Noſe, and ſwallow'd down, being hot and dry in a high

has cur’d ſuch as have had Ul- degree: 'Tis alſo certain, that

cers in their Lungs ; by the the Smoak of it is bad for the

ſame reaſon that Galen tells us, Brain, which it clouds and dulls

he knew a Baker's Wife cur’d by ſtirring up the animal Spi

of that Diftemper by frequent rits.

breathing the hot and dry Air, Queft. What does the word

which ſhe receiv'd as the put Manna ſignify, and in what plao,

her Bread into the Oven and ces is it to be found ?

took it out again . The Leaves Anſw . In Hebrew and Arabick

roaſted are good for the Wind- the word ſignifies a thick Dew,
Cholick . The Indians give it ſweet and whitiſh , which in

their Children for the Worms. Paleſtine and the neighbouring

The Smoak blown into the Countries ſticks upon the Leaves

Noftrils, recovers Swooning- of certain Trees, where it con

Fits. Scurf, Itch, Chiłblanes, geals and hardens to the con

and kib'd Heels are cur'd by fiſtence we ſee it. Some of it

being rubb'd with it ; as alſo ve- is alſo found in Calabria. The

nomous Wounds , which the Spa- antient Greeks had only a con

niards experienc'd when they fus'd Knowledge of this kind of

áſſaulted the Indians, who woun- Dew, and have not mention'd

ded them with poiſon'd Ar- it under the name of Manna,

rows; having at laſt found out but a ſort of Honey : altho''tis

that the Juice of Tobacco true, they made uſe of the word

wrought the ſame Cure, Manna, puéérve ; but it fignify'd

their prepar'd Sublimate had Grains of Incenſe, which was

done before it was ſpent. The quite another thing.

Indian Prieſts obſerving all theſe Queſt. I have read ſomepretty ,

Virtues, transferr'd them to but imperfect Relations about the

the Myſteries of their Religion ; Birth of Sommonocodom , the

for when they are conſulted 2- Siamites God ; of which, if you

bout the Events of War, they pleaſe, 1 deſire a fuller account

Tuck the Smoak of this Herb from you , having been told ,the Sto
thro' long Canes till they fall my bears a near reſemblanceto the

afleep ; and being afterwards Hiſtory of our Saviour, and that

awaken'd , relate Wonders to 'tis probable they have taken it

their Auditors, telling them from thence.

Anfw

as

!

U Z
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Anſw . The Siamires ſay, That of its Nouriſhment. This mi

a little above two thouſand raculous Birth was ſoon ſpread

Years ago, a young Maid re- abroad ; and ſome Kings being

tir'd from the World into a alarm'd to hear that the King

Foreſt of Siam , that ſhe might of Kingswas born , a longtime

lead a more holy Life, there fought him to puthim to death .

waiting for the coming of God . But the Hermit flying with the

She liv'd in this Solitude for a Child, and hiding himſelf in

long time, after a very auftere a Deſart, he deliver'd it from

manter, without having any the Fury of theſe Princes. At

Commerce with Mankind. And twelve Years ofAge Sommono

one day , whilft ſhe was at pray- codom left this Deſart, and re

ers , the conceiv'd after a very turn'd to siam, where he per

miraculous manner, ſtill con- form'd a great many Miracles.

tinuing a Virgin . But thoʻthis Queft. Since the Heathens have

young Damſel was very well spoke many things of Bacchus

affur’d of her Vertue , yet being which agree with Moſes, might

ſomething alham'd, the hid her not he be the perſon meant byhis
ſelf further in the Foreſt, the character ?

more ſecurely to keep her from Anſw . The Phoenicians and E

the Eyes of all the World : and gyprians were too great Enemies

at laſt arriving at a great Lake to Moſes, to adore him under

between Siam and Cambai, the the name of Bacchus, and place

was deliver'd of a Child, with- him amongſt the number of

out any pain ; which Infant their Gods; altho' 'tis very like

was very beautiful . And hav- that thoſe who invented the

ing no Milk to nouriſh it with, Fable of Bacchus, have ſtole

not being able to reſolve to ſee from and corrupted the Hiſto

it die , the went into the Lake, ry of Moſes, and thence have
and laid it upon ſome Leaves drawn the Miracles of this falſe

of an Herb , which ſwam upon Divinity.

the ſurface of the Water, that Queft. What Degree does sil

Nature had there provided for verbear amongst other Metals ?

the preſervation of this Child, What are the chief Properties ofit,

after a very ſurprizing manner. and from whence is it that we

His Mother havinglaidhim have the greateſt part of it ?

upon a Flower of this Herb, Anſw . Silveris the fineſt Med

the Flower extended it ſelf to tal in the World excepting

receive him , after ſuch a man- Gold ; 'twill beat very thin,
ner, that it cover'd him like a and ſtretch in Wire beyond any

Cradle : After which , this Vir- ſort of Metal but Gold, even

gin withdrew her ſelf, and was as ſmall as a Man's Hair. It

caught up into Heaven . An will not ruft, but cankers a lit

holy Hermit who had been a tle into a pale blue ; conſumes
witneſs of all thoſe Wonders, ſome ſmall matter in melting.

at the ſame time enter'd into ' Tis diſſolvable, like other Me

the Lake, from whence he tals, in Aquafortis ; and a thin

drew this Child, and took care Plate of it, as a great or leſſer

piece,
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piece, rubb'd with Brimſtone, the Opinions of the Remonftrants

and held over a Candle, ſplits as to mattersof Faith ? I beg the

and moulders, becauſe it is favour of you to be as full upon it

calcin'd, the Powder of which asyour Paper will permit ; which

paints Glaſs yellow . It chiefly will be noSmall Obligation to me,

comes from the Weſt- Indies and and many other of your hearty

High-Germany, being dug out of Friends.

Mines in an Oar not much un- Anſw . The Remonſtrants be

like Lead or Antimony ; and lieving that the Chriſtian Re

the richer Veins of Lead are ligion principally conſiſts in o

ſaid to have much Silver in beying the Precepts of the Gof

them. When this Oar lies o . pel, they maintain that we

pen to the Air, it ſends forth muſt particularly endeavour to

ſometimes Branches like a fhun all Errours which may di

white Moſs, of pure silver, vert us from Piety, and that

call'd the Silver- Tree ; and is we ought to inſtrud our ſelves

ſaid to be imitated by ſome in the Doctrines of the Chriſa

Chymiſts, who alſo pretend to tian Religion , according to the

make factitious real Silver, by relation they have to the Obe

the lower Preparation of their dience which God requires of

Philofophers Stone : beſides us . They believe it Chrif

which, there is a Counterfeit tians were not ſo divided as

of it, made by whitening Cop- they are, 'twould be ſufficient

per, too well known to thoſe only to keep to this Principle ;

Sparks amongſt us who cheat but ſince Controverſies have

by falſe Plate or Money. The caus’d ſo many Diviſions a

Touchſtone and Fire are gene- mongſt them , they look upon

rally the methods ' tis try'd by. it almoſt neceſſary to examine

A Veſſel of it in common'uſe is the importance of theſe Con

long a beating, but then pre- troverſies, that they may not
ferves its Heat as long.

raſhly condemn ſuch Men as

Queft. IMall not iakethe way excluded from Salvation , who

that ſome Perſons have done, in might be as good Chriſtians as

hopesto gain an Anſwer, by accu- themſelves. They do not al

fing you of Unkindneſs, in not re- low of engaging our ſelves in

ſolving myQueries,altho'perhaps as to ſuch fubtilQueſtions, about

often ſent as moſt you receive, and which God has reveal'd nothing
with as many Requeſts added to to us ; as whether Eternity is

mine ; but rather conclude, if I ſucceſſive or not , about the

patiently wait , I fall ſooner or manner of God's Immenſity,

later be ſatisfy'd by jou : And ſince and the like. They ſatisfy

I obferu'd in one of your late Mer- themſelves with propoſing di

curies, that you would have an- vers Opinions, and ſhewing

(wer'd a Queſtion, if it had again the unconquerable Difficulties

been ſent you ;and not knowing but wherein they ſhould involve

mine may, as well asothers, be themſelves, let them embrace

Loft in theCroud, Ifallhere again which ſide they would ; and

repeat it as follows, viz . Whai are therefore they conclude, it is

enoughV 3
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enough to believe the ground and according to the Diverſity
of things, without its being ne. of their Temperaments. This

ceſſary to decide any thing a- Diſpoſition being natural to

bout the manner of ' em ; de- Children , the leaſt occafion is

termining only in ſuch caſes ſufficient to incline them to

where the Scripture or our fin. As ſoon as they are ar

Reaſon inſtructs us ſo clear- riv'd to any knowledge , they ar

ly, that 'twould be impoſſible dently embrace whatever cre,
to remain in doubt . I hey ates them any pleaſure, and a

maintain in general, that God void Pain at any price what .

is not the Author of sin ; but ever. But whilſt they are un

ſay, when Men fin God deter- capable of making any ufe of

mines them by the Concourſe their Reaſon, the Remonſtrants

of his Providence to will cer- maintain that this inclination

tain ihings which are Sins, and is not properly a Sin , and that

yet without having any part in it cannot merit eternal Death .

their Sins : becaule God per- They further ſay , that there

forms only what is phyſical in is nothing criminal in this In

their Actions, and Men the clination, after they are capa

moral part. In reſpect to the ble of uſing their Reaſon , pro

Sin of our firft Parents, they vided they don't conſent to

ſay that God, to prove their follow it when it inclines

Obedience, forbid them to eat them to violate any of God's

of the Fruit of a certain Tree Commands. Concerning the

under pain of Death , which they Covenants which God made

underliand of a temporal, and with Abraham and Moſes, they

not eternal Death ; and that ſay the laſt was not capable of

after they had ſuffer'd divers carrying the Iſraelites to a per

Miſeries, their Souls ſhould be feet Sanctification , which they

ſeparated from their Bodies : look upon to be the reaſon for

whereas if they had obey'd making the CovenantofGrace ;

God , they ſhouid never have and that itwas the pure Mercy
died . As to the Effect that of God which induc'd him to

the Sin of our firit Parents has make this Covenant with Men,

produc'd in their Poſterity, be wherein at the ſame time he

fides the Miſeries and Death diſcover'd his Mercy towards

which we inhems from them, Sinners and his Hatred to Sin ,

they hold that Children are by pardoning none but thro’the

born leſs pure than Adam was Sacrifice of his Son. They ſay,

when he was created , and with our Saviour addded to the Laws

à certain Inclination to Plea. of Moſes thoſe which probibit

ſure, and whatſoever can cauſe Swearing , putting away a Man's

it; which they do notimme- Wife except for Adultery , and

diately take from Adam , but the Command of loving our

from their Mothers : and that Enemies ; this as he was a Pro

this inclination yaries accor- phet : and that he executed

ding as the Defects of thoſe the Office of a Priest, in the

which bare them are different, Oblation of the Sacrifice which

hath
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hath expiated our Sins, and the ſaid , That the Merit of Jeſus

Interceſlion he now continually Chrift depended alone on the Grace
makes for us in Heaven. AL of God ; and that if we would op

tho' they affirm that God could poſe itſimply, andof it ſelf, to the

have pardon'd us, if he had Judgment of God, it would not a

thought fit , without the Sacri- vail, becauſe there is nothing in

fice of his Son : yet they ſay Man that can merit any thing be

he was not willing to do it, ex . fore God.

cept his Son would offer up They look upon Predeftina

himſelf a Sacrifice for the Sal- tion to be only a Decree of

vation of Mankind. They main . God, by which of his good

tain this Doctrine in oppoſition pleaſure he has reſolv'd from

to thoſe who believe that Jeſus all Eternity to elect as his, to

Chriſt perform'd no Act of his juſtify and ſave all thoſe who

Prieſtly Function upon Earth, ſhould believe in Jeſus Chriſt,

and likewiſe againſt thoſe who and till Death perſevere in the

ſay he compleated his Oblation Faith : and on the contrary , to

upon the Croſs. And they ſay look upon Unbelievers as Re

he perform'd the Office of a beis, and to damn them if they

King, in that being enter'd continu'd in their Incredulity .

into Heaven by his own Blood , This Decree they neither look

he receiv’d from God the power upon to be Election or Repro

of converting Men , and expia. bation , but the Foundation of

ting their Sins, by making them both ; which God executes in

acceptable to God thro ' the time , when he chuſes for his

Holineſs to which he guides People thoſe who actually be

them . The Remonſtrants alſo lieve in Jeſus Chriſt , and faves

hold, That Jeſus Chriſt did not them when they have perſe

fuffer the pains which we have ver'd in the Faith : and alſo

deſery'd, either in reſpect to when he beholds the Wicked

their Duration or Greatneſs; as Objects of his Wrath, and

but that God thro' his mercy damns them after they are dead

was willing to accept the Sacri- in their Impenitency and Wic

fice of his Death for the Ex- kedneſs. The Remonftrants be

piation of our Sins, and upon lieve that thoſe who

his account has remitted that damn'd , are fo thro' their own

Puniſhment which we merited . fault, ſince they are not exclu

They believe, that thoſe who ded from Salvation, but thro'

from this Opinion accuſe them their own Impenitency ; main

of lefſening the Satisfaction , taining they might partake of

have not taken their Idea of the Sacrifice of Jeſus Chriſt,

this Sacrifice from the Scrip- who was offer'd for all Men

ture, but ſome School-Divines. without exception ,
the Fruits

They affirm , that both Reaſon whereof are univerſally ap

and the Scriptures furnith them ply'd to all who would believe

with invincible Proofs for this in' bim , without which they

Opinion , and ſay that herein could enjoy nothing of it.

they agree with Calvin, who
la

are

U +
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In reſpect to the Heathens, require ſuch a perfe & Obe

who have never heard the Goſ- dience as is never interrupted

Spel, ib « v ſuppoſe they will not by any Sin, ſo as to threaten
be condemn'd for not having Eternal Death to thoſe who
believ'd what they never heard commit the leaſt fault. He

of; and that they ſhould not contents himſelf with requiring

be condemn’d to everlaſting Repentance , which ſuppoſes

Flames, if they made a good that we have offended him , and

uſe of what Light God had does not exclude all Sin for the

given them : confequently that time to come, but only that of
we might ſuppoſe, either that Habit. They think Perſeve

God would ſo communicate to rance in Piety abſolutely neceſ

them the Benefits of our Sa- fary to Salvation, yet doubt

viour's Death , that by an ex- not but a Man truly regenera

traordinary Grace he might ted may fall from that ftate.

fave ſome of thoſe who have As to Juſtification, they ſay

not known him, not thro ' their God regards our Obedience,

own fault, but becauſe the Gof- altho' imperfect, as if it were
pel was never preach'd to perfect, in confideration of the

them ; or that God would diſ- Sacrifice of Jeſus Chriſt. They

cover his Word to them by hold we can never be aſſurd

ſome uncommon method , as he we ſhall be ſav’d, how holily fo

did to Cornelius the Centurion . ever we live ; and therefore

They do not believe the Call of that St. Paul commanded us to

God ſo powerful that it cannot work out our Salvation with

be refined, ſince they hold it fear and trembling .

does not deſtroy Man's Free- Quelt. I know 'tis a common
will , whereby he is able to Notion amongſt us , that the

turn from Sin or to purſue it ; Turks are very juſt to their Word ,

and whereas thoſe who are not and likewiſe thai we are in as ill

converted , might be ſo if they repute with them : Is their bado
would , thoſe that were, had a pinion of us juft, or what may

be

power to refuſe it if they would the reaſon of it ?

not . They think , that lince Anw. We would not how.

God gives Laws, to which he ever adviſe any perſon to put

has added Threats and Pro- too much confidence in a Ma .

miſes, he fails not of execu- hometan ; thepoor Eaſtern Chrif

ting according as theſe Laws tians, and eſpecially the Cophris,

are obſerv'd or violated : ſince being unhappy Inſtances of

he exhorts Men to be conver- their treacherous Uſurpations,

ted , and praiſes them when whom by ſpecious Pretences

they turn from their evil ways , they have inſenſibly depriv'd

and is angry with thoſe that of all their Liberties. ' Tis true,

refuſe it ; it ſuppoſes that he . the Chriſtians have a worſe re

gives to all Men a ſufficient putation amongſt the Mahome

means to do their Duty . tants than the Turks have with

The Remonſtrants hold , that us, becauſe they politickly re

Cod docs not in the Gospel preſent us as inſatiable and per

1

fidiouzj
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fidious Tyrants , thinking by publiſh'd the Laws of the

that means to clear themſelves twelve Tables, which they en
of thoſe Vices. grav'd on Copper-Plates, and

Queſt. Who were the firſt Ffta- plac'd them in the Temple of

bliſhers of tbe Roman CivilLaws; Roftra, where they caus’d the

what did they chiefly conſiſt of, and People to aſſemble together.

by what methods were they ſettled ? Many antient Lawyers made

Anſw . In the beginning of Commentaries upon theſe Laws,

the Roman Republick, the Will and ſome Moderns have alſo

of their Kings ſerv'd them for explain'd what remains of 'em .

Laws, and every thing was ex- Theſe Laws confiderably in

ecuted by Authority or Force : creas'd for four hundred and

This being very inconvenient, forty years until the time of
and even prejudicial ' to the Auguftus, by the Diſputes of

Kings themſelves, they by de- the Bar, the writings and An

grees made divers Laws, chiefly ſwers of the Lawyers, the For
Numa and Sevius Tullius. Some malities eſtabliſh'd by the

of theſe Laws were call’d Cu- Prieſts, and the Edicts of the

riata , and others Centuriata ; People and Prætors . Theſe

becauſe the People divided into laſt having been ſet up as

Curies and Centuries, had autho- Guardians and Interpreters of

riz'd them . A Lawyer nam'd the Law of the twelve Tables,

Papirius afterwards collected made divers Declarations, from

them together, which made which Julian the Lawyer in the

them be call'd the Papirian time ofAdrian form’d the per

Laws, of which there only re- petualEdict.

main ſome Fragments. The As ſoon as Auguſtus was be

Romans, after having driven come Maſter of the Republick,

out their Kings, continu'd fixty the Roman Law receiv'd great

Years without any other Laws additions, by thoſe Laws the

than theſe Royal ones, join'd to People eſtablíth'd in the Cam

their Cuftoms, and Opinions pus Martius with the conſent of

of their Magiſtrates. But in Auguſtus, who was not diſpleas'd

the three hundredth Year of with the granting them this

their City, they ſent Embaffa- ſhadow of Liberty; by the De

dors into ' Greece to copy the crees of the Senate, by the

Laws of Solon, and acquaint Authority of thoſe Lawyers to

themſelves with thoſe of other whom the Emperor gave pow

Republicks : In which they er ; by the perpetual Edict

employ'd three Years , and be that Julian compos’d ; and by

ing return'd , they created De- the Conſtitutions, Reſcripts,

cemvirs who compriz'd the Ro. Edias and Deciſions of the

man Laws in ten Tables, to Emperors.
which they added two others To reconcile the divers Laws

in the following Year. So that of the Emperors which ſeem

in the three hundred and fifth to oppoſe one another, they

Year of Rome, four hundred may be diſtinguiſh'd into three

Years before our Saviour, they periods : The firſt, thoſe of

the
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the Heathen Emperors, from give you in brief the Opinion

Auguſtus to Conſtantine, which of ſome Phyſicians upon theſe

was a little more than three Diſtempers. Van Helmont and

hundred years The ſecond, Mr. Dolaus ſay, a good Meal

from Conſtantine until Theodoſius is a better remedy for the

the younger, of about an hun- Head -ach, than all the Drugs
dred and thirty years, And in an Apothecary's Shop ; and

the third Period, from this Theo- that the Juice and Powder of

dofiws until Juſtin Jl . of about Cloportes is alſo good againſt

an hundred years. After which , theſe pains .

Juftinian , the great Reſtorer of Some place the Seat of Me

the Roman Law , publiſh'd his lancholy in the convex part of

Code, which , with his Inſtitu- the Brain ; the Spirits being

tions and thirteen Edicts, make alter'd by a vicious Sharpneſs,

the laſt of his Collections con- whichthe Defects of the first

cerning the Law . And all Digeftion cominunicate to

thele Books, together with them : And the animal Spirits

thoſe of ſome other Empe- being infected with this Sharp

jors , compoſe what is callid the neſs, cauſe the Bowels to loſe

Body of the Civil Law. their natural Ferment, and by

Queſt. Thü'lam at a great dif- that means produce a ftrange
tance from you, Gentlemen, yet I leven there. For which bleed .

arr. ſohappy as to ſee your Mercu- ing in the lower Parts is re

ries fometimes;by readingofwhich, commended, fixed Alkali , E

I find you're willing to help every lixir of Polichreſt, Tincture of

one as much as you can : and theré- Mars, Iron Mineral Waters,

forelamencourag'd amongſt the reſt the Blood of an Aſs, and cor

to put upmy Requeſt; in anſwer- rested Laudanum. The Fumes

ing of which youmay oblige not on- of melancholy Perſons eafily

By my ſelf, but a great number of take fire, and then the Diftem

your Friends, who have often des per degenerates into Madneſs ;

lor'd me to try what fuccefsitmight in which there are many fur

have. It is to give somesort ac- prizings things, fince ſuch Per

count of what you look upon to be ions when at the height of

the Cauſe and Cure of theſe ſeve. Frenzy cannot ſleep, and yet
ral Diſtempers; the Head -ach, Me- they have prodigious Strength,

lancholy, Vertigo, Apoplexy, Palſy, they fear neither Cold , Blows,

Convulſions, Rheums, and ca. Wounds, nor Hunger at that

tarrhs, Coughs, Pleuriſy, Prylick, time. Van Helmont tells us , he

Chilick, and Scurvy . We live in has cur'd ſome of this fort

a place remotefrom anyſatisfactory keeping them fome time dipp'd
Help in theſe Caſes, and therefore over Head and Ears in the Wa.

' twill be charity to give the leaſt ter, as well as ſuch wliofe Dif

lliſtance to me whole buſineſs it is temper has proceeded from the

so do what ſervice I can thisway. Bite of a mad Dog. Beſides

Anſw . We pretend to no more the common Remedies, he ad

Infallibility in this matter than viſes to ſuch as are drawn from

in any other, and ſhall only Steel , the Blood of Aſles, the

Juice
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Juice of young Swallows, be- communicated to the Nerves

cauſe thele deſtroy the Sour- by means of the Circulation

neſs that is in the Veins . of the Blood , prick them , and

For the curing of the Ver- ſo make them contract : TO

tigo , the Juice of Chervil is cure which , the Acrimony of

commended, the Livers of theſe Juices muſt firſt be

Frogs dry'd in the Sun , pou- ſweetend by ſpirituous Reme

dei'd, and taken in the quan- dies and volatile Salts, before

tity of a Dram ; as alſo Worms they are purg'd off. In this

dry’d in the Oven, and pou- caſe neeping is thought good

der’d . to calm the Irritation of Na

The Apoplexy is said to be cure , and Opium by ſome ap

caus'd by an Acidity in the prov'd moſt diaphoretick . For

Blood, which ſo coagulates it, Children who troubled

that the Spirits and Blood with this Diſtemper, Expe
which afcend to the Brain , rience has fhown that Worms

have no longer their free powder'd and taken is a very

Courſe ; and the Motion of good Remedy .

the animal Spirits, which are Van Helmont and ſome others

diſpers'd thro' the whole Body, tell us, that Catarrhs and

is likewiſe ſtopt. Experience Rheums proceed not only from

confirms this ; for the Blood the Head , as is commonly ſup

has always been obſerv'd to be pos’d, but from all other parts
coagulated in the Veins of of the Body ; becauſe the wa

thoſe who have died of this try Veſſels , which conduct the

Diſtemper: For which Bleed- Serum , are diſtributed thro' the

ing , Emeticks, and volatile whole Body ; and the Glands

Salts are preſcribd.
which prepare them are dif

The Palſy happens, accor- pers’d into many of its Mem

ding to ſome, thro' the Inter- bers : So that Rheums happen

ception of the Spirits, and of when the Lymphatick Veſſels

that vivifying Light which the empty their Seroſity and Wa

Nerves conduct and diſperſe ter upon any part. Cold hin

into all the Parts of the Body : dring the Tranſpiration and E

and this Sourneſs which injures vaporation of the Water, is

the Spirits, muſt be ſweetend upon that account the moſt

before it be thrown out. To frequent Cauſe of Catarrhs .

this end Van Helmont, and ſome To cure which the four Hu.

others , recommend the uſe of mour muſt firſt be ſweeten’d,

Diaphoreticks ; which diſlipa- and then tranſpir'd by the

ting the ſuperfluous Serolity means of Diaphoreticks, and

and Water that is coagulated, afterwards wholly thrown out

at the ſame time open the by purging. Coughs are ſaid

Nerves : Sulphurous Baths are to proceed from the Defect of

likewiſe approv'd. the Water which is diſcharg'd

Convulſions are caus'd thro' from the Glands, and ſaliva.

ſharp Juices mixing with the rious and lymphatick Veſſels

Blood or Serum ; which being upon the Throat, and chiefly
the

!
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the Wind-pipe ; the Water Diaphoretick Antimony, Be

and Seroſity being thrown zoar Mineral, the gentle Mer

out, by that means acquire a cury of Van Helmont, and di

Sharpneſs which pricks and vers Balſamick Remedies . We

vexes the nervous Parts, and have an Account of ſome who

ſo excites coughing : Where have been cur'd through Sym

fore thoſe Remedies have been pathy, by ſpitting in a Napkin,

chiefly preſcribd, as incline and tying it up to dry in the

to Sleep and corrected Lau- Smoak of the Chimney ; the

danum , which thickning ſubtile Relaters do not impoſe this

Catarrhs temper their Acri- upon any one's Faith , but

mony, and qualify the Cough . leave every one who pleaſes

Experience alſo tells us that to be convinc'd by Experi

half a Dram of Brimſtone, ence, as they ſay they have

with a Scruple of Benjamin, been. Inreſpect to the Cho

taken Morning and Evening lick , Garlick boild in Milk is

in the Yolk of an Egg, is a ſaid to be a powerful Remedy

good Remedy ; for this fome againſt this paſſion of the In

have commended the eating teſtines, and now and then to

boild Garlick and Onions. take a Drachm of Sperma Ceti,

The Pleuriſy is chiefly caus'd Some ſay the Scurvy is con

by ſome ſharp Humour, which tagious, and that there is not

mixing with the Blood or its a greater number of Salts and

Serum , violently moves and Sulphurs in the Laboratory of
conſtrains the Blood or its a Chymiſt, than there is in

Serum to go out of ihe Veins : the Blood of thoſe who are

Thus they being thrown out of infected with it : For this is

their courſe, diſperſe through preſcrib'd the Juice of Water

the Membrane which covers Creſſes, and other antiſcorbue
M

the ſides, and ſometimes alſo tick Plants , becauſe they have

into the Lungs ; which Blood their volatile Salt in their
or Serum corrupting, cauſes Juice ; and Steel to ſuch

Coagulations and Inflamma- whoſe Humours are leſs ſharp ,

tions in thoſe Parts . This has as well as Diaphoretick Anti

been diſcoverd by the opening mony, and many other yola

of ſuch who have dy'd of the tile and fix'd Alkalicks.

Diſtemper. To remedy which , Queft. A Perſon that has been

this Sharpneſs muſt be thrown a very good Liver in all reſpects ,

which is ' in the Veins , that has nothing to accuſe himſelf

and the Blood again diſſolv'd . of, except general. Failings, has

In Pleuriſies which are not ñevertheleſs Sorrietimes very great

malignant, all ſorts of fix'd Temptations to doubt of his Sab

and volatile Alkalys are pre- varion , which makes him very

fcribd . To cure the Phthilick, uneaſy ; ani tho ’ naturally of a

the Acrimony, and corrosive chearful Temper , the Thoughts

Acidneſs of the Blood , which thereof so diſturb him , that he is

ulcerates the Lungs, muit he at such rimes very melancholy .

correcled, which is done by severai Friends have diſcours'à

out

hing
.
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45him about it, some of which tell if it is, do they put on black,

him there can be no Aſſurance in we do in theſe Parts , or any other

this Life, tho others say there Colour? And what Reaſon can

nizay, and think he has a great be given for our making choice of

dealof reaſon to hope he mayone that Colour, preferable to all o

Day be in that number. Theſe thers ?

divided Fudgements, together with Anſw . Black is the fitteſt

his ownDoubts, verymuch aflict Emblem of that Sorrow and

him :: Wherefore if you'll givehim Grief the Mind is ſuppos'd

your Thoughts upon this Query, to be clouded with ; and as

whether there can be any cer . Death is the Privation of Life ,

tainty of Salvation in this Life, and Black a Privation of

he hopes he may find great sa- Light, ' tis very probable this

tisfaction from them , and Mall Colour has been choſen to de

always think himſelf infinitely note Sadneſs, upon that ac
oblig'd to you . count. And we often find ,

Anſw . Theſe melancholy altho' it is better diſcern'd by

Notions very oft in good Per. the Senſes, than expreſs’d by

ſons proceed from the ill Tem. Reaſon, That it is not only

perament of the Body ; and apt to put us in mind of paſt

where it is ſo , the Cauſe muſt Griefs, but alſo to excite new.

firſt be remov'd before the This the melancholy Perſon

unhappy Effect can ceaſe. But is very ſenſible of ; and moſt,

for thoſe who have the per- if not all , would be ſo , had

fe & uſe of their Reaſon , and not the Commonneſs of ſuch

have liv'd pious Lives, they Dreſſes ſo accuſtom'd us to

may be abſolutely aſſur’d, by 'em , as in ſome meaſure to

the Promiſes of God, that if diminiſh this natural Effect .

they perſevere in the Duties Tho' 'tis not improbable but

of Chriſtianity, they hall ob- one reaſon why the Mind be

tain Salvation ; and that 'tis comes ſad at the fight of

only in this Eftate that they black, may be, becauſe when

muft continue to ſecure their it appears in the Body, it is

eternal Happineſs : In which generally a ſign of death , be

they may remain ſo ſtedfaſt by cauſe it is produc'd by the

the Affiftance of God's Grace, Mortification and Extinction

that there is no Temptation of the Spirits : A living Body

whatever, but they ſhall be being full of Vivacity and

able to reſiſt, either by that Brightneſs, whereas a dead

Grace they have already re- one is gloomy and diſmal ; for

ceiv'd, or that which God is at the ſame Moment the Soul

ready to grant them whenfo- leaves the Body, a dark ſhade

ever they ſhall fincerely and ſeems as it were to be drawn

fervently deſire it of him. over it . So that this Colour

Queſt. Is it the Cuſtom of re- is not only a proper Repre

mote Countries to teſtify theirSor- ſentation of Grief and Sadneſs,

row for the loſs of Friends, by but alſo of Death, which is

wearing ofdifferent Apparel? And the cauſe of it ; and has upon

the
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the account of mourning vours of the Bithops of Rome

been preferr'd by moft People to uſurp, and withhold it

throughout Europe. Yet ſeve- from them : And that the

ral Nations have expreſs’d Church of Antioch and other

their Grief for the Loſs of Provinces and Churches ſhould

the dead by wearing other each one entirely retain their

Colours, and gave as they peculiar Privileges.

thought as good Reaſons for Quest. What were the Decrees

it ; the Syrians, Cappadocians, in ihe Lateran Council, that

and Armenians uſe Sky-Colour, the Greeks and Latins differ'd

to denote the place they wiſh about ?

the dead to be in , viz . in the Anſw . The Greeks had some

Heavens . The Egyptians yel- dillike to theſe following ones.
low, or fillemot, to thew that That the Chriſm and Eu.

as Herbs being faded become charift (hould be kept under

yellow , ſo Death is the end Lock and Key.

of human Hope. And the
That a private Confellion

Ethiopians grey , becauſe it re- of Sins ſhould be made once

fembles the Colour of the every Year.

Earth , which receives the That an Election made by

dead . And indeed almoſt all the Civil Magiſtrate , in fpi

Mankind, excepting ſome ritual Promotions, ſhould be

barbarous People , have la- of no force .

mented the Death of their 'That any perſon in Eccle

Friends, and ſhew'd their Sad- fialtical Orders ſhould not,

nefs by External Mourning , without great Cauſe, promiſe

Queſt. Has the Biſhop of Fealty to any Layman .

Rome always been acknowledg’d That the Laws made by

as ſuperior to all other Biſhops, as Princes thould not prejudice

the Papiſts tell us , who ſay it Churches.

was never diſputed or contradicted, That Eccleſiaſtical Perfons

but by Hereticks , as they term hould be exempted from all

us, ſince the pretended Reforma Contributions .

tion ? That Tribute ſhould not be

Anſw . Let them but conſult · paid before Tenths .

the Decrees of the Council of And that the Relicks of

Nice_aſſembled together by Saints ſhould not be ſhown out

the Emperor Conftantine, and of a Casket.

they'll find 'twas ſo far from So high was the Diſſenſion ,

being approv'd, that the Bi- that the Greeks would not touch
thops made a particular De- thoſe Altars that the Latins

cree , to maintain, as they had offer'd up the Hoſt on,

call'd it, the antient Cuſtom , till they had wach'd and pu

that all the Biſhops through rify'd them : They likewiſe

Egypt, Lybia, and Pentapolis, new baptiz d thoſe whom the

ſhould be under the Superiori. Latins had before baptiz'd .

ty of the Biſhop of Alexandria, Queſt. I deſire the favour of

notwithſtanding Endea fome foort Anſwer to theſe opi

nions
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nions of Spinofa, viz . That what- to us ; for if theſe Laws are

ever happens is neceſſary, and unknown to Men, how

that God is as neceſſarily deter- it poſſible that the Apoſtles

mind to will as be” is to undere ſhould cauſe ſome of theſe ex

stand , becauſe his Underſtanding traordinary Events to happen
and will are the ſame thing. at their pronouncing certain

That the Power of God, and the words ?

Power of Nature being the ſame, As to the Lait, ' Tis falſe

if any thing happens above the that we cannot conclude any

Power of Nature, we muſt confeſs thing that is clear from an

that things happen which are a- Effect which is above the Ca

bove the power of God, which is pacity of our Minds ; ſince it

abſurd. is certain we may evidently

If Miracles proceed from Ef- conclude this , that the Cauſe

feits which are above our Con- of ſuch an Effect is as much

ceptions, we can prove nothing of above us, this Effect

’ em , becauſe we cannot draw any ſurpaſſes our Underſtanding.

clear Conſequencefrom a Principle, Thoſe who ſee any Machine
whereof me comprehend nothing. which produces a ſurpriſing

And further, that Miracles are Effect, and who are abſolutely

limited Effects, which ought not inacquainted with the Mathe

neceſſarily to have a Cauſe , whoſe maticks, not conceiving how

Perfections have no Limits ; so it can be perform'd, may they

that Miracles do not neceſſarily not, nay even ought they not

prove the Being of a God. to conclude, that this Ma

Anſw . To the Firſt ; That chine has ſome Author, who

althoʻ theſe Faculties are the has much more Knowledge

ſame thing in God , yet it is than they have ? But if an

no Impediment, but that to un- Effect bé limited, it does not

derſtand and to will may be follow from thence that the

very different Acts ; even; as Caufe muſt be limited too ;

altho' the Mercy and Juſtice for ſuppoſing a Cauſe, the .

of God , be only one and the Perfections whereof were not

Same Perfection in him , to pu- limited , whatever it would

niſh and to forgive are two produce , mult however be li

Ads, which ought not to be mited in this reſpect; becauſe

confounded it is contradictory,

The Second Opinion ſup. being abſolutely perfect ſhould

poſeswhat wedeny, viz. That be produc'd by another. Be

the Power of God and the ſides, there are limited Effects,

Power of Nature is but one which muſt neceſſarily have a

and the ſame thing. It is e- Cauſe whoſe Power is infinite ,

qually abſurd to affirm , that as in the Reſurrection froin

thoſe things that we call Mi- the dead : For 'tis impoſſible

racles, are only certain rare to conceive that a Power

Events, which happen in con- which is bounded can in a

fequence of ſome Laws of moment re- eſtabliſh a rotten

Nature which are unknown Carcaſe in the very fame con

that one

dition
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dition it was in during this honourably embrace the latterof

Life. fer, and reject the former, there

Queſt . Whether the Copties never having been any abſolute

and Armenians inay be term'd Promiſe between us ; my Inclina .

good Chriſtians ; or if they do tions being, I confefs, much more

not partake of the Schiſms their for the latter ?

Fore- fathers have been guilty of? Anſw . If you did not engage

Anſw . Yes, ſince they all a. yourſelf to the firſt, there's

dore Jeſus Chrift, receive his reaſon why you ſhould

Doctrine, and believe in him not embrace the more advan

asGod and Man ; and altho' tageous Propoſals of the lat
'twere true that their Anceſ. ter. But by the manner of

tors were guilty of the Schiſm the Expreſſion [ that you made.

which is between them and no abfolute Promiſe] you ſeem to

the Weſtern Churches, their imply that ſome ſort of Pro

Poiterity who are honeft Men , mile ' was made, and 'tis pro

and hate us not, bable enough that you might
themſelves in the Controver- make her ſome ſuch Returns

fies , cannot be at all infected for her obliging Offer ; which

with their Guilt . if you did , and ſhe under.

Quelt . Not long ſince I was ſtood it as the accepting it ,

paſſionately in Love with a ver you cannot, we think, honou

Tuous Lady, of equab Age and rably get clear of the firſt

Fortune with my ſelf, and well Engagement,
deſcended ; which I acquainted her Queſt. I am about fixteen

with in a Letter : But ſhe had Years old, and have learn'd ſee

no ſooner receiv'd it, but ſhe re- veral Languages, and read ſome

Jected my offer, refuſing tojoin thing of Natural Philoſophy; yet,

any Company where she saw me the Moon being ill poſited in my

prejent, and avoidingmeas much Nativity , I am ofa very ill Ut

as poſſible ; being at the ſame terance : For tho I don'tſtammer,

time, asI underſtood , courted by i want Words to expreſs my ſelf

a young Gentleman much above on any Matter, to that degree that

mny Fortune, who continu'd his makes me ridiculous in Company,

Courtſhip for about two months: and overcome in any Diſpute I

Tho' after all me declin'd his undertake, even when I know I

Courtſhip, flighted him , and ſent have the better of the Cauſe ,

for me, and jew'd me all his Pray your Advice how Imay help

Letters, telling me if I would my ſelf in this Infirmity. i

prove conftant,she would be eter- Anſw . For the Moon, we

nally mine. But within a Week fuppoſe it might be any where

after I had another Propoſal made above or under the Earth ,

me from a virtuous andbeautiful and yet not ſo much to the

young Lady, of a much greater Buſineſs, as Tenterdon Steeple

Foriune, and as well educated as to Goodwin's Sands ; we having

the former. Now Ideſire your Ado often declar'd our Judgment

vice, and reſolve to be gorern'd that there is nothing of certain

by it ) , wherber I can juftly and ty in that ſort of Divination :

Where
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Wherein if they could do any Anſw. He ought, in the firſt

thing, one would expect they place, to be ſure of his Sup

Thould be exact at Weather: pofition ; and that it may be
tho’ to prove they are not ſo, juſtly ſaid of him , as our Sa

there needs no than viour did of the blind Man ;

comparing one Almanack with Neither this Man hath finn'd, xor

another, the beſt of which his parents. In order to which ,

-more often miſs than hit ; his Examination thould be

and thoſe who have had the impartial , yet modeft in ' re

greateſt Fame, not having lation to his Parents Crimes,
been ſo kind to tell us any thoʻ ſevere in reſpect of his

thing of the great Snows, own : Whether neither have

and Cold that we have had been guilty of any notable
this Winter. But to let that Crime ( for that muſt be our

paſs, and come to the ſtreſs Saviour's meaning, ſince no

of the Queſtion : We have Man lives and Jons not) for
known ſeveral who have been which , as God threatens , he

troubled with the ſame Infir- viſits the Iniquitry of the Father's

mity, who have yet in Time, on their Children, ſometimes to

and by Converſation, obtain'd the Third and fourth Generation ;

a tolerable Freedom of Dif- tho' this principally and moſt

courſe; which we doubt not frequently, if not almoſt al

but you may do as well as o- ways ,
when the Children

thers, if you have the Judg- tread in their Fathers Steps,

ment to chuſe your Company and are guilty of the ſame,
right . But till you have a or equal Wickedneſs. There's

greater Fluency of Expreſ- no doubt but the Parents Sims

tion , what need you enter have too often a natural, and,

into Diſputes at all , eſpecially wemay ſay , neceſſary Influence

with any but your Friends ? on the Unhappineſs of their

Tho' if you do , ' 'tis but think- Pofterity, as in moſt kinds of

ing before you ſpeak, and Intemperance, which not rare

laying the more Senſe in few . ly affect the Body, and oft

er words; above all things ner the Eſtate of thoſe who
taking heed of Paſſion , which are ſo unhappy to owe their

will hinder you from having Beings to ſuch as have had
clear Notions of things , with care of what they
out which you can never be have brought into the World.

happy in your Expreſſion. And 'tis ſo plain, that the

Queft. By whatmeans Mall a very Heathens have obſerv'd

good Chriſtian, who is aflicted that an Eftate unjuſtly gotten ,
with Deprivation of Temporal is not likely to proſper. But

Good , know whether it proceeds belides this, tho' the Curſe

from his parents or his own Sins?
cauſeleſs ſhall not come, yet

That on a due Examination , findo when paſſionate Men let fly

ing neither, hemay be encourag'd their Imprecations on wicked

to take ir patiently, as being the diſobedient Children, who do

pure hand of Providence, not grow better, it ſeems not

no more

a

X dir
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diſagreeable to the Juſtice of tion as the Queriſt mentions,

Providence to confirm them , or any other that lies heavy

with a ſecret Blaſt on their upon us, if we can , and no

Eſtates ; and this, it may be , other remarkable Failure in

in tome Inſtances, even when our Lives, yet whether we

they repent of their bad Lives, have not been at leaſt guilty

tho' then their temporal Mis.. of Job's Fault , and thought

fortunes may be over-rul’d to too well of our ſelves, and too

the Advantage of what is of ill and ſeverely of that bleſ
much greater Concern and ſed Being, all whoſe Chaſtiſe

Moment. If he find nothing ments to good Men are medi

of this in his parents, ' tis cinal , and in order to make

well if he diſcovers not ſome 'em ftill more Partakers of his

Guilt in himſelf, on a Itrict Holineſs. And if in none of

Examination : For thus much theſe things our Hearts con

is certain, that Sin is the demn us, are to believe

cauſe of all Affliction ; and that our Afflictions are for the

therefore a Man is unjuſt who example of others, or to per

complains of its Puniſhment, fect our Graces, and obtain

tho'God is juſt and true, and us a brighter Reward in Hea

holy in all his Ways, and does ven : And at the ſame time

not delight in the Torment we muſt conſider many of

and Unhappineſs of his Crea- theſe things are no other than

tures ; he does not, it's certain , the natural Effects of our

afflict willingly, the confe- firſt Parents Error, and the

quence of which ſeems to be , common Miſeries of Life, as

that he never out of his arbi- well as often of our own per

trary abfolute Will , lays any fonal Imprudence and Folly .

heavy weight on his Crea- In which, as well as in all ó

tures. And even in the Caſe ther Inſtances, if there be any

of Trial , as with Job , the ve- that will not be reach'd by

ry Notation of the Word , as what has been here ſaid ,

well as the Hiſtory, implies muft ftill take care to juftify

ſomething to be purg'd and and glorify God, whoſe Ways

remov’d , that was before a- indeed are unſearchable, but

miſs ; which, in him was his always righteous ; and there
wonderful high Opinion of fore it is much the ſafer and

his own Juſtice and Righteouſ- modefter way to blame our

neſs , aſcribing too much to ſelves in general, tho' it may
himſelf, and fancying he was be we cannot always diſcover

hardly dealt with, and could the particular Cauſe of our

make his Cauſe good before Affliction, than to murmur or

God ; tho' when God had once repine againſt Providence, and
Spoke to him out of the charge God fooliſhly.

Whirlwind, he foon abhorr'd Queſt. Whether under thepre

himſelf in Duft and Aſhes . fure of ſome great Misfortune, as

We ought therefore carefully a Law.Suit for all one's Sub

to enquire , in ſuch an Afflic . fance, or ſuch like furprizing.

fatal

we
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Evils are,

fatal Accidents; Madneſsmaynot my dear Patient, to know how

reaſonably be deſir’d, if it' can you are, than when I was in
drown the ſenſeoftheMisfortune ? Town, tho' you was then my

Anſw . No; ſince to be de- firſt thoughts. Think well of

priv'd of the Uſe of our Rea- this trouble, ſince we all natu

fon, is the greateſt Unhappi- rally love to pleaſe our ſelves,

neſs that can befal us on this and this is the way to extract
fide the Grave : for all other a great proportion of my fatif

we believe, com- faction from you .

monly deſign'd for the benefit I writ to you as I came thro '

of the afficted Perſons, tho' -which I hope you re

'tis difficult for them to think ceiv'd, that I might by the last

it at ſuch a time , but to be Poft have an account of your,

diſtracted, is for this Life worſe Health.
than not to be at all. I was ſo ſure of a Letter

Quelt. You are deſir'd to give from you, tbo’ it came not to

gyour opinion, which way a Gentle that I ſent to the Poſt

man ſhould take the following Let- Office in I ſhall value

ter, for a Letter of Friendſhip or my ſelf at no mall rate, if I

Lovė ; the Parties not having ſeen can out-do you in Friendſhip,

one another above a month or fix whom all elſe comie ſo far ſhore

weeks? she is marry'd to a Rela- of. I gave your Tokento iny

tion of bis, a Couſin ; Me is about Mother with much leſs plea

Afty years old, but one that values fure than I receiv'd it . I would

Herſelf much upon her Wit and be very ſorry you wanted your

Paris,asthe fancies : She is very Nurſe, at the rate ! do your
ugly, ill.Maped, and very ſatyric attracting Converſation ; the

cal ;, and one that is jealous ofher knowledge of which is all that

Husband, whohasbeen formerling makes menot repent my com

oblig'd by this Gentleman ſhe now ing from Scotland.

writes thus to, but ſhe was never I am afraid I ſhall force you

acquainted till now : therefore he to wiſh , by troubling you thus

deſires to know what Anſwer he frequently, my Eſteem were as

ought to return her, in point of far remote from you , as the

Good Manners. Spark would have his Lady's

One thing he deſires you to re- Conſtancy and Vertue. If I

mark in thefirſt part of her Let were capable of Gratitude and

ter , that the Token me mentions to generous Friendſhip, there is

have receiv'd from the Gentlemani but one kind of Relation in the
Atparting togive her Mother, was world can give you more, than

a Kiſs. He is at a greatloss, and you do moftfirmly poſſeſs from ,

deſires yourfpeedy anſwer ; being Dear yours for ever, if

anold Beau,andnotwilling todif I be ---

oblige the fair Sex, let them be of P.S. My Service 10 -

what ſort they will, from the I wiſh you a merry Eaſter, and
Chambermaid to the Lady. forty more as good . I am afraid

The LETTER. you are not careful of your ſelf, nor

I have a far greater Pallion, my Maid to get youwhat you can
X 2 pat ,,
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:

I am angry at thisſillyCon- upon more properthan others to qu'

cern that broughtme hither till you lify a Man for the spirit of Pry

was perfecily well. You never ſlepe phely ? And whether , as is plc

leſs when your illneſs was at the perted,of 'em , the Egyptians be

worſt, than I have done ſince I par- liev'd allChildren to be Prophets ?

ted from you, which is now three Anſw . Men have been of di

weeks. I had one remarkableſum- vers Opinions in reſpect to

ber inade pleaſant by a dream of this , as well as to other things .

you ; I ſaw you in your beſt Night- Ammonius in Plutarch poſitively

gown, andyour Face was as red as maintains that 'tis natural

the Lining of it ; have a care of a Gift, from this Principle; That

doſe of Claret : I always inter- fince our Soul remembers things

pret my own Dreams, eſpecially which no longer ſubſiſt, it may

when I dream of my beſt friends, very well give ſome account of

and you are ſo . the paſt that it has not ſeen ,

Anſw . Verily , Spark, if ſuch and foretel future things which

an obliging complimental Let- have not yet happen'd . To

ter, and all that, could not in- which may be anſwerd, that

ſpire you how to make a ſuta- whatſoever has preſented it ſelf

ble Anſwer, 'tis very probable to us , leaves traces in our

your Kiſſes would pleaſe better Brain ; whereas thoſe we have

than your Letters ; therefore not ſeen , cannot imprint any

we een leave you to chuſe there . And one Mr Petit, in

which way you'll return the a Diſſertation of his upon this

Civility , and thall only give a Subject, ſays, That Prophets

little caution to our intriguing foretel nothing, but what all

would be witty Ladies , who ve- Men have ſome Idea of, if

ry often exceed the bounds of each thing were conſider'd ſe

Decency, to ſhew a little ima- parately : as for example, when

ginary Gallantry and unnatural the Prophet faias predicted

miſtaken wit : ſince they may that a Virgin ſhould bring forth

ſee by it how liable they are to a Son ; how new, ſays he, and

Scandals , by truſting their Re- unheard of foever this Event

putationsin the hands of theſe mightbe, yet every one very

brainleſs Fops, who at the beſt diſtin Atly apprehended what,

make them the ſubject of their the Prophet meant, having a

common Diſcourſe amongſt clear Idea of Virgin and of bring

themſelves; : ay and think they ing forth a Son : therefore he

uſe třem very civily too, if believes the difficulty to con

they don't expoſe them to all lift in the Colle&ion of theſe

the Ideas, which he affirms not to

beh
o
t

b
r
a
s

b
e
e
n a
l
w
a
y
s

ſ
u
p
-theMemory

. The Images

of

Soul, or a ſpecial
Gift from Hea

be a

our Minds, they there unite

ven ? If Virginity or any Diſpo- after ſuch or ſuch a manner

fitions ofMind, or Circumſtance of when we think of 'em , and

Birth or Fortune, have been look'd diſunite again as ſoon as we

are

1
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are diverted from them ; they to receive it than others. Some

being united only by Thought'. of the Schoolmen , and Com

And that the Collection the mentators upon Ariſtotle, have

Soul makes of many Ideas by thought that a ſublime Mind

the Memory, which have been and a great Soul, who has been

preſent, the Union whereof ' well educated , is the moſt pro

ſubſiſts no longer, is not leſs per to penetrate into the Ob

wonderful than the Mind's pre- ſcurity of future Events . Yet

diding many things which it theſe vain Notions are confoun

has never ſeen nor heard of. ded by Experience, God have

This Opinion is refuted , by ing generally choſe his Pro

conſidering that the Object of phets from amongſt the moſt

Prophecy relates to contingent illiterate Perſons ; probably

things, which equally may or left if he had beſtow'd this

may not happen ; which alſo Gift upon the learned, they

abſolutely depends on the Free- (being naturally a little proud)

will of Man, over which no might have look'd upon it as a

Creature hath any power : Prerogative of a great Wit.
therefore no one can foreſee As for that Opinion of the

the Actions of free Intelligen- Antients, who thought Virgi
ces, but that perfect Being nity might contribute to the

which governs them ; fo that Spirit of Prophecy, 'twas only

the Spirit of Prophecy is only caus’d by an effect of the De

the Gift of God . ' Tho' granto vil's Malice ; who, to impoſe

ing it the immediate Gift of on the People, commanded

Heaven, it is the Opinion of what whoever approach'd his

many Perſons, it does not fol- Altars, ſhould abſtain from this

low from thence but that ſome Commerce of Women :

natural Diſpoſitions are fitter

Vos quoque abeſſe procul jubeo, diſcedite ab aris

Queis tulit hefterna gaudia notte Venus.

Caſta placent ſuperis, pura cum veſte venite,
Et manibus puris ſumitefontis aquam.

And yet he took all ſorts of Children do, and draw Con

forms, and made them a thou. jectures from it . Altho ' this

ſand Offers to tempt their plainly ſhows that the Antients

Chaſtity. did not believe a great Genius

'Twas really the Opinion of a requiſite Qualification for a

the Egyptians, that Children na. Prophet : and therefore they

turally divined, and that all choſe a Country -Maid , who

their actions were good or bad was chafe and civilly educated

Preſages : But their thoughts for the Prieſteſs of Apollo. And

upon this were no more than ' tis not improbable but the De

what we ſtill ſometimes ſee a- vil made uſe of this Craft, the

mongſt many ſuperſtitious Per- better to imitate the true Pro

ſons, who obſerve whatsoever phers ; as Plutarch tells us , he

X 3 once
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once caus’d Fire to fall from ſes to give 'em a little eafe,

Heaven upon the Sacrifice of Nothing is more common than

Paulus Æmilius in the Town of the caſe we here meet with ,

Amphipolis. and 'tis impoſſible to tell how

Queft . I muſt beg your Opinion many thouſands have been rų.

concerning an unhoppy Gentlewo- in'd ' by the ſame methods.

man ofmyAcquaintance,who had Your Friend, it ſeems, was re

a Child by onewholeft her miſera. ſolu'd to go on as he had be

ble. After which another Gentle- gun , and to atone fome Aas

manfell in lovewith herbut would of Folly with a Habit of Wic

not marry her, becauſe he knew her kedneſs; fince nothing can be

former Miſcarriage ;butthey made plainer than that ſhe lives in a

ftrict Vows to God, and each other, courſe of Fornication. Some

'in a Church, and at ſeveral other Solemnity before Witneſs has

times : after which he own'd her been , in all Nations, accoun

for his wife to all the World, and ted neceſſary to Matrimony ;

has had ſeveral Children by her. whereas if Concubinage were

Neither havebroke their Vows ,but ſufficient, nay and this on a

live faithfully with each other. formal Compaa, there would

The reaſon of their not making uſe be ne'er a Whore in Venice. But

of the ſet Form of Matrimony, is, beſides this, the particular Laws

becauſe he can't bear the Reproach ofour Country require a pub

Sewould be to him , being a very lick Contract for Life , as eſſen

high-ſpirited and paſſionate Man . tial to Marriage ; illegitima

She doubts not of hisFidelity, only ting whatever Children are

deſires your Advice, in point of Re- born out of ſuch lawful Wed.

ligion , Whether ſhemay cometo the lock : and there's no doubt but

Sacrament, the Ceremony of the thoſe who reſiſt the jutt Ordi.

Matrimonial Words being only nances of their Country, ſhal!

Law, and the Vow to God is all , receive to themſelves Damna,

which obey bave not broken ? tion . Not to add the Sin a,

Anſw . You ſeem to argue gainſt the Church as well as

very warmly for your Acquain State , which as we have known

tance , as if you were nearly ſeparated, ſo may at any time

concern'd in the matter. But be diſtinguiſh'd from one ano

'tis the ſame, let it fall where ther And this ſame Church

'twill. The Excuſes here men- tells her, ! That whoever is in

tion'd, being as common Adultery, or any other grie

thoſe of Clippers and other vous Sin , are to epent be-..

Offenders, who fancy they on- ! fore they come to that Holy

ly break the King's Laws, ! Table,unleſs they'd eat and
which they flatter themſelyes drink their own Damnation :

is no Crime againſt Heaven . And no Repentance certainly ,

The truth is , in both caſes they while ſhe goes on in her Sins .

firſt run into Wickedneſs ; and Queſt I have left a young La

then , when they find ſome- dy's Affections, of a conſiderable

thing within that won't let 'em Fortune, by the Treachery ofa preo

reft, are always coining Excy. Sended Bojóm- Friend; who being fa

2S
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miliar in the Family, has given her us to thinkjuſtly, tho' mode

ſeveralforged Letters inmy name, rately, of Things, and Perſons.

which shehasreſented fo ill, that ! We lay, a goodMan can never

deſpair of recovering my Intereſt ina be oblig'd to think or call him

her. Your Advice how I fall pu- ſelf what he is not ; eſpecially

niſh him , and recover her Favour, he ought to have a care he

will oblige yours, & c . does not confeſs that to God,

Anſw . 'Tis well if this Bo- which he does not believe him
ſom -Friend of yours (a He- ſelf, and would be very angry

Friend we hope) ben't himſelf if any other ſhould believe it

in love with the Lady : If he of him : much leſs to call him.

be, your beſt Revenge will be ſelf the worſt of Sinners, when

to undeceive and marry her. he believes himſelf one of the

But the queſtion is, how you beſt of Saints ; nay, that the

fhall do it : If you can't ſpeak reſt of Mankind are ſhut up in

with her, you muſt write to God's wrath, which the Phari.

her, and vindicate your ſelf, Sees did believe, tho' the Publi
or get ſome better Friend than cans and Hariots ſooner enter'd

your former to undertake the into Heaven . In thort, our

Office. Judment is , that true Humi.

Queſt. Gentlemen , your Anſwer lity conſiſts chiefly in this ;

is deſir'dto theſe followingQueries : namely , making as large Al

1. Whether it is the Duty of lowances for the Weakneſſes of

every good and humble Chriſtian, others , and as little for our
to look upon himſelf to be the worſt own ; and on the other ſide,

and greateſt of Sinners ? magnifying another man's Vira

2. How such a Man may with tues, even tho' he's our Ene

truth affirm himſelf to be ſuch a my, and thinking as tempe

one, becauſe perhaps he hears and rately and modeſtly of our own

Jees others wear and lye, and Accompliſhments, as will con

commit other grievous Sins which fiſt in both caſes with the Rules

he commits not ? of Truth and Juſtice.

Anſw . No, it can never be Queft, a beneficed Clergyman

any man's Duty to believe a being indebted to ſevere Creditors,
Falthood . St. Paul indeed who will not accept of ſuch Paya.

ſpeaks ſomething of himſelf, ments as his circumſtances enable

that ſeems to ſound like what him to make, is conſtrain'd to ab

the Queriſt aims at ; but he tent from his Living to avoid a Pri

foon adds the reaſon, because son. Quære, whether he ought to

be perſecuted the Church ofChriſt. reſign the Living, ſince hecannot

'Tis true, every Man ought to perſonally attend it; or, if he is

conſider his own Sins with all not oblig'din Conſcience to reſign it ,

their juft Aggravations , but he whether the Biſhop may lawfully,cr,

can never think ' twill pleaſe ſhould in Conſciencedeprivehim an

God to accuſe himſelf where able Curate being kept upon the

he is not guilty . Which is a place ? You are deſir'd to conſider

falſe Humility , not that true this ſeriouſly,and anſwer it as fully

Chriſtian Temper which teaches as poſſible, becauſe it may afford
X4 matter
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him ;

matter for your fartherdiſcuſſing. lain's Poft at Sea , or in the

Anſw . We hope this is not Army ; the readieſt way to re

another old Gentleman ; but if cover his ſhatter'd Fortunes.

it be, we ſhall endeavour to Queſt. Some time ſince a Bro

give it a juft Anſwer. Hether of mine was in trouble , and I

ought firſt to conſider with his Bail for a certain Sum of Mo

himſelf, whether his own Ex- ney ; which he not beingable to pay,
travagance or Folly han't re I was forcéd to pay itfor him .

duc'd him to ſuch Extremities: This vex'd me ſo much, that I

there being not many Inſtances ſwore, and made a folemnVow to

where a Man keeps a good Re- myſelf,that whatever might hap

pulation , that his Creditors pen to him for the future, I would

will be ſo violent as theſe are never concern my ſelf to help or af

here repreſented, But how- Soft him as long as I liv'd . It now

ever he finds it, he is not, we happens that my Brother is in great

think , oblig'd immediately to want, andhas a great chargeupon

reſign ; fince tho' he can't at he has Friends that are kind

prelent attend it in perſon , he to him , and by their means a good

may perhaps hereafter be in place is offer'd him gratis , provi

beiter Circumſtances : nor is ded he could raiſe a Sum of Money

there any neceflity of its being to get clear of some Debts. He

neglected, tho ' he himſelf can't hasmadehis application to me, and

be preſent at it ; which if it has alſogotten leveralof hisFriends

be, and he leaves none to offi- to ſpeak to me to aſſiſt him in this

ciate, be virtually reſigns it, his Extremity; offering me fuch

tho' he makes no formal Reſig. Security , as I'on well ſatisfy'dise

nation. Tho' we humbly con- nough for the Money requeſted : but

ceive, his Ordinary is not ob- I've reſus'd all Propoſals, without

lig'd to deprive him : nor can giving anyother reaſonthan that I

ir fairly be done, if there be would not do it . Pray be ſo kind

one who takes good care af as to give me your opinion, whe

his people in his abſence, ther I ought to keep my Vow , or to

leſs in ſuch a caſe where actual relieve my Brother, for I'm like to

Refidenceis requir'd , and no follow your Directions.

room for a Diſpenſation ; and Anſw . The Corban did not ex

This ſuppoſing there are cuſe the Jews from doing ought

Immoralities , or, alledg’d and for their Relations . There's

prov'd againſt him . For ſhould no more doubt but that your

things come to the worſt, a Vow was raſh , or that you

Sequeſtration of the Profits of therein oblig'd your ſelf to

the Living might in time fatil- what was unnatural; for it can

fy his Creditors; and if it be be no better, to let your Bro

conſiderable, ſome allowance ther periſh, when you are in a

made out of it for his own Ne- capacity of relieving him , even

c.flities: or upon ſuch Agree. fuppofing him to be an ill Man ,

ment made, he himſelf might when it does not appear but his

ſerve the Cure , if it were not Poverty is his greateſt Crime ,

more adviſable to get a Chapy Your Vow therefore being

rala,

1

un

no
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we

taſh, and the matter of it, as ſtill run upon raſh , and ſome

has been ſaid ; you are,
times impoſſible Vows and

think, firſt oblig'd to ask God Oaths, as if there were no

pardon for making it, and then thing Sacred in either, or any

to relieve your Brother, if he Curle attending the breach of

can get no body elie to aſlift 'em . Thus in the preſent cale

him in his extremity.
one would have thought the

Queſt. If I undertake an En. Queriſt ſhould have had work

terprize,andengage myſelf byOath enough on his hands already ,

to perform it , and recollecting my but yet it ſeems he was for

felf, upon ſecond thoughts I alter cutting out more ; for what

myReſolution, thinkingwhati de- wouldhe have done, if his

fogn'd both dangerous,and (inful; Miſtreſs ſhould have fallen to

Pray which of the two Evilsſhould one of his Friends, and he had

I chuſe; to purſue my Deſign, or any other of the eight for his

break myOath ?
ſhare ? Nor has he any great

Anſw . See the Anſwer to the reaſon to flatter himſelf, that

foregoing Queſtion . he ſhall obtain her Perſon , be

Queſt, I was the night before cauſe blind Fortune has thrown

Valentine's Day in company with him her Name. However,

$wo Gentlemen, who agreed with ſince he's now faſt by Vow, as

me to draw Valentines according to well as inclination, we know

the uſual cuſtom ; and amongſt ſe- no way for him , but to take

veral Ladies then nam'd , linſerted the advice we have already

my Miſtreſs (whom Inever can nor given him , to begin his attack

fall forget ) whom I so strangely again , and follow it with more

fell in love vith, as I gave you an vigour than ever ; and after

account in a formerMercury. Her he has done all that lies in his

Name being written as uſual, and power, if ſhe won't have him,

eight others with her, we being he's abſolv'd from his Vow,

very merry, one of the Company ſince he never pretended to

propos'd that we ſhould ſolemnly marry her whether the would

vow by all the ways imaginable to or no .

endeavour thegaining that Perfon Queſt. Some Ladies, very cau

whoſe Name we ſhould happen to tious about a Lye, areextremely

draw, and till their deaths never. deſirous to know what it is ?

accept of any other. This we all Anſw . 'Tis what they tell e

agreed to, and the Names being very day ; and iherefore why

rolld up, I happen'd to draw my do they trouble us with ſuch a

Miſtreſs; and the other twoGentle- Queſtion ?

men reſolv’d to make good their Queſt. Manyſcruple to ſayAmen

Vow , and court the Lady that fell to the Comminations on Alhwed.

to theirpare , telling me I am ob- neſday, becauſethey think they do

lig'd to the ſame. Pray what mall therein curſe their Neighbours:

I do in this matter ? whereas our Saviour bids us bleſs,

Anſw . Perjury is now grown and curſe not. Your fudgment

So common a Sin , that few ſo is defir'd in this matter .

much as ſtartle at it, but will

Anſw ,
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Anſw . That this Uſage of general Deciſions all faithfui

our Church is not in it ſelf un. People there preſent are to an

lawful, there needs little proof; ſwer, Amen . Nor can this be

fince 'twas not only permitted , thought diſagreeable to the

but poſitively commanded by Charity of the Chriſtian Law,

God to the Jews in the Old when our Saviour himſelf pro
Teftament, and accordingly nounces fo 'many Woes ( and

ractis'd by them : See Deut. what are thoſe but Curſes )

27. 14. and 70sh. 8. 33 , 34. And againſt the Phariſees and other

Pris further obſervable, that the Sinners : whofe example is fol

matter of theſe Curles relates low'd by the Apoſtles ; St. Paul

to the Branches of the moral wiſhing thoſe cut off who trou

Law, of which our Saviour tells bled the Church, and pronoun

us, one jot or tittle ſhould not cing a ſolemn and general A
paſs away ; there being no nathema on ſuch as love not

more doubt that Curſed is he who the Lord Jeſus.

is guilty ofFornication or Adultery, Queſt. I have kept company with

who putsa Stumbling-Block in the a young Man this iwo yearsand a

way of the Blind, who curſes his half, by whom I've had two Chil

Father or Mother, &c. under the dren, and am with child again.

Goſpel, than that they were ſo He always promis'd me, when his

under the Law . But ſtill the Father died, he would recompenſe

Objection ſays, we may not me for my kindneſs. My Houſe

curfe our Neighbours ; no , nor was ſtill his home; he commanded

our felves neither. Nor is my Purſe and Table, tho I had

there any neceſſity that the A- not for him as I would , my Sub

men here ſhould be interpreted, Stance being ſmall, which yet he

So be it ; fince it may as well accepted. A Chriſtmas laſt his Fa
fignify so it is, so it all be , or ther died ; yet inſtead of making

the like: no more than ſetting good his Promiſe,hedeſerted me and

our Seal , that God is true, that my Houſe : and if he can help it ,

we believe the Truth and E- will not ſee me : for which when I

quity of his Judgments : af- ask the reaſon, he tells me nothing

firming with our own mouths, but that he is minded to live ſober.

as the Exhortation expreſſes is , ' Pray your opinion, whether he

that the Curſe of God is due for ought not to let me clear in the

fuch Vices. And thus the Reve. world, ſince he has been the oc

rend Dr. Comber and others in caſion of running me in debt; or
terpret it. But, with fubmiſ what courſe I ought to take ?

fion , there ſeems to be ſtill Anſw . After all, here's not a

fomething more in it ; a De word of concern for your own

nunciation, as well as a De- Folly and Lewdneſs; and as
claration , pronounc'd by the you , no doubt , had examples

Church in the Name and Au- before you of the ſame nature

thority of God , and his son which you would not take , ſo

Jeſus, who has given ' em power 'tis likely enough there will be

of binding and looking againſt thouſands of Fools after you,

ſuch heinous Sinners ; to whole who will take the fame road

with
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with you, tho' they may ſee a Scholar, yet little of a Philoſo

their own Ruin in yours. For pher, but a Lover of them both.

what elſe can be expected, in Anſw . If the diſtance be any

this world as well as t'other, ' thing conſiderable, 'tis evident

when a helpleſs Woman aban- that the matter of fact is not

dons her ſelf to the lawleſs De- true ; for tho' the Motion of

fires of any wild Rake-hell that Light ſeems to be inſtanta

does but ſay he loves her, who neous, that of Sound is other

can ſhift well enough when he wiſe. For example, a Man on

leaves her, tho' (he's abſol utely the top of a Tower, or at any

helpleſs, and without remedy ? great diſtance from the Object,

For if even the moſt facred ſhall ſee the light of a Gun

Bonds of Marriage and ſo fome confiderable time before

they have been eſteem'd by all he hears it ; and the ſame in

Nations) can't reſtrain ſome other objects of Viſion ,

Perſons, and ſecure their Faith hewing Timber, or the like.

to each other ; how much leſs Queit. Gentleman was not

likely is it , that a fingle pri- long ſince taken with a Palley in

vate Promiſe ſhould be of his longue : A skilful Phyſician

greater validity, without any being fentfor to him ,found becould

luch publick Solemnization ? notſpeaka word, or give ananſwer

Your buſineſs therefore is to to any thing that was ask'd him .

enter into a courſe of ſevere on which, the Doctor gave him a

Penirence and Mortification Book to read, wherein be read as

for your paſt lewd and wicked well asever in his Life ; but when

Life, thatyou may thereby ſe- the Bookwas gone again , was as

cure one Friend in Heaven, mute asbefore: which Experiment

tho' you are to expect none in wasoften repeated with the Jame

this world , now you have loft effect . Pray what ſhould be the

all for which the Sex is truly reaſon of this ?

valuable : and then if your Anſw . Some Obſtruction of

Spark ſhould treat you as bar- the ordinary Paſſages between

baroufy , as ſuch as he uſe to the Brain and Tongue, which

treat ſuch as you ; if he ſhould hinder'd the intercourſe of the

neither marry you nor provide Spirits, might be the cauſe of

for you (one of which there's his Silence ; whereas they might

no doubt but Juſtice obliges find ſome other way when the

him to ) you muſt e'en fall Species were newly taken in by

heartily to work to maintain the Eye ; that part of the

your ſelf and the Illegitimates : Brain , it's likely , being not in

and that's the beſt Advice we ſo great diſorder as the other.

can give you . Queft. Whether our Saviour ob

Queſt. How comes it that the ſeru'd the Commandments of the

wordsspoken by aman atſomedif- Law in the Manner and Time of

tance , are heard by us even at the eating the Paſſover,and ifOpinions
inſtant they are spoke ? Pray an- havebeen various about it ?

ſwer mein ihis in as eaſy words as Anſw . To know if our blef

you can ; for sho' I am ſomething of fed Lord eat the Paſchal Lamb,

accor

1
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according to the Injunction of that they could not be deceiv'd

the Law, we muit examine more than ſome minutes at the

wherein this Ceremony con- most. So that thoſe Perſons

fifted. It is certain the Jews who ſay the Sanhedrim had in

us’d to celebrate it the Evening their Calculations loſt a Day,

of the fourteenth Day of the which was redreſs’d by our Sa

Month, which in the original viour in the Celebration of

Hebrew is callid Abib : This the Paſſover, ſpeak only by

is precifely commanded, and gueſs. It is true, that if the

'tis alſo expreſs’d in formal Jews had had recourſe to the

terms that it was the Evening. Tables to regulate their Feails ,

The Jews began the Day at 'twould have been no ſurpri

the ſetting of the Sun ; confe- zing thing for them to have

quently according to our Cal- flipt into this Error, in a time

culation, the Paſſover muſt be wherein Altronomy was ſo lito

eaten in the afternoonof the tle known. For the Correction

fourteenth , when the Day be of their Calendar thews how

gan to decline . The Practice much they were miſtaken in

of the Jervs , according to the their Computation of the Solar

Relation of Joſephus and Philo, Year : the Aſtronomical Ta

being to ſacrifice it at Noon, bles agreeing not at all with

or the Ninth Hour, and conti- the Heavens, but their Regu

nue the Feaſt until the Even- lations being perform’d by the

ing ; how ill an opinion ſoever inſpection of the Moon, which

fome may have receiv'd of the was done every month , a great

Fidelity of theſe Authors , they knowledge in Aſtronomy was

cannot be doubted upon a fact not requiſite, preciſely to count

which was ſo notorious. The the Day of the New Moon .

Jews were likewiſe.ſo ſcrupu- It muſt be confeſs’d, when they

lous about the Obſervation of made Calculations for many

their Cuſtoms, that they did Years , altho ' they miſtook but

not think it allowable either to a little, the Error became

anticipate or ſuffer the time to more conſiderable in the courſe

paſs ; but believ'd it an indif- of time; yet in the interval of
penfible Duty to celebrate the a Month there could be no

Paſſover at the exact time pre- great miſtake. The Year in

fix'd . And if Jeſus Chriſt ce- which our Lord was crucify’d,

lebrated it on Thurſday in the the fourteenth Day whereof

Evening, 'twas not according the Paflover fell, begun only

to the Law ; fince it was not on Thurſday in the Evening ;

permitted any one to keep it and the Lamb ought not to
for his conveniency before the have been facrific'd till the

time was expir'd . So exact morrow , to have kept the Paſ

were the Jews in the Obſer- lover on the Friday in the

vance of the Day , that they Evening.

would not truft to their Aftro , And beſides our Saviour's not

nomical Computations ; and fo keeping the Paſſover on the .

great were their Precautions, Day commanded by the Law ,

;

it
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it does not appear that the Jews, who would not have the

Lamb he eat with his Diſciples Bodies to continue on the Croſs on

had been kill'd in the Temple ; the Sabbath day , ſhews that even

and this was an eſſential part the Day of our Saviour's Death

of the Ceremony. We need was not that of the Paſſover ;

only read the Inſtitution of this ſince they would at leaſt have

great Feaſt, and what the Jewiſh ſcrupled as much to have nail'd

Doctors have written upon it, the Bodies on the Croſs on the

to be convinc'd that they could greateſt of their Feafts, as of

not anticipate the time , be leaving them on it on the Sab

cauſe of the Solemnity of the bath -day. This Circumſtance

Sacrifices made at certain hours evidently thews, that Friday

in the Temple, with all the was not a ſolemn Day, fince

Formalities preſcrib'd by the the Jews then enter'd into the

Law of Mofes. Now we have Hall to ſollicite the Death of

no reaſon to conclude from any our Lord , and that the two

place, that either Jeſus Chriſt Thieves were ſent with him to

or his Diſciples ſo much as be puniſh'd ; which Executions

thought of changing the Day, would havebeen very offenſive

or performing whatever was in a Day as facred as the Paf
requir'd about it. And it is ſover .

ſaid in John 19. 14 , 31. that the Some have thought that it

Friday was the Dayof the Pre- was but a fimple Supper, where

paration of the Pafover. Now in Jeſus Chriſt deſign'd to in

the Preparation was that time ftitute the Eucharift, to per

in the Afternoon , during which petuate the memory of that

they made ready every thing Death he was ready to ſuffer.

for the Sabbath -day, that the However, thoſe who have been

reſt of it might not be inter- of this and the foregoing Opi

rupted. From whence ' tis plain , nion , have not offer'd them as

that the Feaſt of the Jews Articles of Faith, but only as

Paffover did not begin till the ſuch as appeard moft probable

Evening of that Day wherein to them .

our Saviour ſufferd upon the Queft. Whether there is any

Croſs. To which ſome an- truthin thoſe Stories we haveof the

ſwer, that the Friday was al- Devil's taking a human Form in

ways call’d Tlapaco reen, the Eve foreign countries, toabuſe the sim

or Preparation ofthe Sabbath ; plicity ofWomen and Children ?
and that the Feaſt of the Paſ. Anſw . The Traditions

ſover, which this year fell upon have of ſuch things are ſo an

the Friday , was nevertheleſs tient and ſo conſtant, that a cour

called the Preparation of the cording to ſome Authors 'twould

Sabbath, according to the com- be a great piece of raſhneſs to

mon uſe ; for the Paſſover was doubt of it. The Jeſuits, give

not the Preparation . But St. us an account, in the relation

Fohn exprefly ſays, it was the of their Miſſions into Greece,

Preparation of the Paffover : and that the Devil has ſometimes

likewiſe the Precaution of the rais'd from their Grayes Per

ſons

we
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fons lately bury'd, and caus'd " unto ſubſcribd ( the Patria

them to walk , ſpeak, and ap “ arch or Metropolitan ) and

pear under this form to tbe ln- " s the Prieſt of the City of

habitants of the Archipelago : “ Ndo make known and

Who call theſe Phantoms Bgs- “ certify by theſe Preſents,

κολάκας . Theſe ſort of Appa that the Bearer of theſe our

ritions were credited both by • Letters hath always liv'd a

Juftin Martyr and St. Ferom , who “ mong us like a good Chriſ

likewiſe believ'd their Con- “ tian , profeſſing the Greek Re

junctions with Men and Wo- ligion ; and tho' he hath

men. And St. Jerom tells us as “ committed ſome Sins, yet he

his Opinion, that one reaſon " hath confeſs'd the ſame, and

why God Almighty permitted “ receiv'd Abſolution , and ta
the Founder of Rome to be “ ken the Communion for the

born of an Incubus and a Veſtal, “ Remiſſion of his Sins; hath

was becauſe the Romans might “ honour'd God and his Saints ; .

not reproach us that our Saa “ hath ſaid his Prayers ; and

viour was born of a Virgin . “ fafted on the Hours and Days

Ac ne nobis DominumſalvatoremSalvatorem “ appointed by the Church ;

de Virgine procreatum Romana ex- “ and bath carry'd himſelf ſo

probraret potentia, auctoresurbise “ well towards me his Confef

gentis ſua Ilia Virgine e Marre “ for, that I have no reaſon

genitosarbitrantur. Jer.l. 1. cont. s to complain of him , nor to

Jovinian. “ deny him the Abſolution of

Queſt. You having made men- " his Sins . In witneſs where

tion of a Paſs, which is put into " of we have given him the

the hands of the Muſcovites when preſent Teſtimonial, to the

they die, to make St. Peter open “ end that upon ſight thereof

theGates of Heaven to them ; I “ St. Peter may open to him

judge it would oblige the generality " the Gate of Everlaſting

of Readers, if you'd inſert in one

of your Mercuries a copy of the < This done, the Coffin is

ſaid Paſs. • ſhut up, and put in the Grave,

Antw . Mr. Turner in his Hifto- ' with the Face eaſtward . They

ry of all Religions, gives you an ' mourn forty days ; and feait

exact Copy of this Pafs, in on the third, becauſe then

theſe following Words, viz. • the Face is disfigur’d ; on "

· The Muſcovites kiſs the . the ſecond, becauſe then the

Corps, or the Coffin ; and • Body begins to putrify ; and

• the Prieſt puts a piece of Pa- ' on the twentieth , becauſe

per between his Fingers, which " then the Heart · corrupts.

• is a kind of Teſtimonial or • Some build Huts over the

• Paſs for his Admittance into • Grave, and cover them with

• the other World , fign'd by • Mats ; becauſe the Prieſt ,

• the Patriarch , O'c. and fold Morning and Evening , for fix.

by the Prieſt. « Weeks prays over the Grave. '

The Form thus : For a larger Account of this

“ We whoſe Names are here, matter, we refer you to p. 642 .

of

6C

• Bliſs .

6

1

6
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of the aforeſaid Hiſtory , remains, or you think there may

where you have a copy of be no poſſible means to recover the
this Paſs with other things ſame ?

no leſs remarkable . Anſw . Since his Fancy had

Queſt. Pray favour me with ſuch a ſhare in the procuring

your opinion as to the following it, ' twas ſomething juſt it

Relation, viz . À certain Miniſter ſhou'd have ſome in the be

in the City of Exeter, ( lately ftowing it too ; and who

deceas'd ) Some Years ſince, was knows its hidden Qualities ?

by Revelation in a Dream (but Perhaps it might be as fer

whether from Divine Inſpiration ar viceable tothe Inhabitants of

otherwiſe, I will not inſist upon ) the watry Element, as itwould

inform'd that at a certain place have been to ours. Belides,

(to him nam'd) he should find 'twas a pretty ſort of a my

a Treaſure ; which Revelation he fterious Treaſure, and not fit

duly obſerves, and accordingly digs to be communicated to every

and finds a Six - pence, which he one, left too much Acquain

keeps to ſee the Event of the tance with it might have dif

Dream , and which as often ashe cover'd too much of its real

paid it away would return into his Value. And if the Gentle

Pocket again , and the Receivers man has but intaild his Fa

not wrong’d, but had always their culty of dreaming, no matter

full Complement of Money : At for that particular Piece , his

laſt the Gentleman admiring the Heirs can never want as many

Strangeneſs of the thing , not of the like Opportunities of

knowing from what ſupernatural ſerving their country as they

Cauſe it proceeded, threw it into pleale.

the Sea , and never after heard of Queft. Itcannotbe deney'd but

it , or ſaw it. Now Gentlemen, that the inſtructing Children in

whether whathe did was commen. the firſt Principles of Religion, is

dable or praiſe -worthy ; and whe- a moji uſeful and neceſſaryWork :;

ther he might not morclawfully but what ground is there in the

have converted it to pious Uſes holy Scriptures, for that form or

by frequent Diftributions to the manner of Catechizing as is now

poor, ( which would haveeterniz'd in uſe, viz. by way of Queſtion

his Name to futuriry ) is the and Anſwer ?

edrift of my Queſtion ; and a Word Anw. We anſwer, ( 1.) God.

of your opinion in the Matter in his Word, commanding the

would much oblige one, who being Catechizing and Inſtruction of

wearly related to him , is extremely Youth, we muſt perform it in

concern'd, and cannot be ſatisfy'd that Method that may bett
but from you ; left by thus throwing conduce to the attaining the

away, as ſeemstome, the Gift of End.

Heaven , he ſhould with it have (2.) The Method of Queſ

depriv'd his Heirs of a very tion and Anſwer is a natural

great Bleſſing and Ability ofdoing way of familiar, inſtructive

Good ; and whether they may ex- Diſcourſe ; and the very Light

pect to be proſper'd with what of Nature has directed the

Hea

a
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0

6

s him .

even our

6

Heathens themſelves to the ' 1. When any deſir'd to

Uſe of it, as Plato, and • become a Proſelyte, Inquiry

thers. was made, not only into the

( 3. ) We have plentiful « Life of the Catechumen,

Scripture-Inſtances of God's ' but of thoſe who brought

diſcourſing with Men , and

Men one with another, by way 6 2. Upon Admonition, and

of Queſtion and Anſwer, in a Promiſe of Reformation ,

order to Information and In . • he was admitted into the

ſtruction . The Book of Job • Rank of Catechumens, by

furniſheth us with abundant » Prayer, and Impoſition of

Examples, beſide many other · Hands ; and ſo paſs'd over

in the New , as well as Old to his Inſtructor , in a pri

Teſtament : Lord vate School, or Auditory.

Chriſt taught both privately • 3. The Catechiſt enter

and publickly, by way of Que- tain'd him with a long Nar

ftion and Anſwer. • ration of the Storyof the

(4.) Tho' we recommend Bible , from the Creation,

this as a moſt proper, yet we to the Birth , Life, Death,

do not aſſert it the only Me- and Reſurrection of our

thod for familiar Inſtruction ; • Saviour, ere. cloſing with

but our Queriſt has Liberty to the laſt Judgment , and an

uſe any other which he finds Admonition to beware of

really conducing to this great • falſe Teachers, and of being

End , as well as this. · ſcandaliz'd at the ill Lives

Conflantine's firſt and greateſt of ſome Chriſtians :• The

Care towards his Sons , was, . Catechiſt all this while ſtan

to ſecure the Happineſs of ding ; tho' St. Auſtin would

their Souls, by ſowing the • have had it chang’d into a

Seeds of Piety in their Minds ; fitting Poſture, to• to prevent

which he did partly himfelf, ' wearineſs.
s

by appointing Religious Tu- 4. After this, they were
tors for them ; and when he taught particular Points ,

had taken them into a Part- I of Faith, c . then admit

nerſhip of the Government, Ited to the Leſſons and the

by private Admonitions, or Expoſitions of them in pub
Letters giving them Counſel, lick ; and laſtly , to the

er. This was always the firſt • Prayers of the Catechu

and chief Point, that they mens.

ſhould prefer the Knowledge two

and Worſhip of God, the great Years, they gave up their·

King of the World, before all - Names and Petitions to be

other Advantages, baptiz'd , uſually before Ea .

Empire it ſelf. and then were ply'd

Mr. Turner in his Hiſtory of with earneſt Exhortations to

all Religions, tells us the Order Repentance, Faſting, and

of Catechizing in the Primi. Prayer.

tive Times was thus, viz . :IÓ.

:

6

as

6

·

5. After or more

6

yea, the

« fter ;

1
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6

6

C

6

Ć

C

6. The Apoſtles, and next Day, in familiar Catechiſm .

the Biſhops, were Catechiſts; For my part, I have ſpent

afterwards the Office was de- the greater half ofmy Life, in

• volved on others ; as Cyprian • this ſtation of Holy Service ;

appointed oneOptatus,one not I thank GOD, not unpainful

ofthe Clergy ; Auguftin , one ly , not un profitably : But

' Deo-gratias, a Deacon ; De- there is no one thing, whereof

metrius, Biſhop of Alexandria , I repent ſo much, as not to

• made Origen , át eighteen • have beſtow'd more Hours in

" Years, a Catechiſt of that Fa- this Publick Exerciſe of Ca

( mous School. ' techiſm ; in regard whereof I

He further tells us, In a Sy- could quarrel with my very·

nod held at Cloverſhow , or • Sermons.

• Clyff, under Cuthbert, Arch- Thusfar Mr. Tarner We

• Biſhop of Canterbury, 4. C. hallonly add , we deſire Parents

747 , it was ordained, That of Children, and Governours of

« thoſe Prieſts, who did not as Families, to conſider with them

yet underſtand the Creed , ſelves, what a great, receſſa

• and the Lord's Prayer, ſhould ry, and beneficial Duty, this

• both learn themſelves, and of Catechiſing is. Humble

teach them to others in the your ſelves in ſecret for your

Engliſh - Tongue. great and long neglect of it .

By Canons given under Beg of God Courage for, and

• King Edgar, A. C. 967. care conductand Succeſs in it. Re
was taken , That Children ſolve, that you will break

ſhould be taugħt their Pater- through all Temptations and

• nofter and Credo, by their Pa. Oppoſitions, and let upon this

rents; elſe, when dead, not Duty and ſtudy to do it to the

' to be buried in Conſecrated beſt advantage. For which end

• Ground, or thought worthy a very fit and uſeful Book is re

to receive the Euchariſt. commended, Entituled , Know

' A. C. 1548. Arch - Biſhop ledge and Practice : or, The Chri

Cranmer compiled a Catechiſm , ftian briefly guided in the Path to

• dedicates it to the King; and Heaven ; in a familiar Way of

* in his Epiſtle complains of the Queſtion and Anſwer, in Four

great neglect that had been in Paris: With ſuitable Prayers for

• former times of Catechiſing. Families, Private Perfons, and

• It was the Obſervationof Youth .

the Learned'it King that ever Queſt. i bad the misfortune to

• ſate on the Engliſh Throne, commence an acquaintance with a
• That the Cauſe of the Miſs youngGentlewoman whoſe conver

carriage of our People into Po. fation prov'd jo very agreeable ,

pery, and other Errors ,, was that it ireated in mean extrair

their ungroundedneſs in the dinary pasſion for her , to which
« Points of Catechiſm . There. Theſeem'd to make a very kind re

• fore hisſaid Majeſty,gavepub. turn ; and divers Letters recipro

• lick Order for beſtowing the cally paft betwixt 145, to the fa

: latter part of the LOR D's tisfaction of both ; but losiy be
Y tas

0
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:

has been very urgent with me to are different kinds of Arts ; yet

burn thoſe of hers: whith at laſt we may ſay that there are ſome

to gratifie her I did ; ſhe was no neceſſary, as Husbandry, theme

Jooner affur'd of it, but contrary Shepherds Art : Others are pro

to all the Promiſes ſhe made, for fitable, as the Art of Building

wo reaſon , her reception is colder Houſes, the Tailors and Shoc.xo

than the weather ; which makes makers Art, Manufacture, Traf

me so very inelancholy, that ! fick : Others are for Ornament,

fear' twill be my ruin : alihough as Embroidery, Dancing : O

I have endeavour'd to carry it be- thers for Plealure, as Confectio

fore her with the like indiffe- ners, Perfumers, or Muſicians

rence; and verylately took my fi- Art. So that the principal End

nal leave : butſtill I find it impoffin of Arts is for Neceſſity, for Pro.

ble to forget her, and cannot bear fit, for Ornament, for Pleaſure.

her abſence, although veryMarply Queſt. What ſay you in par

repuls'd. I wou'd defireyour ad- ticular of Medicine ?

vice in the matter, being natu- Anſw . I think that no Art

rallyprone to revenge, whichmuft ſhould be preferred to Medi

either light on her or my ſelf. cine, ſince Divine Authority

Anſw . If you'll but hang your has commanded us to honour

felf a little, the work is effe- Medicine for its neceſſity. Yet

ctually done ; for were the a 'tis not the moſt neceſſary .

perfect Niobe, you'd melt her Queſt. May we diſpenſe with

into Tears to loſe ſuch a faith . the want of Phyſicians?

ful Lover , whateverſhe may pre- Anſw . Yes, they were above

tend . But if you have a mind 600 Years in Rome without Phy

to deal more ſeverely with your ficians, after they drove them
felf, and leſs rigorouſly with out; but muit not therefore

your Miſtreſs, ſeek out ſome ſay that we can be whole with
more ſoft and gentle Creature , out Medicine, as thoſe who

in whoſe Looksyou may find a drove away the Magiftrates of

fufficient Balm for all your a City , did not therefore drive

Wounds ; and never go near away Juſtice ; Nature teaches

the firſt, unleſs it be as an o'd

Acquaintance, to let her know Queſt. What ſay you of the

the good Succeſs you have with . Art of Traffick ; is it not the moſt

the latter, and this will pleaſe neceſſary?

her well , ſince we naturally Anſw . I know well that

love to fee others preferred bé Commerce keepeth up Society

fore us . among Men , but it is an inter

efted Society. Iknow very well

which is the moſt neceſſary of that without Commerce we
the Arts ? cannot accommodate one ano.

ther with things that are uſe

Queſt. Tell me what is the End ful to the Life of Man . I know
of Arts ? fufficiently that Commerce ma

Anſw . The deſign and end keth Cities, and that Srates lay

of Arts is as different as there their Foundation on Traffick

Yet

us both .
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:

Yet 'tis not therefore the moſt be to us, if the Earth did not

neceffary . afford us where with to keep

Queſt. What ſay you of Poli- up our Health ? What would .

ricks, is not it moſt neceſſary ? the Military Art fignifie, if the

Anſv . ' I know that Pality is Earth did not furniſh us with

the Eye and Soul of a State . ' It what is neceſſary to maintain

giveth Recompences : It pu- Soldiers and Horſes ? In fine ,

niſheth the Faulty : It ſetteth we may ſay that without Agri

a Price on things: It maketh culture, no other Art could ſub

Armies to march into Cam- fift; for ' tis it that preſerverh

pagne, and recalls them accord. our Lite, for which every Body

ing as Neceſſity requires : It works . For this reaſon the

gives Juſtice to every one : It Earth is called the common

giveth Arts their free exerciſe : Mother, and by conſequence

yet'tis not the moſt Neceſſary. thoſe that manure it, are as it
Queſt.What ſayyou of the Mili- were the common Fathers of all

tary Art ?Is it not moſt neceſſary ? the World. Thus we read that

Anſw . I know that the Mili- Apollo, Paris, Saul and David,

tary Art is the Sword and Buck- practis'd it. There is nothing
Jer of a State. 'Tis in vain to that makes Men ſo vigilant, la

Labour, Turmoil , Plead, Traf- borious , and indefauigable as

fick or Phyſick ourſelves, if the Husbandry. 'Tis owing to it
Soldier do not defend us from that we have had ſo great Cap

the Inroadsof the Enemy, and tains, Coriolan , Serran, Curius,

preſerve the State in Freedom. Cato, and ſo many others.

In fine, tho' it be Maſter of all

the Arts, it is not notwith- of the Art of Divining.

ftanding the moſt neceſſary.

Queſt. Tou will say the same Queſt. What is it to divine ?

of others ; tell me then which is Anſw . 'Tis to predict future

the moſt neceffary Art ? things which are hid and remo

Anſw . If we take advice of ved from our Knowledge.

every Artizan , there is none but Queft. Howmanyfortsare there

will ſay that his Art is moſt ne- of it ?
ceſſary, As a ſeller of Matches, Anw . Three forts, Predicti

who finding himſelf in dan- on , which comes from God, and

ger in a Boat on the Seine, hug- is called Prophecy; that which

ging his Merchandize cried out, comes from the Devil , and is

City of Paris, what a Loſs thou'lt called Demoniack ; and that

Suffer ! But to conſider things which comes purely from Naru

in themſelves, Husbandry.ſeems ral Cauſes, and is called Preſa

to be the moſtneceſſary ; there- ging or Conjecture.

fore Cicero calls it an Occupa- Queſt. What is Prophecy ?

tion moſt becoming an Ingenu- Anſw . It is a Divine inſpira

ous Spirit. Ariſtotle faith , that tion which foreſeeth and decla

' tis the Mother of all the Arts, reth , with an unmoveable Truth

and the juſteſt way of acquiring and great Certainty, things that
Of what uſe would Medicine are at a diſtance from us.

Y 2 Quet .
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Queſt. What is Demoniac Di- ble and neceſſary, others think
vination ? that ' tis not.

Anſw . ' Tis a declaring of hid Queſt. What are their Senti

den things, by means of a Ta- ments and Reaſons that approve

cit or expreſs Compact made of it ?

with the Devil . Anſw . Man's Happineſs in

Queſt. Can the Devil declare this Life confifts in knowing

and reveal all things ? and being Learned ; now view

Antw . No, heknows only ing of places furniſhes our Un

the things that have appeared derſtanding with more Know

by ſome exteriour A & ,as the ledge thanany thing elſe, fo

Authors of a Theft, and things that there is no more certain

to come when they depend on means to acquire this than Tra

natural and neceſſary Cauſes. velling, which every day pre

Buthe knoweth not thoſe that ſents us with new Objects and

depend on free Cauſes, as our Subjects to learn .

Thoughts, Wills, Deſires, and Queſt. To whom are they com .

ſuch like . pared who are not curious of Ira .

Queft. What is Natural Divi- 'velling ?

nation ? Anſw . To the Earth , the moſt

Anſw .'Tisa Conjecture which baſe Élement, which continues

is drawn, either from the Stars, immoveable, and is an Emblem

or from the Air and its different of Souls that are no leſs clogged

difpofitions, or from the Sea, than Plants to a piece of Earth,

orTrees . For example, we where they had their Birth .
predict a Plague when we ſee Queft. What ſay the Ancient

Roſes orViolets bloſſom at the Philoſophers ?
end of Harveſt. Anſw . The Stoicks ſay , that

Queſt. Is there an Art of Di- a Wiſe Man is a Citizen of the

vining? World. And Senecia faith , Iam

Anſw . I think not ; for an not for confining my ſelf to a
Art is a Heap of many Precepts Corner of the Earth , the whole

which tend to fome end ; now World is my Country.

Precepts can only be of thoſe Queſt . What may we learn by

things which neceſſarily come Travelling.
to paſs, which isnotto be found Anfw . Wemay learn Pru

in the Art of Divining ; for dence and Wifdom ; for by Tra

that which we do not know by velling we know the Manners,

its Cauſe, cannot be known by Inſtitutions and Faſhions, the

Precepts ; ſo that all that fort Laws, Religion , and otherthings

of People that meddle with Dis whereon Wiſdom is founded .

vining, are meer Impoſtors. Queſt. Does the Scripture ap

prove of Iravelling?

Whether Travelling be neceffa- Anſw. Yes, God faith , That

ry for an honeſt Man ? we have no continuing City in

this World . God has many

Queſt. Is Travelling Profitable times recommended Strangers

Anſw . Some think it profita- and Sojourners to us, and en

join'd
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join'd us to love them as our tute of Judgmentand Prudence;

ſelves, Exod . 22 , Lev . 19. And become greater Fools by their

the Church ranketh that of Travelling, it being impoffible

receiving Pilgrims among the for him who is a Fool in his

Works of Mercy

own Country, to become Wiſe

Queſt. Tell metherefore where- by running up anddown : Which

upon they foundtheir opinion who made Socrates ſay , he muſt

do not approve of Travelling ? change his Spirit, and not his

Anſw . They ſay,That if Tra- Climate, to become wiſe .

velling be neceſſary , it muſt ei

ther be becauſe it may make who are the moſt happy in this

Men more knowing, or more World, the Wiſe or the Foois ?

Virtuous. But it very ſeldom
acquires either the one or the Queſt. Is the Fool happier than

other As to the former, the the Wife?
Life of Man being very ſhort, Anſw . Every Body is Judge

' tis very hard to learn things of and Party in the Reſolution of

places. As to the latter, mo- this Queſtion. And as there is

ving and change of place is con- but one Wiſdom , and one only

trary to Virtue andMoral Pru. means to come by it, viz . Right

dence, which has given ground Reaſon ; but there are Follies of

to that Proverb, that the Spirit all ſorts, as many as there are

of a ſitting Manis moſt Prudent. different Spirits, it ſeems that

Beſides,

thoſe that always there are more Fools thanWiſe,

changeCountries, contract dif- ſo it isto be feared the Wiſe do

ferent Manners and Habits ; ſo loſe their Cauſe .

that they become unconftant, Queſt. Wherein do you place

giddy -headed, and imprudent. the good Luck of Fools ?

Queſt. Has Travelling beenfor . Anſw . I place it in the priva

bidden ?

tion of Grief, and the poſſeſſion

Anſw. Yes, Lycurgus forbad ofGood, which are two Points

hisCitizens to Travel, and to wherein Felicity of Life in this

ſuffer Strangers to ſtay in their world conſiſts.

City above 24 Hours, for fear Queft. Are Fools deprived of

left the Society of the Vicious Grief ?
might corrupt the good Man- Anſw . No , Wiſe Men are not

ners of the Lacedemonians. at all more exempted, with this

Queſt. Theſe are quite diffe- difference , that the wife are

rent Sentiments, what is your
more capable than Fools, who

particular Opinion ?
in this are leſs unhappy .

Anſw . We muft diftinguiſh Queft. Why are wiſe Men more

Perſons, Places, Times, and o- capable of Grief than Fools ?

ther Circumſtances requiſite for

Anſw . Becauſe wife Men

Travelling. Forthoſe that Tra- reaſon upon their Evil, and ſo

vel ſhould be Young, Robuſt beſides the external Evil which

and Sagacious, to reap Fruit by they have always before their

their Travelling ; otherwiſe, Eyes, they have alſo an inter

thoſe who are naturally defti- nal Pain ; which lays hold on

all.
Y 3
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all the Paſſions of the Soul, De- perplex the Learned , and tire

fire, Fear, or if you will , Scru. the Ignorant: But a Fool com

ples, Cales of Conſcience, and ing amongſt them will raiſe up
others. an Univerſal Joy , and this Fool

Queſt. As to the ſecond Point, will ſhare the greateſt part of

which conſtitutes proſperity in the Pleaſure himſelf; and if he
this Life, to wit , Goods, have ſpeak Truths which would be

Fools the advantage of the Wiſe ? odious in the Mouth of the

Anſw . Yes , for one is not wiſe , they are ſupportable in

really happy except he believe that of Fools.

he is ſo . Whence it follows, Queſt. I think that all your An

that more Fools are found hap- swers in favour of Fools, are

py as to Goods than wiſe Men . rather a witty Conceit than a

For wiſe Men, if they are tru. Truth. Tell me truly , can Fools

ly ſo , conſidering the Inconfi- be happy in this world ?

derableneſs and Vanity of this Anſw . Folly being a Læſion

World's Good , do not think they of the Reaſonable Faculty ,

are happy in poſſeſſing them , Fools cannot be happy, becauſe

but in ſeeking other durable they cannot live according to

things , which are never found right Reaſon ; wherein theEf.

in this World ; when Fools live ſence of Felicity in this Life

content and happy in the en- confifts. And as they are ex

joyment of the prefent Good, empt from Vices , ſo they are

ſmall or great, beyond which uncapable of Virtues in this

they deſire no other; and often Life. And if it be fill true,

their Imagination perſuadeth that Happineſs and Content

them that they are Kings, Em- ment conſiſt in the Satisfaction

perors, and God himſelf, whence that is had in the enjoyment of
they draw greater Pleaſures than ſome Good, Fools cannot be

others have . Timon the Athe . happy, ſince Satisfaction pro

nian , believing that all the Ships ceedeth from the Reflection that

belonged to him , was overjoyed our Minds make on the good

when any arrived at the Port of neſs of the thing we enjoy.

Pirsum, as at a great Gain , and Now Reflection is a very per.

bound over his Parentsto Ju- fect Act of the Underſtanding.

ſtice becauſethey would have For which Reaſon Fools cannot

cured him of this pleaſant Fol. be happy, being uncapable of

ly ; if they do no harm , they Reflection , becauſe Folly is a
are callid Innocent Fools . Læſion ofthe Faculties .

Queſt. But is it not a very ſaid

caſe to ſee a Man that jould be Of Tobacco.

reaſonable become A Fool ?

Anſw . On the contrary, there Queſt. Has Tobacco no other

is nothing ſo ſad as a Tragedy Name ? whence comes it ?

or a Comedy without a Farce, Anſw . Tobacco is callid so

or an Entertainment of Philoſo- by the Spaniards from an Iſland

pers, during which nothing is of the Weſt Indies, where it

to be heard but Queſtions which grew in great plenty. The In

di ans
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dians call it Petun. They call Anſw . Becauſe by its ſharp

it Holy Herb by reaſon of its and biting Vapours it difturbeth

great Virtue. One John Nicot, the Head, inebriates, by drying

Ambaſſador of Francis II. ha- the Brain ; it ftupifies, cauſes

ving firſt brought ſome of the Vertigo's, Lethargies, Drowfi

Seed from Portugal and France neſs; it hebetates the Animal

to Queen Katherine of Medici, Spirits,

called it in French Nicotian , Queſt. Theſe two Sentiments

or an Herb for the Queen . In are very different; tell me yours,

Italy they call it the Herb of Anſw . My Opinion is , that

Holy Cross, becauſe a Cardinal Tobacco Leaf is very uſeful,

of this Name carried it firſt to eſpecially when it is taken as a

Rome . It is otherwiſe called Maſticatory at the Mouth or

Fuſquiame de Peru . Noſe . But I think that its

Queſt. What are the Virtues Smoak is an Enemy to the Brain

of an Herb thatis ſo common ? and the Spirits.

Anſw . Some value Tobacco ,

others deſpiſe it. Thoſe that of Knowledge in Women .

have it in eſteem , ſay that its

Leaves applied hot to the Head Queſt. Is it expedient thatWo

cure the Megrim , and old Pains men ſhould be learned ?

of the Head proceeding from Anſw Knowledge puffeth up

Cold or Wind. If the Pain be the Mind ; therefore if Women

obſtinate, it muſt firſt be rubb'd were Learned, they would be

with the Oyl of the Flowers of prouder and more unſupportable

Orange. It is good againſt the than before. Beſides, a good

Tooth-ach cauſed by Fluxion. Opinion of themſelves is in

Its Decoction in common Wa. conſiſtent with the Obedience

ter cures the Diſeaſes of the they are deſign'd for. Therefore

Breaſt, the Aſthma, and old God gave Knowledge to Adam ,

Cough. Its Leaves put under and not to Eve, who by the bare

Aſhes and applied hot with defire of Knowledge deſtroyed

their Aſhes to the Navel, are all.

good for a Wind-cholick , and Queſt. Why are they nos Learn

Crudities of the Stomach ; it ed as Men are they not capable

likewiſe kills Worms, if you to become ſuch ?

put a little of its Juice in a Anſw . They are too delicate

Glifter. Blowing a little ofthe to acquire Knowledge, which is
Smoak into the Noſtrils of a not obtain'd but with great Fa

Woman that is in a Swoon, it tigue . Beſides the moiſture of

recovers her ; Kibed Heels are their Brain hindreth ſolidity of

cured by being rubb'd with it . Judgment, which is ſo neceſſa

Wounds, venomous Bitings; ry forthe Sciences .
it likewiſe preventeth Gan- Queſt. Why have they not fo

grene . Theſe are ſome of its lidity of Fudgment.
Virtues. Anſw . Becauſe the Judgment

Queſt. Why is Tobacco abher. is an Ad of the Underſtanding,
red by some ? which reflecteth upon its Know

ledge

/

Y 4
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ledge, and this Reflection de- Impreſſion than Writing, which

pendeth on a dry Temperature, is a dumb Word. Beſides, we

which is contrary to that of the cannot ask the Scripture about

Brain of Women. Doubts, as wemay do a Mafter,

Queft. Have none ofthem been therefore Writing leaves far

Learned ? more Difficulties in the mind.

Anjw . Yes, but 'tis extraor- Some have been born Blind, and

dinary . Beſides, if we conſider yet have become very Learned

their Works, they are always and there are ſome that Read

accompanied withlack of Judg- much, and have many Books,

ment : They acquit themſelves and yet make but ſmall Im

pretty well in their firſt Eſſays, provementin Knowledge.
but not in their ſecond Thoughts, Queſt. Theſe two different Sen

which are always meaner than timents have good Reaſons on both
the firſt : On the contrary , Mens fides ; tell me therefore your opi

ſecond Thoughts ſurpaſs their mion on this Difficulty ?

firſt, by reaſon of a ſtronger Anſw . Thedeciſion of this

Judgment that is in Men than Queſtion depends on the diver
is in Women. ſity of the Genius of thoſe that

teach , and thoſe that are taught,

Whether Reading of Books be and the Sciences one would

more proper to Learn, or by learn . For the Diſciplines that

Word of Mouth ? confift principally in Contem

plation , as Theology , Phy

: !Queſt. Is Reading more proper fick, pure Mathematicks, Law,

to reach , or the Voice ? have more need of Reading in

Anw. Some are forthe Voice, order to their being learned.

others inaintaln Reading. Thoſe Butthoſe that confift in Adion

that lay Reading is moſt proper , are learned better by Word, tho'ſay

ſay that the quickneſs of Speech Books may likewiſe be uſeful

does not give our Minds ſuffici- thereto .

ent time for making Reflection
on it ; and therefore that 'tis of the Love of Inclinations.

not ſo proper as Reading. Be

fides, Books do not flatter ſo Queſt. Whence comes it that

wel, and counterfeit Truth . We love by Inclination, andwith

All dat are Learned have learn- out knowing why, thoſe Perſons

ed more from Books than by the whom we have never ſeen before,

Voice of Maſters. What is writ and chat are nothing of Kin to

is much better digeſted than

what is ſpoke. Therefore Wri- Anſw . If we can love any

ting inſtrucieth us much better Body better than another by In

than Word of Mouth . clination only , and without any

Quett. Give me their Reaſons Knowledge, this may proceed

zho are for vical inftruttion. from the force of Imagination,

vinjw . They ſay that the which repreſenteth any thing

Voice being animated by the amiable, even tho' it be not ;

Gefurcs , makes a much greater or from the ſole action of the

.

s ?

Will,
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Will, which ſince it cannot be Anſw . No, on the contrary ,

neuter between Love and Ha- the lean live longeſt.

tred, when it does not encounter Queſt. Give me a Reaſon.

any ſubject of Hatred for its Ob Anſw . Becauſe the lean have

jest,this is ſufficientto attract its larger Veſſels, and eſpecially

Love, or not encountring any Veins, and byconſequence more

thing amiable, this is enough Blood and Spirits, which are the

to raiſe its hatred . Architects and principal Organs

Queſt. May not we ſay that of Life. Beſides, the Life will

this Love of Inclination is per- be longeſt where there is moſt

formed by á Draining, and by 4 Heat, which is found in lean

Tranſpiration of theMind going Perſons.

out of the Body of the beloved , Queft. Why are not the Fat fo

as ſome would ſay ? healthy as the Lean ?

Anſw . No, for this Love of In Anſw . Becauſe in fat Bodies

clination is as well cauſed at the the Pores are ſtopped by the

fight of a Portraiture, whence no coldneſs of Phlegmatick' Hu
Spirits can go out, as on thefight mours, which hinder the free

of Perſons endowed with a Soul . Evaporation of fuliginous Ex

Queſt. Why have you ſaid in crements, that make a Reflux,
an Anſwer above, if we can love and ſuffocate the Natural Heat,

without Knowledge, why do you which is extinguiſh'd after the

doubt that there is a Love purely fame manner as Fire when it

of Inclination , ſinceoftwo Players cannot have a free Tranſpira

which are unknown to you, you tion . Beſides, the Fat imbibe

deſire that the one ſhould win ra a great many Humours but

ther than the other. cannot perfectly concoct and

Anſw . I am perſwaded that aſſimilate them , through want

we cannot love one better than of ſufficient Heat, whereby a

another without knowing why, great quantity of Crude and

without fancying in this Perſon Phlegmatick Excrements

ſomething agreeable to us, as produced; ſo that they become

Beauty, Air, Motion , Manner whitiſh and puffed up .

of going, and other Things . Queſt . Are the Lean more liveä

Thereaſon of this is, becauſe ly ihan theFat ?

there is the ſame Reaſon of Anſw . Yes, by reaſon of the

Actions as of their Principles ; Diſpoſition of the Organs that

if Deſire ſuppoſeth the Princi are more pure, and leſs charg

ple of Knowledge, as all the ed with thick Vapours and ex

World ackowledge, the A & tion crementitious Humidities,which

ofDeſire, which is Love,ſuppo- render the Fat more heavy both

ſeth a clear Knowledge, and ſo in Mind and Body.

one can't love without knowing. Queſt. Whence comes it that

Some arefatter than others, when

Whether the Lean are healthier or they do not eat more ?

longer-lived than others ? Anſw . 'Tis hence, that they

have not Heat enough to con

Queſt . Are fat People longer. ſume the Superfluities ; by rea
lived than lean ? fon

3

are
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ſon whereof, their Fleſh at . Anſw . There is this, that the

traets a great quantity of Ex. Heat being greater after Sup.

crements and Phlegm , which per, as I have ſaid, and ſtrong
ſwells them and makes them er and more active, it will

white. concuct in a little time that

ſmall Portion of Food that it

Whether 'tis betterto Dine or Sup? hath taken ; and ſince the

Heat always acts by á necefli.

Queſt. Is it better to eat more ty of Nature, and cannot be

at Dinner, or at Supper ? idle, when it has not foreign

Anſw . Suppoſing the Perſons Matter whereon to work, it

of a found Health, I think it will neceſſarily conſume the

is better to ſup, a little more Radical Moiſture, and dry us
largely, becauſe the time of Di- in Sleep.

geſtion is longer from Supper to Queſt. Whence cometh the Pro

Dinner, than from Dinner to verb thatfaith, He that feepeth

Supper. eateth ? It ſeems that sleep neu

Queſt. Are the Night and Sleep rijheth, so that 'twill not be ne

proper for promoting Digeftion ? ceſſary to eat much in the Even

Anſw . Yes,and more proper ing.

than the Day , becauſe the Heat, Anſw . This Proverb is true

being more re-united during the when the stomach is filled with

Night and Sleep, is much more fufficient Nouriſhment ; for, for

vigorous, and performs its na- that time, during the Sleep, the

tural Functions better, viz . Con- Heat that is ſtrongeſt, raileth

co & ion , Diſtribution, Appofi- and draweth from all parts the

tion and Aſſimilation . pureſt of the Juices and Va

Queſt. Why is the Heat ſtrong- pours , that it diſperſeth every
er and more re -united in the There as a ſweet Dew, which it

Night and in Sleep than in the cannot do when the Stomach is

void ; 'tis therefore in this

Anſw . Becauſe in the Day: Senſe that the Proverb is true,

time the Heat is diverted froin He thatſeepeth eateth.

without being imployed about Queſt. Whence comes it then,

the Senſations and Motions of thatmanyfind themſelves very ill

the Body andSoul, whereas all when they have eat much in the

being ſuppreſſed by Sleep, the Evening, and againſt their Cu

Hear is altogether taken up ftom ?

within on the Concoction. Be- Anſw . I ſuppoſe from the be,

fides, the Night ferveth much ginning a perſon in good Health .

Inore to concenter the Heat But a Perſon ſubject to Deflux.

within , by its coldneſs, which ions, and of a weak Stomach,

driveth the Spirits and Heat in- is not in perfect Health. If the

wardly . Whence it comes to Queſtion be of Perfons in good

paſs that we have the beſt Sto- Health , I anſwer , that theſe

mach in the Winter. Perſons will be accuſtom'd to

Queft. Whap hurt is there in fup but little, founding on this

earing little 41 Supper ? bad Principle, that they muft

çat

Day time ?
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eat little at Night ; this being mented by the Offices which

fo , they weaken their stomach, are mutually performed with a

that it cannot take much Food Frankneſs andconfidence which

at Night, ſo theſe Perfons be is not to be found in any other

come ſo delicate that the leaſt State, whatever it be, where

things hurt them . Whence we Diſſimulation and Hypocryfie

mayconclude, that 'tis better are moit univerſal : In Mar

to accuſtom one's ſelf to eat riage alone is Freedom and Li

much at Night. berty to be found ; and there

fore it is moſt to be deſir’d .

Whether it be better to marry or Queſt. Whence comes it that

not to marry ? many
Evils are to be endured in

Marriage ?

Queft. Who are they that can Anſw . If any be croſſed by it,

belt judge in this Queſtion ? that does not proceed from Mar

Anſw . I knownot whom we riage, but from the fault of the

can believe as Arbitrers of this perſons who know not how to

Queſtion ; for it muft either be uſe it as it becomes.

Maids, married People, or thoſe

that are about to marry ; all Of Heat; whether it be better to

are intereſted . The firſt pre- heat one by Fire or Exerciſe ?

tend to hate Marriage ; the

ſecond will be loth toblame it, Queſt. Whether is it better to

left they ſhould reflect on their warm us by Fire or by Exerciſe ?

Judgement that made them en- Anſw . I think it is betterto

ter into this State ; and the o- warm us by Exerciſe ; for the

ther cannot judge for want of Heat of Fire deſtroys the Natu

Experience. ral Heat, corrupteth the Hu
Queſt. Whether do you judge it mours, or drieth the Parts.

better to marry or no ? Therefore thoſe who ſeek no o

Anſw . Since there is in Man ther Heat than that of the

a great deſire to perpetuate him- Fire, are almoſt always chilly ,

ſelf and to be immortal, there and impatient of the leaſt inju ,

is no other Means to acquire it ry of the Air.
in this world but Marriage, Queſt. How does Exerciſe

which maketh him revive in warm us ?

his Children . Beſides, Marriage Anſw . Exerciſe ftirreth up the

is the Foundation of a State, Internal Heat, and it goeth out

ſince it raiſes Families, and Fa- at the Pores, which are opened

milies make up a State and pre. by Exerciſe, and so it commu
ſerve it ; thoſe that are married nicates it ſelf to all the

are more intereſted in the pre- parts of the Body.
fervation of a State than thoſe Queſt. Does not Fire the same

that are not ; ſo that 'tis better by opening the Pores of our Body ?

to marry Anw. Fire openeth the Pores,

Queft. Can Amity be kept up and maketh the Natural Heat

by continual Converſe ? go out; but at the ſame time

Anfw, Yes, and is even aug. it diſſipates it, which happens
not
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not in point of Exerciſe, that that Wine is laſt digefted. It

on the contrary carries the Spi- retains after all Aliments, its

rits, the Blood and Heat every colour, taſte and ſmell, or a lit
where. tle altered .

Queſt. Many Perſons are not Queſt. How can it be undige

accuſtomed to Exerciſe; would it fted , ſince it is hot ?

not be troubleſome to theni to uſe Anſw . Becauſe Digeftion is

it in order to warm themſelves? performed by a proper Phyſical

Anſw . Bodies that are not Adion and a true Alteration ;

accuſtomed to Exerciſe receive now there is no Adion but by

at firſt prejudice by it, but they contrariety : therefore Nature

mayinure themſelves to it by being Hot and Moiſt, and Wine

degrees, and rid themſelves of having the ſame Qualities, it

this Evil Cuſtom , to change it cannot be altered nor digefted ,

for a good one, which even cu- becauſe of the likeneſs that is

rethmany Diſeaſes that proceed between them, which muſt be

from Intemperance and Reple- done in order to the promoting
tion. Digeſtion, and being it ſelf di

gefted.

Whether Wine promotes Digeſtion Queſt. Muſt we not uſe Wine

or binders it ? then ?

Anſw . We muſt take it in a

Queft. Does Wine help Dige- ſmall quantity, that the Spirits

ftion ? of Wine may not domineerover

Anſw . There are different O- ours, and ours may be fortified

pinions about it . Thoſe that by thoſe of Wine ; beſides the

maintain the Affirmative, ſay, Heat of the Wine will be much

That having a great deal of Spi- eaſilier altered by our Natural

rits, it furniſheth more Matter Heat, which is very ſtrong .

to ours ; ſo it helps Digeſtion . Therefore it is that St. Paul

Queft. On what Reaſons do counſelled Timothy to drink a

they build, that maintain that little Wine for theſe two Rea

Wine hindreth Digeſtion ? ſons .

Anſw . They ſay, that Wine Queſt. Does Wine quench Thirſt ?

being receiv'd by a Hot Sto- Anſw . If we receive that De

mach will cauſe an Intempe- finition of Thirſt, that ' tis a de.

rature, becaufe the Spirits of fire of Cold and Moiſt ; Wine

Wine abounding, fuffocate the cannot be proper to quench
Spirits employed in Concoction . Thirſt, fince it is Hot.

Quest. CanWine be undigeſted ? Queſt. 3. Pray the meaning of

Arſw . Yes , for thoſe who are theſe two Verſes in Virgil,

troubled with Indigeſtions, feel I Æneid.IL

9

Nec Drances potius, sive eſt hæc ira Deorum ,

Morte luat, live eft virtus, o Gloria, tollat,

Anſw .
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Stile ;

Co

Anſw . In a Council of War I'm willing to devote my ſelf

call'd' by King Latinus Turnus to it for your ſafety.

( the General ) ſhould either

make a Peace with the Trojans, Solum Æneas vocat, er

or fight a ſingle Combat with vocet , Oro.

Æneas, and this in an Eloquent

urnus checkt lim , and Does Æneus call upon me

told him he was fitter to plead to do it ? let him do ſo, I wiſh

at the Bar, than to come into it . Nec Drances potius, but let

the Field ; He granted the not ſuch a vile Coward as

Siege was preſſing, but not ſo Drances call upon me, (let the

much but that he had formerly period be here.) Sive eft hac

vaoquilht greater Dangers : ira Deorum, Morte luat : Sive eft

You, Drances ( ſays he) would vertus ex Gloria, Tollat. Either

extol the power of an Army this determination is the An

that has been twice overcome, ger of the Gods ; if ſo , Morte

and do what in you lies to luat, let me be the Sacrifice

diſhearten ours, by telling us , to appeaſe it ; or elſe , it is

that Death threatens all , Vertue and Glory ; if ſo , Tollar,

and you accuſe me for the com- let it take away (or put an

mon Calamity. end to ) the common Calami

ty. Indeed the place is very

-- Formidine Crimen Aberbat . difficult, but we ſee no inter

pretation more Genuine , ſince

No, Drances, I'm not the Drances never offer'd to inter.

Author, nor will I entertain poſe or fight for Turnus, or to

thoughts below my ſelf, and take the danger upon himſelf,

which are only fit for the mean as is ſuggeſted by divers Inter

Breaſt of Drances ; Turnus. preters upon the place ; but this

then directs his Speech to La- is offer'd with ſubmiſſion to the

tinus, Nunc ad te, & c . Magne Learned.

Pater, by anſwering his Ob- Queft. A certain Gentleman ,

jections too , who was for find- who deſires to be nameleſs, about

ing out ſome Mean between the 2 Monihs ago boughta very pretty

Counſel of Drances, and reſo- Mare in Smithfield, which it

luteneſs of Turnus. If ( ſays ſeems a Friend of his had had a
Turnus) we have no further great fancyfor long before, See

hope, if no more Succours, if ing therefore his dearly beloved

by flying we muſt dye, and if Mare in another Man's poffeffion ,

Fortune willnever return, then he pines, and languiſhes, and

let's ſue for Peace : But if we keeps his Bed like any thing .

have untry'd Youth, Italian Suc- The Phyſicians declare, that he

cours, oc. thanwhy fear we muſt certainly die, if he does not

will not ( adds he ) ſuch and or other compars his

ſuch help us ? But ( continues Neighbour's Mare . The Genile

he ) if after all the Trojans are man, rather than loſe his Friend,

contented , that I only and Æ- and mithal being deſirous to in

neas ſhould decide the quarrel, dulge his Paffion , freely corfents

one way
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to let him have the Mare at the Queſt. You ſeem to grant

Same price it coſt him : But his that Jofephus's Teſtimony was

Friend won't hearken now to that Spurious, and ' tis not altogether

Propoſition, but only deſires the ſatisfactory that you ſhould bring
Gentleman to lend him his Mare a great many ancient Writers

for a night or two , and that will that are alſo thought to be Au
do his bufineſs full as well, other- thores in Nubibus ; Paul

wife he is refolu'd to farve Horatius, who fome confidently

himſelf, and die. The Gentle aver never wrote any thing, as

man, mightily diſcompoſedat this alſo that ſome Names are divi

odd humour of his Friend, deſires ded, and that Phlegon Trallia

yourAdvice on this functure; for nus is brought for a Grecian,
he fill finds in himſelf a ſtrong as alſo the Enemies of Chriftia

panchant (as the French call nity for a proof, and ſome other

it) or an Inclination for his ſuch things, which you'd do well

Mare, and yet is not willing to to give the World a better ſa

Sacrifice his friend ? tisfaction of

Anſw . ThisQueſtion wehave Anſw . We never granted

anſwer'd already , in a more that Joſephus's Teſtimony of

humane dreſs, but neither thar our Saviour was Spurious ; but

nor this will bribe the penalty faid , that we might ſafely

of the laſt of X. grant it without prejudicing

Queſt. An Acquaintance of the Cauſe of Chriſtianity, ſince

mine made aſolenon Vow to touch there are ſo many ancient Au

no Fleſh this Lent, and his thors that have been ſo copious

Wife being lately come out of the on this Subject, which we ſhall

Country to Town, he is earneſt to preſently ſpeak more largely of.

know whether me be compre. But ſince we are call'd upon

bended in his Vow ? again for our thoughts upon

Anſw . Actions, if not imme. that paſſage, we affirin it to be

diately prohibited , are only ill Natural and Genuine, and 70fe,

as they are circumſtantiated, phus's own.

not otherwiſe : ' Tis only the 1. It being granted on all

immoderate Uſe of any enjoy- hands that it is now in 70fe

ment of a thing, that turns it phus's Hiſtory, it lies upon

into an Abuſe, and ſo into Sin . the Adverſaries of this Teſti

Queſt. Whether Mr. Crown's mony to prove the whole Hiſto

Dæneids ought not to be bound ry to be 1purious, or to prove

up in Calves-skin with the Dutch that this particular paſſage was

Hudibras ? inſerted in it : Bare ſuſpicions

Anſw . We have nothing to won't take with perſons of ſo

do with the Merit of the ber Judgments, it muſt be mat

Queſtion, and as to the Hu- ter of Fact, which it cannot

mour, let the Bookſeller and be, without particularizing the

Buyer agree. A wiſe Man will Circumſtances of Time, Place,

take what pleaſes him beſt, Perſons, Oc. but inſtead of

without condemning what he this 'tis alledg'd , Objection 1 .

didlikes. The Stile difers. Obj. 2. That

it .
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it breaks off the Series of a Dif berius, and many more ſuch

courſe. Obj. 3. That it ſpeaks things; beſides, being out of

too favourably of our Saviour, in the Jewiſh Nation when he

owning his Miracles. Obj. 4. writ his Hiſtory, he might

That thispaſſagewas unknown to ſpeak the more boldly, without

the Authors who preceeded Eu- being afraid of the reſt of the

febius, and that Origenformerly Jews. Anſw . 4. How could

deny'd it. Obj. 5. Photius who Origen formally deny that which

abridg'd Joſephus mention'd it he knew nothing of, and yet

not. Obj. 6. Some Ancient Mif he was 29 years before Euſebius:

cellanies (perhaps) now extant Anſw . 5. This is alſo a poor

don't speak of it. Argument, if we conſider that

We ſhall anſwer theſe in Photius made his Abſtract, when

their Order. Anſw . To the 1 . every Body knew the paſſage

He has a very ſharp faculty that was in Joſephus, tho' ſome of
can diſcern it ; but if it thou'd Porpherry's Diſciples might

be fo, it proves not what it quarrel with it becauſe 'twas

was brought for, no morethan againſt his Principles . Anſw . 6.

that an Author's Expreſſions 'Tis well the word perhaps is

muſt be all equal, or they are in , but Joſephus's Authority is
not his own ; which every good when attack'd only with

Book now extant wou'd con- perhaps. Suppoſitions, Preju

fute. Anſw . 2. To this we an- dices, Cavils, c. but 'tis no

ſwer, it is falſe, for it comes wonder ( for we know the Au.

in as naturally as any thing in thors of this Query) that ſuch

the World can do Our Au- perſons as deny the Authority

thor bad before related the of Job, James, Ezekiel , &c.

Maſſacre of the Jews by Pilate, ſhou'd queſtion that of Joſephus.

and them comesto ſpeak of our See Vol. 3. N. 27. 2. 1.

Saviour, ſaying , About this Now for our Citations of

time there was one Jeſus, & c . Paul Horatius, Phlegon , &c. the

that is , about the Time of the firſt was the Secretary of Octa

Maſſacre, which is as natu- vian , every body almoſt knows

ral a digreſſion as can be, and that in his Writings he men

then returos again to his pro- tions the River of Oyl thar

per Subject, Calamities of the broke forth in a publick Inn at

Fews. Anſw . 3. The owning Rome, when our Saviour was

the Miracles of our Saviour, is born . As to the 2d, we mean

but the ſame thing that our not Phlegon Trallianus, but

Modern Jews do , who yet fay Phlegon the Greek Hiltorian ,

our Saviour was an Impoſtor, of whom Suidas makes fre.

tho ' Foſephus had as much Rea- quent mention ; why

ſon to believe our Saviour to be brought the Enemies of Chri

the Chriſt as any Jew whate- ftianity for the proof of the

ver, ſince he being one of the Chriftian Religion , needs not

Prieſts knew the Prophecies , be ask'd by any Perſons of com.

knew his Death, the Record mon Sente, for an Eneiny's

that Pilate himſelf gave to Ti Teftimony is always berter

than

we
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than a Friend's ; ſuch Perſons Luxury, ſpits and flobbers ex

as will ſee the Evidences of nough to wet all Lacedemonia ,

Porphery, Lucian, Julian , &c. (an Hyperbolick way of ſpeak

for Chriſtianity,let 'em read ing ; ) or elſe, becauſe he being

the Works of Lactantius, Cy- a rich Man , might have his

prian , and other of the Ancient Floors laid with Lacedemonian

Fathers, and they will find the Marble to ſpit upon , (which
diſpute about it, where thoſe was famous enough) whilſt the

Heathens endeavour to main- . Poor cou'd not ſpit upon richer

tain , that tho our Saviour did purchaſes than an humble Turf.

ſuch Miracles, yet they were As to the ſecond Queſtion

but Juggles, Cheats and impofi. we anſwer ; That the Colvian

tions upon the People ; which Edition made uſe of by Priceus

argues there were fuch things, and Lypſius, ſeems to be moſt

true or falſe, and that's as Natural, they would have it
much as we deſir'd of their to be decermina fortuna ; per

Writings, for the diviſion of haps 'tis the beſt deſcription of

Names, 'tis the fault of the a Beggar that we meet with in

Preſs. any Author : Thus, be

Queſt. I deſire the true read. fits half covered in a vile ragged

ing and meaning of this in Ju- Cloak, ſtrange and Meager , juft

venal, Sat. XI. V. 175. which as Beggars, ( Decermina for

is ordinarily read thus: tunæ)The parings or Offals

of Fortune, which ( as con

Qui Lacedemonium ptyiſmate itant as a Landmark in its place )
Lubricat Orbem . are wont to fit begging where

ſeveral way's meer together.

And ofthat paſſage in Apuleius Queft. Which in your opini

Metamorp. lib . 1. near the be- on is the beſt Preface that ever

ginning ; Ecce Socratem Con- was written?

tubernalem meum confpicuo , Anſw . It's impoſſible for any

humi Sedebat Sciſlili pal- Perſon to determine, ſince no

liaſtro Semiamictus, pæne Ali- one has ſeen all , or could that

us ; Luzore ad miſeram faciem be ſuppoſed, perhaps as no one

deformatus, qualia folent for- has Judgment exact enough to

tunæ deterrima ( vel decermina criticize on all Subjects, ſome

ut Pricæus & ante eum Lypſius, wou'd have theſe Three to be

vel diſcrimina fecundum alios the beſt, Monfieur Thou's Pre

inepte .) Stipes in triviis eroga- face to his Hiſtory, Caufabon's

re . You'll eaſily diſcern that I'm to his Edition of Polybius, and

puzled about deterrima; I've Calvin's to his Inſtitutions. That

read without vanity, not a little of Plutarch to his Lives , and

upon them both , especially the of Hooker to his Ecclefiaftick

firſt : But finding nothing to fa. Polity , are very Curious, per
tisfaction , Pray your opinions ? haps not inferior to the firſt

Anw . The firit is a deſcrip . Three. Sanderfon , Jewel, Tay

tion of a Volupruary , who by lor, and ſeveral others have done

oppreſſing Nature overniuch by ſomething too fine for our Ar

Queit.bitration .
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Queſt. Whether Fern produces Anſw.Theſe Harangues ate ge

Any Seed , and how or which way nerally very fine and inſtructive,

it is to be ſaved ? and without doubt receiv'd ſome

Anſw . Wehave a great ma. Imbelliſhments and Advantages

ny Stories of ſuch as wou'd by the Hiſtorian ; tho' it is very

go to catch Fern -ſeed upon natural to believe ſomething

Midſummer day at Night, at one was deliver'd by the General,

time only : it's commonly re- and perhaps not much mended

ported it Blooms, Seeds and neither, ſince the Education of

Sheds all in an hour ; but ſince the Roman and Grecians was

the excellent Invention of the very much refin'd, and happy

Microſcope, the Seed is found in thoſe days .

on the backſide of the Leaf, Queft. of a Perfon at Searaiſed

but ſo very ſmall, that it is not 20yards can ſee an Object 30

to be diſcernd without the help miles diſtance , being elevated 7

of that Glaſs : Fern dryed times as high, will be ſee 7 times

fix Months, and laid upon an as far ?

Houſe after the manner of Anſw . Thirty yards from the

Thatch , it will grow out in Earths ſurface lends but the

divers places the 2d. Year ; ſight of betwixt 9 and

which ſhows that the leaves Miles. Your General Rule to

carry the feed along with 'em ; try all queſtions of this Nature

if you wou'd ſave it , get a is, Add to the Earth's Diameter

Microſcope, and rub it out of any ſupposid height, multiply the

the Ripe leaves upon Paper. reſult by the fame given height,

Queſt. To the beſt of my and extract the square Root of

knowledge there is not ſo much the laſt Product, which will be

as one ſingle proper Nameof any an Anſwer to the diſtance that

Woman to be found in Saluft's any given height demands a fight

Bellum Jugurthinum : Pray of.

what may be the reaſon of it ? Queſt. Quid Baccho Nymphas

Anſw . Perhaps he might be adhibes temerarie Caupo ,

as much diſoblig'd by them as Cum quo fit natus debeat igne

he was by the Roman Senate, mori.

who expell’d him, and ordered

him to be whipt ; but that can Anſw . Diſpare dii ſexu vin

hardly be the reaſon, ſince he cuntur Amice, domamus Sic

mentions them in his Bellum Ca. BacchumNimphis, fic Vene

siliniarum , we rather therefore rem Maribus.

conclude, that he had conceiv'd Sed.

he had no occaſion for them , and Λυσιμελές Βάκχς και λυσιμελές

if fo , Pittoribus atque Poetis , &c. 'Αφροδίτης Γεννάται θυγάτηρ λυσιμέ

Queſt. What is your judge ans Todérypce.

ment of thoſe long Harangues

And Orations we so frequently Queſt. Lilly, towards the end

meet with in the Roman and of bis As in preſenti, was theſe

Greek Hiſtorians? following Lines

Z Jura

:

.
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Juro juravie juratus, Potoque potavi

E: poras , Titubo titubavi vel titubatus ,

Veneo pro veridor venivivenditus &jum ,

Sic careo carrier caffius ſum

Which wordsſeveral perſons ima- they are pleas’d with it, Sweco,

gine to have been deſignedly joyned becauſe they are accuſtom'd to

together, becauſe there ſeems to it, and ſo on . We can follow

be so natural a connexion between the Author no longer, ſince he

Drinking and Swearing, and has been ſo unjuſt in his Wit,
Stumbling, and Selling, and as to put a they inſtead of I, to

Wanting. Half a piece has been all theſe words, which words

laid about it , and we have agreed are of the firft perſon , and there

to fand by your determination of fore naturally applicable to the

the thing ? Author of the Interpretation .

Anſw . An Anſwer to this
Queſt. What do you think of

wou'd be Twenty years beyond a Frize-Coat in July ?

Childiſh , and we hait it over, Anſw . It's as warm work as

if it was not for the ſake of Tolling one's Maſter in a Blanket.

a Modern Author, (whom for Queſt. How long has Brimſtone

diflinction fake we will call been preſcrib'd for the Itch ?

Mr. becauſe this Paper Anſw . This will have its

may have occaſion to mention Anſwer in the Poſtſcript Letter.

him more than once,) He tells Queſt. Who is the beſt Player

us the whole Rule is capable of now living? and which is beft, a

a very pretty ſort of an Inter . Tragedy or a Comedy ?
pretation . What this whole Anſw . For the firſt part, 'tis

Rule ineans, unleſs Inſiances of a Riddle, 'till we know how

a Rule, is above our Capacity, much of the World is included

and ſo indeed is the Wit on’t . in the Queſtion , tho' let it be

But now for the pretty Inter- where it will, we may ſay in

pretation , Cano (ſays he) they General, every one is beft, for

fall to Supper, furo, then they ſo they'll tell you, if they ſpeak

begin to Swear, Poto, brings as they think : As to the lat

up the Reaſon, which is about ter part of the Queſtion, we

their Drink , Oc. Softly , Sir. are as much in the Dark as the

a pretty Interpretation ! former, till we know the Per

it had been enough for them- ſons Temper that has a mind

ſelves to have given the Rea- to make a Tryal , left we ſhou'd

ſon for Swearing after they'd preſcribe that for a Sanguine

been drunk. But to proceed, Temper which is proper for a

after drinking, Titubo, they Melancholly .

break their Shins ; and then Queſt. Whether is it not a fure

Careo , they want, yet Prandeo , ſign that David Jones is a good

they iharp one ciher Dinner, Preacher, ſince the People follo »

Pateo , but they lye horridly o- ' him fe ?

pea to Scandal, Placeo, yet Anw . We had not anſwer'd

this,
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this, if upon ſtarting this Que. Water . Therefore ' tis a Scan

ition there had not been this dal only fit for Mr.to

publick Anſwer, “ Not at all , fuggeit to the World , that we,

er for in the late Froit we have ſhou'd ſay a Rule Inverſe was

“ ſeen a Foot-ball in the Streets the only Method for reſolving

s attended by a more nume- ſuch Queſtions, viz. that we an
rous Mob.

Which witty Swer'd before ; we only ſhow'd ,

Nonſence is expos’d by another that after a ſingle Subſtraction

irrelative parallel, thus, Tes made, one ſingle Rule Inverſe

certainly, becauſe the sun has the wou'd anſwer that Queſtion,

molt Spectators : We cannot much ſooner than the long te

juttify Mr. Jones in every thing, dious Algebraic Canon which

but there's a greater parallel be- his Friend helpt him to : The

twixt the Uſe of his Preaching, Anſwer of this Queſtion is alſo
and ſeeing the Sun, than there reſolvable without Algebra , it

is betwixt it and a Foor-ball. weighs as much as Mr.'s

Queſt. In Scotland they have Ingenuity, that is, it wants con.

aboliſh'd Prelacy, becauſe of its fiderably to weigh any thing.

Oppreffion , and have ſet upPresby- Queft. UndeDerivaturPunch ?

tery in the room : Quere, Whe- Anſw . Punch quaſi Paunch,

ther the Remedy is not worſe the ſhape of the Bowl being
than the Diſeaſe ?

round and Belly'd , and not from

Anſw . This will alſo have its Water, Sugar,' & c. for the firſt

Anſwer in the Poſtſcript Letter. makers of Punch, viz. the In

Queſt.An Deus amet Angelum dians, made it of the Spirits of

poſſibilem plus quam formicum Rum, Rice, oʻl . and we have
actu exiſtenten ? the ſhape of our Bowls from

Anſw . We defire the honeſt theirs, if not the Bowls them

Gentleman to take back this ſelves , or perhaps the Articu

Queſtion again , and propoſe late ſound Punch, is expreſſive

things in potentia to us, when of ſuch a thumping-bellied

we have reſolv'd every thing · Figure, hence ' tis we call a

that is already in actu. big- belly'd Mimick a Puncha

Queſt. There is a Liquor, of nello .

which a certain quantity weighs Queſt. Several Books you know

2 Ounces ; and another, of which come out that are ſaid to be writ

an equal quantity weighs 4 Oun . by a Perſon of Quality , would4

ces; and a folid , of which the you adviſe us to buy 'em ?

Samequantity weighs 3 Ounces. Anſw . The quality of the

The ſolid immerſed in the firſt Lic Books is the beit Recommen

quor weighs I Ounce, what will dation ; not butthat where two

it weigh in the ſecond Liquor ? Perſons write one Subject 'tis

Anſw . We have already told odds , but he that has the beſt

the World, that every Body Education has the happieſt

will fink or ſwim , weigh more Thoughts , and the handſomeſt
or leſs in Water, according as way of expreſſing 'em . My Lord

its weight is.in proportion to Roſcommon's Works are full of

that of an equal Bulk of ſuch Noble and great Conceptions,
Z 2 every

1
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every way becoming the great- A Letter ſent to us by way of

neſs of his Quality and Edu
Poftſcript, March 22 ,

cation .

Queit . What is your opinion
Gentlemen ,

of Marriages without Licenſe ?

Anſw . Juſt what the Law N Reading a late Scurrilous

provides: We are not to cen- Pamphlet I find theſe 4

ſure the juſt determinations of Queſtions with the anſwers to

a lawful Magiſtrate , without each , viz . " How long Brim

incurring the penalty due to “ ſtone hath been preſcribed

ſuch follies. 66 for the Itch : The Anſwer

Queſt. Whydo we call a ſingle “ given is, ſeveral Hundred of"

week 4 Sennight, and two weeks “ Years before the Conqueſt.a
" .

4 Fortnight, that is , why do we • Sir.- ' Tis the oldeſt Re

reckon by the Night, and not “ ceipt in the Diſpenſatory, and

by the Day ? " it is as ancient as Sodom ; for

Anſw . As for the words Sen- " the Inhabitants of that Ci

night and Fortnight, they come ty were extreamly troubled

from theWordsSeven -nightsand “ with the Itch , and Brimſtone

Fourteen -nights, which ſhort. effe & ually cured them of it.

way of (peaking, cuſtom has “ And a late Author, in his

abbreviated into Sennight and “ Vindication of Wales, is“ ,

Fortnight. Why Seven -nights pleaſed to ſay, that no pre

and not Seven - days ? We an. “ ſcription in the World can

Twer, that the Fews, Italians, « pretend to be Jure Divino,

Athenians, Sileſians and Bohea “ butonly Brimſtone. Thead.

mians reckon their day from “ Queft. is, In Scotland they

Evening , becauſe the darkneſs " have aboliſh'd Epiſcopacy ,

in Nature was before the Light ; “ becauſe of its Oppreſſion,

and this Account is the oldeſt “ and have ſet up Presbytery in

of all Accounts . The Arabic “ the room : Queft. Whether

ans, Umbrians, and Aſtronomers, " the Remedy is not worſe than
reckon from noon to noon as " the Diſeaſe ? The Anſwer

the fitteſt time to make obſer- given is, viz. We'll only tell

vations on the Sun The Ba- you a ſhort Story Sir , and

bylonians, Perſians, Norimbergi- “ then leave you to make the
ans , ec . begin at Sun - rifing Application : A knot ofA

and Sun ſetting. The Myffians “ merry Fellows were drink-.
and Romans, part of Germany , “ ing a Glaſs of Wine at a

the Sixteen Provinces , and Eng- " Gentleman's Chamber which

land account from Midnight to 6. faced a Conventicle, where

Midday, becauſe the Shepherds " the people were very de

were keeping Flocks about that voutly Serenading their. Ma

time Chriſt was Born , and alſo "ker at the expence of Hopkins

aroſe from the Dead : Accord- 6. and Sterrhold . The Chim

ing to the firſt, which is the ney happening to Smoke, one

oldest account, comethe words " of 'em opens the Caſement ;

Sennight and Fortnight, which crys theGentleman, What a

anivers the Queſtion.

66
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The 4th.

6

" pox do ge mean to open the late K. and Lewis the 14th . 10

“ Caſement there ? Nothing, ſays make up his losſes, as a recom.

" the other, but only to let out pence to ſerve that Intereſt?

“ the Smoke. Aye but, replies Anſw . Theſe Queſtions are

“ he, you let in that which is fitter for the Magiftrates Inſpe

ten timesmoretroublefame, you ction than our Reſolution .

" let in the Pſalm .
Having lately received a ve.

Queft. is , Whether Religion ry Civil Letter, from an un

may not be ſaid to be like known Ingenious Gentleman ,

Cheeſe, ſince every Man is it is thought fit to Print ſome

“ his own Cook ? The Ans. part thereof, as well as a Query

“ given is , Ay verily Sir, that contain’d therein.

• it may , and for another pro- Gentlemen ,

“ foundReaſon which you have I happened to read that

“ not nam’d, viz . becauſe there • Sheet of your Athenian Mer

« is one Letter difference be. cury , in which you reſolv'd a

“ tween a Caſuiſt and Caſeiſt. Queryconcerning ſomeActions

Now tho' I am not deſirous • of Brutes that reſembled Res.

to ingage you in ſo ſcurrilous a ' fon. Your Diſcourſe there

Paper, yet waving the 4 Quett. was ſo very acute and ſolid,
above mentioned in relation to " that it invited me to peruſe

this Author's manner of anſwer- • divers others, which , with

ing them, I requel your Reſo- out Flattery, gave methat E

lution of theſe 4 Queries. * fteem for you, that I reſolv'd

Queft. 1. Whether ſuch ridicu . • to lend my beſt Aſliſtance to

ling of themoſt dreadful effects of • render your Endeavours bene

Divine diſpleaſure, thatwas ever • ficial to the World , which I

manifeſted in the World, on the ought to ſuppoſe is the Mark, '

one hand, and of the folemn Or- ' you aim at. I look on your

dinances of God on the other be • Undertaking, as on one of the

not a very high affront to the ' moft laudible Projects our Age
Divine Majeſty ? • has invented , and if prudent

Queſt. 2. Whether it be not a ly managed, the moſt condu

great contempt of, and diametri cing to improve Knowledge. •

cally oppoſite to the late Procla- in the Generality of Mankind,' .

mation of the King and Queen a. according to their ſeveral Ca.•

gainſt Prophaneneſs ? ' pacities : Whence out of my

Queſt. 3.Whether in a Chria • Zeal for the Common Good

fian fate, it be not ( with ſub- • I make bold to offer my

miſſion ) an Iniquity to be puniſh- Friendly Advice, that you
ed by the Judge ? • would not beſtow one Minute

Queft. 4. Since no sober Man • of your precious Time in an

nor Friend either to our Religion • ſwering "impertinent and Pi•

as ſettled by Law, or to theGo- • quiſh Queries, no not even

vernment it ſelf, can encourage · thoſe that concern the Inte

ſuch Pamphlets : Queſtion , whe- · reft of any Party or Faction.

ther the Author concern'd in it • ThePromotersofTruth Thou'd

basnot a private Penſion from the move in a higher sphere, and

2 3
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s indeed ſhou'd write to none • of 'em pretended to have a

• but Coſmopolitans. The de- • bovean hundred Eye Witneſſes,

ſcending from the heighth , de- ' which yet upon Darrow Exa

• clines you into a lower Claſs • mination prov'd but meer Fop

• of Writers , it abates the reſpect peries.

• otherwiſe due to your Excel- I heartily Congratulate your

• lent Labours, it expoſes you, deſign, to lay open the Vanity

as the World goes , to ridicule, ' 'of the Silly, Witty Atheist , Mr.

it leffens the Credit and Cur. • Hobbs , whoſe bold unprov'd

rency of your Papers , by ftir . · Talk has done much Miſchief

ring up the anger of the Par- among that pitch of Men , who

• ties you diſgufi,and muſt needs are meerly given to quaint
• force you uponbanterbow and . Conceits, and plauſible Drolle

• then , to humour the Palate of ry ; which unhappy Temper

& the Times. And whereas Iruth • inclines 'em to put off their

• isimmortal, and thoſe Writings * Humane Nature, as far as they

· which have only Truth for ' are able , by ſubjecting their

• their Motive and object, do • Reaſon to their Fancy; and tis

• partake a Laftingnels from • but fitting that they who de

• her unchangeable Nature, the • ſert their Chriſtianity, ſhou'd

medling with the Intereſt « firſt renounce the true Nature

• of any State or Party will re- • God has given 'em, their Rea

duce your Works to the Tran- ' Jon .

fitory Condition of Gazetts and Thus much we have printed

i Almanacks; and ſhou'd a Rem of this Letter, to let it be

• volution happen , wou'd render known that there are ſome in

" 'em obnoxious , blaſt their.Cre- genious Men , who don't think

e dit, and make 'em to be- ſo ill of us as our. Brethren of

come uſeleſs. Lacedemon , tho' perhaps the

· One thing more I think Gentleman may be almoft as

• it a very neceſſary rule to be much out ' of one ſide as they

obſerv'd by all thoſe, who are are of t'other. Howeverwemuſt .

• task'd to give Anſwers to ma- own our ſelves extreamly oblig'd

ny cramp Queſtions, never to to him for his good Thoughts

puzzle their Brains by ſeeking and Wiſhes, and Advices , Asto .

< out a Reaſon for any ſtrange the laſt of thoſe , the Advice he

• pretended Effect, till they had gives to be of no Party , or at

perfect Aſſurance the Matter of leaſt to appear of nonein our

Fact was True: Particularly to Papers--we own 'tis ſafe and

8 ,fuch, as that of the Fetch. prudent, but confeſs, we can't

« Light in Carmarthen -ſhire,Vol. think it houourable . Not but

• 6. Num.6. My ſelf have been that we were once in the Mind

divers times impoſed upon by to have doneſo , for ſome of the

• Relations of Spirits haunting Reaſons he gives us , but our
« Houſes, oe. which, I fear. ' Sentiments as to matter of Poli.

• had as great or greater cutkan cy were unawaresextorted from

Irity than has that uncouil; and us by the of

very unlikely Story, nay, fome fomeMen, who wou'd not be

.

6

quiet,
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quiet, neither with Letters , nor clude any ſuch expectation, (tho*, : (

Abuſes, till we at length re- God forbid there ſhou'd be any

turn'd 'em ſuch Anſwers as we occafion for it) have thus plain

thought they deſerv'd. ly declar'd our fudgements, and

However, Jucta eft alea not to flatter ſuch Princes as

We are now in , and we must need it not, for we cou'd ex

through aswell as our betters : pect no Benefit by it , ſome few

or elle juſtly fall unpitied, and of our Names being only gueſs'd

fink for ever .Every one knows at, which we never intend pub
what Party we have engaged in , lickly to own . But the true

Pris ſo notorious, that ſomeof ' Cauſe, why we ſhall forbear

the contrary ſide have thought anſwering ſuch Piqueillo Queries
it worth the while publickly to (only begging pardon for one fin

oppoſe us , and 'tis the ſame that gle, very witty, very waggiſla
all that's brave in Europe now one, which we are afraid will

draw their Swords for ; and at croud in , in our next Love

the Head of 'em all the braveſt Paper,) is , becauſe we wou'd
Prince in the World . Nay, if it write more like Philoſophers,

be a weakneſs, we muſt acknow- and offend as few as poſſible ;

ledge it, that had we our Li- and therefore , if hereafter we

berty and Choice to begin again , find a neceflity of anſwering any

we ſhou'd frankly elpouſe the thing of Controverſie between

ſameCauſe, tho' perbaps with particular Selts or Factions, we
leſs Reflections on the contrary, thall only produce the Argu

which we confeſs are neither ments on both ſides, and leave

· Neceffary, nor Prudent in ſuch a 'em fairly to ſhift for them .
way of Writing, for the Rea- felves.

ſons the Gentleman gives, and For the Gentleman's further

which for the future, we ſhall advice , not to be too credulourg
unleſs extreamly provoked, en- we acknowledge it's very ne

deavour to avoid – upon all o- ceffary to thoſe who have un

ther Parties as well as that Fa- dertaken ſo difficult a Province -

Etion in State, which we inge. But we have in very many In

nuouſly confeſs, we can never ſtances already obſerv'd it, con

love : But this not out of any tinuing in pure ſuſpence till the

mean Polities, with vain hopes Fact is more clearly attefied,

that our little Cock -boat ſhou'd particularly tlpat of the Fetch.

eſcape if theRoyal- Soveraign pe . Lights he mentions buton
-

riſhd, (betterwe and all our the other fide - we muſt think

Queriſts in the bottom of the Sea) eternal Scepticiſm , or a continu'd

for we neither wiſh, hope nor and reſolute Doubting after ſuf

deſire to outlive the Liberties of ficient Evidence,is even a great

Europe, and are much of the in- er Enemy to Philoſophy and true

genuous Dr. Brown's Mind , that Knowledge, than Credulity it

- he muſt extreamly value Life, felt : The latter of which may

• who wou'd outlive the Ruins croud in ſome Falſboods, but the
of the World this we ſay former will never ſuffer us to ac

is not the Reaſon, and to pre- knowledge anyTruth. Now we
24 think
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think we have reaſonable, credi- • determines their Nature downă

ble Evidence for a thing tho' ' wards ; forthat,as he obſerves,

ne’er ſo ſtrange, where Fact is is only Idem per Idem , or it does

atteſted , eſpecially if even upon ſo, becauſe it does. He as juftly

Oath , by many crédible Witneſſes, rejects the ſecond Reaſon al

as in the Story ofthe inchanted ledg’d for it, by the Followers

Ship, ſometime ſince publiſh'd of the Garden , namely , that

to the World . However we • all Atoms move dounwards in

own the Advice is kind, and an Infinite Space, whereas in

perhaps not altogether needleſs, ſuch a ſpace, there's no higher

and ſhall endeavour for the fu- or lower, becauſe 'tis Ininite,

ture to obſerve it . having no Terms to move to

For the laſt Branch concern- wards or fromwards. Further,

ing Mr Hobbs, we are ſtill of if he takes downwards to figni

the ſame Mind we ever were , fie the Line from our Head to

that he has done Philofophy al- our Fees, he adds, 'twill be

moſt as much miſchief as Relie ask'd why they move that way

gion ? It's true he's Dead, but rather than the other, ſince their

his Works yet ſpeak, tho' not all Nature, and Figure are indiffe

to his Praiſe, and 'tis a juſt rent , cu ex indifferenti nibil le

Curſe, That the Name of the guitur, (we may add, that turn
* Hicker Mall rot ; and we may but the Man with his Head in

here as lawfully call and prove a contrary poſture, and at that

him a Fool, as he does, (the rate downwards wou'd be up

firſt we mean , for the laſt he wards , and upwards downwards,

never can )by ſo many thouſands heavy wou'd be light , and

of Holy Martyrsa and there light heavy, which confounds all

are but too many of his Gang again .) Nor, he goes on , are

Hill living, with whom we de- there any indifferent Degrees of

clare, we'll neither give nor Reſiſtance in the Medium to in

take uharter ; and hope , as cline thoſe Atoms cou'd they at

little Wit and Reaſon as we all move themſelves to take one

have , we fall at leaſt make way rather than the other.

Dift to be hard enough for the He next produces the Opini.

Atheiſt, who has been à Fool on of Mr.White, Sir Kenelma

upon Record for above theſe Digby's Tutor, with Sir Kenelm's

three thouſand Years. Improvement, and his own

Now for the Gentleman's Thoughts upon 'em . Mr.White's
Query-What is the Cauſe of Hypotheſis was That the

zhat common Motion in Nature, firſt natural Cauſe of all Ma
falled Gravitation , or the De- ition is the Heat or Fire of the

tiending of thoſe Bodies we call Sun , and goes aboutto demon.

heavy ? ftrare, that this muſt ir telf firſt

Anſw . The Çuerit himſe'f have been put into inotion by

juftly rejects the cauſe that was an Incorporeal Agent. Sir Ke

align'd by the old Philoſophers welm hence ſubſuming, and im

Fecauſe they have an innate proving the notion, makes the

Quality canelu 2.eight, which Sunbeams reflecting upwardsto
reſiſt

>
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teſift thoſe particles that are that Hypotheſis, to which we
more Rare, which muſt neceſſa- can add another of our own .

rily cauſe thoſe that are more The Sun was not made till the

denſe to deſcend, whoſe fall de- third day of the Creation , but

termines the motion of all thoſe the Light, the Expanſe, ( and

others on which their Impulſe fo the Air) the Earth, the Wa

Lights downwards. Againſt this ters, & c. were made on the firſt

the Queriſt himſelf Objects and ſecond. Now where ever

That if this held , then on the is Earth and Air, to go no fur

tops of higheſt Hills, whither ther, there muſt be Gravitation

this Reflection either reaches not, and Levitation , otherwiſe the

or at leaſt is not ſo ſtrong, there Earth, Trees, & c. wou'd have

wou'd either be no Gravitation, all tumbled into the Air, and
or not ſo great as is in the Air rerurn'd to Chaos . We muſt

near the ſurface of the Earth therefore find ſome new Hypo
below, which none e'er obſer- theſis to ſolve theſe difficulties,

ved -- But in this we doubt the and we'll freely give him our

Gentleman is miſtaken , for un- ' own in return for his. We ſup
leſs we are ſo , the Graviation is poſe, nay think we can prove,

not ſo great on high Hills, as a Center of Gravity in theEarth,

nearer the Center, as appears by that is, a Point to which all

the Barometer. He adds, hehas otherBodies tend, but the Que

walkt under Marble Quarries , ftion is how ? We anſwer, the

entringin at the bottom of a Earth is in the Nature of a great
high Hill, yet could not diſcern Animal, and has ſomething e.

there was leſs Gravitation there quivalentto breathing out and
than i'th' open Air, nor har drawing in the Air : Or, to

his Legs did bear his Body ſpeak with the new Philoſo

with more eaſe, than when he phers, the one great Magnet,

walk'd on the tops of the high- and has a Magnetical Quality

eſt Mountains, and it ſeems in- in every part of it, and much

credible, that the denſer Atoms (tronger in the whole. Now

Thou'd fall upon thoſe Bodies, in all Electrical and Magne
which are under that Mountai- tical Bodies, there muſt ſome

nous Bulk of Stone and Earth Particles go out, and ſome be

with the ſameFacility and force, ſtill returning in the Current,
asthey do upon the top of the whereof ſuch things are drawn

Hill , where there's nothing but along, as it lights on, whoſe

the free and liquid air to hinder Pores are proportion'd for thoſe
their deſcent. Laſtly, the Re- little Bodies which ſeize upon

flection of the Sun carrying up 'em . Now light things make

thoſe rarer Particles , is far more not equal reſiſtance, or rather
vigorous in Summer than Winter, don't falley ſo well with the re

and Day than Night; but there's turning hamated Particles of the

no diſcernably leſſer Gravitation Earth ,as thoſe that are heavy
in thoſe latter Searons than the For Example, a Feather, as a

former.- Which Arguments we Stone, or Iron , whence thoſe

think do abſolutely invalidate heavy Bodies are ſooner dragg'd to

the
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the Earth , whereas the Magne- there is Breath, tho' so languid

tical particle can't take ſuch faste as not to be diſcern'd.

and ſure hold of thoſe Bodies Anſw . We have diſcourſed

we call Light; beſides the heavy largely on ſeveral Queſtions of

crouding faſteſt under, thruſt'em this Nature, in one of ourMer

by. If nothing elſe, yet ſo much curies not long fince publiſhed,

Air getting under 'em , as the which we deſire the Queriſt to

Pillar of the Air is altogether conſider, tho' we won't wholly

more folid, and ſtronger than the refer him to what has been al

fingle weightof the Straw or Feie ready ſaid. But whether that,
ther, eſpecially if moy'd with a or this , or both ſhould fail of

Breath of Wind, accordingly the giving entire Satisfaction, the

Lighter Subſtance must ncceffarily beſt is, that neither our Religion ,

float on the surface of the Air, nor ſo much as Pbiloſophy does

even when ſmooth and undi- depend on things of this nice

fturbed, tho' eaſier when there is Nature. Both Reaſon and Reve

more Air beneath, as Wood in lation tell us that Man is made .

the Water ; nay when agitated up of soul as well as Body, and

with Wind it takes up heavy that this Soulmuſt be Immortal;

Subſtances, moreof its Particles and Philofophy, and even.com

being then crowded together, as mon ſenſe ſatisfie us , that Man

in an Air Gun, which weknow begets a Man , that is, to diſpa

throws a Bullet ſeveral yards, ſes the matter , that wherever

as a ſwift current of Water will there is a true Generation , the

for a ſhort time sustain even Soul is united to it: Tho' no

Stones and Iren, and hurry 'em wonder if there beſome diffi

along with it. culties in explaining the How and

Queſt. What kind of Being the the When --and thould there be

Souls aj Abortive Infants are- fornething, which neither Phi

Whether they have any more than lofophers norDivines cou'd cer

4 Vegetative Soul, Since tainly anſwer, as to the manner

as soon as the Breath bas left of the Souls Operation in the

an Animal, 'tis granted the Body, before the Birth of the

Soul is fled, & è contra it ſeems, Injunt, (indeed we may add af
before a Creature breaths it is terward too ) 'twould be no

not preſent. Adam was but a great wonder, ſince even the

Lump of Matter before be manner of Generation it felf,

breathed, God, Breathing into wherein there have been ſo ma.

his Noftrils the Breath of Life ny millions of Experiments made

before he became a Living Soul. in all Ages, is yet ſo much in

Without Breath there cannotbe the dark, and even the Ovari

Life, and where there never was um which is now taken for

Life, how can there be a soul ? granted by moſt Anatomiſts,

That Embryo's breath is not de . with Keckringius , is yet as pofi
monſtrable. if it be said, in tively deny' by others

Apoplexies, etc. there is Life , and ſince there are ſo many dif

but no Breath , it is as eaſily an . ferent Opinions on this Head,

ſwer'd, that 'ris a miflake, for and that too, moſt often ground

ed
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ed on almoſt equally probable o'c. We anſwer firſt, there are

Arguments. To comenow to other Properties of Animals be

the preſent difficulty. The Souls fides Breathing, to inſtance in

of Abortives, where- ever there's Senſation and Locomotion : This

a real Conception , muſt be of Infants have before they are

thefame Nature with the Souls Born , as none deny, not only

of thoſe in ants which are born ſuddenly ſtarting, and feelingei

alive, for the Abortion is but ther Foy, or Pain, but ſenſibly

an accidental difference: But moving themſelves, nay turn

theſe have a Rational Soul , ing them from ſide to ſide, in

therefore ſo muſt the others. their little Bed , and changing

If they have the ſame Soul be their poſture for greater eaſe.

fore they are born, which they Now if they have theſe two

have afterwards, it muſt be Rao Incommunicable Properties of A

tional -forthat we have Ra- nimals , we may well conclude

tional Souls is prov'd as plainly they have the third, or ſome

as that we have Life by the in- thing at leaſt that's equivalent

dubitable effects thereof, and to it, tho' we ſhou'd not be able

thoſe Souls spiritual too, for diſtinctly to align it, which yet

nothing but what is spiritual we think we can do : In order

can properly reaſon. Now if to which we muſt inquire into

we have Rational Souls after we the Reaſon of Rejpiration, which

are Born, ( which none can deny we are inclin'd to think is not

without calling himſelf Brute, ſo much, if at all, as your old

whether he will or no ) we think Folks uſed to tell us, ad Refri

the conſequent is eaſily prov'd, gerium Pulmonum , to fan or cool

that we muſt have ſuch before : the Lungs, as to ſwell and di

For this Rational Soul muſt be ſtend the ſmall Branches of the

infus’d, (generated it can't be) Wind-pipe, by the Air taken in ,

either before the Birth , or in the that the Blood which out of the

Birth , or after it : no: after it, right Ventricle of the Heart, is

which we ſuppoſe none will aſ propelld into the Lungs may

ſert, for then the Infant wou'd paſs into the left, it being from

not be of the ſame species with thence that thc Ramifications of

its Parents : Not in the Birth , the Arterial Vein, thro ' which

for undoubtedly its species was the Blood muſt paſs, are com

determin'd before 'twas Born, preſs'd , and the Blood there in

Now to the Obje & ion, which clos'd protruded into the Branch

shoots beyond the mark , and es of the Venal Artery . Now

therefore does no injury, (tho' inſtead ofthis,all Animals while

we ſhall anen find it gives good they are in the Womb have pe

aim to find out the Truch .) That culiar ductus's, by which the

Infants before Birth ſeem to Blood paíſes into the Aorta

have only vegetative Souis, be- without palling into the Lungs,

caure as ſoon as the Breath has which is equivalent to reſpira

left an animal, the soul is fied, tion . As for Adam , the caſe is

therefore before a Creature not the ſame with him and in

breaths, how can ic be preſent, fants as to actual Breathing. Be

fides
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fides there muſt be ſomething fire of their Salvation , andſince

Metaphorical neceſſarily granted moſt certainly there is but one

in that Expreſſion. ' God Breathe true way of Worſhip that can

• ed into him the Breath of Life. pleaſe him , how will youprove

Nothing but an Animal properly to me by Reaſon that the Scrip

breaths, but it is expreffed ac- ture is his Word , when we ſee

cording to our capacity ; how- how many and different Interpre

ever, 'tis certain that ſomething tations it ſuffers ; whereas one

Divine, muſt beintended bythat wou'd think it mou'd be fo per

which is called the Breath of ſpicuous and open , that not the

the Almighty, which he's not leaſt doubt or miſpriſion cou'd be

ſaid to have breathed into ' any made of any one particular in it,

other ſenſible Creature but A. much leſs would that which he

dam, tho ' they had all the ſame meant for the preſervation of our

Aminal Life, – and what elſe Souls, prove an Argument of

canbe meant thereby but a Ray Contention and Diviſion , and

of the Divinity, a Spiritual Sub- what he ſent among us to teach
france, a Rational Soul, which us Peace and Love, involve us

proceeds only from that Father in Rage and Enmity ?

of spirits, and from whencewe Anſw . For the reaſon we have

are called the Offspring of God. to believe the Scriptures to be

But we haveſomewhat more God's Word, we refer the Que

to add on this Head. If there rift to Vol. 2d . Page 383. And

may be even an Animalprinciple lhall here proceed to anſwer his

in Man ; when eithernot ſenſible, ſcruples about it. The many and

or but weakly ſo, why may there different interpretations thereof,

Dot ? nay why not much rather, are no prejudice againſt it , for
be à Rational too ! ſince this as the moſt ſtrait and exact rule

Jatter is much more ſubtle, and in theWorld , will appear crook

only acts by impreſs’d Species as ed; if beheld thro' a wrong me
to any outward Operation ? Fur- dium , ſo 'tis here ; The Fault is

ther, there may be a Principle,. not in the Scriptures, but in the

or Power of Reaſon , as well as vitiated Judgments or Paſſionsof

there is of speech in an Infant, thoſe Men who wreſt them to

before it be reduc'd into Ať , their own Damnation. For the

which may for a while be hin- diverſity of Opinions 'tis the cauſe

dred by the inability of the ex- of, this is only an accidental,

ternal Organs- but none will effect, and ſo may and does ac

ſay, without expecting to be cidental Evilproceed from even

laugh'd at for his pains, that other effects ofthechiefeſt Good

there's any ſuch Power or Prin- for no doubtsin had never been

ciple in Vegetables or meerly Sen- in the World, nor among the

fobles. Angels, had not God made 'ein

Queſt. since we are taught to both. Hegoes on , One would

beleve that God is Impartial inexpect it fo perſpicuous and o

bis Benefits, and that all Meri pen; that not the leaſt doubt

wpon the Face of the Earth are or miſpriſion could be made of

equaliy dear unto him , in bis dan any one particular. Now this

WC
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we believe is impoſſible, for a direct tendency of theſe Sacred

Man may ſhut his eyes, and Writings, and what they wou'd

pretend the Sun does notſine, certainly produce, if their dis

becauſe he can't ſee it, or im- rections were practic’d , ( which

pudently affirm the ſame with 'tis our faults if they are not )

his eyes wide open or be if we'd made a right Judg

accidentally Blind, and ſo not in ment of 'em , and diſcernwhe

a capacity of diſcerning it. Do ther they are of God ; Now

we queſtion Acts of Parliament, nothing can be plainer, than
to be really the King's and King that they every way preſs to

dom'sWord , becauſe their mean. Peace, and Love, and Unity ;

ing is ſometimes Diſputed ? A and, in the Writings of our

lower Inſtance ' tis true , but yet Saviour and his Apoſtles eſpeci

coming fully up to the objecti- ally , under whom Revelation

on— ' Twillbeurged , God cou'd was perfected, at leaſt as far as

have made 'em otherwiſe, a Canon, or Rule of Life, meek

it may be true, but then he neſs and forgiveneſs of Wrongs,

muſt have made Man other- is recommended and required,
wiſe, and ſo inade bim not a with the greateſt promiſes and

Man, which he had not been rewards, and what can bear

if not Free and Rational, and more legible marks of Divinity,

while ſo , he can neither be than ſuch Writings, as if they

compelld in his Faith nor Acti- were follow'd would make

And being thus free, Man ſo like God , and Earth

it's impoſſible any propofirion little differing from Heaven ?

can be form'd which is not in And that they are not ſo , we

his power verbally, at leaſt to may e'en thank ourſelves, what

deny, and do this ſo long till ever is fundamental or neceſſary

at laſt he may really doubt of it, to Salvation, being plainly de

tho' never ſo ſelf evident, much Scrib'd therein ; and if in inſtead

more in what is only reveald. of believing and practiſing them,

He may, he does abuſe God's we will eternally quarrel about

name , every day , and what ſome little shibboleths which

wonder if he does as much by ſometimes we find, but oftner

his Word ? We find thoſe who, make in them , let's have a care

at leaſt in words , deny his very at once of Injuſtice and Blaf

Eſſence, and why ſhould we phemies, and notfind fault with

admire that they do as much them, but amend our ſelves ac

by his Per fe tions, or Revelati. cording to thoſe excellent Rules

ons; and we may as well argue which are there given us .

there is no God, no Religion, Queſt, Why Peaches and Neftan

Natural or Revealed, becauſe all rines, as experienc'd Gardiners
theſe be abuſed, and made the inform us , cannot be propagated

occaſions, or at leaſt pretences of by Grafting, as well as Apple ',

confuſion and diſcord, as that Pears, Cherries, &c.

the Holy Scriptures are not God's Anſw . The Reaſon ſeems to

Word for the ſame Reaſon. We be either from the particular

muſt look into the Natural and configuration of the Pores of

thoſe

ORS.
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any others.

or

thoſe Trees, which probably Owl for her ſhare, in that re

differ very much from others , ſpect and reverence that was paid

and therefore can ne'er tally to her Miſtreſs. But the Queſtion

well together, or from the too is ſtill as troubleſome as ever :

great difference of the Juices, Why ſhould the Goddeſs make this

one being much richer and no- Bird her Favourite among all the

bler than the other, or from the reſt ? The Fables again tell you,

tenderneſs of thoſe Trees above that the Crow was firſt her de

light , but being inclin'd to tat

Queſt. Why the Owl was faid ling, the diſcarded her, and

af old to be ſacred to Minerva, choſe Madge, as a fager and

and dear to the City of Athens ? wiſer Creature in her room ,

Anſw . O Sir ! for divers and becauſe it fees in the Night,

fundry weighty Reaſons which and is a grave plodding thing.

you wot not of. Why 'twas But there was, it ſeems, like

dear to the Athenians, is a plain neſs in Body as well as Mind,

caſe, becauſe 'twas Sacred to which begat this Love between

Minerva, cali'd alſo Athena, 'em , for Pallas is called yacima

who gave Name to the City, xázis , Owl-ey'd , rather

as is fabled on this occaſion. Owl's Face by the Poets ( her

Neptune and the contended to Goddeſs- lhip is extreamly be

whom it belong'd , and they holden to 'em for the compari

were to have it who produc'd ſon ) becauſe ſhe has Grey Ėyes

the moſt beneficial Gift for the as an Owl has , ( which per

uſe thereof. Neptune ſtruck haps Me kept when ſhe turn'd

the ground, and Preſto ! out her ſelf into a Cat for fear of

leaps a Steed capering and the Gyants, beſides, Grimalkins

flouncing, that none durſt come Face and Madges are not much

Dear hiin till he had tamed unlike. ) But there is ſtill a

and made him fit for Service. deep-learn'd reaſon to be fetch'd

Pallas falls a conjuring in her farther than Greece for this

turn , and up ſprings an Owl, huge Friendſhip between Pallas

which as ſoon as ſhe had de- and the Owl : The Hebrew

clar'd all its vertues and uſes, word for Owlis TWIN Thin

the Prize was given to her, ſemeth, which Bochart endea

and the City call’d after her vours to prove may he deriv'd

Name. It's too long to crack from the Verb DV Mirari,

the Fable, and give you the to wonder, or be aſtoniſh'd, be

Mythologick Kernel on't, for cauſe other Birds are ſo alto

which referring you to Natales nilh'd when they ſee her, and

Comes , or where elſe you can flock about her Juſt like Crows

find it, you muſt further know, about an Owl. Nay, Ariſto

that the Athenians upon this tle, that curious Enquirer into

built a famous Temple to Mi- the Nature of Animals, tells

nerva, and heN both her and us that Fowlers. obſerving this

all hers in great eſtimation ever of other Birds, made uſe of

after, ( for love me and love the Owl to enſnare 'em , placing

my Dog) and fo in came the her under their Nets, or on the

top
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topof a Tree, where the ſmall is ſent unto us with big threat

Birds Aocking together to ſo nings that if we take no notice .

Itrange a Spectacle, are taken of it, and we ſuppoſe, do Pe

in their Nets or Lime-twigs. nance by acknowledging our

But what's this to Pallas ? Faults, the Verbwim of the Letter

More than is thought : for firſt is to be Printed (take their own

The has herName ato si Tría-, pretty Phraſe ) and the Atheni

desy, from ſhaking or brandiſh- ans Iwing'd off in the Face of
ing her Spear , and ſo dazling the World. But left the

and confounding her Enemies Reader ſhould injure himſelf

with the very fight of that and with too eager Expectation, we

her Eyes together, as ſtill they muſt ask leave to foreſtal our

ftood gazing about her, like the angry Friend a little, and pro

Birds about an Owl, till fhe duce ſomeParagraphs oftheLet

pitted 'em all upon her Spear ter before they print it all thern .

as faſt as the pleas’d. But felves. It begins thus :

what's more, ſhe is ſaid to car- Atheniansna At and ſince

ry the Gorgons face in her Shield, 6 . your appearance in the World

which dazled her Enemies ex- by that Name, your repeated

actly as the ſight of the Owl • Proteſtation of Chriſtian can

does the ſmall Birds : Anddor and modefty in anſwering

what if after all , this dread-, ' ſuch Queſtions as were fit to

ful Gorgons Face ſhou'd be on- • be anſwer'd , and total filence

ly an Owls head of her own ' in ſuch as were not, did make

which ſhe carry'd about with · the ingenuous of either Sex

her to amuſe thoſe ſhe was to • however diftinguith'd [ Bre

fight with ? However we dare ' thren and Siſters, and other

not poſitively conclude any wiſe) willing to further what•

thing in a matter of ſo great might be of Service to the

concern, but leave it to the Que Publick ; but your notorious

riſts own prudent Conſideration. « Prevarications have been ſuch ,

and fufficiently ſhewn (we can't

Having occafion given us by make better Senſe on't) that

ſeveral Queſtions fentus to diſ-' what was intended for your

courſe of the Sect of Quakers Encouragement and others

(if that ben't their Name, we'd Service, you have made uſe

fain know what 'tis ) tho' we of as a Ladder to climb higher

advanced nothing concerning than others , whereby you

'em but what wewere ſatisfied · might have your hateful op

was Truth , yet ſome of 'em are, portanity of abuſing what and

it ſeems, ſo extreamly diſplea- · whomſoever agrees not with

ſed at it , that inſtead of turn . you, and that by Aſperſions

ing the other cheek as well as • ſo groſs and falſe, that it needs

refuſing Oaths , thoſe unpaſſionate not theJudgment of an Athe•

People have expreſſed their Re. : nian to unvail you.

ſentments very warmly in a And after a great deal more

familiar Epiſtle which in the of the fame, he infifts on our

name of their No --- Churches abuſing his Party in ſeveral of

our

3
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our Papers, in Vol. 3. Num . 3. to make Profelytes, we hopewe

Qu . 6. where we ſay that none may have as much to endeavour

but filly- Enthuſiaſts now take to preſerve thoſe who are of our

ourSaviour'swords about Swear. Communion , by ſhewing them

ing in that exprefs literal Senſe what Principles they really

they ſeem to bear - and Num- hold, if we may truſt either

ber 23. Queft. 4. where the our Eyes or Ears, tho' they are

Quaker is found among Muggle- not, it ſeems, publickly owned
tonians, ec. and a touch at by them ; and this in anſwer to

their Opinions but chiefly ſuch Queſtions as are propoſed-

Vol. 4. Number 30. Where the to us by thoſe who may be,

Parallel is made between him . perhaps, more concern'd than

and the Papift, and ſeveral very we were aware of. For their

ill things laid to his charge , threatning to expoſe us , and de

which our Epiftolizer does ut fend themſelves, unleſswe make

terly deny, declaring ſuch our our former Aſſertions good, we

Affertions to be falſe, fcanda- ſhall be very glad to ſee it done,

lous and malicious (tho' all his that wemay once know hat

Light within can never prove they believe ; for which very

the laſt) what e'er he might reaſon we'll defer our proof of

pretend to the other Epithets, what wehave formerly afferted ,

requiring us to make our Affer- as well as to take altogether

tions good, or to be accounted the force oftheir Opinion; on

what he's pleas'd to ſay we ly the following Queſtions, we

truly are, the worſt of Incen- defire ' em poſitively to anſwer
diaries, accuſing us alſo for fall- in their intended Paper, other.

ing from the very Forms of wiſe the worſt will be taken

Civility and Charity in talſly pro confesſo. 1. Whether they

belying and accuſing our Neigh- all do generally own the Scrip

bours, or elſe we muſt look to tures to be the Word of God ?

be exposed , and our fallhood 2. Whether they own Jeſus

and baſeneſs detected in every Chriſt to have been God equal

particular, o't . with the Father from all

Here's a great deal of Heat Eternity ? 3. Whether they

and Anger, which we wiſh may own the Holy Spirit to be

not argue Guilt rather than In- God, and that in the Holy

nocency , and another Spirit ra. Trinity there are three Perſons

ther than that of our Saviour, and one God bleſſed for ever

If we have wrongd that Party 4. Whether they hold their

or any other, lët 'em prove we boaſted Light within, to be this

have done fo , and we will not very Third Perſon, or only

only proteſs our ſelves ready to their own Natural Reaſon ?

make them publick Satisfaction, 5. Whether they partake of

but ſhall be extreamly glad to either of the Sacraments in their

find our ſelves ſo happily miſta. Congregations , or whether they

ken. But we are too confident do not abſolutely neglect both

we are not ſo in the preſent Baptiſm and the Supper of the

cafe, and if they have liberty Lord ? 6. Whether they believe

Angels
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Angels, or any Immaterial Spi- a Reafori of their Faith, when

rits beſides the Soul of Man ? demanded – Theſe things we

7. Whether they believe the expect to ſee anſwered poſitively

Exiſtence of the Soul after and categorically , not with any

Death , and the Reſurrection of equivocating Jeſuital Tricks

the Body, and Re.union of the and Evaſions, lefk we ſhould the

Soul thereunto at the Day of more ſuſpect theirOriginal from

Judgment? 8. Who was their that ſide of the Water - All

firſt Founder ? 9. Did they the fore-mentioned Articles we

quake and tremble or no when expect to ſee cleared, not from

they firſt came into England, and their own Words, but the Te

the reaſon thereof ? io . Where ſtimonies of their Authentick

we may find their Creed , or an Writers which when done

account of their Religion ? and to Satisfaction , and they have

whether ' tis not alter'd in ſeve- prov'd themſelves Chriſtians, we

ral particulars ſince their Rife, Ihall be very ready to acknow

tho' but of few Years ſtanding ? ledge our Miſtakes, and call 'em

This , if they are Chriſtians, they Brethren .

cannot deny, for all are to give+

An Anſwer to a Paper entituled , The Athenian

Society Unvaild : Wherein our former Charge

on the Quakers is made good, their Objections

Anſwer'd, and a fuller Account given of the

Principles and Practices of thoſe deluded

People.

heLimits of about a sheet in ' 'em better, and like 'em worſe ;

Diſquiſitions on the preſentCon- and that we ſhall fave as much
troverſie, and therein oblig'd to room as we can by neither an.

anſwer a large double sheet of ſwering nor returning that fine

our Adverfaries, as well as to Language which in their Paper

enquire into many of their Ax- they ſo abundantly beſtow on
thors, we have neither room or us, as well as we find on all

time for ſuch Harangues as make their other Antagoniſts.

their Porch almost as big as their They begin with a long Ha

Houſe, we all only premiſe, rangue, That Truth is always

That we are oblig'dto theſe perſecuted, which will indiffe

People for their publick Chalo rently ſerve for Turk, Jew or

lenge, which has forc'd us to Heathen, as well as themſelves,
look more narrowly into their or any other Hereticks. How.

Writings than we had formerly ever, to requite 'em we'll prove
Aa they

1
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they themſelves are for Perfecu- ' have ſmoak’d . And this wa

tion, take it even in the No. think is Perſecution with a wit

tion of inflicting Penalties for neſs, to have conquer'd or de

following the Dictates of a mi- ftroy'd all'Europe, becauſe of

ftaken Conſcience, that they have a different Religion, for it muſt

exercis'd it, that they have ad. have been for that reajon , or

vis'dit, andcommended it . They none at all. But they may ſay,

have themſelves perſecuted as This is only what he might

far as they can in words and have done, and to Papiſts and

actions : Their words we ſhall Foreigners: You are to believe,

anon give an account of, their as their Mouth W. Pen ſays for

actions are , Excommunicating 'em , that they were all Loyal

ſuch as will not ſubmit to their to K. Charles the firſt, and ſuf

Injunctions, or as ſell any Books fer'd for being ſo : For that ſee

againſt 'em ; andeven Impriſon- what follows, the ſame Fox to

ing thoſe who have diſturbid Oliver. • Thou ſhou’dft nothave

there Meetings, (See Francis Bugs, • ftood trifling aboutſmall things,

One Blow more, ec . p . 2. ) and (cutting off KingsHeads, c.)

this againſt all Law and Right, 6 but minded the work of the

tho ' they exclaim ſo loudly a- Lord . As he began with thee

gainſt others for ſerving ' ein af- at firſt, fober men , and True

ter the ſame manner . That they • hearts took part with thee.

have advis’d and commended it in Thy Dread is not all gone,

others, See Geo. Fox's Counſel nor thy Amazement, Ariſe and
and Advice rejected , p. 36, 37 . comeforth . Wou'd you have

hiswords are theſe to Cliver, yet clearer proofs of their boaft

Thou ſhou'dit have invited alled Loyalty, unwillingneſs to

• Nations upon Earth that are perfecute, &c. you ſhall have

againſt Poperry to come in and 'em from another of their Pro

join with thee againſt Popery, phets, one George Roff, who thus

' for thou haſt had Authority, beſpeaks the Uſurper, To thee

• land to it , loſe it not , nor an Oliver Cromwel, :hus faith the

buſe it, nor let any other take • Lord, I have choſen thee a

• thy CROWN ! Let the Sol. • mongſt the thouſands of the

' diers go forth with a free and • Nations, to execute my Wrath

" willing "heart, that thou mayſt upon mine Enemies, and give

" rock Nations as a Cradle : ' them to thy Sword, with

And in another Letter from the " which I fought, for the Zeal

ſame Perion to the fame Uſurper, ' of my own Name, and gave
O Oliver ! hadtt thou bin thee the Enemies of my own

6 faithful, and thunder'd down • Seed , to be a Curſe and Re

Deceit , the Hollanders had bin proach for ever, andmade thee

• thy Subjects and Tributaries , an Inſtrument against them ,

Gerinären had bin given up to • and many have I cut down by

• do thythrill, the Spaniardshad • mysword in thy Hand, that my

quiver'd like a dry leaf, the Wrath may be executed upon

• K. of France , Pope, Turk and " them to the utmoſt. - And

all, [ in all his Farres] thou'd theſe are the Men that boaſt

6
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their Loyalry, that cry out Perfe- mitive Chriſtians, nay , by God

cution , and charge others they himſelf. This the Quakers do,

write againſt being concern'd therefore they are what wehave

in the Plunders and Murthers of call’d em ; which will be plain ,

thatunhappy Age. if we prove Oaths are ſuch a

They next biame us for tran- practice : And firſt, they were

fcribing the 7efuits Maxims, uſed by the Saints in the old Te

widening Differences, diſturbing ftament, particularly by Moſes,
the peace of Government: What the greateſt Prophet next our

the Jeſuits Maxims are, there's Saviour that ever was and this

no doubt but the Quakers very not in a ſudden Paſſion , but a

well know ; butwe are ſure form’d Sermon , or a Compendium

none of 'em ever lit upon the of the Law , to remain with

expedient of widening differences God's People, Deut . 4. 26. I

by endeavouring to unite 'em, call Heaven and Earth to wit

and taking the right way to do neſs ; that's God and Man, and

it, by declaring the ill principles atteſting God to the Truth of

of ill men ,who oppoſe the pub- any thing, has the formality of

lick Eſtabliſhment, from their an Oath . 'Twas propheſied of

own authentick writings, for Iſa. 19. 18. In that day Mall

which reaſon we ſhall paſs by five Cities in the land of Egypt

their flouriſh of Satan's not be- ſwear to the Lord of Hofts. This
ing, more Holy for being in an relates to the times of the Go

Athenian, or in one call’d a ſpel, by what follows, v.23 . He

Chriſtian : by which laſt phraſe ſhall ſend 'em a Saviour and a

may be we hope they don't great one, compared with that

mean a Quaker, tho’ ſome will other Scripture, Out of Egypt
ſay, if ever he has been in any have I calld my son : So yet

in this laſt Age, 'tis they who more plainly in other places

muſt pretend to his Acquain . Oaths were uſed by the Apo

tance, nor do we know of any Ales, many times by St. Paul,
Quaker among the Athenians. the great Apoſtle of the Gen

They blame us for ftigmati- tiles, Rom, 1.9. God is
ту

wit.

zing thoſe as filly Enthuſiaſts, neſs. 2 Cor. 11. 31. God know
who believe 'tis nor lawful to eth that I lie not.. Gal. 1. 20.

swear : We did ſo, and are ſtill Before God I lie riot. If there

of the ſame mind , ready to are not formal Oaths, we'd fain

defend what we there asſerted, know what are. The primitive

which thus we do . Thoſe are Chriſtians did the ſame, follow

ſilly Enthuſiasts, who without ing and pleading the Apoſtles

Reaſon, by the dictates of their Example . Tertullian ſays they

own Fancy, which they call uſed to ſwear, tho' they wou'd

God's Spirit oppofe ſuch a Pra- not do itby the Genius of the

ctice as has been uſed by the Emperor.Athanafius purged him

Saints of old , of which 'twas ſelf by an Oath before the Em

propefied that it ſhou'd be uſed peror Conftantius, pieading the

under theGoſpel, was ſo by the Apoitle's Example, and that be

Apoſtles of our Saviour ; and Pri: had learnt of him to call God to

A 2 2 record
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record upon his soul ; nay ſays, whereas 'tis a doubt whethet

'Twas the Cuſtom of Chriſtians to Faith ſhall ; becauſe this con

do ſo, and in the Synod of Ephe- founds the State of Perfection

ſus an Oath was impoſed on Vi- and Probation .

cor and Neftorius ; which will Their ſecond Query or Ob

teach us to interpret ſeveral je &tion is, . Whether if

paſſages in the Fathers Writings Men did co -operate with the
which ſeem to condemn all afiftance that ChriftJeſus lends ,

ſwearing, ſince their practice and obey the Precepts he has•

Ihows they thereby only intend- given, they might not thereby

ed taking God's Name in vain • obtain the End of his Coming? "

or ſwearing on any otherbut This is partly clear'd in the

lawful occaſions. Lally, God laſt - He came indeed to re

himſelf ſuears in many places form the World, but not to

of Scripture, Gen. 22. 16. By my render it ſinleſs 'till that time

Self have l (worn, faith the Lord : when his Church is to be pre

And Heb . 6. 13. Becauſe he ſented to his Father without

couldſwearby nogreater , heſware Spot or Wrinkle; for while we

by himfelf. Now to their Ob- are in this World , in many

jections: 1. Whether fince thingsweoffend all, 3 St. Fames 2:3

- the very end of Chriſt's coming and , if we ſay wehave no Sin ,

• into the World, as is teftified, we deceive our ſelves, and the

was to take away ſin, and fi. Truth is not in us, i St. John

• niſh tranſgreſſion, he did not 1.8. and otherwiſe our Saviour

thereby Superſede the Uſe of has taught us to mock God ,

rall Oaths? ' We anſwer ; No, when he bids us to pray to

it did not, for St. Paul himſelf him -- to forgive our Treſpaſ

uſes ' em , as is prov'd , which ſes; (nay, reſumes that Petition

he would not have done, had , above all the reſt) and if they

there been no need of 'em, un urge , we are not to pray in

leſs they'll ſpeak out, and ſay the ſame Words, we are at leaft
as they uſe to do, " That there to do it after that manner

• St. Paul had not the Spirit.' But the Quakers are all better

But further, the End of his men than the Apoſtles, and ei

Coming was, we grant, to ar- ther are, or think themſelves

tone for all sin, and take it a . ſuch just Perſons that they

way as to its Force and Power, need no forgiveneſs,nor ask any

in thoſe who believe and obey in their prayers ; if they do,

him , but not its very Being, as they contradict their own Prin.

long as the World remains . ciples. If they have any ſuch

This is plain , becauſe all that perfect Men among 'em , let 'em

Chriſt intends, certainly comes produce them ; ħay , name 'em ,
to paſs: This the Event ſhows dead or living ; tho' if they have

does not come to paſs, therefore writ anything, 'tisan caſie

'twas never his End, or he ne . matter to prove 'em imperfect

ver inteüced it - Becauſe he and erroneous both in Faith and

prophefies that Sin ſhould conti. Liſe.

nue to the End of the World ,

Their
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Their third Queryis, ' Whe- that other Socinian Dream of

& ther there's any poſitive Com- • the Souls ſeeping 'till the Re

• mand in the Goſpel, enforc'd ſurrection : That they have

by words, more comprehen- been c'er ſince their riſe lookt
•

. five, full, poſitive and perti- ' upon as By-blows of the fe

nent ,than this ,ofswear not,& c . ' ſuits; deny the plenary Satis
'

In Anſwer, Ler them ſhow us faction of Chriſt, and reſt on

a more poſitive Command than their own Merits : That Fana .

that, He shat hath two Coats , ' ticiſm , Enthufiafin and Infide

let him impart to him that has lity together, make up the

none ; which yet ſhould they « Creed of a Quaker, they being

literally follow in the Winter- a Compendium of almoſt ali

time, would even make 'em · ſorts of Hereſies, that they de

look worſe than they do alrea- • ny the Satisfaction and Divinity

dy. Both therefore are to be • of Chriſt, as alſo his Humani

underſtood with a meaning, (a try ; nay , deny Angels, spirits,
,

thing they don't love) and this • Heaven and Hell, and theEx ,

meaning is clear'd as to Swear- iſtence of Souls after Death.

ing by the Circumſtances of the This we acknowledge is the

Text and context, and Practices main ofour Charge upon them ,

of Holy Men ; from both which tho' not ſo generally worded in

we learn that it relates to Swear. our Papers. This then if we

ing frequently, vainly, in com- can make good, they fairly own

mon Converſe; and therefore is that their Opinions are dange

the enſuing Direction added rous and deteſtable, any of theſe

Let your Communication, &c. Opinions, without exception ,

Sermo, dáy , which plainly re- thoſe which we afterwardsaf

lates to Ordinary Diſcourſe.
firm , to uſe their own words

Theygo on , and charge us all which if we do not clear

with Malice , Impudence and from their own Writings, (ba

Wickedneſs, for miſrepreſenting ting but that one of the Souls

them and their Opinions ( as ſleeping, wherein there was ſome

their near Kindred did ſome time ſmall Miſtake, tho' we'll give

fince) and complain, p. 2. col. them two worſe Herejies in the

iſt, • That we affirm the Qua- room on't, which will more

• kers Opinions are dangerous than make up the Number) we

• and deteſtable, (as indeed, ſay will publickly acknowledge our

they , they were, were ittrue ſelves not only imprudent and

' that we afterwards affirm ) miſtaken, but guilty ofthatMą.

' that they'ſpeak contemptibly of lice, impudence and Wickedneſs

• the 'Bible , and will by llo wherewith they charge

• means allow it to be God's And now to Buſineſs

• Word. That they have turned The ift. thing we charge up

the moſt ſacred truths therein on 'em , and they deny, is, Speaks

• contained, into jejune Allego- ing contemptibling of the Bible,

ries : That they ſpeak not which we thus prove againſt

very honourably ofour Saviour, 'em . Thoſe who deny the Bi.

deny the Trinity, and embrace ble to be an adequate Rule of
Faith

6

use

6
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Faith and Manners, that is, ſuch God may be perfect, throughly fura

a Rule as reaches all Occaſions ; niſhed to every good work ; which

who deny it to be neceſſary ; certainly reaches particular Oce

who equal the Apocrypha, nay , cafions, for every good work ad.

their own Writings with it ; mits of no exception.

who uſe the ſelf-fame Expreſſions The firit thing we charge,

concerning it with the Papists upon the Quakers, is their

and Jeſuits, calling it a Noſe of speaking contemptibly of the
Wax, a Lesbian Rule, a Dead Bible, which we prov'dagainſt

Letter, thoſe Men certainly 'em in our laſt Mercury .
ſpeak contemptilly of it : But 2. They deny the Scriptures

this the Quakers do, which we to be neceſary. Thus the great-.

proveTheir famous Earclay, eft Man they ever had , Sam .

whom they themſelves direct us Fiſher in his Rufticus ad Acade

tu, in his zd. Propoſition, of micos, p. 112 . * Had the Scrip

immediate Revelation, p 25.ſays, • ture never been , nor were it

• There be many Truths moſt more to be , as it muſt moulder

" needful to be known , which once , tho' I'm free it ſhou'd

are no wiſe to be found in the • ſtand its time, ( that's Civil ,

• Scripture . And Prop. 3d. p . ' but obſerve the reaſon ) to

38. poſitively affirms, and af- • caſt out ſuch Men as wou'd

terwards pretends to prove, · call off the Light and Spirit ,

• That the Scriptures are not the yet tbe Word of God is itill

adequate Rule of Faith and as uſeful as ever, being that

Manners.
which he pro

• by which all is upheld for

ſecutes p : 43. in theſe words, ever, when theScripture ſhall
That which is given to Chri- • moulder and come to nought.

• ftians for a Rule and Guide, And accordingly Barclay in his

muſt needs be so full, as it fixth Propoſition, p. 68. The

• may clearlyand diftinctlyGuide • Knowledge of Chrift's Death

• and Order them in all things and Sufferings, as declar'd in'

& and Occurrences that may fall • the Scriptures, is not abfo

o out : But there are many hun . • lutely needful to thoſe from

• dred things which particular whom God has withheld it.'

Chriftians may be concern'din , 3. They equal Apocrypha

for which there can be no par- with the Scripturess ( no great

• ricular Rule had in Scripture, Argument of their hating the

therefore the Scripture can't Papiſts.). This we confeſs we

be a Rulé to them . In which ſuſpected, when we found Sam .

words he's ſo far from granting Fiſher ſo frequently quoting it

ir an adequate Rule, that he as in his Works, but were fatis

good as affirms 'tis no Rule at fied on't before we had read

all ; both of which Aſſertions him half over, at leaſt as to

are exactly contrary to God's great part, if not all of thoſe

Word . 2. Tim . 3.17 where ’tis Books. Thus he, p . 77.of his

not only ſaid, that the Scripture Book already quoted , ? As for

is profitable for Doctrine, for Re- the Books which ye ſprinkle•

Proof, & c. but that the Man of with the Name of Aposryphal,

0
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* is there nothing among 'em Arguments which the Prote

s that may be judg'd of as Dic ftants uſe againſt the Papiſts to

• vine Authority as ſome of invalidate the Authority of

thoſe particular Letters to theſe Writings, and anſwers

• private Men , that of Paul 'em in the ſame way that the

to Philemon , & c ? and lower, Papiſtsdo

' 'Tis indeed the Faith, or ra- judge whether he travelld to

ther infidelity of ſuch as call Rome for nothing .

themſelves Reformed Churches, But 4. They not only equal

( pretendu Reformer, as the the Apocrypha, but their own

• French have it) that all thoſe Writings with it, the ready

• Books call d Apocrypha, are way to make it both Blaſphemy

' in no wiſe of ſuch Divine O- and Nonſence. Yet this they

riginal as thoſe ye call Cano- muſt do , becauſe they hold

• nical: And again, If ſuch their Miniſters infallible, and

Synods, either ancient or mo- deny any true Miniſtry but what

• dern, as have ſhoulder'd out is ſo. G. Fox in his Great My

• all thoſe from ſharing from ſtery, p . 12. How can ye be

" the other Writings in what • Miniſters of the Spirit, and

they lay juſt claim to , had notof the Letter, if be not

been as fpiritually difcerning infallible ? And Howgilin his
,

'

as they were ſpiritually blind, Antichriſt's Volunteer defeated,

• ſhallow and undiſcerning , · He hath denied the infallible

they wou'd have ſeen cauſe Spirit, from which allthe Mi

to have join'd ſome at leaſt • nifters miniftred , and all the

« of thoſe Apocryphal Scriptures Prophets propheſied ,and ſpake
• to an equal Participation of ' as they were mov'd by the

• the Plea of Divine Original • Holy Ghoft. This they actu .

and Inſpiration with the reſt: ally affirm of their own Wri

And p . 78. This I declare to tings, and have learnt to be

the whole world as my Faith Gods Ape as well as the Spirit

' concerning 'em, that what- of Deluſion , which we will

ever is truly to be predicated does not too often act ' em

• of the one, or can be plead their style is the ſame with

' ed ſolidly on the behalf of the Scriptures , ſee the already

the one, which you call your mention'd Geo. Roff, . Tothee

' Canon , as to the Divinity of Oliver Cromwell, thus faith the

their Original, the ſamemay Lord : ' And G. Fox Junior, 1

• be pleaded on the behalf of $ : 55:
What I have here

' not a few of the other .--- written , is the words which

And in particular he inſtances • the Father who is one with

in 2 .. Eſdras, Epiftle of Jere- the Son, gave me to write .
• .

miah, Ecclefiafticus, wisdom of And that blanded Blafphemer ,

Solomon , nay Tobit with his Naylor, ( whom they to this

Dog and all , which is, as he day imitate, defend and admire)

ſays, moſt preciouſly Doctrinal in his Love to the loft, “ The

and Prophetical, after which he • Word of the Lord to his belo

pretends to anſwer all thoſe ved City . Their own Wri

6

6

C
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zings it ſeems are the Word of but they'd be throwdly miſta ?

God, tho ' the Holy Scripture ken , for the diſtinction follows,

in uit not have that bonour . I know not why, ſays he,

And indeed they more than e . what they ( the Papifts ) wic

qual their own writings unto • kedly, becauſe taunsingly, we

em , for they plainly prefer • may not honeſtly, ſince truly,

' em before 'em ; ſince they ne- • ſeriouſly and "Soberly, ſo call

ver give ſuch Titles to the Scrip- ' the Scriptures, which may be

ture as to their own Books, or • fo eaſily, , 10 endlefly alter'd

vice verſa . - They read their by the Wills of Men . Theſe

own Epiſtles publickly in their ate his very words, and let all

Churches, but never read God's his Friends look upon 'em, and

Word there that we cou'd hear try if they han't forgot to

of ; nay , the Omiſion is charg'd bluh : for with the help of

liome upon 'em by Frani, Bug, the felf-fame commodious di

who had liv'd long enough a ftinction, why may they not

mong 'em to know 'em . And honefly, becauſe truly, ſeriouſly

one of 'em , quoted byMr. Fal- and ſoberly, cheat, lye, rob,

do in his Proof of their deny- plunders ravish , murder, for

ing the Scriptures, has theſe which Crimes thoſe who want

words, - Let this be ſent to be the Light wou'd very well de.

* read in the Fear of the Lord ſerve to be whipt and hang'd ;

in the Holy Aſſemblies of the becauſe poor dull Rogues, they

• Church of the Firſt-born, wou'd do it wickedly, andmust

where ſhe is ſcatter'd to the een plead guilty to the Accu

Ends of the Earth . ? fation, And thus we are

Lailly, They uſe the ſame ſtrangely miſtaken , if we han't

detracted expreſſions concerns , ſufficiently provid the firſt

ing it with the Papiſts and Je Branch of our Charge, that the

ſuits, calling it a Noſe of Wax, Quakers Speak contemptibly ofа

a Lesbian kule , a Dead Letter, the Bible, which according to

&c. See Fiſher, p.98 in his their own Confeffion, is one

forementioned Book, even there dangerous and deteſtable Opinion .
where he pretends to defend the Ii. The 2d. is , • That they

Scripture, and that the Qua- ! will by vo means ailow it to

kers don't deny it, yet repre s be theWord of God. ' And this

ſents it , “ As at this day alter'd is ſo plain , that it almoft ſur

* and adulterared, wreſted and priz'd us to find they had the

forn, like a Noſe of Wax Brow to deny it , fince 'tis one

twiſted and twined A of their most notorious adow'd

'meer graven image wih Ink Principles. However, we'll give

• and Pen on Paper and Parch- 'em one or two homeinſtances.

ment , for 'tis fo . A dead to refreſh their Memories. Nay

Letter, a very Nole of Wax ,. lor's anſwer to the Jews. p . 25 .

and arestian Ruile, and no ilt is the Devil tliat contends

fsrtain fable Standard.' Wou'd for the Scriptures to be the•

put any think there were the ' li'ork of God'Sure he does

fords of ſome good Cit!bolick ? nor make Devils of himſelf
and

6
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and all his Followers. So W. Nor will their ſilly Evaſion help ,

Pen in his Kery of their Princi- then 'tis words, not word , for

ples, p . 240 In bis Anſwer in the firſt Verſe of the ſame

to the 6 obj. The Quakers de- Chapter, 'tis laid, This word

aying the Scriptures to be the came to Jeremiah from the

Word of God, He acknowledg- Lord. Take thee a Roll of a

es the Charge, and gives their Book, & c. where are many

common fallacy for't inſteadof more words than one, tho' the

a reaſon, becauſe they ne'er fingular is uſed for the plural,

call themſelves ſo, but deno- a common Scheme of Speechin

minate Chriſt by that Title, all Nations. Hence 'tis plain ,

and that they refuſe it in reve that whate'er is writ by Di

rence to Chriſt : But they have vine Inſpiration may proper

been anſwer'd an hundred times ly be cald God's Word- as

over, that Chriſt is call’d the even the Quakers themſelves

Word of God figuratively, be- own , tho they thereby egre

cauſe he proceeds from him as giouſly contradict themſelves,

words from a Man, and ex whenas before they term their

preſſes his will. That the own blaſphemous Writings the

Scriptures are more properly his Worst of the Lord. There's a

Word, tho ' written ; not the ſecond dangerous and deteſtable

very Letters, which is ridicu . Opinion which we have provid
lous to ſuppofe, and was never 'em guilty of.

affirm’d, but the ſenſe and Di- III . The third thing we ac

vineTruths therein contain’d,and cuſed them of, was, Turning the

thereby convey'd unto us, and moſt Sacred Truths of Scripture

by the Co -operation of God's into jejune Allegories . This we

Spirit, working in us Faith and Thall prove anon in the Inſtan
Obedience, which come by Hear- ces of our Saviour's Death,

ing and the Word ofGod. That Reſurrection, Heaven, and Hell,

it's proper to call 'em the all which they turn into Allego

Word of God, tho' Chriſt is ſo ry, as we'll anon ſhow , and all

alſo , is plain , becauſe ſeveral which we are ſure are ſome of

of the Holy Pen -men call their the moſt ſacred Truths of ihe

Writings the Words of God. Goſpel.

Nay, even the Blaſphemous IV. The fourth is , That they

Quakers do the ſame, as has Speak not very honourably of our

been ſaid by their own Nono Saviour ; which we'll prove :

ſence. The firſt may be prov'd For , 1. They make bim à Mona

from a hundred places in the fter , with iwo Bodies to one

Scriptures, of which take two Soul ; and worſe, they ſay he is

or three, 36. Jer. 4. Baruch aftually preſent in every one

urore from the mouth of feree of their own Bodies ; a much
miah ull the Words of the Lord. greater Degradation to him

V. 10. they are call'd the words than his lying in a Manger. And ,

of Jeremiah, and yet in the 3. They deny him to be God, die
12th . the Words of the Lord, itinct from the Father. That

tho'ạt two or three removes : theymakehim two Bedies, we'll
prove
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prove from Barclay, p . 306. is all the Excuſe they have for

As there was the outward viſi- their idolizing themſelves and

« ble Body and Temple of Feſus each other. Fox in his Great

• Chriſt, which took its origen Myſtery, · He is deceiv'd, who

• from the Virgin Mary, ſo there « faith God is diftinct from the

e is alſo the spiritual Body of Saints- And Fox the

Chriſt, by and thro' which he younger, p. 53. brings in the

• that was in the beginning Light within , ſaying, I am the
with God , and was and is true Eternal God, which

• God, revealed himſelf to the created all things: Tho'•

Sons of Men in all Ages Barclay makes it only the fpi

Andlower, . Many gazing and ritual Body of Chriſt, which
following after the outward he ſays is not God, p . 86. By

• Body, look not to that by, this word of God and Light
• which the Saints are daily fed within we underſtand not the
" and nouriſh'd - And p. 87 , proper Eſſence and Nature of

88 . « This Word of God and God, which is not diviſible, but

• Light within is a ſpiritual, a pure and ſimple Being - we

• heavenly and inviſible Prin- can't help theſe two Infallibili .

• ciple , in which God as Fa- ties contradicting each other, any

" ther, Soul, and Holy Spirit . more than Barclay's contradict .

« dwells, and which we calling himſelf; forheſays expreſsly

« Vehiculum Dei- - Accord. p . 10. “ Thar he was the Word,

ingly Ed. Burroughs in hishis 7 and was and is God- tho as

Irumpet, p. 17.rebukes his An- before he denies the Light

tagonifts, for · Feeding upon which they hold the fame with

• the report of a thing done the Word to be properly God ;

many Years ago -- and Par . therefore he muſt think our sa

nel in his shield of Truth , p . 30. viour only improperly ſo , a mado

• None can witneſs this whole God, as the Socinians ; or a God

• Eye is outward, looking at a by . Emanation, as the Arrians;
• Redeemer afar off. Penning- or rather not all diſtinct from

ton's u . p . 33 . . We can ne- the Father, of which more a.

ver call the Bodily Garment non . However, they generally

• Chriſt, but that which ape believe this Light within to be

peared and dwelt in the Body. Chriſt, and that Chriſt to be

• Again , What he took upon God , tho' they'll by no means

I him was our Garment , the Fleſha allow that Man who ſuffer'd at

' and Blood of our Nature, offeruſalem to be God , or ſo much

an earthly periſhing Nature, as Chriſtin a proper fenfe, Chrift,
but he ( Chriſt) is of a Hea- as they fay , only taking that

venly Nature, and his Fleſh, Bady upon him . Now that they

« Blood and Bones are of his make this their Excuſe for Ido

• Nature . Further, they fay lizing and formally praying to

he's actually preſent in every one each other, viz . Becauſe Chrift

of their bodies: This is as plain is in them, we ſhall prove from

as that they ſay the Light with their own Words and AAions.

in is in every Mani nay, this Many of 'em worſhipp'd Jamos

Nailar ,

6
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Nailor, as appears by the Pro- charged, G. Whitehead's An

ceſs made againſt him , and ſwer was, • How proves he,

the Confeſſion of one Bolten, " that they gave and intended

who ſtill continu'd a Quaker ; thoſe Names and Titles to the

who when he appear'd dil- Perſon of G. Fox , and not to the

pleas'd with the Practice, Nai- Life of Chriſt in him , where

lor told him , If they did it of hewas a partaker ? in his,

• to him as aMan, he diſown'd · Innocency againſt Envy, p. 18 .

• it ; but if any did it to the There needs not , we think,

• Light within him , he accepted much more than repeating their

• it . Thus 30f. Coal to G. Fox, horrid Blaſphemies to confute
we have his Letter in Faldo's 'em : However, take a few Ar

Book and Francis Bugg's, every guments againſt them . If this

word of which Mr. Pen has it Eternal Light mentioned in our

ſeems undertaken to defend : laſt, this subſtance, this Spiri

• Dear G. Fox who art the Fa . tual Body of Chriſt be in all of

• ther of many Nations, orc. 'em, what nature is this Body of,

• whoſe Being and Habitation is material or immaterial ? Ifma

• in the Power of the Higheſt, terial, as it muſt indeed be, he.

• in which thou rules and go- cauſe according to them , a die

• verns in Righteouſneſs, and viſible Subſtance,thenthere's plain

• thy Kingdom is eſtabliſhed in Penetration of Dimenſions, and

Peace , and the increaſe there. every Quaker carries about all

• of is without end : And yet Tranſubftantiation in his Belly .

higher, in 70. Audland's Letter If immaterialBody, let 'em make

to the fame Perton . “ Dear Senſe on it that can , for to us

• and precious one, in whom it is pure Quakeriſm . Nor will

• my Life is bound up, and my that Scripture phraſe of spirio'

• ftrength in thee ftands - By tual Body bring'em off, by which

thy Breathings I am nouriſhed, is only meanta Body ſo far spi

! byThee myStrength is renewed. ritualiz'd as to be capable of

« Bleſſed art thoufor evermore thoſe Functions or Ofices then

and bleſſed are all they that requir'd of it, but 'twill ſtill con

• enjoy thee. Life and strength fiſt of Fleſh and Bones, which we

comes from thee, Holy one ! think are matter, for ſuch ſhall

Daily do I find thy Preſence our Bodies then be as cur Sa

• with me, which doth exceed- viour's now is, but his now con

! ingly preſerve me, or. Pray fiſts of Fleſh and Bones, there

• for me, that I may ſtand in fore ſo ſhall ours. His is now

• thy dread for evermore. Pray the ſame that ever 'twas, the

! for us all , that in thy Power , Heavens only receiving him till

we may abide for evermore ! the time of the reſtitution of all

• I am thine , begotten and nou- things, when the ſame Jefusall

! riſh'd by thee, and in thy come in like manner as hisDiſci

• Power am I preſerved. Glo- ples ſaw him afcend. His there

9 ry unto the, Holy One ! for fore is the ſame now that ' twas

• ever . ' With all theſe Blaſ- after his Reſurrection , (nay the

phemies when they were ſame then that 'twas beforé, for
he

3
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he ſaw no Corruption ). but it rating, becauſe the Divinity ,

then conſiſted of Fleſh and Bones, or rather Idol that's pray'd to.

therefore it does ſo now . They is plainly callid George Fox ,

are his own words when he ap- therefore 'tis he who is Pray'd

pear'd to his Diſciples, Handle to and Worſhip’d : However,

and fee, for a Spirit hath not at beſt this is making God and

Flesh and Bones as you ſee me Chriſt ſuch a one as themſelves,

have . For their worſhipping and if this ben't ſpeaking con

each other, they can't with all temptibly of our Saviour, Folia

their ſhifts eſcape the charge of an himſelfnever did fo .

Idolatry. Theſe certainly are V. Our 5th Charge is, That

Idolaters, who trust in Man, they deny the Trinity, which we

pray to Man, Worſhip Man, attri- thus prove. Pen in his Sandy

bute to him thoſe Properties, Foundation, p. 12. has theſe

Names and Tirles dueonly to words, • If God, as the Scrip

the Supreme God, or Chriſt our tures teſtifie , hath never bin

Lord , But this they do , as a- declar'd or believ'd | as the

bove to Fox , For in him they Holy One, then it will follow

live, · The increaſe of his King. " that God is not a Holy Three ;

dom they ſay is for ever . ' They • neither can this receive the

call him Holy One, aſcribe Glo- • leaſt prejudice from that fre

ry to him , and ſtile bim Blef- quent but impertinent Di

fed for ever. For their anſwer ſtinction, that he is one in

that this is only to the Light Subſtance, but 3 in Perſons or

within , 'tis ridiculous , for ſup- Subſiſtences: And p. 16. The

pofing it God , the very Heathens 2d. Perſon of the imagin'd

might plead the ſame for their Trinity ----- tho' the Scripture

wor hipping other Stocks and expresſly affirms, 2 St. John 5.7.
Stones. However, when they " That there are three that bear

plainly call 'em by their own i record in Heaven , the Fa

proper Names, as here, Dear G. ther , the Word, and the Holy

Fox , and attribute to the Per- ' Ghoſt, and theſe three are one.

ſon call’d by that Name thoſe There we hope is a Holy Three
perfections, either they ſtill deſcrib'd as well as a Holy One.

mean them , or they talk Non. Another inſtance of their de

fence. Further, this Light which nying the Trinity , we'll give
they pretend to worſhip in G. from a famous Book of theirs,

Fox, is either part of God or we believe one of the firit ever

all God, or the operations and printed by any of their Gang,

manifeſtations of God, or God the Authors appearing thorough
operating in them , or elſe the Quakers. It's call's Sweet Sips

Man himſeli, and nothing elſe. of spiritual Wine, in which

It can't be part of God, for he there is towards the middle a

has no parts ; nor all, for he finall Tract callid , John the

can't be circumſcrib'd or com- Divine's Divinity , printed as the
prehended ; nor his operations, reſt, by Giles Calvert, and is

for they can't properly termi- indeed the moſt regular and

Date adoration, nor God ope faireft Syſtem of Quakeriſm we

yet

6
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yet ever ſaw : in the very firſt • appears to his Diſciples

Page and Chap. whereof, which • This is a fhadow of Chriſt's

is concerning the Trinity, there • riſing in my Soul out of the

are theſe words, " This hath Sepulchre of my Lufts, Parts,

• been defind by one God, and Righteouſnefs, in which he

3 Perfons, which is to make lay buried. A living to Righ

• 3 diftinet Gods. 'Tis without teouſneſs, the being riſen with
proof from the Letter, which Chriſt,is the firſt Reſurrection :

« declares one God and various • There is a 2d. Reſurrection of

• adminiſtrations, one God and ' theBody, when the Natural

• various workings. The Father • ſhall be made Spiritual, the

• is God himſelf, the Word is • Mortal Immortal. This is the

• God in Fleſh , in weakneſs, the • Redemption of the Body, and

• Holy Ghoſt is God in power . ' • is call'd the laſt Reſurrecti

VI. We ſhould now prove It's judged to this

in the 6th. place, That they • State by God, hence 'tis

hold the Soul peeps till the Re- • term'd a time of fudgment.

ſurrection , but, as before, muſt All expreſſions of Books open'd ,

ingenuouſly confeſs we partly of Angels, Thrones, & c. is for•

miftook their Doctrine in that • the Myſtery of the Reſurrecti

matter, tho' as we alſo ſaid , on of Chrift, you ſee what

we'll give 'em two Herefies more • 'tis, and what 'tis not. ' And

in the room on it : The firſt they are all of the famemind,

that they deny the Reſurrection for Pen in his anſwer to Faldo,

of the Body , and ſecondly, The never denies it as their princi

diſtinct Exiſtence of the Soul af- ple, that the Body ſhou'd not be

ter Death . In both which Ca. rais'd, nay uſes ſeveral of the

fes, tho’ few of 'em will ſpeak Atheiſts common Topicks to

out, we ſhall make plain proof prove there cou'd be no ſuch

of what we affirm . And firſt, thing as a Reſurrection of the

Geo. Whitehead , before a hun- Sams Body, p. 201. and202.

dred People plainly acknow . 2. They deny any diftinet Ex

ledg'd, That be did not believe iſtence of the soul after Death ;

his Body Mould riſe again after for they hold 'tis entirely ab

Death - And here is one In- Sorprin God, and loſes its Indi

ftance of their faculty at Alle. viduation. Thus in the foremen

gorizing before mention'd. For tion'd Book, Cap. 26. of the

thus Penington in Quakers Prin- Soul. • The Spirit moy'd in

ciples, p. 34 . • We ſay that God from Eternity; it had•

• ' Chriſt is the Reſurrection and God for its Being, tho' in Time.

• the Life to raiſe up what 4- ( made and ſent into the Body

· dam loft : So Chrift is the Re- · after.' More Inſtances might

ſurrection to Life of Body, be given ,butthis is home .

• Soul and spirit, and fo renews VII. The Quakers have bin

what Adam loft : ' And in the look'd on as the By.blows of the

before mention'd sweet sips , &c . Jeſuits. This is plain from

to the ſamepurpoſe, Chap . 16. moft Writers, and from Good

: Chriſt riſeth on the 30. day , Reason ; from their Doctrines

6
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being ſo near akin to the Jeſu- or rewards after this life is endo

its ; ( read Ignatius his Life, ed. But more, we will prove
you'd think him as errant a they aſſert the contrary , Sweet

Quaker as Pen himſelf) and Sips, cap. 22. P.41. ' Angels

from the great/ympathyof affecti. are entituledminiſtring Spirits,

on between the Papifts and them. . & c. the myſtery of it is this,

VIII . They deny the plena - a figureof God'smany bleſſings,

ry Satisfaction of Chrift, and alſo graciousProvidences. Thus

Teſt on their own merits-- and Jacob called his Brother's fa

indeed if one, they mult t'other . vour an Angel. Fallen Angels

Thus Nailor , Love to the loft, are bad Spirits, termn'd Devils,

p . 7. · With him , bis Righte- ' i.e. The Authors ofevil. Thisa

ouſneſs, imputed or put in to ' is a figure of God's mind con

• the Creature (a fine definition cerning the myſtery of Iniqui.

of Imputation ) And Barclay ' ty ; they may alio type out

That we are juſtifi- . croſs diſpenſations, p . 50. Di•

ed by Chriſt, o ^ c. formed in us. vine Love is Heaven . Hell is

And the Morning Watch, p . • dreadful apprehenſions of God,

21. blames thoſe who apply · Sin is the brimſtone of this

• to themſelves what Chriſt did · Hell. The diſcoveries of God

' for 'em in the Body wherein are Heaven and Hell, his gra

• he ſuffer'd without the Gates cious and his wrathful pre

of Jeruſalem . ſence, there is no other place.

IX. They deny the Divinity of And thus we have prov'd all

Chrift ; this they do with a our Charge, whence it follows,

witneſs, if they make him no- as we aſſerted, that Quakeriſm

thing but themſelves. This is really a Compendium of all He

they do by abſolutely refuſing riſies, ſome of which we will

to own that the Man Chriſt Name Phariſees, Sadduces,

who ſuffer'd was God : See be- Ebionites, Gnoſticks, Eucratites,

fides what we have quoted out Marcionites, Cainites, Manichees,

of Barclay on the tih . Article. Jacobites, Acephali, Tritheites,

But X. They yet more plainly Adamites, Helcecaites, Marco
deny his Humanity ; Fox'sMyfie- cites, Colorbalites, Sabellians, sa

ry , p . 71. Chriſt'sNature is not mofatenians, Macedonians, Arri.

bumane, where doth the Scrip- ans, Aerians, Donatiſts, Priſcilli

ture ſpeak of humane - We aniſts
cum multis aliis.

deny the word Humane : And And thus we have now fi

Smith's Primmer, p . 9, • Chriſt niſl’d the Proof of our Charge

• without is a carnal Chriſt, and againſt 'em ; which whether we

• is utterly denged by the Light. han’t fully made good , muſt be

Xi . They deny Angels, spi- left to the Judgment of every

rits , Heaven and Hell : Andiſt, unprejudic'd Reader,

Ler 'em if they can, ſhow us They go on, and in reply to

any of their Writers wherein our objection That they

any of theſe are aiferted as did not practice according to

diſtinct Subiances, or diftinct the Precept of Turning the other

fates or places for puniſhments Cheek, tell us, That it has
• been

6
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& been their conſtant Practice, to ſuites Maxims,•

« bear the Smitings, Buffetings, o vil's in us Buffoons

Plunderings, &c. which Men ' their Diſeaſe is Malice and

« of our Spirit inflicted upon • Impudence --- wicked ---

« 'em , under pretence of Laws, profound Nonfence ---- palpa

6 whilſt in uſe. We anſwer , ble Ignorance Queſtions

They bore it when they could ſo groſs, that they wou'd•

not help it, by that ſort of pa- ' not be ask'd by any that are

tience which is perforce, and truly Chriſtian -Malice

was never eſteemid any great • has ſpoiled their Memory

Virtue-not for Conſcience, Diſturbers of the Publick Peace.

but an unaccountable, not to ſay And Whitehead in his Letter,

brutal Stubborneſs ; but we may Complains of a New Perſecution ,

without Breach of Charity fays, We make Beasts and

judge they wou'd have return'd Devils of ' em- -of Lyes and

as bad, if in their Power, be- • Slanders - calls us impertia

cauſe in all that they cou'd, we nent, wicked, Followers of

mean hard words, they have far blind Guides, ( its a wonder

out-done all that everwent be- Dumb Doggs don't come in too,

fore 'em which they juſtifie tho' we have no Silent Meet

by our Saviour's Example, ings) not to mention the ſmall

( pretending they have theſamé Civility of giving us thé Lye

infallible Spirit) and add as to oftner than every Page, unleſs

us, that the warmne,s of their we miſcount, at leait a dozen

Letter bears no proportion to the times in onepoor feet --- yet

occaſions given ; ſo that it ſeems no doubt they'll ftill think all

they can ſometimes wave their this too little , that they don't

Chriſtian Liberty of Railing- render evil for evil, andthat

but whether they have done ſo , • their warmneſs bears no pro

let us firſt ſee their Letter, and portion to the occaſion we have

then their Defence, both of given them -- all which they

which have we confeſs the think to excuſe, by pleading

true Strain of their Party. In they cannot be ſilent without

their Letter they Charge us betraying the Truth : So that it

with notorious Prevarication, ſeems they muſt befilent,unlels

palpably groſs and falſe Afper- they call Names, and can't ſpeak
fions (but this is Civil) Buffoon- without Railing - tho' if

ry and wilfull Lyes, Scandals this be their ſhedding forth of

and Abuſes, and call us malici. the Spirit, which they there

ous Lyars, and the worſt of in- talk of, certainly there's many

cendiaries. Let us now review a She Holder-forth at Billingſ

their Defence, and ſee what a gate , who as well as any of

Heap of Civility we ſhall find theirs may pretend to Inspira

all thro'it ; where in the com- tion .

paſs of one sheel , they beltow Next follows their Letter,

the following Complements a- which we have formerly An

mongſt us Moſt virulent ſwer'd ; and the next that de

Spirits, Fractiſers of the few ſerves Confideration is a Paſſage

in

6
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in their 3 P. 1. Col. That to ' ter, and all you the Heads

• avoid proving our Charge, and Directors of the People"

" and to prevent any cloſer An: call's Quakers, demanding of

• ſwer, We endeavour to amule you in your own Vindication ,

• the Reader, by asking Que- for the ſatisfadion of the'

• ftions, to be anſwer'd Catego- • World , and as you'd be ac

rically , or taken pro Conleſa ; • counted Chriſtians, to anſwer

whereas ( as afterwards ) plainly and diſtinctly, both

ought firſt to prove our Afferti- ' from your own preſent Opinie

ons, according to the Rules of ions, and the Authentick Wrio

Debate and Diſcourſe. Whether ters, to thoſe Queſtions we for

we did it to evade proving our ' merly Propoſed, which that you

Charge, let the World may not look too far back,

judge, and they'll find 'twas to • ſhall here be repeated , with

give a cloſer Anſwer, not to ſomeſmall Addition, fince Wc

eſcape it : Tho' the chief Rea. are now a little better ac.

fun why We propos'd theſe Qus. quainted with your opinions.

ftions was partly out of Hope, 1. Whether you do not all

at least Defire, that when ſo poſitively , and in Termsdeny the

fairly charg’d, they might clear Holy Bible to be the Word of

themſelves of thoſe groſs Errors God ? and whether there was

which we were ſure ſome of ever oneof your Writers who

' em maintain'dor if they granted it and whether they do?

refus’d it, that we might know notaffirm and eſteem it imperfect,

'em better, and confute 'em and no Compleat Rule of Faith

aitogerher. They have now re- and Manners? and whether you

fuſed it , and have only felt us think not your own Writings of

from Port to Pillar, without a- equal Authority with it ? and

ny.clear Reſolution, therefore whatever any true Quaker either

there's no avoiding the Confef- writes or ſpeaks (in their publick

fion we defired : However, We Aſemblies ) to be really as in

have conſulted thoſe Books they fallible as what was spoken or

re erred us to , and thence prov'd written by our Saviour or any

our Charge, and yet more, upon of his Apoſtles?

them. All their pretence for 2. Whether you own Jeſus

this notorious lifting, being Chriſt, who was born of the

" that we would not have an- Virgin, to be God equal with

ſwers to theſe Queſtions de the Father from all Eternity ?

novo , but by the Teſtimony of and whether you own the Man

rtheir Authentick Writers who was of the Seed of David,

whereas We demanded both, or and born of the Virgin ; and ſut

one by the other, and as plainly fered upon the Croſs, to be the

We thought as 'twas pofiible true Chriſt, your Chriſt, and God

for us to do it ; and if we did bleſſed for ever ? whether you

not then expreſs it plain enough, expect to be ſaved only by the

We now again addreſs our ſelves Merits of what he then ſuffered ?

to 'Thee William.Pen , Thee or whether you think the ſame

: John Whitehead, Thee S. Cara Chrifi really ſuffered for you, who

DOW
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ever ?

you ?

now fits in Heaven at the right and tremble or no, when they

Hand of the Father ? firſt appeared in England ? Do

3. Whether you own the they quake now ? If not, what

Holy Spirit to be God , diſtinct do you give as the Reaſon of

from the Father and Son, orany one and t'other ?

of their Properties are diſtinct 10. Where we may find your

from each other ? whether you Creed, or an Account of your

own the Holy Trinity , or three Religion ? and whether 'tis not

Perſons and one Godbleſſed for alter'd in ſeveral Particulars

ſince your Riſe ? We don't ask

4. Whether you own your for long syſtems, but a ſhort

Light within tobe God the Fa- Form of Words. Will you ſub

ther, Son , or Holy Ghoſt, or all ſcribe to any of the threeCreeds,

three together, or only their Nicene, Athanafian, or Apoftoli

Grace and Operation within cal ? If not ( as we are pretty

ſure you will not ) will you

5. Whether you partake of give us One of your own, that

either of the Sacraments in your the World mayknow what to

Aſſemblies, and don't abſolutely make of you And till this is

neglect'em as they are outward done, ' tis in vain to bring an ACE

Symbols uſed by all others, who of Parliament to prove them

would be accounted Chriſtians? ſelves Chriſtians, for (with all

6. Whether you believe An- Reſpectpoſſible to that Auguſt

gels, or any immaterial spirits, Asſembly, there are other things
befides the Soul of Man ? which they can't do, beſides

7. Whether you believe the making a Man a Woman : For

Soul of Man to have had any the Confeſſion they boaſt of,

Beginning, orthe diſtinct Exi- which the Parliamentmade for

Stence thereof after Death ? them, (or they for the Parlia

whether you don't in Terms de- ment) there's not a word in't,

ny the Reſurrection of the Body, aſſertingthe Trinity of Perſons,

and call thoſe Fools who affirm nor of the Scriptures being the

we ſhall riſe with the ſame Bo- Word of God, or CompleatRule

dies we had while living ? whe- of Faith and Manners, allwhich

ther you believe any real Re- they poſitively deny . Yet this

ſurrection, or mean any thing is all they Reply to our Ten

beſides Regeneration in this Life ? Queſtions, belides ſending us
and whether you think every to their Writers, not one of

Man's Soul ſhall be reunited to a which they themſelves poſitively

dilinet Body at the Day of Judg- Anſwer ----But this is obſerva- .

ment ? ble, that in the ſumming 'em

8. Who was your Firſt Found- up, they thus write, “ To the

er ? or to avoid Cavils , who : 41h . read George Keith , to the

do you eſteem your firſt Reſto- 6th.and 7th . read S.Fiſher, &c. '

rer ? or who firſt taught Qua- but what is become of the 5th.

keriſm as Quakeriſm here in En- all this while, (Whether they

gland, or in any other Nation ? own and practicethe Sacraments )

9. Did your People quake will they perſwade us that we
Bb can ':

.
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can't tell 20, and that 6 , is next whoſe Name is not ſubſcribed ,

to 4. or are they afraid or to vindicate himſelf in this

alham'd to own they have no matter, ſince it lies not upon

Sacraments ? or muft webe con- Us but Him . However, 'tis

tent to have it anſwer'd as Pen but a merry Story, and true or

does in his Key, p . 243. where falſe has no Influence on the

he ſays, · The Quakers don't Cauſe, or thoſe Errors fairly

• denn Baptiſm and the Lord's prov'd againſt 'em : Nor do we

Supper, but only leave 'em off think it worth the while to

asfulfilled . take any great Notice of Friend

P. 4. Col. 1. They require Us Whitehead's Letter, only We

to prove or retract fix Poſitions can't paſs by his calling our

Wecharg'd upon 'em , all which · Writings the Blafts of Envy a

We have now done, bating the gainſt the Brethren, in his 3d.

Soul's feeping after Death, for Paragraph ---- ſurely he thinks

which we again ask their Par. We are enviousmeerly for Envy

don, becauſeWe, ſince find (and Sake, if We can find any thing

have ſince prov'd ) that they to envy in them . However, he

hold, after Death, no Soul, no tells Us in the cloſe, that he

Reſurrection . can Love his Enemies -but

Now to the unlucky Story 'tis a comfort that we ſhall get
of Whitehead We might rid of his Love then , for We

truly enough fay ( were it in can aſſure him We are not of

another Cafe ,) that the extrava- that number -- -tho' it ſeems

gant Pleaſantneſs of the Rela- to the Lake We are to go for

tion, tempted us to go at that Loving and making Lies — but if

time beyond our Deſign, for we what we have printed are Lies,

were not then enter'd on the as We don't make 'em , ſo We

Rarities of England : but we are ſure We don't Love'em . To

have more to ſay , and ſuppo . conclude, notwithſtanding all

fing the Fact true, as We then their hard words, and this con

believ'd it, we thought our troverſie, Weaſſure 'em We are

ſelves oblig'd to take ſuch Pub . ftill in Charity with 'em, and

lick Notice on't , leaſt it ſhould can heartily joyn with our

paſs ainong his deluded Follow- Church in her Prayers for them,

ers for a real Miracle. If the as well as for all Jews, Turks,

Fact ben't true, We can't help Infidels and Hereticks.

it, many wiſer Men having been

often enough impoſed upon by Queft. Whether Mr. Williams,

Strange Relations as well as We. in his Book called Goſpel Truth

However We have the Letter ſtated, does not ſet up Works in

by us to produce and clear our Concurrence with Chriſt's Righ

ſelves, there being in it ſeveral teouſneſs in Juftification ?

other Queſtions, ſome of which Anſw . The Queſtion hath a

We have formerly Anſwer'd. - double meaning: it may intend

and as We are ready to let any a Work as a requiſite means or

have a ſight of the Letter, ſo condition of our being juſtified

We defire the Author thereof, for Chriſt's Righteouſnels; or

elle
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elſe that works are meritorious ftion be, Whether Mr. W. af

of Juſtification , as the Righte- ferts that the Works of Men
ouſneſs for which we are juſti- do concur with the Righteoul

fied . If the Queriſt intend the 'neſs of Chriſt, as any way me.

firſt, we anſwer, ritorious, or as the Righteoul

1. Mr. W. doth with all ſound neſs for which we are juſtified :

Proteſtants affirm , that Men muſt we anſwer, that Mr. W. doth

repent andbelieve, or they can- in the plaineſt words deny it,
not bejuſtified ; and its by God's and ſo very frequently affirms

Ordination, that Repentance the contrary, as if he would
and Faith muſt thus concurfhame the moſt Ignorantout of
with Chriſt's Righteouſneſs. this Aſperſion. See his own

This he proves Ch. 8. 10, 12. words p. 102. Note 1. There is

in oppoſition to Dr. Criff's un- a Righteouſneſs for which a

ſcriptural Conceits, that God Man is juſtified , This is only

hath no more to lay to the Chriſt's Righteouſneſs : This

Charge of an Elect perſon when is the Foundation of the Pro

moſtwicked, than to a Saint miſe, and the Merit of the Bleſ

in Glory, and that the Ele& fing promiſed : Nothing can

are as much juſtified in the add to it , or mingle with it, it
Womb as ever.

If our judg- is ſufficient, and alone ſufficient

ment be of weight with the to ſatisfie Juſtice, atone for

Propoſer of theſe Queſtions, he Guilt, and merit Acceptance

may find it in our Mercury De- and Life. 2. There is to be

cember 26, 1691. wherein, as conſider'd , what the Condition

we aſſert the Imputation of of the Perſon is to whom this

Chriſt's Righteouſneſs, ſo we Mercy ( viz. Juftification ) is

affirm , that by the Law of promiſed. He is one that hath

Faith , or the Goſpel, Faith is the Grace of true Faith , and

a required means of our Juftifi- exerts it into Ad. This Grace

cation , and this Law of Faith is alſo required and commanded

is oppoſed to the rigid moral as indiſpenfibly neceſſary to For

Law, a fincere Obedience be- giveneſs, Chriſt's Righteouſneſs

ing accepted by the Goſpel, ſhall not be imputed unleſs we

whereas the legal Diſpenſation believe, and nothing ſhall bin

required that which was per- der our Title to this Benefit,

fe & , oc. and that God accept- if we do believe in Chrift, for

ed Faith inſtead of a perfect the Promiſe is inviolable. And

Righteouſneſs or Obedience, this Faith being a Conformity

and that Faith includes Obedi- to the Rule of the Promiſe,

ence, and that good Works are ſome call it a ſubordinate Righ

of the Eſſence and Perfection of teouſneſs, not meaning any

Faith , and that we are to ob- Righteouſneſs for which sin is

tain a ſhare in Chriſt's Righte. forgiven, for it is Chriſt's Righ

ouſneſs by thoſe Means before teouſneſs alone for which God

preſcribed, viz . Faith and Obe- juſtifies us ; but its our anſver

dience. ing that Rule by which Chriſt

2. If the Senſe of the Que applieth his Righteoufaels for
Bь 2 ver
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our Remiflion, and a right to more than a Conformity to the

Life , and his Promiſe is the Goſpel rule of its Application ?

ground of our Title , p . 104. If He hath ſet this Truth in a full

Chriſt's Righteouſneſs could be Light, p.39, 42 , 43, 104. P.39.

applied forPardon to the vileft he faith , that belides theſe Et

Sinner before he believes , it fects (viz. Pardon and a right

would juſtifie him ; but God to Life) being made ours, the

hath declared it fall not be very Righteouſneſs of Chriſt is

applied to Unbelievers . imputed to true Believers, as

Queit. Whether Mr. W. doth what was always undertaken

ndt oppoſe the received Opinion and deſign'd for their Salvation ,

of Proteſtants of Juftification by and is now effectual to their

Chriſt's imputed Righteouſneſs, actual Pardon and Acceptance to

when he affirms in his Preface, Life ; yea, is pleadable by them

that ihe Righteouſneſs of God, as their Security, and is as uſe

Phil. 3.9 . principally intendsthe ful to their Happineſs, as if

Goſpel holineſs of a Perſon juſti- themſelves had done and ſuffer

fied byChriſt's Righteouſneſs? cd what Chriſt did . But the

Anſw . Mr. W. is as expreſs Queriſt may think that Mr. W.
for Juftification by Chriſt's im- contradicts this is what he faith

puted Righteouſneſs as any ſo- of Phil. 3. 9. This Jealouſie is
lid Proteitant. It's a ſtrange over, if we conſiderhis words

Queſtion from any Man that for he ſaying it's the Goſpel

reads but this Paragraph, whence Holineſs of a Perſon juſtified

the Objection is raiſed. After by Chriſt's Righteouſneſs, plain .

Mr. W.had declared the Neceſſi. ly ſuppoſeth the Perſon juſtified
ty of Faith to Juſtification , and and that by Chriſt's Righteouſ

of fincere Holineſs to Salvation , neſs and not by this Holineſs,

by Sanction of the Goſpel; which predicates ofthe Former

He adds, ſtill remembring that as its Subject. So that inftead

the Merits of Chritt are the of ſaying we are juſtified by this

Cauſe of this Goſpel Ordinati. Goſpel Holineſs, and not by im
tion , his Righteouſneſs imputed puted Righteouſneſs, he faith

is the Cauſe for which we are the contrary, and that this Ho

juftified and ſaved , when we do lineſs refers not to Juftification ,

anſwer the Goſpel Rule : And but to the Perſon juſtified.
I exclude not this Righteouſ- Queſt. Whether Mr. W. hath

neſs, when I affirm , that the not in raviſhing this Text from

Righteouſneſs of God princi- a Proof of it, robbed the People

pally intends the Goſpel Holi- of God of one of the fairelt Jew

neſs of a perſon juitified by els in the Crown of Chriſt, by de
Chriſt's Righteouſneſs , both nying the Righteouſneſs of God

which by Faith in Chriſt all his by Faith there, to be the Righte

Members fhall be perfect in . ouſneſs of Chriſt imputed to the

Is not imputed Righteouſneſs Elect.

owned by him , yea , doth not Anſw . We have ſeen already

he attent this to be the Cauſe of that Mr. W. doth not rob Be

Juftification , when Faith is no lievers of the impated Righte
oufrels

1
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oufneſs of Chriſt, yea , tho ' he Grace of God, and ſo makes up

juftly denies it is imputed to in all Reſpects that Righteoul

the Élect whilſt they are Unbe- neſs which is of him by Faith.

lievers, yet he oft áffirms that If any will confine the Text to

God hath decreed, and Chriſt Juftification only, as Zanchy

hath undertaken, that all the and many former Authorsdo,
Elect ſhall believe and ſo obrain Mr. W. leaves it in its full

Juſtification by Chriſt. The Force, though he thinks St. Paul

ſevere Charge in the Queſtion would be found in Chriſt, ha

is reduced to this, that he hath ving perfect Sanctification as

raviſhed this Text from being well as Juſtification, Nay , he

a Proof for imputed Righteoui- adds to the Force of the Text,

neſs to Juſtification. But con- for if all our Holineſs be the

ſider Mr. W's words, and its Righteouſneſs which is of God

plain he doth not fo much as by Faith , and not by the Law ,

this, yea heargues it a majori. much more is our Juftification

He ſaith, I do not exclude this ſo. We need not inform the

Righteouſneſs, when,ec. yea Learned, that many Proteſtants

he plainly includes it, for' he of great Name deny that this

faith it is the Holineſs of a Per- Text ſpeaks at all of Chriſt's

ſon juſtified by Chriſt's Righteo imputed Righteouſneſs.

ouſneſs, and this he intends It is Juſtice to Mr.W. and a

not only but principally. It's plea for our Refuſal to Anſwer

true, he makes the Righteoul- any future Queſtions concern .

neſs which is of God to be more ing his Book, to give a Speci

than the Righteouſneſs of Chriſt men of his Proofof his Inter

as imputed to Juftification , but pretation of this Text, which
he doth not make it ſpeak a- we find ch . 12. Dr. Criſp had

gainſt that: And ſo he adds a affirmed that the Faith , Lore,

confiderable Jewel , for he re and ſincere Holineſs of Belie .

preſents Paul to ſpeak thus; I vers are not only imperfect, but

diſdain all my Pharifaical Righ. are really Dung, Filthineſs, Rot
teouſneſs, and defire not to have tenneſs,mortalPoiſon, and what

my glorious State contributed not ? from Phil. 3. 8. Mr. W.

to by oneJot thereof. I would allows, that compared with

be always, eſpecially at Judg. Chrift's Righteouſneſs, they

ment, and in the Heavens, ſhould be efteem'd as Dung :

found in Chriſt a living Mem- But he juſtly denies that the
ber juſtified by his Righteouf- Graces and ſincere Holineſs of

nefs, and perfected in Goſpel Believers are included in thore

Holineſs by his Influence, which things which the Apoſtle count.

perfect Holineſs, as well as Ju. ed Dung , but that they were
ftification is a Righteouſneſs his lewiſh Priviledges, Phari

which is of God by Faith ; and I faical Righteouſneſs, and Secu

had obtained neither in my un- lar Advantages, and theſe he

converted State, but both are oppoſed to that Righteouſneſs

merited by Chriſt, and contriv’d , which is of God hy Faith . . Ą

teſtowed and effected by the mong many Arguments which

B b 3 his
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his Paraphraſe on the Chapter teouſneſs which is of God by

contains, take theſe : The A- Faith. Again, the Apoſtle de

poftle would not renounce as fires and ſtrives to have this

Dung that Goſpel-Holineſs Goſpel-holineſs perfected, v . 10 ,

which in v. 3. he oppoſeth to 11 , 12, 13 , 14. yea, his Deſires

his Jewiſh Attainments, which after Holineſs are expreſſed by

he counted Loſs for Chriſt, v.7 . Terms noting the uimoſt Im

The Righteouſneſs which is of portunity ; as if by any means

the Law, which he refufeth , I follow after, reaching forth, I

v. 9. muſt be the ſame as that preſs towards : Are not theſe

in v . 6. of which he faith , things very unſuitable towards

Touching the Righteouſneſs which a Righteouſneſs which he would

is in the Law , blameleſs ; ' on not have? and agreeable to that

this Mr. W. declares, it could Righteouſneſs he would have ?

not be finleſs Obedience or In- Nay, the Apoſtle bewails the

nocency, implying that then preſent Imperfection of Goſpel

Chriſt would have been need- Holineſs,ſaying, Not as tho' !

leſs to him ; neither could it had already attained, or were al

be fincerę Obedience which ready perfect , &c. if this were

Paul intended , implying , that the Righteouſneſs, he would

it was impoſſible Paul in his not be found in Chriſt to have,

Judaiſm was a Nathaniel, or an his Complaints were needleſs;

upright Perſon, who by the that he had ſo little of it ; yea,

Covenant of Grace, as exhibit. were it only Juſtification by
ed to the Jews before the Com- Chriſt's imputed Righteouſnefs

ing of the. Mellias," was in a which he deſires to have, he

State of Life and Holineſs, as that was already juſtified there

all ſincere Iſraelites' muſt be ; by, could not fay, Notas tho? I

whereas Paul was in an uncon: bad already attained, either were

verted prophane State, or he already perfect, I count not my

had not blaſphemed and per- felf to have apprehended , & c.

ſecuted Chrift; " he was not a From many other ſuch Confi

godly Man, tho' he anſwered derations, Mr. W. mightinfer,

the Jewilhfalſe Notion of without a Rape on the Text,

Righteouſneſs; and this being that this Righteouſneſs which

hisown Righteouſneſs by the is of God byFaith , includes the

Law , in,v.6 . it cannot in v.9 . perfectConformity to Chriſt in

include fincere Holineſs as the Holineſs of a Perſon juſtified by

Righteouſneſs by the Law, Chriſt's Righteouſneſs; with

which he would not have. He out this a Saint is not perfect,

adds, that Goſpel Holineſs is this is deſigned for all the per

not a Righteouſneſs of the Law , ſevering Members of Chrift ;

nor could the Law effect it, but and as Chriſtianity inſpired the

it's from God by Faith : Our Apoſtle with theſe Defires, ſo

Hearts are purified by Faith , in it was apt and effe & ual to his

Chriſt weare created to good obtaining thereof.
Works, etc. and therefore can : Queſt. Whether Mr. W. doth

not.be oppoſed to that Righ- not make the Apoſtle contradict

· bins ."
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himſelf, in ſaying he deſired to be Queſt. Whether Mr. W. by

found in his Goſpel-holineſs, but what he ſays of Phil. 3. g.

not in his own Righteouſneſs? does notfall in with the Quakers,

Anſw.TheApoſtle by Mr.w's who hold a Chriſtian's Light
Sentiments agrees with himſelf, within to be his Chriſt ? and doth

tho' the Queſtion agrees not not be affront the Righteouſness

with the Text : The Apoſtle of God ?

doth ſay, I deſire to be found Anw . Had Mr. W. faid the

in Chriſt, which is not the ſame Holineſs of Saints is an incre .

with being found in Holineſs : ated Holineſs, he had talked as

The Textfaith , Not having my a Familift or Quaker ; but it's

own Righteouſneſs which is of beyond our Skill to diſcern ,
the Law : This which is of the that becauſe heaffirms that the

Law, oppoſeth it to that Holi- Goſpel-holineſs of a juſtified

neſs which is of God through Perſon is a Righteouſneſs which

Faith . The Righteouſneſs which is of God, as the Contriver,

is of the Law was his own, as Purchaſer, Giver and Worker,

oppoſed to the Grace of God ; that therefore that Holineſs

the Goſpel-holineſs was to be God himſelf, or the Perſon of

bis own by the Grace of God ; Chriſt. The Queriſt will be

ſo that the Apoſtle is very con- guilty of this Charge, if he

fiftent with himſelf, while he thinks the eſſential Righteoul

is put to ſay , I deſire to be neſs of God is that which is

found in Chriſt my Head , not imparted to Men in Juftifica

having that Pharifaical Righ- tion ; and it's little below the

teouſneſs of mine, which is ſo fame Charge, to ſay, that the

oppoſite to Chrift, but having Mediatorial Righteouſneſs is

that perfect Holineſs which is ſubjectively in Believers, be

of God the Author of it, and cauſe it is imputed ſo as to pro

which will render all the Juſti- duce ſaving Advantages. It's

fied compleatly happy. Can the true, they are juſtified for

Queriſ doubt, that Paul had an Chriſt's Righteouſneſs, but they

inherent Righteouſneſs where- are denominated juſt from their

by he was holy , as well as an own Holineſs, which is me

imputed one whereby he was rited and given by Chriſt. They

juftified ? or will he doubt but are never efteemed by God to

the Apoſtle would be found in do and ſuffer what Chriſt did,

Chrift, having this inherent tho' God appointed Chriſt to

Righteouſneſs ? tho' he would do and ſuffer for them, that

not havehis Jewiſh Righteouf- they might be pardoned and fa
neſs to binder his being found ved thereby. As Mr. W. is

in Chriſt, yea , to render him far from Quakeriſm , fo his

void of Goſpel-holineſs alſo affront to God's Righteouſneſs
Sure it's no Contradiction to remains inviſible, tho’he faith ,

ſay, I would not be a Carpal that perfected Goſpel-holineſs

Jew , but I would bea juſtified is included in that Righteouſ

and perfectly ſanctified Chri, nes which is of God. Is not

ftian . Goſpel-holineſs oft called Righ

B b 4. teouſneſs?
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teouſneſs ? Is it not that which pel Holineſs ; and as to Juſti

is of God ? Who merited it, fication, he would be found in

but Chrift ? Who beſtows it, Chriſt juftified for his imputed

beſides God ? Who works it, Righteouſneſs, and ſo compre

but the Holy Spirit ? and the hends the full Effects of Union

general parts of it are called with Chriſt, and the perfected

the Fruits of the Spirit, with Benefits of his Mediation. Nei .

Reſpect to which, and the Con - ther doth it appear he dealt

formity of it to the Nature of unfairly with the Divines, in

God, it is called bis Holineſs, ſetting their Names before bis

Heb. 12. 10. the Divine Nature, Preface , for their Teſtimony is

The Life of Chriſt; yea, do not to the Truths and Errors ſtated

we read that every one that as ſuch in the Treatiſe ; and

doth Righteouſneſs' is Born of bad it not been ſo, he might be

God ? and, the Wrath of Man induced thereto by the Book he

worketh not the Righteouſneſs confuteth, where he ſaw the

of God ? On ſeveralſuch Con- Names of Divines ſet in the

fiderations Mr. W. honours the ront of Dr. Criſp's Works, who

Righteouſneſs of God, when only witneſſed to the Honeſty

he aſcribes Goſpel-holineſs of his Son in Publiſhing a few

thereto, and allows room in the Sermons in the End of that

Apoſtles deſires for it, as well Book, To add no more , moſt

as for Impunity ; and ſure it's of theſe Eminent Divines,

pleaſing to God, when by Faith (yea , all whoſe Thoughts have

in Chriſt we are earneſt for that been enquired ) do agree to the

Time, when Eph . 5. We mall Preface of Mr. W's Book, now

be preſented by him a glorious that they have read it ; and

Church, without any Spot or how ļittle doth this one ob

Wrinkle, or any ſuch thing, but jected Clauſe affect the Preface

that it ſhould be holy and with- or Book, tho' ' it ſeems to be

out Blemiſh ; which refers to the Deſign of the Queriſt to

our Sanctification . blait the Repute and Uſe of the

Quett. Whether Mr. W. Whole, by Queſtions concerning

'dealt fairly or worthily with ſeo a Clauſe thatcomes in but oc

veral eminent Divines, in cau- caſionally and remotely.

fing their Hands given him for Queft. in brief , I deſire

juſtifying of his Book, to be your impartial Thoughts of the
prefixt before his Preface, when foremention'd Book of Mr.

they never ſaw the ſaid Preface, Williams's ?

and will not say with Mr. W. Anſw . We have receiv'd fe

that the Righteouſneſs of God veral Queſtions ( ſome of which

by Faith , which the Apoſtle de- are here Anſwered) about this
fir'd to be found in , was his Go - Book, which handles the beſt

pel-Holineſs ? and worſt of arguments that

Anſw . Mr. W. doth not ſay can be, therefore we ſhall fair

the Apoſtle deſired to be found ly repreſent the Book and

in his Goſpel Holineſs, but to our Opinion to the Queſtion.

be found in Chrift, having Gor Whoſoever has the Curioſity
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:

to be informed of the ground of ledge of that Hiſtory till 'twas

Errors, Blaſphemies, the Doctrine almoft printed , yet we muſt ſo

of Devils, the excluding Faith, far juſtifie his Performance, as

Repentance, Prayer, as needleſs: to defend that point ; therefore

the turning the Grace of God in Anſwer to the Queriſt, we

into a Liberty of Jinning, by de- muſt tell him that the Author

livering Dodrines and scrip- has not nam'd one half of the

tures in ſuch an unfound Form Illuſtrious of that Sex, which

of Words, that it would almoſt Hiſtory hascommended to Po.

deceive the Elect, and thereby terity ; nor was it neceſſary

advances finning beyond any he ſhou'd, ſince he ſpecified e

Doctrine of Mr. Hobbs, &c. nough to prove his Poſition :

let them read the Arguments Nor do we here think it ne

of any one of the Antago- ceſſary to enumerate all that he

piſts : The Book is worth Peru- has omitted . However, that he

ſal of all Perſons for the An- may ſee there are more, we will

tidote which is annexed to each inſtance in two or three Par

Argument, and we muſt deli- ticulars. Firſt, Aſpatia, men

ver our Opinions, that Mr. ţion’d by the Hiftorian only

Williams has without Paſſion , by Name, was a Lady elo

plainly, learnedly and folidly , quent, and learn'd in both

eſtablith'd the Truth, with in- Philoſophy and Poetry, Zeno

comparable Brevity and Criti- tia , in the Time ofGalienus,

ciſm , upon many Texts . allum'd the Government of

Palmyra, and great part of the

Queſt. In a Book entitled The Eait, after the Death of Ode .

Hiſtory of the ATHENIAN natus her Husband , and main

SOCÍETY, I find a great tain'd her Power by Policy and

Commendation of the Female Strength againſt the Force of

Sex, in equalling their capacities Rome on one hand , and that of

10 the Men : Now I deſire to know Perſiaon the other, 'till oblig'd

whether the Author of that to yield to the Proweſs of Alle

Hiſtory have not gatheredtogether rclianus. The Wife of Aſdrubal

all the women that were of any Hannibal's Brother , diſdaind to

Repute ſince the Creation to make accept of thoſe Terms of Sur

out his pretended Excellence of render her Husband obtain'd

that sex, and whether there from the Romans, but with her

were ever any Example of that two Sons threw her ſelf from

Dulneſs in Man which daily a lofty Tower into the Funeral

Converſation offers us in Wo- Pile of her Country, Carthage

being all in a Flame, reſolving

Anſw . The Queriſt ſeems to not to outlive the Liberty of
be highly offended at the Au- her Country , tho' ſhe might:

thor of the above -mention'd A Courage and Reſolution be

Hiſtory, for ſpeaking ſo well of yond the Romans that con

the Fair Sex ; however, tho' quer'd it. Axiothea, a Ladyof

we have diſown'd any Know- great Wit and Soul, who dif

men ?

guisd
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guis'd her ſelf in Man's Cloaths than the Men ; ſo that we can

to hear Plato, whoſe Diſciple not condemn the Hiſtorian for
The was , as well as Laſthenia of the Encomiums he has on that

Mantinda. Magdalene Anbefpi- Sex to which Mankind owes
ne, Lady of Villeroy, was one its being and Encreaſe .

of the greateſt Ornaments of Queſt. To whom do we owe

the French Court, for Wit and the Invention of Glaſs, what is

Beauty , and wrote ſeveral it compos’d of, and to what
Pieces both in Verſe and Profe, Perfection may it be brought?

and in her Praiſe Roufard has Anſw . As there is in all ſub

writ ſeveral Poems. As for lunary Bodies a vital and ce

the other part of his Query, lettial Spirit, without which

Whether there were ever any Ex- neither Food nor Phyfick hath

ample of that Dullneſsin Man, any Virtue, and which is the
which daily Converſation offers. Principle of all Actions and

us in Women ? We anſwer, Yes, Motions of mix'd Bodies ;

abundant, but we ſhall inftance ſo all thoſe Bodies havein

only in one, and queſtion not them an incorruptible Matter ,

butif his Converſation be not partaking of a Celeſtial Nature ,

with the more fordid of this which the Chymiſts call Vir

Sex, and the moft refin'd of the gin -Earth , and is the Matter

other,his Converſation affords whereof Glaſs is formd, being
bim Proof enough, tho' be found in all ſorts of Bodies ca

feem to deny it: But to the pable of Calcination and Vitri.

Inſtance --- Articus, the Son of fication ; bur chieflyin Nitre,

Herodes Atticus, a wealthy A. Saltpetre, Sand , Shells, certain
thenian, was ſo ſtupid, that he Stones, Wood and Plants

cou'd never learn his Letters, from which they draw Glaſs,
which made his Father provide different in Beauty , accord

him twenty four Servants, to ing to the Marter whence it

each of which he gave a Letter is extracted by Means of a

of the Alphabet for Name, and moſt violent Fire, which refol

pinn'd their Formsand Cha- ving the Compound, confumes
racters on his Son's Breaſt, that all its parts except that vi

ſeeing their ſhapes he might be treous Matter, which is Proof

able to call every Servant by againſt its Violence. We owe

their Name; this itrange Expe- its Invention , by Pliny's Teſti

' dient, our Author ſays, brought mony, to certain Merchants of

him at laſt to read, tho' he was Nitre, who having landed in

never capable of profiting much Phænicia of Syria, bordering

by it . Now we defy the Que- upon Fudda , near a Lake call'd

riſt to give us one Inſtance of Cendevia, which is at the Foot

the Fair Sex equal in Dullneſs of Mount Carmel, whence flows

to Atticus, or indeed to him- the River Belus or. Pagida, of
ſelf that ſent ſo impertinent a ſmall Extent : and making their

Query, the Ladies generally Kitchin upon the Sand of this

having a quicker Apprehenfion River, usd ſome Clods of their

>

Nitre ,
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Nitre, as a Trevet for their made of the two former, as is

Kettle; and the Heat of the ſeen in Rivers, where the Wa

Fire melting the Sand and Nitre ter having walh'd away the

into Glaſs, they took Notice of far part, nothing remains bør

it. and publiſh'd the Invention. the Sand : By which means Na

Afterwards Moulds were found ture renders Valleys and low

out, wherein to caft it into al! Places more fruitful; and Men,

forts of Figures; Pipes or Tubes by her Example, have often

to run it in ; others to blow times rais'd, meliorated, and

it, and give it all ſorts of Co- render'd low andmarthy places,

lours, which almoft miracu- formerly unprofitable, fit for

Jouſly ariſe from the very Sub- Culture , by ftirring the Earth

Itance of the Glaſs, without during the Rains and Floods,

other Mixture, only by the which by this means carries a

Wind and Blaſt manag'd ac- way all the fat and unctuous

cording to the Rules of Art ; Parts from the higher places in

as alſo Mills, to calcine and to the lower, rendring the

pulveriſe Gravel, Stones, or Mountains and Hills fandy, and

Sand ; amongſt which, that of conſequently unfruitful and

Vilturne in Italy, and ofEtampes barren. For, as Sand is incora

in France, is moſt excellent for ruptible, being neither putrified

this uſe ; for which likewiſe by Water, or conſum’dby Fire ;

they imploy the Aſhes of a ſó neither can it generate any

Plant calid Salicot, (Salt -wort, thing, nor be turn'd into

or Glaſs-wort) which grows in any other Nature , like other

Provence and Languedoc, nam'd Species of the Earth, which

likewiſe Soude, becauſe hereto- ſerve for Nutriment of Plants

fore it ſery'd only to glaze and ſome Inſects, and for the

earthen Pots. Production of Animals . On

As there are but two things the contrary , it preſerves things

that can open Bodies in order buried in it , as appears by

to their Separation, namely, Mummies kept in it for two or
Water and Fire ; which is ve- three thouſand Years ; and

rified by the Proofs made by Fruits , which are kept no way

Refiners of Gold and Silver , better than in Sand. Now, as

ſo there are but two things to Sand is the Matter of Glaſs

ſeparate, to wit, the Volatil, for any Sand melted in the

and the Fix'd. Fire common- Fire vitrifies ) fo Glaſs ſuits

ly ſeparates the Volatil, ſuch with the Nature of its Princi

as ſulphureous and aqueous ciple, Being, like it incor-.

things are ; and Water ſepa- ruptible and eternal ; yea, be

rates the Fix'd, as the Salting it ſelf one of the Principles

from the earthy Parts. Of ofNature, according to modern

fix'd things, ſome are ſo in Chymifts, who reckon four;

part , as the ſame Salt ; others namely, Mercury, reſembling

intirely, or altogether, as Earth ; Water'; Sulphur, or Oyl, cor

which is either Ilimy, clayie, or reſponding to Air ; Salt, to

fandy, which laft Species is Gire; and Glaſs, to Earth ;

which
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which Glaſs is found clean and vens being incorruptible and
pure in the Centre of all mix'd diaphanous, they cannot be re

Bodies, there being nothing but preſented better than by Glaſs,

may be reduc'd into Aſhes , and which hath both thoſe Quali

no Alhes but of which Glaſs ties . Moreover, all the per

may be made, which they call feeteſt Bodies of Nature are of a

a ſining and not burning Fire, vitreous Subftance ; as , amongſt
having Affinity with that of others, the firft of all the Hea.
Heaven, as the Fire kindled in vens, call’d the Chryſtalline

Sulphur, and any Oily Mat- 'Tis held, that the glorified
ter, is both burning and ſhi- Bodies are luminous and tran

ning ; and that which is in ſparent, and, according to ſome,
Lime and Salts is burning, and of a vitreous Nature ; which is

not ſhining, ſuch as is ſeen in the utmoft Perfection of every

potential Čauteries, but not ( as Body, and ſhall bealſo commu.
others have ſaid ) in Coals, nicated to the Earth at the last

which have ſomealthough a Judgment, to be executed by

weak Light . Glaſs wants but Fire, which brings Metals to

one thing, and that is the re- their higheft Degree of Excel

moving its Brittleneſs or Fra- lence; for by theHelp of Lead,
gility ; were it not for which, Gold it ſelf is turn'd into Glaſs ,

it would be the moſt precious ſo pure and perfect, that in the

Thing in the World. Of the Apocalyps Paradiſe is pav'd with

Poſſibility hereof a certain Ar- ſuch Glaſs of Gold ; and in E.

tiſt having ſhewn a Tryal to Ti- zechiel, God's Throne is made

berius, hath rais'd a Deſire in of it ; the Word Hamal being a

others to make like Attempts , fit Etymology for our Elmah,

which have hitherto been un- (or, Enamel) which is nothing

ſucceſsful. Moreover, theTranf- but Glaſs. And the Affinity or

parence of Glaſs, caus’d by the Correſpondence of Metals with

Simplicity and Tenuity of its Glaſs is ſo great, that, like

Parts, is incompetible with the them , it is extracted out of

Conſiſtence which render things the Sand , elaborated in a Fur

ductile and malleable, which is nace, receiving the Alliances of

a tenacious Viſcoſity, and olea: Nitre, Copper and the Load

ginous Humidity, from whence ſtone, which they mingle in its

Opacity proceeds ; as appears Mine, toget an attractive Qua

by Horns and colour'd Glaſs, lity of Glaſs as well as of Iron .

which is leſs tranſparent than With purified Glaſs, callid sal

other, by Reaſon of the Unc- Alcali, they counterfeit the Dia

tuofity of the Sulphur employ'd mond, Emerald, Turcoiſe, Ru.

to give it that extraneous Co. by, and other precious Stones.

lour. The Eye it ſelf, the nobleſtPart

That Archimedes, in his Fa. of Man , fymboliſes with Glaſs,

brick of a Glaſs Sphere, was by that chryſtalline Humour

as judicious in Reference to the wherein the point of the viſual

Matter he choſe, as the Form ; Ray terminates . But as all things

Since the Matter of the Hea- in the World, like Fortune

which
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which governs them (whom the by aerious Humidity, without

Poet deſcribes of Glaſs ) are no which the Earthy Parts would

ſooner arriv'd to the Point of fall to Duſt. Now to remedy

their Perfection, but they are the Brittleneſs of Glaſs, 'twere

moſt ſubject to be corrupt- expedient to find out two Mat

ed ; To Fragility is inſeparable ters whoſe Union might be clo

from Glaſs, arriv'd to that high ſer, or to link them together

Degree; which proceeds from better by ſome more humid and

the Connexion of the Fix'd and oleaginous Matter than the or

the Volatil , whichcannot but dinary, which would no more

be brittle between two Bodies hindertheTranſparence of Glaſs

extreamly arid , as the Aſhes of than it doth that ofTalk , which

Glaſs-wort and Fern are with is wholly oleaginous in its Sub

Sand . ſtance , and nevertheleſs diapha

That as Gold is the Maſter- nous and flexible . The Fire

piece of Nature , ſo is Glaſs of likewiſe, being very ſharp and

Art, which cannot produce any violent, conſumes almoſt all the

thing more noble. Hence in moiſture of Glaſs, and makes it

France the making of it is per- more brittle, for which Reaſon

mitted only to the Nobles or it ought to be moderated .

Gentry, as a Mark of the Noble. Queſt. Whether is the more

neſs of Glaſs, the faireſt and noble, Man or Woman ?

cleaneſt of all Bodies, as par- Anſw . In times of old there

taking the moſt of Light, the was found at Rome a Widower

nobleſt and divineſt of all ſub . who had buried two and twenty

lunary Bodies , to which alone Wives, and at the ſame Time

it affords Paſſage through its a Widow who ſurvived her

imperceptible Pores , being by two and twentieth Husband :

hat Mear the moſt uſeful and theſe two the People of Rome

delightful Piece of Architecture ; conſtrain'd to marry together ;

the Beauties and Proportion after which , both men and

whereof cannot be ſeen but by Women expected which of the

Light, half of which Lattices two would dye firſt. Butthe

intercept, but Glaſs communi- Woman dying firſt, all the Men ,

cates intire; ſerving, moreover, even to the little Boys, went to

to correct the Defects of Sight her Funeral, every one with a

in old Men, by Spectacles; and Branch of Laurel in his Hand,

of the Countenance, in Look- as having obtain'd the Victory

ing glaſſes, by Means of which, over that Sex . This Queſtion

Man perfectly knows himſelf. of the Nobleneſs and Dignity

But to judgehow Glaſs maybe of the one above the other, is

malleable,we muſt know that of greater Conſequence than that

it is composid of two Subſtan- other, in which not only Wo.

ces ; the one, Earthy ; the o- men very frequently get the

ther Gummous, ſerving for Ce- better, there being more oid

ment to unite thoſe dry Parts, Women than old Men, tbrough

whoſe Connexion in any Body the many Dangers to which

whatſoever is impoſible, but Men are expos'd, and from

1

which
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which women are exempted ; Ribs. As for the Order of the

but alſo Staggs and Ravens , Creation, God, in the Producti

which live Hundreds of Years, on of mix'd Bodies, begun with

much ſurpaſs either of them. the meaneſt things, and ended

But one of the greateſt Difficul- with thenobleft. He firſt made

ties ariſing in the Diſcuſſion of the Earth and the Sea, then

this Controverſy, is , that there Plants, Fiſhes , and the other

is no Judge to be found who is Brutes. After which, he crea

not interefted in the Cauſe : ted Man, as the Maiter of all

It muſt not therefore be thought things; and laſtly, Woman, as

that the Determination of this the Maſter- piece of Nature, and

Point is of little Importance. the Model of all Perfections,

For we fhould have none of Miſtreſs of Man, ſtronger than

thoſe diſmal Feuds both in high he, as the Scripture faith ; and

and mean Families , did not conſequently Miſtreſs of all the

Women go about to command Creatures. Moreover, there is

over Men inſtead of obeying no ſort of Goods which are not

them . Now whether the Bu- found in a higher Degree in

fineſs be fairly arbitrated, or
Women than in Man. As for

whether it be yielded out of the Goods of the Body, the

Complacency to that Sox which chief of which is Beauty,Men

loves to be commended, and have therein utterly loſt the

out of Pity to its weakneſs; Cauſe ; which they will be as

upon Examination of the Rea- little able to carry in Reference

ſons of either Side, it is ſafer to the Goodsof the Mind : The

to fufpend one'sJudgment, that fame being found more vigorous,

we may neither betray our own and attaining ſooner to Matu

Sex , nor incenſe the other ; rity in Women , who ,

which , 'tis ſaid , is not ſo eaſily Account, are by the Laws ad

reconcil'd as it is offended. judg’d Puberes at twelve Years

Others are of Opinion , that of Age, and Boys not till four

the Courtſhip and Suing which teen . They commonly perform
Men make to Women, is a ta- more Actions of Virtue than

cit but ſufficient Argument of Men '; and indeed they have

the Eſteem wherein they hold more need of 'em, to withftand

them ; for we do not ſeek after the Affaults made upon their

a thing we undervalue. But Chaſtity, which is not ſo often
the Excellence of Women above found in the other Sex . They

Men is chiefly argu'd from the are acknowledg’d by all , to be

Place, the Matter, and the Or- more merciful, faithful, and

der of their Creation . For Man charitable than Men ; fo De

had not the Advantage to be veut, that the Church terms

created in the terreſtrial Para- them by no other Name ; and

diſe , as Woman had, who alſo fo patient , that God has judg'd

was produc'd out of a more them alone worthy to carry

noble Matter than he ; he be- their Children nine Month's

ing made out of the Earth , and within them ; no doubt , be

The out of one of the Man's cauſe Men had not Virtue and

Refo

upon that
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Reſolution enough for that ter being ſain in Battle. But

Office. ThePoets neverfeign’d theſe Feminine Virtues are not

but one Jupiter, that was able ſo much celebrated as thoſe of

to bear an Infant in his Body, Men , by Reaſon of the Envy

though it were but for a few which they bear to the Sex,

Months. In ſhort, there is no having ſubjected the fame to

Science or Art in which Women ſuch a Paſs, that they are en

have not excell'd ; witneſs the forc'd to ſupport all our Defects .

two Virgins, Deſroches, and de Though indeed, Women may

Gournai, the Vicounteſs of ſay to Menasa Lyon did to a

Auchi, and Juniana Morel, a Man, who ſhew'd him the

Siſter Jacobine of Avignon , Picture of a Man killing a

who underſtood fourteen Lan- Lyon ; if Lyons ( faid he)

guages ; and, at Lyons, main- were addictingto painting, you

tain'd Theſes in Philoſophy at would ſee more Men kill'd' by

the Age of Thirteen, So‘alfo Lyons, than Lyons by Men.

of old, Diotima and Aſpaſia If Women had had the ma

were ſo excellent in Philoſo- king of Laws and Hiſtories,

phy, that Socrates was not a- you would ſee more Virtues

Tham'd to go to their publick exercis'd by Women than by
Lectures; in Aftrology , Hipa- Men.

tia of Alexandria , the Wife of But tho ' 'twill be faid , that

Iſidore the Philoſopher; in O. only Men give their Opinion

ratory , Tullia , the Daughter , of this Matter, yet Women

and doubly heireſs of Cicero; ought not to alledge that it is

and Cornelia, who taught Elo- eaſie to commendthe Atheni

quence to the Gracchi her Sons; ans in the City of Athens ;

in Poetry, Sappho, the Inven- fince God himſelf has paſs'd

treſs of Saphick Verſes; and a Decree upon them in theſe

the three Corynna, of whom words, The Woman ſhall be ſub

the firſt overcame Pindar, the ject to the Man. And 'tis to no

Prince of Lyrick Poets , five purpoſe to ſay, that it was 0

.times ; and in Painture, Irene therwiſe before the firſt Sin,

and Calypſo, in the days of Varro, and that Subjection was im.

If there have been Prophets, pos’d on the Woman for a

there have alſo been Prophe Puniſhment; ſeeing the Pu

teſſes and Sybils; yea, they niſhment of the Serpent, that

were Virgins of old , that ren- he thould creep upon the Earth ,

der'd the Oracles at Delphos. does not preſuppoſe that he

In brief, if there have been caus'd Man to ſin by the means

war-like Men , there have been of his Wife ; but indeed , God

Amazons too, who have ſhew'd converted that into a Penaity

that Valour is not ſolely to be which before was natural to

found in Men. And, in our him . The ſame ought to be

days there have been Maidens ſaid concerning the Woman ,

who have fought very coura- who was no leſs ſubject to the

givuſly, whoſe Sex was not Man before than after his Sin.

known till they were ſtript af- Moreover, after God had ta
ken
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ken the Woman out of Adam's thirty. The Male is fully

fide, ( whence , they ſay, it form'd in thirty days, but the

happens that their Heads are Female only in forty two. The

fo hard ) he did not ſay the Males have life at the ſeventh

was good, as hehad pronouncd Month, but Females not till

all the reſt of his Creatures. the ninth ; as if Nature hid

And to get Adam to marry her, her Fault as long as the could.

there was no other Expedient The Females have leſs Vigour
found but to caſt himn into a in all their Adions, becauſe leſs

Sleep ; no doubt, becauſe, had Heat ; which appears in that
he been awake, he wouldhave they are never ambidextrous,

been much puzzl’d to reſolve as ſome Men oftentimes are.
upon it. so that they who Now, if in ſome Species of A.

conſidering, on one side, the nimals, the Females have the

Uſefulneſs of that Sex for Advantage above Males, as Ty

the Preſervation of the Species greffes, Lyoneſſes, and she

of Men, and on the other, wolves, it is in Fierceneſs; and

the Miſchiefs whereof it is the therein we alſo yield to Wo.

Cauſe , have not ill determin’d men. But what more compe

when they term'd Woman a tent Judge amongſt Men can

Neceffary Evil ; to which Men they find, than Solomon who

are addicted, by natural In- try'd ſo many, and inquires,

ftinct, for the general Good, who can find a wiſe Woman ?

and to the Prejudice of the And who, after he had com

Particular ; juſt as Water par'd them to the bottomleſs

aſcends upwards, contrary to Pit, concludes that all Wicked

its own Nature, for the eſchew- neſs is ſupportable, provided it
ing of Vacuity. Woman is be not the Wickedneſs of a

an imperfect Animal, whom Woman ; yea , that theWicked

Plato queſtion'd whether he neſs of a Man is better than

ſhould not rank among the ir- the Goodneſs of a Woman.

rational, and whom Ariſtotle Laſtly, the middle Opinion

terms a Monſter. They who is, thatevery Thing is elteem

treat her moſt gently , itile her ed according to its Author,

a fimple Error of Nature ; Structure, and Compoſition , the

which through the Deficiency Means it makes uſe of, the

of natural Heat , could not at. Manner, how it employs the

rain the making of a Male- ſame, and its End. Now Man

Women big with Female Chil- and Woman having the ſame
dren , more diſcolour'd , Author, God, and being com

have their Taſte deprav’d , and pos'd almoſt of the fame Parts,

uſually lift up their left Leg it remains to enquire what
firſt, as it were for an Evidence means both the one and the

of that ſiniſter Conception . other makes uſe of for attain

In the Old Teſtament they ing their End, which is Hap

who were deliver’d of a Fe- pineſs. It is certain that the

male were unclean for ſixty being either Man or woman ,

days ; if of a Male, but makes neither of 'ein good or

bad

are
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bad , handſome or deform'd, Cauſe of the Nobleneſs orAbjecte

noble or infamous, happy or neſs of Man and Woman in the

unhappy . There are found of Sex , ſeek it where it is nor.

both forts in either Sex. As , ' Tis not the being a Man or

to begin in Paradiſe, the eleven a Woman that makes noble or

thouſand Virgins alone ſhew ignoble ; ' tis the being an ex

that the Feminine Sex has as cellent Man or an excellent Wo

good a Share therein as Men . man. For as they are miſtaken .

In Thrones, Semiramis, Thomiris, who impute ſome Vice or Vir,

many Queens and Empreffes tue to a whole Province, be

have manifeſted, that women cauſe to be vicious or virtuous

as well know how to command are perſonal Things; the ſame

as Men ; Iudith cutting off the ought to be ſaid concerning

Head ofHolofernes, and the Maid Man or woman, who are Ciri

ofOrleans,having thewn thatMen zens of the whole world ; either

alone were not couragious, and of whom taken in general, has

fit for martial Archievements. nothing in themſelves but what

In brief, there is no kind of is very decorous, good and per

Performances, in which Exam- fect, and conſequently very no

ples are not to be found both of ble, as proceedingfrom anAu

Men and Women , who have thor who communicated to

acquitted themſelves well there. them what Perfection and No.

in . In Oeconomy, or the Ma- bleneſs was reſpectively requi

nagement of a Family , if ſome ſite. If there be any Defect, it

Men are the Maſters, there are proceeds from the individual

found Women too who having Perſon, and ought no more to

the Supremacy, perform ſo well, be attributed to the Sex than

that the Men cannot complain . to the Species .

Wherefore they who ſeek the

Queft. There is a Book lately come forth, call'd , The Scripture

Line of Time, from the firſt Sabbath to the Great Sabba

tiſm of the Kingdom of Chriſt, by Tho. Beverly ; which doubt.

leſs you have ſeen, wherein he pretends to the Impulſes of the

Spirit in finding out the Line of Time, Times, and half Time, by

the Help of which having found it out, as be verily believe , he

is very poſitive,that this great Sabbasiſm will take effect in the
Year , 1697

Time, Times, and half Time.

he imagines time to be divided as Geometricians di- 2
Years,

vide a Circle, viz. into 360 Degrees.

And fo- -Time, he expounds to be 360

Times, he expounds to be iwice 360 , viz . 720

Half Time to be the half of 360 , viz . iso

&

di }

-

All which amounts to

Сс

1260
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1260

437

He makes this Time, Times, and half Time to be the

duration of the Apoſtaſie from the Faith, viz .

from its Purity, which be reckons to begin Anno

Chriſt. 437. which Epocha, being added to be
1260 Years makes 1697 .

The Time when the Rorniſh Power began to come in

to its half Time, he makes to be in Luther's

i'sDays, viz .

1697

Anno 1517

add 180

1697

so that the half Time beginning then, there muſt be

180 Years added to the 1517, the Product is

1697 .

Anſw . ' Tis a new kind of Expoſition, and there's as much

or more Probability in it, than any we have yet met with.
We can return no other Anſwer but this, that time will be the

beſt Expoſitor, and ' tis very great Odds, but the Querift and

many Millions inore now alive will ſee the iſſue,

Gentlemen , Queſt. 6. Whyis the Morning

I deſire your judgment in your Sun 4 Means of accelerating.

Oracleupon thefollowing Queries Growth in Plants, and ofripening

with as much speed and Clear- Fruits more than the Afternoon ?

nefs as may be . Queft. 7. What is the Resfon

Queft. 1. What is to be un- that there are Tears of Jay ?

derſtood by Creature in the eighth Queft. 8. Wby do the Vapors

Chap. of St. Paul's Epiſtle to the of Charcoals induce a Faintnefs ?

Romans, and 19 , 20, 21 Ver- And why so dangerous and de

ſes ? How do they expect and ſtructive in a cloſe Room as they

wait for the Manifeſtation of are ?

the Sons of God, and in what Anſw . 1. The Meaning of

Senſe, llall they be delivered the place according to the beſt

from the Bondage of Corruption Interpreters is no more than

into the glorious Liberty of the this , that whereas Adam by his

Sons of God ? Sin has ſubjected not only his

Queſt. 2. Whether Heaven be Pofterity, but irrational Crea.

promiſed to a certain Number of tures (which ,he was created
Perſons ? Lord of) to Bondage, Slavery,

Queft . 3. Whether Baptiſm be Corruption and Death, the3

A Means of Regeneration ? Timeſhallcome when they ſhall

Queſt. 4. Whether there ben be freed again ; to wit, when

Poſſibility of final Aportacy from Sin is no more committed, and

a State of Grace ? that good Men don't only ex

Queft. 5. Why the greateſt pect and groan for this Time,

Ermity ſometimes ſucecerts the but the Pain and Corruption of

greateſt Friendſhip and Amiry ? the Creature does ( as it were )

plead
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plead for a Delivery, an elegant oblig'd himſelf by Promiſe to

way of expreſſingthe deep senſe aflift him . Io him that has, it

of any thing, when we ſay, that shall be given , and he mall bave

even inſenſiblethings perceive it. more abundantly; butfrom him

Anſw.2. God knows what that hath not ſhallbetaken away,

the Number of the Saved will even that hebath. This Text

be, but we can meet with no is ſufficient to obviate all ſuch

ſufficient Text that tells us the Queries as this . And now after

Number is limited , and can't all, if a Man has not a free
be otherwife. Will given him to do ſome

Anſw . 3. No, only a sign ofit . thing of himſelf in order both

Anſw . 4. We read of ſuch as to Salvation and Damnation

have fallen from Grace, have ' too, Rewardsand Puniſhments

made shipwrackof Faith, and a are in vain ; if there's abſolute

good Conſcience, and therefore Predeſtination to Salvation or

we can't believe Grace irrefifta . Damnation, there's no need of

ble. We know that ſome have Preaching , Praying , or any

more Means offer'd them than thing elſe ; but ſince we can't

others, and God may ſometimes properly give any morethan our

cauſe a ſtrange Conerſion ; Opinion here, we will reſerve

and ſometimes give Perſons a further and larger Diſcourſe

quickly over to a reprobate upon this Subject in our next

Mind, but the general Courſe twelve Numbers, and we hope
of his Providence, is to give all ſuch as it will maintain the

ſufficient Means; to turn thoſe Juſtice, ſo it won't at all dero

over to the Power of Satan that gate from the Grace of God.
abuſe his Means, and to give Anſw . 5. Becauſe the oppor

more Means to ſuch as make tunities which their Freedom ,

Uſe of what they have, the and Converſe gives 'em , laid

Scripture is ſo plain in this 'em more open to one another's

Point, that we need not run to Abuſes, whereas other perſons

hard Places to confound our that are Strangers to their Breaſts

ſelves, He that Believeth and is cou'd have nothing to ſay a

Baptized wall be ſaved, and he gainſt them , or at leaſt not
that Believeth not fall be Dam. halt ſo much .

med. ifshe wicked Man turneth Anſw . 6. Becauſe the fallen

away, &c. He shall Live, if the Dewhelps it , which is exhald

Righteous, & c. He ſhall Die. It's before the Afternoon.

commonly objected, Grace , Re. Anſw . 7. ' Tis already an

pentance, c. is not in our ſwer'd .

Power ; we anſwer, but the Anſwer. 8. It ſubtilizes thein

Means of Repentance are in our clos'd Air, lo much (tho' by

Power, as Examination , Confi- Degrces ) that a Man can no

dering, or , or eife we are not more live in it than Water.

Men ; hence St. John the Bap- We cou'd bring a great many

tiſt ſays, Bring forth Fruits meet ſad Inſtances of the Effects it

for Repentance Let a Man do has had , but our Room will not

what he is able, and God has perinit us to enlarge.
Сҫ ? Questo
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Hehasthrewitinto a rien THIS Evening the rich oid

Queft. I am so far fatisfied the Poffibility of the Gentleman's

with your sincerity and integrity performing what the Lady defores

in unrying all thoſe Gordian ofhim in the latter End ofher

Knots which you have met with Letter : You are deſired tofasisfie

in your Progreſs of freeing Learn their Curiofiry, and that it may

ing from theSlavery of Obſcurity be in your next Saturday's Mer

and Intricacy, thatIwas perſua. cury; they are aſhamed to preſs

ded to trouble you for your Opic youto the Performance of is in jo

nion concerningCharms, becauſe litile Time, nor would have been

I met with a Story of a German guilty of ſo much Rudenefs, were

Emperor, who by Means of a Ring they not neceffitated by their

which he always wore, ' was ſo going a long Journey the next

wholly given up to his Miſtreſs, Week, and ſo jould have been de

that he could not leave her when prived of the Satisfaction of your

She was dead, until the Ringwas Anſwer ?

taken off by a Bimep who enjoyed

the Favours imaginable, sill glut- Honoured Sir ,

ted he , Here will be

which was the Emperor's chief this

Delight to walk by till his dying Fellow I told you of, worth

Day: Pray your opinion of the 40000 l. therefore if you have

Ingredients, and bywhat Means anyLove for myPerlon , orRe

they have ſo great Force over our fpe &t for my Preferment, be

Mind ? The Queſtion is not of there by ſeven a Clock. Dreſs

much Weight, yet the reſolving your ſelf as fine as poſſible you

of it will be a great Satisfaction can, and brisk your blood with

a moderate Glaſs: Approach

Anw. We have already an- me with that Decency that be.

ſwer'd ſeveral Queſtions of this comes a Gentleman, and when

Nature, and ſhow'd that ſuch youmake Love, do it with all

a Thing, morally ſpeaking, is the Delicacy of Expreſſion which

abſolutely impoſſible, (ſee our your Wit can invent, or your

late Anſwer about Taliſmans.) Eloquence utter, but with the

All Things whateverof this Na- Diſtance and Regard, as if I

ture, are either ſugglings, Impo- were an Angel from Heaven;

fitions upon the ignorant, or but have a ſpecial Careof over

elſe a Deluſion of the Devil , doing it, and when it is his

who makes uſe of other natu- Turnto ſpeak, makeſilentLove

ral Means to work upon the Su- in ſoft Sighs, and languiſhing

perſtition of ſuch as believe it Looks . Stay not too long, that

immediately done by Charms, e- by theOpportunity of your Ab

ven as a Juggler fays, Blow here, fénce I may remark what Im

preſto, be gone, &c. only fora diſ. preſſions the Frights of a new

guiſe to a naturai and eaſie Con- Rival has madeupon bis Breaft,

veyance. for a Spur of this Nature may

Queſt. The incloſed is the Co- quicken his Speed. This I call

py of a better thatwas found in honeſt Policy, nor can I ſee any
St Martin's Church. Some shat Evil in the Deſign .

bave ſeen it, do not underſtand Dear

to me .
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Dear Sir, you know Matri- bour's Wife, we mayn't . Covet

mony is a ſacred Tye, and our Neighbour's Wife. The Af.

therein I muſt be faithful: but fection Thou'd be pure and inno

if this Projea takes, let the cent, as was thatof the Primi
delicious Man aſſure himſelf he tive Chriſtians in their Kiſs of

can ask nothing on this Side Peace, and if either the Cauſe

that Obligation , which ſhall or Effect ofwhat's mention'd be

not be granted with all the otherwiſe, we ought to forbear
Warmth which Love and Gra- it .

titude can beſtow ; but remem- Queſt. Whether a Lady being

ber that I am a Maiden, and that in Lovewith any Man, it be law

be who ſteals Sweet-meats muſt ful for herto ask his Conſent ?
always leave the Cloſet-door as Anſw . Yes , yes, poor Crea

faſt as he found it, and an Artiſt ture, it's hard to ftarve out of

at a Picklock can do his Buſineſs Civility, for want of asking

without ſpoiling the Wards. Meat when we are hungry:

But if ſhe has no Friend in the

Anſw . The Queſtion is to re- World to ſpeak a good Word for

ſolve , How her Gallant could her, if the can't fo much as

perform the latter part of ihe write neither , let her ſhow

Queſtion : To which we An- him the Athenian Mercury, Vol .

ſwer, by forbearing any Attack 5. N. 13. Qu .6. and that's

upon the Fort, till the has got á much handſomer way than

the old rich Commander in it: downright coming to the Point,

For the words, nothing on this as thoſe are accounted more

fide that Obligation , ſeem to be Genteel Beggars , who trudge

reſtrictive, and bind not on the about with their Papers and

other Side the obligation. As Recommendations, than ſuch as.

for picking of Locks, & c. ' tis a ply in Bedlam Walks, with Pray

nice ſort of Felony, which we Mr.- for God's Sake beſtow the

deſire to be excus'dfrom fitting Gift of one Farthing.

Judges on ; only thus much, if Queſt. I deſire the ſpeedy Ano

to the Words, i am 4 Maiden , ſwer of this queſtion : Five

were added the Emphatick now, Years ago I marry'd a Gentlewo
the Riddle is made plain . man only for her Vertue and Bear.

Queſt. Whether it be lawful ty , which me yet retains to the

for a marry'd Man to kiſs his higheſt Degree. A Friend to us

Neighbour's Wife, out of real both beingvery melancholly, and

Reſpect and Affection ? near raving mad with Diſorder of

Antw . Yes undoubtedly , out Mind, I preſs'd to know the Oc

of Reſpectnone will deny, and cafion ; he tells me heis paffio

if not real, ſo much the worfe, nately in Love with my Wife, and

out of Affection too , for we are without Enjoyment Mall lay vio

to Love our Neighbour. ' Tis lent Hands on himſelf, becauſe

Tò mangiov, no. Sex excepted ,or bis Torment ſeems inſupportable :

mention'd; but it muſt be an Conſidering he is my Friend, I

honeſt Affection and Reſpect, ought to afif him, conſidering ſhe

cho' wemay thus Love our Neigh. ismy wife, 1 ought not ; yet I
bateСс 3
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have given my Leave, and the tho we doubt Bedlam won'a

purely to oblige me, yields, tho' not be ſo fit for him as Bride

with much Reluctancy, and de- well.

fores it may be deferr'd till we Queſt. Whether Chrift des

have your opinion. Whether it ſcended actually into Hell, or

be a Sin in one, or all three, and whether Hell in the Creed be

if a Sin, as undoubtedly it muſt, taken for the Grave ?
whether it's not better to com . Anjw . Theſe are two Que

mit it, than for our good friend ftions fufficiently diſtinct from

to uſe Violence, being the former each other. That Chriſt did

may be repented of , but the late actually deſcend into Hell is true,

ter, according to Holy Writ, or elſe our Creed muſt be falſe

muſt behisinevitableDamnation ? which aſſerts it. But ſince

Anſw . If ever a Story had neither that nor our Articles

the Air of a Romance, this expreſs what they mean by the

certainly has, . ( and indeed word Hell, leaving it only in

there's a Novel extant much, Æquilibrio, and great Men are

like it . ) But if really truc, extremely divided in their O

ſure they are all three raving pinions concerning it ,

mad as well as one of ' em , don't think fit to conclude any
for that's the moſt charitabie thing poſitively in the Mat

Opinion we can have of the ter, only giving the different

Marrer : It's plain the Man is Opinions, with their Rea

no fool that writ the Letter, fons. Some interpret Hell

and yet we can hardly think only of the Grave, and it's

one who wou'd be ſuch a Como ſure enough as they tell us,

tented Beaſt, cou'd be capa- that both the Greek, Latin , and

ble of writing at that rate; Hebrew Words Hades, Scheol,

therefore we rather ſuſpect and Inferi, do fignifie either the

'twas the Spark himſelf, or the State of the Dead, or the

cunning Somewhat of a Wife place of the Damned , which

that indited it. But if there might eaſily be confounded ,

he any Thing of Sincerity or it being a common Opinion ,

Truth in the Buſineſs, (ſince as and perhaps a true one, that

to his Wife's admired Virtue Hell is in the Center of the

we muſt beg his Pardon ) we Earth. Nay, even our Engliſh

anſwer what ſure none doubt Word Hell may bear the fame

hut themſelves, that ſuppoſing Signification, being deriv'd from

the Sparkin any Halteor Ne the old Saxon Hell, to cover.

ceflity of killing himſelf, Thoſe who take Hell for the

which it ſeems he isnot, for Grave, tell us that 'tis only

he can ſtay ftill he hears our an Explanation , ( tho' a dark

Anſwer , better he ſhou'd do ſo, one ) or rather indifferent Ex

than all ' Three be guilty of preſſion of that Phraſe, dead

wilfully pondred Adultery, a and buried, ſince 'twas not in

damning Sin as well as Mur- the old Roinan Creed, as Runnus

sher . If he's really ſo mad as affirms, nor is it in the Nicene,

repreſented , get him chain'd, only he ſuffer'd , and was bury'd
and
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and the third Day he roſe again , to be father ſatisfied about
and in that which we call the 'em , máy ſee a full Anſwer to

Athanaſian , who ſuffer'd for it in vol.2 . N. 8. Queft. 1 .

our Salvation, defcended into Bat the formal Diference of

Hell, the third Day, & c . with. Spirits is yet a higher Task ,.

out any mention of his Burial, and if it cou'd be found out

which ſeems to imply the ſame by Study , 'twou'd deſerve ſome

thing was made by both . And Time; but ſince the Queſtion

of this Opinion generally are is not reſolvable by Humanity,
our Proteſtant Divines. The we may refrain our Searches,

other is, that he actually de- nay tho ' an Angel ſhould come

Scended into the place of the and dictate the solution, iç

Damned; and thus they inter- wou'd be unintelligible to us ;

pret his deſcending into the all that we can lay in An,
lower Parts of the Earth , his fwer to it , is this , that as it

then Spoiling Principalities and cannot be reſolv’d, ſo we can

Powers, and his preaching to the give our Reaſons why it can..

Spirits in Priſon ; and of this not ; 1. Becauſe a spirit is nos
Opinion are all the Catholicks, to be defin'd. 7. Becauſe 4

( thinking it favours Purga: Spirit is immaterial . Wliat a

tory , tho' they're extremely Spirit is, we know not, we
miftaken in the Conſequence ) can as well repreſent it by a

and alſo many famous Divines Thought as any thing elſe ; but

of our own Communion . ſeeing we are ignorant of its

Queſt. What is the formal very Being, its very ridiculous

Difference of one Spirit from ano- to aſſign the Modifications of

ther, or what individuates 'em '? what we know not . Again , the

Anſw . If we ſhou'd go a- Words Form and individuation

bout to tell every Body what neceſſarily ſuppoſe Matter , but

we mean by Individuation, per- à Spirit being immaterial can

haps we ſhou'd leave'em more in not be ty'd to ſuch Terms as

the dark than we found 'em ; are adapted to Matter. Hence

however, ſince Definitions are when we ask , what is the for .

abſolutely neceſſary in all ab- mal Differenceof one spirit from
frufe Notions, we ſhall do it not another, or what individuares

only for the Satisfaction of ſuch 'em, ris altogether as impro

as can underſtand it, but allo per as to ask , What is the A4 .

for a clearer light in the pre- dibility of sapors, or the Viſi

ſent Queſtion : Individuation bility of sounds ? or plainer

( then is ) the Unity of any yet,whatcan that be which is

thing with it ſelf , or that impoffible to be ?

whereby any thing is what it is . Queft. My Wife kept Compa

The Definition indeed is ſome- gythree months with an ill Man,

thing dark , but we having al- by whom he received an injury,

ready run thro the different but revealing of it to me I freely
Orders of vifible Beings , and forgave her, Spar'd no coſt for a

confider'd Individuation in 'em "Chyrurgeon, and kept it private

all ; any one that has a mind which Clemency,feinſulied over ,

Сс + an
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and ſtillkept himCompany abroad, ſeller, we'll aſſiſt you fur:

nay when I found it out by un- ther.

doubted Witneſſes, ſhe again and Queſt. Are there Mathemati

again denied "it ; this incens'd cians of your society, and if a

me againſt any farther Reconcili. Queſtion in Algebra ſhould be

ation, and being willing to part propoſed; would you anſwer it

with her privately, I gave her Analitically?

shree Day's Norice to provide her Anſw . If you pleaſe to make

wearing Apparel, but me re- tryal, we'll anſwer you, or own

fus'd it till i forced her away : our Ignorance.
The next Day came two of her Queft. Whether a Perſon con

Friends to moderate the matter, cluding his private Devotions

to whom I conſented again , and with the Lord's Prayer , is toſay

received her the ſame Night, Our Father, or My Father ?

But the Day following ( being the Antw . Read John 17. 21 , 22 ,

29th of laſt January ) I was 23. and you'll be ſatisfied that

decou'd to a Breakfaft, and in my you ought to repeat Our Fa
Abſence ſhe ran away with all iher.

my Plate; I am threatned by Queſt. What is your Opinion

her Friends to be ruin'd, and do of Conjuration ?

expect to'be run in Debt by her, Anſw . There is as much

The being in Southwark , and Fault to be found with the

likewife I am afraid of a Decay exceſſive Curioſity of_thoſe,

in Trade, keeping a publick who would know all Things,
Houſe : ) I pray your Advice in as there is with the unſuffera

thisfad Calamity. ble Ştupidity of ſome others,

Anſw. The firft Thing you who are no way touch'd with

do put her into the Gazetre, that natural Deſire of Know

declaring for Reaſons belt ledge : For astheſe latter, by

known to your ſelf, that no renouncing that Accompliſh

one give Credit to her, either ment, deprive themſelves of

as to Money or Commodities, the greateſt Satisfa &tion of Life;

as alſo give Notice that all ſo the others, being tranſport

your Creditors (if any ) do ed beyond the Limits preſcribd

forth with in ſome ſhort Time to the Mind of Man, wander

bring in all their Bills , Bonds, they know not whither, and

Obligations, & c. to whom precipitate themſelves into the

younow ſtand indebted . Al. Abyſſes of Errors and Impieties.

lo for "preventing other Mif. That of the Necromancers, who

chiefs, ſend us in the Names of boaſt, that they can command

ſuch Perſons, the place where out of their Tombsthe Souls of

they live, and their Employ, the deceas'd, that they may be
whom you ſuſpect of any ill inform’d of what they deſire

Deſign, and you ſhall hear to know, is ſo much the more
further from us. As for the enormous, as they have made

Words, or any other Advice, an Art of it, cali'd by them

if you'll come to our Book- the Black Art, or the Art of

Cog:

1
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Conjuration, a Name as ridicu. who invocate them , and for

lous as the Precepts of which the moſt Part make uſe of them

it confifts; which having no rather to compaſs the miſchie

Ground but what they derive vous Sorceries and ſuch like

from the Capricio's and fan ., Crimes which that Black Art

taftick Extravagancies of thoſe profeffes, than to procure Good

Impoſtors, they ſufficiently de- to any one; or if at any

ftroy themſelves ; ſo as there time they do any, 'tis in Or
needs nothing elſe to diſcover der to the doing of ſome great

there palpable Vanity ; no more er Miſchief afterwards, ſuch as

than there is to make appear Superftition and Idolatry ; to

the Error of thoſe, who, to which theſe. Spirits inclining
confirm that diabolical Inven- thoſe who invoke them , and

tion, maintain , there are Abun- requiring of 'em ſuch Sacrifi
dance of Effects above thoſe ces and Adorations as are , due

of Nature, which are to be at only to the Deity, it is more

tributed to Souls ſeparated from than a Preſumption, that they

their Bodies, eſpecially that of cannot be the Souis of the

foretelling things to come, and Bleſſed, but downright Devils,

informing thoſe who conſult who, transform'd into Angels

them ; it being conſider'd, of Light, impofe upon thoſe

that, beſides the Gift they have who are ſo willing to be ſe

of Science, which is common duc'd.

to them with all Spirits diſen- Some are of Opinion , that

gag'd from Matter, they have as the Employments of the De

particular inclination of do. vils are different, ſo there is a

ing good to Men, by adverti: remarkable Difference in their

fing 'em of thoſe things which · Natures, which depends princi

ſo much concern 'em . But this pally on the Places of their A

is not only abſurd in it ſelf, bode , according to which , if

but alſo impious, and contra- we may believe Orpheus, ſome

Jy to Chriſtian Faith, which of them are Celeftial or Fiery,

teaching us that there are but ſome Airy, ſome Warry, and

two Places, where theſe Souls ſome Terreſtrial and Subterrane

have their Abode, to wit, Pa- ous ; and among thoſe the Ae

radice and Hell, it is to be be- rial, to whom Plato attributes

liev'd, that thoſe of the Dam- the Invention of Magick, are

ned are far from being in a Ca- by the Students of that Art,

pacity to get out of that in accounted the moſt ingenious

fernal Priſon, to which . Di- to deceive Men, by Reaſon of

vine Juſtice hạth condemnd their more eaſie putting on the

them , to be eternally torment. groffer Parts of the Air, and

cd ; And the Bleſſed Spirits appearing under what Forms

are yet more unlikely to quit they pleaſe ; and conſequently ,

their bliſsful state and the it is not hard for them to

Joys of Paradice, wherewith aſſume that of the Bodies of

they are inebriated, to ſatisfe deceas'd Perſons, and, by that

the vain Curioſities of thoſe counterfeit Appearance, to de

ceive
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ceive the Credulity of thoſe to Saul; to whom the Holy

who are perſwaded, that, by Scripture attributing theGift of

this Art of Conjuration , they Prophecy, that Apparition was

may be oblig'd to make a par- not illubory, nor procur'd by

ticularDiſcoveryofthemſelves. the Devil affuming the shape

This was an Obſervation of of that Prophet, but certain

Ananias, in the third Book and real , in which that Holy

of the Nature of Devils , ' con- Man preſented himſelf, and,

cerning a dying Perſon who out of the Deſire he had to

preſented his Right Hand to bring that King, for whom he

ſome other, who thereupon ſometime had a great Affection,

joynd Hands with him . Norinto the way of Salvation, hé

Is this any leſs Superſtitious remonftrated to him the Judg

ihan for the ſaid two Perſons ments of God, which would

to make a mutual Promiſe, fall upon him, if he turned

that he who died firſt ſhould not from the Evil of his Ways.

appear to the Survivor, to give But laftly , there are ſome

him an Account what Condi- who conclude, 'That tho' there

tion he is in ; ſince in theſe be nothing but Confuſion a

Apparitions, it is always to be mong the Evil Spirits, yet is

fear'd, that they are the Evil there to be imagin'd a certain

Spirits, whoſe main Deſign is Order in their Nature, and

to feduce them that affumé ſuch a Subordination among

their Places , and do appear in them , that there are superi

ſtead of thoſe whom we think ours and Inferiours, whereof

ſome have a Sovereignty over

Others again think, 'tis not others. Hence it comes that

to be accounted ſtrange that among the Magicians, who

the Souls of the deceas'd, håv. have unbäppily ingag'd in theiç

ing a Remembrance of thoſe Service, who have given up
with whom they convers'd in their Names to a ſuperiour

this Life, and to whom they Hierarchy , force the others tá

are ſtill link'd by ſome Tieof obey them , and may exerciſe

Affection , as was the Rich the fame Superiority over the

Man in Hell towards his living Spirits of a lower Claſs, as

Brethren, ſhould alſo have an in- their Mafter can . It is to theſe

clination to affift them as much Regent or principal Magicians,

as they can . It may therefore that ſome would attribute the

be inferr’d , that, with the Per. Privilege of calling up the

miſion of God , they do ap- Souls of the Dead, and , for

bear , when they are earneſtly want of them , the Evil Spi

întreated to do it . For, not rits of inferiour Order,

to ſpeak of Mofes and Elias, whom they ſhew to thoſe who

who appear’d on Mount Tabor, conſult them ; or when they

the day of the Transfigura. cannot do that , they think it

tion ; the Prophet Jeremyand enough to procure an Appear

Onias appear'd to Judas Maco ance of Spectres and Shades,
cabeus, as the Soul of Samuel by that curled Art of Conjura

we ſee.

an

tion,
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tion , diſtinguiſh'd for that rea- there being nothing they

ſon into Necromancy and Scio- thought more contraryto thoſe

mancy, whereof the former Spirits of Darkneſs , than the

'makes the Dead appear, or ra . Light of the Day, and eſpeci

ther Devils, with their very ally the Riſing of the Sun.

Bodies, and their Clothes and Thence it proceeded, that Ho

other Marks, which they had mer ſent his Ulyſſes into obſcure

during their being here : The Places , to conſult the Soul of

other thews only Phantaſms, Tirefias ; and Virgil makes Æ

which have ſome Reſemblance neas deſcend under ground, to

of them, yet make a Shift learn of the Sibyl what he had
to anſwer their Questions who to do. The Poets alſo have

cometo enquire of them . And feign'd that Orpheus deſcend

whereas the whole Myftery is ed into Hell, to fetch thence

full of Impoftures, they omit his wife Eurydice ; and the

nothing that may cauſe Ter- Hiſtory of Pauſania tells us,

rors, that fo Mens Spirits be- that, to appeaſe the Ghoſt of

ing prepoſſeſs'd , they might Cleonica, whom he had kill'd

give thecredit thereto . It was by Miſtake, and for which Ac

the Opinion of ancient Paga . he was continually tormented

niſm , which firſt exercis'd this in the Night Time, he offer'd

Art, that the Souls of the ſome ſuch Sacrifices to it in an

Dead might be evocated , by obſcure Place call'd Heraclea ;

pouring on the Ground Wine, where having appear'd to him ,

Milk, and Honey, and mixing ſhe told him , that he ſhould

it with the Blood of certain be delivered out of all his

Animals newly killd ; the En- Sufferings as ſoon as he were

trails whereof, being ſtill hot, return'd into Lacedemonia ; as

were afterwards carried three accordingly he was, having

ſeveral times about two Altars, been there farv'd to Death

garnih'd with three black or with Hunger in the Temple of

blue Fillets, and a Cyprus. But Pallas , where he had taken

when they were perſwaded Sanctuary, to avoid the Fury of

that thoſe souls of the de: his Fellow Citizens, by whom

ceas'd which they calld Manes, he was purſu'd .

were incens'd againſt 'em , they Queſt. Pray , Gentlemen , what

appeas'd them with black are your Thoughts of Natural

Victims, caſting their Entrails Magick ?

dipp'd in Oyl , into a Fire laid Anw. Natural Magick has

on their Şepulchres made of degenerated extreamly in theſe

ſuch Trees as bear no Fruit ; laft Ages, wherein it is grown

gave themIncenſe, caft Wine as execrable, even to the very

with the Hollow of the Hand, Name of it, as it was honoura

and exercis'd ſuch Ceremonies ble at the Beginning; as thoſe

as for the moft Part were ridic of Tyrant and Sophiſt were

culous ; which alſo were come heretofore Denominationsgene

monly perform d at Mid-night, rally efteemid, but now are ab

and in ſubterraneous Places, borr’d . The ill Uſe which ſome

.

>

bave
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have made of it is the true Notice of the Birth of his son ;

Cauſe of this Treatment of Na-' there being no rational Ground

tural Magick, which they have to imagine they were down
filled with Vanities andImpo- right Magicians, as Theophy

ftures, whereas it is in it ſelf lact conceiv'd in his Commen

not only the Nobleft, but alſo taries upon Saint Matthew

the moſt Ancient of all the Sci. At leaſt this is certain , that,

ences . For it is conceiv'd to after the Adoration of our Sa.

have begun above four Thou- viour, they abſolutely

fand years ſince in Egypt, un- nounc'd that diabolical Ma

der Zoroaſter the Grandſon of gick , if it be ſuppoſed they

Noah, whence it was ſpread a . had any Tincture of it before.

mong the Babylonians, the For as to this latter, which is

Chaldeans, and the Perſians, grounded upon ſome Compact

among whom the Magi were with the Devil, who thereby

in ſo great Authority, that , obliges himſelf to do tranſcen

with the Myſteries of Religi- dent Things for him with

on, they were intruſted with whom he bath contracted, be

the Civil Government, and the ing a kind of Idolatry, it is

Conduct and Tuition of the generally abhorr'd and con

Kings, who were never admit- demn’d by all, ſince it makes

ted to the Crown , till they had uſe of Pernicious Means to at

been fully inſtructed in that tain its End, which is ever

Diſcipline. By this it was bad . But ſuch is not the O

that Orpheus and Amphion came ther, whoſe End, and the Means

to be to powerful , as to draw it employs to compaſs it , being

Brute Beaſts and Stones after good and lawful, there is no

them , and hereby King Solo. Doubt but it may be lawfully

mon came to be the Wiſeft of ufed . Beſides, as Pſellus and

all Men ; and , laitly, by the Proclus, two Perſons well skilld

Study of this, Apollonius Tya . in theſe Matters, have very

neus, Pythagoras, Socrates, and well obſerv'd, this laſt Kind,

the other Sages of Antiqui . callid Natural Magick , is only

ty , acquir’d the Eſteem they an exact and perfect Know

were in. But what adds much ledge of the Secrets of Nature ;

to the Recommendation of it, by Means whereof, confe

is, that by its Means the three quent to the Obſervations

Magi or Wiſe Men in the Gof- which ſome eminently curious

pel, who were Kings, Came Perſons make of the Motions

from the Eaſt, where this Sci- of the Heavens, and the In

ence flouriſhed; having found fluences of the Stars , with

out that the Star which they the Sympathies and Antipa

ſaw , being different from all thies which are almoſt in all

the others, yet no Meteor fublunary Bodies , they apply

kindled by ſome Natural Cauſe, things fo juftly one to another,

extraordinary Sign and with ſuch an exact Confia

which God was pleas'd to make deration of Time , Place ; Man

appear to them, to give 'em per and Proportion , that they

work

was an
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as

work prodigious Effects : of the Romans, who beſieg'd

Which, the more credulous, the City of Saragoſſa where he

and ſuch as are ignorant of then was; the wooden Dove of

the Correſpondence between Archytas, which flew up and

theſe Effects and their Cauſes, down with the other Doves ;

look upon as Miracles and En- as did the little Birds of Boë

chantments. Such tius made of Copper, which had

thoſe of the Magicians of Pha this further Advantage , that

raob, who could turn their they could fing melodioufly ;

Rods into Serpents , make the as could alſo thoſe which the

Rivers of Egypt red as Blood, Emperor Leo caus’d tobe made .

and fill the whole Country of Gold ; Malleable Glaſsy and

with Frogs, but were not able ſuch other admirable Effects of

to go any further, to imitate this Art, for that Reaſon call'a

the other Miracle of Moſes, by Hero, Thaimaturgica. Thoſe

which they were fore'd to ac- which it produces by Illuſion

knowledge wrought by the and juggling, depend on ſome

Finger of God. Nor are the Slightneſs of nd, and cozen.

Effects of Artificial Magick ing Tricks, ſuch as are us'd by

leſs wonderful, not only in Re. the Profeſſors of Legerdemain ,

ſpect of its Predictions obſerva-' to delude our Senſes, and make

ble in Judiciary Aftrology, A. Things appear otherwiſe than

griculture, Medicine, the Art they are. Such a Performance

of Navigation , and others , was thatmention'd by Jofephus,

grounded upon very proba- in the xviii . Book of his Anti

ble Conjectures, but alſo of quities, uſed by that falle Mel

its Operations, as well true fias, Barchochabus, who to gain

as falle, or illuſory. The true himſelf the Eſteem of the true

ones are grounded on the one, had the Knack of vomit

Principles of the Mathema- ing Flames of Fire out of his

ticks, eſpecially on thoſe of Mouth as he ſpoke, by means

the Mechanicks, which are the of a lighted Piece ofTow ,which

nobleſt and moſt neceſſary Part he could order as occaſion ſerv'd ;

thereof, and on which depend which Trick , another Impoſtor

all the Water- Engines , Ma- ſhew'd more cleverly , by means

chines moving of themſelves , of a Nutſhell fillid with Brim

and other Inventions where- ſtone and Fire. And it is a

with the Ancients wrought Thing now generally known ,

ſuch Effects as were accounted that by certain Artifices no way

miraculous . Such as that Man's diabolical , one may make a

Head of Braſs made by Albertus' Company ofPeople ſitting at the

Magnus, which fram'd an arti- Table look as if they were dead ,

culate Man's Voice, in Imita- or like ſo many Tawny-moors;

tion of that of Memnon ; the nay , if we believe Pliny, in the

glazen Sphere of Archimedes, xxviii . and xxxv . Books of his

the Motions whereof naturally Hiſtory, they may be made to

repreſented thoſe of the Cele- look as if they had the Heads of

ftial Orbs ; his Burning glaſſes, Affes or Horſes.

wherewith he burnt the Fleet

were

There
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There are ſome who think, the order which God obſerves

That, according to the Doctrine for the Good of his Church and

of Paganiſm , re-advanc'd ſince the Furtherance of our Salva

the Light of Chriſtianity by the tion , there are divers Gifts,

Marcionites and the Manichees, luch as thoſe of Knowledge,

as there were two Gods, one Healing, working of Miracles,

called Oromazus, the Author of Prophecying, Speakingofſtrange
all Good, who was the Sun ; Languages, and the like ; all

the other, Arimanes, Author of which do notwithſtanding de

al! Miſchief; fo there were two pend on thefameSpirit of God ,

kindsof Magick, whereofone, who diſpenſes them according

conſiſtingof an exa& Knowledge to his good Pleaſure : So the

and Application of things in or. Devil, who endeavours to imi

der to a good End, is commend tate the Works of God, does

able, and known by the ſimple the like, in the Diſtribution of

Denomination ofMagick , which thoſe Talents, which he com

they affirm to be anInvocation municatesto his Inſtruments, to

of thote Genii, ' who are employ them upon different

Guardians and Benefactors, in Occaſions, the betterto accom

order to the procuring of ſome modate himſelf to the Diver

good either to our felvesor 0. ſity of their Inclinations, whom

thers: The other called Man- he would abuſe, which is his

gania, which they exerciſed by principal Deſign . He furniſhes

the Invocation of the bad Genii thoſe whoſe reſtleſs Curioſity

or Damons, wasevercondemnd will needs know things to

as pernicious, as having no 0- come, with Oracles and Pre

ther Deſign than to do Miſchief dictions : he entertains the Vain

by Sorceries and Witchcraft. with Impoftures and Illuſions;

And though the Grounds of the Envious with Charms and

that Do & rine are contrary to Sorceries ; the Revengeful, and

the Truth of Chriſtian Faith , yet ſuch as are inclin'd to ſuch im

fince it aſſures us that there are placable Paſſions, are ſuggeſt

good and bad Angels , which ed with all the miſchievous

were the Genii of Paganiſm ; Contrivances, which that per

there is ſome Probability, that verſe Spirit is at all Times ready

as theſe laſt incline us to Ido- to teach any who are deſirous

latry , Superftition , and other to be his Diſciples, to whom

Impieties, to divert us from the the Practice of his Inſtructions

Worſhip of the true God, by prove as fatal, as they are ia

the Study of the Black Art; ſo iended to be to thoſe, againſt

is it the main Bulineſs of the whom they are employ'd.

Former, by a Diſcovery of the Quest. Havingread of the Ca

Secrets of Nature, which is the bala, and Cabaliſtical Learning

white and natural Magick, to among the Jews, pray let me

incline us to an Acknowledge- know what is your opinion of

mene of the Author of it . In it ?

like Manner, as we find, ac- Anſw . In Order to judge of

cording to the Apoſtle, that, in the Cabala, ' tis requifite to know

what
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.

:

what the Philoſophy of the Sound, tranſmits the fame to

Jews was. As the Stoicks, Pe. the Imagination ; and the eſti

ripateticks, Pyrrhonians, and mative Faculty judges thereof

other Philoſophers, had their simply as Beaſts would do :,

peculiar Sects ; Tis divided afterwards the Judgment appre

commonly into thatof Things, hends the Effence of the Sound,

and that of Words or Names. Reaſon ſearches the cauſes there

The firſt is calld by the Ráb- of, and the Intellect"confiders

bins Bereſchit, the ſecond Mer them . But laſtly, the Under

cana. That which Treats of ſtanding or Mens, call’d by the

things, by the 'Cabaliſts call'd Cabaliſts Ceter, that is, a Crown

Sephiroch , that is to ſay, Num . (by way of Excellence) recei

bers or Knowledges ( for with , viog Light from on high, irradi

them , to number and to know ates the Intellect, andthis all

are almoſtſynonymous) is either the other Faculties. And theſe

Philoſophical or Theological. are the Degrees of cabaliſtical

The Philoſophical comprehends Knowledge. Inthe otherParts

their Logick, Phyſicks, Meta , of their Philoſophy they treat

phyficks, and Aſtronomy. In of the fifty Gates of Light.

Logick they treat of the ten Whereof the ift. is the Divine

leffer Sephiroth ; which are fo Effence, the Symbol of which

many Steps or Degrees for at is the Tetragrammaton, and in

taining the Knowledge of all effable Name of God . The 2d .

things,by means of Senſe,Know- Gate is the Archetypal World ;

ledge, or Faith: and they are the Knowledge of which two

divided into three Regions. In Gates, they fay , was hid even

the loweit, which ismade by to Mofes. The 3d. is the Eartlı ;

the Senſe, are ( 1 ) the Object, 4th . Matter ; 5th. Vacuum or

(2) the Medium or Deaphanum , Privation ; 6th. The Abyſs;

( 3) the External Senſe. In the 706. The Fire ; 8th. The Air

ſecond and middle Region are , 9th . The Water; roh. The

( 4 ) the internal or common Light; iish . The Day ; 1,216 .

Senſe, ( s ) the Imagination or Accidents; 13th . The Night ;( 1
Fancy, 6) the eſtimative Fa- 14th . TheEvening ; 15th . The

culty or inferior Judgment. In Morning. And after manyÓ

the third and fupream (7) the ther things they conftitute Man

ſuperior and humaneJudgment. for the soth, Gate, To arrive

(8) Reaſon. ( 9) The Intellect ; to the Knowledge of theſe so

( 10) and laſtly, the Underſtand- Gates , they have erected 32

ing or Mens: which performs Flambeaux or Torches, to guide

the ſame Office to the Soul, them into the Secrets contain'd

that the Eye doth to the Body therein ; which they call the

whom it enlightens. For Ex- Paths of wiſdom , namely, the

ample, when I hear a Cannon Intelligence miraculous or oc

diſcharg'd, the Sound comes to cult . Intelligence fanctifving ,

my Ears by the Medium of the reſplendent, pure, diipolitive,
Air; then the common Senſe eternal, corporeal, o . The

receiving this Species of the Theological Cabals treats of
God
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God and Angels: OfGod, by, mighty or ſtrong God. The

expounding the Names of 12 Cabala which treats of Words

and 42 Letters ; yea, they at- and Names , is nothing elſe

tribute ſeven hundred ſeveral but the Practice of Grammar ,

ones to him ; and particularly Arithmetick , and Geometry.

the Divine.' Attributes, which They divide itinto three Kinds.

they term the grand Sephiroth, The firſt whereof is called

namely, Infinity, Wiſdom , In- Notraickon , when of ſeveral

telligence, Clemency or Good- firſt or laſt Letters of fome

neſs, Severity, Ornament, Tri- Word is fram'd a ſingle one ;

umph ,Confeſſion of Praiſe ,Foun: as in our Acroſticks. The

dation and Royalty, whereby ſecond, Gematrie, when the Let

God governs al things by weight, ters of one Name anſwers to

Number and Meaſure. Of An the Letters of another by A

gels , namelyofthe 32 aboveſaid rithmetical Proportion ; ( the

Intelligences, cald by them Hebrews as well as the Greeks

the Paths of Wiſdom ( for they making Uſe of their Letters to

make them ſo many Angels) number withal:) Whence ſome

and of ſeventytwo other An, Moderns have affirm'd , that

gels ; the Names they compoſe Chriſtianity will laft ſeven

of the 19th , 20th , and 21ſt. thouſand ' Years, becauſe the

Verſes of the 14th. Chapter of Letters of zpisicvos are of the
Exodus : in each of which there fame Value in Number with

being 72 Letters, they form the, thoſe of Elexio xsalob. The

Nameof the firit Angel out of third is callid Themurath, which

the three firit Letters of each is a Tranſpoſition of Letters, like

Verſe; the Name of the few that of our Anagrams, the moſt

cond, out of the three ſecond common Wayof which is to

Letters of the fame Verſes ; and change the laſt Letter of the

to the reſt, adding at the End Alphabetinto the firſt, andon
of every Word the Names of the contrary ; to which kind

God, Jab-or El; the former are referrd the Wordsand Ver.

whereof denotes God as he ies which are read backwards;

exiſts, and the latter ſignifies ſuch as this :

opus

1

1. Deus clari mutatum Itale ſuedi.

1

ſupo
suz

Thus, they prove by the firſt becauſe the firſt Letter of the

Word of Geneſis, which is Law is Beth , and the laſt La

Berafchit, that the World was med ; which two Letters being

created in Autumn , becauſe put together, and read after

in this Word is found that of their Mode , which is back

Fethiſri, which fignifies Au- wards, make Leb, which ſig

tumn : And that the Law pifies the Heart.

ought to be kept in the Heart. Some
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Some are of Opinion , that Figures are not wholly inefficacia
if the Word Cabala be taken The critical Days of Di.

for a Tradition , that is to ſay, ſeaſes, andthe Practice of Phy

the Manner in which the Jews fcians , who adminiſter their

made their Sacrifice and Prayers Pills in odd Number , which

according to the Inftruction the Pythagoreans call the maf

they had from Father to Son culine Number, Thew likewiſe

concerning the ſame, it de- that all kind of Virtue cannot

ſerves to be efteem'd for its An . be denied to Number, and con

tiquity, altho' it be aboliſh'd : ſequently that the Cabala is not

And the more in Regard of the to be blam’d for making Account

hieroglyphical and myſterious of Numbers, Names and Figures,

Names ofGod and Angelswhich the Knowledge whereof would

it contains ; and whereof who- undoubtedly be moſt excellent,

ever ſhould have a perfect and did it not ſurpaſs the Reach

entire Knowledge, would find of humane Capacity, which

nothing impoſſible. ' Twas by cannot comprehend the Con

this Means, ſay they , that nexion there is between the

Moſes divided the waters of Name and the Thing which it

the Red Sea , and did ſo denotes , the Number and the

many other Miracles , be. Thing numbred, and Figure and

cauſe he had written at the the Thing figured. For ſince

End of his Rod the Name of the external Figure of a Man or

Jehovah . For if it be true other Animal gives me to know

that black Magick can do Won. his Subſtance which I ſee not,

ders by the Help of malignant and the Species of his Figure

Spirits, why not the Cabala, entring into my Senſes, fuffices

withmoreReaſon, by Means of to make me conceive the Thing
the Names of God, and the without its ſtirring out of its

Angels of Light, with whom Place ; why thall not the

the Cabalifts render themſelves Names, and particularly thoſe

Friends and Familiars ? Our impos'd on Things by our firſt

Lord ſeems to confirm the ſame, Parent in the Hebrew Language,

when he commands his Apoftles have as neceſſary a Significa

to make uſe of his Name for tion and Connexion withThings

caſting Devils out of the as the other Accidents which

poſſeſſed , and to heal Diſeaſes, are the Objects of our Senſes ?

as they did . The Victory of And why Thall we not believe

Judas Maccabdus againſt the E- the fame of the Letters which

nemies of his Religion , hap- repreſent thoſe Names in the

ning by Means of a sign of fame Language ?

four Letters ; that of Antiochus Again , oihers think , that

over the Galata, by a Penta- the Cabala was either Allego

gone ; that of Conſtantine the rical or Literal . The former

Great , by the Sign of the Croſs , was more conjectural; but if

and the Thau , wherewith the there be any Virtue in Chara .

Scripture arms the Foreheads of cters which ſignifie nothing,

the Faithful, demonſtrate that with more Reaſon the Words,

Dd Sylla
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Syllables and Letters, which Queſt. Whether Truth is als

are the viſible Names of Things, ways to be ſpoken ?
fhall not be without. This Anſw . Truth and Juſtice be

gave Ground to the Cabaliſts to ing reciprocal, and the former,

conlider in Letters not only according to Ariſtotle a Moral

their Number and Arithmetical Duty, it much imports the In

Value ; but alſo their Order, rereſt of a Government that it

Proportion , Harmony, Magni- be obſerv'd and kept inviolably

tudes and Geometrical Figures; not only in Contracts and pub

obſerving whether they be lick Actions, but alſo in prie
Straight, crooked or tortuous, vate Diſcourſes ; and 'tis a

cloſed or not. Thus in one kind of Sacrilege to go about

Paſſage where the Meffiah is to hide it . Moreover, 'tis one

ſpoken of, ſome have concluded of the greateſt Affronts that
from a Mem which is found can be put upon a Man of Ho

cloſed in the middle of a Word, nour, to give him the Lye.

contrary to Cuſtom, that this For as 'tis the Property of ap

Meſſiah ſhould come out of the ingenuous Man to avow the

cloſed Womb of a Virgin , con- Truth freely , and not to diffem

trary to the Courſe of the ordi- ble ; fo Lying is the sign and

nary Birth of Men . Thus Rabbi conſequent of a lying Spirito

Haccadofch, in the firft Letters Hence the Perſians were not

of theſe three Hebrew Words of contented to cauſe the Chil

Geneſis 49. V. 10. Jebo Scilo dren of their Kings to be in

Velo, found thoſe wherewith ſtructed above all Things, al

the Hebrews write the Name ways to ſpeak the Truth ; but

of our Saviour, namely, J. S.V. they erected Temples and Al

Laſtly, others ſay, that we tars to this Virtue as a Deity,

ought to govern our felves in and ador'd it under the Name

reading of the Cabalifts, as of Oromag.des, which fignifies

Bees do , who gather only the God of Truth . And there

the Good and leave the Bad fore ' tis our Judgment that

which is more plentiful ; and Truth ought always to be ſpo

above allavoid the Loſs of Time ken, altho' it be to one's Da

which is employ'd in turning mage.

over the tedious Volumes of But ſome fay, that if it

the Talmudiſts, which are ei . be neceſſary always to ſpeak

ther ſo unpleaſant, or their Truth , and that it be the Con

Senſe ſo much unknown to us, formity of our Words with our

through the Envy which they Thoughts , it is not always to

bore to their Succeffors, that be ſpoken. This Nature teach

we may with more Reaſon tear es us, whilſt the difcovers to

theit Books in Pieces than a us only the Surface of the

Father did the Satyrs of Perſeus; Earth, hut hath hid all the Trea

ſaying, that ſince he would not ſures of it, as all the parts of

beunderſtood by the Surface and Man , eſpecially the more noble
Outfide, like other Writers, he are conceai'd under the Skin .

would look within , whether he That which vilifies Myfteries,

were more intelligible.
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is the publiſhing of them , There's great Difference be

callid Prophanation . That tween Lying and not ſpeaking

which hinders the Effect of all the Truth which is expected

State Counſels, whereof Secre- from us ; the former being vi

cy is the Soul, is the letting of cious, the other not : Whence

them be diſcover'd , which is S. Athanafius being ask'd by

Treaſon . That which takes the Arrians who purſu'd him ,

away the Credit from all Arts whether he had ſeen Athana.

and Profeſſions, is the rendring sous, told them that he went

them common . And Phyfick that way a little while ſince,

( amongſt others ) knows the but did not tell them that

Advantage of Concealment, himſelf was the Perſon . And

whilſt the Welfare of the Pa- $ . Francis being ask'd whether

tient many Timesdependsupon he did not ſee a Robber

his Ignorance. Would you lee paſs by, thew'd his Sleeve, and

what Difference there is be ſaid, that he did not paſs that

tween a wiſe Man and a way.

Fool, a civil Man and a Clown ? As only weak and diftem .

it do's not conſiſt in Know- per'd Eyesare unable to bear the

ledge ; for they oftentimes Light of the Sun , ſo only weak

have the fame Thoughts and and fickly Minds cannotſuffer
Inclinations ; but the Fool the Luſtre of Truth. All Men

Speaks all that he thinks , are oblig'd to ſpeak it, but

the wiſe Man doth not ; as particularly that which is dicta

the Clown will declare by ted from God's Mouth ; and

Geſture , and ( if he can ) do we ought rather to chooſe

every thing that comes into Martyrdom than renounce the

his Fancy, but the better bred Belief of it. Lefs ought they
Man uſes Reſtraint upon his to conceal it who are bound to

ſelf. The Comedian there . it by their Conditions , as Preach

fore wanted not Reaſon , to ſay ers and Witneſſes ; provided

that Truth begets Hatred ; and they have regard to Place,

the Scripture teaches us that Time, and Perſons. Without

God built Houſes for the wiſe which Circumſtances 'tis as un

Egyptian Women who ly'd to acceptable and abſurd as to

Pharoah, when they were cum- carry a Queen to an Ale -houſe.

manded to murther the He. Yet in two Caſes particularly, the

brew Children at the Birth, not telling of Truth may be
but obey'd not. For though diſpens'd with : 1. When the

ſome hold that God pardon'd Safety of the Prince or Good of

them the Lye in regard of the the State is concern'd , for

good Office which they render'd which, Plato in his Common

to his Church, and that 'twas wealth ſays, it is lawful to lys

for this good Office that God ſometimes; and the Angel Ra.

dealt well with them ; yet, phael told Tobias that 'tis good

leaving this Subtility to the to hide the Secrets of Kings,

Schoolmen , 'tis evident that 2. When our own Life is con

their Diffimulation was ap- cern'd, or that of our Farher.

prov'd in this Cale.
D2 Mo
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Mother , and Kindred againſt amongſt idle Words. But ke

whom , although we certainly who lies for his Profit, as many

know them guilty of a Crime , Tradeſ.men do , fins proportio

we are not oblig'd to declare nably to the Deceit which he

it ; provided, nevertheleſs , thereby cauſes ; but he is moſt

that it be with the Reſpect due culpable who lyes to the Magi

to the Magiſtrate, and that we ſtrate. One may tell or ſpeak

beware of ſpeaking Lyes whilſt a Lye without lying , namely,

we intend only to decline Dil- when one ſpeaks a falſe Thing

covery of the Truth. ' Tis conceiving it to be true. To

the Opinion of the Civilians , do or ſpeak a Lye, is to lead a

and amongſt others, of Paulus, Life contraryto one'sProfeſſion ;

in l . 9.ff. de Teft. that a. Father as he who preaches well and

cannot be conſtrain'd , to bear lives ill. Whence we conclude ,

Witneſs againſt bis Son , nor a that many Precautions are re

Son againit his Father, except quiſite tolye without com.

in the Caſe of High Treaſon. mitting an Offence; that a Lye

Theſe three Things muſt not is to be ſpoken as little as

be confounded , to lye , to poſſible, and neyer to be done

ſpeakor tell a Lye, and to do or acted at all .

or act one . To lye is to go Queſt. Pray Gentlemen , ja.

againſt our own Meaning ; as vour your humble Servant with

when I know a Thing, and not your opinion of Climacterical

oply conceal it, but ſpeak the Years ?

contrary . This Action, accord. Anſw . Man's Life is a Come

ing to ſome, is always evil, dy , whereof the Theatre or

inſomuch ( ſay they ) as 'tis Stage is the World, Men the

never lawful to do Evil that Actors, and God theModera

Good may come of it. Accord- tor, who ends the Play, and

ing to others , ' tis qualified draws the Curtain when it
according to the Diverſity of ſeems good to him. When

its End . For he who tells a 'tis play'd to the End, it hath

Lye to ſavea Traveller's Life five Acts, Infancy , Childhood,

who is purſu'd by Thieves, Adoleſcence ; Virility or Man

ſeems todo better than if he hood, conſiſting of middle Age;

expos'd him to their Cruelty and old Age ; each of 14 Years,

by bis Diſcovery. The Phybí which multiply'd by { make

cian whodiſſembles to his Pa- 70 Years, the Term artigo'd to

tient the Danger of his Diſeaſe, humane Life by the Royal Pro.

and thinks it enough to ac- phet. Theſe Ads are divided

quaint his Domeſticks there- into two Scenes, of as many

with , does better than if he Septenaries , in each of which

caſt him into Deſpair by a down- conſiderable Alterations both in

right diſmal Prognoſtication ; Body, Goods and Mind alſo, are

and when be chears him up in obferv'd to come to paſs. For

fitting Time and Place by -ſome ſeeing many Perſons incur great

pleaſant made Story, what he Accidents at one certain Num

Speaks can ſcarce be reckon'd ber of years rather than ano

ther ;
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ther ; and if they eſcape Death , cal 126, made of twice nine

fall again into other Dangers Septenaries. Amongfi all wbich

at certain Times , and ſo from Years 'tis further obſerv'd , that

one Degree to another, tillthey thoſe are the moſt dangerous

be come to the laſt Step of the which aſcend either by three

Ladder, which is callid Climax Weeks, or Novenaries of Years ,

by the Greeks; hence the Name as, 21, 42 , 63 , in the Hebdoma-,

Climacterical comes to be given ticks; and 27, 54, 81 , in the

to the Years at which theſe Enneaticks.

Changes are obſerv'd . The As the Septenary is conſide

moſt general Opinion refers rable, ſo is ihat of Nine, for

them to that Number of Se- the Number of the Hierarchies

ven ; tho' ſome have attribu- and Celeſtial Spheres , toge

ted them to the ninth, others ther with the common Number

to every ſecond Year ; but e- of Months of a Woman's Preg.

ſpecially to the Product of the nancy ; the Timebetween the

one multiply'd by the other, Conception and the Birth , ha

which is Sixty three, compos'd ving a great Likeneſs with the

of nine Times ſeven, or feven Remainder ofMan's Life. Like.

Times nine ; and therefore the wiſe the Ternary , proper to the

moſt dangerous. For ſeven Deity , being multiplied by it

and nine, as Feronicus Matermus ſelf, muſt contain whateverWon

faith, being very pernicious of der and Efficacies there canbe

themſelves , their Malignity is found in Numbers, ſince it be

conjoyn'd in that Number of longs to innumerable Things ;

Sixty three call’d upon this Ac- and nothing can be confider'd

count the grand Climacterical, but with its three Dimenſions,

as 7 , 14, 21, 28, 35 42 , 49. and its three Parts, Beginning,

( very conſiderable amongſt Middle, and End ; paſt, preſent,

them for being the Square of and future. Hence was the

ſeven ) and 56 are call d leſs aſligning of three Faces to
Climactericals ; but 126 the Janus, three Names and three

greateſt Climacterical of all, Powers to the Moon , according
becauſe it contains the grand to its own , that of Diana , and

one twice, being compos'd of that of Hecate ; together with
eighteen Septenaries. Now all the Fiction of three Graces . In

theſe Climactericals are called brief, as the threegreateſt Chan

Hebdomaticks, becauſe they go ges came to paſs in each of the
upon ſeven , as thoſe which are tbree Times of the World , he

counted by nine are call'd En- fore the Law , under the Law,

neaticks , amongſt which the and after the Law , ſo it ſeems

Jeſs are 9, 18, 27, 36, 45 , and just that this ternary Number
54 : the grand one is again 63 , divide the Actions of the leſs

made alſo of nine multiply'd World, as it hath done of the
by ſeven ; the reft are 72, 81 , great.

( very notable too , for being There have been ſome of O

the Square of nine) 90, 99, pinion , that it is more realo .
and ſo to the greateſt Climacteri. nable to make this Diviſion by

the
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the quaternary Number, com- end of40 Days, the Vocation of

prehended in the ineffable the Gentiles typified by the Vi

Name of four Letters, the IE- fion of unclean Beafts, offer'd

lements and Humours ; to the by the Angel to Saint Peter to

Contract or Amity of which we eat, was at the End of 40

owe our Health , our Diſeaſes, Months, which are about 3

D th , and all the Accidents of Years and a half, ( ſo long allo

our Lives . And the floweſt Mo- as Antichriſt is to continue )

tion of the dulleſt and moſt and the Deſtruction of Jeruſa

malignantof theſe Humours is lem came to paſs at theEnd of

made in four Days. the Redu- 40 Years. Moreover, the Qua

plication whereof hath given ternary is not only a ſquare

ground to the Error which at- Number, but cauſing all others

tributes the Criſes and Indica. to be denominated ſuch ; the

tions of Diſeaſes to other Num. Cauſe of the Change which

bers. The fourth Day is ac- happens in this Number, is ,

knowledgʻd the firſt of Na- forthat a Cube cannot be va

fure's Motion , and ſerves for ry'd and mov'd but with Diffi.

a Meaſure and Foundation of culty ; ſo that great Cauſes are

all others. The Criſes of Di- requiſite to produce thoſe

ſeaſes are unanimouſly attribu . Changes, which producing

ted to the Moon , which had great Effects, becomemoreſen

but four Quarters, diſtinguich'd fible and remarkable than the

by as many Faces, which being ordinary ones , which more

denominated from the Quater- eaſily cauſe Variation in other

nary, argue its Power over Numbers remote from the Ch .

that Planet ; and conſequent- bick Figure.

ly, over every thing that de- Others again ſaid , that the

pends upon it. And as there Prince of Phyſicians having

are four noble Parts in Man , affirm'd the Septenary to be

( comprehending, with Galen, the Diſpenſer of Life, and Au

thoſe which preſerve the Spe. thor of all its Changes, ſeven

cies ) ſo there are four in the muſt be the true Climacterical,

World , Eaſt, Weſt, North , and for in ſeven Hours the Geniture

South ; four Partsof the Earth, receives its firſt Diſpoſition to

Europe, Aſia, Africa , and A Conception ; in ſeven Days it

merica ; and four Monarchies. is coagulated; in ſeven Weeks

But the Conſiderableneſs of this it is diftinguiſh'd into Members.

Number appears, in that our The Infant cannot come forth

Lord having been ask'd five alive ſooner then the feventh

Queſtions, namely, ofthe Time Month, and anciently it was

of his Death , his Afcenfion, not nam’d'țill after ſeven Days ;
the Calling of the Gentiles, and being not accounted fully to

the Deſtruction of Jeruſalem , have Life till it had attain'd

they were accompliſh'd in the that periodical Day. The Teeth

Number of four Timesten . For ſpring out at the ſeventh

he continu'd dead 40 Hours, Month, they fhed and are re

be aſcended into Heaven at the new'd in the ſeventh Year, at

whick
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which Time the Child begins Dragon ; of the ſeven Heads

to ſpeak articulately , and to of the Woman, which are

be capable of Diſcipline. At ſeven Hills ; of ſeven Kings ,

twice ſeven Years it is pubes. ſeven Angels , ſeven Trum

At twenty one the Beard pets, feven Vials , ſeven Plagues.

ſprouts forth. At twenty
The Scripture makes mention

eight growing ceaſes. At of ſeven Reſurrections to that

thirty five a Man is fit for of our Saviour's. The firſt of

Marriage and the Wars. At the Widow's Son of Sarepta ,

forty two he is wiſe, or never. by Elias. The ſecond of the

At forty nine he is in his Apo- shunamite's Son , by Eliſha. The
gee, or higheft Pitch ; after third of the Soldier who

which he grows old, and chan- touch'd the Bones of that Pro

ges always by Septenaries till phet. The fourth of the

he has accompliſh'd the Years Daughter of the Ruler of the

of his Life ; which Hippocrates Synagogue. The fifth of the

for this Reaſon , diſtributes in- Widow's Son of Naim . The

to ſeven Ages. The Virtue fixth of Lazareth . And the

of this Number appears like- ſeventh of ourLord. To

wiſe in Divine Things; God Rabbins ſay that God employ’d

having fanctified the ſeventh the Power of this Number to

Day by his own Reit and ours, make Samuel ſo great as he

and all Nations meaſuring was ; his Name anſwering in

their Time by Weeks. But Value of the Letters to the

'tis not without Myſtery, that Hebrew Word which ſignifies

Enoch the ſeventh after Adam , ſeven ; , whence Hannah his

was tranſlated into Heaven ; Mother, in her :Thanks to God,

that Jeſus Chriſt is the ſeventy faith , That the barren had

feventh in a direct Line from brought forth feven. Solomon

the firſt Man ; that he ſpoke ſpent ſeven Years in building

ſeven Times upon the Croſs, on God's Temple. The Wall of

which he was ſeven Hours; Jericho fell down at the Sound

that he appear’d ſeven Times ; of Joſhua's ſeven Trumpets,

and after ſeven Times ſeven after the Ifraelites had gone

Days ſent the Holy Ghoft. That ſeven Times about it on the

in the Lord's Prayer there are ſeventh Day. There were ſe

ſeven Petitions, contain'd in ven Years of Plenty, and as

ſeven Times ſeven Words . The many of Famine, in Egypt,

Apoſtles choſe ſeven Deacons. There were ſeven Lamps in

Allthe Myſteries of the Apoca- the Tabernacle, typifying ſeven

lypſe are within this Number ; Gifts of the Spirit. The Jews

mention being there made of eat unleavened Bread ſevenDays;

ſeven Seals of the Book, of ſeven and as many celebrated the Feaſt

Horns of the Lamb, and ſeven of Tabernacles. They lettheir

Eyes which are the ſeven Spi. Land reſt every ſeventh Year,

rits of God ſent throughout all and afterſeven Times ſevenhad

the Earth , of the ſeven Heads, their Jubilee. And thisNum.

kad leven Queſtions of the ber is by fome juſtly eſteemid

D'd the...
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the Knot, or principal Band of tend to the Duration of States,

all Things, and the Symbol of which Platô conceird not to be

Nature . much above Seventy Weeks of

It was not without Cauſe, as Years.

is obſery'd by Hiſtorians , that Regular Changes proceeding

Auguflus was ſo extremely fear. neceſſarily from a regular Cauſe,

ful of the Climactericals, that and no Motion being exactly re

when he had paſs’d his Sixty gular in all Nature but that of

third Year, he writ in great Joy the Heavens ; ſuppoſing there

to all his Friends ; but he died be Climacterical Years, and not

in the ſecond Climacterick af- ' ſo many Deaths and remarkable

ter, his Seventy ſeventh Year Accidents in all the other

confifting of eleven Septenaries, Numbers of Days, Monthsand

wbich was alſo fatal' to Tibe- Years, (had they been all as

rius, Severius, T. Livius,Empe- carefully obſerv'd as ſome of

docles , S. Auguftin , Beffarion ; them have been ) their Power

as the Sixty third was to Ari- of Alteration cannot but be
Jotle, Cicero ( who alſo was aſcrib'd to the celeſtial Bodies.

banilh'd in his Climacterick of That which befalls us every

Forty nine ) Demofil.enes, Tra- ſeventh Year ariſes hence ; as

jan , Adrian , Conſtantine, and every Planet rules its Hour, ſo

many others. And the next it makes every Day, Month ,

Climacterick of Seventy to and Year Septenary ; beginning

Three of the Sagesof Greece, by Saturn, and ending at the

to Marius , Vefpafian , Anto- Moon, which governs the Se
ninus , Golienus, David , who venth , and therein cauſes all

was alſo driven from his King- Mutations, which acquireMa

dom by his Son, at his Sixty lignity by the Approach of Sa

third Year ; and committed his turn preſiding again over the

Adultery and Homicide at his Eighth ; which is the Cauſe

Forty nisih ; both Climacten why Births in the Eighth

ricals. And as much might be Month are ſeldom vital .
obſerv'd of the. Fates and Queſt. What is your opinion

Actions of other Men , were of the Paſſion of shame?

Regard had of them . Our firſt Anſw . The Paſſions conſider

Father died at the Age of 931 Evil and Good not only abſo

Years , which was Climacteri- lutely, but alſo under certain

cal to him , becauſe it contains Differences. Defire hath Re
in it self ſeven Times 133. gard to abſent Good , not in ge

Lamech died at 797 Years, Cli- neral , but in particular; ſome

maéterical likewiſe, as Abra- times under the Reſpect of

ham died at 175 , which con- Riches , and then 'tis callid

iains Twenty five Times feven . Coverouſneſs ; ſometimes of

Jacob ar 147, conſiſting of 2 Honour, and then 'tis callid

Times ſeven ; Judas at 119, Ambition ; ſometimes of Beau
in ? de of ſeventeen ' Times ſe- ties , and then ' tis an amorous

ven : ilie Power of which Cli : inclination . So Grief looks

bactericals many make to ex- upon preſent Evil ; if it
be
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be in another, it cauſes Com . famy which follows it, or af

paſſion in us ; if in our ſelves, ter both . In the ſecond, 'tis a

and apprehended prejudicial to Griet for being fallen therein

our Honour, it cauſes Shame , to. Neither of the two is

which is a Grief for an Evil ever without Loveof Honeſty,

which we judge brings Igno- but lies between the two Ex

miny to us; a Grief ſo much treams, cr fottiſh and ruſtick

thegreater, as that no Offence: Baſhfulneſs on the one side,

goes more to the Quick than and Impudence on the Other.

what touches our Reputation . The former is found in thoſe

It occafion'd the Death of a who are aſham'd of Virtue,

Sophift, becauſe he could not or cannot deny any thing, al

anſwer a Queſtion; and of Ho- tho' it be contrary to Honeſty,

mer, becauſe he could not re- Good Manners, and their own

ſolve the Riddle of the Fiſhers ; Will ; or in ſuch who cannot

and of Others alſo, upon their look a Man in the Face, which

havingbeen Non - plus'd in Pub- tho' frequently an Obſtacle to

lick. For as nothing is more brave Actions, yet is a com

honourable than Virtue and mon Token of a good Soul, ra .

Knowledge ; ſo nothing is ſo ther inclin'd to Honeſty than

ignominious as Ignorance and to Vice ; like Elder and other

Vice, nor conſequently) that wild Herbs, which being good

makes us ſo much atham'd; for Nothing,for Nothing , and hindring

being Reproaches of our fall- the growth of Others, are yet

ing ſhort of our End, (which Signs of a good Soil . On the

is, to underſtand and to will) contrary, Impudence is the

and ſo of being not only leſs Symptom of a Soul extremely

than Men, but ( as Plato faid ) deprav'd ; the Defect of inward

Monſters of Nature. But a. Grief, which comes from the

mong all the Vices, Nature Perverſion of the Intellect, and
hath render'd none ſo llameful the Loſs of Conſcience, ren

as that of Laſciviouſneſs, where- dering the Maladies of the Soul

of not only the Ac, but alſo incureable , Inſenſibility

the Geſtures and Signs cauſe makes thoſe of the Body de

Shame. Hence an immodeft or ſparate. But Modeſty and true

ambiguous Word, and a fix'd Shame fears true Diſhonours,

Look, make Woman and Chil- and is griey'd for them ;

dren bluſh, whom Shame be poſſeſſing this Virtue, that

comes very well , being the the greater it is , the more it

Guard of Chaſtity , and the Co- fears Things greatly formidable

lour of Virtue ; as ill becomes and infamous, ſuch as Vice,

old Men, and Perfons confirm'd and its concomitant, Ignomi

in Virtue, who ought not to ny , are ; but not much other

commit any thing whereof things, which depend only on

they may be aſham'd. the Imagination, and are not

Some have argu'd upon this any way diſhoneſt of them

Subject thus : That Shame is felves; in which 'tis Poor

either before Vice and the In neſs of Mind to bluſh . Thus

St. Faud

as
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St. Paul faith , he was not aſham'd uncertain. For weare afham'd

of the Gospel: And our Lord, of being too tall or too low,

That they who hall be aſham'd commended or blam'd ; yea , we

of him before Men , he will deny bluſh no leſs for Defeas which

them before his father. For, to cannot be imputed to us, as

ſpeak Truth, we ought not to mean Extraction, orſome corpo

be aſham'd of anything but real Imperfc &tion which we can

Vice and its Effects. Before Sin, not mend, than we do for be

our firſt Parents knew not what ing found Liars or ſurpriz'd in

it was to be aſham'd ; but after ſome other Fault. To which

it they were alhamid of their Na. Inconftancy is the Agitation of

kedneſs, the ſame Senſe whereof the Blood and Spirits to be re

remains to all their Poſterity. ferr'd , whoſe Tincture diffus'd in

But, as ſome things are of the Face betrays our Diffimula
themſelves ſhameful, becauſe tion in ſpite of us .

they are vicious ; ſo ſome are Queſt Why does Motion pro

not ſhameful, ſaving at certain duce Heat ?

Times and Places, to which the Anſw . Local Motion is not

Cuſtomsof each Country, for onlythemoft common, but like

the moft Part, give Law: others wiſe the moſt Noble of all, fincc

are always ſo, tho' ofthemſelves 'tis not found in Animals till

Jawful, and far from being vie they have acquir’d their Per

cious, as thoſe things which fe & ion . Beſides, it produces

Civility and Honeſty forbid to Heat, the nobleft and most

do publickly : whence Diogenes active of all Qualities ; upon

merited theName of a Dag which account Phyſicians en

for tranſgreſling thoſe Laws of joyn Exerciſe to diſcuſs Cold

Seemlineſs. For as Honour is and Phlegmatick Humours ; be

drawn not only from Virtue, cauſe Animal Motion cannot be

but from many other Circum- perform'd without Spirits, and

ſtances, whichfor the moſt Part they being of an igneous Nature

depend upon theOpinion of Men calefie all the Parts towards

who diſpoſe of this Honour, ſo which they flow . But fince

doth Diſhonour and the Shame Motion produces Heat in life

which follows it. leſs things too, 'tis harder to

Some think, that Shame is render a Reaſon of this Effect

not a Paſſion (as neither Com- in them than in Animals. Thus

paſſion nor Emulation). becauſe Arrows have been ſeen to be.

it hath no Virtue which regu- come fir’d by the Swiftneſs of

lates its Diſorders ; much leſs their Flight. Millers turn part

a Virtue, not being firm , and of their Water upon the Axle

conſtant, but a fimple Motion tree of their wheel, otherwiſe

to Good, and a ſlight Impreſſi- it would be on fire ; and Wag

on of Honeſty in the Will and goners, as well for this purpoſe

Affections, produc'd either by as to facilitate their turning,

Nature or Cuftom , andnot yet greaſe their Wheels, thereby to

ſo firmly rooted as Virtue ; remedy the Dryneſs of the Axle

whence it is very mutable and tree which diſpoſes the ſame to

Ignis
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Ignition . Thoſe that hold it onemore obfcure, and where

for a Principle, that Motion upon all are not agreed ; ſuch
heats, accounts it as abſurd to is the Tranſmutation of one Ele.

enquire the Cauſe thereof, as to ment into another. ' Tis there

ask why Fire does ſo . But fore more probable that this

without ground, fince every Heat is not produc'd anew, but
Motion hears not ; that of in- is the ſame which is in all

animate Bodies, if now , pro- mix'd Bodies, wherein there is

duces no Heat, but only when an elementary Fire ; which be

it is ſwift. ' Tis requiſite too ing buried, and ( as it were)

that the Bodies be ſolid; other- entangled in the Bonds of the

wiſe we ſee Motion cools Wa- other Elements, appears not

ter and Air, and hinders their unleſs it be excited byMotion.

Corruption , which proceeds As in Putrefaction, the ſame

from Heat. This argues that Heat being attracted by the

it cannot be a Principle ; for a outward Heat of the Air, be

Principle muſt hold good in all comes perceptible by the Senſe.

Subjects, and be ſuch as no In- And as they who have drawn

Atance can be brought againſt it . a Landskipin diſtemper upon
Such Heat therefore comes from a Table of Oyl, coming to waſh

the Attrition of the Air, which the Table , make the firſt

being rarefy'd beyond what its Draught appear which before

Nature permits, waxes hot, and was hid ; or as the Earth of a

ſometimes is turn'd into Fire, Mine which contains Gold or

wherewith it ſymbolizes upon Silver, heing walh’d , exhibits

the Account of its Heat ; as theſe Metals viſible , but produ
on the contrary, when the ces them not anew, becauſe

ſame Air is too much condens'd, they were there before: ſo Mo.

'tis refolv'd into Water, where- tiondoes not make, but diſco

with alſo itſymbolizes by its ver Heat, introducing a Diſpo

Moiſture. For as there are ſition in the Subject by Fridtion,

Terms of Quantity in all mix'd rarefying and drying the Sur

Bodies, ſo in all ſimple Bodies facesoftwo contiguous Bodies ;

there are Terms of Rarity and which two Qualities being pro

Denſity, beyond which the Ele- per to receive the Impreſſion of

ment cannot preſerveit ſelf, Fire , are alſo more ſo, tomake
without admitting Vacuity , that appear which is in all Bo

when it is more rare than its dies not only potentially, but

Matter can endure ; or without likewiſe actually .

Penetration of Dimenſion , when Queſt. What's the Reaſon of

it bach more Matter than it Şea -ſickneſs ?

needs. Anſw . Nature has furniſh'd

Indeed ſome argue, that to Things with two ways of pre

aſcribe that Heat caus'd by Mo- ſerving the Being thehas given

tion to the Air inflamd and them , namely, to ſeek their

turn'd into Fire by Attrition Good , and avoid Evil. Both

and Attenuation of its Parts, is which Animals do by attract

to explicate a magifelt thing by ing what is proper to their N2

ture

5
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ture by right Fibres, and re- vomit frequently. Sometimes

jecting what is otherwiſe by 'tis from afaulty Confirmation

tranſverſe Fibres, of which the of the Stomach, as when 'tis

expulfive Faculty makes uſe. too ftrait; or from fome trou

So when the stomach is over- bleſome Matter, either internal

charg'd with too greata Quan- or external. The internal is a

tity of Matter, or goaded by its pungentHumour andſometimes

Acrimony, the expulſiveFacul Worms. In ſhort, every thing
ty of this part being irritated that any way irritates the Ex

by what is contrary to it, cafts pulfive, and weakens the Re

it forth by Yexing, Belching, tentive Faculty , as oily, fat,

and Vomiting. Yexing ,orHick and ſweet things floating upon

uping, is a depraved Motion of the Stomach, provoke to vo

the upper Orifice of the Sto- mit by relaxing the Fibres

mach , which dilates and opens which ſerve for Retention. Ex

it ſelf to expel ſome thing ad- ternal Cauſes are all ſuch as

hering to its Tunicles or orbi- either irritate or relax the Sto

cular Muſcles; which being mach ; as, ſtinking Smells, and

commonly a ſharp andpungent the ſole Imagination of difplea

Vapour, we ſee this Hickup is fing things, violent Winds;

remov'd by a Cup ofcold Wa- Exerciſe, eſpecially fuch where

ter, or elſe by holding the in the Body is moy'd by ſome.

Breath ; for the Coldneſs of the thing elſe , and contributes not

Water repreſſes the Acrimony it ſelf to the Motion, as going

of the vapour’d, and the re- in a Coach or a Ship; for here

Atrain'd Spirits by Heat cauſe the Body reſts, and the Parts

it to reſolve and evaporate. alſo are relax'd ; only the Spi

Vomiting is alſo a deprav'd rits agitated by this Motion

Motion of the Stomach, which act more ſtrongly upon the

contracts it ſelf at the Bottom Humours, and theſe are here

to drive out ſome troubleſome more eaſily evacuated by Reaſon

Matter ; which if it adhere too of the Relaxation of the Fibres

faſt, orNature be ſtrong enough , than in other Exerciſes, where

cauſes Nauſeouſneſs, or a vain in the Body ftirs it ſelf; as

deſire to vomit. Belching is riding Poft, ora Trot, in which

caus'd when the ſaid Matter is the Nerves are bent, and con

flatuous, and meets no Obſtacle. ſequently all the Parts more

Theſe Motions are either thro' vigorous ; and hence Vomiting

the proper Vice of the Stomach , is not fo eaſie. 'Tis alſo the

or thro' Sympathy, with ſome Equality of the Motion which

other Part. The former pro- makes Perſons, unus'd to go in

ceeds ſometimes from a Cold and a Coach, vomit . ſooner when

moift Intemperies. Whence the Coach goes in a ſmooth and

Man , the moiſteſt of all Animals, even Field than upon rough

is aloneſubjectto vomiting, ex . Ways. The ſame happening

cept Dogs and Cats ; but he upon the Sea, 'tis no wonder

only has the Hickup ; and if People be ſo apt to Vomit

Chldren , as being very humid , there.

Others
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Others think, that neither in a Tempeſt, 'tis becauſe thoſe

the Agitation of the Air, nor nitrous Spirits are more ſtirrid

the Motion of the Body can in the tolling of the Sea than

be the ſole Cauſe of Vomiting, in a Calm : As they ſay, ' tis

and other Sea-maladies; ſince more frequent in the Torrid

the like, andmore violent, at Zone , becauſe there is a great

Land , as Swings, Chariots , er Attraction of the ſaid Spirits

and Pofts, produce not the by the Heat of the Climate ,

ſame Effects. For we conſider which on the other is an Ene

the Agitation of the Stomach my to the Stomach, extremely

as the cauſe of Vomiting, that weakning it, as Cold much

of the Feet and Legs be- helps its Funcions. Such as

ing but accidental ; and Expe- go into deep Mines, are ſeiz'd

rience teſtifies, that 'tis not with the like Diſturbance 10°

the lifting up, but the falling this of the Sea, by Refpira

down of the Ship, that cauſes tion of the nitrous_Spirits

the riſing of the Stomach . which iſſue out of the Entrails

Wherefore I ſhould rather of the Earth , and are the

pitch upon the Salt-Air of the Cauſe of its Fecundity.

Sea , abounding with ſharp Cato (who repented of three

and mordicant Vapours; which things,) ( 1. ) of having told

being attracted by Reſpiration, a Secret to his Wife ; ( 2. )

trouble the stomach , eſpecially of having ſpent a Day without

its ſuperior Orifice, the Seat of doing ſomething ; And (3.)

the ſenſitive Appetite, by Rea- Of having gone by Sea when

ſon of the Nerves of the ſixth he might have gone by Land ;

Conjugation. Thus the Door had no doubt experienc'd the
being open , the Matter con- Miſchiefs of that unfaithful

tain'd in the Stomach, which Element : The cruelleſt where

is alſo infected with the Ma- of is the Scurvy, a Diſeaſe

lignity of theſe Vapours, is complicated with ſeveral ou

voided by the ordinary Ways: thers, and whoſe chief Symp

as happens ſometimes to ſuch toms, are the Ulceration and

who only come near the Sea. In- Swelling of the Gums and

deed the Bitterneſs and Saltneſs Legs, with Pains over all the

of the Humour in the Mouth, Body, caus'd by the Impurity

which is the Forerunnerof Vo- and Malignity of the Air. But

miting, together with the qui- the moft frequerit is Vomiting,

vering of the nether Lip , pro- caus’d by the ſole Agitation

ceeding from the Continuity of and Violence of the Air. For

the inward Membrane of the our aerious Spirits not only

Stomach with that of the receive the Quality of the Air

Gullet and Mouth, manifefts we breathe, but alſo follow

the Vapours which excite it , its Temper and Motion , as is

to be ſalt and nitrous . Whence ſeen by the Head -ach, ſeizing

alſo plain Water drunk with a thoſe that are beaten by Winds

little Salt, cauſes Vomit . Now in the Country ; and by the

if this Malady happens ſooner ſeeming turning of their Headis

who
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who attentively bebold the it doth taken in Subſtance ;
Circumgyrationof a Wheel or four Grains of which is a

ſome other Body. So the Air ſufficient Vomit. Whereto alſo

at Sea being much agitated , helps the gentle Agitation of

puts in Motion the Spirits the Waves, which makes it pe

which are of the ſame Nature ; netrate ; the Examples of o .

and theſe being firr’d, ſet the thers Vomiting, and eſpecially

Humours on Work, which in- the fear commonly incident to

commoding the Parts, are by ſuch as were never upon the

them driven out by Vomits Sea before, who are inoſt ob.

and other Ejections, according noxious to this Trouble. For

to the Temper and Propenſity that Paſſion ſo conftringes the

of each part. For cholerick whole Body, eſpecially the in

and broad -breaſted, vomit more ward Parts, that it weakens and

eaſily and ſucceſsfully than relaxes the Nerves, eſpecially

the phlegmatick and narrow- the Fibres which keep the

breafted, whoſe Organs of Re- Parts in a juft Tenor ? and ſo

fpiration are not fufficiently the oblique Fibres and orbicu.

tree: To which alſo the Sea- lar Muſcles ( which ſerve to

fon of the year contributes ; retain them ) being languid ,

for Summer provokes Vomit ſuffer the Juices and Humours

more than Winter, when the to paſsout.

Humours being more heavy, ra- Queft. Whether there can be

ther tend downwards. But Love where there is no Know

eſpecially Cuftom is conſidera- ledge ?

ble herein, which renders thoſe Anſw . They who talk of cer

who go frequently to Sea not tain Spirits iſſuing out of the

obnoxious to its Inconvenien- lov'd Perſon's Body into the
cies. Eyes of theLover , and ſeizing

Some have held, That the upon the Heart, without falla

Earth conſiſts of three ſub- ing under Knowledge, ſeem ig.

ftances; one Unetuous, which norant of the Nature of Love.

is the infiammable Moiſture, For ſhou'd ſuch Spirits arrive

call’d by the Chymifts Sul- at the Heart without being ob
phur ; another Cinereous, ſerv'd ; yet they muſt come out

which they call the Facas or thence again to be known, be

Caput mortuum ; the third hu- fore they can cauſe Love: As

mid and incombuftible, which we cannot know any thing

they divide into Mercury and that is in the Soul , unleſs it

Salt ; this latter again in : o come firſt out thence, and be

Salt- nitre and Vitriol, of come ſenſible ; ſince nothing is

which the Sea being full, the in the Underſtanding but what

fame is communicated to the paſs’d through the Senſe. So

firſt Region of the Air conti- a Man cannot know his own

guous to the Waters ; and , in- Face , but by Reflection from a

finuating it ſelf into our Bo. Looking.glals without him.

dies by Inſpiration , produces For the Soul at our Nativity

the fame Effects therein, which is like a ſmooth Table , or

white
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white Sheet of Paper; and ble to our Knowledge, and con

thence its primitive Notions fequently cannot produce Love

during this preſent State are bý till the Effects of ſuch Sympa

Phantaſms ſupplied to us by our thy, to wit, ſuch an Aire, ſuch

Senſes. Now the eſſential a Motion , and ſuch a Deport

Reaſon of this dependance ment, have pleas'd us. And

which keeps Love ſubject to whereas 'tis ſaid that from

Knowledge, is , that the Ap- Eyes which behold us atten

petite, which is the Principle tively we perceive ſomething
of Love, is only a Paſſion or come forth that animates us?

Proprietyof the thing wherein I anſwer, that oftentimes quick,

it is ; but the Principle of fix'd and ſweet Intuitions are

Knowledge is an eſſential De. Tokens of Love, from which
gree of Nature. Hence, Souls ' tis no wonder if ours take Riſe

are diftinguiſh'd by Cognition , andGrowth, as from its proper

not by Appetite : We call the cauſe; fince Love begets Love.

Senfitive Soul ſo , from the Qucft. How does the Under

knowledge of Senſe, which fanding move the Will.

conftitutes its eſſential Differ- Anſw . There has been a Va.

ence ; and the RationalSoul ſo , riety of Opinions on this Sub

becauſe Reaſon , the Principle jeet: as 1. ' Tis proper to the

of Knowledge, is a Degreeof Underſtanding, notonly to con

Nature : But Appetite is a joyn things wholly different,

Propriety which follows it. but oftentimes to abſtract and

And there being the ſame Rea. ſeparate ſuch as are perfectly

ſon of Actions and their Prin- united in one and the ſame

ciples (as the Appetite ſuppo- Subſtance, anddiffer only in Ac

ſes a Principle of Knowledge, cidents, which it ſevers from

fo Love, which is the Axion of their Subjects. Hence reflect

the Appetite, ſuppoſes a & ual ing upon it ſelf, it diſtinguiſh

and clear Knowledge) bence es in its Operation two Facul

there is no_Love without ties, to wit, its Cognition, and

Knowledge. For that we have the reaſonable Appetite or

more Fancy to the one of two Will, altho' they are one and

Perſons playing than to the o. the ſame thing, not only in

ther, ' tis becauſe we diſcern the Soul, whoſeEſſence is fim

ſomething in his Face, Geſtures, ple, but alſo in the Intellect :

or Motion , that pleaſes usbetter. Nor are their Objects different ;

Sympathy (the pretended caufe Truth , the Object of the Un

of this Love) may indeed be derſtanding, being convertible

the Foundation of it, inaſmuch and all one with Good, the Ob

as we naturally love thoſe like ject of the Will. Hence Civi.

our ſelves ;, but it can never Jians acknowledge no Will in

make us love till we have thoſe that want Underſtanding ,

found in the thing ſome Jeune- as Ideots and Children . And

Scary -quory of lovely. It cannot as the fame Sunbeam that pro

be the ſole Cauſe of our Love, duces Lighi, cauſes Heat too by

fince 'tis of it felt imperceptie the Continuation of its Aftion,
OR
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or by its Re-union in a Buroing. tho of the ſame Extent in

glafs: So an Object long con. things purely Natural (as in a

lider'd, or ftrongly apprehend. Stone, whoſe Knowledge, De

ed by the Underſtanding as fire, and Power to tend to its

good, immediately incites and Centre, are the famething ) yet

infames the ſame to ſeek and are different Adions in rational

defire it. So that the Cogni. Agents . For we often know

tion of a thing in - the Under- without willing, and will what

ſtanding is only Theory, which we cannot do; and ſometimes

the Will, applying it ſelf there we know not that which we

to by Defire, reduces into Pra- would : Oftentimes we will

dice. As the theorical Habit things not only without, but

of an Art differs not from the even againſt Reafon ; witneſs

Practical, and the Concluſion of the irregular Appetite of

a Syllogiſm is only a Depen- breeding Women and Greca

dance upon its two Premiſes. ſickneſs Maids. Whereføre

Wherefore the Will, which is theſe Actions_being diffe
the Practice of the Underſtand . rent , the Faculties from

ing's Speculation, and a Reſult which they proceed , the In

of its Ratiocination , is not di. tellect , Will and Motive Fa

ftinguiſh'd from the Under- culty , muſt be wholly diftinét ;

ftanding ; and to know Good, ſeeing their two adequate Ob

to defire and ſeek Means to pof- jects , which ſpecifie Faculties,

ſeſs it, are Operations continu'd are confider'd under divers

by one fole Mution. Beſides, formal Reaſons, which are the

to ſeparate the Actions of the ſole Cauſes of the Diſtinction

Soul's Faculties, and make of Faculties. For Entity im

them independent one of ano- material and ſpiritual, is, as

ther, would infer a kind of true and intelligible, the Ob

Divifibility in the Soul: But ject of the Underſtanding ;

the Will being only a Deſire, but, as good and deſirable,

every Deſire a Species of Mo- ' tis the Object of the Will :

tion, and Motion an Accident ; which are two wholly diffe

it is ſeparable from its Subject, rent formal Reaſons. Now

the Underſtanding, whereof 'tis tho' tbe Intellect andthe Will

only an Affe & ion and Propriety , are two different Faculties,

So 'that the Intellect and the yet there is ſuch a Dependance

Will being the ſame thing, between them, that the one

when the former is carried to - can do nothing without the

wards an apprehended Good, we other, and they communicate

ſay it moves the Will , as it mutual Affiſtance: The Under

dóth the other Powers which ſtanding ſupplies Reaſons and

it employs in Queſt of that Counſels, which the Will

Good, when theſame is exter. cauſes the Powers under its

nal, and it cannot attain to it Dominion to execute : for ' tis

a blind Queen, having to

2. Somehave argad, Thatto Knowledge of Her own, but
Know, to W1, and to be Able, only what Light She receives

from

by it ſelf.
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from the Intellect. But how tion moves the ſenſitive Appe
can it fee the ſame, if blind , tite ; which is the Sweetneſs of

as 'tis fancied ? We anſwer , the Object, whoſe Species being

that as all Things have a Bent receiv'd by ſome one of the out

and natural Inclination to their ward Senſes, and carried from

proper Good, tho' they know the common Senſe to the Fan

it not, as even the Intellect cy , which reliſhes the ſame to

afſents to a Truth known by the full , is then propos’d to the

Ratiocination , but knows not ſenſitive Appetite , which pre

why it afſents to a firſt Princi- fently flies to it , oſtentimes

ple, as , that the whole is ſo impetuouſly , as that it

greater than its Part, and that hurries the Reaſon and the

2 and 1 make 3 ; theſe being Will along with it ſelf , and

connate Notions, ſo the Will conſtrains them to yield to

is carried to the Good propos'd the Violence of thoſe Paſſions

to it by the Underſtanding, be- which it excites to join with
cauſe the Goodneſs and Suitable. it in Purſuit of that Good, and

neſs thereof engage it to En- which it redoubles on the Oc

deavours of enjoying it, where- currence of any Obſtacle to its

in its fupreme Felicity lies. Deſigns. In like fort the Will

3. Others ſay , That ſince is carried of it ſelf to a vertu

the Will is a Debre, every De- ous Action, when theUnder.

fire a Motion, and every Mo- ftanding repreſents the Honeliy

tion from ſome other ( nothing of the ſame to it ; provided it

moving it ſelf ) the Will be not otherwiſe prepoffefs'd ,

cannot defire, unleſs mov'd by and the faid Action be not ac

ſome ſuperior Power and companied with Difficulties and

Knowledge : For as there is Thorns, as commonly happens :

no Defire without Knowledge, for then that ſenſitive Appe

ſo , that this may not be idle tite oftentimes gets the better

and unprofitable , Nature has of Reaſon ; the Fleſh, of the
joyn'd an Appetite to it (to Spirit . There is this Difference

wit, a ſenſitive Appetite) to between the Motions of the

the Knowledge of a ſenſible Will and the Appetite ; that

Good, apprehended ſuch by the the latter neceffarily follows

Imagination, which is common the Duct of the Imagination ,

to Men and Brutes ; and a ra- by which 'tis inclin'd, in Spight

tional Appetite (the Will ) to of it ſelf, towards a delectable

the Knowledge of an honeſt Good ; but the Will ( common

Good, apprehended ſuch by the to us with Angels) is ſo mov'd

Underſtanding. And whereas by the Intellect, that neverthe

immaterial Things cannot be leſs it always remains Miſtreſs

known by themſelves, but by of its own Actions, and can do

ſuch as are ſenſible and corpo- either Good or Evilby Virtue of

real ; we cannot better judge its Liberty, which alone diſcri

ofthe Manner whereby the In- minates Manfrom Beaſt, and

tellect moves the Will, than gives him a Right of Empire

by that whereby the Imagina. and Command, ' which the Ci

Еe vilians

>
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Wilians define, a Power of ma- he has judg'd fit to be done ;

king uſe of any Thing at ones in Conſequence whereof he ap

Pleaſure ; ) and without which plies bis motive Faculty to the

not only Judgments , Virtues, Execution of his Reſolution . So

Vices , Rewards and Puniſh- that ' tis Man that moves him

ments , Praiſes and Diſpraiſes , ſelf by his Will towards Good

Conſultations and Deliberations or Evil, to purſue or avoid,

would be uſeleſs; but alſo all after he has conſider'd what he

Laws would be to no Purpoſe, ought to will , how , and in

Man would be in worſe Condi- what Sort to comport himſelf.

tion than Brutes , over whom By this Means we obviate a

he hath no other Advantage World of Difficulties ariſing

but that of Reaſon ; which from this Queſtion, and reſolve

would ſerve for nothing if he many ; as , amongſt others ,

acted Things neceffary , as o- how the Underſtanding comes

ther Agents do , and not freely to illuminate corporeal Phan

and voluntarily. taſms, without eitabliſhing an

4. But ſome think it has al. Intellectus Agens for that Pur

ways been accounted a vain En- poſe, whoſe Office is pretended

quiry, how the Underſtanding to ſublime thoſe Phantaſms by

moves the Will ; and the Sen- ſtripping them of their Singula

ſes, the ſenſitive Appetite to . rity and Materiality , that ſo

wards their Objects ; becauſe they may become actually in

the cognofcitive Faculty, and telligible and proportionate to

theſe Appetites being really di- the Intellect. For, beſides that

Atinct, and having nothing com- ' tis impoſſible to conceive how

mon , they cannot intervene any ſpiritual Light can fall

any Commerce between them. from the Intellc &t upon acorpo

"They are Officers that have fe- real Phantaſm ; ( that which is

parate Charges, withouthaving corporeal being incapable of re

any Thing to ſhare or diſpatch ceiving anything ſpiritual, and

together. Nevertheleſsit being the Intellect of producing any

true that we love nothing but thing out of it ſelf, fince all its

what is firſt apprehended and Actions are immanent ) we are

judg'd amiable, we muſt ſeek deliver'd from all this Trouble
this Dependance ſomewhat by ſaying , that in the State

higher. Now all Actions are of of this preſent Life , Man by
the whole Compofitum ; and his outward and inward Sen

conſequently Man, who is the fes takes in as much know

whole, is he who by his Know- ledge of Things as they can

ledge either of Senſe or of the give him , andafterwards by

Intelle &t, judges what both the his Underftanding deduceth

one and the other Appetite and infers Things which the

ought to embrace orreject. Phantaſms alone could not ac

Then after he has paſs'd his quaint him with . Thuswhen

Judgment by his cognoſcitive a Phantaſm reprefents to him a

Faculty, he determineshimſelf Thing, which his Eye beholds

to follow by his Appetite what a far off; he by his Underſtand

ing
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ing judges the fame a Subſtance, 5. Others again have affirm'd .

becauſe thePhantaſm Thews him that that whicb moves the

that it fubfifts of it felf ; if he will, is ſomething divine and

ſee it walk, he judges it alive. more excellene than Reaſon ;

So that ' tis ſufficient, to the namely, that Part of the Intel
drawing of all his Conſequen- lect, which is the knowledge

cas , that he infer from the of firſt Principles, and isto the
Phantaſms what they are capa- Soul what the is to the Body

ble torepreſentto him , with which the informs. This ap.

out need of ſpiritualizing them, pears in all the Will's A&ions;

or of Commerce between them whereof thoſe that tend to the

and the Intellect. In like man- End are, to Will, to Deſire, to

ner, 'tis not needful that the Enjoy, when the ſaid End isa

Intelle & ſhew the Will its Ob. Good , and is either abſent or

je& ; but the Man's ſeeing it, preſent; not to Will, to Flee , to

is ſufficient to cauſe him to be Sad, when the ſaid End is an

move himſelf by his Will to- Evil, and that conſider'd too

wards the Goodhe apprehends. either as abſent or preſent :

For as a King has hisScouts to thoſe which reſpect the Means
diſcover theState of bis Ene. leading to ſuch End are, to

mies, upon whoſe Report hc Chuſe , to Confent, and to Em

bolds a Council of War, where. ploy ſome rather than others.

in he reſolves what is to be All which Adions it cannot

done ; So Man by his Senſes exertof itſelf, but being mov'd
diſcovers the Nature of Objects, by that divine Power of the

as by ſo many Spies , which Intellect which repreſents to it
make their Report to thę Ima- the Goodneſs of the End, and

gination ; after which the Un- the Suitableneſs of the Means

derſtanding judges of the ſame; for attaining the ſame: In like

and laſtly , the Man reſolves Manner as the End moves the

and determines by his Will . efficiant Cauſo, attracting it to

Thus 'tis the Man that makes its Proſecution by an improper

all this Progreſs, employing all and metaphorical Motion.

his Faculties diverfly for that 6. Some ſay, as the Will is

Purpoſe. And as 'twere im- mov'd by the Intellect, ſo is the

pertinent to ask how the Scouts Intellect mov'd reciprocally by

and Council of War acted and the Will , which commands ir

mov'd the Troops, which exe- to divide, define, abftract, and

cute the General's Reſolution , perform its Operations in ſuch

to make them fight; but it and ſuch Manner. Yea, there

fuffices to ſay , that ' tis his is no Faculty but is ſubject to

Order: So 'tis abſurd to en. its Empire . It commands the

quire how the Senſes or Under- Imagination to frame ! deas and

ſtanding move the Apperite or Species; the Memory, to recal

the will; 'tis ſufficient to ſay , and repreſent them ; the mo.

that'a Man reſolves to will tive Faculty, to Speak, Walk ,

atter Cogniſance of the Mat, and the like other Actions ;

ter . the Senötive Appetire, to Love,

Еe 2 Haiti
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Hate, be Angry, to raiſe and conſequently is not mov'd byit:
appeaſe its Paffions ; tho ' many Thirdly , whatever the Civili

Times theſe are deaf to its Di. ans lay, Fools and Children

States. have their wills , as well as

7. Again, ſince the rational the Wiſer and Elder; yea,
Soul is a ſimple Form, and e- both the former will as refol.

very Form a Perfection of the vedly as the latter : and Wo

Subject wherein it reſides ; that men, who we ſay have leſs

of Man being to know Truth, judgment than Men , are yer
to love Good, and to be united more felf-willid and obftinate

to both by Fruition : the ſame than they. On the contrary ,

Soul, when it knows, is call'd the moſt judicious are common

the Intellect; when it defires ly the leaſt reſolute, and find

or loves the Thing known, the moſt Difficulties in willing. An

Will. So that there is no need emperick and ignorant Phyſi

for the one to be mov'd by the cian will be bolder, and reſolve

other ; for ' tis the Soul that Thingsmore pertinaciouſly ,than

moves it ſelf: which therefore an old experienc'd Methodiſt.

Ariſtotle calls Entelechia , and A young and giddy Captain
the Principle of Motion ; the will ſooner tell his Opinion,

Pythagoreans , a Self-moving which is the iſſue of his Will,

Number. than an old beaten Soldier, who

• 8. ' Tis ſaid, that the will doubts of every Thing , and la

depends not any way on the bours much to bring himſelf to

Intellect , and conſequently is a Reſolution. But the contrary

not mov'd by it . Which is would happen , if the Will fol

prov'd, firſt, becauſe the Will low'd theGuidanceof the Judg:
is mutable and oftimes con- ment. Wherefore 'ris conceiv'd

trary upon the ſame Ratiocina- rather that the Will moves the

tion ; as it would not be, if it Underſtanding as well as all the

were mov'd by the Underſtand- other Faculties; fince no Body

ing For if the Will were, ac . can reaſon in Spite of himſelf,

cording to Ariſtotle's Definition, but he muſt will to ſet his

a Deſire of Good with Reaſon, Mind upon a Thing before the

the one ought always to follow Intellect can make its Reviews.

the other. But it not doing 9. 'Tis thought the beſt Courſe

fo , ' tis an Argument, that the is rather to ſolve the Opinions

will has another Principle than of the School by ſome Expedi.

the Ratiocination. In the ſe. ent, than wholly to depart from

cond Place, as it was lately ar- them , as a way too difficult to

gu'd , there are Amities of Incli- keep ; and that 'tis better to

nation , properly ſo callid , be- untye the Gordian Knot than

caule not grounded upon any to cut it; which belongs only

Reaſon ; and therefore theWill, to Alexander. ' Tis acknow

which never exerciſes its Do- ledg’d that the Intellect and the

mirion more freely than in will are two Faculties of the

Leve, follows not the Intellect rational Soul 3 that we will

in that Kind of Amities, and nothing, unleſs the Judgment

be.
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believe it Good, whether it be Queſt. Whence comes.
the

really or only apparently ſo . Marks or Spots wherewith Chil

But the Difficulty is concerning dren are born?

the Means that the Intellect Anſw . As the Degrees of Life

employs to carry the Will to have Dominion over the firſt

ſuch Good. Take it thus : Qualities, ſo they have Autho

The Will is carry'd of it ſelf rity one over another, each in

to Good , as a Stone to the his Order. The vegetative Life

Centre ; but as this Stone is in Man makes Uſe of the ele

ſometimes hinder'd from arri . mentary Qualities at Pleaſure ,

ving thereunto by Obitacles even to the Prejudice of their

which ſtay it , ſo Ignorance own Nature. So, Heat collects

puts a Bar to the Will. Here. Things of the ſame, and ſepa

upon the Underſtanding falls rates thoſe of different Nature ;

to work till it has remov'd but our vegetative Soul makes

that Obſtacle by its Reaſoning : it do the contrary , namely ,

Which done , as there is no unite the four Humours in

thing between the End of a the Veins tho' different in

Shadow , and the Beginning of Nature , inſtead of ſeparating

Light ; ſo there is nothing be- them : For in this Cafe, Heat

tween the End of our Igno- acts not with full Authority ,

fance, and the Beginning of but as the Soul's Officer

our Volition: Where the Ope- following her Intentions. And

ration of the Underſtanding the Realon is , becauſe theſe

ends, there begins that of the four Humours being logredi

Will, no more induc'd, mov’d, ents in the Nativity of Man,

and as little forc'd as the they muſt neceſſarily paſs into

Weight that tends downwards, his Nouriſhment ; which they

which cannot be ſaid to be cannot do without being ming

carry'd towards the Centre , led together. But when the

unleſs improperly , by him that Blood isout of the Veins ;

takes away the pieceofWood then the Heat , diſengag'd from

or other Obſtacle that ſtopp'd it the Soul's Juriſdiction , ſepa

in the Air. Moreover, it were rates all four , making the

no longer a Will , if mov'd Choler float uppermoſt , the

by any other Principle but it Phlegm next, then the Blood,

ſelf; As is ſeen in thoſe who and loweſt of all , Melanchor

having a Will to do ſome ly , as the Dregs. Amongſt

thing , when the fame is once Souls there is the ſame Order

commanded them, change their of Superiority. The Senſitive

Reſolution , or do only with makes the Vegetative obey it ; ',

Regret what before they deſi- as appears by this, that if after

red with Paffion : As the ſame Meat the imagination attend

Motion which was natural to
much to an Object, the Con

the Stone, becomes violent to coction of the Food is retard

it when it is impelld, inſtead ed , becauſe all the Faculties of

of being ſuffer'd to deſcend the Soulbeing united in their

downwards.
Ee 3 Root
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Root and Eſſence of the Soul, fuperiour Powers. When the

when the ſets her ſelf much tceming Woman touches her

upon one Object, ſhe_leaves ſelf in any part, the Spirits

the other inferiour Powers run thither from the Brain ,

idle ; they not being able to either by Reaſon of the Touch

work, but as the Soul (their or the Motion ( both depend.

Principle ) employs them . ing upon the Animal Spirits )

This being premis'd, when a but finding the Mother's Fleſh

breeding Woman hath a Long, too hardand diſproportionate
ing for any Thing, this defir d to their Effect, and miſſing their

Thing is imprinted ſtrongly in Blow , they go to give it upon

the Fancy ; and this Impref- the tenderer Fleſh of the

fion being made in the Brain , Child . And as in Generation,

the Spirits which flow from the Spirits of all the Parts of

thence , carry a Copy thereof the Body occur to the Place

with them . For as an entire where the Seed is receiv'd

Looking glaſs repreſents but there to engrave the Cha

one Image, but every Piece of racters of the Parts whence

a broken one hath its whole they flow , which afterwards

Pourtrait ; becaule the inten- ſerve for the formative Ver

tional Species or Images of tue , everyone having his

Things, tho' diviſible by Realon Task to make the Part from

of their subject, are yet in which it iffu'd : So the Mos

themſelves formally indiviſible, ther's Spirits keep the ſame

being Forms without' Matter, Courſe, and rule towards the

and conſequently indiviſible ; Embryo ; ſo that thoſe which

Diviſion proceeding from Quan- ſerv'd to the Mother's Touch ,

tity, a concomitant of Mat- go to find that ſame Place in

ter : So thoſe Spirits which the Child's Body , there to

ſtream from the Brain, tho' mark the image which they

they leave there the Image of brought from the Brain ; Na

the defir'd thing , yet withal ture finding Ways for her In

they carry the same Image tention where none appear.

with them , as being Portions Queit. Pray give meyour Opi

of the Subſtance wherein it is nion, Gentlemen, of Fables and

engraven ; and running to the Fictions, and whether their Cone

Place where the Foetus is veniences of Inconveniences be

formd, by Reaſon of the Unis greater ?

on of its umbilical Veſſels with Anſw . Of all the Flowers of

thoſe of theMother, they ar- Rhetorick , Lying is one of the
rive at the Infant, and im- worſt, and withal ſo much the

print the Characters they more pernicious,the more full
bring , upon it : The vegetac it is of Artifice. For if the fay

tive and plaſtick or formative ing of Ariſtotle be true ,' that

Vertue ſuffering it ſelf to be the Lyar always deſerves to be

over-rul’d : by the Senſitive, blamed, there is a certain Reſem

as this is by the Imaginative, blance between him who fimply

and this again by the other tells a Lye , and him who ſimply

takes

1

+

1
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takes away another Man's thoſe tender Tables receia

Life by Poiſon ; inaſmuch as ving the Impreſſion of ſome

the latter infects the Heart , falſe Perſwafion , will not af.

and the former viciates and terwards ſo eaſily part with

corrupts the Source of our Ra- it ; nay, on the contrary, it

tiocination ; the End whereof commonly continues there to

is only to come to the Know- the End, at leaſt some Part of

ledge of Truth . As there. it, as if Time were not able

fore the Poiſoning of a Man ſo fully to eat it out, but there

is always a heinous and pu- may be ſeen fome Lines of the
pilhable Crime ; but that firſt Draught. Whence it comes

Steward who ſhould poyſon his that ſome eminent Perſons do

Mafter , when he gave him account it a great Overſight in

ſomewhat to eat or drink, on the Education of Children ,

his pretending to be very to entertain them with Tales

hungry or dry , would be the and Stories: Inſtead whereof,

greatelt Villain in the World, thoſe weak Minds, wherein ,

and deſerve a far greater Pu- as in ſoft Wax, a Man may

niſhment : So he who ſimply eaſily imprint what he pleaſes,

tells a Lic is not ſo much to ſhould rather be acquainted

be blamed, as he who covers with Hiſtory , which , by Rea

and diſguiſes his Lye under the ſon of its Variety and Truth,

Appearance of ſome probable would be equally delightful,

Hiſtory, which is clearly re- but much moreadvantageous.

ceiv'a ' by our Underſtanding; And indeed thoſe who make

and this thus drawn in by the uſe of Fables , thinking by

Likelyhood of the Relation, them to teach Truth, take a

grows leſs diſtruftful of it , very prepoſterous way to do it .

than of the other kinds of For all the Advantage which

Fallhoods, which are deliver'd may be deriv'd from Fables,

without any Artifice. So that is only to draw on Mens Minds

Lying, and conſequently Fables, with greater Delight to the

and all the species thereof, Knowledge of true Things :

have the ſame Proportion to and it is cafily found to be

our Underſtanding , as Mon. a Way as unlikely to prevail,
fers have to Nature ; our Un- as if a Man ſhould make ure

derſtanding cannot endure of ſome place infamous and

them , whereas Truth is its notorious for Leudneſs , as a

Suftenance. Thence it comes School wherein he ſhould read

that thoſe Fables which are Lectures of Chaſtity to young

deftitute of the Ornament of Men and Maids; or lodge a

Truth , which is Probability , Fuller or Whitener of Cloth

are ſo ridiculous , that only with the Collier, one ſoiling

the Ignorance of Chiidren is all that the other had cleans'd .

capable of entertaining them Others think , that Man's

with any Pleaſure ; but with Underſtanding having its Diftaftes

ſo much the greater Danger to and Humourſomneſs, as well

themſelves , in Regard that as his Bady, and Contentbeing

equallyEch
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equally requiſite for the Sufte- feigned Thing , painted or o

nance of both , in Regard that therwiſe repreſented. Thirdly ,

a coarſer Dilh of Meat taken the Apologue, ſuch as are the

with a good Stomach is pre- Fables of Æſop ; and theſe are

ferr'd belore better Chear forc'd divided into three Sorts , the

down againſt Appetite ; it is Moral, the Rational, and the

bụt neceifary, that the ſame Re- Mixt. The Moral are thoſe ,

medies ſhou'd be us'd to recre- wherein irrational Things are

ate our Minds, when wearied , introduc'd , ſuch as is the Fa:

and out of Humour with an ble of the two Pots, the

Over-earneſtneſs of Study, ' as Earthen and the Brazen ; or

are us’d to retrieve and ſharpen that of Diſtribution of the

the languiſhing Appetite. This Prey between the Lyon, the

latter is recover'd by feeding Aſs, and the Fox. The Ra

on ſomeDilh excellently well- tional are only of Men , ſuch

order'd , ſuch as by its Reliſh , as is that of the Satyr and his

and Picquancy will rather ex- Entertainer , whom he leaves ,

cite than fatisfie the Appetite. becauſe he blew hot and cold

Such is the Bitterneſs of the out of the ſame Mouth. Of

Olive, Vinegar in Sallets, and the Mixt, we have an Exam

the like ; ' which have the ple in the Fable of the Fow

Effect as ſtepping back of ſuch ler , and the Stork , taken in

as leap , or the Appearance the Net with the Cranes. The

of a Fly on a Face of an ex- fourth Kind is the Romance :

quiſitely fair Complexion . The Benefit of all which Kinds

Theſe Fables are invented to of Fables is notorious to all :

reduce the wandring and weari- For beſides that they com

ed Underſtanding to its former prehend that common Recrea

interrupted Purſuance of Truth . tion , where the Poet ſpeaks

There are two kinds of them : alone , does make extraordina

One may be called a ſimple ry Diſcoveries of the old Pa

Fixion, ſuch as are old Wives gan Antiquities , whereof a

Tales , wḥich deſerve not the Man cannot be ignorant'with

Name of fabulous Relations, out a great Defect. The Dra :

unleſs for their Abſurdity'; matick , where Perſons are in

and yet it ought to be ſealand troduc'd ſpeaking, when it is
with ſomething miraculous repreſented by good Actors ,

and delightful. The other is makes a' prevalent Impreſſion

Mythological, which may be on the Minds of the Specta

divided into four Kinds. Firſt, tors and Auditors , and hath

the Poëtical " , in one continu'd nothing comparable to the o.

Relation , ſuch as are the Me- ther Kinds of Writing and

tamorphoſes of Ovid ; or dra- Expreſſing : So that it is the

matick , and accommodared to moſt efficacious Inſtrument to

Perſons , ſuch as are Comedies move and work upon the

and Tragedięs . Secondly , the Paſſions. There may alſo be

Emblem, or Device, which is very great Advantages made of

à real Explication of ſome the other fore-mentioned Kinds

of
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ver come

of Fable, eſpecially of the whereof one is, that a fincere

Romance, which has the ſame and conſtant Love Thould at

Effect on our Minds, in order laſt be crown'd with the great

to their Inſtruction in Goodneſs eft of worldly Enjoyments ;

and Virtue, as well- proportion'd and on the contrary, there are

Pictures have to teach us the not wanting the Puniſhments

Art of Drawing. For, as there and Executions of lewd and

are not to be ſeen now any vicious Perſons; whereto add

Pictures comparable, in Point the ſtrange Variety of the Acci

of Body, to that of the ſo dents repreſented therein ,

much celebrated Venus, which which being carried on with

conſifted of whatever was nobler and more unexpected

handſome in any Woman or Intrigues, extremely heighten

Maid, and borrow'd the Hair the Satisfaction of the Reader.

of one, the Complexion of a- Some again ſay, that for any

nother, the Neck of a third , Man to endeavour the Diſco

and the Breaſt and other Mem- very of Truth by its Contrary,

bers of others; ſo is it im- to wit, Fables, is to look

poflible that Hiſtory ſhould e. for Light in the Midſt of Dark

up to the noble neſs; and as a certain Muſi

Height and_Delight of the cian among the Antients de

Romance. For Hiftory, tho? manded a double Reward, for
it be not abſolutely true, yet teaching thoſe who had been
being oblig'd to repreſent inſtructed amiſs · in that Art .

things paft with as much Like- ( for this Reaſon , that there
neſs as a Picture is taken ac- was a certain Time requiſite

cording to the Face of him who for the forgetting of what they

is to be drawn, the Conſe- already knew, and as much for

quence of that Obligation is, learning how to play well) ſo

that however itmay embelliſh that Child, who ſhall have

Things and Adions, yet is it heard of the univerſal De

ftill engag'd to expoſe them to luge by the Fable of Deucalion

the Eye of the Reader as they and Pyrrha, will find more
are, or at leaſt as they are con. Difficulty to diſengage his

ceiv'd to be. Nowthe Number Mind of thoſe Stones, which,

of unjuft Things much ex . they having caſt behind them,

ceeds that of the juft, and became Men and Women, than

conſequently the bad and fad he will have to imprint in it

Examples will much thorten the natural Story of Noah and
the Reader's Delight. Whence his Ark. The ſame Thing

it follows, that #iftory wants may be ſaid of all the other
thoſe two principal Ends, for Fables, out of which there is

which it ought to be fought any Truth to be deriv'd, to wit,
after, to wit, Content and A do that it is like the ordering of

vantage : Whereas the Ro. Crabs, where there is much

mance brings both along with moreto be pick'd away, than

it, as beingcommonly full of there is to be eaten . Nay the

the Rewards obtain'd by Virtue, Ramans themſelves, whoſeem
to

.
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to be more inftructive, may be any thing more than an ordina:

reproach'd with this, that ry Barthen of Affairs, for the

they have not repreſented to moſt part go to Bed late, and

their Readers, the State of riſe late ; whereof ſeveral Rea

Life and civil Converſation, as fons may be allign'd . The firft

it really is, but have enter; and moſt ordinary, me-thinks,

tain'd them with a Platonical are the Affairs themſelves,

Commonwealth . And that dif- which infenfibly ſteal away the

courages Men very much, when Time from us; and that the

they find the CourſeandCuſtoms more unperceivably, the more
of the World to be contrary delightful that Buſineſs is, ao

to what they had taken ſo bout which we are employ'di

much Pains to read: Whereas the Time Biding away faſter

the young Man will be leſs from bim , who takes a Plea

ftartled to find himſelf hiſs'd fure in the doing of a Thing,

by his Auditors , when he than it does from another who

ſpeaks well ; and fighted by is in ſome Trouble of Mind or

Fortune when he does well Body. Whence it comes, that

(while the Ignorant and the a tedious Tale and a bad Book

Wicked are her greateſt Favou- are ever thought too long. They

rites) after he has read in therefore are to be thought the

Hiſtory of many Perſons of Happieft, who, if they had

Worth to treated ; than he their own Wills, would go to

would be, if he thruſt himſelf Bed lateft; not only for that Rea .

into Affairs, having never ſeen fon which madea certain King

any thing but Examples of of this part of the World ſay ,

Vice punil'd , and Virtuc rc- That be wouldbe King as long

warded. as he could ; inſomuch as when

Queſt. Which is better, to so he ſlept, there was no Difference
$0 Bed late, and riſe betimes in between him and the meaneft

the Morning, of do the contra. ot his Subjects: but alſo for

ry ?
this , that Night ſarprizing

Anſw . Though it be a kind them before they had done ali

of Receſſion from the common their Buſineſs, the Supper or

Opinion , to prefer going to Bed Collation muſt be the later, and

and riſing late , before the Oppo- conſequently the going to Bed,

lite ; yet is it tobe noted by The ſecond Reaſonis deduc'd

the way, that mof Perſons of hence, that there ought to be a

great Affairs, and the more ju- Correſpondence between the

dicious Sort, obſerving that Tranquillity of the Mind and

Courſe of Life, are of that that of the Body. It being

Judgment ; ſince that to ap- therefore neceſſary, that he

prove a thing is to do it . Now who wou'd take a good sleep.

we ſee that all the great Lords ſhould not be ſubject to any Di

and Ladies about the Court, ſturbance of Mind, and that

the moſtrefin'd Spirits , and fuch Reft being procured only by

as are beſt able to judge of all that Order which every one
Things, nay molt Men who have hath taken in his Affairs, it is

to
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to be imagin'd, that the later a er Difficulty to ſupport the Mif

Man goes to Bed, themore Bu- carriages which oftentimes can

fineſs he hath diſpatchd, and not be avoided in the ordinary

conſequently there remains the Courſeof Life ; as thoſe who

leſs to be done. Upon this walkupon Ropesare more apt

Score is it, that the Suppers of to fall; than thoſe who walk
Men of Buſineſs are accounted on the plain Ground . Now

the moſt quiet ; for having thoſe who go to Bed betimes

ſpent the whole Day in trudge are commonly more regular in

ing up and down about their the Hours of Supper, and all the

Trade, they then enjoy them- other Adions of the Day, upon
ſelves with greater Serenity . In the exact Obſervance whereof

the third Place, a Man ſhould that of their Bed- time does de

not go toBed till Digeſtion bé pend. Now it is obvious to

pretty well advanc'd ; from the any one, who ſhall conſider

Want or Slowneſs whereof, hi. the Difference of Profeſſions,

deous Dreams, Crudities, Ven- that there are but few that

tofitics, nay ſometimes Appo- leave a Man at Liberty to ob

plexies, do proceed. Now this ſerve ſo exacta Rule as this is.

Digeſtion is ſo much the more So that being ſometimes neceſ

advanc'd, the later a Man goes fitted to make a Breach of it,

to Bed : which Difference will the Conſequence will be , that

be beſt obſerv'd by thoſe, who thoſe who havethe more ſtrid

go juft from the Table to their ly engag'd themſelves to the

Beds, and lie down as ſoon as Obſervance of the Ruleof go

the Meat is out of their Mouths. ing to Bed betimes, muft needs

Fourthly, that Cuftom is ever receivea far greater Inconve

the beft, from which it is in a nience from the Negle & of it,

Man's Power molt eaſily to than they ordinarily do who

wean himſelf, and in the change go to Bed late . Sixthly, the

whereof he will be ſubject to fame Reaſon obliges phlegma

the leaſt Inconvenience. Now tick Perſons, and ſuch as are

he who bath contracted a Habit ſubject to Catarrhs, to content

of going to Bed late, will find themſelves with little Sleep,

it a leſs Inconvenience to go which is this; that their Hu

to Bed betimes, that ſo he may midity, join'd with that of

riſe betimes, or uponſome o- Sleep it ſelf, augments their

ther Motive, than he ſhall who Dittemper; beſides, that Sleep

bath accuſtomed himſelf to go ing which moiſtens and cools,

to Bed betimes; for hę will is not ſo well procur’d in that

be ķeepy, and unfit for the do- Part of the Day which is moſt

ing of any thing, as ſoon as his cold and moiſt, that is , from

Bed time is come. Fifthly , nine at Night till three in the

Hippocrates would not bave á Morning, but rather towards

Man enſave himſelf to an over the Morning, at which Time

ftri & Courſe of Life, grounding the Blood begins to be predo

his Advice on this, that ſuch minant, inaſmuch as in fo do

jegular Perſons find it the graat- ing it abates ſomewhat of its
Heat,

1

>
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Heat, and dilates it ſelf till that the Retrieval and Reſtora

Ten in the Morning, at which tion of the Spirits obliges the

time Choler beginning to bepre- Animal to ſleep , which ought

dominant, moderates its Acri- to continue at leaſt for ſuch a

mony ; as all will acknowledge Space of Time as amounts to

who are ſubject to the Megrim, the third Part of that a Man

who find very great Eaſe by hath been waking, and ſhould

that Morning -ſleep , which ac- never exceed the one Half of it.

cordingly is found to be the Far is it therefore from being

moſt delightful; and hath this imaginable, that Nature ſhould

further Advantage attributed to be able to endure what is af

it, that the Dreams thereoffirmed of the ſeven Sleepers ,

are prophetical, and will come or the long Nap of Epimenides,

to paſs in a ſhort Time ; where. which laſted fifty Years. Nor

as the others are accounted ſu . are we to give any more Credit

perfiuqus by thoſe who have to what is related to us con

been Profeſſors in that Art. cerning a Plant in the Low

Moreover, thoſe who riſe too Countries, which will keep

early in the Morning, are fub- People waking many Nights

ject to the Head-ach in the and Days together, without

Afternoon, and more eaſily any Inconvenience ; but the

tranſported with Anger all the Time when we ſhould begin or

reſt of the Day ; to effectwhich , end our Sleep, being left to

the Conſideration of the Tempe- our own Diſcretion , 'tis requi

rament does very inuch con- fite we ſhould accommodate

duce. For, as Sleeping in the qurſelves to the Order preſcrib’d .

Day -time is born with in old by Nature , which hath ap

Men and Children , and that in pointed the Day to labour , and

both , by Reaſon of their Weak- the Night to reſt in : Nay, it

neſs, and for the Recruit of is alſo the advice of Hippo

their Spirits , and , particularly crates, Galen , and other Phyfi

in old Men, to take off ſome- cians, who think it not enough

what of the Acrimony of that to direct Reſt in the Night, and

ſerious Phlegm which is predo- Waking in the Day, but alſo

minant in them ; ſo , thegreater conceive very great Hopes of

Part of Men being ſubject to thoſe, who, in theTime of their

Choler, (whence haply pró. Sickneſs, are ſo irregular there

ceeded the Error of fome Phy. in . Add to this , that Dark

ficians, who talk of nothing neſs, Silence , and the Coldneſs

but Refrigeration in all Diſea- of the Night are fit to recruit

ſes) and the Coolneſs and Moi. the Spirits, and promote their

fure of the Night, correcting Retirement within ; whereas

that hot and dryDiſtemper, it Light, Noiſe, and Heat of the

is the more convenient, that Day, are more proper to occa

Sleep ſhould as much in the fion their Egreſs for the Exer

Day-time, by taking off then ciſe of Actions, which grant
ſomewhat of their Choler. ed , he who obſerves not this

But 'tisargu'd by fome, That Rule, charges Nature with an

erroneous
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erroneous Proceeding. And that of the firſt and ſecond Conco

this is her way, is apparent ction , is wholly diſpos'd for the

hence , that thoſe Animals Diſtribution of Aliment, and

which are guided only by her . Evacuation of the Excrements

Motion, (which is as certain, as of the third . So that he who

our Reaſon is ordinarily irregu- ſpends that Part of the Day

Jar)go that way to work. Cocks about his Affairs, befides the

and other Birds go to their Reſt, Expedition he meets with, does

and awake with the Sun ; if by that Means maintain the Vi.

any of our domeſtick Creatures gour of his Body and Mind,

do otherwiſe, our Irregularity which is commonly dull’d by

is the Cauſe thereof, and that ſleeping in the Day time, which

Perverſion is of no leſs dange fills the Head with Vapours ;

rous Conſequence than that of and when Exerciſe comes to

the Seaſons, which is ever at- , ſucceed it in the warmeſt Part

tended by Diſeaſes. And who of the Day, the Heat which,

makes any Doubt but that the is then commonly greateſt

greateſt Perfection of the Hea- makesit leſs ſupportable. There

vens conſiſts in their regular fore Nature, who is a ſure Guide,

Motion, the principal Cauſeof inclines us to Sleepineſs in the

their Duration ? Which order Evening, there being nothing

fince we are not able to imitate, but the Multiplicity and Diſtra

it is but requiſite we ſhould ction of Civil Affairs, which,

come as near it as we can in depriving us of that Function ,

our Actions ; among which , as it does of divers Others,

Sleeping and Waking, being makes the Life of Man ſo

the Hinges on which all the much the leſs certain , the more

others of our Life do hang, if he is involv'd in Affairs ;

there be any Irregularity in whereas the Duration of that.

theſe, Confuſion and Diſorder of Animals, and, next to them

muſt needs be expected in all of Country People, and ſuch as

the reſt ; as may be ſeen in the comply with the Conduct of

Lives of Courtiers of both Sex- Nature, is commonly of a great

es, who turn Night to Day, er Length, and more certain .

and Day to Night , a Courſe of Queſt. Whether the Child de

Life much different from that rives from the Father, or the

which is obſerv'd by the Supe. Mother ?

riours and Members of regula- Anſw . If our Fore- fathers

ted Companies. Beſides, it is may be conceiv'd wiſe enough

the Morning that not only to have known the Nature of

holds a ſtricter Correſpondence Things, it is to be acknowledg'd

with the Muſes, but is alſo that the Child derives moft

the fitteſt Time for the Per- from the Father, ſince that they

formance of all the Fundions thought fit to beſtow on him

of Body and Mind . Then is it his Name rather than that of

that Phyſicians preſcribe Exer- the Mother ; and that the

ciſes, in regard that the Body Name is the Mark and Cha

being cleard of the Excrements racter ofthe Thing. Beſides, the

Malc

a
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Male being more perfect, larger more apparent in the Man thap'

and itronger than the Female, in the Woman, area tacit la

which is indeed an Imperfecti- finuation, that the former con

on and Default in Nature, tribute more thereto than the

/ whoſe conſtant Defign is to latter. And the greatelt and

make a Male, and is not diſap- moſt remarkable Difference be

pointed, but through want of tween the Children being that

Heat, Vigour, and Tempera. of the Sex, the Experiment al.

ment; it is but rational , that ledg'd by Phyſicians, that if

what proceeded from theſe two, the right Teſticle be bound ,

ſhould have the Denomination Males will be produc'd, as Fc
from the more Perfeet of them . males will if the contrary ,

Thusa Regiment is known by clearly ſhews that by the Fa

the Name of the Colonel; a ther's part the Sex is determj. .

City by that of its Founder; nated, and conſequently, it is

a Law and Ordinance by that from him that there do allo

of the Law.giver ; and a Re- proceed the leaſt individual Dif

ceipt, the Compoſition where. ferences and Circumſtances ,

of conſiſts of two fimple Me- wherein theLikeneſs or Unlike

dicaments , hath moſt of the neſs of Children to their Fa

Nature of the ſtronger, and that thers and Mothers, either in

which is of greateſt Vertue. Mind or Body, doth confift.

This is further confirm'd by the

common Compariſon , which All the paper of Queſtions

is us’d to expreſs the Difference that have been ſent unto us 4

there is between the Father bout Dr. Burnet's Archiologie,
and the Mother in the Buſineſs &c. are not needful for us to

of Generation . For the Mo- anſwer, ſome of ' em relating

ther, and particularly the Ma- to what is purely an innocent

trix is compar'd to a Field, Hypotheſis , and as ſuch we are

and the paternal Seed to the willing to acknowledge, that

Grain which is ſown in that there's a deal of Reading, pretty

Field , which ſerves well e- Invention , ſharp Wit, and

nough in order to its Sprouting refin'd Philoſophy mingled
and Shooting forth, but fupplies throughout, and as ſuch the

it only with Matter, which is Age is willing to receive it :

determinated by the Form of But all theſe Qualifications
the Grain , from whence the want Foundation to make the

Plant produc'd receives its Be- whole Canonical, or fix a Stan

ing. so that the preſent Que- dard for every Reader's Judg

ftion amounts to no more, than ment. As for other Parts, which

if a Man ſhould ask, Whether are raisd upon the Ruins of

an Ear of wheat deriv'd more eternal Reaſon and Religion,

from the Ground, or from the and built upon a Contempt

Seed that had been ſown in it ? (accidentallyſo at leaſt ) and a

A further Proofhereof may be wreſting of the Scripture, there

deduc'd from the Inſtruments we think our felves obligʻd to

of Generation , which being expreſs our Concern , and if

>

pollic
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poffible, in fuch Terms asmay ſhould be ſo grated, (which

at once expoſe the Errors there. we ſhould never be willing to

of, and ſecure the Judgment of do ) yet the4th.Commandment,

some Perſons, who otherwiſe which is of too great a Mo

might be prejudic'd with that ment than to have a Paraboli

Air of Wit and Reading they will cal Signification , is expreſs,

find there, or at leaſt with the That in fox Days God created

Authority of the Author him- the Heaven and Earth, &c.

felf. As to the Queſtions of whereas the Dr's. Earthy Par

the firſt Book, we ſhall paſs ticles, and liquid Maſs muſt be

'em over without any Remark, many Years ( if at all) in fec

but that in General 'tis a very ling to a Conſiſtence.

uſeful elaborate Treaſury of An- Queſt. Whether as the Dr.

cient Philoſophy. Therefore bas said in his 2d. Chapter, be

to the Queſtions of the Second. has already prov'd by Phyſical

Reaſons in his Theory , that the

Queft. Whether there's any Earth was of a ſmooth and even

Exceptions to be made againſt Surface, free from Seas , Rocks,

she first Chapter of the ſecond Mountains, O. as alſo , whe
Book. ther that which he offers further

Anſw . The firſt Part of it is in the ſame Chapter, as to A

of great Uíc againſt ſuch as threefold State of the World,

wou'd argue for the Eternity be conſiſtent with the Authority

of the World, as did Ariſtotle, ofSt. Paul , or St. Peter, which he

and a few more in all Ages ; makes uſe of, especially she laft,

for after the Teſtimony of Mo- as the great Piliar onwhich he

fes, he ſumms up ſeveral of ſupports the whole Notion .

the Phænicians, Grecians, La- Anſw . His Phyſical Reaſons

tins, & c. who generally agreed, (as he is pleas’d to call them)

That all things emerg'dfrom 4 are founded upon his Hypothé

Chaotick Night. But then he's ſis, thus, The Chaos was fluid

unwilling to believe this was and confuſedly blended together ,

done on the ſudden , but that the groffer Parts ſubſided,conftin

there being a great Strife Diſ- tuting an interior Orb of Earth,

order, and Confufion of things, the reſt of the Matter was divi

there was need of a very con- ded into Liquid and Volatile,

fiderable Time to ſettle them the Liquid containing in it all the

in, being loth to recede from Original Liquors of that Earth

the fame Poſition be laid down which it encircled , and the un.

before in his Theory ; which Etuous O :ly Matter mounted above

becauſe the Dr. finds to be in that, and when the Air purg'd

conſiſtent with Moſes's Narra- it ſelf of its grojs eartby Parri.

tion, therefore (as will appear cles, of which it was full, they
by and by ) he calls in queſtion fell down and mingled with the

his Authority, endeavouring Oily Liquor , which growingthick

to prove the Hiſtorical Part of er and thicker , by Acceſion of

the Creation a kind of Parable, more Terreſtrial Particles, byDee

not confidering, that tho ' it grees grew lift and form , and jef.
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led into the Conſiſtency of an ha- vens were of old, and the Earthi

bitable Earth. Hence he con- ſtanding out of the Water , and

cludes, that the Earth's Setling in the water , by which the

from a ſmooth Liquid , it's im- then World periſh'd, being over

poſſible there ſhou'd be Moun- flow'd with Warer; and the now

tains, Seas, Rocks, in it be- Heavens and Earth are by the

fore the Flood. This Narra. Same Word kept in Store, reſerv'd

tion is the Subſtance of the unto Fire againſt the Day of

Dr's Hypothefis, which he Judgment and Perdition of un

takes all for granted, before he godly Men. We will endez

makes his Conclufion , which vour to do the Dr. Juſtice, in

he calls a Proof from Phyſical abſtracting his Expoſition of

Reaſons. It wou'd be eaſy to this Place, ſince he ſays, p . 225 .

how unphilofophical Supra hanc petram Theoriam

this Hypotheſis is in all its Telluris, & c. that he has chiefly

Parts, particularly in that ma- built his THEORY OF THE

terial One of the earthy Parui. EARTH upon this Pillar or

cles getting firſt into the Paſſage of St. Peter : As alfo

Air, or being numerous enough upon a parallel Paſſage of St.

to fiffen ſo much Liquidity ; Paul, which becauſe tending
or laftly , of growing dry in a- to the ſame Thing, ( tho' in

ny definite Number of Years, different Chapters) we ſhall

much leſs in fix Days , which conſider ’em together, and be

is the expreſs Time that God a little larger bere , tho' we

Almighty himſelf atteſted in contract our Diſcourſe in the

the Mount , when he gave . reft.

the Law , as well as in other The Dr's . Expoſition . Theſe

Places of Scripture. Scoffers queſtion a future De
As for the latter Part of the ſtruction , or Change of this Na

Queſtion , whether the Autho- tural World , their Education

rity fetcht from the Apoſtles and Faith teaching no ſuch

St. Peter , and St. Paul, give Doctrine for a long Succeffion of

the Dı . any Ground to build Tears: But then are willingly

theſe Notions upon, we ſhall ignorant of the firſt State of

now conſider, his Theſis is Nature, which by its Conftits

Terram fuife, & c. “ That the tion was deſtroy'd by a Deluge,.

66 Earth was in its Antideluvi. but the Heavens and Earth

an State of another Form , which are now , having a diffe

“ different from what it is rent Conftitution , mail be de

now, as alſo the Heaven of ſtroy'd by Fire,

another Poſition . ' Firſt ler Anſw . The Phraſe NATU

us fee what St. Peter ſays , RALWORLD in the Expofi

SævJueves ydp aútove TÕTO Jéhov- tion , is ftrain'd and unnatural,

τας, στ . For they ( to wit, the Apoſtle's Deſign being not

the Scoffers that queſtion d to build a Theory of the Earth ,

the Second Coming of Chriſt ) but to ſhow the Parallel be

are willingly ignorant of this , tween the unexpected Judg

that by theWord of God the Hea. ment upon the other World of

the
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have now.

the Ungodly , and the ſudden ignorant that the Antediluvian

Coming of Chrift upon the Heavens and Earth had a diffe

now World of Scoffers , the rent Conftitutionfrom what they

firft by a Deluge, the laſt by a
general Conflagration. We Anſw . They cou'd not be

are willing to grant, that the blam'd by the Apoſtle for being

World before the flood might ignorant of what was never

receive a conſiderable Change taught in the World before ,

by the Deluge, as many ſmall viz . That there was ſuch a

Rivers made , ſome Mountains thorough Change and Deſtructi

caſt up, & c. but that it re- on of the firſt State of Nature ,

ceiv'd no ſuch Change as a to- as the Theory ſuppoſes. If

tal Inverfion , by breaking into the Di. will bring tha Opinion

Pieces, and loſing its firſt si- of the ancient ormodern Jews

tuation , is the Matter we de- to confirm his , we'll be his

ny, and what the Dr. wou'd Diſciples.

prove ; but this we ſhall come 3. The sth . Verſe which is

to in anſwering his five Rea- brought here to Mow the Mutas

fons for his Opinion. bility of Nature , wou'd with.

To prove the foregoing Ex- out the above Expoſition be to

poſition, he adds the five fol no Purpoſe .

lowing Arguments : Anjw . Yes, to ſufficient Pura

poſe, if the whole World of

If the Face of Nature is Men was deſtroy'd , if the

yet the ſame, then ( the is whole Syſtem of Nature was

saistas) the Scoffers had for the preſent as it were con

what they contended for, which verted into one Element; if

is not to begranted ? the Face of the Earth, ( which

Anſw . It wou'd be true , if we'll grant much more even

the Apostles Words , All Things and beautiful than now ) was
continue as they were from the upon the Decreaſe of the Wa

Creation of the World, can be ters all cover'd with Corps

ſo limited , to mean ; That this and Mud , Trees torn up by

viſible State of Nature was ne- the Roots , the Channels of

ver yet wholly alter'd in its Rivers turn'd another way ,

Conſtitution from the Creation Cities demoliſh'd , and Nature

of the World ; ( as in the The- in general made deſolate, and
ory ) for ihat's the point the no Hopes of Reparation but the

Dr. contends for, and he muſt poor Remains of Mortality

make theſe vi fui cixtis, theſe that was ſhut up in the Ark,

Scoffers deny this very Thing, to begin and replenith the

his Inference is falle : World anew : If all this be

There's no Body but muſt ſee Truth , and much more of the

the Fallacy . ſame Nature, then the Apoſtle's

2. The Jews were not igno. Argument which is ſuppos'd

rant that there was a Deluge, in the 5th. Verje, is not in

and were not blam'd therefore vain .

but becauſe they were (or ſeem'd )

FI

or

4. Tô;
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4. The Conſequence in the 6th . deſtroy'd : So that we can only

Verſe wou'd be without due reaſonably believe it to be the

Premiſes. Clouds , Atmoſphere , and the

Anſw . The Conſequence is Air , which might be tranf

very juſt without the Dr's elemented and changed in

Senſe, which relies very much to Water ( and might there
upon a Natural Cauſe , calling fore be laid to be deſtroy d ,

A wv, Conftitutionem vel forum as not being the fame ) and

terra ; leaving out Verbum Dei, after they had done their fatal

which nevertheleſs will come Office, they might either natu

in for the greateſt Share in that rally be rarify'd again as Vapours

heavy Judgment, and ſpoil all are' , or might by their Crea

the Philoſophy in the Caſe. tor's fiat be at once chang'd
The Natural inference is thus, to their firſt Nature and Office.

By the Word of God the Hea. And to ſhow the Improba

vens were of old, and the Earth bility of any other Change

Jianding in the Water and out of the Heavens and Earth by

of the Water, by which Word the Deluge , let us compare

and situation the World of this Paſſage of St. Peter with

ungodly Men periſh'd in the Wan others ; firſt with another of

ters , and the Face of Nature was his own , 2 Pet. 2. 5. Gen. 6. 7.

made deſolate, and ſtrangely al. idem . 13. with the Earth, in
ter'd , as in the laſt Anſwer. the Original from the Earth,

5. There's an Antitheſis in the but not the Earth it felf.

7th . Verje , the Heavens and Laſtly, It won't be amiſs

Earth before the Flood are di- to note how this Paſſage of

fi inguiſh'd from thoſe that are St. Peter ſpoils the whole Hy

potheſis, at once affirming that

Anſw .The Antitheſis is very the Earth ſtood in the Water

genuine in the 7th . Verſe as and out of the Water , which

to the Appellation of new and is exactly contrary to the Hy.
o'rl, in Reſpect both of Earth pothefis , ſo that either the

and Heavens, before and after Dr. muit quit the Pillar of his
the Flood . Firſt , as to the Theory, and ſeek a new one,

Earth , it is very properly or bury his Theory under ſo

called the old World in Reſpect proper a Monument.

to this, in Relation to its ſelf , We ſhall alſo remark that

as coming almoſt out of its this threefold State of Nature

Chaos again , as we deſcribed which the Dr. wou'd have

in Anſw . 3. butmore eſpecially St. Paul to hint at in the sth .

to Nor''s ſmall Fanily, who of the Romans, falls very un

were to begin the World again, luckily for his purpoſe, two of

both as to People , Building , 'em being before the Flood,
OC. And as for the Heavens, when he wou'd have his ſecond

it muſt be either underſtood of begin ; but that only by the
thoſe below the Moon, ar thoſe by.

above it ; not the laſt , for Queſt. 3. Whether the Can

then the Moon it ſelf had been that the Dr. afſigns for the Uni;

verſal

20W .
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verſalDeluge, be agreeable to his of the People, ſo as to give ' em

own Theory ? the Idea, or Notion of a pleaſant

Anſw . Yes, agreeable enough Garden : And a little after, p.

and very pretty for an Hy- 287. he calls it, Allegoriam le

pothefis, only we muſt lay cundum Arcanum Senſum Mofis,

Scripture by if we believe one adding , atque hunc fenfum eo

Tittle of it': Our Author would libentius Amplector, &c. viz .That

have it a Tehom -Rabbah , An E- 'rwas an Allegory, and thatMo

ruption of Waters out of the ſes had a ſecret Meaning , and

Womb of the Earth : St. Peter that he (the Dr. ) more wil.

calls it a Flood : and Mofes lingly embraced that Opinion , be

give you the Time and Degrees cauſe there's no ſuch place in

of its Increaſe and Decreaſe . the World in which all the Notes

Queſt. 4. What think you of and Characters of that Garden

the 5th. and 6th: Chapter, which meet .
Tho' there is no need

mentions the rightand oblique Por of conſulting any Notion that

ſition of the Earth to the Sun with thus deſtroys it felf, we ſhall

their Properties ard Phanonema's now prove, according to our

conſequent upon ſuch a Change ? Promiſe, shat the principal Cha

Anſw . We have not room to racters, viz . the four Rivers,

conſider this at preſent; be that are mention'd in the Hiſtory

fides, here being nothing a- of Paradiſe , are at this Day cer

gainſt Scripture, we ſhall paſs tainly known, and that the very

it over, according to our Pro- Place where the Garden ſtoot

miſe at the Beginning. can be aſſigned very near. And

firit, ThatEuphrates and Tigris,

Queſt. 1. What think you of (which every one agrees were

the Dr's. Notion of Paradiſe, two of the Rivers) came both

who believes it to be Parabo . from the ſame Fountain ; for

lical, Chap: 7 ? theſe two encompaſſing Mefo

Anſw . 'We think that the potamia , give it its Name.

Dr. evidently contradicts him- luſt alſo afferts the ſame, as

ſelf, for in Chap. 7. p . 278. af- cited by Origen , I. 13. C. 21 .

ter having cited ſeveral Opini- de flumin. Saluftius autem Are

ons , he ſays, Dunique , qui no- thor certiffimus afferit Tigrim e

biſcum Sentiunt in terra quidem , Euphratem uno Fonte manare in

Sed aliâ ab hodierna, verum Para Armenia . Saluſt, an authentick

diſum , qui jam tranfiit, olim flo- Author aſſerts, that Tigris and

ruiffe tradunt. And laitly, The Euphrates proceeded from the

Opinion of thoſe which we afſent fame Fountain . The learned

to, that the true Paradiſe was Boetius was of this Judgment,

ſituated in the Earth that was who diſcourſing how caſual

deſtroy'd, not in this that is now. Events are guided by Provi.

And in Page 284 , ſays, Q2014 dence, as the common Foun

eorum capta ex ingenio accom . tain out of which they flow ;

modatus, Hortum Amanum con. illuſtrates it by the Simile of

ciperere, &c. Moſes accommo- Tygris and Euphrates, de Con

dated himſelf to the Apprehension ſolat. Phylofop, l . 5. Carm . 1.
Ff 2 Rupis
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Rupis Achæmeniæ Scopulis , ubi verſa ſequentuni,

Pectoribus figit Spicula pugna fugax,

Tigris e Euphrates, uno le Fonie refolvunt,

Et mox abjunétis diffociantur Aquis.

Add yet to this the Teſtimony of Lucan in his Pharſalia;
lib . 3 .

Quaque caput magno tollit cum Trigide magnus

Euphrates, quos non diverſis fontibus edit

Perlis

Lucan here gives 'em the Euphrates. The Eaſtward is

ſame Riſe, only laysthey came this Gibon which the Scripture

out of Perſia ; but 'tis notori- mentions : It would be too

ous with the Writersof thoſe long to collect what the An:

Times to call all thoſe Coun- cients have ſaid in proving ,

tries Perfia , that lay under the that Gyndes, Indus, and Cyndus,

Dominion of the Perſian Mo- are the ſame with the River

narchy , and thus Farnab. in lo- Gibon. See Sabellicus Ennead.

cum takes it . Theſe Teſtimo . l. 1. Dioniſsus Periegotes, Herje

nies confider'd , we have two dotus. lib. 1. n. 189, 190. Ste•

Rivers , Euphratis and Tygris : phanus, Juſtin, Hiſtor . 1. 11 .

So that having the Fountain of Strabo in Geog. lib. 1. Vadia

one, we want not the other. mus in his Appendix to his

And Ptolomy (as alſo Pliny, lib . Commentaries upon Mela .

5. cap. 24. ) tells us, that Ty. And laſtly, Epiphan. lib. de 12.

gris iſſues out of the South-fide Gemmis : But this particular

of the Mountain Taurus, in lat. being not much conteſted by

39, 40. where the Place ofthe any, we need proceed no fur

Garden of Eden inult therefore ther about the River Gibon .

be very near.
As for the Weſtward Branch

Now we come to ſhow, that of Tygris, it ſeparated it ſelf

the other Rivers were only again at Apadamia , and made
Branches of Tygris Tygris the other two Rivers Hiddekel

atier having paſt the Gordican and Pifon. That there is ſuch

Mountains, and being ready to a Diviſion is plain from Plin.
enter into Syria , parts its Hift. lib . 6. cap. 27. about A.

Streams aſunder, encompaſſing padamia. The Northern Streams

that Country. This is plain he calls Tigris Minor , the

from Epiphanius in Anchoret, Southern Delas, which by its

n . 58. the Eaſward Branch Courſe exactly anſwers the

(according to Prolomy in the Character Moſes gives of it ,

Edition of Jacob F/zlar) run- who ſays , that it goeth to.

ning on the Back of the Moun- wards the Eaſt of Allyria , Gen.

tain Niphates, and the Weft- 2. 14. according to the De

ward terds its Courſe towards fcription of Geog. Nub. who

fays,

>
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fays, (part 6. Clim . 4.) Facet Serpent ) Vocal in Paradiſe as all

ab occident, Tigris, & c. Thus the Trees were in the Dodonian

alſo when Daniel ' was Gover. Wood? Or was it the Serpent

nour of Sufiana, he ſaw his Vi..only ? If the laſt, how came that

fion upon the Banks of the great to deſerve the Benefit of Speech

River Hiddekel, Dan. 10. 4 .
above the reſt ?

As for the laſt River , the Anſw . The Serpent only ,

River Pifon, here not only Juo which in a few Words, has but

nius, but all the Learned agree, juſt out-rivald the Miſchief of

that the NamePafatygris, given ſuch Queſtions.
it by Pliny, and others, was ea- Queſt. 4. P. 290. By what

fily alter'd from Pyforygris, Authority may we believe the

which exadly anſwers to the Devib spoke in the Serpent , for

Situation of the Place, by fe- the Letter of Moſes intimates

veral Texts, Gen.25. 18. i Sam , no ſuch thing?

15. 7. which is ſo clear, we Anſw . Yes, in Gen.4. 15 .

need proceed no further, He ( our Saviour ) all bruiſe

Laitly, ' tis obſervable , that thy ( Satan) Head, and thou malt

all theſe Rivers , or the Places bruiſe his Heel.
where there Rivers lye, Queit. 5. P. 291. Why Mou'd

mention'd in the Bible , after the Serpent Ire pronus in Ven

the Flood : So that the Earth trum , Creep upon his Belly, for

cou'd not poſſibly be deſtroy'd , his Penalty ? Or did he walkup.

as the Dr. wou'dhave it. See on bis Tail before?

for Pifon, Eclaf. 24, 25. for Anſw . Probably not the laſt,

Havilah, ſee i sam . 15. 7. for but the firſt, that ſo oft as we

Çuſh , or Ethiopia , encompaſs'd ſee a Serpent, ſo oft we thou'd

by Gibon , 'tis very frequent in fee an Hieroglyphick of Man's

prophane and facred Writ; Fall and Redemption .
for Apur, or the Eaſt of Aly Queſt. 6. P.292. What wou'd

ſia , where Hiddekel was , and bave become of the numerous 18

has now another Name, 'tis as ſue of Adam, if he had not finn'd,

common : As for Euphraies, wou'dthat one Tree of Life,fed

we need not mention it again : 'em all, or how ſhou'd they have

Thus we hope we have fairly come by it ?
prov'd the Situation of the Anſw . See our Saviour's An

Garden of Eden , mention'd in ſwer to the Devil when he

the Hiſtory of the Creation , tempted him with Hunger.

tobe no Allegory, nor Contra- Queſt. 7. P. 292. Neſcio quid

diction , but ſuch a great Truth five, &c. uſque admanus manum

as our Dr's Theory can't ſhake. fricat ?

Queſt. 2. P. 289. Why was
Anſw .This cou'd not be the

not the Woman afraid of the Ser. modelt Ds. who talksin his

pent's speaking toher ?
Preface of a Chariorem ipfa Vi

Anſw . She cou'd fear no Ill ta Religionem , ofReligion being

that knew none.
dearer than Life.

Queſt: 3. P. 290. Were all Queſt. 8. P. 293. Whence had

the Creatures ( as well as the AdamandEve their Needle and

ThreadFf 3
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Thread in the firſt Day of their Queſt, 12. P. 281 , 282. What
Creation ? think you of the Dr's . Para.

Anſw . There was no need of phrajeupon Moſes, and the Dia

any for what you have tranda- logue betwixt Eve and the Sere

ted Conſuerunt, pent; as alſo in that betwixt

Quett . 9. P. 293. Why did God, Adam, Eve, and the Ser

that Butcher of an Angel deſtroy pent, in their Examination and

the whole Race of ſome Creatures Sentence ?

in skinning of inem to clothe Anſw . We look upon the

Adam and Eve, for there was greateſt Part of it to want that
but two of a Kind created ? Caution and Prudence as

Anſw . who tells you there Matterof so great Conſequence

was but two and two of a Kind might have juſtly claim d , e

created at firit ? You are not ſpecially from one of his Cha

yet got to the Ark, but Query, racter : And ſuppoſing

How came any Creatures at thou'd allow Mofes to ſpeak

all to be preſerved when your here in a Senſe, which rho'.

Farth was defiroy'd ? You myftical , yet not without a

ſhou'd anſwer a Million of due and ſuitable End proper for

ſuch Abſurdiries before you the Authority of Moſes, ( as the

Catechiſe Moſes, and the fa . Dr. himſelf elſewhere grants )

cred Truths he has laid down. how unjuſt and unfair a Treat

Queſt. 10. P. 293. Whether ment wou'd it be to that great

the Fable of the Dragon's keep: Law.giver to be ridiculd , be

ing the Apples of Heſperides be cauſe he ſpeaks not phyſically

not like the Chirubims, keeping as the Dr. does : Some Paffa- .
the Tree af life ? ges are ludicrous enough , and

Anſw . ' Tis ſo like , that 'tis ſuited to the Style of Terence's

a Confirmation of the Truth ; Comedies, perhaps taken out of

for near the Thespian -Lake, fo 'em ; and the whole has ſuch an

called by Procopius, tho' by Aire in it , that the Witsof the

Strabo it be call'd Arſena palus, Town have wiſh'd he'd have

which is juſt by the Fountain gone thro' all the Bible after the

of the River Tygris, there's a fame Manner ; an Effect we

Place call'd Syſpereitis, by ſome doubt not but the Dr. will be

Hy/ pereitis and Hyſperatis, where ſorry to hear of.

Pris ſuppos’d the very Garden Queſt. 13. P. 306, 307. Why

of Eden ſtood , which no doubt is the Dr. so troubled to recon .

gave Life and Name to that çile the Waters above the Fire

Place and Fable you mention . mament with thoſe under the Fir

Queft. 11. P.295 . Why ſhou'd mament , the firſt of which ſeems

an infamous Beaſt deſtroy as once to be above the stars, the Stars

Ile elaborate Work of ſix Days being placed but in the Firma

made by an Almighty Hand ?

Anſw . No, 'twas Disobedi- Anw. Perhaps the Dr. has

ence, and Eve's queſtioning the not conſider'd the Original of

Truth of God, as too many do the Word Firmament, in the
in this Age. Hebrew , which fignifies an

mient ?

Ex
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Expanſe, or Thing expanded : ally as good as the Caſe will

Nor are thoſe words of Moſes bear, and no morecan be ex

above and under the Firmament pected from ’em. To the lat

properly tranſlated into the En. ter Part of the Queſtion , we

gliſh ; they ſhou'd not have doubt a very unhappy Conſe

been ſupra expanſum , fed defu quence will give it in the Ne

per expanſo, a very uſual Pleo- gative.

naſm of the Prepoſition ſuperne, Queft. 15. The Dr. ſeems to

fuper, juxta, for the Word is build his whole Theory phyſi.

notyet but ym7y7yocally: Query, When did Nature

which ' Things confider'd, the arrive to ſuch a Degree of Per

great Diſputes that have been fection, that any thing could be

upon this place, need not to be said to be naturally done ?

any Diſtraction to us, for we Anſw . Nature can't be pro

find the Fowls to be ſaid to perly taid to be perfect (or con

fiye in the Firmament of Hea- lequently a Thing done natu

ven , the Stars to be ſet in the rally) before the eſſential Laws.

Firmament , and Job 26. 6. ofNature are conſtituted them .

which bindeth the Waters in the ſelves by the Author of it ;

Clouds, and the Cloud isnot bro- therefore it appears to us a

ken under them : Now it being great Weaknels in the Dr. to

all one Expanſe, from the Face talk of phyſick and natural

of the Earth to the higheſt Re. Effects in a 'Chaos, which no

gions; thus Birds may be ſaid thing but an Almighty Hand

to flie in the Firmament, and cou'd bring into any Order.

the Waters according to the
Queſt. Pray Gentlemen let's

foremention'd Place of Job , have your judgment of the

maybe ſaid to be properly di Paſagebelow, which I met with.

vided from the Waters below in a certain Lațin Author ;

by the Firmament, or ſome what he means by it, which I
Part of the Expanſe. partly gueſs at , but can have

Queſt. 14. P. 325 , 322. The 'no clear Notion of, and what

Dr. ſeems very ſenſible thar his your opinion is as to what he ado

treating of Moſes at ſuch a vances concerning the Number

Rate maygive Offence to many of of the Angels ' Tis found in

the Sober Part of Mankind, and Ignatius de Derkennis, Lib .

begins to raiſe leveral objections de Deo Creatore, Diſp. 1 ,

bimſelf, which he anſwers by Chap. 5. P. 31. His Words

way of Obviation : Query, Winé follow ; Talmudiſtæ ftatuune

ther bis Anſwers are ſufficient , numerum Angelorum ,

or whether he had not better (we'll not trouble the Reader

concealed ſuch Notions in his own with a long Latin Quotation ,

Breast, and dery'd himſelf a lit. but give him the senſe of it as

tle vain Reputation, than have far as we can find ii , iho' we

bazarded the Intereft of Religi- doubt the Tranſcriber is fome.

on , eſpecially in ſuch an Ageas times miſtaken inour own Lan
guage ) . The Talmudiſts fix

Anſw. His Anſwers are re : the Number of the Angels,

C.>

this ;
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s at 291600000, two hundred • ought to be at leaſt a thou

& ninery one Million , fix hun- • ſand Times as many more

s dred Thouſand, whereas others • Men as do actually exiſt, te

make it far greater , and prove · fill the whole Superficies of

- it by an Argument taken this terraqueous Globe, in the'
from the Valtneſs of the Ema · Manner before mention'd ;

• pyraan Heavens, compared • let us therefore ſuppoſe, that

with the Terreſtrial Globe , ' in the Space of 30 Years, all .

' s after this Manner : - the Men of theWorld were

e ' Tis not propable that thoſe new , an equal Proportion
Spirits which inhabit the being allow'd for thoſe who

Empyrxan Heaven ſhou'd be • dye either under for

« ſo few , as tho' they each " their thirtieth Year.

filld their own Sphere , they · But in the Space of 30000

< fou'd leave almoit the whole Years , which is in all Pro

• Empyreum empery ; for ſeeing bability longer than Genera

that heavenly Palace tion will laſt , we ſhall at that

« built by God, for the sake Rate, have a Number of Men

c of its inhabitants, ſome Pro- not greater than are Spaces

o poſtion ought to be obſery'd of five Foot Square in this

¢ between that and them , in terraqueous Superficies, which

• Reference to their Inkabita . ' according to the leaſt Account

tion . But if the Number of we have of the Earth's Cir

Angels were notmuch great. • cumference, reckoning it but

er than the Number of Men , • at 19080 Italian Miles , are

• that muſt neceſſarily follow , 196228560000000, ninety fix

• ( viz. that great Part of the • Millions of Millions , two

Empyræum muſtbeleft yoid, hundred and twenty eight

• wiihout any Inhabitant ,) the Thouſands of Thouſands of

· ! Minor is thus prov'd. The Millions, five hundred and

• Number of Men actually ex . ' fixty Millions. Now if this
ç ifing comes far (nort of that " Number be transferr'd to the

o Number , which wou'd fill i Vaftneſs of the Empyrean

the thouſandth Part of the Heavens, when the Earth is

Superficies of the Earth , • but a Point in Reſpect of the

« if we thou'd allow five Foot • Firmament, and therefore

• Square to every Perfon, which much more to in Reſpect of

• every one wou'd grant, if he theEmpyræum ,itappearshow

« confider'd how great a Space ſmall a Part thereof wou'd

is left uninhabited by Men , as be filld by it , eſpecially if

* Seas , Woods and Deſạrts ; ' we conſider not its Superfi

nay further, that the moſt ! cies only, but the whole som

populous Cities have ' nor. so lidity thereof, as we ought to

many inhabiiants, as there ! do when the Queſtion is con

. are Spaces of five Fooi ſquare cerning spiritual subſtances,
s in the area, which is inclu- ' and glorify'd Bodies ; if we

ded within their Circumfe- do thus , we ſhall ſcarcely find

rance ; Therefore there ſuch a Froportion between

c

a

C
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Pem , as there is between one goes on , that appears not in

ſmall Piſmire, and the whole congruous, to ſuppoſe as ma

• Globe of the Earth . If ‘ ny Angels inhabiting ſo vaft
• therefore 'twere unreaſona- . a Space, and conſequently

• ble to affirm ſo huge a Body " that the Court of the Eter

' of Earth was created by God ' nal King ſhou'd conſiſt of in

< for the Habitation of one Piſ- • numerable Millions of thoſe

mire, 'twill hardly be more ' excellent Spirits, fince his

• reaſonable to affirm , that • Majeſty is infinire ; and that

there are not more Angels
of the wiſe Man may very

who inhabit the Empiraal well agree to the heavenly'

Heavens, than there will be Kingdom , Prov. 14. 28. in

• Men, of whom the Bleſſed, the multitude of the People is

• who ſhall come thither, being the King's Honour.

• but a very few , in Reſpect of Anſw . We think the Main

• the Reprobates, will but lit- of the Author's Senſe is pretty
tle vary the Number. clear, tho' ſomething dark in
The fame Author goes on , one or two Places. And his

P.33. and concludes thatthe Drift,isto prove thatthere
Earth contains fewer Grains are almoſt infinitely more An

of Sand, or Quantities pro- gels in Heaven , than there are

portionable to thoſe Grains , Men, or even were or will be

• than 90000000000000000000 upon the Face of the Earth ;

O 00000000000000000 ; tho' indeed according to the

or than there are Units in a old receiv’d Notion, that I

Number conſiſting of a Unit know not how many of 'em

• and 36 Ciphers, ( which if might dance upon the point of

• the Unit be 9 , make 7 a Needle, he has been very en.

nine Millions of Millions of vious to thoſe bleſſed Spirits,

• Millions of Millions of Mil- and lefſen'd their Number per

• lions of Millions ; ) But that haps by as many Units

ļ the Firmament contains few- wou'd ſtand from hence to the

er of the fame Grains of Indies, for we ſuppoſe he al

• Sand than 900000000000000 lows each Angel proportiona

000000000000000000000000 ble to his Men upon Earth ,
4 0000000000000 ; or than there five Foot Square at leaſt for Ha

are Units in a Number, ex- bitation, and how many incon

preſs’d by a Unit and 51 ceivable Millions of Needles

Ciphers, ( which unleſs we Points may be imagin'd in that

are miſtaken , amounts to Room ? ThatGod has Actually

nine hundred Millions of made vaft Numbers of thoie

! Millions of Millions of Mil- bleſſed Spirits which compoſe

ļ lions of Millions of Millions his glorious Train , and formi

of Millions of Millions. ) dable Armies, we learn from

But when the Solidity of the his infallible Word; nor need

Empyrean Heavens do contain confound them and the Saints,

? the Quantity of the Earth, as as ſome have done, to prove

often as that does Sands, he it, for we are ſure there are

Thouards

6

as

<

6

6
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Thouſands and ten Thouſands of daily to prayfor it, ſince I find

'em, nay Myriads of Myriads thatHoly Job did ſo, Chap.6th.

waiting round his Throne. and 8th. and often expoftulates
That he might have made as with God why Light was

many Myriads more, as he has given to him that was in Mi

particular Angels, is as certain , ſery, and Life to the Bitter in

ſince it involves no Contra. Soul ?

diction that he ſhou'd have Anſw . This Queſtion we re

done it ; nay, he has made an ceiv'd in a fair Hand, and as it

innumerableMultitude of Crea- ſeem's a Woman's,

tures on our Earth, in ſuch wou'd believe for the Reputa
valt Numbers, that if we con- tion of the Sex , from one that

ſider the new microſcopical had loſt a Husband- -She is

Diſcoveries, we believe 'twere guilty indeed of a Fault, but
eafie to demonſtrate, that we can ſcarce forbear calling it

they'd exceed all the Author's a commendable one : However,

Millions of Millions of Angels, Pois ſo rare, that whatever the

ſome of 'em being repreſented Indians and other Heathens may

an hundred thouſand Times do, we dare conclude that our

leſs than his Grains of Sand : Women of this ſide the World

AndifGodhas actually done this, are better Chriſtians than to

what Reaſon can be alledgʻd , follow her Example. ' We have

why he might not have made read of the Portia's and other
as many Spiritual as well as great Women among the Ro

Corporeal Creatures, the Excel- mans, whom no Confideration

Jency of their Beings invol- whatſoever cou'd perſwade to

ving no more Difficulty in their ſurvive their Husbands any

Creation, ſince 'tis ſuppos’d ihe longer than 'till they had an

Work of what is Infinite : Opportunity offollowing ' em

This he might have done, but and of others who rather than

that he has actually done ſo violate their Beds whilft li

wehave no Reaſon to believe ; ving, imitated Lucretia , and

and for that which he alledges , ftabb'd themſelves, to preſerve

tho' it carries ſomething of a their Honour, tho' perhaps

lofty Aire in it , ' tis yet abſo- they had done better, had they

lutely in concluding, for he ar- beſtow'd the Dagger on thoſe

gues from Space and Body to U- Tyrants that attempted it : And
bi, and Spirit, which can have in either Caſe we think there

no common Affections, one was more of the Roman than

being not only diverſe, but e- the Chriſtian , our Religion

ven contrary to the other . teaching us nobler Things and

Queſt. Having lost a near better Morality, and making it

Relation , and in him all that is our Duty and Honour tomain

dear and valuable in the World , tain the Poit wherein God has

fince nothing now can render me ſet us, how dangerous foever,

Eafie, or make me eſtcem my Life till he either fends Death, or

but as a Burden ; is it not only fomething leſs kind to relieve

lawful to wiſh for Death , but us. As for the Caſe of the

Lady
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Lady, the Event makes it more endeavour to divert her Mind

than probable that ſhe was by ſome leſs melancholy Ob

guilty of that very unufual jects, rather than let it be quite

Fault, 100 great Love to her overpreſs’d with immoderate

Husband, otherwiſe why ſhou'd Amicon.

fhe center all her Happineſs in Queſt. Why the Moon did

him , whereas it ought to be riſe within a quarter of an Hour

placd far above him : And after Sun ſet, on the 17th . of

The'd do very well to think a October last, as was obſerv'd,

little , whether that might not when ſhe pould not have riſen

be the very Reaſon why ſhe was until poſt Seven that Night :

depriv'd of him and whe- Anſw . What the Queriſt

ther, ſuppoſing him now happy, meansby the Moon ſhould not

ſhe can ever expect to ſee him riſe till paft Seven , we know

more, and ſhare in his Felicity , not ; for the Moon ſhould then

if !he continues impenitent in at other Times perform

that very sin for which in all ( in her own Orbit ) her

Probability ſhe loſt him , Idoli- Monthly Revolutions ; in

zing his Memory now as before which the Aſtronomers of our

ſhe did his Perſon ? and that at Age can almoſt to a Punctum

ſo high a Rate as to deſpiſe all trace her : And according to

the other Comforts of Life, what is known of her Mo

which are continued to her by tion , her true Riling that

Him , who where he took one, Night was at 20 Minutes palt

might have ſtript her of all five, as it is noted by Mr.

the relt. Beſides, If Self -mur- Parker in his Almanack, who

der be a sin , as tew Chriſtians bath the Repute of a moſt ex

doubt it , what can it be ait Calculator ; and the Sun ſer

much otherwiſe paſſionately to that Evening, eight Minutes

deſire Death before it pleaſes before five , by which it apo

our Governour to order it for pears the Moon's true Riſing

us ? As for the Words of Job, that Night, was at 28 Minutes

it's a plain caſe they ought after Sun -ſet: Then let the

not to be drawn into Example. Queriſt allow for the Refracti

For to ſay nothing of Elihu's on , and his Obſervations and

excellent Diſcourſes, does not that Author's Numbers will a

God himſelf reprove him , and gree together. What the Na

ask --- Who is this that dark- ture of Refraction is , we reſer

neth Counſel by Words without you to an ingenious Diſcourſe

Knowledge? Nay, does not fob concerning the Equation of

at length cry out , I am vile, Time, or Directions how to

what ſhall I anſwer thee ? and manage Clocks or Watches :

again, I abhor my ſelf, and re- publiſh'd by Mr. Parker in his

pent in Duft and Aſhes ! She Almanack for the next Year,

ought then to be ſo far from 1693. who hath likewiſe o

the preſent Extreme, as after blig'd the Curious with an

all decent Expreſſions of Sor- ' exact Tide -Table for High

row for fo great a Lofs, to Water at London - Bridge ; and
allo

2
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alſo a Table of the Sun's true endeavour by all common Of:

Declination, of great Uſe to all fices of Friendſhip to win upon

Mariners and Dialiſts, the Pla- him to an Acknowledgment of

nets places calculated de Nova , his Fault, to pray for him , that

with ſeveral other pleaſant God would change his Heart,

Novelties, whereby it exceeds and if he repentstowards God,

all that ever was done before he will certainly do it towards

in that Kind . us ; if this will not do, we are

Queſt. Whether I'm obligʻd to not oblig'd to a Familiarity,

forgive one that has wrong'd me, nor to an Acknowledgment of

without Repentance? Reconciliation , but only look

Anſw . "The Chriſtian Reli- upon him as a Stranger, and

gion obliges us to be charitable yer be always in a Capacity,

to all Men , to forgive our Ene- and Readineſs of Mind to for

mies, to pray for our Perſecutors, give him , whenever he ſhall

to bear no Malice nor Hatred ; perform the Condition .

and many more ſuch Texts Queſt. Whether a Miniſter

there are to the ſame Purpoſe : ought to be blam’d, who out of

But certainly there's ſtill a Re- Conſcience ſhall refuſe or ſcru

ferve, warranted not only by, ple the giving the bleſſed Sacra

that Juſtice we owe to eternal mentto a perſon that never took

Reaſon and Truth , and the Ex- it before, and deſires it now only

ample of God Almighty him- upon a Civil, or State Account,

ſelf, and the actual Deciſion of becauſe he is to enter upon a new

this very Caſe by our Saviour, Office ?

who alſo inculcated this Pre- Anſw . Charity muſt certainly

cept of Forgiveneſs, with more be the great Rule of our acting
Earneftneſs than any of the in this Caſe : We are not the

Prophets, or Apoſtles. Our Searchers, nor Judges of Mens

Saviour has decided the Caſe Hearts, we can only act by Pro

thus; If thy Brother treſpaſs a . bability ofoutwardCircumftan

gainſt thee, rebuke him ? and if ces, andwhere the Caſe will bear

he repents, forgive him ; and if the leaſt Probability, our Chari

ke treſpaſs againſt thee feven ty muſt prevail in the Diſpenſa

Times in a Day, and turn again tion ; if a Man has been vi

10 the ſaying, I repent, thou cious, and tells me has re

ſisalt forgivehim ; here Repen- claim'd on a ſudden, and is

tance is the Condition . God fincere, I am to hope hemay

Almighty only forgives condi- be ſo , and to endeavour to per

tionally , and we are advis’d to fect it . We ought therefore

imitate him , and to be perfect firſt to examine and weigh Cir.

as he is perfect ; to be reconcil'd cumſtances, to ask the Party a
to an obftinate Injuſtice, or Reaſon of his Faith and Hope,

any Vice, is to authorize and and ifwefind him not ignorant
approve it . Our Duty under in his Duty, and perceive the

an Injury is this, to be angry leaſt Probability of Sincerity ,
only at the Sin , not the Per we are to admonish him , lay

fon ; to tell him of it, and to before him the Danger and In

4

piety
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piety of tempting God. In (way'd down ; and no ſooner
Thort , we are to do our Duty , swam in the Tub without touch

and leave the reſt to him to ing it, but the scale return'd in ,

whom all Things are naked and to the Ballance again and con

open. Our Saviour, and (after tinu'd fo till the ſwimming Fiſh

his Example ) the Chriftian touch'd the Tub. Now Gent..

Church in alí Ages , has e. you have Demonftration , but here

ſteem'd Viſibility , and an out- wanteth youringenuous illuftra

ward Profeſſion , a fufficient tion why, which doubtleſs will

Warrant for Admittance into Satisfie the Querist, as well as

the Priviledges of Church Comº your humbleServant, unknown

munion . But when Men have to the queriſt ?

lived in open Defiance to the Anw. We knew nothing of

Doctrine and Communion of ſuch an Anſwer , nor by what

the Church many Years, and on- Means it was put in ; and for

ly take the Sacrament to qua- the Future we ſhall take ſuch

lífie themfor anEmployment, a Courſe, that the Preſs ſhall

there is good Reaſon the Mini- father nothing upon us , buc

fter Ihould requirean Acknow- what is our own, (Advertiſe

ledgment of his Fault, and a ments excepted.) He muſt be

Promiſe to continue for the fu- unacquainted with the Ele

ture in the Communion of our ments, and the firſt Principles

Church ; and if he will not do of common Reaſon , that can

this, he ought to be rejected. imagine (by the Virtue of An

Queft. You have anſwer'd the tiquity) that 2 and 1 make but

Queſtion lately about a living 2 , that if a Weight be added

Fiſh in a Tub of Water , that will to a Weight, the whole ſhould

weigh no more than the Tub of be equal to its Part. Had not

Water did without the Fiſh ; it the Experiment of the Royal

ſeemsby the Queſtion the Queriſt Society in this very Matter evin

was fatisfied of the Effect ,for he ced the contrary to what is

deſired only a Reason to be given, pretended in the above Queft.

why it was fo , And I having it might be reaſonable enough

read in a German Author, fiftry to conclude, that a living Filh

Tears fince, that it was ſo, with wou'd weigh juſt ſo much out

out giving Realon why, I did in of the Water, as it adds to the

the Tryal not only find it to be Weight of a Veſſel of Water,

fo, but that whichI think will a little Allowance being made

Satisfie any rational Perſon, the for that Weight which the Ela

Cauſe why it was ſo, for whilf fticity and Springineſs of the

the Fiſh ſwam to and agen, the Air in the Bladder and Body

Scales remained ballanced, but of the Fiſh , takes off. The

when I ſaw the Fiſh -tub ſway Experiment in the Queſtion

down , and return to hisBallance muſt be erroneous , from the

again, I took Obſervations, and hard turning of the Scales, be.

found as often as the Fiſh rubb'd fides, its probable this Fiſh was

or touch's the side or Bottom of very ſmall, and if one of a con

the Tub, fo often the Fifhetub fiderable Bigneſs had been us'd
in

a

5

.
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in the Experiment , the Diffe- ing thereof , tho' it hazarded

rence wou'd have been niore his Life , which he knew he

fenfible. And the Reaſon why ſhould receive again : And

the Scales gave way at the this is the full scope of the

Files touching the sides, or Text, and to this Senſe we ad.

Bottom of the Tub, (a Veſſel here, more eſpecially ſince we

very improper for the Experi- perceive it can be of no ill

ment) muſt be this , the Par. Conſequence . There are ſome

ticles of Water parted ſo eaſily who underſtand by the Word

whilſt the Filh ſwam , that it Beaſts, Demetrius, and others

cauſed no external Motion , that oppoſed St. Paul at Ephe

and conſequently ſhook the ſus , and ſo make the Fight to

Scales no more than if it had be metaphorical. The Querſt

lain ſtill ; hut when it hit up- is at Liberty to take which Side

on the sides, it ſhook the Tub, he pleaſes, for both the Expofi

which therefore aſcended or tions are ſafe .

deſcended , according to the Queft . From whence proceeds

Impreſſion of the first Motion, a Fog, and what's the Cauſe ?

as a Man put into a Scale and Anſw . A Mift, or Fog, is of

weigh'd exactly, may by Mo. the ſame Nature as Rain, only

rion in the Scale make it aſcend the Weakneſs of the Sun at this

or defcend; commonly the laft, Time of the Year is not able to

becauſe that the Motion he u- raiſe it high enough to com

fes, receives its Life from the pleat that work , therefore it

Refftance of the Scale-board hovers nigh the Surface of the

which he preſies upon in Or- Earth . Hence by the by, we

der to move , but we ſhall have may eaſily ſolve that unuſual,

Occaſion to treat upon the Prin- and to ſome, frightful Darkneſs,

ciples of Motion ſome other which happen'd between ten

Time. and eleven in the Morning, in

Queſt. What is meant by that January 1579. over many Pla .

Palace of St. Paul , that he ces of the City of London,

fought vith Beaſis at Epheſus ? very thick Mift aroſe in the

Anſw . Damnatio ad Beftias, Morning, which was clear'd

or Condemningio the Wild Beaſts from the South , about 9 (it

was a frequent Puniſhment a- being Sunday, and therefore the

mong the Romans , and thoſe Fires were kindled later ) the

that fuffered thus were called Smoke aſcending was choak'd

Pefiiarii. There are ſome of by the great Fo or Miſt that

the Learned , that believe st. hover'd over the Tops of the

Paul was cait to the wild Beaſts, Houſes : Upon this the Smoke

and fought with 'em in a litte- was beat down again, and fpread

ral senſe, and that they could under the Fog, and cauſed the

not havepower to deſtroy him , Darkneſs, which appear'd red.

which Interpretation is a firong- diſh againſtagainſt the Windows .

er Argument that St. Paul be- Soon after a little Wind ari.

liev'd the Reſurrection , and ſing in the North - Eaſt, carry'd

wou'd not refrain the Preach off the Miſt, and ſo the Dark

pels

a
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meſs remov'd by Degrees towards Cadmus, at the Building of

Lambeth and Clapham ? and af- Thebes, opened a Sanctuary of

terwards the Mift ariſing by Refuge for Criminals, Bond or

the Heat of the Day, gaveway Free, to flye to, probably in

for the Smoke to aſcend, and Imitation of that in facred

then the Darkneſs wholly va- Writ. As for this Affylum ,

milh'd . 'twas alſo a Sanctuary of Refuge

Queſt. What is meant by the built upon the Bill Palatine in

Expreſſion of Lambent Fire , and Rome, founded by Romulus for

what it is ? the End above. There was alſo

Anſw . Lambent Ignis, or the ſuch another Curtom in the

licking Fire, ſo called from its City of Croton , where whoro

Innocency, is moſt probably an ever flew to the Altars of their

Inflamation proceeding from Gods , were forgiven their

the Steams of the Body of a Crimes . We ſhall paſs over

ſweating Animal, which with- the Practice of the Europeans

out any hurt, ſeems to hang on beyond Seas, and only note,

the Cloath or Hair, and not that hence came theſe Pro

to be bruſh'd off, becauſe 'tis verbs, Ad te tanquam ad Afy

ſtill renew'd from the evapo- lum , ad te tanquam ad Aram

rating Steams . It happens moſt- confugimus: We flye unto thee

ly when Men have drank hard , as our Refuge.

and then in a ftill dark Night Queſt. What was the Reaſon

ride faſt home ; the firſt Kind- that our Saviour was crucified ,

ling of it may probably be (to ſince we find no ſuch Death in

paſs over an Antiperiſtaſis) by the Jewiſh Economy : And what

ſome Spark of a Flint trodden was the Manner of it as near as

upon by the Horſe's Shoe, &r. You can gueſs, by what credible

for as the Steams of the Spirits Authorsſay.

of Wine eaſily catch Fire, fo Ainſw . ' Tis true, we find no

may theevaporating Spirits be- ſuch Death in the Jewiſh Law .

ingmuch of the fameNature, ' Twas a Roman Puniſhment, and

diſcover'd by Chymiſts to be at that time the Romans were

plentiful in humane Bodies, as their Maſters, and they were

alſo in Animals, when they govern’d by their Laws. Cru

are in a ſufficient Quantity cifixion amongſt the Romans

ſent out by Perſpiration, and is call'd by Tacitus, Servile Sup

Sweating.
plicium , the Puniſhment of

Queſt. We read often of the Slaves, and ſometimes Free

Word Aſſylum : Pray whence men underwent that Death ,

the uſe thereof . (tho' very feldom , and for

Anſw . ſacred Writ there capital Crimes) as in the Caſe

was a City of Refuge, where of that Guardian which Galba

the Criminal fed for Protecti- crucified for poiſoning hisWard ;

on , and if his Fault was not for when the Guardian claim'd

wilful, as in Murther, the A. the Benefit of the Law, as be

venger of Blood cou'd nortake ing a Freeman, and a Roman

him thence. 'Tis ſtory'd that citizen : Galba, as if he would

allay
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allay his Paniſhment with ſome now we think on't, he need

Comfort and Honour , com- not go out of his Court, for

manded the Croſs already made ſurely his Paraſites and Wor

to be changed, and another to ſhippers, who have made him

be reared far higher than ordi- ſwallow ſo many blaſphemous

nary, and the ſame to be o- Titles, will counterfeit a Sor

verlaid with a white Colour. row , perhaps act a real one;

Thoſe that were thus puniſhed , for why man't Cuſtom , which

bore the Croſs upontheir Shoul- has now made Flattery a Duty,
ders to the Place of Execution . and an Accompliſhment in that

Plut. de Sera Nom . vind. Malie Court, naturalize a Sorrow for

ficium educuntur, quiſque ſuam the Loſs of that which they
effert Crucem : the Party was have made theinſelves believe

firſt ftripp'd , and then faſtned to a Happineſs.a

the Croſs , commonly with Queſt. My Father left me

Nails, and that Equity of Pro- Guardian to a younger Brother,

ceeding might clearly appear and in the Management of my

to the People, the Caule of Guardianſhip I have wronged him

this Puniſhment was commonly very conſiderably to what he had

writ in capital Letters, decla- left; he is an Orphan, bothas

ring the Cauſe of his Death, tó Father and mother : and I

( vide Lips. de Cruce . 1. 2. C. 11. ) remember the Threats in Scripa

Sometimes a Common -Cryer ture againſt thoſe that oppreſs

publiſhi'd what thePerſon was, as them , but more particularly in

in the Caſe of Attalus the Mar- Exod. 22. 22. in Malach . 3. 5 .

tyr, Apollon. Chap. 2. ) who which is very ſevere, and my

was led about the Amphithea. Heart does a little miſgive me,

tre, with an This is Attalus the and I have thought ſometimes of

Chriftian . making Satisfaction , but would

Queſt. Whether there be any not have it known ; therefore

of ihe Race of Julius Cæſar's what Method would you adviſe

Horſes now in the World, who, to do it, not to be taken Notice

as they ſay, wept for the Death of? and Iwould alſo know now

of their maſter and if there be , particularly the Heinouſneſs of

Whether it would not be Pru. the Sin ?

dence for the French King to Anſw . It's impoſſible for us

ſtore himſelf with ſome of them , to preſcribe which way to make

that whenever his Life meets a Reſtitution, we knowing no

Period, he may not dye without thing of the Circumſtances :

Mourners ? We can only in general Terms

Anſw If that Race be ex- remind you, that if thoſe Texts

tinct , poflibly he may find one you your ſelf have cited, won't

haif Man , half Horſe, in Weft perſwade you, we are ſure you

Tartary, which by good Uſage won't believe us , No, nor your
may be taught before hand . Father, tho' he ſnould riſe from

If he fails there , the great Türk the Dead : there's certainly no

will certainly be ſenſible of the Salvation for you without pre

Loſs of to good an Ally . But fent Reſtitution, if all in thefo

World
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World will do it ; if not, as Queſt. How long is it ſince

far as you are able ; beſides, Sirnames were given, to whom,

habitual Repentance, an and by whom firſt of all ? and

ſwerable to the Habit of your how comes there to be so many

Sin . We are ſurprized at the different Sirnames ?

Wurds , My Heart does a little
Anw. To diſtinguiſh Men

miſgive me, and I have Thoughts for fome remarkable Action,

Sometimes of making Reftirution : Employment, Act, or Defor

Your Circumſtances require mity of Body, has no doubt

more Application of Mind , a
been before the Flood : Chriſt

hearty Sorrow, a fincere Re- gavé à Sur or Super, or a Name

pentance , a willing Reſtitution , over and above ; a Sir-name to

and all this immediately, for Şimon, when he faid, thou ſhalt

you know not how ſoon you be called Peter ; alluding to

may be called to give an Ac- the Peter or Rock of Salvation

count of your Stewardſhip. If he built upon ; and Labbeus was

you will give us a further Ac- Sirnamed Thaddeus, Matth . 10 .

count, we ſhall by a private 3. Hermes Tremegilus, Judas

Letter give you what further Machabeus, and Tubal Cain,to

Advice we are able, being wil. diſtinguiſh himn from Cain who

ling to hope that you won't
was mark’d , Gen. 4. 22. there.

relapſe, nor make a Stay at a
fore in all Countries , more or

bare Conviction . leſs, Sirnames have been gia

Queft. A Young Man being in ven .

a Kind of a Slumber, in the Even
Queft. Whether by your order,

ing about 12 a Clock, he at laſt or to your Knowledge, there's

awaked, and ſaw appear, to his any Money paid , or to be paid,

thinking, a Creature like a Wo- at the Coffee-houſe in Stocks

man, cloathed in white Array- Market, at the Delivery of any

ment, and it food leaning againſt Queſtions ſent to you ?

a ſolid Place ; he aroſe, and it Anfx . There's neither any

ſtarted Back, and he made towards paid , nor any demanded , to our

it, and it went farther from him, Knowledge , what we do, we

and at the laſt he was affrighted, do Gratis, both in receiving
and food fill , and ſaid, in the and anſwering : Only Letters

Nameof God, who art Thou ? that come out of the Country ,

and it vaniſh'd away, and heſaw its reaſonable they pay the

it no more ; he being much con- Poſtage, neither will any ſuch

cerned abour it , deſires your ſpee- be taken in , whoſe Poliage is

dy Anſwer, what ſhould be the not paid for.

meaning of it ? Quest. I have had a great In

Anſw . The impreſſed Idea in clination for more than a little

his continued Slumber, when time to ask your Sentiments

he was almost awake, and as he of the late Project for the Fora

grew more awake, it removed tunate Lottery ; that is fairly

from his imagin ' Sight , the managed (quod hominem ) no

Idea by degrees vaniſhing quite unprejudic'd Perſon can deny,

away .
were he but an Eyewitneſs

ofG &1
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of their Method of Drawing ; that to it which it has noto

but pray pleaſe to give your To paſs by the Covetouſneſs

Anſwer to the following Que- and uneaſie Defire that attends

ſtion as ſoon as you can, in a Lottery, the Vexation of the

which you will oblige a great Diſappointment in lofing, and
many , as well as your humble a hundred finful Accidents,

Servant , oc. which he muſt be void of Pal

Whether this Project be war- fion , and perhaps not of Hu

rantable, In foro Conſcientiæ , mane Race, that would evenly ,

fince the Divine Providence, et and with unprejudic'd Endsat

whoſe Diſpoſal alone the Lot is, paſs through , there yet appears

muſt be made a Party for a ſecu- this effential Evil, That it trang

lar Intereſt ? greſſes the firſt Dictates of Natu .

Anſw . We muſt here an- ral Reaſon and Religion ; I

ſwer only for our ſelves: We ought not to ftake my Life or

believe the Thing wicked in Reputation to gain another

ii felf, much more by accident, Man's, and by Parity of Reaſon

tho' we don't delire our Judg. I ought not to ftake or hazard

ment thould be the Standard for my Money , to gain another

other Perſons Determination , Man's, to his Injury ; the

nor will we condemn thoſe that Unreaſonableneſs of one is the

are not of our Opinion . But fame with the other, only it's

its not enough to ſay a thing, of greater Conſquence, as Mur

without giving our Reaſons for der and hating a Perfon is the
it . ſame thing , only the laft is

( 1. ) Men are only Probatio- more mildly circumftantiated.

ners here , or rather Stewards What Reaſon is there another

both of their Money, Time, Re- Man ſhould have my Efate for

Puiation, & c. and muſt be cal- fhaking his Elbow , or any o.

led to an Account how they ther (to us) accidental Hazard ?

dichiarpe their Truit . Is that a valuable Conſidera

12 Our Money , Time, &c. tion ? If it be objected. No

is of no eſential Value, fim- injury is done to him that is

py conliderd in itſelf, but willing; it will be anſwer'd,

only as the uſe thereof tends that 'tis a falſe Maxim. If a

to the Giory of the great Lender Man that's weary of his Life,

and our own Happineſs : Theſe and willing to be diſpatch'd

two certain Truths ; and out of the World , comes to me

the firſt teaches us this Naru- and deſires me to do the Bufi

ral Conſequence, that it's very neſs, ſhould I do him no Injury

hard to believe a Man can be in helping him on to Damna

fa d to bazard his Ellate, or tion ? or ſhould a Phyſician

Part of it, át a Lottery, for the gratify a thirſty Patient in a
G'ory of God : And from the malignant Fever that is wil

fecond, he that, pretends to do ling to drink ? theſe are extra

it from the Happineſs he ex- vagant Sorts of Reaſoning. In

pects in gaining Money, ido- Chort, he that deſires Money

lizes the Money, attributing for any other End than ſo far

ale

as
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as it may be uſeful to him in worthy Obje &t : So that it is

diſcharging his Duty (which contrary to the Nature of this

ſhould be left to the Diſpoſal Paſſion to be free from Jealou .

of God Almighty, after honeft ſy, before Marriage; but after,

and warrantable Methods to where the Perſons are good and

procure it) deſires a Miſchief generous, we believe it ſeldom

to himſelf . Theſe are our pri- or never happens.

vate Thoughts of this Matter, Then to the ſecond, there's

which we have been ſo often no great Doubt to be made but

ſollicited to give ; ſuch (if any) that the women have the bet

as are diſpleas'd with it, and ter, common Experience ma

have better Reaſons for it than king it appear, that they gene

we here have given againſt it, rally bear Affronts and Contra

if they pleaſe toſend 'em , they dictions with the leaſt Diſquis

ſhall be publiſht as they are et ; and the Reaſon may be,

ſent, without any Alteration , becauſe they are naturally more

for the better Information of ſoft and apt to forgive than

the Queriſt, and all others that reſolute Man, for God Almigh

may want Satistaction in this ty, having laid the yielding

or the like Caſe . Part upon them, has no Doubt

Queſt. Tour Opinion is deſired, fitted them for it, by giving

Firſt , whether true Love be ac- them a larger Stock of Pa

companied with Jealouſy ? and tience.

Secondly, why Women are more Queſt, I deſire to know ( for

patient ihan Men, ſince ſome po- it concerns me) how a Woman

ſitively affirm the latter ? ought to behave ber ſelf to a

Anſw . As to the firſt, who- Man who has made Attempts a

ſoever conliders what we Love gainſt her Honour? if me treats

we always ſet an high Value kim civilly, and ſuffers him to

upon, will not think it an un- viſit her, does shenot tranſgreſs

reaſonable Conſequence that we the Rules of Decency, ſhe expoſes

ſhould be afraid of loſing it. ber ſelf to the Danger of another

Befides, what appears lovely Attempt, and gives Occaſion to

to us, we are apt to think does think the has not a juft Abhor

ſo to others too, which wou'd rence of his Deſigns? on ' the qe

naturally make them endea- ther ſide, if hér Anger conti

vour after the Poſſeſſion of it nues, and if she refuſes upon eare

as well as our felves, and there- neftEntreaties, and Pardonbegg'd,

fore gives us no ſmall Uneaſie to let him fee her, does ſhe nor

neſs for Fear of being diſap- diſobey that Chriftian Law of

pointed . And even ſuppofing forgiving injuries, tho' never lo

the beloved Perſon to be vir- often committed ? I ſay unto

tuous and conſtant, yet a great thee till ſeven Times, &c.

Paſſion will be apt to ſuggeit Anſw. The ſecureſt way is

that it is not impoſſible, but to avoid your Seducer, nor can

an Alteration may happen , ei. you prudently admit of any In

ther thro' ſome Diſlike, or by timacy with him after ; for

the intervening of a more bow can you expect that cither

G & 2 you
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nor will our

you or Virtue ſhould prevail were a little too much inclin'd

with bim , when by ſuch an to be a Friend in all Points ,

Offer he has tacitly declared for the Matter does not reach

he values neither . That a your Affair ; and tho' we

virtuous Man wou'd delign no ought to forgive our Enemy,

ſuch Thing , we need ule no that is , to have no Regret or

Arguments to prove ; and if Ill- will againſt him , yet we

he eſteem'd you , he muſt not are not obliged to make Tryal

only think better of you, but of our forgiving Faculty , by

wou'd alſo be unwilling that putting it again in his Power

you ſhou'd believe the contra- to affront or injure us,
ry ; and ſince he has diſco- Queft. Deſcartes has been

ver'd ſo much of himſelf, you'll branded by ſeveral ingenious

be the more to blame if at laſt learned Men for an Atheiſt, and

you're overcome, therefore fly one principal Reafon they give,

him whilft you may do't with is , becauſe he says in his Me

Honour , which is undoubted- thod we oughtto comply with

ly in ſuch Caſes moſt adviſa- the Forms and external Cuſtoms

ble ; for our Bleſſed Saviour of Religion in the Country we

was well acquainted with our are educated, tho' I am willing

Weakneſs, when he com- to believe he means only in Re

manded us to pray againſt ſpect of the Chriſtian Religion :
Temptation ; Since there are ſeveral other

Prayers prevail , if by our Paſſages in his Metaphyficks,

Actions we contradict 'em . which ſeem to intimate as much,

This if he's deſign’d for no pray what is your opinion in

more than an Acquaintance, the Matter ?
but if you can be charitable Anſw . We can't do that

enough to make. a Husband of great Man more Juſtice than

hin that thinks fo very in- to let him ſpeak for himſelf ,

differently of you, do'r while and in the Engliſh Tongue,

you may , for if he firſt pre- that every one may underſtand

vails , you ſhall be ſure never him , being well aſſur'd that

after to perſwade him to mar- the whole will be very accep

ry you ; tho' in the mean Time table to the Reader , and ( as
à Caution muſt be uſed , and we think ) a Demonſtration

you ought not to venture gi- that Deſcartes was no Atheift :

ving him one Opportunity of Take him as follows , with a

asking what you won't grant , little Abridgment at the Bee

but avoid ſeeing him except in ginning.

ſoine Company, and marry as . Becauſe our Senſes ſome

fait as you can ; and if there times deceive us , I would

be a good Joynter in the Caſe, ' ſuppoſe that there was no .

'tis pity it ſhou'd be lost for a thing which was ſuch as

Fancy : You have the more they repreſented it to us,

need to doubt your ſelf, be- . And becauſe there are Men

Ciule vour objection about for. ' who miſtake themſelves in

giving Enemies , looks as if you ! Reaſoning, even in the moſt

)

2
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6

6

6

* fimple Matters of Geometry , • ſtinct from Body, and more

& and make therein Parallo- eaſie to be known than Body ;

• siſms, judging that I was as ' and altho' Body were not, I

ſubject to fail as any other • fhou'd not ceaſe to be what I

S Man, I rejected as falſe all

cthofe Reaſons, which I had Afrer this I conſidered in

( before taken for Deinonſtra- • General , what is require

• tions . And conſidering, that • for the Certainty of a Pro

• the fame Thoughts which we poſition ; for ſince I had found

• have Waking , may happen to out One which I knew was

• us in Sleep , when as not any ſuch , I thought I alſo ought, '

one of 'em is true, I reſolv'd • to conſider wherein that

• to feign, that all thoſe things Certainty confifted, and ha
• which I ever conceiv’d , had ving obſerv'd , that there's

' no more Truth in 'em than nothing at all in this, I think

deluſory Dreams ; but ſoon ' therefore I am, which aſſuresI

« after I obſerv'd, that whilft I ' me that I ſpeak the 'Truth ,

wou'd think that this is Truth , except this that I ſee moit

• I think, therefore I am, was clearly ; that to think one

• so certain , that all the moſt • muſt have a Being, 1. judg’d

• wild Suppofitions of Scepticks that I might take it for a ge
was not able to shake it, I ineral Rule, that thoſe things

thought I might receive it as which we perceive clearly6

certain , for the firſt Principle • and diſtinctly are true , and
of the Philoſophy I fought. • that the Difficulty only is in

• Examining then carefully obſerving preciſely• what

what I was, and ſeeing I • thoſe Things are which we

' cou'd imagine that I had no diſtinctly conceive.

Body, and that there was no * In Purſuance whereof, re

• World , or Place, yet I cou'd flecting on what I doubted,

not imagine that I was not ; and that conſequently my

• and that even contrary there- Being was not perfect ; for 1

• to , thinking to doubt the clearly perceived, that it was

• Truth of other Things, it ne a greater Perfection to know,

ceſſarily follow'd that I was ; • than to doubt , I adviſed in

6 whereas if I had ceas'd to my ſelf to ſeek from whence

think, altho' all the Reſt of " I had learnt to think on

. whatever I bad imagin’d ſomething which was more
were true , I had no Reaſon perfect than I ; and I knew

• to believe that I had been. I evidently that it muſt be of

• knew then that I was a Sub- ' fome Nature which was in

Stance whoſe whole Eſſence or • deed more perfect. As for

« Nature is to think, and one • what concerns the Thoughts

that to be, hath no need of . I had of divers other Things

• Place, nor depends on any ' without my felf, as of Hea

• material Thing : So that this ven , Earth, Light, Heat, and

I, viz. my soul, by which i Thouſand more, I was not

I am what I am, is wholly di- ! ſo much troubled to know

whence

6

.

2
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6

6

6

6

6

6

6
a

6
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6 6

6

6

6

6

¢ whence they came, for that • my ſelf all that little which

. obſerved nothing in them . I participated of a perfect

· which ſeemed to render them · Being, I might have had by

& ſuperior to me ; I might be- ' the same Reaſon from my

6 lieve , thar if they were ſelf, all the Remainder which

true, they were Dependen. I knew I wanted, and ſo

• cies from my Nature, as far • have been my ſelf Infinite ,

• forth as it had any Perfećti. • Eternal , Immutable , All

• on ; and if they were not, • knowing, Almighty ; and

' Imade no Accompt of them ; • laſtly, have had all thoſe Per

• that is to ſay, That they · fections which I have obfer

¢ were in me , becauſe I had « ved to be in God. For ac

* ſomething deficient. But it ' cording to the way of Rea

« could not be the ſame with · ſoning I have now followed ,

the idea of a Being more ' to know the Nature of God,

• perfect than mine: For to as far as mine own was capa .

ellecin of it as of nothing, • ble of it, I was only to con

$ was a thing manifeſtly jm- ' lider of thoſe things of which

• pofiible: And becauſe there ' I found an Idea in me, whe

' is no leſs Repugnancy that the • ther the poſſeſſing of them

more perfect ſhould ſucceed ' were a Perfection or no ; and

from , and depend upon the I was ſure, that any of thoſe

º le's perfect, than for Some. " which had any Imperfections

• thing to proceed from No. were not in him , but that all

• thing , I cou'd no more hold • others I ſaw that

it from my ſelf: So as it fol- « Doubtfulneſs , Inconftancy,

• lowed , that it must have been • Sorrow, and the like, could

* put into me by a Nature • not be in him, ſeeing I cou'd

• which was truly more perfect my ſelf have wilh'd to have

• than I , and even which had • been exempted from them .

in it all the Perfections where- « Beſides this, I had the Ideas

* of I cou'd have an Idea ; • of divers ſenſible and cor

• to wit, (to explain my ſelf poreal things ; for although«

e in one word) God . Where . • I ſuppoſed that I doted, and

" to I added , that fince I knew that all that I ſaw or ima.

ſome Perfections which I gined was falſe ; yet cou'd

had not, I was not the only • 1 nor deny but that theſe I.
Being which has an Exiſtence, « deas were truly in my

" I ſhall, under favour, uſe · Thoughts. But becauſe I had

• here freely the Terms of the • moti evidently known inmy

• Schools ) but that of Neceſſi- « ſelf, that the underſtanding

o ty there muſt be ſome other . Nature is diftinct from the

4 more perfect whereon I de- Corporeal, conſidering that

• pended, and from whom I all Compoſition witneſſeth a

¢ had gotten all what I had : • Dependency, and that Depen
« For had I been alone, and • dency is manifeftly a Defect,

depending upon no other " I thence judged that it could

thing, ſo that I had þad of not be a Perfection of God to

: be

were.
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were

6

ç

6

* be compos’d of thoſe two ing, found its Exitence com

• Natures ; and that by Con..priſed in it , in the ſame

ſequence he was not ſo coin- • Manner as it was compriſed

pos’d . But that if there were • in that of a Triangle, where

any Bodies in the World, or • the three Angles are equal to

any Intelligences, or other two right ones ; or in that of

« Natures which not a Sphere, were all the Farts

• wholly perfect, their Being · are equally diſtant from the

& muſt depend from his Power • Center. Or even yet more

• in ſuch a Manner, that they evidently , and that by Con.

• could not fubfift one Momens ſequence, it is at leaſt as cer

! without him. tain that God who is that

• Thence I went in Search of perfect Being , is , or exiſts, as

other Truths ; and having any Demonftration inGeome

propos'd Geometry for my try can be.

Object, which I conceiv'd as 'But that which makes ma .

a continued Body, or a Space ny perſwade themſeves that

• indefinitely ſpread in Length, there is Difficulty in knowing

Breadth, Heighth or Depth, it, as alſo to know what their

• diviſible into divers Parts, • Soul is, 'tis that they never

which might take ſeveral raiſe their Thoughts beyond

Figures and Bigneſſes, and be ' ſenſible Things, and that they

moved and tranſpoſed every are ſo accuſtom'd to conſider

way. For the Geometricians nothing but by Imagination ,

* ſuppoſe all this in their Obo • which is a particular Manner

• ject. I paſs thro' ſome of of thinking on material

their moſt ſimple Demonitra- Things that whatſoever is

* tions; and having obſerv'd ' not imaginable, ſeems to

• that this great Certainty, them notintelligible : Which
which all the world grants ' is manifeft enough from this,

• them , is founded only on this, that even the Philoſophers
• that Men evidently concei- • hold for a Maxim in the

• ved them , following the Rule • Schools, that there is no

• I already mentioned. I ob- thing in the Underſtanding

• ſeryed alſo that there was « which was not firſt in the

nothing at all in them which • Senſe ; where natwithſtand

• aſcertain'd me of the Ex. ing it's certain that the Ideas

• iſtence of their Object. As o of God and of the Soul never

• for example, I well perceive, were. And I methinks )

that fuppofing a Triangle, thoſe who uſe their imagina

• three Angles neceffarily mult tion to comprehend them , are•

• be equal to two right" ones : • juſt as thoſe, who to hear

but yet nevertheleſs I ſaw Sounds, or ſme!lOdours,would

' nothing which aſſured me • make uſe of their Eyes ; ſave

' that there was a Triangle in that there is yet this Diffe- .

• the World. Whereas return- « rence, that the senſe of ſeeing
to examine the idea « aſſures us no leſs of the Truth

! which I had of a perfea Be . ! of its Objects, than thoſe of

G g 4 • Impelling
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• Smelling or Hearing do : • for a Rule, to wit, that thoſe

$ whereas neither our Imagi- • Things which were moſt

• nation nor our Senſes can ever • clearly and diſtinctly con

aflure us of any Thing , if ceiv'd , are all true , is cer

our Underſtanding intervenes ' tain , only by Reaſon , that
not.. . God is , or exiſts, and that he

" To be ſhort , if there re- ' is a perfect Being , and that
• main any who are not enough all which we have comes

perſwaded of the Exiſtence ' from him . Whence itfollows,

© of God , and of their Soul , " that our Ideas or Notions ,

• from the Reaſons I have pro- • being real Things, and which

duc'd , I would have them ' come from God in all where

¢ know that all other Things, ' in they are clear and diſtinct ,

· whereof perhaps they think cannot therein be but true ,

themſelves more aſſured , as ' So that if we have very often

! to have a Body , and that any which contain Fallhood,

! there are stars , and an Earth , they cannot be but of ſuch

ç and the like, are leſs certain . Things which are fomewhat

• For although we had such a ' confus'd and obſcure, becauſe

moral Allurance of theſe • that therein they ſigni'y no

? Things, that without being ' thing to us , that's to ſay,

• extravagant we could not " that they are thus confus'd in

doubt of them . However , us only , becauſe we are not

« un eis we be unreaſonable • wholly perfect. And its evi .

when a metaphyſical Certain- « dent that there is no leſs

• ty is in Queſtion , we cannot • Contrariety that Fallhood and

deny but we have Cauſe e- Imperfection ſhould proceed

nough not to be wholly con- • from God, asſuch , than there

en firm'd in them , when we o is in this , that Truth and Fal

conſider that in the ſame * Thood proceed from nothing

• Manner we may imagine be- But if we know not that

$ ing aſleep, we have other Bo . 6. whatſoever was true and real

• dies , and that we ſee other o in us comes frori a perfect

* Stars , and another Earth • and infinite Being , how clear

ç tho' there be no ſuch Thing and diſtinct foever our Ideas
« For how do we know that were, we ſhould have no Rea.

* thoſe Thoughts which we o ſon to aſſure us , that they

s have in our Dreams, are ra had the Perfection to be true .

ther falſe than the others , « Now after that the Know.

ſeeing often they are no leſs ledge of God , and of the

lively and ſignificant , and let « Soul , hath rendred us thus

the ableit Nen 1tudy as long certain of this Rule, it's eaſy

as they pleaſe, I believe they ' to know , that the Extrava .

* Cin give no ſuficient Rçalon " gancies which we imagine in

io remove this Doubt , unleſs our Sleep , ought no way to

they preſuppoſe the Exiſtence make us doubt of the Truth

of God . For fint of all • of thoſe Thoughts which we

that which I even now took have being awake : For if it

1

?

>

6

6
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ſhould happen , that even • perfect and all Truth , ſhould

Neeping we ſhould have a ve. have put them in us without

ry diftinct Idea ; as for Ex- o that : ' And becauſe that our

ample, a Geometrician ſhould Reaſonings are never fo evi

invent ſome new Demonſtra- dent, nor lo entire while we

tion , his ſleeping would not Neep as when we wake , al

hinder it to be true . And though ſometimes our Ima

4. for the moft ordinary Error ginations be then as much

' of our Dreams, which con- or more lively and expreſs.

• fifts in that they repreſent
• It alſo dictates to us , that

unto us ſeveral Objects in the • our Thoughts , ſeeing they

< ſame Manner as our exteri- cannot be all true by Reaſon

or Senſes do, it matters not that we are not wholly per

though it gives us Occaſion to • fect ; what they have of

• miftrult the Truth of thoſe “ Truth, ought infallibly to oc

• Ideas, becauſe that they may ' cur in thoſe which we have

• allo often enough cozen us being awake, rather than in

• when we do not feep : As our Dreams .

« when to thoſe who have the Queſt. I have a Relation in

Jaundice , all they ſee ſeems Town who has a Fever every

yellow ; or, as the Stars or Chriſtmas -day , being the Day

• Other Bodies at a Diſtance , of his Birth : Query, whether

appear much leſs, than they it is of the ſame Nature as o
are. For in fine, whether we ther Feuers ? and whether

ſleep or wake , we ought curable or no ?

never to ſuffer our ſelves to Anſw . Meckren in his Medico

be perſwaded but by theEvi- chirurgical Obſervations, gives

• dence of our Reaſon , I ſay us an Account of a Man that

( which is obſervable ) of had a Septenary Fever ; and

• our Reaſon , and not of our Pliny, it wemay believe him ,

• Imagination, or of our Senſes. tells us of one Antipater, a si

• As although we ſee the Sun donian, that alſo had a Fever

moft clearly, we are not there- (or as ſome call it an Ague)

• fore to judge him to be of every Year upon his Birth-day ,

• the Bigneſs we ſee him of ; and if ſo , the Caſe of your

and we may well diſtinctly Friend, tho' very rare, is not

imagine the Head of a Lion, without a Precedent : As for

* fet on the Body of a Goat, the Nature of ſuch Fevers or

! but therefore we ought not Agues, we look upon 'em as un

to conclude that there is a accountable as the Revolution

o Chimera in the World . For of Sevens, a Year in which it's

• Reaſon doth not dictate to us , obſerv'd a great Part of the

" that what we ſee or imagine World ( that get out of Child

« ſo is true : But it dictates, hood) dye in , and we know

• that all our Ideas or Notions ' now of one Family that never

? ought to have ſome Grounds eſcapes it. Whether an Anni

! of Truth ; For it were not verſary Ague is curable, we dare

{ poſſible, that God who is all not pretend, ſince we want Er

amples,

6

>

6

6

6
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amples, perhaps from the Fewe alſo to enquire after Security

neſs of 'em ; but for other A. for the Children, where there's
gúes, we are certain they may , no vifible legal Father. The

and we are as fure that the Re- Offender may be proceſs’d upon

medy in one of our late Ad. Common Fame, but if the Matter

vertiſements is infallible , if be notorious,and own'd, there's

carefully us'd, tho' the Author yet better Ground to go upon ,

pretends it cannotbe fruſtra- and ſtirring in it is more jufti

ied by any Careleſneſs what- fiable , or rather a greater Du
ever. ty. But if after all , (for the

Caſe is not full enough ſtated )

Queſt.A very wicked Wretch , if nothing can be prov'd upon
ra Neighbour of mine, tho not the Offender ſince the laſt Ge

oftheſamePariſh) having brought meral Pardon , he'll make that

up his Wife's Niece froma Child, Plea in Court, as was not long

hasfor ſome Years paft made her ſince the Caſe of agreat Per

his Whore, has ſeveral Children ſon in this Nation . Such Mem

by her : Query,whether it does bers are a very pernicious Scan

not concern every good Chriſtian dal to the Church, and ought

(and Miniſter ofpecially) to take to be excommunicated ; for ill

Cognizance ofſuch Villany,and do Example has no little Intereſt

asmuch as in them lies, all they againſt all that a Miniſter can

can to ſuppreſs this complicated teach to the Contrary : We

Sin of Adultery and Inceſt ? If don't look upon the Ad to be

it be our Duty , (as truly it Inceſt. If you pleaſe you may

ſeems ſo to me ) to endeavourthe let us hear how you proceed in

Suppreſſion of this notorious Sin : the Affair, and what it comes

i humbly beg of you to inform to .

me what Method is moſt proper Queſt.Gentlemen , It's obſerv’d ,

for fuch an Undertaking: I have that in your Oracle you very

waited long for an anſwer to eaſily paſs over the Reaſon of the

this, but I hope now to have an Tides, by excuſing the Moon from

Anſwer ſpeedily, in which you 4 Regency over them ; whereas

will oblige yours, &c. I know ſome others (and thoſe Learned

put whether or no it be material t90) think, that if that Planet

10 let you know, that Iam the be herein renier'd uſeleſs, and in

Miniſter of the next Pariſh , where some other Matters, wherein alſo

the aforeſaid Wickedneſs is com- you ſeem to deprive her of Pow

mitted , unrebuk'd.
er ; it ſeems ſtrongly to reſult,

Anſw . If the preſent Mini- that God and Nature bave crea.

fters and Church wardens of your ted ſomewhat in vain : For if she

Neighbouring Pariſh are care- were made only for Light, of

leis in the Concern , and won't which ſhe hath none innato) the

act in it , ( which you ought Advantage were very ſmallto the

firit to admonith them of ) your Sons of Mer. One half of the

Method is to ſerve them all Time Me Shineth being of rio Uſe

four into the Spiritual Court : 10 Mortals, or of ro little, that

And the Parith may , and ought the London Lucidaries are pre

ferrable
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5 ferrable before it, and yet we are Waters to it. or drive them

unwilling to have an equal Re- from it , it wou'd be always

gard to humane Contrivance , High-water when the Moon is

with the glorious ' Works of vertical, and vice verſa, which
God. Your ſecond Thoughts on are both falſe, and it wou'd be

this Subject are therefore deſired with that this great Man's

by fome that are greatly in Love Hypotheſis of the Earth's Mo

with the Lunar Influence ? tion making the Tides, had

Anſw . We can't recant what been as firm , as 'tis fuil of

we have ſaid on this Subject, Wit and acute Invention : But

all we ſee better Cauſe than it will be hard for him , (or be

what this Letter offers: It may fore him for Galileus) to give

be further urged , that tho' the us any Reaſon why the Earth's

Moon may want her Light for Motion ſhou'd influence and

ſome Time in the Mionth , yet throw thoſe vaſt Waters, firkt

its no fair Conſequence that one way , and then another,

God made her in vain , at leaſt when the largeſt Aleres we

for that Time ; for ſuch a have in England , or other

Change does very remarkably Countries , ( which have no

fignalize the Power of God, Communication with the Sea )

and conſequently gives us there- remain ſteddy and unmoveable,

by Occaſion to glorify him : notwithſtanding they are com

But why ſhould we argue that monly fine and thinner than

Things are in vain , that to us the Water of the Sea ; but ' tis

are inviſible, or unaccountable ? eaſier to find very good Obje

What then becomes of the late ciions, than lay down a true
Diſcovery of that Infinity of Hypotheſis in this, or many

Stars in Via lectea , by Tele. other Caſes , therefore we shall

ſcopes, if they were made in ſay no more of it.

vain for ſo long a Time ; (which Queſt. I read about a Week

yet we can't grant till we know ago your Anſwer to a Queſtion

whether there are more Worlds concerning the Eternity of the

above us to which they might World , which you reſolved in

be ſerviceable ;) ' tis yet more the Negative. The Arguments

Honour to the Maker, that we you made uſe of were very inge.

can make new Diſcoveries of nious and very good , notwith

his Works, which therefore ſtanding I found Place for the

are not in vain, ſince they an- following objection : Viz.
ſwer that End. But to the • The Will of God to create

Tides, 'tis evident enough the • the World was certainly e

Moon is not the Cauſe of 'em ; • ternal; that is , from all Eter

for as the learned Dr. Wallis nity God had the will to cre

has very well obferv'd in his • ate the World ; the Effect of

Letter to Mr. Boyle , (Royal • that will could not be ſepa

Tranjact. N. 16. p. 263. ) That « rated from the Will it ſelf

if this fancy'd magnetick Ver- • by any Time; (there being no

fue, which ſome would aſcribe Time) therefore the Effect of

to the Moon, does draw the ! that Will to create the

5 World

1 .

1

:
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· World (that is the Creation Quert. Gentlemen ', conſider

• of the World it ſelf ) not be the meaning of the 21 , and 22.

• ing ſeparable from the Will Verſes of Exodus, and pray your

• it felf, muft of Conſequence Judgments thereon — Whether

• have been as eternal as the all wilful Abortions are actually

Will it ſelf. Murder ?

Anfw . If the Divine Being Anſw . Abortions or willful

is One unſucceſſive , and unal- Miſcarriages by Phyfick are

terable in his Nature, free from not countenanced by this Text,

the Power of Time or Place, that being Murder in the In

and therefore moſt properly tention, tho' it cannot be actu

call'd in facred Writ , I am í ally Murder, becauſe the Text

which alſo further informs us, makes this pofitive Difference ;

that a thouſand Years are but if a Woman fortuitouſly or by
she ſame Thing to him as one ſome Chance be cauſed to mil

Day, and vice verſa, it follows carry , if no further Miſchief

that this is vain , and fo con- enſue, but only the Loſs of her

vertible that the quite contrary unripe or unlive Fruit, then a

Inference might be drawn from Fine muſt be paid ; therefore

it ; for if God's will cou'd not the that cauſes her own Mif

be ſeparated from the Effect by carriage wilfully , deſerves cor

any Time, when Timewasnot, poral Puniſhment, and great

how cou'd it be join'd to the Repentance is required to ob

Effect of making a great Part tain Pardon of God ; but if the

of the World , in any Time be . Fruit or Child wasalive, then

fore Time was ; forthe Sun, Life was to go forLife, it was
Moon and Stars, which are the Murder in Fact: This Law was

proper Meaſure of Time, were moſt wiſely ordained to reſtrain

not firſt made : But all this is the Rigour of Husbands, who

Quibble and Noiſe , and the would proſecute another Man

Knot is eaſily unty'd, for if to Death for any Thing that

God's Will cou'd not be ſepa- could be pretended a Miſcar

rated from the Effect by any riage, tho ' it were a falſe Con

Time when Time was not, it ception, Mola, or a monſtrous

might be ſuſpended according Embrio.

to the Circumſtances of bow Queſt. A Lady of anextraor.

and when, which his will alſo dinary Shape, (but inclining to

at the ſame Inſtant determin'd . fat ) fears her Fat may grow ex

Thoſe that will take the Pains ceſſive, and therefore deſires your

to read that incoinparable Piece , Advice, what ſhe ſhalldoin that

entituled , The Beslk and Selo Cafe ? and in caſe you

vidge of the World , may have next Mercury ) will preſcribe a

more Satisfaction aboutthe Di Method for obtaining her Deſire,

ration of Time, Eternity , &c . ( viz .) ſtopping, or (rather leſſen

than they can eaſily promiſe ing) her Fat, a way will be

theinſelves, after the Difficul- found out for an ample Requital

ties that Dr. More and others of Such aFavour, provided you

have embarraſs'd thole Subjects preſcribe a practicable Method.

wi: hal . Aufw .

(in your
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Anſw . It'sneedleſs to pre- made a mutual Promiſe ; but

fcribe many Things where few- the hearing of my Circum

er will do ; therefore if the ſtances, put me off for ſome

Lady confine her ſelf to make Years. At length I grew tir'd ,

her Breakfaſts and Suppers for and withdrew my Affe &tions,

a Month or two of Water- and plac'd them on another

gruel , made only with the Woman , ( who was then a
Leaves of Mallows boiled in Wife ) which the Lady

Water, and thickned with a hearing, the thought her ſelf
little Oat -meal, this Dieuretick acquitted of her Promiſe, and

Gruel will diſcharge and ſenfi- marry'd another. The Hus

bly diminiſh the ſuperfluous band of my new Lady dies

Fátneſs: If it be only to pre - fuddenly, and gives me Liberty

vent the Encreaſe of fat, then to perfect my Addreſs, (which

a Week now or then will be I have done) but not in that

ſufficient , Purging once in a way I ought, tho’I from Time

Week with Pills called Nen- to Time have promis’d her Mar

dick's Popular Pills, fold at the riage , but not yet perform'd

Coffee houſe at Weſtminſter -hall it: This Woman has no For

Gate ; by this Method the Lady tune , and I have waſted mine.

will obtain what's deſired : Now I have two Siſters, whoſe
Probatum eft. Portions were in my Hands,

Queſt. I am near 33 Years of I have likewiſe conſum'd

Age, and have for thele 15 them ; they are both elder

Years paſt led an idle and looſe than my ſelf, and unmarried,

Life ; I have conſidered of the and depend abſolutely upon

Folly of it, and am mightily me ; I am in Debt , have no

concern'd I ſhou'd waſte fo ma. Employment, not Income, I

ny Years in Debauchery and run further in Debt , and my

Extravagance : I am extraor- Siſters work for their Living ,

dinary deſirous to reform , but ( which heartily concerns me. )

I find the Obſtacles, viz . when I have ſo fooliſhly behav'd

I was about 18 Years , I did my ſelf, that I have neither

for Gain ſwear to an Account Relation Acquaintance

that it was perfect, when I that will do any thing for me.

did think the contrary . Some Gentlemen , I humbly beg of

Years after a young woman you to direct which way !

did profeſs a Kindneſs to me , ſhall make my Peace with God

tho' I never encourag'd her , and Man : I am of the Church

yet in my Cups I did tell, nay of England , tho' I was never

(wore to her Mother that I confirm’d, nor ever receiv'd the

wou'd never marry to any Sacrament. I did once ſo dif

other Woman but her Daugh- oblige my Mother, that I am

ter ; notwithſtanding I ſoon inform’d The curs’d me , tho'

after made my Addreſs to afterwards the was ſorry for

a virtuous Lady of a good her'raſh Expreſſion , and did

Eſtate , and after ſome time ever after embrace me with

I gain'd her Conſent, and we tender Affection .

Genilemen

;

nor

more

$
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Gentlemen , I cou'd not tell how ſo ſoon as you can . As for

to make you underſtand me in your Promiſe and Oath to the

fewer Words, but if you pleaſe, Mother of the firſt Woman ,

this is the Subſtance of what it was a Wickedneſs if you did

I delire , whether I am per- pot deſign what you ſaid , but

jurd , it being a cuſtomary 'twas no Contract with the

Oath , and in a publick Con- Daughter ; however , the

cern ? How far , or whether Daughter being afterwards

my Oath to the Mother of the contracted to another, your

first Woman was binding, the Obligation ceaſes . AS for

Daughter not long after was your Promiſe to the ſecond ,

contracted to another ? whe- your Sin was breaking your

ther I was guilty of Breach of Promiſe with the Mother, and

Promiſe in the ſecond, and whe- living ſo ill as to diſcourage

ther I am oblig'd to marry the her from giving you Enter

tbird , or whether I may mar- tainment, which probably ſhe

ry any other whowill enable would not have done, if you
me to pay my Debts , and had acted otherwiſe. As for

make Reſtitution to my Siſters, your Obligations to the third

C. Whether my Mother's Lady, if you had not enjoy'd

Curfe ( the repenting ) be of her but upon Condition of Mar

ariy Validity ? Whether I ought riage , you ought to proceed

to receive the Sacrament in ihe and ſatisfy the World pub

State I am now in , I mean up- lickly , notwithſtanding the un

on an unteigned Repentance of happy and mean Circumſtan

my Sins pait , untill I am con- ces attending ; but if other

firmed by a Biſhop ? Gentlemen, wiſe , 'tis our Opinion that

I do humblry deſire your Advice in you are free, for Marriage is a

Theſe Diſtractions, and an refolu'd facred Inſtitution, and its Ends

to follow your Directions, and if are ill anſwer'd in tying ones

ever I am in a Capacitry will find ſelf to an Adultreſs, at leaſt

out ſome way to acknowledge one that has not given very

gour Kindneſs: I am , Gentle- good Evidence of Repentance

men,your unfortunate Supp!icant, for being ſo . As to your

bus havemuch Comfort from your marrying a fourth, it depends
Advice ? upon your Management of the

Anſw . As to the Matter of third , and wbat has paſs’d be

Accounts, Swearing where you twixt you, which you have not

believ'd ( or was not perlwa. been particular enough in to

ded but that ) you forſwore give us a true Notion of the

your ſelf, if it is not to the State of the Caſe , which

Injury of any Body, your Sin therefore we deſire you wou'd

was only againſt God Almigh- open to ſome learned Divine
ty , and muſt be confeſs’d to for your Reſolution . As to

him , and begg’d Pardon for; your Mother's Curſe , you

if it was in order to injure may aſſure your ſelf it can

any Perſon, you ought to make have no Influence upon your

Reftitution, or reſolve to do it Soul, if you repent and become

a goosh

:
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a good Man , we know not melted in a Furnace like as

what it may as to your Body Glaſs at our Glafs-houſes, and
or temporal Concerns , for its it becomes a fluid Metal ,

a more dreadful Thing to be which they caft in Clay

diſobedient to Parents , and moulds environ'd with Lead,

turn their Bleſſings into Curſes and when cold is this vitrified

than every Body thinks of : ' Earth or China'Ware :.Where

As for your Repentance , you as the Outſide only of our fine

ought to be as particular and earthen Ware is glaſed with

reſolv'd as you can, before you ſuch a Sort of Compoſition.

approach the Sacrament, and Queſt. Whether a ſtrict Care

it wou'd be very well to have of the Education of all Children ,

a particular Spiritual Guide and conftant, certain and praa

always ready at Hand to per Employments, would not

conſult with upon Occaſion. more ſucceſsfully root out Vice ,

You ought to be confirm'd be than all the pains and Terrors

fore you communicate , ( if of Puniſhments ?

you can conveniently ) 'tis the Anſw . If Education cou'd

Order Chriſt's Church has ob- confer Grace and Virtue , ex

ſerv'd , which is all we think opero operato , as the Schools

you have demanded of us. men jabber, there wou'd be no

doubt of what the Gentleman

Queſt. In Cheſhire their is a fuppofes in his Query, becauſe

River called Dee , this River Love is a more ingenious, and

upon the Fall of much Rain rie a more forcible Motive than

feth but little, but if the South Fear ---- But confidering the

Wind beat long upon it, it ſwells Nature of Man, the Fear of

and overflows theGround adjoin . Puniſhment is at leaſt as ne
ing ; I deſire your Anſwer. ceſſary to reſtrain him from

Anſw . The Wind driving the ill Things, as the Love of Vir

Sea round , will raiſe the tue or Hope of Reward . Adam

Waves higher than the Acceſs was purely innocent, more

of Waters , therefore it's not than any Child can be ſuppo

to be wonder'd it ſhould effect ſed , tho never ſo ſtrictly edu

the same on this River. cated, and had ſuch Principles

of Knowledge and Goodneſs

Queft. ' Tis reported that the created with him, or inſpired

Compoſition whereof China-Ware into him (as all but a few He

is made, lyes many years under reticks unanimouſly believe) as

Ground before it is fit for that might have been more than e

Uſe : What is your opinion ? quivalent to the beſt Education ,
Can you tell the compoſition ? and yet God Almighty himſelf

Anſw . The Compoſition is thought fit to threaten Death
Powder of Glaſs , calcin'd to preſerve him in bis Obedi
Bones, Powder of Lead , and ence ; and tho' even this did

Red, White, Yellow , or other dot keep our firſt Parents from

Earths, according to the Co - finning, yet it preſerv'd them

lour you deſign ; there are a few moments more in their

:

Inno
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Innocence, that being the Ar- each acquires a certain new

gument wherewith Eve at firſt Quality and Putrefaction, which

repelld the Serpent. “ God is the Cauſe of other periodi.

“ hath ſaid, ye ſhall not eat cal Motions , namely, thoſe of

“ of it , neither ſhall ye touch Fevers.

« it , leaſt ye dye. It's true, Some ſay , that as Health

we daily fee many Perſons is a Symmetry and fit Pro

who have had the Advantage portion of all the Humours

of the beſt Education, when while they continue in Socie

once they have broke looſe ty one with another ; ſo a

from its troubleſome Chains , Fever is Diſcompoſure

bave proved the verieſt Rake- thereof when ſome one comes

hells in Nature . However Pa- to infringe the Obedience

rents are not to neglect their which it owes to the Laws of

Duty , any more than Judges the Compofitum , and to uſurp

theirs ; for 'tis more likely a a Tyranny over the reſt in

good Education and good Laws which caſe, they do as States

thou'd deter from Vice when who apprehend their own

both together, than either of Ruin by the too great Encreaſe

them alunder. of a potent Neighbour ; they

Queſt. Pray let me have your unite againſt it , and go to

Opinion of Fevers and their affaiļ it all together. Upon
Returns ? this Shock , the natural Heat

Anſw . As Phyſicians refer retires to the Heart, which is

the unuſual Motions of epic the Centre of the Body, as

leptical , and the violent Sallies if it call'd its Council ; hepce

of the frantick , not barely to proceeds the cold Fit of the

the phlegmatick or artrabila- Fever, during which the ex
rious Humour , but treme Parts, deltitute of their

tain Quality of it ; fo ought ordinary Heat , fall into trem

we to do touching the perio- bling , ſhivering, and chatter

dical Motion of Fevers, which ing ; as it comes to paſs upon

proceed not fimply from the the Earth , when the sun is

Humours corrupted, but from a very remote from it : But Na

particular Condition and Vir- ture at length getting the

tue ofeach Humour, whereby Maſtery , is not contented to

it is that putrifying Phlegm return the Blood to the Parts

makes its Approaches every which were depriv'd of it ,

Day, Choler every Third, and in the fame Condition that they

Melancholy every fourth Day . lent it to her , ſhe drives it

And as theſe Humours, ſo long into them with a new Heat ac

as they retain their natural quir'd by the Vicinity of the

Conftirution , have a regular Heart , which is the source

Motion which carries one in- thereof, and augmented by the

to the Bladder of Gall and the Reciprocation of its Motion .

Guts, the other into the Spleen , But as no violent Thing is of

and the other into the sto long Continuance, this heated

macb ; fo being corrupted , Blood cauſing its charpeſt Sero

a cer

fities
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fities to paſs through the Skin Anſw . n . ThedifferegtNotions

by Sweat, becomes allwaged , of it you may take as follows ;

and (as Water remov'd from 1. Friendſhip is a powerful and

off the Fire ceaſes to boi) ſtrict Union which conjoins the

it no longer extends the Veins, Lover and the loved partly toge

nor ſtimulates the Arteries, ther, making one Whole of thele

whether the Criſis perfectly two Parts ; like that Bond

terminates the Diſeaſe , as in which in Nature, unites the

continual Fevers , or the Fit Matter and the Form , the Ac

only, as in intermitting; which cidents and the Subſtance. The

leaving a Leven of the Fever, Cauſe of it is Goodneſs, which

how little foever, in the Hu- being proportionate to the Bo .

mours and an Empyreuma or dy, produceth a natural Ami.
Combuſtion in thc Parts , the ty ; to the Paſſions, an ani.

bett Aliments, yea , the moſt mal Amity; to the Understand.
laudable Humours, if any ſuch ing, a rational One ; to the

remain in the Body, are as ea- Laws, a Political or Civil ; to

fily turn'd into the Matter of Religion, a divine One. This

the Fever, as the beſt Wine Goodneſs conſiſting in a Pro

is ſpoild when it is pour'd portion and Symmetry, is not

upon a corrupted Lee in amuffy different from Beauty ; and
Vefſel. And 'tis not ſo much therefore we apprehend Beauty

to be wonder'd that this Cor- in good things, and Goodneſs

ruption is inade- regularly in and Convenience in ſuch as are

the Time of half a Day in handſome and graceful.
Quotidians, of one Day in Ter- 2. Beſides Goodneſs whichi

tians, and of two in Quartans, is the Cauſe of friendſhip, and
as that the Periods of Fevers towards which our Will is as

are ſometimes irregular , as is neceſſarily carry'd as the In

ſeen in erratical Fevers; cone tellect is towards Truth, and

lidering that all Generations all the Senfes towards their

and Corruptions are recipro- proper Objects; Relemblance

cal, and have their limited and Friendihip it ſelf are the

Time. Thus 'tis a leſs Wonder Cauſes of Friendſhip . The first

that women are ordinarily de- is founded upon the Love we
liver'd of Children likely to bear to our felves. For as we

live, in the ninth and ſeventh love our ſelves above any Thing

Months, than if they were de . elle in this Wond, ſo we love

liver’d ſo in all the other thoſe who iclemble us , and

Months indifferently ; which ſymbolize with our Humours

hath Place in all other Motions and Inclinations . Hence it is

of Nature, who doth every that one of the moſt cominon

thing according to Number, Courſes to pleaſe , is to con

Weight, and Meaſure . form our ſelves to thoſe iby

Queſt. Gentlemen, you'll much whom we delire to be affected ;

oblige me if you give one your contradict their

Opinion of Friendſhip. Judgment, we have to other

. 9
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Will but theirs, we frame our the former, becauſe they ſcarce

ſelves to their Geftures and regard any Thing beſides Pro

A dions, without excepting fit; and the latter, becauſe

thoſe which imperfe &. their Minds are more ſet upon

Then Friendſhip, the ſecond what is pleaſant and agreeable ,

means of acquiring Love, is no than upon what is honeſt and

leſs effectual, it being almoſt virtuous. Nor is it ever found

impoffible not to love them amongſt wicked Perſons. For

who love us . Whence the An. 1. a perfect Friend muſt love

cients feign'd Love to be the another as much as bimſelf.

moſt ancient of all the Gods, And although the Affection we

intimating that Love hath no bear to our ſelves be not true

other Principle or Origin but Friendſhip, becauſe this muſt

Love it ſelf. And they who always have Reference to ano

'aſſign'd him a. Companion ther, yet it is the moit cer

which they fyld Anteros, fig. tain , yea the Meaſure of per

nify'd thereby, that Friendſhip fect Friendſhip ; andGod hath

cannot laſt unleſs it be mutual. appointed it asthe Rule of our

3. Friendſhip muſt be di- Love to ourNeighbour. Now

ftinguiſh'd from Love . For how canhe be a perfect Friend

Love is a Paffion of the con- who doth not Love himſelf ?

cupiſcible Appetite , ariſing How can he agree with ano
from the Imagination of a ther who accords not with

fenfible Good, and isfoundeven himſelf ? and how will he do

in brute Beaſts. But Friends Good to another,who doth node

ſhip is one of the moſt excellent to himſelf? for a vicious Man

Virtues, or rather the Fruit of is his own chiefeft: Enemy,
accompliſh'd and perfect Vir- whilft he purſues the falſe and

tue; 'tis indeed very rare, be- imaginary Good inſtead of the

cauſe it hath Place only amongſt True ; Vice, inſtead of Virtue;

excellent f'erſons ( who are ve. the Shadow, for the Body;
ry few ) uniting and making and many times he becomes his

them conſpire together in the own Murderer by Intemperance

Exerciſes of Virtue. But be. and other Vices. ' He hath al

ing once eſtablilh'd, it is very ways a Civil War within him

durable, inaſmuch as its Cauſe ſelf; uis Reaſon is never at

and Foundation , Virtue, always peace with his Appetite; what

remains , and may be exercis’d . one deſires, the other rejects.

Therefore Seneca pronounces, Conſequently, he hat never

that the Friend !hip which any inward Joy, but he is

knows an Endwas never True. greatly diſpleas'd with being

Some Friendſhips there are (in. alone, andfor that Reaſon al

deed the moſt) whoſe Founda. ways ſeeks the Company of

tion is Profit and Pleaſure, but thoſe like himſelf, to divert

they are always . Imperfect. his fad Thoughts.
Whence it is that Ol Men and 4.There is nothing compa

Young are ordinarily accounted rable to Friendſhip , which is

incapable of true Friendſhip ; the Salt and Seaſoning of hu
manc

a

.
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mane Life, the Preſerver of Friend in every thing, and

Societies, and the moſt agreea- they ought to be but one Soul

ble and ſweeteſt Conſolation living in two Bodies. Now

that Perſons of Virtue and 'tis as hard to pleaſe many,

Honour canhave; by Help of as 'tis impoſible to pleale ali
which a Man finds another the World . And ſhould two

ſelf, to whom he may entruſt Friends at the ſame time im

his moſt ſecret Thoughts. This plore the Succour of a Third ,

Conſideration mov'd Archytas he could not betake himſelf to

the Tarentine to ſay , that he both together, nor confequent

who ſhould aſcend into the ly ſatisfy the Dury of Friend

Heavens , and attentively fur- thip .

vey the Beauty of the Stars and 5. Friendſhip is either Na.

all the celeſtial Orbs, wou'd tural, Spiritual, or Moral. The

have no Pleaſure if he found Natural is between Father and

no Perſon to whom to recount Children , Brethren and Siſters,

thoſe Wonders, and communi- Husband and Wife, and be

cate his Felicity. 'Tis there. tween Kindred or Alliance.

fore one of the greateſt Con- The Spiritual is between thoſe

tentments to have a Friend, who proſeſs the ſame Law and

whom you may make Partaker Religion , ſuch as is that of

of your Felicity , which is ſo Chrillians. The Moral is bien

much the greater when it is tween ſuch as are uniced toge

communicated to others with there upon the account of Vira

out being diminiſh'd to your tue ; ſuch was that of Theſeus

ſelf; and in cafe Adverfity be- and Pirithous, Oreſtes and pryla

fal you, the fame is ſweetned des, Damon and Pythias, Anga

by thc Relation you make there- as and Achates, Achilles and

of to him who ſhares this Bur- Patroclus, Jonathan and David.

den with you, and ſo renders and ſo few others, that many

it more ſupportable. True it have conceiv'd perfect Friend .

is, that altho a Friend be ne- hip but an Idea, a Mark to be

ceſſary in either Fortune, yet aim'd at, but never hit; much

he isof more Advantage to us like the Deſcription of a perfect

in Adverſity ; in which a; Orator. It conſiſts only in the

Friend ſupplies his Friend with Union of Wills, not of Un

Help and Counſel, and is there- derſtandings; for I may have

by diſtinguiſh'd from a falſe ' an Opinion different froni

one , who loves only for the that of my friend , without

fake of his own Pleaſure and prejudicing our Friendlip, but
Profit. Now whatever is ex- not a different Will . And ag

cellent hath moſt of Unity. Honeſty doth not take away

And as a River divided into Piety , nor Piery Honeſty ; ſo

ſeveral Streams is more weak ? Spiritual and Moral Friendſhip

ſo Friendſhip ſhared amongſt do not deſtroy one the other.

many is always languid and For I may love one morally

impotent. Beſides, a Friend whom I love not fperitate

hould be complacent to his ally ; that is , I may contpite

Hk 2 with
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with him in the Exerciſes of beſt and moſt knowing Philo :

Honeſty or Virtue, though I ſophers are not the men that

differ in thoſe of Piety. do their Buſineſs beſt now -a

Queſt. Why do all Men nat o days . ' Twill be ſaid, that to

rally deſire Knowledge ? underſtand the Means of ad

Anſw . 1. Several Anſwersmay vancing one's ſelf is a Sort of

be given for it , tho' the Rea. Knowledge; and they who have

fons may appear different. 4. not a Genius for Learning,

riſtotle rightly obſerves , that have one for other Things , and

the firit Queſtion ought to be profit therein as well as in the

whether the Thing be or exiſt; Sciences . But I anſwer, that

becauſe 'tis in vain to ſeek Philoſophy being the Keyof all

the Cauſes of that which hath other Diſciplíne , ' tis á Sign

no Being . ' Tis therefore firſt they will not open the Cheſt,

to be inquired , whether it be when they refuſe theKey of it.

true that all Men have a na- 2. Al naturally deſire to

tural Deſire of Knowing ; and know, but not all' Things, nor

then the Cauſes thereof mutt at all Times, nor by allthe Ways

be fought. That which is preſcrib’d them ; every one

natural , muſt be found in all ; would learn after his own

ſo we ſay ' tis natural to a Stone Mode, and Things proportiona

to tend downwards, becauſe all ble to his Reach: and as when

of them do ſo . But 'iis ſo far theſe Conditions meet together,

from being true that all Men they excite the Deſire ; ſo

are defirous to know and learn , when any one is wanting, they

that for rectifying the Defect cauſe Díſguft. one is

of ſuch Deſire, we ſee Teachers paſſionately affected to Algebra,

ſometimes aim'd with the Rod, which deters the Wit of ano

ſometimes forc'd to uſe Allure- ther : One matter may pleaſe

ments and Rewards, and em- at the Beginning, and become

ploy all imaginable Artifices to diftaftful in the Continuance ;

excite a Defire of Learning in and the ſame Subject being

fuch as want it , the Number of created in familiar Diſcourſe

whom is always greater than will render you attentive , yet

of Others. Hence it is that diſpleaſe you in a more lofty

in a School of five Hundred Style, which on the other side,
Scholars yon ſhall ſcarce find would content fome Oiher .

Fifty that have well profited in ' Tis not therefore to be won
Learning ; and amongſt a Hun- der'd if ſome Minds have Re

dred Maſters of a Trade, ſcarce luctancy againſt the Conſtraint

ren goodWorkmen . Moreover, offer'd 'to be laid upon them ;

there are ſome Men who have as the stomach riſes when a

not much leſs of the Beaſt than Food which it loathes is ten

of the Man . And as the der'd to it , though the Appe

greateſt Clerks (according to tite of knowing be, in the

ihe Proverb) are not always mean Time, no leſs natural to

the wiſeft Men , ſo neither are the Soul than that of eating is

ghty the not hapiy . The to the Body .

3. Sup .
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3. Suppoſing this Deſire of of Celeſtial Original , aſpires

Knowledge not general, it is to the infinite Knowledge of

demanded how it comes to be God by that of finite Things.

ſo great in many Perſons, that 4. The Reaſon why both

ſome have relinquiſh'd all their Young and Old deſire to know ,

Fortunes for it', others have is , becauſe of the extreme

ſpent their whole Age in at- Pleaſure which they take in
taining it , others have put out knowing Things . But if ſome

their Eyes the better to attend be not inclin'd to it , 'tis in

it , and ſome loſt their Lives Regard ofthe Difficulties, which

for it. Surely they all do thus abate indeed , but cannot wholly

for ſome Good. Now Good is extinguiſh their natural Ardour .

divided into three Kinds ; and This Pleaſure is apparent , in

correſpondently , fome do itfor that we take Delight to know

Profit, fitting themſelves to not only true Things, but ſuch

gain themſelves a Livelihood ; as we are conſcious to be po
others for Honour, and to en- toriouſly falſe ; yea ſometimes

joy the Prerogatives which we are more delighted evith

Knowledge procures to the the latter than the former, pro

mof Learned ; others, only for vided they have ſome pretty

the Pleaſure they find in Study, Conceits , as with Stories, Fa

and not for the Sake of Know. bles and Romances . For there

ledge it felf : For when we is nothing ſo ſmall and incon

once have attain'd the Know. fiderable in Nature , wherein

ledge of a Thing , it affords us the Mind finds not incompara

Delight no longer; whence it ble Divertiſement and Delight .

is that excellent Workmen The Gods, faith Ariſtotle , are

are always poor , becauſe ſo as well in the lealt' inſects as

ſoon as they have arriy'd to a in the moſt bulky Animals ;

Perfection of Skill , they leave and to deſpiſe little Things is,

all further Search to others ; in his Judgement , to do like

their only Pleaſure was in the Children . For , on the contra

Acquiſition. This Pleaſure here. ry , as in Art, the leſs Place a

in reſembling all other Sorts , Picture takes up , the more is

which conſiſt only in Action , is eſteem’d ; and the Illiadsof

and not in Acquieſcence or Sa : Homer were ſometimes the
tisfaction. But may it not alſo more admir'd for being com

be thus, becauſe our Soul being priz'd in a Nut.ſhell: So in Na

a Number, always deſires and ture , the leſs Volume Things

aims to perfectionate it ſelf ? are in , the more worthy they

no Number can be are of Admiration. Noivif

aflign'd ſo great , but ſome o- there be ſo much Pleaſure in

ther may be added to it , even ſeeing the Figures and repre.

to Infinity; ſo our Soul is capa- lentations of natural Things,

ble of receiving dew Light and becauſe we obſerve the Work

new Notions , to Infinity. Or man's Induſtry in them ; there

elſe, as every Thing tends to its is much more Contentmenit in

natural Place, ſo our Soul being clearly beholding thoſe things

tben

3

And as
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themſelves, and remarking in but in their interval, whereof

their Eſence, Proprieties and Science is the faireft Orna

Virtues , the Power and Wiſdom ment. The Cauſe of this De

of Nature far tranſcending that fire of knowing proceeds then
of Art . But if the Know- from the natural Inclination

ledge of Natural Things affords every Thing hath to follow

us Tuch great Delight, that of its own Good. Now theGood

Supernatural ravilhes us in a of Man, as Man , is to know .

higher Meaſure ; and ' tis alſo for as a Thing exiſts not but fo

much more difficult, becauſe far as it acts, the rational

they are remote from our Sen- Soul (the better Part of us)

fes, which are the ordinary cannot be term'd fuch , ſaving

Conveyances of Knowledge: inaſmuch as it knows ; yea,

Wherefore there being Plea- A &tion being the Meaſure not

lure in knowing both great only of Being, (whence God,

Things and ſmall, Naturaland who is moſt perfect, never
Supernatural; 'tis no wonder ceaſes to act ; and the firſt

if Man, who uſually follows Matter, which is the moſt Im.

delectable Good, rakes Delight perfect of all Entities, acts ei

in knowing . ther little or nothing at all ; )

5 : The Philoſopher in the therefore the reaſonable Soul

Beginning of his Metaphyſicks being the moſt noble and per

proves this Poſition, 1. By In- fect of all Forms, defires to act

duction, trom the Senſes, which and employ it ſelf inceſſantly

are reſpectively delighted in in its A & ion, which is the

their Operations , whence we Knowledge of Things. Indeed

Joye the senſe of Seeing above everything ſtrives after its

all the Reit, becauſe it ſupplies own Operation. As ſoon as the

us with more Knowledge than Plant is iffu'd out of the

anyone of the Reft. 2. Be- Earth, it thruſts forwards till

cauſę Man being mindful of it be come to its juft Bigneſs,

the Place of his Original, de- The Eye cannot without Pain

fires to raiſe himſelf above be hindred from ſeeing ; Silence

Plants and other Animals. By cauſes Sadneſs.

Senſe he advances himſelf a- 6. The Intellect becometh e

bove Plants ; by Memory a- very thing wbich it underttands.

þave certain Animals who have Hence Man , the moſt incon

none ; by Experience above fiftent of all Things, is car

them all ; but by the Uſe of ry’d ſo ardently to the Know

Reaſon, from which proceeds ledge of all Things, which

Science Men exc .) one another. finding not worthy of him , he

For there are Animals which relinquiſhes, till he be arriv'd

have ſome Shadow of Pra- at the Knowledge of his Crea

dence, but none have science . tor ; to whom conforming him

And, 24 Seneca faith , Men are felt, he delires to know nothing

al equal in their Beginning more, but acquieſces, contem

and their End, that is, as to pating in him , as in a Mirror,

Lite and Death , not differing all other Things of the World.

? : WE
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7. We have the Seeds and caſion of Negligence, and can

Treaſures of Knowledge hid- not continue long, in Regard

den in our felves; which long. ſome are better Husbands,

ing to be exerted and reduc'd more eaſy to be contented, and

from Power into Act, inceſſant- need leſs than others ; hence

ly follicit us to put them forth . aroſe the Words of Mine and

Hence comes the. Deſire of Thine, which are more effica

knowing or rather awakening cious than Ours and Your's ;

thoſe Species which are per- fince even Monafticks take it

fected in us by Uſe, and in for a Mortification, and Chil

Time wholly diſplay'd.
In dren cry when any thing pro

which Refpect Teachers are per to them is taken from

with good reaſon coinpar’d to them . Inold Time, when one

Mid- wives, who do not pro- had eaten or ſpent what was

duce the Infant in the Mo- hi $ own, he repair'd to his

thers Womb, but lend a help- Neighbour for more, accom -

ing hand to its coming forth.modating hiin with ſome other

For Teachers do not infuſe thing whereof heitood in Need ,

Knowledge into the Children by way of Exchange ; the .re.

whom they inſtruct, but only ſpeétive Value of the Things

aſſiſt them to produce it out of being limited according to the

Folds and Receſſes of the Mind , Efimation of their Goodneſs

in which otherwiſe it would and Scarcity , in the firſt Place ,

remain unprofitable, and like and then of their Beauty or

Matter without Form ; as the Comelineſs. And Oxen " and

Steel doth not give Fire to the sheep affording them the moſt

Flint, but elicits the fame of Commodities, as their Skins

it . So thoſe natural Lights for Cloathing, and their Milk

and Notices being at firſt inve- and Fleſh for Food, beſides o .

lop'd with Clouds, when ther Uſes to which they were

their Veil is taken away, and ſerviceable, they made all their

they are looſned, as the Pla- Trafick with Cattle, in which

toniſts ſpeak, froin the Conta- all their Wealth conGifted But

gion of the Senſes, they ex- hecauſe 'rwas too troubleſome

treamly delight thoſe who for a man to drive always a

bore them incloſed in their Flock of Sheep before him , or

Breaft, and needed Help to ex- lead a Cow by the Horn , for

clude them .
making of Payment ; the In

Queft. Gentlemen , I deſire to duſtry of Men increafing , they

know whether Exchange be more caſt' their Eyes upon that which

convenient than Buying und Sel- was the next Degree of moſt

ling.

uſe to them , and moſt durable ;

Anſw . As Unity is the Be- and finding that ' t was Iron and

ginning of Numbers in Arith- Copper , and eſpecially that the

metick, and of Cauſes in Na : Latter was the faireſt and easy

ture ; ſo Community of Goods est to be melted and Cart into

was no Doubt at firſt amongst Kettles and other domeſtick V.

Men. But becauſe ' tis the Oc- tenſils, they made Choice of it ,
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mutually giving and receiving he hath , many Times, at a low

jt , by Weight, for other things ' Rate in Money, and to buy

they needed ; and divided it dearly what he wants, than to

by Pounds, which Word ſtill give out of his Abundance to

remains amongſt us , to ſignifie him that needs, and receive

twenty Shillings, which is ve- from him in Conſideration

ry near the jutt Value that a thereof what himſelf wants.

Pound of Copper had in thoſe

Days . And to ſave the Labour Some fay , that Exchange

of weighing this Pound and being founded upon commuta

the Parts of it , they ſtamp'd tive Juſtice, and introduc'd by

upon one ſide the 'Figure of a the mutual Neceſſities Men

Ship, with the weight and Va- have of one another, confifts

lue (becauſe Saturn, the Inven- in the comparing of Things be

for of Money in Italy , arriv'd tween themſelves; fo that aş

there in a Ship ) and on the o- one Thing exceeds another in

ther ſide the Pourtait of one of Price and Value, or elſe is ex

Thoſe Beaſts which are deſign'd ceeded by it, the Exceſs or De.

by the Word Pecus, whence fect of the one ſide or the other

Money came to be callid pecu- must be equally compenſated.

ia .Afterwards the Arms of To which purpoſe Men make

the Prince were ſubſtituted in- uſe of two Meaſures, the one

Nead of the Ship, and Confian. Natural, and the other Artifi

ţine put á Croſs in Place of cial. The natural Meaſure is

the Beaſt. Now becauſe, in the Scarcity of Things com

old Gauliſh , a Ship was calld par'd with their publick Uſe.

Pile (whence the word Pilot Whence it isthat the leſs there

remains to this Day ) the Side is of a Thing which is greatly

of the Coin on which the us'd , ' tis the dearer ; and an

Ship was is fill callid Pile , the contrary , the Price is di

and the other . Crofs, how minilh'd according to the great

different Stamps foever have er Plenty of it . For ’ris not

fucceeded since . Neverthe . barely the Goodneſs of the

dels Exchange is more uni- Thing, nor its Rarity or Neceffi

yer ſal than Buying and Selling. ty, that is the cauſe of its

particularly between State and Value ; but all theſe together

State, Tranſportation of Mo- referr'd to its Uſe . So water,

ney being generally forbidden , which is better and leſs hurt

and only the carrying away of ful to Man than Wine, is ne .

Merchandize for Merchandize vertheleſs of leſs Price . Corn

slow'd . Moreover, there are is more neceſſary than Sugar,

mote ' Nations that exerciſe yet not ſo Dear ; and the ra:

Commerce by trucking, than rest Piants, which are no in

fiat make uſe of Money . It gredients in the Compofirions

feerais aiſo to be more conveni- of Phytick , ſcarce find ' Buyers.

ent for particular l'erfons : it Now Money is the artificial

faminen more diffcult for him Meaſure, invented by Men , for

that is in Neçetity to feil what meaturing the Price and Value
of
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of all Things , both real and but that of other Things only

imaginary , moveable and im- upon ſome Occaſions : ForMo

moveable. Theſe two Mea. ney is , with good Reaſon , faid

ſures are different, in that the to be every thing potentially,

Abundance of Things dimini- Others again have ſaid, that

Thes their Price ; Scarcity and as it was ſometimes doubted

Defect augments it : But con- whether Cafar's Birth were

trarily , the Plenty of Money more happy or fatal to the Ro

enhances the Price of Things, man Empire, which he on one

and its Scarcity diminiſhes it : Side adorn'd with Glory and

Whence the more Money there Triumphs, and on the Other

is in a State, the dearer every deſolated by Civil Wars: So

Thing is ; as appears by compa- 'tis hard to judge whether the

ring our Age with that of our Invention of Gold and Silver

Fore.fathers before the Diſco . Coin has been more beneficial

yery of the Weſt Indies; when or pernicious to Mankind . For

they were richer , and had 'tis true, it greatly facilitates
more Merchandize with a Commerce amongſt Men ; but

thouſand Crowns than we have it likewiſe brings along with it

now with ten Thouſand. On : Covetouſneſs, and the Deſire of

the contrary , the more Things having it . For whereas at firſt

there are to exchange, the Truck the moſt Avaritious were forc'd

or Traffick is the eaſier ; al- to ſet Bounds to their Covetour

rho' that's the happieſt Coun- ·neſs , when their Granaries

try from whence more is ex- Cellers and Houſes were full;

ported than imported into it, and alſo when Iron Money

But becauſe many times the came in uſe, it took up almoſt

Parties could not agree, he as much Room as the Things

that needed an Ox, poſſefling themielves; now , fince the

nothing that the Owner lik’d, Invention of Gold and Silver

and ſome Things of too great Coin , Men have begun to

Value being withal uncapable of reckon by Millions , which

Diviſion, as a Houſe ora Ship ; give leſs Content to the Poſſel

therefore they invented Mofors than Pains to acquire, Sol

ney to ſupply all theſe Defects. licitouſneſs to preſerve , and
This Money , in ſome Coun- trouble to loſe them .

tries , .confited of shells ; in Queſt. Pray favour me with

others, of precious Stones ; he ſeveral Notions which have

elſewhere, of other Things , but teen vented in the World with

moſt commonly of Metal. Reſpect to Divination by fome A.

And tho': it be not abſolutely nimals..

neceſſary, yet it is much inore Anſw . 1. Man is affected to

convenient than Exchange ; for nothing more pallionately than

thereby a Man may do every to the Faculty of Divining.

Thing that can be done by Per- Upon this Account he paints

mutation, and ſomething more . Prudence, the moſt neceſſary

Wherefore Princes always pro- of the Cardinal Virtues , with

hibit the Tranſportation of it, a double Countenance , one

whereof

3
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whereof contemplates Futurity : ple, are likewiſe more certain ;

And becauſe this Knowledge as may be inſtanc'd in the Mul

of Things to come would rid berry Tree, which buds not

him of the two moft violent till all the cold Weather be

Paſſions which perplex him , pafs’d ; but becauſe the local

Fear and Hope , therefore he Motion which is proper to A

Spares nothing to attain the nimals, affects us more, thence

ſame. To this End he em- it becomes alſo more remark

ploys not only the four Ele . able .

ments, but makes a diftin & Art 2. Man muſt not be forgot

of the Ways of Prediction by ten in this Diſquiſition. For

cach of them . He makes uſe not to ſpeak of Prognofticati.

of all mixt Bodies too , and on in his Diſeaſes , by means

ſearches even the Bowels of whereof the Phyſician gets

living Creatures, yea the very great Efteem , we ſee old Men

Sepulchres of the Dead, in queſt and other Perſons fo regular

of Preſages of the future. And in the Conſtitution of their

altho ', ſpeaking abſolutely, ſuch Bodies , that they will tell be

Inventions are more capable to forehand, better than any Al

attract the Admiration , and manack , by a Tooth-ach , a

conſequently the Money of cre- Megrim , or a Sciatica, whatthe

dulous Perſons than to inſtruct Weather will be. This is com

them (unleſs perhaps , in Pru- monly attributed to the Rare

dence, to take care of being ſo faction or Condenſation of the

eafily deceiv'd afterwards) yet peccantHumours in theirBodies,

there ſeems to be a Correſpon- the ſame diſcharging themſelves

dence and Connexion between upon what part they find weak

preſent and future Things, as eft ( as the weakeſt are com(

ihere is between the paſt monly the moſt oppreſs’d ) and

and the preſent : For as be there making themſelves felt

who perceives the Corruption by their Acrimony : But the

of unburied Bodies after a Parties are no longer ſenfible

Battle to have infected thereof than that intemperate

the Air , and begotten the Pe- Weather continues, a new Dif

ſtilence , may certainly refer poſition of the Air caufing a

the Cauſe of ſuch Contagion new Motion and Alteration in

to the War ; ſo he that ſhall the Humours. When Cats

behold a furious War in which comb themſelves (as we ſpeak)

great Battles are fought, may 'tis a sign of Rain ; becauſe the

conjecture an approaching Pe- Moiſture which is in the Air

ſtilence. Poſſibly , if wewere before the kain , inſinuating it

as careful to contemplate the ſelf into the Fur of this Ani

Changes of all other Bodies , mal, moves her to ſmooth the

Minerals and vegetables , we fame, and cover her Body with

ſhould remark therein Preſa . it , that ſo ſhe may the leſs

ges as much more infallible feel the Inconvenience of Win

than thoſe of Animals , ter ; as on the contrary , the

their Actions, being more fim- opens her Fur in Summer, that
fle

>
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the may the better receive the 4. Certain Animals are found

Refreſhing of the moiſt Seaſon . under the Domination of one

The crying of Cats, Oſpreys, and the fame Star, of which

Ravens, and other Birds, upon Subjection they have ſome Chạ.

the Tops of Houſes , in the racter either external or inter

Night-time, are obſerv'd by the nal. And 'tis credible that all

Vulgar to pre-ſignify Death to Bodies, eſpecially Plants , have

the Sick ; and thoſe Creatures Figures or Characters of their

are thought to know the Ap- Virtues, either within or with

roach thereof by their cada- out. Thus , they ſay , thoſe

verous Scent , which appears Plants which are prickly , and

not to us, till aftertheir Death , by whoſe Leaves have the Shape of

Reaſon of the Dulneſs of our a Spear's Point, or other offen

Senſes ; it being no leſs admi- five Arms, are vulnerary ; thoſe

rable that ſuch Carrion Birds which have the Spots or Speck

ſmell better than we, than ' tis les of a Serpent, are noted to

to ſee a Dog diftinguiſh by his be good againſt Poyfons; and

Smelling the Traces of a Hare, all are ſerviceable for the Con

which are imperceptible to us. fervation of ſuch Parts , and

But it may as well be , that Cure of ſuch Diſeaſes as they re

theſe Birds cry by Chançe up- ſemble in Figure. In like man ,

on the firſt Houſe where they ner, 'tis probable that the Cock

light , and are heard only by hath a certain internal Cha

ſuch as watch in Attendance racter which particularly ranks

upon Perſons dangerouſly fick ; him under theDominion of the

they being likewiſe Birds of Sun ; and that this is the Cauſe

but aweak Sight, and there that he crows when his predo

fore flying abroad moſt com- minant Planet poſſeſſes one of

monly in the dark . As for the three Cardinal Points of

the Foreſight of Fertility by Heaven , in which the farme

the Honeton , and of a Calm, hath moft Power, namely in

by the Halcyon or King's- Fiſher, the Eaſt, when the Light there.

theſe ought to be referr’d to the of is returning towards him ;

ſame Inftin &t of Nature, which in the South , at which Time

guides the Spider to weave her he rejoyces to ſee it at the high

Web , and the Swallow to eft Pitch of Strength ; and at

build her Neft. Mid-night , becauſe he feels

3. There is a cloſe Connex- that it is then beginning again

ion between the ſuperior and to approach to our Hemiſphere.

inferior Bodies , the Chain But he crows not at Sun -ſet,

whereof is to us imperceptible , being ſad then for its Depar.

their Conſecution being infalli- ture, and for that he is depri

ble. This was ſignifi’d by Triſme- ved of its Light. And, for this

giſtus, when he pronounc'd that Reaſon , in ſome Mens Opini

that which is below is like on , the Romans chiefly made

that which is on high , and uſe of young Chickens, from

therefore 'tis not to be won- which to collect their Augu:

der'd if one be the sign of the ries ; becauſe they conceiv'd
otber. that

>
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that being Animals of the Sun , ſeen in it , then , this Infect

and more ſuſceptible of its Im- being attributed to Jupiter and

preſſions by Reaſon of their Venus, Plenty is prognoſticated

Tenderneſs, they were more Now , did we knowallthein
eaſily ſenſible, and conſequent- ternal or external Characters

ly afforded more remarkable ofAnimals, wemight by their
Íokens, by their Motions and Motion and Diſpofition obtain

particular Conttitution , of the fome Knowledge of that of

various Diſpoſitions of the Sun, their Star , and thence draw
in Reference to the ſeveral Al- ſomeConjectures of Futurities.

pects of good and bad Planets, But this cannot be done bythe

eſpecially of Saturn their op- Deportments of Men , becauſe

poſite. Whence judging , by theſe are varied by a thouſand
the Dulneſs and Sadneſs of the Buſineſſes , Imaginations and

Chickens, that the Sun was Troubles , and eſpecially by

amided by a bad Aſpect of their free Will and Diſſimula

Marsor Saturn; they drew of tions ; the latter whereof puts
Conſequence, that ſince this them upon outward Motions

Luminary , which beſides its contrary to their internal, and

univerſalPower ,was the Dif- the former carries them, by the

poſer of their Fortune with Sway of their Wills , againſt
Mars , was found ill diſpos'd the Courſe of celeſtial Impreſ

when they were projecting fions.

any Deſign , therefore they Queſt. What are the Reaſons

could not have a good Iſſue of why Men love more to command

it . ThusPeople prognoſticate than obey ??

a great Famine or Mortality Anſw . There are various and

when great Flocks of Jays and different Reaſons aſſign'd. As
Crows forſake the Woods; 1. Man is one of the weak

becauſe theſe melancholy Birds eft, but the moſt ambitious of
bearing the Characters of Sa all Creatures . He accounts

turn the Author of Famine himſelf worthy ' to command,

and Mortality , have a very not only over all that is below

early Perception of the bad Diſ- him , but alſo over all his E

poſition of that Planet . quals. And did not Shame re

5. Thence alſo it is , that if ſtrain him , he would willingly

a Fly be found in an Oak -Ap- give his own Suffrage for him

ple , ' is believ'd that the Year felf , when the Perſon of great

enſuing will be troubled wish eſt Sufficiency were to be nomi.

Wars , becauſe that Inſect be . nated . Hence it is conceived that

ing always in Motion , and we have as many Enemies as Ser

troubleſome, is attributed to vants, if the Proverb be true .

Mars. If a Spider be found For the Servant accounting
in the faid' Excreſcence , himſelf equally or more able

then a peftilence is fear'd , to command than his Matter ,

becauſe this to ſect has the believes that Nature or For:

Characters of malignant sa- tune does him wrong in leav

turn ; it a ſmall Worm be ing him in that Condition , and

therefore

1

1
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therefore he aſpires to change be ſcarch'd , fince Superiority

it . The Oppoſition of Contraries affords ſuch ſenſible Pleaſure,

contributes alſo thereto : For and conſpicuous Advantage ;

oblerving the Evils which at- Commandbeing to ſpeak Truth,

tend ſuch as are reduc'd under nothing elſe but an affective

the Will of another , and on the Power of applying what Means

Other Side, the Content which we pleaſe wherewith to com

Maſters ſeem to have while paſs our Profit or Delight.

they live at their own Diſcre. But ſeeing Nature bas elta

tion, and more eaſily ſuffer a- bliſh'd this Law, that inferior

ny Evil of their own doing , Things ought to obey the

becauſe every Man can bet- Superior, the leſs Worthy the

ter bear with himſelf than with more Worthy ; ſo that Obedia

another ; hereupon they as ence and Command are the dif

much deſire Command as they ferent Conſonances which com

deteſt Obedience . Now beſides poſe theHarmony of the

all this, the Realon why we are World ; Whence it is that

ſo fond of Command, is, becauſe Man alone raiſingupthe Tones

every Thing deſires to be in A- or Notes of his Ambition , in

&ion, and all Being confifts prie terrupts the Conſort of the U.

marily in Action . Our Will, ac- niverſe , and makes Diſcord

cordingly, is forward to exert amongſt this agreeable Muſick ?

the Act of Volition ; but it wills The Reaſon is, that as Nature

only by Halves, when it is con- gives no Delires but the allo

trolld , and nothing offends us gives Power , ſo the gives no

more than when we command, Power withoutDeſire. Where

and no Body ftirs to obey us; ſo fore having made Man free by

that ſome are impatient of be- a Power , to wit, a Will molt

ing gain - faid , even in Things free and independent, tie has

notorioufly impertinent or un- alſo made him free by Inclina

juft. Witneſs Philip of Mace- tion and Deſire. Ncw foral

don, who having unjuſtly con much as Obedience is the Re

demn'd a poor Woman , chole ſtriction and Modification ,

rather to pay her Adverſary rather an Annihilation of, and

himſelf, than retract his own contrary Motion to this will

Judgment. and Deſire of Freedoin , ' tis no

2. This Queſtion has no Dif. wonder that Man ſo abliors Ser

ficulty in the general , ſince vitude and deſires Command ;

all who are contented with a becauſe in doing ſo he moſt

ſervile Condition , make their powerfully exerciſes his Will

Obedience ſubſervient to their in all its Extent.

Deſire of railing a Fortune , The Will of Man being al .

which may one Day enable 'ern ways inutable , and in perpe

to command . Nor is the Reaſon tual Motion , 'lis no wonder

of it leſs eaſy. For fince no if it abhors Obedience which

Motive ismore powerful to in- checks its Courſe , deprives it

cline the Will ofMan than De- of the Mears of Change, and

light and Profit , no other uſually carries it by a retre .

Reaſon of this Defite need Code

Or

>
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grade Motion againſt its own uſually weak and delicate , and

Inclination . Yea , 'tis an or- their skin ſmooth and thin .

dinary Thing for Men to be a- Others ſeem to be Servants by

verfe to do or abftain from a- Nature, being ftrong and ſtur

I ny Matter whatſoever , only dy } fit to carry Burdens, to

becauſe it is commanded or for- undergo Labour, and ſuch In
bidden ; altho' we had a Dé- commodities as attend thoſe

fire to do it before, or at leaſt who are ſubject to another's

it was indifferent to us . Whence Will .

aroſe the Proverb , that for- 6.Man having been created

bidding inflames Appetite ; and by God for Command, as holy

the more , for that the Order Writ atteſts, he always retains

which is given us introduces the Remembrance of his Ori

into our Will another ſtrange ginal, and would be Mafter e

Will , which, tho' like and con- very where. For tho’the Crea

formable to ours , yet diſplea- tures upon which the Domi

ſes us , as it is forinfecal; as nion given him by God ex

the Motion which would have tends, ſeems to have been re

been natural to the Stone, if it fractory to him ever ſince Sin ;

had been barely let fall from yet the moſt part itill acknow

on high downwards , becomes ledge in him ſome Tokens of

violent to it when it is caft their ancient Lord. The on

down . therwiſe moſt unruly Horſe

4. This Defire proceeds from fuffers himſelf to be manag'd

theLove we bear to our ſelves , by him , and a Troop of Oxen

which is ſo natural to Man, is driven by a Child. The moft

that it lives firſt, and dyes laſt furious Animals become gen

in him . Now Man loving tle, and tremble at the Coun

himſelf more than any elſe , tenance of a Man , becauſe

and Love having for its Foun. they find therein the Chara

dation the Perfection and Me- cters of Divinity. But as 'tis

rit of the Thing lov'd , hence natural to other Animals to

he eſteems himſelf more per- obey Man more perfect than

tect , and conſequently more themſelves, ſo it ſeems to Man

worthy to command than any a Thing againſt Nature, for the

other . And this cauſes him to more perfect to obey the leſs.

delire a Thing which he ac- 7. The Deſire of command.

counts due to him .
ing has not place in all , nor at

5. As ſome Men are natu- all Times. The Maſter of the

rally led to command , ſo 0- Ship willingly reſigns the Ma

thers are inclin'd of their own nagement of the Helm to an

Accord to obey and ſerve. The experienc'd Pilot , and disban

former are calld , by the Phi- ded Soldiers readily ſuffer them

loſopher, Lords and Malters ſelves to be rally’d and con

by Nature, having an Heroick ducted by thoſe whom they

Spirit , capable of governing judge the moſt worthy to com

not only themſelves , but o- mand them . Others, far from

thers too ; their Bodies being this Deſire , ſubmit and tye

themſelves,

>
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themſelves , by natural Incli- Things as they ought to be.

nation, to the Pleaſure of ano. But 'tis otherwiſe if we con

ther. Moreover, ſome Virtues ſider Things as they are. Mac

are ſo heroical and eminent ny Times the Appetite over

that they win Hearts , as it maſters Reaſon ; uſually Fools

were , by Violence , and con- and Ignorants are the ſtrongeſt.

ftrain the moſt Refractory and Wherefore if there be found

Ambitious to confeſs that they any one amongſt Men that

ought to be obey'd. ' By this differs as much from others as

Means a mutinous Multitude, the Soul from the Body, Man
impatient of all Command , from Beaſt , Reaſon from the

have been brought to lay down Appetite, the Male from the

their Arms. But we ſee ſome Female , he oughtto command.

Spirits fo free , that nothing For, according to Ariſtotle, e

can reduce them to Obedience, very Man who commands muſt

neither Promiſes nor Threat- be of a different Nature from

nings . They have ſo high and him who obeys. And as the
extraordinary a Genius, that Shepherd is of another and

they will prefer Poverty and more excellent Nature than

Miſery , yea Beggary and Tor- his Flock , ſo he that commands

ments before Obedience ; and over Men ought to be a Hero .

never ſtoop to the Pleaſure and Queft. Which is basdeft , to

Will of any other ; altho' they get, or to keep an Eſtate, Know

be but little befriended by For- ledge, or the like ?

tune or Nature, Whence is Anſw . As the harder a

this ? Why, ſometimes from Weight is to be lifted up, 'tis

Greatneſs of Spirit, and often- the harder to be held up; ſo

times from a Diforderlinefs of the more Labour there is in

Mind which breaks forth, and acquiring, the more there is alſo

is not capable of Reſtraint. in preſerving the thing acquir'd .

8. In the whole Univerſe Hence those who have on.

the more Noble commands the dergone hard Toil to get an

leſs, the more potent Quality Eltate, are more buſied in keep

predominates over the Reſt: ing it , than they who receive

In Animals the Soul commands one from another without Pains.

the Body , as the Maſter his On which Account it was, that

Servant ; makes it move and Ariſtotle ſaith Benefactors love

act as it pleaſes ; and Man thoſe they do gopd to , better

Exerciſes Sovereignty over than they are belov'd by them ,

Beaſt. Amongſt Men, Rea- becauſe 'tis more Pains to oblige

ſon commands the Appetite ; than to be oblig'd ; and Wo.

in Oeconomy, the Male, as the men love and preſerve their

more perfect , commands the Children fo tenderly and dear

Female ; and, generally , the ly, becauſe of the Pain they

Wiſe, Learned, and Virtuous, undergo in bringing them forth .

ought to have Command over Yet becauſe this Sex is deſign'd

the Fooliſh , Ignorant , and to look after the Goods of the

Vicious . This is ſpeaking of Family , and men to procure

2

then ,

AN"
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them , it may ſeem thereby theſe two Qualities feerd in

that.'ris harder to get than to confiftent; for Conquerorshave

keep ; otherwiſe the Strongelt almoſt always been ſo magnifi

ſhould not have the more diffi. cent , as that they have given

cult Task , as Equity and Juſtice away with one Hand what

require. they acquir'd with the Other ,

But others ſay , that this reſerving nothing to themſelves

Queſtion is reſolvd chiefly by but Hope and Glory ; whereas

conſidering the Diverſity of preſerving ſeems proper to the

Times, Inclinations, Capacities, Magiſtrate and Civil Judge .

and Things. In Seditions or Laſtly ; ſome things are ac

Wars 'tis hard for Man to quir'd with great Facility , but

keep his own,the Stronger dif- difficultly kept ; as Friendſhip,

poffeſfing the Weaker, and the which oftentime is got in an

Laws being little heard amidſt Inftant, but more difficult, yea

the claſhing ofArms . In Peace , almoſt impoflible to continue .

when Juſtice , ſecures, every The Favours of Lovers are or

Man's Poffeffion , 'tis eaſier to dinarily of this Rank , being

preſerve. In Youth Acquiſition more eaſily got than kept. On

is more facile, yer keeping is the contrary, Knowledge is

not lo eafily practis'd then as kept with more Eaſe than it is

in old Age. The Prodigal does gain'd, becauſe Ignorance muſt

Violence to himſelf , when he firſt.be remov'd out of the Un

finds a Neceflity of ſaving, and derſtanding, and this is a Mat

thinks nothing more difficult. ter of Difficulty ; whereas to

The llochful Man knows not preſerve Knowledge, the Species

how to get any Thing. The need only be ſthr'd up again ,

Covetous finds Difficulty in both , and the more they are excited

but the greateſt in keeping ; they become the more ſtrong

and therefore apprehending no and vigorous; contrary to other

Security amongſtMen , afier ha- Things which periſh in the Uſe.
ving experienc'd the Trouble For the ſame. Alions which

of ſecuring his Wealth by the produc'd the Habit preſerve it,

Honeity of others , from the but with much leſs Dificulty

Frauds of Debtors , the Subtle- than it was acquir’d. The

iyot Lawyers, the Violence of ſamemay be ſaid of Virtues ;

Thieves, he is oftentimes re- it being harder for a bad Man

duc'd to hide his Treaſure un- to become good, than for one of

der Ground. Perſons of Cou- this latter Sort to continue in
rage and great Vivacity of the Exerciſes of Virtue. As

Spirit , but defective in Dif- for the Goods of the Body ,

cretion , are more in Pain to Beauty , Strength and Health ;

keep than to get . As it was as they are frail, ſo they are

faid ofAlexander, Hannibal, and eaſie to loſe ; the Jaundice,

many other great Captains, the ſmall Pox, the leaſt Diſorder

that they knew better how to in our Humours are ſufficient to

overcome than to make Uſe of alter or deltroy them utterly
their victory. And indeed Tbe Goods of Fortune (lo call's

>
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becauſe they depend upon ſo two contraries the one ſuppos

tincertain and mutable a Cauſe ; ſes the other. And indeed ' tis

that he that has them can impoſſible for any local Moti.

ſcarce call himſelf Maſter of on, Condenſation, orRarefracti

them ) as Riches and Honours , on , and inward Augmentation,

are hard to get and eaſy to to be made without admitting

lofe ; inaſmuch as a Man 'mult Vacuity . For, as for local

perform an infinite Number of Motion, when a Body removes

virtuous Actions to obtain Pro- out of a place, that into which

motion , but a ſingle bad Action it enters is either full or emp

is enough to ruinhim . ty : not full, for then it could

Queſt. Is there ſuch a Thing not receive a new Body with

in Nature as ' a Vacuum ; and out Penetration of Dimenſions

what are the opinions of the (which Nature cannot ſuffer )

Learned about it ? therefore it muſt be empty :

Anſwer, 1. The Vulgar call for thisReaſon Meliſſus affirm'd

that empty which is not filld that all Things are immoveable.

with ſome viſible Body . But the For being unable to compre

Philoſophers give this Name hend how Motion cou'd be

to a place deſtitute of all Cor- made without , and unwilling

poreity whatſoever , yet ca- to admit Vácuity, therefore he

pable of being fill d ; at leaſt, deny'd both . To ſay that Bo

if any ſuch can be in Nature. dies give way one to another ,

For it cannot be underſtood is to encreaſe the Difficulty in

of thoſe imaginary Spaces be- ſtead of reſolving it ; for the

yond the Heavens (which , Py- Body which gives place to ano.

thagoras ſaid , ſerv'd for their ther muſt diſplace a third, and

Reſpiration ) whereof he con- this a fourth , and ſo to Infini

ceiv'd they ſtood in need , as ty. So that , to avoid admit

Animals do. Democritus and ting little Pores or Interſtices

Deucippus admitted a two-fold in the Air to which it may

Vacuum ; one in the Air , ſer. be coinpacted , we muſt affirm

ving for local Motion ; the other that the Air of our Antipodes

in all mixt Bodies, requiſite to is agitated at every the leaſt

the Internal Growth , and alſo Motion of a Finger here. More

to the Lightneſs of Things ; over, a Vacuum is prov'd by

alledging that according as their Condenſation and Rarefaction .

Atoms are cloſely or looſely For the former being made ,

connected, and of various Fi. when a Body is reduc'd into a

gures, fo Bodies are light or hea- leſſer Extent, and its Parts ap

vy. But theſe Opinions being proach nearer another

antiquated , ſome adhere to the without Loſs of any ; either

cummon one, which admits no theſe Parts penetrate one ano

Vacuum at all . ther , or elſe there was ſome

2. Others ſay , that ſince void Space , which is poffefs'd

Nature abhors a Vacuum , there by themſelves when they are

mult be ſuch a Thing ; for of thruit together : Seeing , if
li they.

one
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they had been ſo contigu- were a Vacuum in the World ,

ous as that there were not any the Heavens could not tranſmit

empty l'ores between them , their Influences into the Ele

they could not have come ments and their Compounds ,
cloſer together. Likewiſe , for the Preſervation of which

Rarefaclion being caus'd when the ſame areabſolutely neceſſa

the Parts recede one from a- ry; conſidering that whatever

nother , if no other Body in- acts upon a diſtant Thing, muft

terpoſe , there muſk needs be do it by ſome Medium uniting

a i'acuum between the Parts ; the Agent and the Patient.

or elſe they muſt have been 4. But 'tis ſaid , that ſince

one within another. If it Nature offers Violence to her

be ſaid , that proportionably felf , to prevent Inanity , and

as one Thing is condens'd all Things quit their particu

in one Place, another is as lar Intereſt for that of the Pub

much rarefy'd ſomewhere elſe , lick, undoubtedly there is no

to fill up the Vacuum , and ſo on ſuch Thing as a Vacuum in

the contrary ; this is harder to Nature . For we ſee that the

be conceiv'd than a Vacuum . makes heavy Things to aſcend,

Lailly , Accretion or Growth, light Things to deſcend , and

• which is caus’d by the Recepti- breaks the ſolideſt and ſtrong,

on of Aliment in the Body , eſt Things without any exter

could not be made , if there nal Violence, only to avoid the

were not ſome void Paſſages Inconvenience of Vacuity. If

to receive this Aliment. And, Bellows be compreſs’d, and the

to conclude, Experience thews Holes ftopp'd , no humane Force

us , that a Pail of Water will can expand them without break

receive its own Meaſure of A- ing ; a ( Bottle of what Ma

thes or Lime which it could not terial ſoever ) fillid with boil

do , if there were no Vacuity . ing Water and ſtopp'd, and put

3. A Third Opinion is , that into cold , immediately flies in

every Thing affects Unity, nor Pieces . You cannotdraw Wine

only becaule God who is the out of a Veſſel , unleſs you give

univerſal Cauſe of all , is one , Entrance to the Air at theBung

and inoit ſimple ; and every hole. A Veſſel being full of

Thingought to be like its Cauſe'; heated Air, and its Orifice ap

but for that all Things find ply'd to the Water , ſucks the

their Good and Converſation in ſame upwards. A Cupping:

Unity, as they do their Ruin in glaſs , when the heated and

Dii union . Wherefore every jubtile Air in it becomes con

"thing in the World is ſo uni. dens'd and takes up leſs Room ,

- fed that there is not any attracts the Fleſh into it ſelf.

empty Space between two , Syphons and Pumps, by which

and Conriguity is as neceſſary the Water is made to aſcend
in the Parts of the World , higher than its Sourſe , are

os Continuity in thoſe of a founded wholly upon this avoi

iving Creature. For if there ding of Vacuity. Our own

Bo
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Bodies alſo afford us an Inſtance , Water will immediately aſcend

for the Aliment could not be to fill the Vacuity left by the Ex

aſſimilated in each Part with- ſuction of the Air. And if with

out the Suction and attraction a Syringe you force Air into a

which is made of it , to ſup. Veſſel ſtrong enough to endure

ply the Place of what is con- ſuch Violence , when the Pores

ſum'd by Exerciſe or Heat ; O- of the Air which were empty

therwiſe the Blood and Nou- before come to be fill’d , it will

riſhment

would tend only of its own Accord drive our
downwards by their own the Water very impetuouſly ,

Weight . And what makes the which was put firit into it.

Effects of Blood- letting and Likewiſe, though the Air natu

Purgation ſo ſenſible, but this rally keep up above the Water:

very Flight of Vacuum ? yet by encloſing it in ſome Sort

5. A notable Vacuity and of ot Veffel, you may violcntly

great Extent cannot be with make it continue under the Wa
out a Miracle, but ſome ſmall ter.

interſpers'd Inanities may be Queſt. Pray Gentlemen, oblige

between the Particles of the E- me with the ſeveral Opinions you

lements and Compounds, like have met with concerning the
the Pores of our Bodies : Forcapricious or extravagant He

Nature abhors the former, and mours ofWomen.

can do nothing without the Anſw . It ſhou'd not be thought

latter ; it being impoſſible for that all Women are capricious ;

Qualities to be tranſmitted to but only the Reaſon inquir'd of

any Subject through a great Va- thoſe that are ſo, and why are

cuum , which would hinder the they more ſo than Man ? To

Perception of our Senſes , and alledge the Difference of Souls,

the Fire it ſelf from heating at and ſuppoſe that as there is an
the least Diſtance. There could Order in the Celeſtial Hierar

be no breathing in it , Birds chies , whereby the Archan

could not fly in it'; in brief, gels are plac'd above Angels , ſo

no Action could be exercis'd in the Spirits of Men are more per

it but thoſe whereof the Prin- fect than thoſe ofWomen ; were

ciple is in the Thing it felf, to fetch a Reaſon too far off, and

and which need no Medium ,as prove one obſcure Thing byano

local Motion , which would be ther more ſo . Nor is the Cauſe to

more eaſily made , becauſe be found in their Bodies, taken
there would be no Reſiſtance. in particular , for then the

6. Nature doth what ſhe Handſom would be free from

can to hinder a Vacuum, get this Vice ; the Actions which

ſuffers one when ſhe is forc'd borrow Grace from their Sub

to it. For if you ſuck out all ject, appearing to us of the ſame

the Air out of a Bottle , then Nature ; and conſequently their

ftop it exactly, and having put Virtues would ſeem more per

it under water with the Mouth fect, and their Defects more

downwards , open it again , the excuſable ; whereas , for the
li2 molt

>
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moſt part the faireſt are the to aſſign the true Cauſe of them

moſt culpable. We mult there- Moreover , the Manner of li

fore recurto the Correſpondence ving, which the Laws and Cu

and Proportion of the Body and ſtoms ſubject Women , contri

the soul . For ſome : ime a Soul bute much to their Defects : For

lights upon a Body ſo well leading a ſedentary Life where

framd, and Organs ſo com- in they have always the ſame

modious for the Exerciſe of its Objects before their Eyes, and

Faculties , that there ſeems their Minds being pot diverted

more of a God than of a Man , by civil Actions, as thoſe of Men

in its Actions ( whence ſome are, they make a thouſand Re
Perſons of either Sex attract flections upon their preſent

the Admiration of the World :) Condition , comparing it with

On the contrary , other Souls thoſe whereof they account

are ſo ill lodg'd, that their A- themſelves worthy: This puts

ctions have leſs of Man than of their Modeſty to the Rack, and

Brute . And becauſe there's more oftentimes carries them be

Women than Men tound , whoſe yond the Reſpect and Bounds

Spirits are ill quarter'd , and which they propos'd to them

Faculties deprav’d ; hence comes felves . Eſpecially, if a Woman

their capricious and peevilh Hu- of good Wit ſees her ſelf mar

mour . For as melancholy ry'd to a weak Husband, and

Perſons , whoſe Blood is more is ambitious of ſhewing her

heavy , are with good Reaſon felf. Another judging her

accounted the more wiſe ; ſelf to merit morethan her

ſo thoſe whoſe Blood and (con- Rival , ' not knowing to whom

ſequently ) Spirits are more a. to complain of her Unhap

gile and moveable , muſt have pineſs , does every Thing in

a leſs Degree of Wiſdom, and Deſpight. And indeed they are

their minds ſooner off the the leſs culpable , inaſmuch

Hooks. The irregular Motions as they always have the Prin .

of the Organ which diftingui- ciples of this Vice within them

thes their Sex, and which is ſelves, and frequently find Oc

call'd an Animal within an A. caſions abroad.

nimal, many Times have an In- 2. The Word Capricio is us'd

fluence in the Buſineſs, and In- to ſignify the extravagant Hu

creaſe the Mobility of the Hu- mour of moſt Women, becauſe

mours . Whence the Health of there is no Animal to which

their minds as well as that of they more reſemble than a

their Bodies many Times ſuffers Goat , whoſe Motions are ſo

Alteration . A Woman fallen irregular that prendre la chevre

into a Fit of the Mother be. lignifies to take Snuff without

comes oftentimes enrag'd ,enragd , Cauſe, and to change a Reſolu .

weeps , laughs , and has ſuch tion unexpectedly. For ſuch as
irregular Motions, as not only have ſearch'd into the Nature

torment her Body and Mind, of this Animal , find that its

but al.o that of the Phyſician , Blood is ſo ſharp, and Spirits ſo
ardens

ip
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ardent, that it is always in a Quarrels which arife in Families,

Fever; and hence it is that and in Civil Life. If you would

being agitated with this Heat have a Troop of Goats paſs

which is natural to it, it leaps over any difficult Place, you

as ſoon as it comes into the need Force but one to do it,

World . Now the Cauſe of this and all the Reſt will follow ..

Temper is the Conformation of So Women are naturally en

the Brain , which they ſay is vious, and no ſooner ſee a

like that of a Woman ; the new Faſhion, but they muſt

Ventricles of which being ve- follow it . And Gardiners

ry little , are eaſily fillid with compare Women and Girls

Tharp and biting Vapours, which to a Flock of Goats, who

cannot evaporate ( as Ariſtotle roam and browſe inceſſantly,

affirms) becauſe their Sutures holding nothing inacceſlible

are cloſer than thoſe of Men : to their Curioſity. There is

Thoſe Vapours prick the Nerves but one conſiderable Difference

and Membranes, and ſo cauſe between them ; the Goat wears

thoſe extraordinary and capri Horns, and the Woman makes

cious Motions . Hence it is , others wear them .

that women are more ſubject 3. A third Opinion is, that

to the Megrim and other Diſea- there is more Correſpondence

ſes of the Head , than Men . between a Woman and a Mule,

And of thoſe that ſell a Goat than between a Woman and

never warrant it ſound as they a Goat : For (leaving the E

do other Animals , there is no leſs tymology of Mulier to Gram .

Excuſe in Reference to Women. marians) the Mule is the moſt

Which caus'd the Emperour teſty andcapricious of all Beaſts ,

Aurelius to ſay, that his Fa- fearing the Shadow of a Man

ther -in -law Antoninui, who or a Tree overturn'd more than

had done ſo much good to the Spur of the Rider. So a

Others , had done him Miſchief Woman fears every Thing but

enough in giving him his what the ought to fear. The

Daughter, becauſe he found ſo Obſtinacy of the Mulę, wbich

much Bone to pick in a little is ſo great that it has grown

Fleſh . Moreover, the Natu- into a Proverb, is inſeparable

ralifts ſay that the Goat is an from the whole Sex, moſt of

Enemy to the Olive - tree eſpe- them being gifted with a Spia
cially, which is a Symbol of rit of Contradiction. Mules

Peace, whereunto Women are delight to go in Companies ;

not over.well affected. For, ſo do Women , The Beils and

not to mention the firſt Divorce Muzzles of the one have ſome

which woman caus'd between Correſpondence with the Earı

God and Man by her Lickorilh. ings and Masks of the other ;

neſs”; her Talking, her Ambie and both love Priority. The

tion , her Luxury, her Obſtinacy, more quiet you allow a Mule,

and other Vices, are the moſt it becomes the more retty ; ſo

common Cauſes of all the women become more Vicious

in
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in idleneſs : Neither of them People are not forward to pro

willingly admits the Bridle be.. voke a Mule for fear of Kicks ,

tween their Teeth . The Mule ſo we are more ſhy of Women
is ſo untoward , that it kicks than otherwiſe ſhould

in the Night Time while 'tis be, for Fear of Capricioes ; well

afeep ; ſo Women are oftner underſtanding the Difference

laid than quiet.' Laſtly , the which the Proverb puts be

Mule that hath ſeem'd moſt tween the Van of the one, and
tractable all its Time, one Day the Rear of the other. Yet

or other pays his Maſier with ſome hold that this Capriciouſ

a Kick ; and the Woman that nefs of Women follows the

has ſeem'd moſt diſcreet , at Moon no le's than their Men

one Time or other commits ftruofities do . Others , that

fome notorious Folly. the Flower of Beans contributes

4. Thoſe who invented the very much to it.

little Medals repreſenting the 5. If Credit is to be given to

upper Part of a Woman , and Experience , Solomon who had

the lower of a Mule, com • Experience of a thouſand Wo

mend this Sex whilſt they think men , compares an ill caprici

to blame it . For there is no ons Woman to a Tygreſs and a

thing more healthy , ſtrong, Lyoneſs. Such were Medea,

patient of Hunger, and the Xantippe, and many others.

Injuries of Sealons, or that Moreover , the Poets ſay that

carries more, and is more fer- the Gods intending to puniſh

viceable , than a Mule . Na. Prometheus for having fioln the

ture fhews that ſhe is not fa- Celeſtial Fire , gave him a

tisfied with her ( ther Pro- Wife. And when Satan afflicted

ductions whilft ſhe makes other Job, he deprivºd him of his

Animals propagate hy Genera- Flocks of his Houles , and ot

tion ; but when he has made his Children , but had a Care not

à Mule , ſhe ſtops there , as ha- to take his Wife from him ,

ving found what the ſoughr. knowing that this was the

Now if certain Actions of Wo- only way to make him deſpe

men ſeem full of Perverſeneſs rare, as it would have done

and Curricio to fome , poflibly without God's special Grace .

others will account them to The Rabbins ſay, three Sorts of

proceed from Vivacity of Spi- Perſons were exempted from

sit , and Greatneſs of Courage. publick Charges, and could not

And as the Poet, in great com- be call'd into Judgment, to wit,

mendation of his black Min the Poor, the Nephritick, und

streſs , chanted her Cheeks of Jet, be that had a bad Wife ; be.

and Boſoin of Ebony ; fo what cauſe they had Buſineſs enough

ever fomePeoples Miltake may at Home without needing any

ſay to the contrary , the moſt abroad . The Laws likewiſe

capricious woman is the moſt exempted new marry'd Men

becoming Noris this Humour from going to the Wars the

unprofitable to them ; for as firſt Year of their Marriage ,

allow
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allowing them this time, which cal, neither Divine norHumane

is the rougheſt and moſt impor- Laws having ever allow'd Wo

tant, to repreſs to their Qua- men to relinquiſh their Hus

relſomneſs, and reduce their bands ; for then , being as ca

fierce Spouſes to Duty . Which pricious and inconitant as they

if the Husbands could nor are, they wou'd have chang'd

effect, a little Bill of Divorce every Day. For the fame Rea

( appointed by God and the fon the Laws have always pro

Laws for putting an End to the hibited to Women the Admi

poor Man's Miſeries) did the niftration of publick Affairs.

Buſineſs. Though the Chalde- And the Religion of the Mae

ans us'd not ſo much Formali. hometan Arabians afſigns them

ty, but only extinguiſh'd the a Paradiſe apart ; becauſe ( fay

domeſtick Fire which the Prieſt they) if the Woman ſhould

kindled at the Marriage. Yet come into that of the Men,

the Privilege was notrecipro- they would diſturb all the Feaſta

F I N I S.
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200

A. Art, is not the Military mot

neceſſary ? 323

Rminianiſm or Antino- which is moft neceſary ?

mianiſm , which the ibid

more dangerous ? 141 Amity, Can it be kept up bag
Anabaptiſts, feveral Queſtions continual Converſe ? 331

anſwer’d. 157 Athenian Society unveil'd , an

Remarks on the laſt Anſwer to it . 353

Sheets publiſh'd by them . 164 Apoftacy, whether a Poſibility

Twenty Seven Syllogifti- of final from a State of Grace ?

cal Arguments replied to. 386

168 Adam, What would have bee

Twenty three unanſwer . come of his numerous ifjue

able Queſtions anſwer'd . 194 if he had not finn'd ? 437

Their three Queſtions a- And Eve, whence had

bout the Fathers. they their Needles and Thread ?

- Four Queries, whether 437

God hath allowed or enjoyne Angel, Did he deſtroy the whole

Parents to bring their Little Race of ſome Creatures to

ones into a Covenant with him clothe Adam and Eve ? 438

by Baptiſm ? 201 Affylium , The Uſe of the Word.

Four Queries by another 447

Hand anſwer'd . 202 Apparition of a Woman all' ir

Afraid, why do such look pale white, fome Thoughts of it.

and wan ?" 223 449

Aſs, Was it always an injurious

Name?
271

Armenia, Iheir way and Man

ner of Ordination. 277 Bodies, Why do they grow

Auſtria , How came that Houſe more in Infancy than in

to pretend to K. of Hunga- our Youth ? 217

283 Beaſts, and not Men, able to
Amen, why ſome ſcruple to ſay go from their Birth .

it to the Communications on Blood , of all Humours why

Afh -Wedneſday. 313 red ?
224

Arts, What's the End of 'em ? Beam, Why cafting one fromon

322 High

B.

ry ?

222
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ter

C.

High in a perpendicular Line -Why so troubled to rea

or right Line into the Water, concile the Water above the

the lower End that firſt enters
Firmament.

the Water will come up before Whether he had not bes.

the other End ſhall come to the conceald ſome of his

Bottom ? 225 Notions ?
439

Bladder, Full of wind thruſt by

Force under the Water Mall

aſcend ſuddenly on the top of

the Water .
226 CHildren, Whydon': they

Bowing, and keeping the Head that have more Wit and

bear in Church , is there any Judgment than their Age or

Example for it ? 268 dinarily permits, live so long;

Babylonians , who were the Gods
or if they do, become Sots and

they chiefly Ador'd ? 280 Dunces ? 206

Black, why that Colour made Cock, Why does it Crow every

uſe of in Mourning ? 301 Three Hours, and exactly at

Brother, whom I was Bail for, Midnight ?
207

for a certain Sum of Money Child in Swicha in Franconia,

and forc'd to pay ; on which that could hardly go or ſpeak,

I made a vow never to affift loſt it ſelf in a Wood for

bim, now his Circumſtances three Nights and two Days,

require it, whether i ought in which time fell a great

to help him or keep myVow ? 312 Snow that covered it, but e

Books, Severaljaid tobe wrote very Day a man came and

by Perfons of Quality, whe- fed it and went again ; but

ther worth buying ? 339 the third Day led it from the

Beverly ( Tho . ) in his Line of Wood to the Road by which it

Time, pretends to have found return'd home, and told plain

the Line of Time, Times, and ly what had happened to it ;

half Time. 385. and in three Days after loft its

Baptiſm , Whether a Means of Speech again . 216

Regeneration ?
386 Cramp-filh , Why doth it benum

Beſt , whether to go to Bed late the Fiſhermans Arm without

or Riſe betime ?
426 touching it, that he becomes

Burnet ' ( Dr.) his Archiologia, almoſt inſenſible?

Whether there is any objection Canons, The Neglect of them

to be made, Chap 1 Book 2. 431 be the Cauſe of the

-Whether he has prov'd by Sins of the Age ?
259

Phyſical Reaſon in his Theory, Chineſe, Their Manner of Wor
that the Earth was of a ſmooth ſhip.

284

and even Subſtance ? 431 Copties and Armenians,May they

Whether the Cauſe he be term'd good Chriſtians ? 304

alligns for the Deluge be agree- Cafe, Of a young Gentleman ,

able to his Theory ? 434 deeply in Love.
304

His Notion of Paradice.435 Chriftian, A good one , who is

His Paraphraje on Mo- depriv'd of Temporal Good ,

Les
how may he know whether it

proceeds

9

222

not
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326

on ?

preceeds from his parents or Children, whether a ſtrict Care

his own sin ? 308 of their Education , would not

-Whether it be the Du- ſooner root out Vice than the

ty of every Humble one to Fears and Terrors of P4

look on himſelf the worſt of nijlment. 463

Sinners ? 311

And how such a one D.

can look on himſelf as ſuch

a one, when be hears others D Arkneſs, Why do we not
curſe and ſwear. ibid . ſee ſo well coming out of

Clergy -Man being so far in Debt it into the Lighı ? p. 208

that he cannot officiate him- Divinity, of our Saviour, no
ſelf, whether or no he ought more believed by ſome, than

to reſign bis Living ?
ibid. the Trinity by the Jews ? 208

Catechizing Children , what Dew, How it is ingendred ? 216

Rule have you for it in the Dog , Why excel all other Crea

Scripture ? 319 tures in Smelling ? 226
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